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PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

TEVUBDAY, MAY 81, 1978

U.S. SENATE ,

Suncou oz PRIVATE PENSION PLANS
OP THE COMIM'FE ON FINANCE,

Waehiftgtont, D.O.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Spnate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson [chair-
man of the subcdnmittee] presiding.

Present: Senators Long [chairman of the full committee], Nelson,
Curtis, and Dole.

Senator NzLSON. We will open our hearings this morning with i
distinguished panel of experts who will consider first the question of
whether it is better for the vesting, funding, and any other provisions
to be enforced by the Department of Labor as proposed by S. 4, or
whether it would be better for them to be enforced through the Treas'
ury Department, as provided by Senator. Bentsen's bill and Senator
Chirtis' bill, S. 1681, the administration's proposal.

The second question will be should limitations on benefits and con.
tributions be provided for self-employed plans Should they also be
provided for professional corporations and closely held corporations
and possibly a so for large company plans as well IAnd if limitations
are to be provided, what should they be?

As you know, we operate under some constraints of time, regrettably.
We have your prepared statements and they will be printed in full

in the hearing record. It would be helpful if each of you would sum-'
marize your viewpoint on the first question first. We will cover just one
question at a time in your summary. If you could do that in 5 minutes
or so, that would help us. Then we will go to the second question.

To get the full benefit of your expertise, it would be helpful if you
would -feel free after your presentations to comment on the issues on
which you differ so that when we end up with a hearing record, the
members of the committee and the Members of the Senate will be able
to look at it and have a good feel for what the arguments pro and con
are.I don't need to describe the background of each of the experts since
they have such distinction that everybody in the field knows who they
are anyway, and those who don't wouldn't understand what they arq

e have today Prof. Daniel Halperin, professor of law at the Unit
versity of Pennsylvania Law School; Mr. Converse Murdoch, presi,
dent of the Wilmington Del. law firm of Murdoch, Longobardi,
Schwartz, and Walsh; Mdr. John Nolan, attorney, the law 'firm

(819)
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Miller and Chevalier; Mr. Carroll Savage, attorney, law firm of Ivins,
Phillips and Barker; and Mr, Harold T. Swartz, member of the ac-
counting firm of Coopers and Lybrand; and Mr. Paul Berger, member
of the law firm of Arnold and Porter.

We will open today with a summary of remarks by Mr. Nolan. Mr.
Nolan I am very pleased to have you back visiting tis from the other
side oi the table for'a change.

STATEMENTS OF PANELISTS fOEN S. NOLAN 1 OF MILLER & 01EV.
ALIER; CONVERSE MURDOCH,' OT 30RDOCH, LONGOBARDI,
SCHWARTZ & WALSH; PAUL BERGER,' OF ARNOLD & PORTER;
DANIEL HALPERIN,' PROFESSOR O LAW, UNIVERSITY OF PENN.
SYLVANIA LAW SCHOOL; HAROLD T, SWARTZ,' OF COOPERS LY.
BRAND; AND CARROLL SAVAGE, 07 IVINS, PHILLIPS & BARKER

Mr. NOLA. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman, it is an honor and privilege to address these impor-

tant subjects before the committee.
The extraordinary tax benefits granted to qualified penlign and

Profit sharing plans, these substantial tax benefits are arante to in.
iuce, private savings, particularly for retirement, and they are aA

etial element in our systm of providing post retirement security
for our citizens. They permit the development of private plans t tl:
ored to the needs of particular groups of workers; that is, they permit
necessary flexibility through private rather than public action. They
provide investment discretion to such groups, and also the greater
efflcfiency of decentralized administration of savings plans by the in-
terested parties themselves. They build on the incomes provided by
the socialsecurity system. They give the individual the independence
and dignity that proceeds from the provision by him for his own
future out of his own earnings during his lifetime.

These substantial tax benefits have been an effective inducement
to the adoption of qualified plans-some 80 million persons are now
covered by such plans. This rapid growth has highlihted some major
problems in the development of employee benefit pfans- -overage of
employees, vesting, funding, the treatment of self-employeid person,
and other matters. The ma or legislative proposals now under study
by this subcommittee deal in varying degrees with these problems;
but they differ completely on the matter of responsibility for theadministration of these new provisions. This is a most important issue
which deserves the subcommittee's closest attention.

The development of our existing extensive private system over the
past 80 years has been under the supervision almost solely of fh
Internal venue Service. Working with the barest and broadest form
of statutory standards--suh as requirements that the amounts set
aside be usM "for the exclusive benefit of employees," and that con-
tributions or benefits not discriminate in favor of persons who ar

t renare statement

reFire statement, V.4 prepare statementp7
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officers shareholders, or highly compensated employees--and the Serv-
ice has beenan effective overseer of a system that now covers as kq!
viously stated, some 90 million persons in the United Staes. Mthe
Service has steadfastly developed and enforced such roles as require-
ments that plans be fully vested on termination, that vesting rsquir-
ments be included in plans of smaller employers to insure that the
prohibited nondiscrimination of highly paid employees does not occur,
and that at the minimum, the employer fund each year current Osrv-
ice liabilities plus the interest due on unfunded past service liabilities

These are merely examples of literally hundreds of other detaileA
rules and requirements built by the Service only on the bare, broad
statutory standards previously described. These rules have been gen
rally accepted by employers and employees alike and by the courts,
as fair and reasonable and as having contributeA immensely to the
development of the highly effective private pension system which
exists ithe United States today.

During the past, 30 years, the Internal Revenue Service has inten-
sively reviewed the organization or adoption of substantially every
qualified plan in the United States, and has monitored the suabsequent
operation of a high percentage of such plans. The Service has d4evel-
oped and applied- extnsive rules as to the necessary coverage of the
]plan to insure nondiscriminatory coverage of the employee groups;
the Service has required inclusion of various provisions to lrtect te
right and benefits of lower-paid employees' and the Service has rs.
qired inclusion of provisilons to prevent diversion of the fund to
any purpose other than the exclusive benefit of the employee group,
The practical necessity of an employer obtaining a. "det4vrnination
Letter' from the Service approving the plan so as to insure the ftvor-
able tax benefits has given the Service the opportunity to enforce
effectively its extensive network of regulations and rulings.

To accomplish these objectives the Service, over 80 years has; e-
veloped a cadre of personnel highly skilled in the operation of private
pension plans. These personnel are to a large extent, decentralized into

district offices. They are complemented by a group of experts, inluding
ualified actuaries in the National Office oThe Service, who deal with

te most complex of the problems presented. These personnel are not
only minvolvedr in the approval of plans when first created, but also
in thhe regular monitoring of plan operations under the Sevicesa. ex-
tensive audit and compliance programs

The Service ohas collected extensive files and data on the operation
of particular plans and through its computer system master file has
developed a special employees' plan master fie Uystefi wi*ch pro.
duces Invaluable information in the tax audit of employee benefit
plans.

The problems which exist in the existing private pension plan sys-
tem-that is lack of adequate vesting and funding the absnce of
uniform fiduciary standards, and insufficient reposing and 416clo.
sure-are attbutable to the absence of sufficiently comprehensive
statutory requirements for the development of' the system, not to In,.
.adequate supervision by the Service. Tax men would generally a e
that th e treatment of employee benefit plans by the $ervlcd refiots
a history of administration over the years mi which the Service h4
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been most aggressive in insuring that plans are operated for the
exclusive benefit of employees without discrimination in favor of
higher paid personnel. The Service has thereby guided the develop-
ment and operation of employee benefit plans to an extraordinary
degree.

Now that legislative proposals are being considered to provide the
necessary statutory requirements, it woud seem highly Inadvisable
to commit their administration to any agency other than that depart-
ment-the Internal Revenue Sefvice-whieh has the proven back-
ground, experience, personnel, and demonstrated fortitude to enforce
them effectively. r

Accordingly, I recommend strongly based, on my own experience,
for the reasons Just outlined that administration of new requirements
governing coverage, vesting, and funding be committed solely to the
Treasury Department. These particular matters with which the In-
ternal Revenue Service has had extensive experience in the past are
best enforced in the existing framework of grant or denial of the fa-
vorable tax treatment.

Otherwise, we will have an overlapping and duplicating system of
administration which will be highly Inefficient, with unnecessary costs
to both the Government and industry.

With respect to uniform fiduciary standards, and improved report-
ing and disclosure requirement, I would recommend continuation of
the present dual administration that presently exists, but with much
closer integration of requirements and sanctions than any of the pend-
ing bills, except possibly S. 1681 would provide.

The -Labor Department has been administering the Welfare and
Pension Plans Disclosure Act, which would be grealy strengthened by
all of the pending bills and----

Senator N, Lso;. Did ou say you would or would' continue that
administration in labor y

Mr. NOLAm, I would.
Some duplication in reporting and disclosure already exists as be-

tween Internal Revenue Service and Labor Department requirements
I think it could be eliminated by closer coordination of the requjre-
ments of the two agencies.

Senator NF.Lsox. How would you do that By specific statutory di..
rectionI

Mr. NoI.N. Yes. And As I will indicate, the provisions of S. 1681
already begin to move in that direction, but I think more can be done
than is done even in S. 1681 to integrate these requirements.

Now, the purpose of the prohibited transaction rules of the Internal
Revenue Code and the fiduciary standards rules of the above-refer.
enced Disclosure Act are essentially the same. They should be inte-
grated into a single set of requirements, along the lines that are sug-
gested in S. 1681, but enforcement should be-by penalty excise taxes
similar to those provided in the Tax Reform Act with respect to pri.
vate foundations and also as provided in S. 1681, but improved some-
what with the benefit of hindsight as to the operation of the private
foundation provisions over the last i years.

The effectiveness of that tax penalty system has now been proven
and accordingly could easily be aop here.
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I think that concludes my remarks.
Senator N.Lso. Thank you, Mr. Nolan.
If anybody on the committee has any questions as we go along, I

would ask you to hold them until we get to the end.
Our next witness is Mr. Murdoch.
Mr. Mimmou. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am cast in a peculiar

role here this morning because I am here to urge your subcommittee
to adopt the approach of S. 4 and to give maximum enforcement power
to the Department -of Labor. I say I am in an odd role in presenting
that point of view because I am probably the only man in this room
who started his political career making a campaign speech for Alt
Landon, and I have not moved very far in the political spectrum since.

Senator NzLsowr. Did you end it that way toot
Mr, Muvpo-n. You can tell by the lack of titles with my name that

my star never rose high.
My basic thesis is that everything I have read about the need for

pension reform seems to revolve around the idea that there should be
congressionally mandated protection to make sure that a worker who
works long years for an employer when he reaches retirement age, and
in fact retires, is going to receive the pension which he has been
promised for al of those years. And this to me is primarily a matter of
Iabor law; it is not a matter of tax law.

And I believe to assume that through the tax laws, we can guarantee
workers that they will get the pensions they have been promised, is to
deal with an illusion.

If I have a client who calls me and says under my pension plan, I
have to put money into the fund every year and there Is no money in
the bank account, It is not going to move that client one iota if I say
"If you don't fund it like you promised Internal Revenue you are
going to fund it, there is going to be a tax imposed on you when a Reve.
nue agent finds out abouT it.' He is going to come back and tell me "I
just told you at the beginning of the conversation there is no money in
the bank account, so I can't pay it." So no matter how much excise tax
you impose, that is not going to do any good for that man's workers.
What will do some good is enforcement authority which permits the
Secretary of Labor o go Into court and get an injunction which says
to the man. Never mind paying all of those other bills, pay that pen.
sion bill first.

That is the kind of sanction which I think will be effective. Now this
is an especially important area for protection of workers' rights be.
cause if you take something like a minimum wage law, if an employer
is violating that law, that is not good, but at least his employees have
the possibility of moving to another employer where the( can get just
wages. That s not true, However in the case of pensions. If after a man
has worked 40 years for an employer with the promise of a pension, It
his employer says to him the day after he retires, "Oh, I'm sorry, but
we are broke, and you don't get a pension eveh though I told you would
get it, but I can't deliver," that man is not in a position then to go out
and get another job and work another 40 years to earn a pension. He
has Had it at that point.

That is why I say that imposing tax penalties on that man's employer
will do no good. It may move some money into the Treasury, but it
certainly is not going to get that man his pension.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Finally, I think it is important to note that the reform Which is
proposed in the various bills. having to do with the tax law will only
be, applicable to funded plans. As read these bills, the reform will
have nothing to do with an unfunded pension plan where the employer
has merely promised the man during active employment that he will
get ,a pension. I think a worker under such a plan is entitled to as much
protection and possibly more protection than a worker whose employer
has set up a qualified and funded plan.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSOn. Thank you. Mr. Berger I
Mr. BEROnt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, I also appreciate the opportunity of testifying on this subject.

I believe in general that the topic we are talking about here is not only
important, but it is like other matters; it is extraordinarily complex.
In my prepared statement, I have tried to deal with the complexities

at some length, although, even there I believe there are future details
that are required in order to fully develop the details of the imple-
mentation of the general proposals.

In terms of sunmarizing what I would-consider to be the highpoints
of this, though, first of all, I have come to believe over. the years that
the private system in large-measure enhanced through the collective
bargaining system has developed a, program of providing benefits to
the American worker. and his family, providing welfare benefits, that
improve his lot and provide him with the kind of. standard, of living
and quality of life that would not otherwise be available to him.

This is a situation that, has developed in this country over a, long
period oft time and it is continuing to. grow, Now, to a large measure,
this program has been able to grow, be cause of: tax incentives. I think
this must be. recognized as a reality and that it should be continued
because of the lack of any clear understandingthat in the absence of
these incentives, these, benefits 'Would' otherwise be available. through
some other system.

Now, as.you noted.in your opening, remarks, of- this subcommitttee's
session on this subject, there hasbeen 'an extraordinary amount of study
in Congess of, this, iii the executive branch and- elsewhere about the
needs, fCr developing, legislation which will provide people who are,
going to retire reasonable, assurances that they Will have benefits when,
they do retire. This fundamentally is a nonrevenue purpose,. It is a
soc l purpose. And I think an understanding of, the, bottom line pur-
pose of your legislation Whatever form it takes, better allows us toconidor what agency o' Government is better equipped to deal with
implementing the legislative purpose,'

1ow, this question oftadministration has, not 'been considered in
this, overall process as. fully as, the'substantiVe questions, The sub-
stantive qu estons in and oftthemselves are extraordinarily complex,
but I think if we start from the beginningL-and I' think it is possible
to start from the beginning and look at what Congress is interest in
doing and' preserving and providing-we can see that we are dealing
with. a fionrevenue function and, from that I think' we a e better able
to look to what setions and remedies should. be rovided "to allow
Congress purpose to be better effectuated, and whoin government and
which branch of government should do which job.
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Now, I believe that the administration and Senator Bentsen are
correct to prescribe a system of tax incentives, as I have indicated
before, however, I don't believe that tax remedies should be the only
or principal means of enforcement of these new standards. I also
do not believe that the Internal Revenue Service should be the primary
administrative home for the legislation, however, I share the con-
cerns that have been voiced by a variety of sources on the proposal
in S. 4 to house pension reform in the labor department without
further action might require funds, pension funds, to satisfy different
and conflicting requirements under different statutes and also it would
fail to take advantage of'the expertise that Mr. Nolan has referred to.

This might create and would create two parallel bureaucracies
with perhaps similarly trained staffs or at least staffs that are sup-
posed to be doing similar jobs, It could impose a vast number of pri-
vate interests to have afflicted on them by this legislation extremely
burdensome and expensive rocuirements of processing in dealing with
the regulators; in dealing with the two regulators. For I recognize
those problems. I think I- would solve them, or I would recommend
that they be solved in, a different manner, though.

My specific general recommendations are, first, Congress should
with this legislation seize the opportunity and establish one set of
minimum Federal standards that should cover pension plans and these
standards should determine whether a, plan is, entitled to approval by
the Labor Department and whether it merits favorable tax treat-
ment by the Internal Revenue.Seryiee. I see absolutely no justifications
for a different set of standards governing this pu.ble purpose.

Second, I, think. that the legislation should provide for both tradir
tional tax sanctions as is Provided. in two of the, biUl. pending before
Congress, and the regulatory smotions, and, other remedies simm1a1r0to
those establishWd in S. 4..

Third, I believe that, primary administrative responsibility should"be located'outeide of the.7 lnternal Revenue Service, and in the Depart-

mont of, Labor.
Fourth, I1 think that.considertion should be given to the transfer

of the Imteynalj'eyenue Sevice .pension experts.to the Dapartroent.of
Labor As indicated inmy statement at greater length this is not.tha
first tjrxio that suggestion. has, been made 'i areas oftlaw,.and*.it h
been done.. Furthermore in my experience as a tax lawyer, the pesi0m
trust branch of the Internal Revenue Service is uniiquely a world'
ujpto itself. It. operates as a., clear independent department -almost. of
the other operations of the ITternal Remonue, Service,.

Senat.o.r. N ,. ou. mean .that, is their. sole function?
Mr. Th9oxi, .Their, sole function, Senator, is. administration of the.

pension laws and that, includes the, field' offices around, the country,
whose, personnel. ae charged exlosyely, with. administering. Internal
!ovenu. laws. with the exception of those who conduet.audits, and
there we have a great problem becausee the people who.condtipt audits
know very little about pension plans, and' they are not very wellequipped to consider. whether: or not the social iurpses of:enib!.

~ plans are being carried' out in the operation of a plan.
Fifth, I think that consideration should be assured and'duplicatidn

minimized by instituting a certification procedure whereby labor

9-23573-2
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would certify to the Internal Revenue Service that particular plans
were in compliance with Federal standards and, therefore, they would
be entitled to Federal tax treatment.

One of the major reasons that I come to the view that I do about
the Internal Revenue Service, Senator, is I believe that the mission
of the Internal Revenue Service is the collection of taxes and the
administration of revenue laws.

Many people have recognized that the Internal Revenue laws have
become so complex that they almost get to the point of infringing on
our constitutional rights. Without a highly trained tax specialist, it is
extraordinarily difficult for the average citizen, whether it is an in-
dividual, a small business, a medium business, and of course the large
business, to comply with the Internal Revenue laws. To understand
them is very difficult. One of the major reasons-for this complexity
is that the Internal Revenue laws havebeen used continuously to attairt
other social purposes. f

And I think this is a very good time for Congress to-and again,
as I have said-start from the beginning with respect to this subject
and say, well, now, what are we trying to do and what is it you have
to do with the Internal Revenue laws? And I think it would be a
useful step in avoiding additional complexities of the laws to provide
for these new standards in a nontax law.

Now, I think-
The CHARMAN. Excuse me. Would you stop right thereI
Mr. B G OR. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRM;A.-I have labored in that matter of trying to simplify

these tax laws and I invite anybody else to join in the effort. It is very
frustrating to say the least, but we will try again, and we will succeed
in doing some thins and getting rid of some of the deadwood that
doesn't belong in the Code, and we will try to simplify some of the .things that are there and give somebo dy an alternate smpli-
fled method. We will do everything we qan along those lines.

I value the suggestions that may be offered in that regard but there
is absolutely no hope between now and the time the G6o' Lord calls
any of us sitting here home that we are going to take the comphications
out of that tax law for no better reason than we would put alot of tax'
lawyers out of business and a lot of accountants out of business. There
always is somebody who has some advantage that he is going tO fight
to the bitter end to keep in that tax law, ev-en though it is terribly
complicated. .

So the simplification suggestion, while it is a good idea, is just some.
thing we are not going to be able to achieve. I

Now, when you talk about this thing of not using the RiVenue lawto achieve other purposes, you are talking about a thought that has
been suggested from time to time but noy who has 'had that respo n-
sibility for as much as 6 months has been abhe to stay 'by that rolve.
I recall when George Humphrey came down here saying we should d61
that, and the Revenue laws should be used only to raise revenue. The
ink wa. 't dry on the print before he came down here with-something
about having an accelerated depreciation to stimulate somebody to
make investments. -
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The truth is that these revenue laws are just a fantastic tool that
can be used to achieve all kinds of things and there has never been an
administration as far back as I can recall that has been able to resist
the temptation to use them that way. They have achieved some things
like speeding the economy up, slowing it down, or keeping somebody
from doing something or taxing somebody out of business or putting
somebody in jail. So they have been used to do practically anything
you could want to do.

At this point I just don't know of anybody who has been in that
position of responsibility for any period of time who has stayed with
the thought that the Revenue law should be used entirely and exclu-
sively to produce revenue. It is just a very efficient thing to do all
kinds of other things with it, and sometimes it is the most efficient tool.

Mr. BErO2R. Senator Long, if I may, I think that the tax law in this
case does have to be used to accomplish a social purpose, but that in

-my view, that doesn't in my view mean that the Internal Revenue
Service and the Treasury Department has to be the repository of the
administration of the entire aspect of this law. I think that there
should be a tax exemption and tlere has to be a tax exemltion if we
are going to continue to encourage the private pension plan system
but that doesn't mean we have to-have, 7] pages of Internal Revenue
Code dealing with social requirements and so on. And I am not sayin
-these requirements don't have to be in the law, but I am sayingthaf
they belong in this case in my view in the labor law where the Lbor
Department, which is used to problems of dealing with collective bar-

gam ang sensitive problems of employer-employee relationships,
can deil with-it.

The CHAIMAN. Well, now, if you put this thing in the Labor De-
partment, for example, you have management-labor arrangement. It
is generally felt by the labor people, with considerable justificitioh,
that Labor is theirDepartment. If you put it in the Labor D a rtment,
they aire going to be partial to that'side of the argument. Wen a dif,
ference appears between labor and :management, they will be partial
townard labor.

Now, if you put it in the Commerce Department, that would be the'
management's friend. We had one Secretary of Commerce up here who
just proclaimed he thought he wag there to look after the business
people and not other Oeople, but just'the business groups.

If you put it in the Treasury, they are nobody's friend. Nobody,
loves the tax collector. So they are impartial, and on the basis it can
be' intended that they aren't going to favor anybody because they are
not supposed to.

Mr.'Bftojm. And I don't think withall deference that they are going
to favor the accomplishment of the objectives for which this legislation
is enacted Senator. I have an example,and the few peopl6 herd sitting
at the table are well familiar with this example because I worked with
them when they were in the service of the Treasury,

In 1928, the Congress passed a stetut, which voluntary employee
beneflt associations associations paying life, sick, accident, or other
benefits to members or their dependents. This statute was modified
from time to time. And back in, I guess it was the 194 's and 1960's the
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T1ternal RevenueService decided'that that is-the ,tatute under which-
collectively bargained-healthand welfare plans-would be exempted, ifat all; under the Internal Revenue Code. Wen this statute was enacted
in 1928, the legislative history reflects-at'least as it is further reflected
through studies made of 'the kinds of plhns in existence at that time-
that these plans were put together to provide to the American worker
and his family a means of providing him with aspects of living that he
could not. otherwise provide. It included.all kids of benefits, It in-*
eluded pension benefits, it included death benefits flower arrangements
for funerals, scholarship and loan funds. It included, every, aspect of
human existence that workers were -not able to provide on their own.
So it was provided through pooled funds. These funds, as: it* was de-
veloped. in the 1940'sj were substantially funded through employer
contributions through collective bargaining, or through voluntary
established plans.

Well, I was sitting. in a conference in Mr. Swartz' office in 1958 -with
about 15 people around the table, and' we had'a question of whether-
a certain kiiid* of. benefit, could' be paid under, these plans. Aind' Mr.
Swartz got, up and said let me take a.look at the. re-ilibtions: uudr-
these plans. And wesaid,."There, are no regj4,tions.'

Axd- he said, ."Oh4 the statute w.'wsenacteldn 1928;, and thli is 1969
what do-you mean therq.are no reguh ionsV And'he went over to the,
side of 'llis desk. and,!tolgutt hisbook of r tons and.lb- and' be-
hold; therewereno regulations.

The next day, a regulation proj~* was established, andithatwasr-in.
1958. It is now 1978 and'there are still'no regulations, Now why. are
there no regulations.-

In 1969,; the Txeaury, Department. asi Mr. Halperin.knows, ,pro-
posed. regulations,. an", one! o. the.,Ni areas mr thbseregulations. of'
controversy~ was.Just4 what kindI of, benefits could theso Nnds, pay
but, still remaintax exempt. It~sad]ifet silek acciden or other benefits;
Now, our, contention- was--and in Ith"s-co tentin.' was, presentingmaterials as special counsel tb theAFl-CTO, hut we d evelb6la b'ie
based on-,the legiplativehisOiry, and,ther-nature--of the pa1m, that
other. benefits shoul&,b, broadly, interpreted*to-chie.ve.a .social pur-
pose,.totry to provide 4akindo of( qality of.Hife'to.people'who.couff&
not otherwisoprovido a .variety 'nofisi.,h'en wetwent around and,
aroundwith.the Treasury Department. on.ust.what is:another bene-:
fit.s group accident insurance.'another, benefit?' Are group legal.serv-
ices another- benefit' What. about scholarship, fund .anothner-I n ft
What about day care centers

Now, I.don't know..that,theYInternal, Revenue, Service of hiol4reas-
ury DepartmentT has, infinit.-wisdomr in-.detrmining, what*hldn, of
benefits should'beprovid to ,the~. awo gn am.,thin this:
is a. congressional, pohiey, and; -i * ppoicy! whichrsio!i.,e izile
melted, think this should goin an:agency..ofGovernment tha t'has
a. function otherthan wmrvmgit e Ovenue. .

Senator Crmu s. My, I, ask gf.- t,'liere ,i .your point. that'instad.
of.'saying "otherbeiie1ts'! the' Cogress shqulahave, statedntCze other-'
benefttshi . . .could

Mr. BERG hn k hycol have saidother benefis, and given it
to a department of Oovernment such as Labor to decide what kinds-
of benefits,
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Senator CmRrxs. Isn't the entire undergirding of our entire pension
programs a matter of tax law I ... .

Mr. BF xon. I think in large measure the private ipengion '6yflii
has been encouraged by a tax incentive system.

Senator CURTIS. Weren't the early ones brought into being by means
otherthan collective bargaining ?

Mr. BERGER. Surely. Except they qrew tremendously as a result of
collective bargaining.

Senator Cu-Ris. f'can't follow that argument at all. Thisis basically
a tax question. If someone says in making out histax return hat hi4

taxes should be lowered because he gave dollars to. his church, that
is not a matter to be determined by the chur h-law, is it?

Mr. BFiRGEn. No.
Senator CURTis. That is a tax matter to ascertain, whether that

money went for religious purposes under the tax law.
Now because of the provisions of the tax law, employers are paying

annually about $14 billion into pension plans each year. The money
goes in there free of taxes. The followthrough on whether or not it is
used for a qualified pension plan and a qualified pension plan meets
certain basic requirements which the Congress should determine,
including such things as vesting and funding and so on, is a tax ques-
tion all of the way through because they are relieved from paying
taxes on $14 billion because it is going into a prescribed program, a
qualified program.

You can have all of the additional law you want and give it to the
Department of Labor, but all you do is end up with two systems, be-
cause this has to be and must remain a tax enforcement function.

I have heard a lot of speeches in my time about simplification of tax
laws and most of them were pretty good political speeches, unless the
listeners knew better. Our economy is complex, a highly complex
economy. We have a great variety of businesses and a great variety of
doing business. The American people are ingenious. Our business
operations are innovative. And I hope they wilt always be innovative.
That is what has caused our growth in such a marvelous way. And as
long as our business isn't static and isn't in a straitjacket, nobody is
going to come up with very much of a simplified tax system.

If you have a complex economy and you are goingto tax justly you
have to have a complex tax law. That doesn't mean that we shouldn't
strive in every way possible for simplicity.to eliminate all of the un,
necessary things andwe shouldn't state things just as clearly as pos-
sible, but to place overemphasis on the simplicity and to argue against
having the Treasury Department perform tax functions because they
are complex, that just isn t very impressive to me.

Now, most of the people I represent-and this is why I am so very
much interested in. the individual pension plans, most of the people
I represent aren't the beneflciaries of company pension at al, They
aren't covered y collective bargaining, for the most part or anything
else, but their tax burden has to be higher because there is $14 billion
of earnings of companies that is not Wing taxedaid, after the pension
fund is established, has the enviable position of being free of taxes,
so how much we would add to that $14 billion a year I don't know.
Anyway, because of those two activitie, there is a sizable amount of
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income that is totally free of taxation and everybody else has to help
make up the cost.

Now, the followthrough to see that this tax exempt money is not
only paid out for the purposes that it was intended, but that it is paid
out with justice and equity and fairness and with the rights of the
beneficiaries in mind, is a tax function, and I would hate to see it, lust
for political reasons, because of the great real political force of unions
and others, transferred into the Labor Department. Either the Treas-
ury Department is going to have to keep their hands on it anyway
because you are going to have dual administration, or they are going
to abandon a very important administrative and tax enforcing
function.

Now, I am fully aware that Treasury is behind in writing regula-
tions and sometimes they never write a regulation. They are not the
only Department that is negligent in those things. They are not the
only Department that is called upon to administer the law where the
Con ress has not been specific. So I speaking -for people who are
outside these pension programs, think that we must insist that the
great tax exemptions-which I am for and believe are a wonderful
ting for individuals and our economy-be monitored by the proper
administrative agency. Not to have the main and simple control in the
tax administrative departments would just be wrong.

Mr. BEaR GE. Senator you have touched, I think, on key aspects of
the determination of tins question. There is not question that when
a contribution is made to a church there is a tax question involved,
but I would hope that the Internal Rievenue Service and the Treasury
Department never gets into the job of determining the nature of the
animal; namely, what is a church. I think that is for the church to
decide. In certain cases, perhaps, there would be appropriate Govern-
ment consideration of that, but very little.

I think the question we have here is what is the nature of the
animal that Congress wants to stimulate. I think the nature of the
animal is determined by nontax questions and that these questions for
the little man and the big man, or those collectively bargained plans
and private plans-and because our firm represents as many private
plans that are not collectively bargained as they do collectively bar-
gained plans--I have had experience with both of them-but I think
the problem is here for Congress to decide what should be the attri-
butes of a pension plan which the Government wants to encourage.
These attributes have characteristics and-

Senator CURTIs. Excuse me, but how would the Government en-
courage that I

Mr. BERGER, As I indicated in my testimony, they will entourage it
through a tax incentive.-

Senator CURTIs. Well, let's be more blunt. They will encourage it by
allowingincome to go untaxed into a fund to earn more income that
will go untaxed. The followthrough on such a progratn is a problem
of tax administration and tax enforcement.

Mr. BXGEn. Oh, I think part of it probably is definitely. taxetiorce-
ment, but what is the tax enforcement job fIs it to decide how they
protect the revenueor is it to decide how this social purpose is accom-
plished? And I think that is where the dilmculty is,
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I think that when the people are looking after to making sure that
the employer hasn't deducted too much money-the people in Inter-
nal Revenue Service-they are not going to be as much concerned
about whether the beneficiary, whether he be a small person or a
larger person, is going to get his benefit or whether he is oing to get
his pension on retirement. That is not the function of the Internal
Revenue Service. They want to make sure that the tax dollar has not
been overdeducted.

Senator Cutns. I can't see how they can do their job in determining
if the tax dollar has been overly deducted until they determine that
it has gone into a qualified program and been paid out according to the
law that the Congress has written.

Mr. BwRot. I think the issues are drawn on that.
Senator NELSON. Let's move along. We may want to get back to the

question after the other witnesses have testified.
Our next witness is Prof. Daniel Halperin.
Professor HALPU EN. I think I want tomake one brief point on this

issue of administration. It seems to me that the key question when we
put in these new rules, is what kind of sanction will be effective in
assuring compliance with these rules. We shouldn't select the agency
first and then let the kind of agency we got blindly set the sanction,
but we ought to start with what the sanction should be. '

Now, that may determine the agency but I don't think it necessarily
has to. For example we now deal with so-called prohibitive transac-
tions; the selling of things to the fund at too high a cost or borrowing
from the fund without security. The sanction is tax disqualification.
I think that is a bad sanction. S. 1631 recognizes that. As Mr. Nolan
mentioned, it proposes putting an excise tax on those who deal im-
properly with the fund, but yet that kind of enforcement authority
remains with the Internal Revenue Service. Now, I don't see anything
wrong with that. - -

One case where I think S. 1631 does not have the proper sanction
is, it talks about new mandatory funding requirements and it sanctions
for failure to fund. It treats the plan as if in effect it is terminated
and treats the money that is now in it as immediately vested. And that
is not, I think, an effective sanction. If an employer were supposed
to contribute $10,000 to a fund this year, and he failed to do so, to say
that the amount of money that is already in there is now vested with-
out regard to the plan's vesting provisions, will not protect the em-
ployees as to the failure to contribute that additional $10,000. I think
the sanction for that has to be something that will insure that the
money will get into the fund. Now, it could be imposing employer
liability on the employer for the contribution that has not yet been
made. It would be some kind of disclosure rqrement which will
perhaps create a public relations problem for the employer it he does
not go ahead and make the contribution. But I think the vestin-of
the amount already in there is probably not going to be very effective,
and I think that is-the thing that we ought to keep in mind. The key
question is the sanction. With that in mind, I am not sure that the
agency makes that much difference. And I think it is probably best if
Ikept out of that one.
. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator NULSoN. Thank you Professor Halperin.'
Qur next witness is Harod .Swarti.
'Mr. SWArz. My statement islimite ,generally t4 the administrative

and enforcement of the' proviions in theIitternil Revenue Code re-
lating to.employees' pension plans. ,

As.you know, in 'thepresent lawysection 401 of 'the code sets for the
requirements for the qualifcati6n of these 'lans and the tax results
of many other provisions of the code depend on whether or not a par-
tioular plan meets the requirements of section 401.

For example, whether the income eaIrnea by a pension'ttust is exempt
from taxation under section 501, or when the contributions by an em-
ployer are deductible under section 4064  or when 'the beneficiary of
an employee's trust is taxable on the contributions made to the trust
inhis behalf; or whether the beneficiaryof 'a plan tis entitled to ¢epltal
gain treatment or the 7-year averaging' treatment on totit 'lump sum
distributions from a trust; or whetherr a life insurance company ma
treat certain reserves as "pension plan reserves" under section 805 (d) ;
or whether for State tax purposes, the value of certain annuity or
other payments are excluded from the gross estate, under section 2039
(c) ;,or whether for gift tax purposes, an eletion by an employee to
provide a survivor annuity to his beneficiary is an exempt gift under
section 2517.

Thus, whether any agency of -the Government, other than'the Treas-
ury is granted enforcing authority over the vesting, funding , or other
similar provisions of private retirement plans, the Commissioner 'd
Internal Revenue will still 'have to examine into the qualiflcations' of
'all such plans under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code in order
to determine the tax results in all of the situations I have just stated.

Prior to the pension trust legislation in the Revenue Act of 1942,
when there was a general overhauling 'of this and the welfare plans
there were some large corporationss that maintained pension trusts and
group annuity plans for their rank and file employees, but it wasn't
until the' 1942 act that more employers started to put these plans in.
One reason was because in 1942' thee was an excess profits tax and'the
1942 act provided that contributions to a qualified plan would bb
4edudtible for excess profits tax purposes. 0

Anothe r-eason why so many plans sprng up in 1942 was that under
the rules governing salary aind wage retihions then in eftect, a con-
tribution made-to such a planby an employer on behalf of an employee
'was not considered to'be a prohibited 'Increased in salary or wages.

So upon enactment of the 1942 act the Commisioner of ninternal
Revenue was laced with the responsibility o adminigtering -and en-
'forcing'these"plans. Very 1w, if any, corporation wanted to establish
u plan withoutt getting a rulingin advance from the Commissioner as
to whither that plan qualifita.

As a result, te Coimnissioner set up a separate pension trust office
within the Internal Revenue and the actuaries were given training
with respect to the pension laws and 'they brought in some insurance
experts.

At the present time, there are approximately 400 experts in the
held offices of the Internal 'Revenue eee, ana abut 10 specialists
in the national office in Washington who devote their enitre 'time to
the administration and enforcement of thee provisions of -he 'cbde.
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Now, under section 401 (a)(7) of the code, a qualified "plan must
provide that an employee's right are to become vested upon termina-
tion of the plan or upon complete discontinuance of contributions there-
under. In addition, the regulations require full vesting of benefits
at the time an employee reaches normal retirement age.

While there are not other specific provisions in the code with respect

to vesting of benefits, the Internal Revenue Service has required
vesting in many plans seeking qualification under section 401. This is
particularly true of profit-sharing and stock bonus plans. Such plans
usually provide that the nonvested portion of the credits in an em-
ployee's account are forfeited when an employee leaves the employer
before retirement. These forfeited amounts are allocated among the
accounts of the remaining participants. Since the officers and highly
compensated employees tend to remain with the employer until retire-
ment these allocations of nonvested forfeitures often result i final
benefits, discriminating in their favor.

So the Service, by its rulings, has insisted in qualifying these profit-
sharing plans so that there should be a much faster vesting so that
the forfeitures by employees who do leave don't end up with a pro-
libited group.

Now, with regard to funding, the code contains no specific pro.
visions relating to the funding of benefits, but Treasury regulations
and rulings require that contributions to a qualified pension or annuity
plan must be funded to the extent of the current pension liabilities,
plus interest on the unfunded past service costs.

The Service often checks the status of the funding of a plan during
the course of an audit. While it is true it is concerned also with a plan
that may be overfunded because a contribution to an overfunded
plan is not considered to be deductible as an ordinary and necessary
expense, it at the same time enforces the rules regarding underfunding.

There is no provision i the code that requires planned termination
insurance, although there are regulations and rulings that are designed
to protect employees in the event of the termination Qf a plan. For
example, in the event a plan is terminated or if contributions are cur-
tailed, the Internal Revenue Service requires that certain information
is to be filed so that a determination may be made as to the effect of the
termination or curtailment on the prior qualification of the plan.

The regulations also contain provisions that are designed to bene-
fit the lower paid participants in the event a plan is terminated within
i0 years after its establishment or where the current costs for the first
10 yeas of the plan have not been fully funded,

While not required by the code, almost all funded deferred com-
pensation plans are submitted to the Internal Revenue Service before
hey' are put into effect. These plans are thoroughly examined by

Internal Revenue pension specialists before. a determination is made
as to wheth er the plan qualifies under section 401. In addition, when
, substantial amount is made to 'the plan, it is usually submitted to

the Internal Revenue Service for a new determination letter. The
internal Revenue Service will determine whether that amendment
will still permit the plan to qualify.

Af er the plan has len established, the Internal Revenue Service,
during the audit of the tax return of tle employer, examines the con-
tinued qualification of the plan in operation.
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There is also an appeals procedure under which a taxpayer may
request that a proposed disqualification of a plan, or a proposed dis-
allowance of a contribution deduction, be submitted to the pension
specialist in the national office of the Internal Revenue Service for
review. The taxpayer is entitled to file a brief and is entitled to be
heard in conference in the national office.

The same procedures are available where a district director pro-
poses to revoke the exemption of a trust when he is of the opinion
that the-trust has entered into a prohibited transaction under section
503 of the code.

In conclusion, the Internal Revenue Service has more than 400
pension experts in its field offices and more than 50 pension specialists
and actuaries in its national office. They all have had experience with
the problems relating to vesting, funding, termination, and qualifica-
tion of pension, profitsharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans. The
Internal Revenue Service has been administering and enforcing the
existing provisions of the Internal Roeeme Code relating to these plans
for more than 30 years and will have to continue to do so.

During the first 9 months of fiscal year 1973, Internal Revenue
agents have examined more than 23,000 returns involving code sec-
tion 404 deductions and the employee plans pertainingthereto. In
addition, they audited more than 9,000 forms 990-P filed by trustees
of pensions and profit-sharing trusts.

As Mr. Nolan mentioned, a new employees'plan master file system
has been adopted by the Internal Revenue Service which, starting
with the taxable year 1971, will enable it to account for all plans, the
employer entities adopting such plans, the trust funds involved, and
the fiduciaries of such plans. The system will also provide data for
statistical purposes, detection of nonfilers, and selection for audit
examinations.

Therefore, it would seem to me logical afd preferable that any addi-
tional vesting, funding, and other similar provisions that may be re- _
quired of these plans be enforced and administered through the
Treasury Department.

Senator NEILsoN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. Savage.
Mr. SAVAGE. Thank you very much.
I am very tempted to vary my remarks pretty much from the sum-

mary I was going to give and comment on some of the remarks that
have been previously made as I go along. I will try to do that, because
I think it will be more meaningful. I strongly feel that in the area
of proposed new rules concerning eligibility, vesting, and funding
the administration of these rules should remain with the Internal
Revenue Service. I think there are ancillary questions which may in-
volve somewhat different considerations.

If determination insurance or portability rules should be-enacted
and there are somewhat different questions involved in the area of dis-
closure and fiduciary responsibility, but on the principal question of
rules concerning vesting, funding, and eliglbility-the - substantive
issues that are primarily involved in all of the propos d legislation-
I think there qre ver compelling reasons for staying with dhe Internal
Revenue Service administration.
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I won't elaborate on the question of expertise, which has been
covered very well by Mr. Nolan and Mr. Swartz.

A second reason, avoidance of the creation of a new Federal bureauc-
racy of perhaps staggering size when one already exists with a very
creditable record, I think is certainly a worthwhile reason.

Now, the question of dual administration, which has been addressed
at some length already, first, I must disagree with Mr. Berger. I see
no way out of that difficulty. Even if you were to repeal the tax laws,
except to the extent of requiring that the taxpayer has to present a
certification from the Secretary of Labor to obtain his tax exemption,
if that is feasible it is not proposed by S. 4. I have not heard it proposed
by. anyone actually. But even if it were done, that wouldn't avoid the
problem unless S. 4 were vastly extended. It would have to do extended
to all plans with 25 and under employees to eliminate IRS administra-
tion, It would have to be extended to areas of integration of social
security, it would have to be extended to the coverage rules. Now, none
of these things are dealt with in S. 4. No one is proposing that they be
put in the Department of Labor. I don't see any way around a dual bu-
reaucracy if vesting funding, and eligibility rules are given or put
under the primary administration of the Department of Labor.

I think that the fourth reason that I would like to refer to for pre-
ferring Internal Revenue Service administration is effectiveness. Mr.
Murdoch expressed the view that the labor laws are more effective than
the tax sanctions, if I understood him correctly. I find that a very
startling proposition actually.

Senator NELSON. I think he said enforcement through the court pro-
cedures. Is that correct?'

Mr. SAvAOE. Yes, but I was saying-
Senator NnLsoN. That isn't labor law, though.
Mr. SAvAGE. I feel that precisely the opposite is true. I think that

the tax laws, the sanctions under those that have been in effect for 30
years have proved to be amazingly effective and that compliance has
been very consistently excellent. Every time the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice issues a new ruling on any area, my clients simply scamper to comply
with it. The horrendous tax'results of disqualification of a pension plan
are something that no one has ever to my knowledge, that no one of
my clients has ever intentionally tried to set up a plan to avoid com-
p] iance with any of these rules.

So the system is to a large extent, as is often said, self-administering.
By contrast, in my experience court-ordered compliance is slow, it is
cumbersome, it is on a case-by-case basis. You can find many exam-
ple of this.

In my written statement, I refer to the sex discrimination area
where the Civil Rights Act in 1964 said that you could not discriminate
against women in employment. The equal Employment Opportunity
Commission finally got around in 1968 to making a specific regulation
to that effect.

You are still finding cases where employees, both men and women
are suing because pension plans don't have equal benefits for both
men and women. So, no one has complied unless they had to.

The ones that had to were plans that were integrated with social
security. In 1971, the Internal Revenue Service changed its rules on in-
tegration with social security to make retirement for men and women
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the same, and they gave companies less than .a year to comply. I know
of no instances in which compliance was not voluntarily, obtained.
And I think that is the kind of example that you can find many more
of which support the reasons I mentioned for retaining enforcement
and administration, primarily in the Internal Revenue Service. I
think the tax sanctions are more effective and they are more efficient.

Now, on Mr. Halperin's point that fully vesting a trust is not a
good sanction for funding rules, I would have to agree with that.
I think that S. 1631 and 1179, would make that a condition of quali-
fication so that would have the same sanctions you have for vesting
and other rules to comply with funding requirements.

Addressing myself briefly to Mr. Bergers point that the Labor
Department is the place to administer social security legislation and
not the Treasury Department, I guess it would follow that HEW
should administer the private foundation rules. They are exactly the
same arguments, it appears to me.

I don't think you can say the private pension movement-unless the
time comes when you make pensions mandatory-it is the natural
charge of any particular agency that is now existing. It is certainly
not a natural charge of the Treasury but it is there because of historical
reasons and because it is effective. I think it should stay there.

I have never in dealing with Internal Revenue agents in the pension
field encountered an agent who seemed to have revenue considerations
only in mind in administering the pension rules that have been legis-
lated by Congress. I have never seen one who seemed to have revenue
considerations in mind at the time he was atte-p tliitto enforce the
law. He was thinking in terms of protection of the worker, of keeping
the plan nondiscriminatory. Naturally, revenue is the base for the
authority that is given to Treasury but the agents are not sitting
around thinking how they can disqualify a plan in order to collect
more taxes.

I think if we have a social purpose in this legislation, it can go into
any agency. The question is, who is going to best enforce the law. Th
Internal Revenue Service has the expertise.

And my only other remarks on this would be to say that with
respect to disclosure, my experience on that has been that the Welfare
and Pension Plan Disclosure Act which has been in effect for over
a decade has not been enforced by the Department of Labor to nearly.
its full potential. In fact, only this year the regulations have finally
been issued that would have been authorized at least since 1962, which
makes that act much tougher. And if they had been in effect all along,
we might have obligated the need for a lot of the disclosure rules
which are now proposed in S. 4 and S. 1557, So I agree that lack of
enforcement can come anywhere and Labor's record with that act
is not particularly good. Gain, for historical reasons, I think that
probably beefed up disclosure rules should remain with the Depart-
ment of Labor.

As to fiduciary responsibility, that is a dual system now. The admin-
istration proposal tends to keep it dual. They propose new rules in
both 1557 and 1631, which would give dual enforcement powers to
both Labor and Internal Revenue I think that someone has not co-
ordinated those two pieces of legislation successfully. As Mr. Nolan
has suggested, I think some work ought to be done on that.
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You have two whole separate proposed sets of sanctions: One is
a court order procedure, fines, penalties, and civil liability and the
other is an excise tax.

I think that is not a good idea. In one instance, you go to the Federal
district court and in another instance you go to a tax court, all for
exactly the same offenses, and nobody says who goes where first. I think
some work is definitely needed on that.

If you are going to give priority to one or the other of these means
of enforcement, I would opt for the excise tax method. I think the ex-
perience in the private foundation area so far has been good.

That concludes my remarks.
Senator NELSoN. Thank you, Mr. Savage.
In order to be sure we get afi of your viewpoints on the second ques-

tion, we will move to that and then we will have questions on both
issues.

The second question is, should limitations on benefits and contribu-
tions be provided for self-employed plans? Should they also be pro-
vided for professional corporations and closely held corporations and
possibly also for large company plans, as welli And if limitations are
provided, what should theybe ?

The CvAn N. I am going to have to leave, but this might help
clarify this whole matter.fHow did these pensions plans get started to
begin with ? Was it because labor started it. Was it because manage-
men Wanted to set it up for the benefit of their laborers?

Maybe you know Mr. Swartz I How did it all get started I
Mr. SWA z. Well, as I said, in 1941, I think the record shows that

many of the large corporations have set up pension arrangements, an-
nuity, arrangements thiloul, a group anmity contract. The vesting
wasnit very fast. In general, it, uired age 56 and 15 years of service
before they got pensions. Andl sonix yO. them were employee contributor
plans. However, as I said, in1942 .ith the excess profits tax and, par-
ticularly, with the restrictions on 'increases in salaries and wages, em-
ployers could set up these plans and they could postpone the amounts
that were put in these plans forthe employee until such time as they
drew them out, insofar as any present tax was concerned. -

Now, the amount set aside for employees was not consjdered to be
ihcreases in salaries and wages fr purposes of salary restrictions, so
the employers could set up these plans and they could increase their
compensation without violating the salaries and stabilization rules.
They could postpone ths deferred income, this tax on the deferred in-
come, and they could take the contribution deductions for excise profits
for tax purposes, which was extremely *)gh and that encouraged thou-
sands of plans to be set up diingthat perd.

As a re;ult of that, however, after the excess profits tax and after
the war was over there were so many of these in efect, that you almost
had to put another one in to complete. with respect to getting em-
ployees. In other words the employees got used to saying whaf kind
of pension plan would they have and they grew that way in leaps and
bounds.

The 0i A!I . Do you want to comment on the same thing?
Mr. BERd 61.Well, I think that the Bankers Trust issued a report-.

which I ha# here-on private peion plans just recently and i it,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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it indicates the history of the private pension system in America. I
don't subscribe to all of the editorializations that are made herein, but
they do indicate that the first pension plans came out of the railroad
system, vhich was the first large employer, the first employer of large
numbers of people, and that the trend-setting development, or the
thing which really pushed through additional numbers of employers
joining this was the tax exemption which came in 1926. But then after
World War II the Supreme Court decided in the Inlan Steel case that
pensions were an appropriate aspect of collective bargaining-

The CHAIRMAN. When was that againI
Mr. BEROER. That was-in 1949. This report states that the full impact

of that case was not solved until the fifties when the growth of pen-
sion plans and mass production industries rapidly increased the num-
ber of workers covered under collective bargaining agreements. And
they covered almost 10 million persons or more than 23 percent of all'
of those employed by industry. This was in the fifties. It has increased
since them.

The CHAIRMAN. I suggest that information be made available to our
staff then. That sounds like a pretty good rsum4.

Do you want to comment?
Mr. NOLAN. The only thing I would add is, prior to 1942 there

wasn't a large element of employers adopting plans ith full vesting'
provisions. There wasn't because they were trying to create permanence
in their work force. In other words, to insure that they would tend to
stay with them over their working years. That, of course, is one of the
problems that give rise to lack of adequate vesting in some plans.
Today, we havead a change of thinking on that.'

Mr. Mumw o. One comment about your question, Senator Long.
One thing that hasn't been mentioned here is the inception of the,
Federal social security system. 'I think that gave an impetus to the
private pension system. It got more people thinking about retirements
and pensions. That is based purely on surmise, of course. 'I wasn't
discussing those thing in the midthirties.

Senator NELsON. Let's go to the second question.
Mr. Nolan?
Mr. NoLAN. On the limitations on contributions or benefits, the heart

of these benefits is that a plan participant may defer tax on employer,
contributions which are funded for his benefit and on the earnings for
such contributions and on additional voluntary contributions which,
the employee may make under the plan until he draws them down in
cash or other property individually at a later time. This tax deferral
is a substantial tax benefit and the question arises whether the benefits
to any. individual participant under the qualified plan system should
be subject to some overallimit.-

Senator NELSON. If I may interrupt ?
I want to suggest that each of you try to keep your summary to,

about 5 minutes. Otherwise, I am afraid that we won't get everybody's
viewpoint.

Mr. NoLAx. Except for shareholaler employees of subchapter 8,
small business corporations, and qelf-emp!oyed persons, the exiting
rules do notion practice sere to limit contributions or benets on be-
half of individual highly paid employees to any substantial xentind,.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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accordingly, retirement annuities on behalf of corporate executive
exceeding $100,000 per year are not uncommon.

In the case of self-employed persons, deductible contributions are
presently limited to $2,500 per year, or 10 percent of earned income if
less. As a consequence of this limitation, self-employed persons have
increasingly organized themselves into so-called professional corpora.-
tions pursuant to special provisions of State laws permitting profes-
sional persons to incorporate-under conditions whereby the profes-
sional responsibility of the lawyer, doctor, accountant, or other mem-
ber of a profession to the client or patient is preserved. But this de-
velopment has served to circumvent the limitations on contributions
on behalf of self-employed persons which are contained in the tax law.

The special limitations applicable to self-employed persons and
shareholder-employees of subhapter F corporations reflect the fact
that the nondiscrimination standard is not adequate to prevent exces-
sive tax benefits to owner-employees under the qualified plan
provisions.

In recognition of this difference in treatment, the administration bill
proposes to increase the limit on deductible contributions for self-
employed persons and shareholder employees of subchapter 5 cor-
porations to $7,500 or 15 percent of earned income if less. It is ap-
parent, however, that this will not eliminate the difference in treat.
ment; it will simply reduce its scope. The incentive for operation
through professional corporations will continue to exist to obtain the
greater tax benefits available to corporate employees.

Senator NELSON. May I ask just one question I
Does the creation of professional corporations for the -purpose of

permitting unlimited deduction for retirement require special legisla-
tion in eah State ?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes, except that it has been adopted in every State.
Senator NELsoN. Every State has it?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes, at the present time.
,Senator NFasoN. They did that awfully fast.
Mr. NOLAN. Yes, they did.
Senator NELSON. I guess if you have important legislation you can

get it through fast; can't you ?
Mr. NOLAN. There is no basis for a difference in the treatmenfof

corporate employees and self-employed persons under the qualified
plan provisions.

In each case the plan must be nondiscriminatory as to contributions
or benefits as between high-paid and low-paid employees. Differences
should not arise by reference to the form of business organization.
utilized or the existence of ethical considerations which make opera-
tion in corporate form less appropriate. There should be complete
equality of treatment in the application of the qualified plan, provi-
sions With respect to all earned income.

And that analogy points up the question whether limitations are
appropriate to any extent and, if so, for what reason.

quality of treatment may be achieved by retnoving l specal ini-
tations on the treatment of self-employed persons and sh4 eholdor-
emplo ees of subchapter S corporations. ,'It flay also be achieved bY
extend ing the same limitations to all corpOirate plans. It iaybe patti -
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ally achieved by extending such limitations to closely held corpora-
tions, including professional corporations, but this merely moves the
point of difference in treatment, or discriminations, to high-paid em-
ployees of closely held corporations versus high-paid employees -of
publicly held corporations, and equally unsatisfactory result.

The analysis points up the question whether limitations are appro-
priate to any extent and, if so, for what reason.

The essential public policy underlying the qualified plan provisions
is to encourage personal saving, particularly for retirement, out of
earned income employer-sponsored plans which are not discrimitia-
tory. Employer sponsorship of nondiscriminatory plans assures rea-
sonably wide coverage and" efficient operation. It is not necessary to
achieve these objectives, however, to permit tax deferral benefits
to individual participants which are unduly large or perit the fund.
ing of postretirement income beyond what Is reasonaly needed for
maintainig the individual's standard of livingta t , he eaes work.

The qualified plan provisions are not designed to sponsor wealth
accumulation beyond what is appropriate to maintain suoh standard.

The realization by some indfviduals of excessively large tax bene-
fits through the qualified plan system undermines public confideice
in the integrity and fairness of our income tax system.

Accordingly, while I recommend strongly that the COngres in-
crease the liitations for self-empoyed persons and shariohlder-em -

ployees of subehapter F corporations, I resOmmend thiE a uniforha
limitation be applied to all qualified plans including those of 4ll
corporations. In the case of definedd benefit plans, the limtaton should
be in terms of benefits under tlie plan. Tthe case of mone purchased
pensib'f' plan, br "rofisho ,w&neA th~ iniio dL 4L. Cbe some-
what higher than the adnmiftikttfOi i4 recrmtii6 d for 6lf-em-
ployed, plns, and shouldd contain provisions for automatic incr"sib
as inflatik ooui."'

As an example, benefits under a d4d benefit tension pIan might
be limited to 2 percent for each. year of service baed on final-average
compensation, except that here 'he tdount, of Mln'I average cotpen-
sation to be takeA into account for this purp6se would not exeed
$100,000 Thusi the annual 4firement benefit &ia p, arfticipant with
25 years of service whose flal average compeiisatin Was $10O,600, or
more would be ,l mited, tO' $0,000 in terms of a single !ife anlhit'atnormal retlremeni age. If the participant had 0' yeaks VOr$e, the
maximum would be $60 000. Additional benefits attrlbnitam, to eoii-
ployee contributions would be permitted..
rn the case of a iubney purchase pension plan, the maximum an-

nual deductible employer contribution Would be at the rate of 10
,percent of' cmPensation,' taking into account a maximum amoui t of
compensation lOr this purpose Qf $100,000. In the ca.e of a profit-'
sharing or spot-bonus plan, such ma wmum-nw uld be ,t, the rate of
10 percent on compensation up to $i00,000 per year, or at higher rates
up to 15 percent on lower maximum coxiapensation amounts o to
permit a maximum annual deductible employer contribution or ay
participantof $10,000 per year.

Using six and onelialf earnings assumption this would eroduca
single HUc annolty fo a Waldsetrig ,at age, tt oW ot zmu
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contributions of $10,000 per year had been made for 25 years of about
$50,000.

The $100,000-
Senator NmsoN. For 25 years at $10,000 for the last half dozen

years and covered for 25.? Is that what you are saying?
Mr. NOLAN. I am saying in the case of a money purchased pension

plan, that it would take 25 years of contributions.
Senator NELSON. At $10,000?
Mr. NOLAN. At $10,000, to fund an annuity of $50,000 per year at

normal retirement age.
The $100,000 amount of other maximum compensation base should

be automatically adjusted upward to steps of $10,000 each time the
cost-of-living index rises an additiQnal 10 percent over its base at
the time such new limitations are adopted.

Now, these limits are reasonable enough to assure that sufficient
incentive remains for voluntary adoption of qualified plans by em.
ployers. My experience tells me that officers of publicly held corpora-
tions, owner-employees of closely held corporations, and self-employed
persons will be persuaded sufficiently even under these limits to adopt
nondiscriminatory qualified pension and profit sharing plans for
themselves and their employees as much as thjey would do so under
present law.

If such persons wish to defer a larger portion of their current com-
pensation to post retirement years, they will remain entirely free to do
so under nonqualified plans, which do not provide the same substan-
tial tax advantages and which may be adopted for individual em-
ployees, or high paid groups, without regard to any nondiscrimination
requirement.

Deferred compensation contracts, phantom stock plans, restricted
property arrangements, and nonqualified stock option plans provide
a variety of means for the higher paid executive to defer receipt of his
compensation, but without the extraordinary tax benefits which are
granted to qualified plans.

Such an overall limitation is more appropriate in light of the 50
percent maximum tax rate on earned income which became fully
effective in 1972. High bracket earners no longer require the same
protection from high marginal rates under the progressive rate struc-
ture to achieve a reasonable degree of lifetime averaging of their
compensation.

I would couple these limits with a restriction generally applicable
to all qualified plans preventing withdrawal of alienation of interest
attributable to employer contributions until age 591/. I would also re-
quire withdrawals to 'begin by age 701/2 on the same basis as is present
required for self-employed plans.

These requirements are consistent with the public policy underlying
the qualified plan provisions of encouraging retirement savings and
help prevent undue tax advantage.

Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. MUupocn. The form of the announcement of this hearing indi-

cates to me that someone believes that there should be some limitations
of a special nature imposed on closely held and small businesses and
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professional corporations. I think it would be a great mistake if the
tax law was changed to put special and more onerous limitations on the
owners of small businesses or closely held businesses.

Senator NELsoN. You mean as contrasted with publicly held cor-
porations.

Mr. MuRDOcH.Yes, sir.
Senator NErsoN. I happen to favor the position of Mr. Nolan that

you make everybody equal.
Mr. MURDOCH. I think if there are to be limitations, they should cer-

tainly be equal and if there are not going to be equal limitations, I
think the owners of small businesses should have equal protection,
which points toward a law which gives them better breaks, better tax
breaks, for their deferred compensation plan.

The reason I say that is because the owner of a small business and his
employees face risks in retirement plans which are unknown to the
officers and employees of large public corporations. If you assume a
law office with a single lawyer and a single secretary, and if that law-
er has a stroke at age 40, f don't care what the tax law has said about

how much he can deduct and set aside until he is age 65 to fund a pen-
sion for himself and his secretary, when he has the stroke, his income
stops and there will be no pension for him or his secretary except the
limited amounts he had been able to set aside, up to age 40.

On the other hand, if that attorney worked for the law department
of a manufacturing corporation and'he has a stroke at age 40, his sec-
retary will go on working for that. corporation and there will be other
income flowing into that corporation which will assure that the at-
torney who has been striken at age 40 and his secretary will get some
sort of retirement benefits. That is why I believe it is unrealistic to talk
about special limitaitions on closely held business.

If anything, closely held businesses should be permitted to fund
their retirement plans faster than publicly) held businesses.

The arguments that I have heard in favor of special limitations on
closely held businesses, run along these lines: In a large, publicly
held corporation, the executives are not free to set their own compen-
sation level and that has to be done through arms-length negotiations
whereas in a small, closely held business, the owners can set their
compensation at any level they want.

I think a person who makes an argument like that has never had
to negotiate his compensation with fellow directors named Lombardi,
Schwartz & Walsh. i can assure you, there is arms-length negotiation
in at least one small business with which I am familiar.

In addition, a small business does not have unlimited income. A
lawyer cannot charge whatever the traffic will bear and keep jumping
his fees to get as much income as he wants. There is a competitive
factor and there is also a factor of fairness. Compensation to a pro-
fessional and even a nonprofesional small business is not just a mat-
ter of a unilateral decision by the owner. There is the limiting factor
of how much income is available for this purpose.

Senator NirisoN. Do you see any difference between a closely held
manufacturing corporation with a substantial number of employees
as contrasted with a professional corporation in which the ratio of em-
ployees to employers is the type situation where you have more em-
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ployers to employees-this is so in most professional areas, at least in
the law.

Do you see any difference in any rule that would be applicable tothat situation? After all, I assume they have to pay, under the law,
equal treatment to all of their employees.

Mr. MURDOCit. No, I see no real difference there. In a manufactur-
ing business owned by one man who is active in running that business,
in the event of his (leath or disability, the odds are the business is
going to be sold and that in turn puts a special risk for retirement
enefts for his employees because the purchaser of the business may

not continue the plan. '
Senator NEuLsoN. Do you or do you not basically agre with Mr.

Nolan's position on equality among all plans; equality among major
corporations, closely held and professional corporations, and
individuals?

Mr. Muiiocii. Yes; I do. I think that if there is such a law no one
could object, to it as being discriminatory. People might object to it
as not setting high enough limits.

I think the Congress would be concerned about the discrimination
if certain businesses are singled out for special treatment. That is
the thing they should be concerned about.

Senator NELSO . But disregarding the details, you agree with the
principle?

Mr. MUiDocII. Yes: I do.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
Due to the time situation and since we have been moving from right

to left, I would ask Mr. Savage to speak next and we will move from
left to right. This way, we won't. have the people on my left run out
of time.

Mr. SAVAGE. All right.
I basically agree vith Professor Nolan's and Mr. Murdoch's view-

points also that there should be equality between businesses of all types
with respect, to the question of limits.

Senator NELSON. And individuals?
Mr. SVAoF,. Yes, Senator. I do not, however agree with Mr. Nolan

that there should be any limits. I think that the argument for limits
of any kind usually starts with the idea that the pension laws are some
sort of tax subsidy that is being granted and that high-paid executives
shouldn't be able to build a large estate out of that tax subsidy. I think
that really sort of obscures-the real issues.

Senator NELSON. I don't understand that. You said there should be
equality but no limits? -

Mr. SAVAE. Equality but no limits; yes. I don't think anyone can
really conclude the statutory tax treatment of qualified plans is any
more of a tax advantage in'that the statutory tax treatment of non-
qualified plans is a special tax penalty.

I think what you have here is an obviously legislated difference in
treatment between qualified and nonqualified plans that was done to
encourage employers voluntarily to set up nondiscriminatory plans as
opposed to discriminatory plans.

Senator NLSON. Don't you create a discrimination immediately
because of the current tax laws? That is to say, if a corporate execu-
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tive is at the maximum tax bracket, it is very advantageous for him to
be getting the money as a pension, nontaxed, vis-a-vis, somebody who
is in the 30 percent tax bracket? So isn't that discriminatory in favor
of the one in the higher income, the higher tax bracket?

Mr. SAVAGE. I don't think so. I think that the only result of him
being in a higher tax bracket is that you do have progressive rates.
When the money comes out to him, he will be taxed at progressive
rates. There is only a deferral there, which naturally would have been
more beneficial to him because otherwise he would have paid a higher
tax.

I think if you go around and pick out different areas of the tax law
and say, here, we think higher pensions should be taxed less favorably
than low pensions, then you are really just saying in this particular
area you should have more and steeper progressive rates than you do in
other areas, I don't think that it is a fair scientific approach to tax
policies. You might as well limit deductions, for instance, for 4ll rich
people.

Senator NFLSON. We aren't talking so much about tax policy as we
are the principle of being sure that everybody has an opportunity to
retire at some reasonable income. The advantage of the man in the
high tax bracket if you have no limit is very grat against the man in
the modest or low- or middle-class bracket in his opportunity to accu-
mulate an adequate retirement annuity; isn't it?

Mr. SAVAGE. I think, Senator, you are starting with the same assump-
tion that Mr. Nolan started with, and all of those who advocate limits
start with, and that is the objective to simply permit people to accumu-
late what someone considers to be a reasonable retirement income and
no more. I am starting with the premise that I think the purpose here
is to create an incentive to set up nondiscriminatory plans. And as a
practical matter, I think that limits will dull that incentive, I think
that management will go out and take care of their top people anyway,
through nonqualified plans and just gross up the benefits if it is more
costly, and I think that there will be less incentive on the part of man-
agement to improve the plans for the rank and file. So I think you
have a practical reason, as well as what I regard to be a reason of sound
tax policy for not having limits. I think you also have a practical rea-
son why you might impose limits in the closely held area and that is
the reason why they are there now, because of the fear that there would
be abuses resulting, I think, mainly from the fact that it is hard to
determine what the real earned income is of the man who owns-the
business but who may be taking out profits in some fashion in the form
of a salary.

Senator NFLsoN. When you say "equality but no limits" that is
really a principle without any substance, since, after all, the limits are
absolutely imposed upon the person who has a $10,000 or $15,000 or
$20,000 income because there is an absolute limit on how much he can
set aside because he-has to live; whereas, the person in the higher
bracket has all of the money he needs to live, in any style he wishes;
and then you have no limit, on top of that, in the amount that he can
put into his -pension plan.

If he is salaried into the 70-percent bracket it is ver beneficial to
have that going into pensions; but I don't think it is fair to say'that it
means much to say that you ?avor equality but no limits; because the
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limits are flatly imposed, depending upon the amount of income a
person has; aren't they?

Mr. SAVAGE. Well, my reference to equality was equality between
all types of business organizations, based on the form or size of the
business.

Senator NEmsoN. And self-employed, wasn't it?
Mr. SAVAGE. Self-employed, small business corporations; what have

you.
Senator NESON. Well, the equality is that you impose no limits,

then?
Mr. SAVAGE. That is correct.
Now, I think you do have control. We now have a section in the law

that has to administer the maximum tax rate of 50 percent on earned
income and there will be a body of rules developing around this which
will have to be applied to determine on what income-a man is entitled
to a 50-percent rate and on what income he will have to pay a
70-percent rate.

I think these rules will be a control on the thing for which limits
are now imposed on subchapter F corporations and-self-e.mplo ed in-
dividuals. l think if you do impose limits, that the only justi cation,
in my view, is because of this practical difficulty of preventing supposed
abuses in the closely held area and it should be limited solely to that.
But I don't think there should be any difference based on the form
of business organization.

So I think the increased limits proposed by S. 1631 are a commend-
able step. I -don't think they go far enough, though, and I agree with
Mr. Noan that, if you do have limits of any sort, that you should tie
them into an automatic cost-of-living index.

I think that it is inadvisable to put dollar amounts in the code that
might stay there year after year and become outdated.

Senator NELSON. You mean permanent, specific dollar amounts?
Mr. SAVAGE. Yes.
Senator NELSON. Mr. Swartz?
Mr. SWARTZ. I have, no comments on this phase of the bill.
Senator NELSON. Mr. Halperin.
Professor HAJPERIN. I think the only reasonable argument you can

make against limits is the one that Mr. )Savage has made; namely, that
it is going to destroy the entire incentive for qualified pension plans.
It seems to me, however, there is really no evidence that an unlimited
pension is necessary to encourage people to establish plans. I think the
history of it and all of the factors that went into that were recounted
earlier and they would tend to indicate that and I think, secondly,
some things may not be worth the price.

If we have to have these unlimited benefits to a few in order to get
qualified plans, maybe we ought to think of a better way to go about it.

Mr. Savage suggests that what we are doing by putting limits is
making progressive rates steeper in the area of private pension plans.

I think on the contrary what we are doing is trying at least a little
bit to maintain the progressive rates. I think the present system,
because of the greaterbenefits, as the Chairman pointed out, to higher-
income people from a deferral, destroys this. This is particularly
true since only 50 percent of the people who are now employed get
tany benefits from a private pension plan and-
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Senator NELSON. Excuse me; you mean are covered or get benefits?
Professor HALPERIN. Are covered by private pension plans. And

all of the evidence would indicate that 50 percent who are not
covered are very, very heavily in the lower-paid side. So the low-paid
people are paying the full tax burden in order to finance the pensions
for the high:paid people and to finance retirements.

I can't see how you could justify that under any circumstances. I
think if we are going to have limits, it is important that the limits be
in terms of salary and that should be taken into account for purposes
of the private pension plans.

Experience under H.R. 10 would indicate that we have a dollar
limit on the size of the contribution or on the size of the benefit and
that has the effect of reducing the benefits for the low-paid.

For example, if the top contribution under H.R. 10 is $2,500, if
the owner of a business is making $100,000, he says that it has a 21/2
percent contribution for himself and he makes a 21/2 percent con-
tribution on behalf of all of his employees, I don't think that was what
it was intended to. be. I think it was' intended to be that the 10 per-
cent contribution be the maximum and that $45,000 be the maximum
salary that, can be taken into account.

Nov, I notice in the administration-'s latest bill, contrary to what
they did last year, . 1631 repeats what I think is the error of H.R.
10 and allows the $7,500 contribution to be considered as a percent-
age of whatever salary is being made rather than 15 percent of
$50,000 of earnings. g

I think that is a real serious mistake.
I think that across-the-board limits make sense and I agree with

everybody else that in a perfect world there should not be a differentia-
tion'between different kinds of arrangements; however, assuming that
that might not, be achieveable, I think it is reasonable to look to see
whether a plan is doing the job.

I would add, we give the special tax benefits to qualified plans niot,
.1 think, because we want to make sure that somebody making $100,-
000 a year is going to be able to live in retirement; but because we
want people to establish retirement benefits in such a way so that it
brings along the low-paid; so that it establishes retirement benefits
for those people who otherwise would not have it,

I think it may be reasonable to look at individual plans to see if
they are doing the job. If a plan is of the type that just benefits a few
high-paid individuals, there is a reason to propose severe limits on
that kind of plan. On the other hand, a plan that does have a great
benefit for lower-paid and the rank and file employees is at least
performing a social service and we are getting our money's worth out
of that kind of plan,

There may be some feeling you don't have to be quite as harsh on
that type o? arrangement or at least I would think it would, not be
unreasonable to make that differentiation.

For the same reasons, I would oppose individual retirement savings,
I think that the low paid will not start saving because of the tax
deduction. If you are in the 14-percent bracket, you are not going to
put $100 into a bank account because your tax goes down by $14. If'
you cannot afford to save $100 today, you are not going to be able to
afford it in the future.
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What we get from individual retirement accounts, as proposed in
1631, is increased pension benefits for higher paid and lower taxes
for the higher paid with no benefit at all for the lower paid.

We lose sight completely of the purpose for the qualified pension
plans, which is to encourage the higher paid to save in a way which
benefits the lower paid. If you can save for yourself without bringing
anyone else along, there is little justification lor a tax benefit unless it is
going to benefit the lower paid.

Senator NIusoN. Mr. Berger?
Mr. B3irOEl. I have just some very brief comments on this, since

I was primarily dealing with the problem of administration.
I think that it is worthwhile again to go back to the beginning and

the beginning in this case of the private pension plan system, as far
as I am concerned, is not to provide an incentive to encourage savings,
but to provided a plan which would allow people. to have some reasonable
resources to provide for their old age and not be provided for at the
public trough.

I don't think, therefore, it is to encourage savings, but to provide
some standard of living for as many people as possible in the country.

Going on from that, I think that in terms ol setting limits, I think
that limits are necessary. Wherever the tax law provides a Federal
subsidy through tax deferral for a public benefit? I think it is neces-
sary to set standards, not in the context of allowing a person to con-
tinue the standard of living which he has achieved in his lifetime,
but to provide him with some kind of minimum standard of livng that
Congress decdes, in its wisdom, is reasonable for as many people as
possible. So I would modify from my perspective Mr. Nolan's re-
marks to look back to what is the socialpurpose.

Is it to encourage savings? I say no; it is to provide retirement
income.

Secondly, I say that the limits should be set in that context.
Senator NELSON. Let me skip back to the first question for a moment,

Mr. Swartz.
As I recall, and correct me if I am wrong, you said that there were

50 full-time.--did I understand that correctly-full-time experts in
the national office and 400 in the Federal office?

Mr. SWARTZ. That is correct.
Senator NF.LSON. Are these 400 and 50 people exclusively devoting

their time to pension questions?
Mr. SWARTZ. There are 400 man-years. Some of them devote half

their time and others devote half their time. So there are probably
more than 400 people, but they do it on the basis of man-years. There
are 400 full man-years per year devoted to the specialty of pension
trusts in the field.

Senator NELSON. 450 or 400?
Mr. SWARTZ. 400.
Senator NELSON. But you said there were 50.
Mr. SWARTZ. 450 total ; 400 in the field and 50 in the national office.
Senator NELsON. Is that 400 man-years or 450 man-years?
Mr. SWARTZ. 400 man-years in the field and 50 full-time people in

the national office.
Senator NL.SON. In the national office, are they full time in the

pension field?
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Mr. SWARTZ. Yes.
Senator NELsoN. If the functions they are now administering were

administered by the Labor Department, they either would have no
functions left in the Internal Revenue Service or they would have to
be transferred, as has been suggested.

Mr. SWARTZ. If the tax functions were transferred over there, yes.
There would have to be other phases, I presume, in connection with
the Commissioner examining into various phases of the pension trust
area, which would remain in IRS.

Senator NELSON. But what I am getting at is, those 400 man-years
would not any longer be required by IRS if the functions were trans-
ferred from IRS to Labor; is that correct?

Mr. SWARTZ. If the function of examining into the deductions, and
not just the qualification of the plans, but, the function of whether or
not the contribution is deductible and whether or not the plan qualifies
for ,gift tax purposes, if the function of auditing the tax returns as
to the correct amount of that deduction that the employer is entitled to,
if all that wits transferred, then, of course, they would save the entire
400 man-years, but I would presume that the function of examining
the tax returns would not be transferred to the Department of Labor.

Senator NELsoN. In looking at the various pending bills, including
S. 4, Senator Bentsen's bill, and Senator Curtis' bill, do you have any
estimate of how much additional personnel will be required to perform
the functions now being performed in the Labor Department and in
IRS respecting pension plans? How many additional will be required
under these bills?

Mr. SWARTZ. No; I have never made a study. I would assume, how-
ever, that if the function were left with the Commissioner of the Inter-
nal Revenue Service, that the number of man-years would not have to
be increased very much and that, while they were examining the other
factors that the Commissioner has to look into in connection with the
tax laws, to look at one or two more provisions, vesting provisions,
wouldn't require any more time than they need now.

Senator NELSON. If a substantial number of the labor force presently
not covered by private pension plans were to be covered by private pen-
sion plans, which is one of the objectives of the various pension
proposal, and also the additional responsibility for vesting, funding,
et cetera, which have been proposed were enacted, are you saying that
IRS could perform these new duties with the same number of em-
ployees that are now there?

Mr. SWARTZ. I think what I am saying is that most of the large em-
ployers have plans at the present time and to amend those plans to
provide for faster funding or faster vesting would not require any
more man years to audit than they do today.

The plans, the new plans, that is, that are being submitted today to
Internal Revenue Service for rulings as to their qualifications as new
plans, they are usually the smaller corporations which have 25 em-
ployees or less.

Now, if there are more plans put into effect that are not existing
now, to that extent, the Internal Revenue Service would have to devote
more man-years if they are going to audit those additional employers;
yes.

Senator NELSON. Mr. Nelson, do you have a comment on that?
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Mr. NOLAN. I would suppose if the principal administration were
not centralized in the IRS and if the Labor Department were to under-
take to investigate the new rules with respect to the coverage and vest-
ing and funding, that there would be a very large number of people
who would have to be employed in the Labor Department in addition
to those people already employed in the Internal Revenue Service, be-
cause I cannot conceive of a system in which the Internal Revenue
Service does not continued to do essentially what they are doing today,
even if additional requirements are set up in another department.

They simply have to inquire into the initial qualification of plans
and audit the operation of the plans to assure that all of the tax re-
quirements are satisfied. And I would be very much disturbed if a sys-
tem were adopted, such as Mr. Berger suggested, whereby the Labor
Department would certify to the IRS that a plant is qualified for tax
purposes. We have not ever, with one minor exception, done that in
the past.

We have not divided responsibility between two departments with
resp ict to compliance with the tax system. The one exception in which
we did it involved amortization of emergency facilities during World
'War II and during Korea, and that was not a satisfactory experiment
at all. The decisions with respect to tax qualification and compliance
with the tax system simply have to be made, in my view, by the Internal
Revenue Service, and any division of responsibility in that,,respect
would be a mistake, I feel.

Senator NgSON. Perhaps it was Mr. Berger, but somebody also sug-
gested that you take the expertise presently in the Internal Revenue
Service and transfer it to the Labor Department to perform these
functions.

Mr. NOLAN. Well, I just really don't believe that that is feasible. I
think the tax questions, the requirements that exist in the Internal
Revenue Code for qualifications of plans and their continued opera-
tion ought to be investigated and monitored by the Internal Revenue
Service and it is not a desirable system to divide responsibility in that
respect and give those determinations to another department.

Senator NELSON. You would leave some functions tobe administered
by the Labor Department. The disclosure function is there now.

Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Senator NELSON. What functions would you have in the Labor De-

partment under those bills if one were adopted and what functions
under the Internal Revenue Service?

Mr. NOLAN. I would continue to leave the disclosure and reporting
requirements essentially with the Labor Department under the Dis-
closure Act, as it would be strengthened by these bills; but I would
very much support the sanction system, which is adopted in S. 1681,
of a penalty excise tax.

This is based on the private foundation provisions of the 1969 Re-
form Act. And the Labor Department would receive reports as to that.

I would hope that those reports could be correlated with reports
that were presently submitted to the Internal Revenue Service so that
some of the duplicative reporting that now exists would be eliminated;
but that the Labor Department would continue those reports and, in
the event of violations, would so advise the Internal Revenue Service,
who would then undertake to apply the penalty sanctions.
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Senator NELSON. Do the rest of you wish to comment on that issue?
Would you leave it to the Labor Department or the Internal Revenue

Service, or would you consolidate all of the functions in one?
Mr. MuRDocn. I would certainly not urge that anything having to

do with collecting taxes be transferred out of the Treasury, I think
that would be a mistake.

And if the price of an effective pension reform is that we have a
dual administrative setup, then I think we will just have to pay that
price. That, is not too great a price to pay to have what seems to me
to be the required reform; namely, somethiing that insures the worker
he will get lis pension.

I think we have a couple of precedents here that we can look at.
A recent one is the economic controls. It was apparently felt that

the Internal Revenue Service people had the expertise and special-
ties which made them particularly well suited to enforce the economic
control systems. But despite that, I don't think there was ever serious
consideration given to -trying to impose wage and price controls
by tinkering with the tax law.

It would-be the same as saying, if you violate a wage freeze, the
penalty is not, a rollback of wazes or prices but the penalty is that
you can't take a deduction or there will be an excise tax. 'In other
words, I don't think because the expertise lies in the Treasury people,
that we must have an amendment to the tax laws to bring to bear
their expertise. They can be moved to the Labor Department very
easily.

Senator NELsoN. Does anybody else want to comment on it?
Mr. BERGER. I would like to inake a couple of comments to bring

together a few comments made by Mr. Sava e and Mr. Nolan.
The effectiveness of the Internal Service as to be looked at in

the context of to what end? Here the new legislation is to provide
retirement benefits and not to collect taxes. The legislation is being
thought of now not in the context of those plans that are doing their
jobs, but in the context of those plans that are not doing their Jobs.
I think the revocation of a tax exemption or an excise tax which is
not payable to the fund of the beneficiaries then but to the Federal
Government is not an effective sanction to do the job.

Now, in terms of dual administration, there are other precedents.
For example, the tax law provides a. special deduction to financial
institutions for their bad-debt reserves because Congress thought it
was desirable to encourage homebuilding and for other reasons. Now,
the definition of the institutions, the nature of the animal, so to
speak, entitled to the special benefits starts off by saying "The domestic
building and loan association means such" anA then it says, it means
"either insured institution within the meaning of the National Hous-
ing Act, or subject by law to supervision and examination by a State
or Federal authority having such supervision or such associations."

Now, the savings and loan associations are examined to see that
they are carrying out the purposes for which they are organized by
State regulators and Federal regulators.

In addition to that, there is a tax function which determines whether
or not the deductions they are taking are within the tax limits. Here
I think we are hung up on a case of the tail wagging the dog.
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The primary purpose of this legislation is not tax oriented and its
tax function should be restricted to the nature of the tax involvement.

Of primary concern in Mr. Murdoch's concern, as he mentioned,
is that when we put in new standards here, we give the people covered
by those plans a reasonable expectation, not that revenues will be
properly collected; but that the plans will be operated, and not only
just set up, but operated in a way to reasonably carry out the con-
gressional intent.

Senator NELSON. Do any of the rest of you wish to comment?
Mr. SAVAGE. I would just-add the point again that, very many of the

rules that are applicable to qualified l)ension plans are not de;tlt wvith
by S. 4 and are not intended to be dealt wvit-i by S. 4 and that very
many of the plans which received qualified tax treatment are. not eov-
ered by S. 4. So that you cannot move all of your plersoiiii, over to
the Labor Department because you still have a very extensive program
that is not covered under the'proposed rules an'l( which would still
have to be administered in the Internal Revenue Service.

Mr. Bnomm. I think there is an answer to that, Mr. Chairman, amnd I
would add it is correct that the present legislative proposals do not
deal with that; but that doesn't mean it. can't be dealt with. For ex-
ample, it, vould be possible to vest the )epartment of Labor with the
authority to determine which plans require which rules. For example,
if it is felt that a plan because of a certain number of partici p ants,
well, that certain rules are not applicable to it. then it could (leal with
its tax aspects in a more limited way and with much more limited kind
of administrative authority than is now required for all of the pension
plans. I thin( these are judgments that can be made by the authority
priniarily vested with the job of doing this. with the 'ob of .artwinr
out this legislation. It ob cay

Senator Nr, so,. If I can interrupt,, if you end up vit'h a tax ques-
tion, it. has to ultimately end up with the Internal Revenue Service.

Mr. BERmGE. That is right. There will always be some tax questions,
but not as many.

Mr. NOLAN. I don't want to turn my back, though, on 30 years of
effective administration in this area by: the Ilnternl Revenue Service.
It has not been my experience, and Mr. Savage testified ihat it was
not his experience that the Service was tax-raising oriented in their
approach to the. pension plans. Their statutory mandates ha.e been
that the plans must. be. for the exclusive benefit, of the emplo](es, and
that the plans must not discriminate in contributions or b benefits in
favor of high-paid employees. Now those very broad and basic stand-
ards, over a 30-year period the Internal Revenue Service has built, tip
a vast network of rules and regulations which essentially are designed
to protect lower-paid employees.

My experience has been that it has been an effective system for mon-
itoring the operation of qualified plans that employers and employees
alike have, generally agreed with the effectiveness of that system. I'he
courts have generally approved the rules and regulations adopted by
the Service, all of which are built on the foundation of this very broad
statutory mandate, which is clearly insufficient to do the job. But with
that history of effective administration in the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, I see no reason when we are dealing with essentially the same kind
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of problems they have been dealing with during this period, for in-
stance, coverage, vesting, and funding, I see no reason for not commit-
ting the administration -in those areas to that department which has a
proven record of effectiveness.

Senator NELSON. Anybody else wish to comment? In the administra-
tion bill, Senator Curtis has proposed a tax deduction for contribu-
tions to personal retirement plans which Professor Halperin-if I -
understood you correctly-opposes. Instead of a deduction, Senator
Bentsen's bili provides for a tax credit for contributions for personal
retirement. He argues that is more equitable because of the progres-
sive nature of income tax.

Two questions. If you were to establish a personal retirement plan,
do you support the deduction of the tax credit approach? And second
if you do establish one, would that tend to discourage self-employed
persons from establishing H.R. 10 plans, which to some extent benefit
their employees?

Professor HALPERIN. I think the one reason they put a very low limit
on the contribution to individual plans, the $1,500 a year was to
continue the incentive, in order to get the higher contribution, to have
the self-employed person establish an employer plan. If the difference
between the figures is very small, then I think -that there will be a
disincentive toward employer plans and people will go into their own
retirement savings.

I think if you are going to have indivictual retirement savings, I
think a credit is better. A 25-percent credit--

Senator NELSON. Twenty-five percent?
Professor HALPERIN. Yes, as proposed in Senator Bentsen's bill, it

gives more favorable treatment to anybody in the 25 percent orlower
bracket and the deduction would, of course, be less favorable treat-
ment to people in the higher bracket. Therefore, I guess it would have
a tendency to give the push towards the people we are interested
in helping. I have my doubts as to whether that will make that much
of a difference. There are a lot higher revenue estimates from the
Treasury on the tax credit proposal than on the tax deduction pro-
posal. I haven't seen any figures as to whether that is because they are
estimating it in greater participation or just that the tax cost for the
same participation is greater.

Senator NELSON. You are saying that the Treasury drain is greater
for the credit than the deduction?

Professor HALPERIN. It is much higher for the credit than it is for
the deduction. In -part, one has to look at those figures a little care-
fully because most of the people who are going to gret this tax benefit
are not people who do not now save. They make that benefit available
to people who now contribute vdluntarily or compulsorily to employer
plans. Ahd so the great bulk of the people you are talking about are
Federal employees, State employees.

Senator NELSON. I thought there was an offset in there. You only
take the difference between that-whatevor was being put into your own
retirement plan-and, if you had $1,500 going into that,-thlat didn't
apply. Am I misinterpreting that?

Professor HALPERIN. That is correct, but they assume the contribu-
tions is 7 percent paid. If you are making $10,00 a year, for example,
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they assume the employer puts in $00 and if you are now putting in
$700 on your own, you will now get a tax deduction for that $700 which
you did not get before.

The Treasury thinks about 14 million people getting tax deductions
on those plans. I have not seen them say how many of those people,
though, are going to represent new savings as compared to people who
now already contribute on non-tax deductible bases. I may be wrong
about that, but I have not seen their figures. I think that is an area to
concentrate on. That would give us a better idea whether this in-
dividual retirement plan is going to work at all and-

Senator NELSON. One more question. Who does the administration
think is going to utilize this plan? Who do they think it is going to
benefit?

Professor HALPERIN. Well, they say 70 percent, if I remember cor-
rectly, tax benefit goes to people earning less than $15,000 a year. They
don't point out that that represents 90 percent of the taxpayers, and
therefore 10 percent of the taxpayers are getting 30 percent of the
benefits. And also, as I said, they don't break it down betwen new sav-
ings and old savings. They don't break it down between how much
are people contributing who don't get tax deductions-and there may
be equitable arguments about whether they should, particularly for the
U.S. Government employees, who have no choice, but that is a different
argument than talking about this as a way of increasing savings. They
don't tell you how many new plans are going to be established. At
least I have seen no figures.

Senator NELsoN. Don't you think this proposal is beneficial at least
to the family farm? Most farmers don't have an employer.

Professor HALPERUN. The farmer?
Senator NELSON. The farmer who runs his own farm.
Professor HALPERIN. Well, he would establish a plan under H.R. 10

today.
Senator NELSON. Well, if he tries to save $1,500, he now pays a tax

on it.
Professor HALPERIN. He could establish a plan as an employer, if he

is self-employed, and he could establish the plan as an employer and
contribute $2,500. This is for people who are employees.

Senator NELSON. Just employees, and not anybody who is self-
employed?

Professor HALPEPIN. Right.
Senator NELSON. It is not usable by self-employed persons?
Professor HALPEPN. Well, it is. He would have the advantage of

using that and not bringing his employees along with him, which he
would have to do if he used f.R. 10 and he would-have to limit himself
to $1,500 as opposed to $2,500 or some higher limit.

Senator NELSON. So if he were self-employed without any employees
he could get $2,500 and wouldn't need this?

Professor HALPEmN. Right.
Senator NELSON. If he croes have employees, he may take $1,500 and

not include his employees?
Professor HALPERIN. Right.
Senator NFLSON. Mr. Noan?
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Mr. NOLAN. I want to speak to this because this was an idea which
I was very interested in when I was in the Treasury Department aid
I would certainly not agree with some of Professor Halperin's judg-
ments about the utilization of this. The study that we did in the
Treasury in 1970 and 1971, looking at the Canadian experience and
talking with various groups, institutional groups, convinced us that
this would be widely utilized. Now that is not to say that it can't be
improved. I think it probably could be, but I think it is an excellent
idea for giving people an opportunity to want to save for their retire-

---ment-an opportunity to do so. And the new saving versus old saving
argument doesn't seem to me to be very persuasive because if amounts
are put into one of these plans, there are restrictions on withdrawals.
They are-in effect committed to retirement at that point. It seems to
me that is a desirable policy and that we should encourage people
who are willing to do so to commit some of their savings to their post-
working years. So we achieve that advantage even if we do nothing
more than convert existing savings into retirement savings.

On the matter of incentive, as long as the amount of this benefit is
held at a fairly low level, as it is now in all of the proposals, it seems

--- to-me-clear that a substantial incentive will continue to remain for
adoption of qualified plans covering employees because the ordinary
individual, who is a high bracket taxpayer, is not going to get enough
benefit out of a deduction of $1,500 per year as compared to what he
could get out of a qualified plan.

On the deduction versus credit argument, it seems to me that allow-
ing a credit is a desirable improvement on the original proposal in
that it will give lower paid employees clearly a larger incentive to
adopt this. And the Treasury estimates reflecting large revenue losses,
take that into account, but there is a matter of equity; insofar as high
paid employees are concerned, if you allow them only a credit at the
time they go in and thus in effect limit the value of the deduction to
them. There is a corresponding proposal when they draw the money
out to limit the tax bracket, the marginal rate of tax on which they
pay that amount. And it seems to me at least in theory if you are
going to limit their deduction at the time they go in, that you should
correspondingly limit the marginal rate they pay on that benefit when
they take it out of the plan. It would seem to me a desirable possibility
might be allowed to allow parties to take either a deduction or credit
when they go in, whichever favors them the most, and then to take
them under the progressive rate structure when they come out. Sq
that people who were higher bracket taxpayers and are going to pay
a relatively marginal rate when they draw the amount out would have
gotten a corresponding reduction when they went in.

Senator NELSON. Presumably, this isn't designed to benefit solely
higher income people anyway.

Mr. NOLAN. Well, to the extent a person isran employee whose em-
ployer does not have a plan, I see no reason why he, as a highly p aid
employee, shouldn't have the same opportunity to create some fund

.- for-his own retirement as the lower paid employee would. This is de-
signed for corporate employees whose employer has not installed the
plan, which is a very common circumstance among small retail busi-
nesses and small service establishments, and it seems to me that even
though he is a high paid employee, if his employer hasn't chosen to
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install the plan bei ought to hate the same opportunity to save funds
for retirement as the low paid employee. It is an opportunity that is

being .granted to all corporate employees with the offset provision so
that there is no duplication of benefits with respect to the qualified
plan benefits.

And it seems to me it is a very desirable step forward and will in my

judgment extend the coverage of the private system to a significant
degree.

Senator NELSON. Would it be equitable to provide for a flat tax
credit, the same for everybody and then when they withdraw the
money on retirement, they pay a tax on the amount of the credit ? If

they are in a high tax bracket, they would be paying on the amount of
credit they received.

Mr. NOLAN. Well, I would have to work out that arithmetic on that
to see how it works out equitably. It seems to be more appropriate to

tax the amounts as they come out of the plan as ordinary income sub-
ject to the progressive rate structure like any other income because
the individual is getting the money at that time.

In order to do Yhat,f ihe was a higher bracket, he should have been

allowed the deduction when he came in. And I have no objection to
giving the lower paid the credit. That seems to me fine. It does seem
to me a matter of equity as far as the higher paid employee though-

Senator NELSON. So you would make it the option of the investor?
Is that what you are saying?

Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Senator NELSON. Does anybody else want to make a comment?
Mr. MURDOcH. Could I make a comment about a comment made by

Professor Halperin? He suggested, as I understand it, there should
be a limit on benefits and he cites the case of the over-$200,000 exec-
utive. As I understood it, his argument is there ought to be a limit on
that because 50 percent of the taxpayers don't have protection under
these plans. It seems to me that is beating the wrong dog. Most of the
over-$V200,000 executives that I know about are executives of the giants
of American industry, and generally those industries have now and for

a long time have had qualified pension plans, which do give coverage
for the lower paid people. So I see no point in punishing an over-
$200,000-a-year executive because some other employer in the restau-
rant or farm business hasn't established a pension plan. I don't see the
tie-in there.

Senator NELSON. Did I understand your testimony about and hour
or so ago? I thought you basically agreed with Mr. Nolan that you
would set a limit?

Mr. MURDOCH. No sir, I said that I agreed with Mr. Nolan that
there should be uniform rules for everyone. I think I would be on
Mr. Savage's side on the proposition that there should be no limit.
I think there are built-in limits just in the economics of the situation.

Senator T'ELsoN. I am glad i asked that, because I understood you
to ree with Mr. Nolan.

gr. Mutuocxi. Not 100 percent. I agreed with him only on the
idea of uniformity; whatever the rules are, they should be uniform,

Senator NELSON. But you would have no $7,500 or $10,000 or $15,000
limits, as proposed for the self-employed.
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Mr. MURIOCH. That is correct. And the reason I feel strongly about
that is because there is no carryover provision at least suggested so
far and when you start imposing these limits, the $7,500 a year limit,
if that is what it is going to be, everyone assumes that the minute
a man opens his business at age 25 he is able to save $7,500 a year
until he is 65. That doesn't follow at all. The result is that most
people are not able to enter substantial savings programs until late
in life and then they get no benefit for the years when they couldn't
put the $7,500 away.

Senator NPLsoN. Any comment on that, Mr. Nolan!
Mr. NOLAN. No. I just feel that as long as the limits are at an

appropriate level, I do believe that the function of the private financial
system is to allow a person to continue his standard of living after
retirement; that is, building on the social security base and that
ought to be the factor we take into account in setting a limit. And
as long as the limits are reasonable in light of that objective, it is
appropriate for everybody to be subject to those limits.

Senator NF.LsoN. Any comment?
Professor HALPERIN. I think this does make sense to have, as Mr.

Murdoch said, the limits in terms of benefits because if you have a
limit in terms of contributions, the people who can start at age 25
or 30 will get obviously much more than the people who start at age
55 or 60. And if we have some kind of aim as to what is a reason able
pension, we are going to not overprotect the guy who starts early
and have tool little for the person who starts too late. So I think you
ought to start off with the assumption that the limit ought to be on
the amount of money you can set aside for a retirement plan and the
amoun of benefit that can be accumulated.

Mr. SAVAGE. How do you work that in a profit-sharing plan?
Professor HALPERIN. I am not sure how you would handle increases

in the value of a stock, but I think the primary point is once contribu-
tions or once the amount built up is over a particular amount for
a particular individual, any further investing would have to become
taxes, and be treated as if they were unqualified.

Senator NELSON. As to self-employed, couldn't you use averaging
concept? That is to say, if he could only afford to put in less than
$7,500 1 year-and I know it creates some complications, but couldn't
you take care of the case for somebody who was able to set aside
$4,000 but not the $7,500 1 year by averaging it out in subsequent
years?

ProfessorTHALPERIN. That kind of concept is in the law today for
section 405(B) which is applicable for employees of tax-exempt in-
stitutions or universities-and that is my tax loophole. You can ac-
cumulate, in effect, credit for all of the years you skipped and make it up
asyu o along.

Mr. ruoon. Yes, I agree you could have an averaging concept or
kind of carryover concept, but again we are back to this old bugaboo
of complications. This sort of thing is what has made the Internal
Revenue Code so thick. If you want to have a highly refined system,
you are going to have to have a very complex system; that is what we
would be getting into. Also, you would be getting into the problem
that already arises when you ask a taxpayer to keep copies of old
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returns. Many of them don't. As I understand it, the Government
destroys them after a while. So it is very difficult to find them.

Senator NELsoN. Old tax returns?
-Hr. MUBDOCH. Am I right? Individual returns are destroyed?
Mr. SWAMrz. Yes.
Mr. MIuDoC. By the Government, yes.
Senator NELSON. For which year?
Mr. SwArerz. I think they still keep them for 3 years.
Senator NELSON. Did anybody else wish to comment on any other

point?
It is 12:35 and I would be glad to stay-

-- Mr. BERoER. One comment on the 30 years' experience, Senator. I
would like the record, for the sake of completeness, to reflect, as in-
dicated on page 124 of the testimony printed for today, that the over-
whelming bulk of the Service's activities, in administering existing tax
law is in examining plan documents, so that this great expertise at
the local level and the national level, historically, has been spent in the
original qualification of the plans and the amendments thereto, but not
so much in the followup in determining whether a plan is qualified or
operates properly in its operations.

Senator LSON. You are quoting from what?
Mr. BERoER. This is in the testimony of today, and it is a citation

to the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare's report, Senate
Report 92-637 and furthermore-

Senator NELSON. Who are you quoting ?
Mr. BEROER. I beg your pardon?
Senator NELSoN. Who are you quoting?
Mr. BERGER. I was quoting this Senate committee report.

- Senator NELSoN. What page ?
Mr. BEROER. This is page 124 of the testimony printed- for today

and that is consistent with my experience of the operation of the In-
ternal Revenue Service in pension plans. And those cases of audits,
audits over funding questions, are more prevalent in my experience
than over other questions where you do get into audit questions on
discrimination to some extent. I think that the expertise we are talking
about can be transferred insofar as it would be necessary to deal with
the new provisions of the law.

Senator NELSON. I appreciate your taking the time to come here and
testify. It is now 12:36. You were asked to comment on two specific
questions, however, since you all are experts in the fie-id, the committee
would appreciate any other comments you would like to submit in
writing for the record on any of the pending legislation. The only
reason we haven't been able to conduct extensive hearings is that we
had some compulsion to get this legislation out by mid-July. We really
ought to have had half a dozen or more days more. But if you wish
to submit a statement on any aspect or several aspects of any one of thep ending pieces of legislation for the record, we would appreciate
having it, along with your statements from today because we would
like to have the benefit of your expertise.

[The prepared statements of the panelists and supplementary mate-
rial submitted by Messrs. Nolan, Berger, and Murdock, follow. Hear-
ing continues on page 826.]

96-285 0-1-8---4
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN

At the conclusion of the first panel discussion

on Private Pension Plan Reform before this Subcommittee on

May 31, 1973, Chairman Gaylord Nelson invited the panelists

to submit supplementary papers. He suggested that such

papers discuss any of the issues before-the Subcommittee

other than those dealt with by the Panel that day. I am

deeply concerned with two specific matters, and accordingly

I submit the following additional views.

INTRODUCTION

The private pension system is based on voluntary

action. Such action may be initiated by the employer, or

may result from collective bargaining, but it always remains

wholly voluntary and discretionary action, to which the em-

.ployer must agree. The terms and conditions of the plan,

the employer's annual contribution, the level of benefits,

and the administration of the funds are all major elements

of the collective bargaining process between employer and

employees., Existing plans generally represent a combination

of rights and liabilities tailored to the needs and demands of

the parties, reflecting that flexibility which is the essence
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of the private system, and which distinguishes it from the

social security system.

It is essential to the survival and well-being of

the private system in the future'that legislation providing

additional standards for the system be designed to do no

more than establish basic standards for fairness. Undue

regulation will deprive the system of its essential flexi-

bility. The basic standards should provide fairness to both

employees and employer -- and thus should constitute standards

which contribute to the welfare of the economy as a whole

by giving due consideration to the interests of all the

parties involved against the background of how the plans

came into existence.

Such basic standards of fairness should be estab-

lished in light of the major importance of encouraging the

maintenance of existing plans, the extension of greater

benefits under such plans as productivity increases permit,

and the adoption of new plans to cover the high percentage of

U.S. workers not presently participating in any plan. Since

the adoption of plans and extension of benefits requires em-

ployer action, and frequently is dependent on employer

initiative, it is essential that due regard be given to the

interests of employers in framing these standards. In view

of the major objective of the proponents of legislative change --

to provide greater protection to employees (an objective I

share in fullest measure) -- it is particularly important

that a proper balance between the interests of employers
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and the interests of employees be achieved. Two particular

elements of the pending legislation require further consid-

eration to assure that a proper balance has been attained.

Plan Termination Insurance -- Employer Liability

Section 405 of S.4 provides that the employer

shall be liable to reimburse the insurance program for any

benefits paid by the program to employees to the extent of

100% of a terminated plan's unfunded vested liabilities on

the date of termination, except that the employer's liability

shall not exceed 50% of the employer's net worth. The

United States is given a lien on the employer's property

for the payment of such liability, subject to the lien for

federal tax liabilities.

The effect of this provision is to make the em-

ployer liable for benefit payments under the plan, including

liability for vested benefits for service rendered before as

well as after the effective date of the legislation. Since

nearly all plans provide for full vesting of employee bene-

fits on termination, the effect is to make the employer liable

for all potential benefits based on service up to the time of

termination. In past years, many employers have carefully

avoided any assumption of corporate liability for benefits,

negotiating the amount of annual contributions (and thus

the extent of funding of past service liabilities), the level

of benefits, and the general investment policies of the fund

with representatives of their employees on the clear under-

standing that the employees' right were to recover their
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benefits from the fund, not from the employer's assets in

the event of termination of the plan for any reason. The

sudden imposition of huge unconditional liabilities on

the employer by legislation requires the most critical

examination.

The Committee report explains the provision in

question as follows:

"The Committee also recognized that some
degree of employer liability was essential
where the employer was not insolvent at
the point of plan termination in order to
preclude abuse by shifting the financial
burden to the plan termination insurance
program despite the fact that the employer
had available funds to continue funding the
plan."

The Committee goes on to recognize the "potentially enormous

liabilities" that might be imposed on employers and accordingly

concludes that the employer's liability will be limited to

50% of the employer's "net worth" at the time of plan termi-

nation. Sen. Rep. 93-127, 93d Cong., let Sess. 26 (1973).

Aside from the fact that "net worth" is an extremely

vague concept, and that one wonders why 50% is the proper

limit as opposed to 25%, 66-2/3%, or any other portion of

net worth, there is the basic question whether so drastic a

remedy is really necessary to prevent the abuse described.

There is a preliminary question whether the imposition of such

liability, particularly insofar as it is based on service

prior to the legislation, will withstand constitutional attack
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as a taking of property without just compensation, or with-

out due process of law, contrary to the Fifth Amendment.

It is possible that the constitutional problem is obviated

by the fact that the plan termination insurance provisions

will not become effective for three years after the legislation

is enacted, thus giving existing employers an opportunity to

terminate their plans and avoid imposition of corporate lia-

bility upon them. Many employers, however, could not termi-

nate their plans simply to avoid corporate liability because

of commitments under their union contracts, or under the

terms of the plan. Even if they could, it would be the most

undesirable possible result for existing plans to be termina-

ted simply to avoid the effect of this statutory provision;

and the value of imposing absolute corporate liability as an

element of the termination insurance proposal should be weighed

against the danger that it may cause a significant number of

plan terminations within the three-year period. In any event,

there is a clear possibility that the provision is unconsti-

tutional. See Nichols v. Coolidge, 274 U.S. 531 (1927).

Returning to the basic question stated above, the

remedy is indeed drastic. As previously stated, it would

override the contractual rights of many employers obtained

in intense collective bargaining over the years, in considera-

tion of which in part employers have agreed to existing

funding obligations and benefit levels under their plans.

The unfunded past service liability of many plans will
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represent a major part of the employer's net worth, and

in some could well exceed the 50% of net worth limitation

under S.4. Depending in part on the effect such imposition

of liability will have on financial accounting standards,

it could create major disruptions under existing bond-in-

dentures, credit agreements, preferred stock issues, and

contractual arrangements which depend on a specified ratio

of assets to liabilities or similar factors. More important,

perhaps, the imposition of such liability could drastically

prejudice the opportunity of employers to obtain additional

credit or equity financing in the future, with serious ad-

verse effects on capital investment and productivity, re-

ducing the competitiveness of-U.S. industry in world markets,

including our domestic market.

Some idea of the potential magnitude of the liability

may be obtained from the fact that the liability of the civil

service retirement system for unfunded vested benefits at the

present time is in the neighborhood of $63.5 billion, while

the annual contribution (employer and employee) to the fund

is about $5.3 billion. The total pension plan contributions

of all corporate employers at the present time are roughly

$14 billion.

The potential magnitude of the employer's liability

is growing in most plans in gigantic jumps as current atti-

tudes demand changes in existing pension plans. Thus, un-

funded vested benefiLs increase substantially as changes

are made to base benefits on final average rather than career
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average pay; to permit early retirement without actuarial

reduction; to provide special benefits in event of plant

shutdown (immediate pensions without actuarial reduction

and with special supplements to age 62); to increase bene-

fits by escalation clauses based on cost of living increases

or other factors; and other such currently popular amend-

ments. Few persons fully understand the enormous cost of

pension plans to the employer if all the benefit rights of

the existing work force are considered, and thus the gigantic

potential corporate liability in question. As previously

stated, the imposition of such a liability could drastically

reduce the ability of U.S. business to obtain capital and

thus to compete in the world market.

This danger to capital investment exists because

institutional lenders, such as banks, insurance companies,

and others, as well as the capital markets in general, pay

attention to liquidation value of a business. Loan agree-

ments contain a variety of special protections to the lender

in event of plant shutdowns, bankruptcy, or other such events.

The Government's lien, previously described, could frustrate

traditional arrangements. If a U.S. company were suddenly made

unconditionally liable for major obligations in event of full

or partial termination of its activities, which liability

would eliminate a substantial part of its net worth, the

obtaining of future capital could possibly become much more

difficult.
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The abuse of concern is the possibility that em-

ployers, once covered by the insurance program, could other-

wise simply terminate the plan and shift the burden to the

program. Even the proposed liability of the employer will

not prevent the unscrupulous employer from promising an

unduly high level of benefits; if the business goes well,

the employer will provide for the benefits; if it does notL

the employer will leave it to the creditors to fight over

the assets, and the insurance program may well end up bearing

the burden of the employees' benefits. There are, on the

other hand, natural constraints against the abuse in question.

A solvent employer terminating a plan will create severe

employee and union hostility unless there are sound business

reasons for the termination. If there are such reasons, the

abuse really does not exist. As previously stated, a plan

deemed "qualified" for tax purposes must provide for full

vesting of employee rights on a termination, thus depriving

the employer of the advantage of forfeitability in causing

employees to remain in his employ.

I submit that every effort should be made to give

the employer an alternative to corporate liability for un-

funded past service vested benefits. This opportunity

should be given, under specified conditions, to all corporate

employors, even those already subject to corporate liability

under the terms of their plan. In this fashion, the termi-

nation insurance program could work to the benefit of both
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parties, employer and employees. Employees would obtain

insurance protection against-loss of their benefits. Em-

ployers could obtain through the program insurance protec-

tion against catastrophic losses attributable to plan ter-

minations necessitated by good business reasons. Employees

would be assured of retirement income. Employers would be

relieved of the spectre of a gigantic contingent liability,

thus preserving to them full access to the capital market --

to the substantial benefit of the economy as a whole.

Accordingly, I recommend that employers have

three basic options with respect to corporate liability for

benefit payments in connection with the proposed insurance

program:

1. An employer willing to pledge 50% of
net worth (as provided in S.4) as security
for the payment of benefits would pay the
normal premium contemplated by S.4 and be
subject only to the general funding require-
ments elsewhere provided in the bill (in
general, normal service cost, interest on un-
funded liability, and funding to amortize
unfunded liabilities over a 30-year period).

2. An employer not now subject to corporate
liability under the terms of the plan would
be obligated to reimburse, the insurance pro-
gram for benefit payments only to the extent
of 15% thereof if the following conditions
were satisfied as of the date of termination:

a. The employer has elected to pay 150% of
the normal premium contemplated by S.4
for the period the insurance program has
covered the employer's plan;

b. At least one-third of all vested benefits
of the employees covered by the terminated
plan are funded by the time of termination;
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c. The employer has been funding the un-
funded liability of the plan at least
ratably over a period not to exceed 20
years (in addition to normal service
cost and interest on unfunded liability);
the employer has been funding increases
in unfunded liability attributable to
additional benefits provided after the
plan becomes covered by the insurance
program over a period not to exceed 10
years; and the employer has made at least
three annual payments on this schedule by
the time the termination occurs; and

d. Business reasons exist for the termination,
and the termination is attributable to such
reasons as opposed to an attempt by the em-
ployer to shift the financial burden of the
plan to the insurance program.

3. An employer already subject to corporate
liability under the terms &f the plan would be
relieved of any such liability, and would be
obligated to reimburse the insurance program
for benefit payments only to the extent of 15%
thereof, if the following conditions were satis-
fied as of the date of termination:

a. The employer has elected to pay 200% of
the normal prem-'im contemplated by S.4
for the period since the insurance program
has covered the employer's plan;

b. At least one-half of all vested benefits
of the employees covered by the terminated
plan are funded by the time of termination;

c. The employer has been funding the unfunded
liability of the plan at least ratably over a
period not to exceed 15 years (in addition
to normal service cost and interest on un-
funded liability); the employer has been
funding increases in unfunded liability
after that time attributable to additional
benefits provided after the plan becomes
covered by the insurance program over a period
not to exceed 10 years; and the employer has
made at least three annual payments on this
schedule by the time the termination occurs;
and

d. Business reasons exist for the termination,
and the termination is attributable to such
reasons as opposed to an attempt by the
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employer to shift the financial burden
of the plan to the insurance program.

I submit that this system would be much fairer to

employers and would clearly avoid any constitutional problem.

Corporations which may have made substantial concessions

over the years to avoid corporate liability are at least

given some opportunity to retain the benefits of their bar-

gain. Employers on which corporate liability is not imposed

would remain co-insurers of employee benefits to the extent

--of 15% thereof. Abuses would not occur because of this

obligation and because of the substantially more burdensome

funding commitments they must assume, and must have carried

out for at least three full years.

It would be necessary to amend §404 of the Internal

Revenue Code to permit employers to deduct all amounts con-

tributed under the more rapid funding schedules set forth

above.

It might be useful to consider limiting benefit

payments to employees from the insurance program to 85% of

the amounts they otherwise would have received under the

plan, consistent with the employer's co-insurance obligation.

Insurance generally operates more efficiently when there-Ts

some risk of loss to all beneficiaries; such a limitation would

create an incentive for both employer and employees to

cooperate to prevent terminations, to keep operations going,

"-and to avoid a call on the insurance program.
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In any event, the specific proposals outlined above

would make the plan termination insurance proposals more

acceptable by giving employers as well as employees the

opportunity to obtain protection against the catastrophic

effects of a termination.

Fiduciary Responsibility -- Liability For Breach

A second matter requiring more careful attention

is the liability of a fiduciary for breach of any of the

responsibility provisions to be added to the Welfare and

Pension Plans Disclosure Act. Thus, for example, section

510 of S.4 adds the so-called federal prudent man standard

of conduct for fiduciaries and a series of express prohibi-

tions to prevent self-dealing and similar transactions.

The term "fiduciary" is very broadly defined to include any

person who exercises any power of control, management, or

disposition with respect to *** (the fund), or has authority

or responsibility to do so" (section 502). Section 510 also

provides that --

"Any fiduciary who breaches any of the
responsibilities, obligations, or duties
imposed on fiduciaries by this Act shall
be personally liable to such fund for any
losses to the fund resulting from such
breach, and to pay to such fund any profits
which have incurred to such fiduciary through
use of assets of the fund."

Exculpatory provisions are outlawed. Co-fiduciaries are

made subject to certain duties of preventing any of their

co-fiduciaries from committing a breach of responsibility,

and of compelling them to redress such a breach.
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The remedies for enforcement of these fiduciary

obligations are extremely broad. Civil actions in federal

or state courts without regard to diversity of citizenship

or amount involved are authorized, and class actions are

expressly permitted. The only constraint is that the court

may allow reasonable attorneys fees and costs to any party

and may require the plaintiff to post security for payment

of such amounts. Such suits may be brought to redress any.

breach, presumably even if the employee or class is not

actually harmed because the plan is overfunded and there is

no apparent risk their benefits will not be paid.

This is strong medicine indeed. The question is

whether the potential consequences of all these new measures

taken together have been fully weighed, and whether the risks

they create (and the resulting deterrent to innovative in-

vestment and energetic plan management) are necessary to

meet the potential abuses at which they are directed.

A new framework of law is being created. Uniform

fiduciary standards throughout the United States are desirable.

There is, however, no existing federal common law from which

a uniform prudent man standard may be derived. Although the

Committee report states that this standard is adopted from

"existing trust law" (with modifications), the prudent man

concept today varies from state to state. Further, it has

often been the case that when responsibilities to the United
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States Government are created, the courts tend to enlarge

the areas of responsibility. Some fiduciaries, accustomed

to operating under the standards generally prevailing in

their state for many years, could be surprised by adoption

by the federal courts of a more severe rule. The parameters

of the new rules are yet to be defined.

The broad definition of "fiduciary" will include

many individuals. These individuals, as well as--all corpo-

rate fiduciaries, are made liable for any losses to the fund

resulting from a breach by them of any of their responsibil-

ities, obligations, or duties under the Act, including the

new federal prudent man standard, without regard to whether

their conduct involves negligence, bad faith, wilful or

knowing actions, or similar considerations. There is no

limitation on their total liability -- either in dollar

amount or in terms of only those losses reasonably fore-

seeable as a consequence of their breach. The Committee

report states only that these provisions are intended to

codify rules developed under the law of trusts. Again,

however, this is only a pious hope; there is no existing

federal law of trusts, and rules vary from state to state.

Much more explanation is required.

Unless this system is developed with the utmost

care, fiduciaries will avoid exercising initiative, judg-

ment, individual responsibility, or similar subjective

attention to individual plan management. The essential
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element of the private system -- flexibility -- will be

compromised. Undue conservatism will be encouraged -- to

the detriment of the employees, the employer, and the

economy as a whole. The spectre of class actions, similar

to the "stockholder" suits whdch have often become little

more than legalized blackmail against corporate management,

is particularly troublesome as a potential cause of such

atrophy. See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, Fd__F.2d

(2d Cir. 1973), 41 Law Week 2586.

Faced with a very similar problem of fixing re-

sponsibility on managers of private foundations for sound

investment, regular income distribution to charity,.absence

of self-dealing, and other duties, the Tax Reform Act of

1969 adopted a different approach -- one which has been

extremely effective. That Act provides a series of excise

tax penalties for violation of the statutory standards

applicable to any foundation manager who participates in

the violation, knowing that it is a violation of such

standard, unless such action is not wilful and is due to

reasonable cause. In the case of investments, the standard

provides that amounts must not be invested "so as to jeopardize

the carrying out by the organization" of its stated purposes.

The excise tax penalty for a "manager" violating this stan-

dard under the conditions previously stated is 5% of the

amount of jeopardizing investment.
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This system would be more efficient in enforcing

the duties and responsibilities of "fiduciaries" created

by the new pension legislation and would not create the

same danger of stagnation as the potentially more cata-

strophic liabilities of the present provisions of S.4.

Accordingly, I strongly recommend that the fidu-

ciary responsibility provisions be developed in the same

manner as the private foundation rules governing conduct of

foundation managers -- particularly the investment standard.

The obligations should be enforced by a system of penalty

excise taxes, applicable where the fiduciary knowingly vio-

lates any statutory standard, unless such action is not wilful

and is due to reasonable cause.

If such a system is not adopted, the proposed

provisions for liability of fiduciaries for breach of any

of their responsibilities, obligations, or duties should con-

tain reasonable limits. Fiduciaries should be liable only

for breaches which they know to be violations (subject to

a provision that they will be presumed to have reasonable

knowledge of-statutory requirements), unless such actions

are not wilful and are due to reasonable cause. Their

liability should be limited to losses reasonably foreseeable

as a consequence of their actions. Their liability should

be limited to losses which might reasonably result in an

actual loss of benefits to participants in the plan. Their

liability for any single breach or group of related breaches

should not in any case exceed 50% of their net worth and
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in the case of an individual should in no event exceed

$100,000. Class actions should in all events be expressly

prohibited, rather than authorized. The other sanctions in

the bill are surely adequate without creating the dangers

of such actions. At the very minimum, class actions should

be permitted only on a preliminary finding by the court that

the rights of the plan beneficiaries are not likely to be

adequately enforced in the absence of such an action.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing recommendations whereby employers

meeting specified rigid funding standards would not be sub-

ject to corporate liability for employee benefits, and whereby

the liability of fiduciaries in carrying out their responsi-

bilities would be more carefully defined, would contribute

greatly to the continued vitality of the private pension

system even as plan termination insurance and extensive

fiduciary responsibility obligations are imposed. They will

facilitate growth of the system, liberalization of benefits,

and better management of plans reflecting that necessary

degree of judgment, initiative, and well-balanced investment

which should remain the special function of private as

opposed to public action in the matter of employee retirement

benefit plans.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN
MILLER & CHEVALIER, WASHINGTON, D.C.

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE

ADMINISTRATION OF NEW PENSION PLAN REQUIREMENTS

LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS OR BENEFITS

The Internal Revenue Code provides special tax

benefits for "qualified" pension, profit-sharing, and stock

bonus plans -- plans which in general benefit employees of

the particular employer on a broad basis, without discrimi-

nation in coverage or benefits in favor of higher-paid em-

ployees. The employer is entitled to an immediate deduction

for amounts set aside ("funded") for employees under such a

plan. The earnings on the amounts set aside for the employee,

including earnings on additional amounts which he voluntarily

sets aside as "employee contributions" out of his earnings,

are not currently taxable to him. The employee does not incur

tax on the amounts set aside for him by his employer, on his

share of the earnings on such amounts, and on earnings on

amounts which he himself voluntarily sets aside, until the

time such amounts are subsequently made available to him in-

dividually in cash or other property. Appreciation in the

value of employer securities which the employee receives is

not taxable to him even then; he is not taxed until he sells

such securities. Amounts received as a lump sum distribution

on termination of employment or death are taxable as long-term
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capital gains to the extent they consist of earnings on

the amounts set aside, or appreciation in value of securities

in the employee's account. Transfers of an employee's in-

terest in such a plan by gift or at death are not subject to

Federal gift or estate tax except to the extent attributable

to voluntary "employee contributions".

These substantial-tax benefits are granted to in-

duce private savings, particularly for retirement, and they

are an essential element in our system of providing post-

retirement security for our citizens. They permit the develop-

ment of private plans tailored to the needs of particular

groups of workers -- that is, they permit necessary flexi-

bility through private rather than public action. They provide

investment discretion to such groups, and also the greater

efficiency of decentralized administration of savings plans

by the interested parties themselves. They build on the

income floor provided by the Social Security System. They

give the individual the independence and dignity that proceeds

from the provision by him for his own future out of his own

earnings during his lifetime.

These substantial tax benefits have been an effec-

tive inducement to the adoption of qualified plans -- some

30 million persons are now covered by such plans. This rapid

growth has highlighted some major problems in the development

of employee benefit plans -- coverage of employees, vesting,

funding, the treatment of self-employed persons, and other
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matters. The major legislative proposals now under study by

this Subcommittee (S.4; S.1179; 8.1631 and S.1557) deal in

varying degrees with these problems; all, however, provide

minimum coverage, vesting, and funding requirements, as well

as improved, uniform fiduciary responsibility and disclosure

and reporting provisions. They differ completely on the

matter of responsibility for the administration of. these new

provisions -- 8.4 provides that they shall be administered by

the Department of Labor, and S.1179 and S.1631 provide generally

that they shall be administered by the Treasury Department.

This is a most important issue which deserves the Subcommittee's

closest attention.

Administration of New Requirements

The development of our existing, extensive private

system over the past 30 years has been under the sqpervision,

almot solely, of the Internal Reve.ue Service. Working with

the barest and broadest form of statutory standards -- such

as requirements that the amounts set aside be used "for the

exclusive benefit of employees", and that contributions or

benefits not discriminate in favor of persons who are officers,

shareholders, or highly compensated employees -- the Service

has been an effective overseer of a system that now covers,

as previously stated, some 30 million persons in the United

States. The Service has steadfastly developed and enforced
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such rules as requirements that plans be fully vested on

termination, that vesting requirements be included in plans

of smaller employers to insure that the prohibited non-

discrimination in favor of highly-paid employees does not

occur, and that at the minimum the employer fund each year

current service liabilities plus the interest due on unfunded

past service liabilities.

These are merely examples of literally hundreds of

other detailed rules and requirements built by the Service

only on the bare, broad statutory standards previously de-

scribed. These rules have generally been accepted by em-

ployers and employees alike, and by the courts, as fair and

reasonable, and as having contributed immensely to the

development of the highly effective private pension system

which exists in. the United States today.

During the past 30 years, the Internal Revenue

Service has intensively reviewed the organization or

adoption of substantially every qualified plan in the U.S.,

and has monitored the subsequent operation of a high per-

centage of such plans. The Service has developed and applied

extensive rules as to the necessary coverage of the plan to

insure non-discriminatory coverage of the employee group;

the Service has required inclusion of various provisions to

protect the rights and benefits of lower-paid employees; and

the Service has required inclusion of provisions to prevent
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diversion of the fund to any purpose other than the exclusive

benefit of the employee group (so-called "prohibited trans-

actions"). The practical necessity of an employer obtaining

a "determination letter" from the Service approving the plan,

so as to assure the favorable tax benefits, has given the

Service the opportunity to enforce effectively its extensive

network of regulations and rulings.

To accomplish these objectives, the Service over

such 30-year period has developed a cadre of personnel highly

skilled in the operation of private pension plans. These

personnel are to a large extent decentralized into district

offices. They are complemented by a group of experts, in-

cluding qualified actuaries, in the National Office of the

Service who deal with the most complex of the problems pre-

sented. These personnel are not only involved in the approval

of plans when first created but also in the regular monitoring

of plan operations under the Service's extensive audit and

compliance programs.

The Service has collected extensive files and data on

the operation of particular plans, and through its computer

system Master File has developed a special Employees Plan

Master File system which produces invaluable information in

the tax audit of employee benefit plans.

The problems which exist in the existing private

pension system -- lack of adequate vesting and funding,
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absence of uniform fiduciary standards, and insufficient

reporting and disclosure -- are attributable to the absence

of sufficiently comprehensive statutory requirements for

the development of the system, not to inadequate supervision

by the Service. Tax men would generally agree that the

treatment of employee benefit plans by the Service reflects

a history of administration over the years in which the

Service has been most aggressive in insuring that plans are

operated for the exclusive benefit of employees, without dis-

crimination in favor of higher-paid personnel. The Service

has thereby guided the development and operation of employee

benefit plans to an extraordinary degree. Now that legis-

lative proposals are being considered to provide the necessary

statutory requirements, it seems highly inadvisable to commit

their administration to any agency other than that department --

the Internal Revenue Service -- which has the proven back-

ground, experience, personnel, and demonstrated fortitude to

enforce them effectively.

I recommend strongly, based on my own experience,

for-the reasons just outlined, that administration of new

requirements governing coverage, vesting and funding be

committed solely to the Treasury Department. These particular

requirements are matters with which the Internal Revenue

Service has had extensive experience in the past and which
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are best enforced in the existing framework of grant or

denial of the favorable tax treatment. (Improvement in the

existing system of-tax sanctions is necessary to insure that

the burden of denial of these favorable benefits does not

fall unduly on innocent employee-participants who are not

responsible for the failure to satisfy statutory require-

ments, but this is a widely recognized and separate problem

which can and should also be solved in connection with the

new legislative action in this area.)

Otherwise, we will have an overlapping and dupli-

cating system of administration which will be highly in-

efficient with unnecessary cost to both the Government and

industry. It will still be essential for the Internal Revenue

Service to pass on the qualification of plans and audit their

operations to insure that the favorable tax benefits are

justified. This discretion cannot be committed to another

department of government; with one minor exception, it never

has been so delegated in the history of the administration of

our tax system, and division of responsibility in such admini-

stration would be extremely unwise.

Thus, the Service would necessarily continue to

concern-itself with coverage, vesting, and funding to insure

the organization and operation of plans on a basis that does

not discriminate in favor of higher-paid employees, and that

is for the exclusive benefit of employees. The Labor Depar.ment
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would attempt to enforce coverage, vesting, and funding

requirements under different statutory provisions. Con-

flicts would surely develop. An employer satisfying Labor

Department requirements would not readily accept Internal

Revenue Service refusal to approve his plan, and he would

not readily conform it to Service requirements, as is

generally the practice today. The Labor Department, required

to obtain a court order to enforce its administration on S.4,

Would urge the Service to extend the tax requirements without

adequate statutory-foundation to take advantage of the self-

enforcing feature of the tax system. 'two separate investiga-

tive staffs would be necessary, and employers and plan trustees

would be subject to two sets-of audits. The extent of potential

duplication is already well documented in Summary of Proposals

For Private Pension Plan Reform, prepared for this Subcommittee

by the Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue

Taxation (see pp. 12-14), and it need not be repeated4here.

With respect to uniform fiduciary standards and

improved reporting and disclosure requirements, I would

recommend continuation of the dual administration that pre-

sently exists but with much closerr integration of requirements

and sanctions than any of the pending bills -provide. The

Labor Department has been administering the Welfare and

Pension Plans Disclosure Act, which would be greatly strength-

ened by all of the pending bill, and some duplication
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in reporting and disclosure already exists as between Internal

Revenue Service and Labor Department requirements. This seems

wholly unnecessary and in all events should not be intensified;

The purpose Of the prohibited transaction rules

of the Internal Revenue Code and the fiduciary standards

rules of the above-referenced Disclosure Act, as it would be

amended, are essentially the same. They should be integrated

into a single set of requirements, with lessons learned from

the self-dealing and investment restriction provisions of-

the Tax Reform Act of 1969. These latter provisions serve

essentially the same purposes for charitable organizations.

Enforcement should be by penalty excise taxes similar to those

provided under the Tax Reform Act provisions, improved with

the benefit of hindsight as to the operation of those provi-

sions over the last three years. The effectiveness of this

system is now proven. Provisions in S.4 contemplating enforce-

ment by class actions on behalf of employees should in all

events be abandoned as highly inefficient and an unnecessary

burden on our judicial system. See, for example, Eisen v.

Carlisle and Jacquelin, ___F.2d (2d Cir. 1973), 41 Law

Week 2586, in which the United States Court of Appeals for

the Second Circuit is highly critical of class-actions.

Similarly, the Internal Revenue Service requires

extensive reporting, and disclosure to plan participants,

for many of the same purposes that these are required, or to
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be required, under the Disclosure Act. The agencies could

be required to develop a single set of reports, serving both

their purposes, and to integrate their enforcement activities.

There simply is no merit in two separate systems for

achieving essentially the same objectives in the development

and operation of private pension plans. The existing Internal

Revenue Service system must be continued. Private pension

plans are adopted by employees, and benefits under existing

plans are extended, in large measure because of the favorable

tax advantages, and the Service must carefully monitor the

plans to insure that the objectives of such benefits are

being served. Efficiency of government would seem to require

that additional statutory requirements, of the same nature

as requirements already being imposed by the Internal Revenue

Service and designed to serve the same general objectives,

also be administered principally by the Service.
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Limitations on Contributions or Benefits

The major tax advantages of qualified plans have

already been described (pp. 1-2). The heart of these bene-

- fits is that a plan participant may defer tax on employer--

contributions which are funded for his benefit, and on the

earnings on such contributions and on additional voluntary

contributions which the employee may make under the plan, until

he draws them down in cash-or other property individually at a

later time. This tax deferral is a substantial tax benefit,

and the question arises whether the benefits to any individual

participant under the qualified plan system should be subject

to some over-all limit.

In the case of corporate employees, the only limi-

tations on contributions or benefits f.t employees are --

(i) contributions or benefits must not discriminate in favor

of higher paid employees, that is, in general, they must

bear a uniform relationship to total compensation; (2) the

employer may not deduct, in general, contributions in excess

of certain limits (25% of current compensation of plan bene-

ficiaries where both a pension and profit-sharing plan exist);

and (3) in the case of Subchapter S "small business" cor-

porations, shareholder-employees (owning more than 5% of the

stock) must include in income amounts contributed on their

behalf in excess of $2500 (or 10% of-compensation, if less).

Except for Subchapter S corporations, these rules do not in
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practice serve to limit contributions or benefits on behalf

of individual highly paid employees to any substantial ex-

tent, and accordingly retirement annuities on behalf of cor-

porate executives exceeding $100,000 per year are not uncommon.

In the case of self-employed persons, deductible

contributions are presently limited to $2,500 per year (or

10% of earned income, if less)(which is also effectively the

result for shareholder-employees of Subchapter S corporations,

as set forth above). As a consequence of this limitation,

self-employed persons have increasingly organized themselves

into so-calJed "professional corporations" pursuant to special

provisions of state laws permitting professional persons to

incorporate under conditions whereby the professional re-

sponsibility of the lawyer, doctor, accountant or other mem-

ber of a profession to the client or patient is preserved.

This development has served to circumvent the limitations on

contributions on behalf of self-employed persons which are

contained in the tax law. See Summary of Proposals For

Private Pension Plan Reform, supra, at p. 30.

The special limitations applicable to self-employed

persons and shareholder-employees of-Subchapter S corporations

reflect the fact that the non-discrimination standard is not

adequate to prevent excessive tax benefits to owner-employees

under the qualified plan provisions. As previously indicated,

the result of such limitations, however, is to deny to such

persons the same benefits as may be realized by corporate
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employees, aivd accordingly the professional corporations

have been organized. In recognition of this difference in

treatment, the Administration bill proposes to increase the

limit on deductible contributions for self-employed persons

and shareholder-employees of Subchapter S corporations to

$7,500 (or 15% of earned income,, if less). It is-apparent,

however, that this will not eliminate the difference in -

treatment -- it will simply reduce its scope. The incentive

for operation through professional corporations will continue

to exist to obtain the greater tax benefits-available to

corporate employees.

The Administration pension bill (8.1631) also pro-

poses that contributions to-a money purchase pension plan

in excess of 20% of current compensation of an employee for

whom such contributions are made be includible currently in

the employee's income. This is presumably designed to reach

the case in which owners of small closely-held corporations,

including professional corporations, seek to set aside a

substantial portion of their compensation under a vested

plan under conditions whereby there is not sufficient as-

surance that the plan will be non-discriminatory in its

actual operation. Benefits under a defined benefit aggre-

gate funded plan would not be affected by this limitation.

There is no basis for difference in treatment of

corporate employees and self-employed persons under the

qualified plan provisions. In each case, the plan must be
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non-discriminatory as to contributions or benefits as be-

-Meen high-paid and low-paid employees. Differences should

not arise by reference to the form of business organization

utilized, or the existence of ethical considerations which

make operation in corporate form less appropriate. There

should be complete equality of treatment in the application

of the qualified plan provisions with respect to all earned

income.

Equality of treatment may be achieved by removing

all special limitations on the treatment of self-employed

persons and shareholder-employees of Subchapter S corpora-

tions. It may also be achieved by extending the same limita-

tions to all corporate plans. It may be partially achieved

by extending such limitations to closely-held corporations,

including professional corporations, but this merely moves

the point of difference in treatment, or discrimination, to

high-paid employees of closely-held corporations versus

high-paid employees of publicly-held corporations, an equally

unsatisfactory result.

The analysis points up the question whether limi-

tations are appropriate to any extent, and if so, for what

reason.

The essential public policy underlying the quali-

fied plan provisions is to encourage personal saving, particu-

larly for retirement, out of earned income under employer-

sponsored plans which are not discriminatory. Employer-sponsorship
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of non-discriminatory plans assures reasonably wide coverage

and efficient operation. It is not necessary to achieve

these objectives, however, to permit tax deferral benefits

to individual participants which are unduly large or permit

the funding of post-retirement income beyond what is reason-

ably needed for maintaining the individual's standard of

living after he ceases work. The qualified plan provisions

are not designed to sponsor wealth accumulation beyond what

is appropriate to maintain such a standard. The realization

by some individuals of excessively large tax benefits through

the qualified plan system undermines public confidence in the

integrity and fairness of our income tax system.

Accordingly, while I recommend strongly that the

Congress increase the limitations for self-employed persons

and shareholder-employees of Subchapter S corporations, I

recommend that a uniform limitation be applied to all quali-

fied plans, including those of all corporations. In the case

of defined benefit plans, the limitation should be in terms

of benefits under the plan. In the case of money purchase

pension plans or profit-sharing plans, the limitation should

be somewhat higher than the Administration has recommended

for self-employed plans and should contain provisions for

automatic increase as inflation occurs,

As an example, benefits under a defined benefit

pension plan might be limited to 2% for each year of service

based on final average compensation, except that the amount
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of final average compensation to be taken into account for

this purpose would not exceed $100,000. Thus, the annual

retirement benefit for a participant with 25 years of ser-

vice whose final average compensation was $100,000 or more

wouldbe limited to $50,000 (in terms of a single life

annuity at normal retirement age). If the participant had

30 years service, the maximum would be $60,000. Additional-

benefits attributable-to employee contributions would be

permitted.

In the case of a money purchase pension plan, the.

maximum annual deductible employer contribution would be at

the rate of 10% of compensation taking into account a maxi-

mum amount of compensation for this purpose of $100,000. In

the case of a profit-sharing or stock bonus-plan, such maxi-

mum would be at the rate of 10% on compensation up to $100,000

per year, or at higher rates up to 15% on lower maximum com-

pensation amounts ($66,667 for 15% rate), so as to permit a

maximum annual deductible employer contribution for any

participant of $10,000 per year. Using a 6-1/2% earnings

assumption, this would produce a single life annuity for a

male retiring at age 65 for whom maximum contributions of

$10,000 per year had been made for 25 years of about $-0,000.

The $100,000 amount or other maximum compensation

base shoUld be automatically adjusted upward in steps of

$10,000 each time the cost of living index rises an additional

10% over its base at the time such new limitations are adopted.
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Those limits are reasonable enough to assure that

sufficient incentive remains for voluntary adoption of quali-

fied plans by employers. My experience tells me that of-

ficers of publicly-held corporations, owner-employees of

closely-held corporations, and self-employed persons will be

persuaded sufficiently even under these limits to adopt non-

discriminatory qualified pension and profit-sharing plans

for themselves and their employees -- as much as they would

do so under present law.

If such persons wish to defer a larger portion of

their current compensation to post-retirement year, they

will remain entirely free to do so under non-qualified plans,

which do not provide the same substantial tax advantages

and which may be adopted for individual employees, or higher-

paid groups, without regard to any non-discrimination require---

ment. Deferred compensation contracts, phantom stock plans,

restricted property arrangements, and non-qualified stock

option plans provide a variety of means for the higher paid

executive to defer receipt of his compensation, but without the

extraordinary tax benefits which are granted to qualified

plans.

Such an over-all limitation is more appropriate

in light of the 50% maximum tax rate on earned income which

became fully effective in 1972. High-bracket earners no

longer require the same protection from high marginal rates
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under the progressive rate structure to achieve a reasonable

degree of lifetime averaging of their compensation.

I would couple these limitations with a restriction

generally applicable to all qualified plans preventing with-

drawal of alienation of interests attributable to employer

contributions until age 59-1/2. I would also require with-

drawals to begin by age 70-1/2 on the same basis as is

presently required for self-employed plans. These require-

ments are consistent with the public policy underlying the

qualified plan provisions of encouraging retirement savings

and help prevent undue tax advantage.

Conclusion

The development of a comprehensive statutory

pattern of minimum requirements for tax-sponsored employee

benefit plans is urgently needed. The administration of such

provisions falls more appropriately within the expertise of

the Internal Revenue Service because of its long experience

in the area and because of the self-enforcing effects of a.

tax sanction system. In addition to the key issues of

coverage, vesting, and funding, the Congress should liber-

alize the treatment of self-employed persons, but Congress

should apply the same higher uniform limits to contributions

or benefits for all qualified plan participants, including

participants in all corporate plans.

* * *
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The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Chairman
Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans
Conumittee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Re: Panel Discussion on Private Pension
Plan Reform Held May 31, 1973

Dear Senator Nelson:

I was privileged to be one of the panelists before
your Subcommittee on May 31, 1973. At the conclusion of that
day's hearing, you stated that any panelist could submit written
comments about papers and statements submitted by the other
panelists. During the course of the hearing, I made several
comments about certain statements of other panelists. I do not
believe it is necessary for- me to repeat all of those statements
in this letter - it being sufficient that my oral comments were
picked up in the transcript. However, I do want to put in
writing a few comments. The name and page citations are respec-
tively to the last name of the panelist and to the page in the
committee print of the testimony to be received from our panel.

Halperin, Pages 1 and 5: Professor Halperin and other panelists
have suggested that the purpose of the favorable tax treatment
accorded qualified deferred compensation plans is to "encourage
plans for lower paid individuals who are the ones unlikely to
save on their own."

The basic rules in the tax lao'having to do with the
requirement that plans not discriminate in favor of officers-
shareholders, supervisors or highly compensated employees had

_their origin in the Revenue Act of 1942. The Ways and Means
Committee and Finance Committee2 reports regarding the 1942
amendments with respect to deferred compensation plans indicate
that the Congressional intent was to cause management to extend

1 H.R. Rep. No. 2333, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. (1942) 1942-2 C.B. 372.

2 S. Rep. No. 1631, 77th Cong., 2d Sess. (1942) 1942-2 C.B. 504.

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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the benefits of pension plans beyond the management group and
into the rank and file groups. See 1942-2 C.B. 413, 450, 541-
and 606.

In 1942 Congress did not find an absence of private pension
plans and decide to encourage them by favoring some sort of a
'blue collar welfare plan" with a grudging concession that certain
highly paid.employees could be given coverage. That was not the
situation. On the contrary, the situation was that the Congress
believed that then existing pension plans were in some cases
designed to benefit only management groups. Congress wanted the
benefits, then being enjoyed by management groups, to be extended
to others. It is important to note the distinction between a
purpose to encourage deferred compensation plans for lower paid
employees to the exclusion of higher paid employees versus a
purpose to insure that benefits available to higher paid employees
are made available on a comparable basis to lower paid employees.

If it is erroneously assumed that the first was the sole
purpose of Congress, one can then construct a plausible argument
for the proposition that anything given to the highly compensated
employee is a concession not necessarily in keeping with Con-
gressional purpose. If on the other hatTd it is the second pur-
pose which Congress had in mind (i.e., to extend the benefits of
plans for top management to the rank and file workers), it is in-
consistent with that purpose to now legislate discrimination
against highly compensated employees.

Nolan. Page 3: Mr. Nolan in his statement opines: **** The
provisions [regarding qualified deferred compensation plans] are
designed to encourage personal saving to build on the Social
SecVrity system base so that the individual may fund a post-
retirement income to maintain his existing general standard of
living after he ceases to work. The qualified plan system is
not designated to provide tax advantages for wealth accumulation
beyond his post-retirement income need." Implicit in that state-
ment is an assumption that the tax rules regarding qualified
deferred compensation plans were meant to discriminate in favor
of lower paid employees. There is nothing in legislative history
which I can find which supports that proposition. The entire
thrust of the law is in the other direction, i.e., to avoid dis-
crimination in favor of highly compensated employees. Avoiding
discrimination in favor of highly compensated employees does not
require discrimination in favor of lower paid employees.

If one assumes that the purpose behind the qualified
deferred compensation tax rules is to establish some sort of a
blue collar post-retirement welfare plan, it is an easy step from
that assumption to a recommendation that dollar limits be placed
on pension benefits available under qualified plans. While there

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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can be presentable arguments made in favor of that proposition,
I do not believe that they can be supported on the basis of
legislative history. Except for seeing to compliance with the
tax rules regarding reasonableness of compensation and absence of

discrimination in favor of highly compensated employees in quali-

fied plans, I do not believe that it is proper to use the tax

laws to impose ceilings on compensation. There may be justification
for imposing compensation limitations in the name of economic con-

trols during certain limited periods, but I do not believe there

-is justification for imposition of nearly permanent limitations-
in the guise of raising revenue.

Halperin, Page 9: Professor Lalperin states that there should be

limitations imposed on the amo,mt of pension benefits available
for highly compensated executives because 507. of the working
population is excluded from coverage under private retirement

-systems. In my opinion, this argument involves "beating the
wrong dog". It seems to be based on the assumptiontat it is

the employers who pay high salaries to top executives who are
responsible for the exclusion of 507. of the working force from
the private pension system. I know of no statistics which would
bear out that assumption. My own observation has been that the

executives who receive salaries of the magnitude mentioned by
Professor Halperin are likely to be top executives of the giants
of-American industry which have for many years maintained good
pension programs for all of their employees. I do not believe
that imposing dollar limitations on the pensions available to the
presidents of the five hundred largest corporations in America is

going to do one bit of good for the workers who are presently not
covered under private retirement systems. Those uncovered workers

are likely to be employees in agricultural enterprises or the
restaurant and hotel industry. Such enterprises and industries
are not toted for paying executive compensation in the ranges
mentioned by Professor Halperin.

In fact, imposition of rules requiring discrimination
against higher paid employees and officers may seriously inhibit
the spread of private pension plan coverage to those workers not
now covered.

Halperin, Pages 10-11: Professor Halperin suggests that if there
is a need for special limitations on deferred compensation plan

benefits, the limitations should be dependent on the ownership
interest of a participant. Professor Halperin states in part on
this point: "* * * It may be noted that closely held businesses
are the ones most likely to have pension plans which benefit only
a few highly paid people." No authority is cited. for that state-
ment and it can be assumed that it is based on hypothesis.

If there are any statistics supporting the proposition, I

submit that they are bound to be misleading. I can demonstrate
the fallacy of any supporting statistics by examples. -Assume that
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a large manufacturing corporation has 5,000 employees, each
with an average annual pay of $10,000 or a total payroll of
$50,,000,000. Assume the same company has a president making
$250,000 per year and other officers with aggregate compensa-
tion of $500 000 per year. Assume further that the corporation
contributes i0% of each officer and employee's cash compensation
towards a pension benefit. The result will be that of the amount
going into the fund, $5 000,000 will be earmarked for the rank
and file employees and 475,000 will be for the benefit of execu-
tives. Thus of the total company contribution, only 1.5% is ear-
marked for the benefit of officers and the balance for the bene-
fit of the rank and file.

Compare that situation with a small closely held business
in which the owner-employee is making $25,000 a year and he has
one other employee (not an owner) to whom he is paying $10,000.
Assume again that the small business contributes 10% of both
employees' compensation towards a pension benefit. The result
here is that of the total pension plan contribution, 71.4% is
earmarked for the owner-employee and the balance for the non-
owner-employee.

It would be bizarre to point to the mentioned statistics
as justification for enactment of a law decreeing that the top
executives in the first example (i.e., the manufactiri-g corpora-
tion with 5,000 rank and file employees) will not have any special
limitations imposed with respect to their pension benefits, but
that in the second example the owner-employee earning ten percent
of the pay of the top executive in the first example will be sub-
jected to special limitations solely because he is an owner-
employee.

In my written statements as well as in my oral presenta-
tion to the Subcommittee, I stressed my belief that employees
(including owner-employees) of small and closely held businesses
are in particular need of liberal treatment with respect to de-
ferred compensation plans. If there is to be any difference in
treatment as between owner-employees of closely held businesses
and executives of large, publicly held corporations, all arguments
point towards more liberal treatment for the employees of closely
held businesses.

Respectfully sbmitted,

Converse Murdoch

CM:jwl . .
cc: John Nolan, Esq.

Harold T. Schwartz, C.P.A.
Prof. Daniel Halperin
Paul Berger, Esq.
Carroll Savage, Esq.
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BEFORE THE PENSION SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE
- FINANCE COMMITTEE IN CONNECTION WITH HEARINGS

ON PRTVATE PRNSTON TXV(Tq.ATIAN "

Pensions, Profit Sharing and Deferred Compensation

Need For A Fair System

May 31, 1973

Tax reform is the subject of much discussion at all
levels - from neighborhood bars to the highest councils of
government. Throughout these discussions, there is one
recurring theme - there is a crying need to have a system
which is fair - or just as important, appears to most of
the citizens as fair.

Some persons in government honestly believe that tax
cheating by rank and file taxpayers and preparation of false
returns by some alleged tax experts are matters which can be
traced to nothing more than a corrupt and criminal motive.
They believe these "antisocial" tendencies can be stopped by
threats of fines and imprisonment and-by flattering speeches
about the Cory of our "voluntary" self-assessment system.

I believe the spread of tax "cheating" by the rank and
file citizens must be recognized as due in large part to two
things. First, the tax laws applicable to the ordinary tax-
payer have become so complicated that he feels frustrated by
them and is ready to fight back by doing what he can to avoid
them. Second, the more the average taxpayer hears about tax
reform, the more he is convinced that the system is unfair.
He believes that people of wealth can afford the help of experts
to do tax planning and he sees nothing immoral in engaging in a
little do-it-yourself planning by claiming an extra dependent.
The worker who files a tax return and omits a few hundred dollars
his wife earned as a babysitter is not doing so because he is a
dangerous criminal type. He's more apt to be an otherwise solid
citizen who was recently outraged to hear about some wealthy per-
son, all of whose income completely escaped tax because he could
enjoy the luxury of investing his wealth in municipal bonds. I'm
not condoning this sort of tax cheating. I'm merely saying that
much of this sort of thing in not done by the persons we
ordinarily think of as criminal types, and, accordingly, it's
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not going to be stopped by imposing more and more criminal
penalties. Much of the petty tax cheating represents in the
mind of the perpetrator nothing more than his protest against
an unfair system.

Unless something is done soon to make our income tax
system both simpler and more fair, we are going to see more,
not less, petty tax cheating. Accordingly, I believe any move
in the field of tax legislation must be tested against a basic
criteria, i.e., does the change lead to a fairer system. No
longer can the sole test be: "Can we afford the loss of revenue
which will follow froma particular legislative move?" Now the
question must be, "Can we afford to risk the erosion of respect
for our tax system which can be traced to the continuation of
what many citizens believe (rightly or wrongly) to be unfair
discriminations in our tax laws?"

The Tax Burdens on Earned Income

Throughout most of the history of our present federal
income tax system, the recipients of earned (as opposed to
unearned) income have been the least favored group of taxpayers.
Not even the recently enacted 50% maximum federal income tax
rate on earned income has done much to change that situation.
The 50% maximum rate only applies to a tiny percentage of the
millions of taxpayers who are dependent on earned income and
who regularly give up a substantial part of their earned income
through federal, state and local income, wage and social security
taxes.

A person who starts with no inherited wealth and must
depend on earned income faces a staggering burden of taxes,
living expenses, life insurance premiumso education costs, etc.
It is a very serious problem for him to lay aside from after-
tax income sufficient savings to see him through periods when
his earned income may suddenly be cut off by illness, death or
retirement. If he also happens to be self-employed, the present
tax laws put an additional hurdle in the way of his achieving
even a modest level of financial security. The law severely
limits his ability to establish a tax qualified deferred com-
pensation plan. The maximum deductions under so-called Keogh
plans are 10% of earned income but in no event more than $2,500
per year. There is no provision for a carry-over of unused
deductions and there is no provision permitting a person with
the prospect of only ten more earning years a greater deduction
limit than the person who can look forward to forty more earning
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years. The law gives no recognition to the fact that for
many persons dependent on earned income a meaningful plan
of saving for retirement must be postponed until the rela-
tively short period between completion of paying stagger-
ingly high costs for education of children and the time of
retirement.

The present law gives no recognition to the fact that
retirement and consequent loss of earnings may not occur at a
time planned for over many years. It may occur suddenly and
prematurely through death or disability.

The Tax Burdens on Unearned Income

The taxpayer who can live on the income from inherited
wealth faces few of the financial problems faced by the worker
dependent on earned income. That much most people are willing
to accept stoically - that's life. However, more and more
people are becoming resentful about the fact that the tax laws
seem designed to widen the financial gap between recipients of
earned and unearned income. With even the most rudimentary tax
and financial planning, a man receiving fifty thousand dollars
a year of income from investments can minimize or entirely
eliminate his income taxes. However, for the person receiving
a like income from work as a sole proprietor, the prospects of
meaningful reduction of taxes and the resulting increased
ability to save for planned or unplanned retirement are remote.

The recipient of unearned income can create trusts for
family members, he can purchase real estate producing high tax-
free cash flow, he can shift his investments into municipal
bonds - the list goes on and on. Not so with his neighbor who
works to produce his income. Assuming after paying for main-
tenance of a home, education of children and insurance against
an early death or disability that the worker has anything left
to save, he is told that the maximum he can lay aside (and pay
tax on later) is $2,500 per year.

The answer is not in taking away the tax "goodies"
available to the person living on inherited wealth. Even if
that were feasible, it would not make the system fair to the
worker unless it enabled the latter to establish a meaningful
retirement plan.
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Tax Reform and the Deferred Income Rules

Unlike most of the items usually included in the cata-
logue of tax preferences requiring review as part of tax reform,
the advantages of tax qualified deferred compensation plans are
pure -nd simple matters of timing income taxation. I'm not
suggesting that timing of taxation is unimportant. However,
it involves far different problems than those associated with
most of the other areas under study. A dollar of municipal
bond interest which escapes the income tax today, escapes it
forever. Not so with a dollar of income deducted because it
is saved for spending and taxation later.

A person living on unearned income has myriad oppor-
tunities to determine for himself the timing of the income
taxation (if any) on his receipts. The only comparable and
significant opportunity with respect to earned income is found
in the qualified deferred compensation area.

Unlike many of the items now being reviewed as part of
the tax reform studies, the deferred compensation items involve
limited tax breaks for savings as opposed to expenditures. At
a time when inflation and outflow of U. S. capital are looked
on as serious problems, one would assume that a tax rule which
encourages savings within this country would be viewed with
favor.

Special Problems of the Self-Employed
and Employees of Closely Held Businesses

All persons dependent on earned income are at a financial
and tax disadvantage compared to those living on invested wealth.
Within the group dependent on earned income, those who are self-
employed or who work for small or closely held businesses are
subjected to even further tax discrimination.

The self-employed person or the individual working for
a small or closely held business faces special financial prob-
lems. His income is likely to stop if he or a principal owner
of the business becomes disabled or dies. Usually any program
of savings for-planned or unplanned retirement involves an im-
mediate and direct reduction of his spendable income - this is
so whether or not the plan involves an income tax break.
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In a large organization, it is feasible for the employer
to establish non-qualified, unfunded, deferred compensation
plans which provide meaningful financial security for the em-
ployees and owners. Such is not possible in a small organiza-
tion. For example, in a law firm with a hundred partners, it
is possible to establish an unfunded retirement plan. This
is because each of one hundred partners now active can afford
a small decrease in current compensation to provide retire-
ment payments for from ten to twenty retired partners. Also,
such a firm is in the nature of a continuing institution and
thus can give good assurances that when the-active partners
reach retirement status, there will be money available to
"pay them back" for their earlier contributions to the retire-
ment pay of their predecessors.

Such a plan is unworkable in a two-lawyer firm. It's
not fair or feasible for the older of two partners to ask the
younger -t sign a contract guaranteeing that when the older
man retires, the younger one will bear the burden of meaning-
ful retirement benefits.

Within the group consisting of the self-employed and
those employed by small or closely held business, there is a
further tax discrimination against the self-employed. Not
only do they miss out on such tax goodies as stock options and
king-size group life insurance coverage, but they are put under
an unreasonably low ceiling when it comes to deductible con-
tributions to retirement plans.--Under existing law the limit
is 10% of earnings, but in no event more than $2,500 per year.
There is no consideration given to the plight of the person
who for one reason or another can't save for retirement until
comparatively late in his working life. There is no carry over
of unused deductions. A sixty year old has the same limits
imposed on him as does a thirty year old person. Likewise, a
thirty year old person with nothing but earned income and no
savings ability has the same limits as a thirty year old who
has both earned and unearned income and who, accordingly, can
start saving earlier.

I Under existing law, the only clearly defined tax dis-
crimination against closely held businesses (as contrasted with
large or publicly-owned businesses) is found in Code 5 1379. -
That is the section which in effect places Keogh limits on the
pension and profit sharing plans of Sub-Chapter S corporations.
In my view, this provision has discouraged small businesses
from electing.Sub-Chapter S status. It also involves an un-
warranted further discrimination against closely held businesses
with respect to which there is a special need to encourage mean-
ingful pension and profit sharing plans. I urge the Subcommittee
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to recommend the repeal of the discriminatory features of
S 1379.

Professional Corporations

In every jurisdiction in the United States (including
the District of Columbia by virtue of action by Congress)
licensed professional persons may now practice in a corporate
form. This means that now professional persons have the op-
portunity to achieve the same tax and non-tax advantages
which non-professionals have enjoyed for at least sixty years.

At one time the idea of practicing a profession in a
corporate form seemed a shocking break with tradition. Now,
however, the fact of professional incorporation has gained
wide acceptance and is no longer looked on as an aberration.

I don't remember hearing anyone who ever expressed
disgust with the idea of professional incorporation who pointed
out even a single concrete case in which a patient or client
was harmed by the fact that his lawyer or doctor incorporated.
A competent and honest lawyer does not become incompetent or
crooked by virtue of incorporating his practice. The converse
is also true - an incompetent or crooked lawyer does not become
less so by virtue of practicing as a sole proprietor or as a
member of a partnership.

There are those who urge that the tax laws should be
changed so as to put persons employed by professional corpora-
tions at a tax disadvantage compared with those employed by
other corporations. They tend to overlook the fact that the
adoption of professional incorporation statutes did not give
away anything to professionals. The only effect of such laws
was to give professionals in private practice an opportunity
to use their own earned income in an attempt to provide for
themselves the security which for years had been enjoyed by
non-professionals and professionals employed by government,
educational institutions, banks, exempt organizations, manu-
facturing corporations or any of-a host of other corporate
entities.
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Deductions for Employee Contributions
Under Deferred Compensation Plans

The administration proposals for reform in the deferred
compensation area (as embodied-in S. 1 6 31) include a provision
for limited deductions for voluntary contributions under retire-
ment plans. I believe this is a move in the right direction,
if for no other reason than to give a signal to the taxpayers
that their government is interested in giving them a greater
opportunity to save for their retirement years.

I assume that whatever dollar limits are imposed in
this area will be based on revenue considerations. I hope
that those who prepare estimates of revenue costs in connection
with such proposals will not proceed on the assumption that
all (or even a sizeable number) of taxpayers will rush to save
and deduct up to the maximum limitations. Most taxpayers have
a limited ability to increase their rate of savings, with or
without a tax incentive. It is worth a substantial temporary
loss of revenue to convince the average- taxpayer that we are
moving towards a fairer system.

It is a very rare person who sees an empty parking
space and rushes out to buy a car to put in it. Likewise,
most individual taxpayers are not inclined to rush out and
spend or save a dollar just because they are told "it's
deductible". If the ordinary taxpayer is inclined to spend
or save a dollar for non-tax reasons, he may do it more readily
if the move is coupled with a tax break. However, the presence
or absence of a tax advantage is rarely the critical factor in
the ordinary person's decision on a financial matter.

Conclusion

If for no other reason than moving towards fair tax
treatment for persons dependent on earned income, there should
be a considerable relaxing of the tax rules applicable in the
deferred compensation area - and particularly for plans of the
self-employed and those associated with small and closely held
businesses.
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PAPER ACCOMPANYING STATEME r OF
CONVERSE MURDOCH OF WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

BEFORE THE PENSION SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE IN CONNECTION WITH HEARINGS

ON PRIVATE PENSION LEGISLATION

Pensions, Profit Sharing and Deferred Compensation

SUMMARY

May 31, 1973

Much of the creeping disrespect for our present tax
sy stem can be traced to the fact that many persons believe
that the present system is unfair. Any proposal in connection
with tax reform should be first tested in terms of (1) will
it tend towards a fairer system and (2) will it appear to most
persons to be a move towards a fairer system.

For years recipients of earned income have been the
least favored group of income tax payers. A person dependent
on earned income is at an obvious financial disadvantage versus
a person with a like amount of unearned income. Unlike a person
living on the income from wealth, a person dependent on earned
income must make all of his plans on the assumption that his
source of income is bound to disappear - certainly by virtue
of death and, likely, by virtue of planned or unplanned retire-
ment. These obvious disadvantages of earned income are further
aggravated by our present income tax system.

The recipient of unearned income has available many
ways to reduce or eliminate his income tax liabilities. The
person dependent on earned income has no effective way to escape
income tax liability. One of the very few tax "breaks" avail-
able to the recipient of earned income is in the area of quali-
fied deferred compensation plans. Even this break involves
nothing more than a forward averaging. Many of the tax breaks
available to persons living on income from property involve
complete and permanent escape from the income tax. This is
not so in the case of qualified pensionand profit sharing plans.

Within the group consisting of persons dependent on
earned income, general financial problems and the income tax
burden are particularly onerous for those who are self-employed
or employed in small or closely-held businesses. Persons em-
ployed by large organizations have a measure of financial
security which comes from the sheer size of their employer -
a person who is self-employed or who works in a small business
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does not have even that measure of security. He must build
his own security by savings out of income. This makes-particu-
larly unfair the provision of Code 5 1379, which in effect
imposes "Keogh limits" on deferred compensation plans of
closely held corporations which elect Sub-Chapter S treatment.

All American jurisdictions have enacted laws permitting
professionals in private practice to try for tax equality with
all other taxpayers who depend on earned income and who are
employed by corporations. Professional corporations are real.
They have now spread to the point where they can no longer be
considered revolutionary breaks with tradition or aberrations.

The adoption of a provision, such as that in S. 1631,
permitting all recipients of earned income larger tax deductions
for amounts saved for retirement would at least be a move in the
right direction. If it accomplished nothing else, it would be
a signal to the rank and file taxpayer that Congress is inter-
ested in moving towards an income tax system which is fair to
the person living on earned income.

96-235 0 - 73 - pt.2 - 7
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REFOIROF THE PRESENT SYSTEM
OF TAXING DEFERRED COMPENSATION

Most statements on tax reform seem to proceed from
the basic premise that there is a crying need for a tax system
which is fair - or, probably just as important, appears to
most citizens to be fair. Once a sizeable bloc of taxpayers
become convinced that a tax system is unfair, no amount of
threats of imprisonment or flattering speeches about the
grandeur of our so-called "voluntary" self-assessment system
are going to keep the system free of evasion and save it from
eventual disintegration. There has recently been a great deal
of publicity about the growing problems caused by inept or
crooked preparers of tax returns. I'm not prepared to make a
brief for professional or amateur preparers of false tax re-
turns.--However, I do think legislators and administrators
should start looking for the root causes of this situation.

During the recent Presidential election campaign, one
of the candidates, in talking about tax reform, pointed out
that the rank and file worker in his audience couldn't deduct
the cost of the bologna sandwich in his lunch pail while the
corporate executive could deduct the cost of his three-martini
business lunch. I don't believe that a rank and file worker
hearing that comment is going to attempt to deduct the cost of
his bologna sandwich in his next tax return. However, he is
likely to think about what he perceives to be an obvious unfair-
ness in the system when he has to decide whether to report the
baby-sitting fees his wife receives.

I believe Congress and the Administration should first
test every proposal for tax reform in terms of: Will the
adoption of the proposal lead to a fairer system and will it
appear to the bulk of the taxpayers as being a move towards
fairness?

More and more persons are suggesting that we achieve
greater fairness in our system of taxing earned income by per-
mitting more recipients of earned income to defer taxation of
that part of their earned income which is saved for future
expenditure. President Nixon's proposaL, as embodied in H.R.
12272 is but one of these-proposals. Others have gone even
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farther in their proposals. Regardless of which proposal is
being considered, a frequent response from those who urge
rejection of (or delay in considering) the proposal is: "We
can't afford the resulting loss of revenue."

No responsible advocate of tax reform can ignore the
revenue effects of any proposal. However, we are now reaching
the point where one can ask in all seriousness: "Can we any
longer afford the unfairness and complexities which are a part
of our present system?"

In considering the need for reform in the deferred
compensation area, we should consider the effects of the present
system on recipients of earned income and secondly on various
types of earned income.

The Present Burden on Recipients of Earned Income

For over fifty years persons dependent on earned income
have been the least favored group. The exceptions to that
generalization are few and far between. Yet, I can't recall
any person in or out of government who ever said with a straight
face that earned income is dirty while unearned income is clean;
that earned income is bad for the economy while unearned income
is good; or that persons dependent on earned income are con-
tributing less to the nation than those who enjoy unearned
income. Very few tax technicians seem outraged by the ever-
increasing income taxation of earned income while they observe
the simultaneous introduction of more and more relief provisions

E.g., there was a limited earned income credit available

under the Revenue Acts of 1924, 1926 and 1928, it was elimi-
nated in the 1932 Act, it was reenacted as part of the 1934
Act but was finally repealed by the 1943 Act when the high
individual income tax rates necessitated by World War II began
to take hold. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 introduced what is
now a 50% maximum tax on earned income. However, that pro-
vision has no significance to the great bulk of recipients
of earned income since it has an effect only after taxable
income passes a level of $52,000 in the case of a married
taxpayer filing jointly. For the yeat 1969, less than 17
of individual returns showing taxable income involved ad-
justed gross income from all sources of over$50,000.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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for recipients of unearned income. To appreciate the urftfir-
nqss of the system, one has only to compare the income tax and
economic plight and prospects of two hypothetical individuals,
aged thirty, whom we can identify as W (for worker) and H (for
heir). Both are married and have children ages six and four.

The Tax Outlook For The Recipient of Earned Income

W has no hope of receiving any inherited wealth from
any source. He has completed his education (paid for at top
rates with no discounts or tax deductions) and has been licensed
to practice aeronautical engineering. He has worked five years
in the U. S. space program with his salary subjected to federal-,
state and local income and wage taxes. W has decided to become
an independent consultant and to operate as # sole proprietor.
He anticipates that with any breaks, he will net $20,000 during
his first year as a consultant and that his net income will-in-
crease on an average of $2,500 per year until his age 42, when
he expects to peak out at $50,000 per year. W realizes that
out of his fully taxed compensation, he must pay all of the costs
of running a household. He also realizes that if he should die
before his children are educated and self-supporting, his widow
and children will be faced with a staggering financial problem
which can only be met (and then only in part) through life in-
surance, the premiums on which must be paid for out of after-tax
dollars. It suddenly comes to W that there is an even graver
possibility facing him - suppose his income stops, not because
he dies, but because he is disabled by a disease which requires
expensive treatment. W finds that insurance against loss of
income furnishes only limited benefits, is expensive and the
costs of it are by and large not deductible in computing his
taxable income.

2 In considering the effects of taxation on recipients of

earned income, it is often forgotten that recipients of
earned income not only bear high federal income taxes but
they must also pay ever-increasing federal social security
taxes and state and local income and wage taxes. Persons
dependent on earned income are also likely to be those who
have a high percentage of their savings invested in their
own residences with the result that local real estate taxes
are to them a substantial burden. Attached is a schedule
showing the combined federal, state and local income tax
burden in certain localities selected at random.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Since in the
aid programs W has a
to eight year period
dollars per year per
of higher education.
for tax purposes.

eyes of those who administer scholarship
"good" income, W must plan for the four
when he must spend from five to ten thousand
child to pay for the ever-spiraling costs
Those costs are not going to be deductible

For the same reasons, W can anticipate that any charges
to him for medical expenses (insurance, doctors, hospitals, drugs,
etc.) will be billed to him at top rates because he has a good
income. Yet unless these expenses are abnormally bunched in
such a way as to permit limited deductions under the medical
expense deduction rules, he must pay for these expenses out of
after-tax dollars.

W's formal education, which put him in a position to
earn his so-called "good" income, in all likelihood cost W or
his father anywhere from forty to fifty thousand dollars -
possibly much more. Despite the fact that as every second
ticks by, W's working life is shortened, W is not given any
deductions for depreciation or depletion in connection with the
costs of getting the training necessary to earn his "good"
income.

If we assume the present level of personal exemptions
and tax rates and that W will claim the maximum standard de-
duction, W can look forward to the following adjusted gross
income, federal income taxes, social security taxes and after-
federal tax income:

i. Adj. Gross Income

30 $20,000

35 32,500

40" 45,000

45 50,000

50 50,000

Fed. Inc. and
S.S. Taxes

$3,874

7,784

13,004

15,424

15,424

After Federal
Tax Income

$16,126

24,716

31,996

34,576

34,576
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Between ages 30 and 50, W's adjusted gross income has
increased by 150%. During the same interval, the costs for
educating his children have undoubtedly risen even more
dramatically, but his income after federal income taxes has
risen by only 133%. Ever-spiraling inflation has further
eroded his after-tax income. While H's adjusted gross income
at age 45 is two and one-half times his income at age 30, his
federal taxes have risen nearly four fold.

It is from his after-tax income that W must feed and
house his family, pay for education of his children, pay life
insurance premiums, pay health insurance premiums and start
laying aside funds to give him some hope of living on other
than social security or welfare payments when he vo untarily
or involuntarily quLts working. W is losing ground the
treadmill of economic life,

Under present law so Iong as he remains self-employed,
the only income tax break available to him in meeting the prob-
lem of laying aside funds for his planned or unplanned retire-
ment is found in the almost parsimonious provisions relating to
so-called "Keogh plans". In essence, these provisions permit a
deduction of 10% of gross income but with a maximum of $2,500
per year. The fact that these provisions are in the Internal
Revenue Code does not mean that government has arranged things
so that W will be able to save $2,500 per year starting at age
30. The presence of these provisions means only that if W is
able to save ten percent of his income every year after taking
care of all of the other financial demands associated with
raising a family, he can deduct up to a maximum of $2,500 per
year.

The stark reality 3f life is that most persons in W's
situation are not able to "save" even the limited amounts con-
templated under Keogh plans until they approach their few peak
earning years and then usually only after their children have
.,rppjeted their formal education. Yet, the tax law permits no
catchh up" in the form of deductions in excess of $2,500 in
recognition of the fact that for years W could not, or did not,
save the maximum amounts. The tax law makes no allowance for
the fact that when he first became able to start saving for
retirement, his effective tax rates were peaking while his
remaining years for saving were rapidly diminishing .
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The Tax Outlook For The Recipient of Inherited Wealth

Let's look at the tax and financial prospects of H,
the thirty year old person who has just received an after-tax
bequest of one million dollars. It should be noted that in
all likelihood H's million dollar bequest is the net of a
larger bequest which has been reduced as it passed through
the death tax mill., Nonetheless, the death taxes were paid
with money not produced by H. He can still count himself
fortunate to have been "born right" despite his protestations
about the confiscatory death tax system.

If H does nothing more than invest his entire million
dollar inheritance in fully taxable bank certificates of
deposit yielding 5%, he and his family can look forward to a
very comfortable existence with an after federal t~x spendable
income of approximately $35,440 per year as long as H lives.'
H is hot troubled by the spectre of a disabling illness z his
income will continue whether or not he works. Accordingly, H
feels no compulsion to save from his taxable income to provide
for the day when he can't work.

W must have a tax domicile where he works. Often this
means being required to help feed the seemingly insatiable
appetite of state and local taxing authorities, who are in turn
faced with the ever-spiraling costs of supplying public services
in urban ad suburban areas. H, on the other hand, can pick his
tax domicile' which can be one with a minimum of state or local
taxes. In this regard, H need only worry about telling someone
where to mail the checks.

Even the prospect of death does not pose a serious.
income tax problem for H. With only the bare minimum of pre-
death estate planning (viz., creating a marital deduction trust
for Mrs. H), H can assure that his widow and children will have
an investment base of approximately $873,500 during Mrs. H's
widowhood. After the deaths of both Mr. and Mrs. H, their
children will each receive inheritances of $353,500. With just
slightly more pre-death estate planning, the after-tax inheri-
tances of Mrs. H and their children can be raised dramatically.
With such an assured future for his family, H can forgo the
payment of large life insurance premiums out of after-tax
earnings.

3 The same as W's after federal taxes income starting at age 45
but adjusted upward to reflect the fact that H pays no federal
social security taxes.
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With an inheritance of one million dollars, H can
easily afford to secure the help of advisers who can further
brighten his tax and financial picture.

H can put $100,000 into each of two trusts for the bene-
fit of his children. Immediately, H removes $10,000 per year of
income taxed at his marginal rates of roughly 46% and puts it
into the hands of his children where it bears an effective
federal income tax of 9% - an annual tax savings of roughly
$3,700.4 More to the point - H can go to sleep each night
knowing that no matter what happens to him, his children are
assured of an education and probably a secure start in a
business or professional career.

Next H can sell $200,000 of the certificates of deposit
and purchase tax free municipal bonds yielding 5% or more.
This produces a further annual tax savings of $3,900.

H can take another $100,000 and purchase an equity in
an apartment house producing a tax free annual cash flow of
$5,000 - with an additional annual tax savings of $1,640.

With very little effort and no loss of income to the
family unit, H hau reduced the family's annual federal income
tax bill by $9,240.

One could go on and on with further refinements in H's
financial planning, each producing further tax savings. The
point is that none of those mentioned are available to W who is
dependent on his own personal efforts to support himself and
his family.

Even if it were politically feasible to eliminate each
of the recited tax advantages enjoyed by H, we would still not
have gotten appreciably closer to a fair tax system unless
somehow the extra revenue secured from H and his family could
all be earmarked to give immediate tax relief to W. That seems
most unlikely.

4 This move will involve a federal gift tax of approximately
$5,580. However, this gift tax "cost" is more than recovered
by two years of income tax savings. More to the point, by
paying $5,580 of gift tax, he has eliminated $65,786 of
eventual federal estate taxes otherwise payable on the gift
and the gift tax.
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Accordingly, we are faced with the question, should
tax reform aimed at producing fairness as between those working
for earned income and those enjoying unearned income include
some income tax relief for persons dependent on earned income,
I respectfully submit that the answer to that question should
be affirmative.

The Qualified Deferred Compensation Rules
and Their Relation to Reform in Taxing Earned Income

The so-called tax breaks enjoyed by persons pa ppating
in qualified pension and profit sharing plans are vastly dif-
ferent from most of the other items which are usually mentioned
as loopholes or tax subsidies.

Any income which is not currently subjected to income
taxation because it is saved as part of a qualified deferred
compensation plan is destined to eventually be picked up as
gross income by the recipient at the time the savings are drawn
down. By virtue of a provision enacted as a part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, even the limited slippage in taxation caused
by treating lump sum distributions as long term capital gains
has been largely eliminated. It is true that one of the selling
points for establishment of a deferred compensation plan is
that it enables the participant to move marginal income from
high rates applicable during active working years to lower
income tax rates likely to be applicable during post-retirement
periods. However, no one seems shocked that for many years and
for the foreseeable future the same effect has been (and will be)
achieved by persons living on unearned income. An investor can
decide to realize capital gains in years of low income or losses;
he can sell on the installment basis and spread his gain into
low rate years; he can invest in stocks paying little or no
dividends and select the years to "cash in" by selling his
appreciated securities; he can bunch deductions into years when
he chooses to realize gains - the list goes on and on. Yet,
even a severely limited spreading of income by a person de-
pendent on earned income is looked on with disfavor by some.

A dollar of tax free municipal bond interest escapes
the federal income tax forever. A dollar of the excluded half
of long term capital gain is not taxed when realized or at any
future time. Every dollar that goes into a qualified deferred
compensation plan is destined to someday be a part of some per-
son's gross income. True, personal exemptions and deductions
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may provide a tax umbrella for some part of the pay out. How-
ever, the same exemptions and deductions are available with
respect to all other gross income (earned and unearned) of the
same magnitude.

The deductions and exemptions associated with quali-
fied deferred compensation plans are unique in another im-
portant respect. They are practically the only ones associated
with taxpayer savings rather than with expenditures. At a
time when many persons in and out of government seem concerned
with',- need to slow down inflation and to encourage capital
accumulaftion in the United States, it seems anomalous to talk
about discouraging the spread of plans designed to encourage
saving while giving tax breaks to plans involving spending.

The Special Problems of The Self-Employed
and Employees of Closely Held Businesses

At the present time self-employed persons are singled
out for particularly restrictive rules in connection with their
rights to establish qualified deferred compensation plans.
Probably the most unfair of these restrictive rules is that
which limits the individuals deductible contribution to $2,500
or 10% of income, whichever is the lesser. This imposes a
particularly unfair hardship on the self-employed individual
who for much of his working life was unable to contribute to a
retirement plan and who is placed under this unreasonably low
ceiling during the relatively few years when he has completed
paying for his children's education and is experiencing peak
earnings.

The individual who is employed by a small closely held
business corporation is also faced with special problems in
establishing and continuing a qualified deferred compensation
plan. Generally, the tax law does not discriminate against
deferred compensation plans established by small businesses.
The one glaring exception to that generalization is found in
Code 1 1379 which in effect places Keogh limitations on the
pension and profit sharing plans of Sub-Chapter S corporations
I respectfully urge that this Subcommittee propose the repeal
of 1379.
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It has been suggested that the rules in the deferred
compensation area should be made more stringent for small and
closely held businesses than for large or publicly held corpora-
tions. Various reasons are advanced in support of this pro-
posal. I believe that a fair analysis of the situation will
show that the employees of small and closely held businesses
do not deserve worse tax treatment than their fellow taxpayers
who work for big corporations, governments or exempt organiza-
tions. To the contrary, those who are employed in small
businesses have a greater need for favorable tax treatment for
their deferred compensation plans.

In the case of an employee of a closely held business
who also is the owner, any increase in amounts going into a
deferred compensation plan represents a direct reduction of funds
otherwise available for current payment to the owner in the form
of cash compensation or dividends. Hence, there is a practical
limitation on amounts which the owner can afford to put into his
retirement savings plan. He must still hold out of the plan
amounts needed to support him and his family and to take care
of the capital needs of the business. On the other hand, an
increase in the deferred compensation benefits to executives
of large, publicly-held corporations, to government employees
or to college professors is not usually coupled with a direct
reduction of what would otherwise be current cash income.

Some people believe that in closely held businesses
the only limit on the owner's ability to salt away money in a
deferred compensation plan is the limit of his own greed,
whereas in a corporation with non-management, public share-
holders, it is the latter who put limits on deferred compen-
sation plan contributions. It has been my observation that
neither of those assuptions is valid. I have yet to see any
minority stockholder proposals to limit deferred compensation
plans for publicly owned companies which have gotten off the
ground. I am not suggesting that deferred compensation plans
of the large, publicly-held corporations which I have seen are
too generous. I'm only stating that I have seen nothing to
indicate that there is more need for tax law imposed limitations
for plans of small employers than there is for plans of large
employers.

Another stated reason for suggesting tougher rules for
small businesses is that their owners are more inclined to
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"do in" the rank and file employees in matters of eligibility,
vesting and funding. My observations do not support that charge.
To the contrary, my experience has been that deferred compensa-
tion plans for small business are likely to have more generous
eligibility, vesting and funding provisions than those of large
businesses, governments and exempt organizations. This may be
due in part to the fact that IRS agents seem to take a harder
line in qualifying plans of small businesses. Regardless of
the reason, the fact is that small business plans I have seen
tend towards the generous side in matters of eligibility,
vesting and funding for the rank and file employees.

-If there are to be any distinctions between small and
large businesses, it would seem that fairness dictates more
lenient rules for the small and closely held business.

In a closely held busines, the death or disability of
a principal employee (particularly in a personal service
business) often marks the end of the business. Accordingly,
there is a greater need for a plan which is funded quickly.
In a large organization, the death or disability of even a top
executive may temporarily slow down the operation but it seldom
kills it.

In a large organization, payments of compensation after
the retirement (due to disability or age) or death of an employee
can be handled in whole or in part under a non-qualified, un-
funded deferred compensation plan. That is not a workable
alternative in a small organization. For example, in a law
firm with one hundred partners, it is possible to provide in the
partnership agreement that the younger, active partners will con-
tinue to pay something to the retired older partners. This sort
of unfunded self-insured pension plan can work because at any
one time one hundred active partners will each be taking a small
drop in take home pay to support ten to twenty retired partners.
However, in a two-lawyer firm, it is not fair or feasible for
the older partner to ask the younger partner to enter into an
agreement obligating the younger person to make meaningful
retirement payments to the older man. In such a situation,
there is only one form of tax deferred compensation plan which
will work,viz., one that permits each partner during his working
life to lay aside funds which he will spend (and on which he will
pay income taxes) during his retirement period.
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The employee of a closely held business without pub-
liely traded stock has no real opportunity to receive meaning-
ful compensation under stock option or restricted stock plans.
His coverage under group insurance programs is usually minis-
cule compared with that which can be acquired under an insurance
program adopted by the large publicly-held corporations.

Professional Corporations

At the present time all fifty states (and Congress for
the District of Columbia) have enacted statutes permitting per-
sons engaged in the practice of a profession to conduct such
practices through professional corporations. There is no ques-
tion about the fact that one of the main reasons for the enact-
ment of such laws was a desire on the part of legislators to
afford professional persons an opportunity to achieve some
measure of tax equity for themselves. It is important to note
that such laws do not give public funds to professionals. They
merely give a professional person the ogeortuity to use some
of his own income in a way which lets him approach tax parity
with his fellow professionals who work for public corporations,
the government or exempt organizations. The fact that one of
the reasons for forming a professional corporation can be
traced to an unfairness in the tax law does not mean that a
professional corporation is any less real than any other cor-
poration.

Aside from the fact that professional employees of
professional corporations are generally made personally liable
for professional acts, professional corporations have all of
the attributes of any other corporation. Even the mentioned
difference is more theoretical than real. If a plumber who
practices his skills through a controlled corporation botches
a job, he can be held personally liable for his negligence
just as is true of a surgeon who practices through a profes-
sional corporation.

When it first occurred, the practice of one of the so-
called "learned" professions through a corporation represented
a break with long tradition. However, today the concept of
professional incorporation has spread to such an extent that
a professional corporation is no longer an oddity. More im-
portant, I have yet to hear of a single instance in which a
client or patient received bad advice or treatment which could
be traced to the fact that his lawyer or doctor was incorporated.
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A competent and honest lawyer does not become incompetent or
crooked by virtue of incorporation.

Despite all of this, there are some persons who still
agonize about the trend towards incorporation of professionals.
I don't recall hearing any person who opposed the idea of pro-
fessional incorporation who could point to a single concrete
instance in which the fact of incorporation led to a bad
result for the professional or his clients.

The gist of the complaints against the spread of pro-
fessional incorporation seems to run like this: 1. A profes-
sional who incorporates his practice gets a better tax break
than one who doesn't. 2. One who doesn't incorporate has
little chance of gaining tax equality with corporate employees.
3. Ergo, all professionals who incorporate should be thrown
back into the tax situation of the self-employed. This is an
almost classic example of a dog in the manger attitude.

No one has ever satisfactorily explained to me why as
an attorney in private practice I am entitled to less tax equity
than my fellow attorneys who work for manufacturing corporations,
governments or universities.

With every United States jurisdiction now permitting
professional incorporation, there is no professional person in
the country who is law suffering tax discrimination in re-
lation to his fellow professionals. Any remaining discrimina-
tion in this area is the result of the voluntary act of the
affected professional and not a result of any prohibitions im-
posed by Congress or the state legislatures.

This argument often brings the response from the unin-
corporated professional: "Why should I be, forced to incorporate
to get tax equity?" That response furnishes an excellent argu-
ment for the proposition that the tax benefits for the deferred
compensation plans of the self-employed should be raised to the
level of those available for corporate employees. However, that
response does not support the argument that incorporated pro-
fessionals' benefit plans should be dragged down to the level
of present discriminatory rules applicabe to-e self-employed.

It's surprising to me that it is usually lawyers (not
other professionals) who ask the question as to why one should
be forced to incorporate to gain equity. Because of their
training, one would assume lawyers, of all people, would be
less inclined to think of incorporation as an abhorrent act.
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They are usually in a position to do much of the work of in-
corporation for themselves so they can't even complain about
the legal fee" involved.

If we assume that one of the aims of any tax reform
program is to approach tax equity, it seems to me to be wrong
to seriously consider imposing special discriminatory rules
on professional corporations - or on any small business.

Deduction For Employee Contributions
Under Deferred Compensation Plans

From time to time commentators have suggested that the
present tax rules in the deferred compensation area are unfair
to taxpayers who voluntarily or involuntarily contribute under
retirement plans. A good example of such a situation is the
U. S. Civil Service Retirement System. I seriously question
whether under modern concepts, the civil servant's so-called
"contribution" is in legal or practical contemplation a true
employee contribution. I don't believe it is possible for any
one covered under the system to elect not to make the contribu-
tion. I believe it would be more realistic to treat this con-
tribution as what it really is, i.e., a reduction in pay to
finance a retirement system. I believe that the taxation of
this particular form of employee contribution could be handled
in either of two ways, by changing the law regarding civil
service pay and treating what is now called an employee con-
tribution as a reduction in pay or by amending the tax laws to
permit a deduction for such "contributions". Either way, the
result will be much the same for the employee. However, if
the relief comes through the amendment to the tax laws, members
of Congress may be hard pressed for an explanation if they fail
to give like relief to persons who are not employees of the
federal government.

The administration proposals for tax reform in the
deferred compensation area (as embodied in S. 1631) include
provision for limited deduction for taxpayer contributions under
retirement plans. I think this proposal has much to recomend
it. I have doubts that many taxpayers will have the savings
abilities or inclination to use the provisions, but despite,
that reservation, I think the idea of giving more and more
taxpayers the opportunity to achieve tax equality with their
neighbors is all to the good.
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I realize that revenue considerations are uppermost
in the minds of the tax technicians who propose various limits
on deductions for contributions under retirement plans. I
don't know how those responsible come up with revenue loss
estimates based on various assumed levels of limitations on
deductions under qualified retirement systems. I hope it
isn't done by assuming that all (or even a large percentage)
of taxpayers will contribute the maximum deductible amount.
Most taxpayers have trouble saving money whether or not there
is a tax incentive associated with the savings.

Much will have been accomplished in terms of convincing
the public of the fairness of the system if Congress offers
more people an opportunity to increase their savings for retire-
ment. If for no other reason than that, I urge a deduction for
contributions under retirement plans for all recipients of
earned income who are not adequately provided for under employer
sponsored retirement plans.

.onclusion

I do not urge that there be legislation aimed at further
limiting deferred compensation plans for large employers. I do
urge that in considering the tax rules in this area every effort
should be made to raise the benefits available to employees of
closely held businesses towards those now available for employees
of large employers (taxable, governmental or tax exempt). To
do otherwise would be contrary to what I see as one of the prin-
cipal aims of tax reform - to strive towards a fair and equitable
tax system.

For years the person dependent on earned income - and
particularly the self-employed and those employed by closely
held businesses - have been the least favored of all taxpayers.
For Congress to legislate further discrimination against them
would be a step backward, not a step in the direction of tax
reform.
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The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Private Pension Plans
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear senator Nelsons

In accordance with your request of June 20, 1973,
enclosed is-a memorandum we have prepared on the consti-
tutionality of granting prior service credit for Vesting.
As you will see, we have concluded that vested benefit
credits may validly be given to workers for all service
performed prior to the effective date of any new law
establishing mandatory vesting requirements.

Please let us know if we can be of further
assistance.

sincerely,

Pat1l S. Berger
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ARNOLD & PORTER

July 10, 1973

MEMORANDUM

RE: Constitutionality of Granting Prior Service
Credit for Vesting

We have been asked to prepare a memorandum on

the constitutionality of granting prior service credit

for vesting under the private pension bill which will

be considered by the Senate Finance Committee in execu-

tive session on July 11, 12 and 13. It is the conclu-

sion of this memorandum that a long line of Supreme

Court cases upholds the power of Congress under the

Commerce clause to impair or even destroy pre-existing

contracts, and that, therefore, the proposed vesting

provisions are constitutional.

I. Pending Proposals for Private Pension
Plan Reforms -- A Discussion of the

Relevant Provisions

As a threshold matter we interpret the relevant

provisions of at least one bill pending before the
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Senate. S. 4 provides in S 201-202 for deferred

graded vesting for all employees who have been in

covered service under a registered private pension

plan for a period of eight years, no more than three

of which need be continuous. The bill provides for

additional vesting on a yearly basis until the fif-

teenth year of service, at which time the employee

will have achieved full vesting. Moreover, S. 4

allows an employee to include as years of covered ser-

vice time spent under a plan prior to the effective

date of the legislation. Thus, an employee who had-

worked for fifteen years under a plan prior to the

effective date of the legislation (the effective date,

as provided in the statute, will be three years from

the date of enactment unless the Secretary provides

an additional five-year deferral; such a deferral

would be justified if the application of the normal

effective date would cause "serious economic injury,"

I/ This is for the purposes of analysis only. Senator
Bentsen in S. 1179 has proposed retroactive credit for
employees 45 and older, a provision similar to one con-
tained in the predecessor to S. 4. The administration
bill, S. 1631, provides for no retroactive credit.
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as defined by the Act S 216) would acquire full de-

ferred rights without a further day's work. On the

.other hand, however, a fifteen-year veteran who left

the company a day before the statute's effective date

would have no vested rights beyond what the plan itself

might have included. S. Rep. No. 127, 93d Cong., lst

Sess. 20 (1973).

Constitutional objections might focus on the

Committee's own language, found on page 20 of the reports

"This Committee has endorsed a major inno-
vation which provides for retrospective
credit in accrued benefits attributable to
service rendered prior to the effective date
of the vesting provisions." (Emphasis sup-
plied.)

It might be argued that giving such retrospective

credit violates the following constitutional pro-

visions -- Article 1, Section 10 which forbids a state

from impairing the obligations of contract, and the

Fifth Amendment to the Constitution which forbids the

i/ This memorandum uses "retrospective" and "retro-
active" interchangeably throughout.
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taking of private property for public uses without due

process and just compensation.

II. This Memorandum's Alternative Theories

Such constitutional objections may be overcome

in two quite different ways. First, this memorandum

will show that, "it is the operation of the statute

which determines its character." Winfree v. N. Pacific

Railway Co., 227 U.S. 296 (1913). Whatever language

the Committee may have used, this statute, including

the vesting provision questioned here, operates pro-

spectively. Second, this memorandum will demonstrate

that even if the statute is retrospective in opera-

tion, "a statute is not void merely because it is retro-

spective." Curtis v. Whitney, 13 Wall 68 (1871). In

the exercise of its commerce power, Congress may render

pre-existing contracts either "unenforceable" or may im-

pair their value. Louisville and Nashville R.R. v.

Mottley, 219 U.S. 467 (1911).

III. The Statute is Prospective in Operation

The argument that the statute is prospective

in operation would proceed as follows:
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a. The statute covers only active employees

who retire subsequent to the effective date of the Act;

it thus tampers not at all with the previously closed

issues of benefits for former employees.

b. The statute does not require that any

money be spent immediately in direct consequence of a

past transaction. All it does is to require employers

to use a different standard in calculating future re-

tirement benefits from what they used in the past. In

MoShain v. D.C., 205 F.2d 882, 884 (D.C. Cir.) cert.

denied 346 U.S. 900 (1953), for example, a contractor

had made construction contracts with the District prior

to the passage of a sales tax. He argued that it would

be a retroactive -- i.e., unconstitutional -- applica-

tion of the new tax to apply it to purchases made under

the pre-existing contracts. In rejecting this theory,

the courts said that a

". . statute is not necessarily objection-
able as being retroactive if antecedent facts
affect its operation."

And in Brewing Corporation of America v. Cleveland

Trust Co., 185 F.2d 482 (6th Cir. 1950) the court rejected
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a similar claim of unconstitutionality where the chal-

lenged statute -- a Price Control Act -- was passed after

the making of the contract, but before delivery of the

item in question. "Federal regulation of future action

based upon rights previously acquired by the person

regulated is not prohibited by the Constitution." Id.

at 484. Although the defendant had contracted to sell

his product at one price, he was forced to accept a

lower price after the Price Control Act rolled back

prices to an earlier date.

c. It is worth noting at this point that

" courts will construe a statute as operating prospectively

unless the legislature, by clear intent, commands a retro-

spective application. Thus, when Congress changed the

law relating to wrongful death actions against railroads,

the Court failed to find such Congressional intent and

refused to apply the new legislation to accidents pre-

ceding the date of enactment. Winfree v. N. Pacific,

supra. As we have seen, there is a clear intent in S. 4

that antecedent facts be taken into account in determin-

ing future benefits. The question is whether the vesting
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provision is more like changing the rules before a con-

tract is completely fulfilled or changing the rules be-

fore the action for wrongful death occurs. It might be

argued that the former is closer to S. 4 than the latter:

these contracts are ongoing like the ones in the circuit

court cases discussed in (b), only if the vesting provi-

sion applied to workers whose affiliation with the com-

pany had already terminated would the wrongful death

case be in point.

IV. Judicial Hostility to

Retroactive Legislation

A retroactive statute is one which "takes away

or impairs vested rights acquired under existing laws,

or creates a new obligation, imposes a new duty, or

attaches a new disability, in respect to transactions

or considerations already past." Society for Propaga-

tion of the Gospel v. Wheeler, Fed. Cas. No. 13,156,

2 Gall. 105, 1391 see also 73 Harv. L. Rev. 692 (1960).

Given the fact that the legislation would require em-

ployers to pay retirement benefits to workers who might

not otherwise have received them, based on work done

before the enactment of the statute, it is at least
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possible that the court might consider S. 4 a retroactive

statute. For this reason we proceed now to consider the

legal issues involved in such statutes.

The commentators report that courts have gener-

ally been hostile to retrospective legislation on grounds

both of policy and of constitutional interpretation.

As to policy, the objections are basically three: a

fear that retrospective legislation might be used to

punish specific, closed and thus easily identifiable

transactions; a sense that people should be able to

plan and conclude their legal affairs with some degree

of certainty and predictability; and an underlying no-

tion that retroactive legislation flies in the face of

the ancient common law distinction which allowed courts

retrospective authority but denied it to legislatures.

Harv. L. Rev., supra. These theories are incorporated

into the constitution by Article 1, Section 10:

I/ Some of these policy considerations would clearly
seem lacking here. Were this an attempt to single out
certain industries, or to render business unpredictable,
it is unlikely that Congress would have proceeded so
meticulously to establish standards for evaluating the
plight of individual employers and to allow temporary
escape hatches through grace periods for effective date.
(See S 216 of S. 4; S. 1179 contains provisions which
reflect a sensitivity to possible hardship situations).
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"No State shall . . . pass any . . . Law

impairing the Obligation of Contracts. .. .

and by Amendment 5 to the Constitution

"No person . . . shall be deprived'bf life,

liberty, or property without due process
of law; nor shall property be taken for
public use, without just compensation."

V. The Contracts Clause

It seems well settled that the contracts clause

does not operate against the Federal Government. Where

Congress' power to act is constitutionally assured --

as here with the commerce or, in other cases with the

war (Lichter V. United States, 334 U.S. 742 (1948)) or

with the currency power (Norman v. B. & O.R. Co., 294

U.S. 240, 307-308 (1935)) -- contracts, "however ex-

pressed . . . have a-congenital infirmity . . . parties

cannot remove their transactions from the reach of domi-

nant constitutional power by making contracts about

them." Norman v. B. & O.R. Co., su.ra.

VI. The Fifth Amendment

The vesting provision, if immune from Article 1,

Section 10, must still survive a Fifth Amendment chal-

lenge.
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There are two major elements to any potential

Fifth Amendment challenge to the retroactive vesting

provision: (1) taking the employers' property for public

-use without just compensation and (2) depriving the em-

ployers of property without due process of law.

First, employers might claim that the vesting

provision takes their property for public use without

just compensation. By requiring them to pay unantici-

pated retirement benefits, they may argue, Congress is,

in effect, taking their property -- money -- for public

use -- to provide for pensioners and thereby keep com-

merce moving -- without jLst compensation. In Lynch v.

United States, 292 U.S. 571 (1934), the court struck

down a statute that attempted to abbrogate war-risk

insurance policies issued by the government to premium-

paying private citizens. The court there said that the

"Fifth Amendment commands that property be not taken with-

out making just compensation."

Lynch is clearly distinguishable from the instant

situation. Lynch involved contracts between the Federal

government and private citizens. In a very real sense,
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cancelling those contracts produced a "taking" of the prop-

erty of private citizens -- the petitioners had made

premium payments\for more than a decade -- by the govern-

ment. The courts have insisted that the compensation

requirement applies only to just such a "direct appro-

priation" of property. On the other hand, the courts

have not recognized a compensation requirement in the

case of "consequential injuries resulting from the ex-

ercise of lawful powers. It has never been supposed to

have any bearing upon or to inhibit laws that indirectly

work harm and loss to individuals. A new tariff, an

embargo, a draft, or a war may initially bring upon in-

dividuals great losses; may indeed render valuable prop-

erty valueless. They may destroy the worth of contracts."

Knox v. Lee, 12 Wall 457, 484 (1872).

Thus, for example, where the government -- having

taken the entire output of a steel mill -- prevented an-

other company from receiving steel that it had a con-

tractual right to receive from the steel producer, the

Court held the government was not required to compensate

the customer for the loss it suffered as a result of the

government's taking of the steel from the steel company.
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"The contract in question was property
within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment . . .
and if taken for public use the Government
would be liable. But destruction of, or in-
jury to, property is frequently accomplished
without a 'taking' in the constitutional
sense . . . . There are many laws and gov-
ernment operations which injuriously affect
the value of or destroy property. . . . Con-
tracts in this respect do not differ from
other kinds of property." Omnia Commercial
Co. v. United States, 261 U.S. 502 (1923).

Certainly, the vesting provision is more like

Omnia than Lynch. In the performance of a valid Con-

gressional operation -- regulating interstate private

pension plans -- it is "indirectly" working loss to in-

dividual employers. There is no direct appropriation

or taking of private property for public use requiring

compensation.

"When a widely diffused public interest
has become enmeshed in a network of multitu-
dinous private arrangements, the authority
of the state 'to safeguard the vital inter-
ests of its people' is not to be gainsaid
by abstracting one such arrangement from its
public context and treating it as though it
were an isolated private contract constitu-
tionally immune from impairment." East N.Y.
Bank v. Hahn, 326 U.S. 230, 232 (1945).

The due process argument would be similar, both

in content and in outcome. Employers might argue first
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that requiring them to pay higher retirement benefits

based on prior service credit will produce labor costs

higher than they contracted for and will thus amount to

a deprivation of property -- the money necessary to pay

the increment. Second, they would claim that, as the

contracts were negotiated before enactment and thus with-

out notice of the change, the provision is fundamentally

unfair and violates due process.

The case law runs strongly against this reason-

ing. The guarantee of due process demands only that the

law shall not be unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious

and that the means selected shall have a real and sub-

stantial relation to the object sought to be obtained.

Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934). In measuring

allegedly retroactive statutes by this standard, the Court

has been quite deferential to Congressional findings.

See Norman v. B. & O.R. Co., supra, Louisville and Nash-

ville R.R. v. Mottley, 219 U.S. 467 (1911). This language

from the Second Circuit, upholding the Portal-to-Portal

Act against charges of retroactivity (see infra, p. 18)

accurately characterizes the nature of the Court's in-

quiry into the reasonableness of the statute:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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"This is not to say, of course, that
Congress may exercise its commerce power in
discriminatory or arbitary manner ....
Faced with what it reasonably considered a
situation relating to commerce that called
for legislative action, Congress, after a
thorough investigation, enacted the Portal-
to-Portal Act, . . . Clearly the Act did
not violate the Fifth Amendment insofar as
it may have withdrawn from private individ-
uals . . . any rights they may said to have
had which rested upon private contracts they
have made." Battaglia v. General Motors Corp.,
169 F.2d 254 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 335 U.S.
887 (1948).

Where Congress makes findings that legislative

action is called for under one of its powers, then, the

Courts have not subjected the ensuing legislation to a

rigorous due process test.

Where an employer argued that the overtime pro-

visions of the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act would inter-

fere with pre-existing contracts and force him to pay more

in labor costs than he had anticipated, the Court upheld

the statute with the following words,

"Substandard laboring conditions were deemed
by Congress to be injurious to the commerce
. . * If overtime pay may have this effect
upon commerce, private contracts made before
or after the passage of the legislation regu-
lating overtime cannot take the overtime trans-
actions from 'the reach of dominant constitu-
tional power."' Overnight Motor Transiportation
Co. v. Missell, 316 U.S. 572, 576 (1942).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Similarly, exercising its currency powers, Congress

declared in 1933 that all private contracts requiring pay-

ment in gold were against public policy; it ordered such

contracts discharged dollar for dollar, rather than in

gold. The court sustained the statute with words simi-

lar to those above about Congress' power to regulate

those areas falling within its constitutional control.

Norman v. B. & O.R. Co., supra.

Certainly here, given Congress' intensive investi-

gation into the pension area, the specificity of the find-

ings of proposed S. 4 and the Labor and Public Welfare

Committee's expressed concern about the impact of the

vesting provisions, it would seem highly unlikely that

the courts would declare the statute "arbitary and capri-

cious." We quote below from the statute and the Conmittee

report to indicate both the depth of the Congressional

study and the studied effort at equity.

"The Congress finds that private pension and
other employee benefit plans . . . have be-
come firmly rooted into our economic and so-
cial structure; that their operational scope
and economic impact is interstate . . . 1 and
that it is therefore desirable . . . in the
interest of the free flow of commerce, that
minimum standards be prescribed to assure

l/ The extensive investigations of the Senate Finance
Committee should further enhance the bill's acceptability.

96435 0 - 73 - pt. 2 - 9
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that private pension and employee benefit
plans be equitable in character and finan-
cially sound and properly administered."
S. 4, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. S 2a (1973).

"This additional increment of cost appears,
therefore, to be tolerable by the vast
majority of plans that would be subject to
the vesting provisions of S. 4 and is greatly
outweighed by the much larger number of workers
who will be rewarded for their labors by re-
trospective vesting." S. Rep. No. 127, 93d
Cong., 1st Sess. 20 (1973) (the above related
to a proposal liberalizing the requirement
for retrospective vesting S fortiori, Con-
gress must have conducted a similar balancing
for the basic provision.]

To reiterate, insofar as someone challenging this

statute maintained that he had rights under a contract --

namely, not to pay retirement benefits to workers who

did not work for a specified number of years, as speci-

fied in the contract -- it would appear very unlikley

that the taking of this "right" amounts to a due process

violation.

i/ An employer might argue-that the due process clause
also protects his "liberty" -- here, his "liberty to
contract." Insofar as that liberty covers the provi-
sions of a specific contract, it is cleor that pre-
existing contracts cannot hamper or restrict to any ex-
tent the exercise of the commerce power. Louisville and-
Nashville R.R. v. Mottley, supra. A fortiori, the lib-
erty to enter into such a contract could not blunt valid
Congressional legislation. Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. V.
United States, 175 U.S. 211, 229 (1899).
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st-ill, the analysis may not be complete without

a consideration of the following argument. In challeng-

ing the vesting provision, an employer might say that

in minimum wage legislation, all the statute did was to

require that each future contract be constructed accord-

ing to the minimum wage statute. The statute did not

require that employees who had worked for the company

in past years at less than the new minimum wage be com-

pensated for such low pay employment by being given a

bonus of some increment above the minimum wage for some

period of years following enactment of the statute. This

is what the vesting provision does, they might argue,

by giving employees who happened to be working at the

time the statute was passed credit in future years for

work they did in past years.

It is our conclusion that while this argument

does identify a difference between minimum wage legisla-

tion as enacted by Congress and the vesting provision,

I/ We note the possibility of an equal protection argu-
ment here by-workers not given retrospective credit, but
we think the law is too clear in this area of economic
regulation to regard such a claim as more than frivilous.
See Williamson v. Lee Optical, 348 U.S. 483 (1955).
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it does not suggest a distinction that has influenced

the courts. In several cases, including the two which

we cite, infra, the courts have been willing completely

to abbrogate provisions of contracts and produce windfall

profits in order to give force to congressional enactment,

In Louisville and Nashville R.R. v. Mottley, 219

U.S. 467 (1911), a contract to furnish transportation

free of charge -- valid when-made and based upon ade-

quate consideration -- was held unenforceable when

Congress later, in the exercise of its Commerce power,

made it unlawful for railroads to provide such trans-

portation. The fact that this free transportation was

in fact compensation for an injury inflicted by the rail-

road did not sway the court and the railroad thus reaped

a windfall profit. And, in a perhaps even more analagous

situation, where Congress had passed the Portal-to-Portal

Act to overrule a Supreme Court interpretation of the

Fair Labor Standards Act that Congress viewed as too

favorable to employees, the Second Circuit upheld the

statute even though, in so doing, it deprived plaintiff-

employees of millions of dollars in what the circuit ac-

knowledged might be thought of as "contract rights," In
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other words, the court said that the employees' right not

to be deprived of the overtime pay promised to them by

the Supreme Court's interpretation of the statute under

which their contract had been drawn could not block the

constitutionality of the Portal-to-Portal Act:

"It is the fact that here Congress was
exercising its commerce power, which, we
think primarily serves to distinguish the
cases relied upon by appellants [employees].
The Joliffe, Ettor, Forbes Pioneer Boatline,
and Coombes cases (citations omitted] all
dealt with state statutes or constitutional
provisions repealing prior state laws. And
in Lynch v. United States, sura, appellants'
only case dealing with a congressional statute,
the principle that the reservation of sovereign
powers is read into contracts was, we think,
expressly recognized: the court there pointed
out that, 'the Solicitor General does not sug-
gest either in brief or argument that there
were supervening conditions which authorized
Congress to abbrogate these contracts in
the exercise of the police or any other power."
Battaglia v. General Motors Corp., 169 F.2d
254 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 335 U.S. 887
(1948).

Finally, in at least one case, Wickard v. Filburn,

317 U.S. 111 (1942), there is a suggestion that if Con-

gress provides some remedial provisions to ease the blow

of the "retrospective" legislation, then the due process

argument will have even less validity. There, while
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changing the law relating to the growing of wheat in the

middle of the harvest season, Congress allowed the farmers

to do various alternative things with their land and with

their harvest which would enable them to avoid harsh

economic losses. It would seem that the provision in

S. 4 for (a) alternative vesting systems which are of

an equal effect with the statutory one or (b) the provi-

sion of an additional five-year deferral period where im-

position of the statutory retrospective credit immediately

would cause serious economic harm would get similar favor-

able comment from the cou:*t and undermine an employer's

due process objections.
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STATEMENT OY PAUL S..BERGER

tor a Panel Discussion on Private
Pension Plan Reform

Before

THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Honorable Gaylord Nelson, Chairman

2227 Dirkeen Senate Office Building May 31, 1973

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this

morning's discussion of a subject so important as the land-

mark legislation before this Subcommittee. Despite Social

Security, and despite the explosive growth of private pen-

sion plans, American working people are not yet assured of

the basic economic security that should be their birthright.

As a practicing tax lawyer, working frequently with health,

welfare, and pension plans, particularly those established

under collective bargaining agreements, I have become aware

of the importance of these plans to the general well-being

of the American worker and his family, I have no doubt

that the pension reform statute which emerges from this

Congreis will contribute importantly to securing this goal

-- if effective machinery is provided for its administration
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and enforcement. But, just as surely, without the proper

machinery to effectuate its goals, the new law will dis-

appoint the people's high expectations.

As noted by Senator Nelson in his remarks at the

opening of these Subcommittee hearings, the subject of

the private pension system and its needs have been ex-

haustively studied by various committees of Congress, as

well as by the Executive Branch during several admin-

istrations. These studies have produced somewhat of a

consensus "that certain legislated minimum standards are

necessary to strengthen the private pension system."

While there remain differences to be resolved with respect

to these standards, my testimony will not deal with these

substantive issues. Hopefully, however, an examination

of the problems of administration can contribute to a

resolution of some of the outstanding differences.

The prospective administration of the various

pending bills has received less attention than the issue

merits, perhaps-because of the unusual complexity of the

substantive provisions of the bills. In itself, none of

the three bills faces up to the considerable challenge
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of assuring effective administration. This morning I

would like to focus on this question, to outline pro-

visions which seem to me to be necessary to make the

regulatory scheme work, and to suggest appropriate modi-

fications in the existing proposals.

The Administration and Senator Bentsen are correct

to prescribe a system of tax incentives to encourage

compliance with the new federal standards. On the other

hand, I do not believe that tax remedies should be the

only or principal means of enforcing these new standards

and I do not believe that the Internal Revenue Service

should be the primary administrative home for the legis-

lation. In this respect I differ with the Administra-

tion's bill, S. 1631, and Senator Bentsen's bill, S. 1179.

Furthermore, I share the concerns voiced by some critics

of S. 4 -- the proposal introduced by Senators Williams

and Javits. These critics, who include the Senate Finance

Committee in the Report it issued last year on the prede-

cessor of S. 4, have argued: that to house pension reform

in the Labor Department as that bill proposes, might with-

out further action require funds to satisfy different and

conflicting requirements under different statutes; could
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fail to take advantage of the priceless expertise built

- up over the years by IRS in its administration of exist-

ing pension requirements; could create two parallel

bureaucracies with similarly-trained staffs duplicating

much of each other's work; and that it would impose on

the vast number of private interests affected by the

legislation extremely burdensome and expensive requirements

of processing and dealing with two regulators, rather

than one. I would, however, solve these problems in a

different manner than most of these critics, who favor

IRS administration of the new law.

My specific recommendations to the Subcommittee

are these:

First, Congress should with this legislation

establish one set of minimum federal standards that

covered pension plans must meet, which standards must

determine both whether a plan is entitled to approval

by Labor, and whether it merits favorable tax treatment

by IRSI

Second, the legislation should provide for both

the traditional tax sanctions in S.. 1179 and S. 1631, and
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regulatory sanctions and remedies similar to those estab-

lished by S. 41

Third, primary administrative responsibility

should be located outside the Internal Revenue Service,

in the Department. of Labor as proposed by S. 4;

Fourth, consideration should be given to the trans-

for of IRS pension experts to the Department of Laborl

Fifth, coordination should be assured and dUplica-

tion minimized by instituting alcertification procedure

whereby Labor would certify to IRS that particular plans

were in compliance with federal standards and therefore

entitled to favorable tax treatment.

The Mission of The Internal Revenue Service

These conclusions are based on a sense of the pre-

requisites necessary to make the new pension reform law

work. They are also based on a concern that the Internal

Revenue Service continue its generally superior administra-

tion of the revenue laws. Administering this new legisla-

tion will be a classic regulatory task. But the mission

of the Internal Revenue Service is, has been, and should

remain, not the conduct of regulation, but raising revenue
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for the government. Its devotion to this mission should

not be diluted by the imposition of regulatory activities

such as will be necessary to make this legislation work.

The complexity of the tax law is weli known by

this Committee as it has become also well known to the

American public. It is generally accepted that, in

our time, simplification (together with other tax reforms)

of the tax system is a major legislative target, In the

context of the pending pension reform legislation, it is

essential to keep in mind that much of the complexity of

the tax law derives from its use "to achieve goals en-

tirely unrelated to the raising of the revenue." Congress

should not use this opportunity to add to this complexity,

especially when to do so will reduce the opportunity for

achievement of the goals of the legislation. The pending

legislation has as its principal object the development of

a legislative framework to provide increased assurances

I/ Cf. Joseph H. Guttentag, Letters to the Editor, New
York Times, Thursday, November 11, 1971.

2/ Seee, q.., A Report on Complexity and the Income Tax,
Committee on Tax Policy, New York State Bar Association,
Tax Section, 27 Tax L. Rev. 325 (1972).

2/ Id. at 345. See also, Surrey, Complexity and the In-
ternal Revenue Codes The Problem of the Management of
Tax Detail, 34 Law & Contemp. Prob. 673, 684 (1969).
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that a desired social goal will be attained. Aware of

the object of the legislation, the major conclusion should

easily follow. Congress should invest the primary

responsibility for the laws' administration in the Depart-

ment of Labor, an agency whose mission is totally con-

sistent with the objects and needs of the legislation.

Of course, regulatory purposes are often achieved

in whole or in part through the use of incentives written

into the Internal Revenue Code, and that in particular,

the regulatory purposes of pension legislation have been

and should continue to make use of the tax incentive

strategy. Professor Surrey has recently criticized the

use of tax incentives to promote various non-revenue

social objectives; he has shown that in many cases tax

subsidies are inefficient. Whether or not that par-

ticular criticism applies here, as a practical matter tax

incentives seem to me to be the price that must be paid

I/ The remaining inquiries should deal with the questions
of how the administration might be accomplished effectively,
efficiently, and with a minimum of duplication and other
undesirable burdens. Those subsidiary questions will be
dealt with at some length hereafter.

2/ Surrey, "Tax Incentives as a Device for Implementing
Government Policy: A Comparison With Direct Government
Expenditures," 83 Harv. L.- Rev. 705 (1970).
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for the continuity and growth of a private pension plan

system. This price, I believe, is justified for a system

which benefits those who could not or would not otherwise

save enough to provide for their welfare after retirement.

However, although the use of the Internal Revenue Code for

this non-tax objective may be justified, it does not follow

that the Internal Revenue Code should be the repository of

the entire law or that the Service need be or should be

used to perform regulatory functions or operations incident

to the proper administration of the law.

To make this particular regulatory scheme work will

require administrative tasks ranging beyond ordinary tax

administration. *Normally in tax administration the sole aim

is to determine whether or not the taxpayer is in compliance

with particular legal standards. Where, as here, such

determinations are not in themselves sufficient to promote

the regulatory aims of a given statutory scheme, primary

regulatory responsibility should not rest with the IRS.

/ Whether the instant subsidy is wholly directed to this
valid end is a central issue vis-a-vis the second question
this panel has been asked to consider -- concerning the
appropriate limitations on deductions on contributions to
pension plans. This issue is briefly discussed below at
p. 38.
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IRS officials approach their job with a mandate

very different from that which guides officials in

agencies created to promote social or regulatory goals.

The revenue official's task is to maximize the revenue of

the United States Government. He is directed by law to

give priority to that objective and to construe narrowly

exemptions, exclusions, and deductions from citizens' tax

obligations. Quite the reverse is the attitude with

which a regulatory official must view his role. For ex-

ample, the Social Security Act, whose mission is kindred

to the legislation before this Committee, is, as the

courts have repeatedly emphasized:

"to be construed, wherever possible, to the
benefit of the plaintiff who seeks its aid.
Instead of a strict interpretation, it must
receive a liberal construction if the bene-
ficial results for the people are to be ob-
tained." Cancel v. Gardner, 268 F. Supp.
206, 208 (D. Puerto Rico 1967). See also
Social Security Board v. Nierotko, 327 U.S.
358, 364 (1946); Celebrezze v. Kilbarn, 322
F.2d 166, 168 (5th Cir. 1963)t Pearson v.
Gardner, 267 F. Supp. 498, 503 (W.D. Ark.
1967); Blankenship v. Celebrezze, 232 F. Supp.
229, 232 (S.D. W.Va. 1964).

This is the type of mandate which must guide administra-

tion of pension reform. It is not the type of approach
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to which IRS procedures, practices, and traditions are

hospitable.

As tax practitioners well know, the Internal Reve-

nue isunder-staffed as it is and hard put to manage the

massive job of revenue collection and administration.

Indeed, the Service's burgeoning work load has recently

obliged it to adopt greatly more formalized procedures

restricting "oral advice to tax payers." Rev. Proc. 72-3,

1972-1 Cum. Bull. 698, 705. Within the last several

months, the technical staff of the IRS,-including its

Pension Branch, have been urged to strictly follow the

published restriction against oral advice. To impose'

such a procedural straitjacket on relations between .the

agency administering the new pension legislation and

the individuals and organizations subject to its juris-

diction would be impossible; to attempt to do so would21_
stultify the humane purposes of the law.

-----,Indeed, strains on the agency's resources have

dangerously confined its capacity to administer exist-

ing pension standards embodied in Sections 401-407 of

1/ Section 306 of S.4 directs that "technical assistance
shall be provided to all parties concerned in the efforts
"to provide greater retirement protection for individu-
Aa
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the Internal Revenue Code. As recounted by the recent

study made by the General Accounting Office for the Sen-

ate Labor Subcommittee concerning the activities of all

federal agencies dealing with private pension plans.

"IRS has conducted little-investigative
or audit activity to ensure that private pen-
sion plans are operated in compliance with
the tax laws or IRS regulations. This has
been due, in part, to the large number of re-
quests for IRS to make advance determinations
of the tax status of proposed pension plans.
According to an IRS official, these determi-
nations have taken so much time that they
have prevented IRS from establishing an ef-
fective audit program. In 1969 a total of
156,779 determinations were made." 1/

The Administrative Prerequisites of

Pension Reform

Bearing in mind the appropriate institutional lim-

its of the IRS, we can turn to the other side of the coin --

the-administrative prerequisites necessary to realize

the promise of pension reform. To make this analysis

on a systematic basis, we should again begin at the be-

ginning -- by looking to the purposes of the substantive

standards Congress is in the process of establishing.

i/ Senate Subcommittee on Labor, Interim Report of Activ-
ities of the Private Welfare and Pension Plan Study, 1971
S. Rep. No. 92-634, 92d Cong., lstSess. 97 (Feb. 22 1972).
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Only then is it possible to design a proper home for

their administration. Second, we have to distinguish

three questions which have often been confused in the

discussion of whether Labor or the Treasury should ad-

minister the new pension law. The first question is,

what should be the regulatory standards applicable to

pension plans generally. The second question is, what

kinds of sanctions and remedies should be provided in

the statute to make the regulatory scheme work. The

final question then would be, how-should administrative

responsibility be allocated among various agencies.

Though plainly related, these issues are in principle"

quite distinct. Just because tax benefits or sanctions

are included in the package passed by Congress, it need

not necessarily follow that. the IRS must be the primary

administrator of the law. We need not, and indeed must

not, be restricted in our choice of regulatory tools by

our choice of an agency to house the law-- or vice versa.

The Overall Regulating Standards

In large measure, the pending bills have been

drafted in a "tail wagging the dog" manner and the pro-

posed revisions would be made in the labor law or in the
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tax law depending upon the view of whether the provisions

should be administered by the Labor Department or by the

Treasury. In the case of S. 4, this approach would re-

sult in two sets of standards, administrators and rules

without any apparent justification in substance. There

is no reason why this problem cannot be easily corrected.

Congress must, in the legislation which emerges

from the present session to govern the administration

of private pension plans, establish a single set of leg-

islative standards. These standards must specify the

minimum requirements needed for a pension plan to ccml~ly

with national policy for the retirement needs of our

work force. These standards should determine both

whether a given plan is entitled to favorable tax treat-

ment and whether it is to receive the approval of the

Department of Labor.

From this starting point, the legislation could

move more easily into sanctions, remedies, and incen-

tives in light of the universal standards adopted. From

there, a division of responsibilities among or between

agencies of government should be made in light of their
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respective missions and ability to carry out legislative

purpose.

Implementing the Heart of the Legislation

Vesting and Funding

The heart of the new legislation, as it is the

heart of all three of the proposals before the Subcom-

mittee, will be minimum requirements for "vesting" and

"funding" which, under S. 4, all pension plans will have

to meet in order to be "registered" with the Secretary

of Labor, and, under S. 1179 and S. 1631, plans will

have to meet in order to qualify for the three tax bene-

fits now accorded qualifying plans under the Internal-

Revenue Code. The broad purpose of these provisions

is not simply to set out the circumstances under which

taxpayers may defer, deduct or exclude from their tax-

returns, sums which would otherwise be owed to the United

States. The provisions are aimed at ensuring that sums

of money will reach the American working man, when the

1/ These benefits are: the right on the part of an em-
ployer to deduct contributions made to the plan; the right
on the part of the employee to defer taxation for the con-
tribution until his pension is distributed; and the right
of the plan itself to be exempt from taxation on its in-
come.
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time comes for his retirement, so that he can continue

to live in self-reliant dignity.

This is the aim which must infuse administration

of the law. Though its achievement can and should be

enforced in part through the use of traditional ta> in-

centives, this social objective requires much broader

supervision than the IRS has been able to provide in its

administration of existing pension standards in the In-

ternal Revenue Code. It requires more varied enforce-

ment tools and a more active regulatory posture than

the IRS can or should reasonably be expected ever to

employ.

The first task imposed on the administrator of

the law, whatever version eventually clears the Congress

and the White House, will be the analysis of plans to

see whether, on their face, they comply with the dic-

tates of the law. In the first instance at least, this

demanding and highly technical task will be substantially

identical to that performed by IRS officials in their
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administration of the less stringent and somewhat less

(but still) complex provisions of existing 
law.

It is obvious that the perspective from which

this task is performed will be a most important determi-

nant of whether pension reform will succeed. This means

not only that skill and diligence must be shown by offi-

cials in examining those plans presented to them, but

these officials in their examinations and consultations,

should have in mind the overriding purposes of the statu-

tory standards. If virtually all pension plans conform

on their face to the dictates and the purposes of the

law, then it is clear that we will be a long way toward

securing the objectives of the law. If many plans do

not conform, then the law will be a failure.

Because of the importance of this facet of the

administration of the law, it seems a terrible mistake

to discard, as S. 4 appears to have done with respect

y Present law does not require advance IRS approval of
plans, but as a practical matter all proposed plans or
amendments seek such approval. Examining plan documents
pursuant to such requests constitutes the overwhelming
bulk of the Service's activities in administering SS 401-07
See Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Interim
Report of Activities of the Private Welfare and Pension
Plan Study, 1971, S. Rep. No. 92-637, 92d Cong., 2d Sess.
97 (Feb. 22, 1972).
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to its new standards, the potent spur to initial compli-

ance inherent in the traditional use of a tax incentive.

As a practical matter, few plans will be adopted if con-

tributions are not deductible to the employer and defer-

rable by the employee. Considerable expense and care

will be invested in the preparation of plans to prevent

any risk of incurring a massive tax liability sometime

down the road. The same results may not obtain -- for

-certainly the same potent incentive to comply will be

absent -- if exclusive reliance is placed on judicial

remedies such as those provided by S. 4.

However, the administrative tasks incident to im-

plementation of the new legislation will not end with

the kind of documentary review which the IRS has tradi-

tionally performed in the pension area, and performed

with distinction. The second task that will have to be

performed in carrying out the basic vesting and funding

provisions goes beyond the experience of the IRS under

existing law. This task will be the preparation of new

regulations to effectuate legislative intent. To be sure,

regulation-writing is hardly unknown to the IRS, under
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the pension or other provisions of the Code. But the

regulations required under the new law, especially if

its vesting and-funding provisions resemble those of

S. 4 and S. 1179, should be of an altogether different

character than those promulgated in conventional tax ad-

ministration. The most important regulations promulgated

under these bills will be purely legislative. They will

require, in addition to expertise of the sort developed

by the Service in its administration of existing pension

standards, substantial sensitivity to labor-management

relations and industry conditions. Many of these plans

are the product of collective bargaining conducted by

labor and management with the aid of labor lawyers, and

in light of labor law principles. Moreover, the proposed

legislation will have a substantial impact on collective

bargaining itself. For example, under Part C of Title II

of S. 4, the administering agency will acquire virtually

unlimited legislative power to define the scope of the law.

Section 216(a) of Part C authorizes the Secretary to "defer,

in whole or in part, applicability" of the vesting require-

ments of the Act, for a period not to exceed five years, the
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standard for the exercise of this discretion involves a

showing that compliance with the vesting requirements:

would result in increasing the costs of the
employer or employers contributing to the
plan to such an extent that substantial eco-
nomic injury would be caused to such employer
oi employers and to the interests of the par-
ticipants or beneficiaries in the plan.

Although Section 216(b) offers some guidelines as to the

meaning of "substantial economic injury," the Secretary's

determinations will not be significantly dissimilar to

those made by Congress in originally framing the statute.

These determinations should be made by the Labor Depart-

ment which is familiar with the collective bargaining

process, its requirements and the needs of the par'ies,

as well as the dictates of the legislation. \

Under Section 217, which prescribes the terms on

which variances may be granted from the Act's funding

provisions, the Secretary's discretion is in some re-

spects broader than under Section 216. He may grant up

to five consecutive waivers from the funding requirements

if he "has reason to believe that such required payments

. * * cannot be made. . ," as long as a waiver of such

payment will not "adversely affect the interests of par-

ticipants or beneficiaries of such plan . . . for] impair
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the capability of the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund [es-

tablished by Title IV of the bill]." Section 217(a)(1), -

(2). Under Section 217(d), the Secretary is instructed,

notwithstanding the provisions of the legislation, to:

prescribe alternative funding requirements
for multiemployer plans which will give reaT
sonable assurances that the plan's benefit
commitments will be met.

No doubt such broad grants of discretionary -- in

effect, legislative -- power are inherent in a regulatory

scheme as ambitious as the one we have here under consid-

eration. Similar grants of essentially unlimited power

to prescribe the meaning of the law appear elsewhere in

Y 31
S. 4, and throughout S. 1179 and S. 1631 as well.

1/ See, e.g., S 210(b) (2) (B), providing that if an amend-
ment after the effective date of the new law "results in a

substantial increase to any unfunded liability of the plan,

as determined by the Secretary, such increase shall be re-

garded as a new plan for purposes of the funding schedule

2/ See, 2.y., S. 1179, S 322(a), amending Internal Revenue

Code S 401(a)(12)(B), S 323, amending Internal Revenue Code

S 401 with the addition of subsection (J)(6) and subsection -

(k)i S. 1631, S 2(a)(l)(B): "In lieu of the minimum funding

standard otherwise provided-under this paragraph, the Sec-

retary or his delegate may authorize the use of another
minimum funding standard which results in a satisfactory
rate of funding."
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Such determinations will often involve potentially dras-

tic consequences for the health of large segments of the

economy. Necessarily they will depend on judgments about

the conditions in an industry, the needs of workers and

employers, or the.appropriate standards of fairness,

which are not at all the kind of determinations which

the Internal Revenue Service has customarily been charged

with undertaking. It would be unfortunate if this tradi-

tion were now breached, at least if there is some other

way efficiently to carry out the legislation.

This disadvantage associated with handing over ad-

ministrative responsibility to the Treasury appears. magni-

fied when one considers the third task which will be im-

posed on the administrator of pension reform. This third

task is enforcement -- discovering violations of the pro-

visions and policies of the statute, and reacting to them.

As we discussed briefly above, some -- indeed, much -- of

this task will be discharged "automatically" in the ini-

tial process of reviewing plan documents for compliance

with the statute. As we noted above, this critically

important aspect of the enforcement function will be most

$EST COPY AVAILABLE
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efficiently discharged if compliance is prerequisite to

the acquisition of favorable tax treatment. However,

enforcement cannot stop with examination of the substan-

tive provisions of plan documents.

Some observers have contended, or assumed, that

reliance on a tax strategy for enforcement is sufficient;

they have characterized the tax as "self-enforcing." But

this, it is clear, is a radical overstatement. The aims

- of this legislation go beyond securing initial-compli-

ance on the face of the document. Indeed, the principal

reason why Congress has these bills under consideration

is precisely because the promises undertaken by some

pension plans have turned out to be hollow in practice,

for one reason or another. Basic objectives of the new

law will be to assure that paper promises are kept by

plan administrators and employers, and, most important,

to provide relief for beneficiaries when the promises

are not kept.

To attain these ends, it is apparent that the

traditional tax sanctions of existing law, and of S. 1179

and S. 1631, are not sufficient. For example, S. 1179

I3EST COPY AVAiLABLE
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provides that to enforce its funding requirements (Sec-

tion 324), Section 408 of the Internal Revenue Code shall

be added to enable the Secretary, upon a determination

that an employer has failed to make the required contri-

butions, (1) to order the plan terminated, or (2) retro-

actively to include all deductions attributable to the

plan in the income of the employer for the five previous

taxable years, or (3) to take "such other action as he

deems consistent with the purposes of such section."

This limited array of remedies -- which are in any event

broader than those offered to oe with similar situa-

tions by S. 1631 -- would constiLute a blunt and often

useless instrument. Wherever the employer would prefer

to ignore the needs of beneficiaries and accept the loss

of favored tax status, the administrator will be without

means to promote the basic aim of the statute to assure

relief to employees threatened with the loss of their

pensions. The administrator will be helpless -- if dis-

qualification from favored tax status is his only resort --

even where the employer has sufficient assets within his

control to meet the terms of the statute or of the plan

and make required payments to the beneficiaries.
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Apart from such catastrophes -- which, it should

not be forgotten, it is a central aim of this law to

prevent and redress -- the proper implementation of this

law will necessarily involve the administering agency

deeply in the routine operations of unions, companies,

and plans. The administrator will have to play a role

of continuous oversight -- investigating, counseling,

and pressuring -- to secure compliance or to provide re-

lief. It is no insult to the capability of the Service

to state the obvious -- that tax sanctions are often not

at all a helpful aid in this type of regulatory work.

Indeed, the Senate Finance Committee has made precisely

the same observation in criticizing the use of loss of

deductions and tax exemptions as a sanction for engaging

in prohibited acts of self-dealing by administrators of

private foundations:

On occasion [such] sanctions are ineffec-
tive and tend to discourage the expenditure
of enforcement effort. On the other hand,
in many cases the sanctions are so great, in
comparison to the offense involved, that they
cause reluctance in enforcement . . .
Where the Internal Revenue Service does seek
to apply sanctions in such circumstances the
same factors encourage extensive litigation
and a noticeable reluctance by the courts to
uphold severe sanctions.
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Senate Finance Committee, Report on the Tax Reform Act

of 1969, S. Rep. No. 91-552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 28

(Nov. 21, 1969). The Committee's critique of disquali-

fication from favorable tax treatment as a device for

regulating private foundations applies with greater

force to the pension plan regulation under the new law.

One partial response to this need for graduated

and flexible sanctions would follow the solution adopted

in 1969 to deal with abuses in private foundations. This

would be to empower the Service to assess an array of

penalty taxes covering specified categories of abuses

for which disqualification would not be an appropriate'2/
response. Such taxes could, for example, be authorized

when an employer or vlan administrator failed to comply

with a lawful order to make required contributions or

benefit payments; they could be increased if the delin-

quency persisted. They would-not, of course, have to

be assessed against the plan (which would ultimately

I/ The Tax Reform Act of 1969 authorized graduated penal
taxes on various types of violations of the Code's phohi-
bitions on self-dealing, and against speculative invest-
ments, and restrictions on the use of funds. I.R.C.
SS 4941, 4944, 4945.
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harm its beneficiaries) but against the parties respon-

sible for the violation. Indeed, the Administration has

included in its bill just such a penalty tax to be im-

posed on interested persons engaging in self-dealing

transactions with pension funds in contravention of the

statute. See S. 1631, Section 6, adding to the Code a

new Section 4971, imposing an "excise tax [of five per-

cent of the amount involved] on prohibited transactions."

Provisions similar to those provided for the regu-

lation of private foundations by the 1969 Tax Reform Act

could be included in the instant legislation. Alterna-

tively, and preferably, amounts in the nature of punitive

damages payable to the fund or the beneficiary wronged,

would be a useful complement to the sanctions in S. 4.

The exclusive reliance in the present version of S. 4 on

judicial remedies sought by the Secretary of Labor or by

private civil claimants offers the advantage of flexi-

bility in devising remedies. But it also promises de-

lay and disinclination by recalcitrant offenders. With-

out a scheme of penalty taxes, or without the right to

collect punitive damages or fines (not now provided for
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by S. 4), the administrator of the law will be without

adequate means to compel swift respect for its provi-

sions, when he finds a violation.

Administering Supplementary Provisions: Termination.
Insurance, Reporting and Disclosure, and Fiduciary
Standards

Examination of the supplementary provisions of

the legislation before the Committee reinforces--the con-

clusion that active, expert regulation, beyond that to

which the IRS is accustomed, will be necessary to make

pension reform work. Indeed, while the bills conflict

as to whether to include certain types of the programs

that have been proposed to supplement vesting and fund-

ing requirements, they reflect little or no controversy

as to where such programs should be administered, if

Congress chooses to enact them.

Plan Termination Insurance

Plan termination insurance is provided for by

8. 1179 and S. 4, but not by S. 1631 -- though Secretary

Shultz stated in his testimony before the Subcommittee

last week that the Administration is continuing to study

96-23 0 - 13 - pt.2 - 11
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this concept and is not irreversibly hostile to includ-

ing it in the final legislation. It would seem incon-

trovertible that this program, if enacted, could not be

administered by the IRS. S. 1179 would house it in a

new Pension Guarantee Corporation. S. 4 follows the

scheme of its other provisions and puts the program un-

der the supervision of the Secretary of Labor. The lat-

ter seems clearly to be the superior option. If en-

acted, termination insurance should be coordinated with

the other aspects of the regulatory scheme, especially

with its funding component. There is no reason why this

coordination should be complicated by an artificial in-

teragency relationship, and no reason why administration

of the insurance program itself should not be informed

by the expertise acquired by the Labor Department in its

administration of the entire legislative scheme -- if

the legislation follows S. 4 in giving primary respon-

sibility to the Department of Labor.

Fiduciary Standards, Reporting and

Disclosure

Both S. 4 and the S. 1557, the Administration's

companion bill to S. 1631, the only bills which provide
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for new fiduciary, reporting, and disclosure standards,

assign these responsibilities to Labor, as they have

been assigned under existing legislation. Despite the

fact that the Labor Department has been criticized for

some aspects of its treatment of these programs, it

remains clearly the proper place to house them. The

remedy for the inadequacies found in the administration

of these requirements by the Comptroller General is not

to fragment administration of federal pension standards,

but to strengthen the authority of the Labor Department

to effectuate their aims, as the present legislation pro-

poses to do, and as both the Comptroller General and the

then-Secretary of Labor urged,-when the Report was is-

sued.

1/ By the General Accounting Office, in a Report to Con-
gress filed in 1967. Comptroller General of the United
States, Review of Certain Activities Related to Admin-
istration and Enforcement of the Reporting 'and Bonding
Provisions of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act of 1959, in the Labor-Management Services Administra-
tion of the Department of Labor (March 1967).

31 Id. at 2, 25-27.
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Coordinating Labor and IRS Activities
Under the Legislation

To be effective, the new law needs to be backed

up by all three of the types of sanctions we have dis-

cussed -- disqualification from favorable tax treatment,

standard judicial. equitable remedies and damage awards,

and either penalty taxes, administrative fines, or puni-

tive damages. In addition, the law requires the active

supervisory posture that only a genuine regulatory agency

can provide. It requires expertise in industrial condi-

tions and employment relationships. And it requires the

priority and prestige within its administering agency

that can only come if pension regulation is concentrated

primarily in a single agency, and in one which can com-

fortably regard the law as harmonious with its own general

mission, history, and constituency.

All these considerations seem to require that au-

thority over the administration of federal pension stan-

dards be concentrated in the Department of Labor. None

of the bills before the Subcommittee, not even S. 4, have

gone as far in this direction .as the new law will require.
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The failure of the _present proposals to provide

the full complement of remedies and regulatory power to

promote the aims of pension reform stems, perhaps in part,

from the confusion referred to earlier between standards,

sanctions, and administration. All the competing propo-

sals apparently share an assumption that tax sanctions

would be inappropriate in a bill to be administered pri-

marily by the Labor Department and, conversely, that

judicial remedies would be inappropriate in a bill to be

administered by the IRS. But these assumptions seem un-

justified. If Administrative responsibility were concen-

trated in Labor, there is no reason why tax sanctions

cannot be retained in the legislation.

- As previously discussed, Congress should estab-

lish a set of standards applicable generally to private

pension plans. Then the only difficulty created by a

regulatory scheme based on this comprehensive array of

standards, sanctions, remedies, and supervisory capacity

on the part of the administering agency, would be the

problem of coordination between Labor and IRS. It is

not impossible to solve this problem. But it can only
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be solved if Congress seizes the occasion and dictates

the solution itself, rather than passing.he buck to

the two agencies to attempt to work out through bargain-

ing.

Further, Congress must specify that, since the

Labor Department is to be the primary home for pension

administration, it shall have the power to certify to

the Internal Revenue Service that a particular plan

meets federal statutory standards. There is precedent

for making tax determinations based upon regulatory de-

terminations of agencies other than the IRS. For ex-

ample, Sections 851-55 of the Code define the tax status

of regulated investment companies. Under Section 851(a)(1)

the SEC determinates whether particular companies can

qualify as regulated investment companies by determining

whether they are to be registered under the Investment

Company Act of 1940 as a "management company" or a "unit

investment trust." Similarly, Section 1071 provides that

the IRS treat as involuntary conversions of property un-

der Section 1033 any sale or exchange of property certi-

lied by the FCC to be "necessary or appropriate to effec-

tuate a change in policy by that agency." Section 1081
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precludes taxation of transfers of corporate units of

registered holding companies made "in obedience to an

order of the Securities and Exchange Commission." Sec-

tion 1101 forbids taxation when a bank holding company

transfers property to a shareholder therein, when the

Federal Reserve Board has certified that the transfer

is "necessary or appropriate to effectuate section 4 of

the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956." And Sections

1242-43 prescribe special tax treatment for companies

operating under the Small Business Investment Act of

1958. If Congress provides such a structure for the

new legislation, it will meet the administrative needs

of pension reform, without creating insuperable inter-

agency difficulties.

Objections to Labor Department Administration
of Pension Reform

A number of critics have raised various objec-

tions to the concept of conferring primary administra-

tive responsibility for the new pension law on the De-

partment of Labor, as that concept is presently reflected
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in the provisions of S. 4. Many of these objections have

substance, as applied to S. 4. However, each of the sub-

stantial difficulties with Labor Department primacy will

be eliminated by the administrative framework outlined

above.

Many critics of S. 4 have argued that turning the

new legislation over to Labor will squander the expertise

acquired by the IRS in its administration of existing

pension standards in Sections 401-07 of the Internal

Revenue Code. This, plainly, is a weighty objection.

But it can be met. The way to avoid wasting the exper-

tise of IRS' Pension Trust Branch is not to burden IRS

with administrative duties which it is ill prepared to

discharge. Much less is it to rob the new pension law

of essential enforcement support. The proper solution

is to consider transfer of these experts to Labor, where

they would become a major part of the larger office de-

voted to pension plan administration. Numerous such

transfers have been accomplished in recent years. Vari-

ous units, for example, have been transferred from the

United States Department of Agriculture# from the Food
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and Drug Administration, and from the United States Pub-

lic Health Service to form the new Environmental Protec-

tion Agency. Similarly, bureaucratic relocations were

part of the formation of the Department of Housing and

Urban Development and the Department of Transportation.

Such moves are underway right now, as the Nixon Adminis-

tration dismantles the Office of Economic Opportunity

and assigns its programs to older departments. There

is no particular reason why such a transfer could not

be arranged to make pension reform work as the American

people expect it to.

A second set of objections to S. 4 expresses fears

that employers and plan administrators will be subjected

to the burden of complying with dual regulatory require-

ments, of filing dual reports, of meeting differences in

coverage, and possibly even of coping with conflicting

agency demands. Even without the consolidation of sub-

stantive standards and administration which is urged

herein, much of the burden of dual administration could

be eliminated by sensitive interagency cooperation.

Even under present practice, Labor and IRS have attempted
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with general success to coordinate overlapping require-

ments of existing law. For example, the Service has

ruled that the information forms filed with Labor pursu-

ant to the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act will

partially satisfy the requirements of the Internal Reve-

nue Code with regard to information that employers must

furnish in claiming deductions under SectioF-404. Rev.

Proc. 66-51, 1966-2 Cum. Bull. 1261.

However, as noted previously, it would be a dis-

service to the beneficiaries of this legislation, the

taxpayers, and to regulated individuals and organiza-

tions, to leave the job of coordination to the two agen-

cies involved. The proper way to solve the problem of

dual requirements is to eliminate the problem here and

now. Congress should set forth one set of substantive

standards to guide pension regulation, making necessary

modifications and deletions from the pertinent existing

sections of the Internal Revenue Code in the process,

and confer primary authority to administer this unified

body of standards on one expert agency, the Department

of Labor. In this event, fears about the chore of coping

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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with two sets of requirements and two sets of bureau-

cratic officials will, for virtually all intents and pur-

poses, disappear.

Finally, the objection haq been raised that La-

bor Department Administration of the legislation would

forsake the valuable enforcement device of tax incen-

tives. This objection is set out with particular cogency

in the pamphlet summarizing the proposals for private

pension plan reform prepared for the use of this Subcom-

mittee by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal

Revenue Taxation:

S. 4 would . . . adopt a fundamental change

in the approach toward enforcing the pension
provisions. For over three decades, with-
drawal of the tax advantages associated with
qualification has been the basic method of

l/ For example, concern has been raised about conflict
between the present S.4, which covers only plfns with
25 or more participants, and the qualification standards
in the Code, which extend to all plans. The proper way
to deal with such problems is to give Labor authority
to set standards for all plans, with authority to relax
the generally applicable requirements 'in the case of
plans below a certain size. The break-point of 25
participants would be a sensible distinction..
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enforcing the nondiscrimination rules of the
Internal Revenue Code, which are designed to
insure that pension plans are actually for
the benefit of the rank and file employees.
In general, this has been an effective tool
since the withdrawal of qualification can re-
sult in the denial of deductions for employer
contributions to the plan and the loss of ex-

emption of the plan's earnings. The fact

that such drastic penalties may be imposed
for noncompliance provides a substantial in-
ducement to meet the required tests for quali-
ficiation. In contrast, under S. 4 the Labor

Department would have to get a court order to
enforce compliance where plans are not living
up to these requirements.- It is not clear
how large an investigative staff would be re-
quired for this. In part this is because it
is not clear whether employers would make
changes voluntarily (as they do to avoid
loss of tax deduction) or whether in the case
of many of the requirements they would wait
until an investigation is made by the Labor
Department personnel. /

As stated previously, this criticism of S. 4 is

justified. It would be folly not to use a tax incentive

strategy as part of the enforcement program for the new

provisions of the legislation. But this conclusion does

not compel us to keep administrative responsibility for

setting standards and invoking either tax sanctions or

other necessary sanctions and regulatory devices in the

X, Joint Committee On Revenue Citation Summary of Proposals

or Private Pension Plan Reform 14 (Comm.- Print, May 16,

1973).
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Internal Revenue Service. This authority can and should

be housed in Labor. Residual authority to determine pri-

marily tax matters (an area to be worked out after adop-

tion of general standardsa-'nd after further study) would

remain with IRS. But the basic responsibility for inter-

preting Congressional standards for pension plans, and

applying them to determine whether individual plans

qualify, should go to Labor.

Traditional tax incntives are necessary to make

pension reform work, but they are not sufficient. With-

out a full complement of sanctions, remedies, and without

active regulatory supervision, the aims of this legisla-

tion will not be wholly achieved. The proper institution

,to equip with this array of enforcement tools is that --

agency in our government whose main mission it is to regu-

late on behalf of the working man -- the Department of

Labor.

Afterword: Limitations on Contributions

and Deductions

This statement, as suggested in the invitation in

Chairman Nelson's letter of May 18, concentrates on the

first of the two questions with which this Panel will
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deal. A few words should be added, however, with regard

to the second question -- whether and how Congress ought

to set limitations on the amounts which can be contrib-

uted to qualifying pension plans of the various types in-

cluded in the present Code provisions and in the propo-

sals before us, and/or whether there should be similar

limitations on deductions for such contributions. An-

swering this general question involves two sub-issues:

first, whether there should be equality of treatment for'

all taxpayers, whether they are self-employed, or employed

by large corporations, small corporations, or professional,

corporations; and, second, whether limitations should be

set in order to confine the tax subsidy involved to in-

dividuals who would probably not be able or likely to set

aside adequate retirement savings without the incentive --

that is to say, whether wealthy individuals deferring

large amounts of income should be barred from making use' -

of a subsidy except on a limited portion of the income-

deferred.

On the first of these two questions, there is no

-apparent reason why there should not be equlaity of tax
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treatment. If it is important to the society to encour-

age providing for retirement through tax subsidies, then

it is important to encourage such provision for all in-

dividuals, whether or not they happen to work for a par-

ticular type of employer, or whether they are self-employed.

With regard to the second question, whether there should

be maximum limits on the sums of deferred income benefit-

ing from tax subsidies, it seems that in principle at

least,_the answer is equally clear. There is no justifi-

cation for a tax-break to help the wealthy save for their

retirement -- when they would be able to provide for a

secure and comfortable retirement without any assistance

from the tax code. It is simply a device for taking money

out of the pocket of the ordinary taxpayer and putting

it in the already well-filled pocket of the rich man.

Such wealth transfers serve no legitimate individual or

social needs. Hence, in order to establish equality of

treatment for variously employed taxpayers regarding

the tax status of deferred income, Congress should re-

vise downward the limits on contributions and deductions
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in areas where they are presently high* rather than re-

vising upward these limits in areas where they are low.
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STAT61ENT TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Hay 31, 1973

Daniel I. Hlperin

This statement is principally concerned with the question of dollar
limitations on benefits from qualified pension end profit sharing plans.
Other matters will be mentioned very briefly in the second section of
this paper.

The Need for Benefit Limits

The tax expenditure budget, prepared by the Treasury and Congressional
staffs, shows nearly $4 billion per year as the cost of the special tax
benefits to qualified plans. This outlay helps finance retirement benefits
for only about 50% of the work force. Thus, while many, including a heavily
disproportionate share of the lower paid, get no aid from the tax system in
providing for their retirement, sme people take advantage of the available
tax benefits to build-up a retirement nest egg of well in excess of $1 million.
It t my belief that the fairness of the tax law is severely compromised by
this situation and in particular by the lack of limits on the benefits that
can be received under qualified plans. I hope to demonstrate why I take this
position.

Tax Benefits to Oualified Plans

Cowpensationpaid to employees is generally deductible only if the
employee will include the payment in income at approximately the same time.
Thus under section 404 of the Internal Revenue Code if compensation is paid
or accrued, on account of an employee under a plan deferring the receipt of
compensation, the ordinary rules governing deductions do not apply and
special rules are applicable. These rules essentially require that the
deduction be taken in the year in which the amount is included in the income
of the employee.

It may not be particularly difficult to arrange to defer the taxation
of compensation to a later period, perhaps until after retirement, but in
order to do so the employer must forego the tax deduction until the income
is reported by the employee.* In other words if an employee earns $100,000
in 1972 and the employer insists on deducting the entire $100,000 currently
the employee will have to include $100,000 in his income within a short time.
If the employee insists on deferring tax on part of this compensation, to say
1980, then the deduction for this part will be delayed until 1980.

* The employee must also either be willing to take a forfeitable interest (such
that his rights will be dependent on the performance of substantial future
services) or to rely upon the credit of the employer. If he gets security for
vested rights (for example, the employer-makes deposits to a trust fund) then
the employee will be immediately taxable even though distribution is delayed.

0e-235 0 - 13 - pt.2 - I
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The one exception to this rule is for pension and profit-sharing plans
that "qualify" under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code. Contributions
to such plans are deductible while taxation to the employee is delayed until
actual distribution from the plan, most often after retirement.

Deferral of taxation until after retirement can of course have the effect
of reducing the tax which will have to be paid in those cases where the worker
will be in a lower tax bracket in his post-retirement years. This is a possi-
bility wherever compensation is deferred. Under a qualified plan, however, there
is an additional advantage which operates even when the tax bracket is not
changed.

The mismatching of the employer deduction and the reporting of income
enables the parties to increase the amount of money in private hands. For
example, if a corporation which normally pays tax at the 48 rate earns $10,000,
it can retain $5200 after tax. If instead of keeping the $10,000, the corpora-
tion paid it to Mr. Jones as compensation, Jones will be able to keep whatever
portion is left after payment of taxes. If he is also in the 48% bracket. he
retains $5200. The amount of money in private hands is unchanged by the
corporation's decision to pay Jones an extra $10,000 in compensation.

On the other hand if the $10,000 were contributed to a qualified pension
plan, the plan gets to keep the full $10,000, thus increasing the amount of
money in private hands by $4800. The Treasury does not get this money until
the plan distributes $10,000 to Jones (assuming Jones remains in the-48%
bracket at the time of distribution).

Value of Tax Benefit Deoends upon Tax Bracket

In essence the deferral of tax amounts to an interest free loan from the
Treasury to the corporation or Jones. ThD amount of the loan depends on the
tax brackets of the parties and if these differ upon whether one considers the
special benefit to be allowance of the deduction or the deferral of the
income.

At least in the case of vested benefits, it seems logical to look to
the tax bracket of the employee in measuring the benefit from deferral,'namely,
the size of the interest free loan.

It is clear that for each dollar of retirement benefit purchased the higher
the tax bracket, the greater the "loan." For example, assume at a given age it
will take a set aside of $1000 per year, each year until retirement, to finance a
life annuity of $5000. If the employee is in the 25% bracket, the Treasury's
interest free loan is $250 per year; for the employee in the 507. bracket, the
loan is twice as much or $500 per year.

Moreover, it is not "discriminatory" in favor of higher paid employees -to
provide a larger pension for such employees than for the lower paid as long as
the ratio of pension to pay is not greater for the higher paid than it is for
ltiielower paid. Thus, a plan providing all employees with a pension of 507. of
pay wduld qualify for the special tax treatment. This would seem to magnify the
favoritism to higher paid employees.
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There is no limit on the size of the "loan" that would be made as long
as the ratio of pension benefit to pay is maintained. For example, if an
employee earning $250,000 were entitled to a 507. pension ($125,000) which
cost $25,000 annually, he in effect gets a $12,500 annual loan if his marginal
tax bracket was 507. or $17,500 annually if the maximum tax did not apply and
he reached the 707.-bracket.

Justification for Tax Benefits

What is the justification for the existence of these tax rules? Why should
the tax system provide encouragement for saving for retirement, by not taxing
such amounts until they are spent or are available for spending rather than when
earned? It will be noted that this is inconsistent with the general assumption
that the tax is on income not expenditures and with the lack of similar tax
benefits for savings for other presumably worthwhile purposes.

A possible explanation is the extreme difficulty of planning Adequately for
retirement. People just can't think that far ahead and judge their needs; they
are uncertain about how long they can work, how long they will live after retire-
ment and what the cost of living will be at that stage. Moreover, we are
disturbed when we see a substantial number, according to one estimate as much as
one-quarter, of the elderly, including those who have worked hard all their lives,
living in poverty and many more not able to maintain their previous standard of
living.

These considerations have led, of course, to the adoption and constant
efforts to improve our Social Security system which provides a basic level of
benefits for most Americans.

However, Social Security alone will not replace pre-retirement income. For
many people, it would seem unlikely that the gap will be closed out of personal
savings (even if a tax-incentive to encourage savings were made available).- The
only hope in the absence of substantial Social Security increases is a private
pension.

As mentioned above, the favorable treatment of pension plans under the
Internal Revenue Code is limited to so-called qualified plans -- plans that do not
discriminate in favor of stockholders, officers, supervisors or other highly com-
pensated employees. This seems an implicit recognition that the purpose of the
tax subsidy is to encourage plans for lower paid individuals who are the ones
unlikely to save on their own.

The higher paid who may be expected to provide for their retirement, in any
event, are enciiraged to do so under tax-favored arrangements which benefit
employees in general so that we will gain additional coverage of the low paid
group. Unfortunately, we have failed to keep this goal sufficiently in mind in
judging the success and failures of the private pension system.

The private pension system is not universal and the poor are more likely
to be left out than the-rich.

As the Treasury statedin its explanation of H.R. 12272 introduced in the
last Congress:
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"recent surveys indicate that, in spite of the
incentives provided by existing law, approxi-
mately one-half of the non-agricultural labor
force does not now participate in private
retirement plans and that coverage is not
likely to expand significantly under existing
conditions."

This is true for two reasons -- First many companies do not have retirement
programs. Second, not all employees of companies who do have programs are
covered by these programs.

An analysis of who is and who is not covered prepared by the Bursa of Labor
statistics in 1968 leads to one obvious conclusion. The uncovered one-half is
heavily drawn from employees of small companies who tend to be at the lower end
of the wage scale. For example, the survey shows that for companies where the
average earnings of all employees in the company is less than M5000, the percentage
of workers covered is 30%, while if the average earnings are over $10,000 the
percentage rises to 78%. (See Bankers Trust, The Private Pension Controversy
30 (1973))

Method of Increasing Coverase

This Committee is considering restrictions on age and service requirements
for membership in a plan and mandatory vesting after a specified period of
service as means of increasing the coverage of the private pension system. Other
possibilities may also be suggested.

Many plans exclude employees because they are paid on an hourly basis as
opposed to a weekly salary. This should be prohibited for all companies, big
or small. The Administration has recomended that employees in a bargaining
unit be disregarded, in determining whether a plan discriminates in favor of the
higher paid. It is claimed that unions often prefer other benefits to pensions
and if this free choice is made there is no reason to limit the pension'of
employees outside the bargaining unit to the level desired by the union. This
may cause particular difficulty when industry-wide bargaining is involved. It
seems to me we have to know more about the effect this rule would have on the
collective bargaining process before it can be adopted. In any event, it should
be noted that under such a rule, there may be cases where the union voluntarily
or otherwise, chooses to forego pensions and a plan is adopted covering only a
few highly paid executives. Therefore, the operation of such a rule should be
limited to those cases where a significant number of lower paid people will be
in the plan,

Some plans exclude employees by requiring the employees to make contributions
as a pre-condition to coverage or denying employer financed benefits if the
employee chooses to withdraw his own contribution on termination of employment
(the Civil Service Retirement System is guilty of the. latter practice). Offering
an employee the carrot of immediate recovery of his accumulated contributions
upon pre-retirement separation from service, if he agrees to forego employer
financed benefits is contrary to the whole purpose of the private pension program--
encouraging savings for retirement and should. be prohibited. Contributory plans
have a long history and one hesitates to cavalierly advocate their prohibition but
I would suggest that the burden of proof be put'on those who advocate their
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retention, There may be something to the position that in certain instances
employer financed benefits would be inadequate and the employee needs to be
encouraged Vo save for his own retirement. Before buying this, however, one
Wants some assurance that employees at all income levels tend to participate
-and the result is not to leave a large number of lower paid without even an
inadequate pension.

Another means by which the lower paid got relatively less benefits from
a qualified plan is the practice of integrating such plans with Social Security.
In general, this permits the employer to treat a portion of Social Security
benefits as part of his plan and to reduce the benefits he pays accordingly.

For example, the benefit formula may be 50% of pay reduced by 83% of the
primary Social Security benefit. "For low income people this will mean little
or no benefit from the private plan. For high income individuals the Social
Security offset will have relatively little effect.

Integration would seem to play a proper role in insuring that the total
retirement benefit (from Social Security and the private plan) does not exceed
full replacement of pre-retirement earnings. On the other side of the coin it
seems impossible to justify any special tax benefits for a plan which covers
gal those employees earning in excess of the Social Security wage base. It
seems therefore, that integration should not be allowed unless the total benefit
after application of the integration formula will adequately replace pre-
retirement earnings (say 70-80 of pay at lover levels).

Of course, even the adoption of these proposals will not give us anything
close to 100 coverage. In particular, there will be no effect on employees whb
work for companies which do not have retirement programs. This has led the
Administration to recommend that "employees who wish to save independently for
their retirement or to supplement employer-financed pensions should be allowed
to deduct on their income tax returns amounts set aside for these purposes."

The primary effect of this proposal will be tax reductions for employees,
Lucluding all.lederal employees earning less than about $21,000, who now
contribute to employer sponsored programs. To this degree, it will result in
no additional retirement coverage -- but produce considerable revenue loss to the
Treasury./

Moreover, the large percentage of any new plans will undoubtedly be created
by high income individuals and will merely involve the transfer of existing sav-
ings from one account to another. Canada has a similar program. The figures show
then even 12 years after adoption of the program in 1969, only about 1.2% of all
returns ?11*4dby persons earning less than $10,000 a year showed contributions
while over 35%'4f-those persons earning in excess of $25,000 were participating.

±* It may be justifiable on equitable grounds to allow a tax deduction to those,
such as federal employees, who are required to contribute to retirement.
programs as a condition of employment, but such proposals should not masquefade
as a means of increasing coverage.
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A tax credit in lieu of a deduction, as proposed by S.1179, will
probably result in a less unequal distribution of benefits. Nevertheless,
it seems unreasonable to expect many people who now cannot afford to put
aside money, for retirement to save, for example, $500 per year merely
because this would reduce their current tax bill by $125.

Most important provision of a tax incentive for individual savings would
seem to lose sight of the theory behind qualified plans -- to encourage sav-
ings for retirement in a form which provides security for the low paid who
would otherwise not be able to achieve it. When an individual establishes his
own-retirement account, he Rrovides only for himself. If there is to be a tax
incentive for such savings, it should be limited to those who have need for
government aid. It should not be available to the higher paid. Similar
objections should be raised to the present exclusion for individual savings,
available under section 403(b), to employees of tax exempt organizations and
public schools and to qualified plans which permit an election on the part of
the employee to participate or take cash currently.

Bringing vast nuabers of low paid workers into the mainstream of private
retirement programs is difficult if not impossible to accomplish. Thus, the
Labor movement generally concentrates on Social Security urging that benefits
be raised to the level where Social Security alone will assure the average wage
earner that he could continue to live in his present manner after retirement.
The private pension system would then function primarily for those with above
average earnings.

If this is not to be done and a private pension is to be considered as a
partner with Social Security in securing income maintenance, then it seems-
necessary to explore the feasibility and desirability of a compulsory private
system. Tax incentives alone will not lure everyone into a voluntary system.

This is a long-term project but there are things which can be done in the
meantime to increase the fairness of the private pension system and to get
greater equity in the distribution of its tax benefits.

First, we should remove or lower the barriers to eligibility, discussed
above, such as job classification, age, length of service, willingness to
contribute and integration with Social Security.

Second, we should take steps (Vesting, Funding, insurance) to insure that
those actually covered by private plans will get the benefits they expect and
will not be disappointed.

Third, we should limit the presently avA. 1(Niu tax benefits to the higher
paid.

Restrictions on Benefits

As stated above, there are no limitations to the benefits that can be
accorded under a qualified retirement plan. For example, if the president of
a large corporation earns $250,000 and the company Provides a pension equal
to 70. of pay, it can pay its president $175,000 a year from its qualified
plan. Such a pension would require an accumulation in excess of $2 million.
It is hard to see, particularly in light of severe restraints imposed on
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federal expenditures generally how we can justify a "tax expenditure" to help
finance a pension of that size to one individual, particularly one who should
be well able to provide for his own retirement.

Some might say that if you can provide a 70% pension to someone earning
$10,000 a year, through a qualified retirement plan, equality of treatment
requires that a man earning $250,000 also be allowed a pension equal to 70%
of earnings. Even if I were to be tempted by this assertion in a situation
where all workers are participating, I see no merit to it where 50% of the
working population is excluded. Why should their tax burden be increased be-
cause of the extreme tax savings for those who receive such large pensions
when the excluded 50% get nothing at all themselves. Moreover, it must be
remembered that because the higher the tax bracket, the greater the interest
free loan, a high paid individual is given more of a break than the low paid
even when his pension is the same percentage of pay. Thus, he may still get as
much help in relation-to pay even when his pension is limited to a lower
percentage of earnings.* This would seem to maintain enough of a carrot to
encourage the establishment of private pension plans.

Others might suggest a tax deferred set-aside for retirement is necessary
because otherwise the inordinately high tax rates make it impossible to build
an adequate nest egg. I am not swayed very far by this argument but in any
event I think it is precluded by the adoption of the 50% maximum tax on earned
income.

Finally, it is essential to make very clear what is not being proposed.
There is no suggestion that the amount of retirement benefits payable to an
employee cannot be as high as an employer wants. If he wants to reward
"excellence" by paying a pension of $175,000 or more a year, he can do so and
such payment, as long as it represents reasonable compensation will be
deductible when paid.

The issue is whether there should be a limit on the amount of benefits
the Treasury should help finance through the special tax benefits to qualified
plans.

No one would propose a direct expenditure towards the payment of such a
pension and a tax expenditure is not any more justifiable.

* For example compare the following cases assuming a qualified pension can be
based on only the first $50,000 of earnings and the plan calls for a 50%
benefit.

Assumed Assumed Interest Loan as % of
Earnings Benefit Tax Bracket Contribution Free Loan Comyensatiom

$ 20,000 $10,000 25% $2000 $ 500 2-1/2%
$ 50,000 $25,000 507. $5000 $2500 5%
$100,00 $25,000 50. $5000 $2500 2-1/2%

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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To its credit, the Administration is clearly troubled by the tendency
of the tax subsidy to private pension plans to unduly favor highly compen-
sated individuals. Thus, the President suggests increasing the annual limit
for deductible contributions on behalf of self-employed individuals to $7500
or 15% of income whichever is less because the "distinction In treatment
(between self-employed persons and employees] is not based or, any difference
in reality." While the administration proposal narrows tbh distinction, a
substantial difference remains. Why, if as the President acknowledges the
difference is not based on reality, did the administration not propose either
scrapping the limitations or applying them across the board? The answer
sees obvious. They were unwilling to further open up the unwarranted tax
advantage of an unlimited set-aside for retirement by making it available to
the self-employed. Yet they were not brave enough to face the complaints of
those whose tax benefits would be reduced if similar limits were placed on
corporate plans. I beliloo it is essential to face these complaints.

The amount of the limits on benefits is essentially a value judgment but
the limit should not be so small so as to eliminate the incentive to establish
qualified plans. It may be noted that $50,000 is the maximum amount of earn-
ings which can be taken into account under the administration's proposal
relating to self-employed individuals. Limiting a pension payable from a
qualified plan to 70 or 80% of this amount would seem reasonable, although the
Committee may want to consider further restrictions.

The limitation is most easily and equitably stated in terms of a
restriction on the amount that could be set aside on a tax deferred basis to
provide a pension for any one individual. Once the vested amount set aside
for any employee equalled this amount, any future vesting of contributions or
earnings on the account would be currently taxable.

I recognize that there will be many people who will object to such an
across the board limitation. Therefore, I would like to address myself to
the question of whether there is any justification at all for a less -

, universal limit.

As indicated above, the purpose of the special tax benefits to qualified
plans is to secure coverage for 1&4 paid individuals. Therefore, it is
reasonable to examine individual plans to see what proportion of the persons
covered are low paid or what portion of the total dollar value of the benefits
is allocated to the low paid. Low paid for this purpose might be defined as
those earning less than the taxable wage base under Social Security.

If the benefits under the plan are predominantly for higher paid individuals
there is little reason to encourage the plan as it then exists. It could be
brought into line by limiting the benefits to the high paid to a specified dollar

limit or more logically to that amount necessary to produce the required
percentage benefit for the lower paid.

If neither of these proposals seem acceptable, it is not entirely
unreasonable ,to impose limitations only on persons who are substantial owners of
a business, although it should not depend upon the form of business organization.
These persons are in essence saving their own money which would otherwise come to
them as owners of the business. If individual savings for retirement are not
deductible (or are deductible subject to severe limitations), it may seem
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illogical to permit deductions for essentially individual savings just because
the individual works for himself ae an employee. The difference, of course,
is that when the plan is established as an employer it may be necessary to
provide coverage for employees but it may be noted that closely held businesses
are the ones most likely to have pension plans which benefit only a few highly
paiO people.

Imposing limitations solely on professional corporations is illogical. It
can only be justified if the HR 10 limits are to be kept and it is desired to
remove the artificial stimulation to professional corporations because one feels
such corporations are undesirable on public policy grounds.

Add .onal Considerations

Other Special Tax Benefits

This paper would not be complete without brief mention of the totally
unwarranted special tax benefits for qualified plans # capital gain treatment
and special averaging for lump sum distributions, estate tax exclusion and
postponement of tax on appreciation of securities of the employer distributed
by the plan.

The special treatment for lump sum distributions is a classic case
of putting the cart before the horse. Special averaging is supposedly necessary
to avoid the harsh results from bunching in one year income which was accumulated
over many years. In actual fact, however, most lump sum distributions I know of
are the result of a desire to take advantage of the special tax treatment.

It is senseless to encourage retired persons to take the entire amount
accumulated for their retirement security in one year and risk its possible
dissipation instead of spreading the receipt of the pension over their
lifetime.

Bunching need not occur. Under the Code if an annuity contract is distributed,
taxation is deferred until the annuity becomes payable. Similar rules can be
adopted with respect to special types of government bonds or bank accounts. No
special averaging procedure is necessary or desirable.

The Profit Sharing Council of America has argued that most lump sum
distributions are relatively small. Moreover, since profit sharing is not nec-
essarily intended to provide retirement income there is no reason to discourage
lump-sum distributions. This testimony raises several questions. Since most
of the justification for qualified plans is stated in terms of the need for
retirement security does Congress intend to confer special tax benefits on profit
sharing plans to the extent they are not for retirement purposes? Does the
Council's argument extend to lump sum distributions from pension plans or to
profit sharing plans without a fixed contribution formula, as is common in closely
held businesses? Does the general ratio of lump sum distributions apply to
benefits at retirement? Does it exist with respect, to intermediate benefits as
opposed to the very small or very large?

It is also unwise as well as being an unfair tax advantage, to have special
incentives for distributions in the form of employer stock. It seems to me to be-
more logical to prohibit, or at least discourage, investments in employer stock
under either a profit sharing or a pension plan. It may be noted that the special
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tax benefits are available only in the caseof funded plans which provide more

security for the employee than just the employer's promise. When the plan

assets consist to a large extent of the stock of the employer, in many cases

this does not appreciably increase the security the employee would have under

an unfunded arrangement.

!nstink
I think the important point to emphasize in comparing S.4 and S.1631 is

the similarity rather than the differences. For employees hired at age 31 or

32-, 50. (11 years) and full vesting (16 years) are achieved at the same point

under both proposals. S.4 achieves faster vesting than S.1631 for those

who begin work at age 30 or younger, and takes longer for 507. vesting

for those hired at 33 or older. It should also be noted that S.4 recognizes

the possibility of alternative approaches to vesting. If a compromise is to

be sought between the two proposals, I would suggest that 50% vesting be

required at whichever of the following occurs first: 10 years of participation

or 5 years of participation and age 45.

Adninis tration

It seems to me to be Ynost important to distinguish between the sanc tons

to be applied and the agency which will apply them. For example, loss of tax

exemption is not a very good deterrent to so-called prohibited transactions. The

kind of penalties proposed in S.1631 seem much better but as that bill recommends

there is no reason why such penalties cannot be applied by the Internal Revenue

Service. It would seem to me that it is even possible for more flexible

penalties to be applied by the Service.

Vesting standards are best imposed as conditions for qualification. 9.4

u gpts to apply vesting (and funding) requirements to non-qualified plans but

I doubt if this will be very meaningful, at least in part due to the 25 employee

requirement.

On the other hand, the suggested sanction for failure to fund suggested by

S.1631, full vesting of accrued benefits, would not seem appropriate in all

cases. A requirement that the employer assume liability at least up to the

required funding may be better.
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3tateont by Harold T. Swartz
Before the Subcommittee

on Private Pension Plans
of the Cognittee on Finanek

United States et

__ r -k31," 1173

My name is Harold T. Swartz. Before my retirement from

the Internal Revenue Service a little more than a year ag6,

I occupied the position of Assistant Commissioner (Technical)

of the Internal Revenue Service. One of the functions of

that office is to issue rulings and technical advice on the

provisions of the Internal Revenue Code relating to pension,

profit-sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans. I have

been involved with those provisions since 1942 when the tax

laws pertaining to private retirement plans were substantially

overhauled.

My comments will be limited generally to the administra-

tion and enforcement of the provisions in the Internal

Revenue Code relating to employees' pension, annuity, and

profit-sharing plans.

Under present law, section 401 of the Code sets forth

the requirements for the qualification of these plans and

the tax results of many other provisions of the Code depend

on whether or not a particular plan mees t ii€±equirements

-of section. 401.
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For example:

I. Whether the income earned by a pension trust is

exempt from taxation under section 501.

?, When the contributions by an employer are deduct-

jole under section 404.

i, When the beneficiary of an employee's trust is

taxable on the contributions made to the trust on his

4, Whether the beneficiary of a plan is entitled to

capital gain treatment (or the seven year averaging treat-

ent) on total lump-sum distributions from a .trust.

5t, Whether a life insurance company may treat certain

reterves as "pension plan reserves" under section 805(d).

6, Whether for estate tax purposes, the value of cer-

Vain annuity or other payments are excluded from the gross

@ptate under section 2039(c).

7, Whether for gift tax purposes, an election by an

employee to provide a survivor annuity to his beneficiary is

an exempt gift under section 2517.

Thus, whether any agency of the Oovernment other than

the Treasury is granted enforcement authority over the vest-

ing, funding, or other similar provisions of private retire-

ment plans, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue will still

have to examine into -the qualification of all such plans
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under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code in order to

determine the tax results in all of the foregoing situations.

Prior to the pension trust legislation in the Revenue

Act of 1942 there were a limited number of funded pension and

profit-sharing plans in existence. While there were some

large corpoAtions that maintained pension trusts and group

annuity plans for their rank and file employees, there had

begun to be established a large number of plans which were

designed to cover only the officers, and other highly com-

pensated employees. There were no provisions in the tax laws

at that time that prohibited favorable tax treatment to this

type of plan.

After the 1942 Act, no longer could an employer maintain

a funded deferred compensation plan that could continue to

receive favorable tax treatment where it covered only a

selected group of employees.

The 1942 Act provided that employee retirement plans,.in

order to qualify, had to cover a stated percentage of total

employees or a classification of employees found by the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue not to discriminate in

favor of employees who are officers, shareholders, supervisors,

or highly compensated employees.

Despite these situations, a large number of employers

rushed to establish qualifjed.deferred compensation plans
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for their employees. One of the reasons for their popularity

was that contributions were deductible for excess-profits tax

purposes. Another reason was that under the rules governing

salary and wage restrictions then in effect, a contribution

made to such a plan by an employer on behalf of an employee

was not considered to be a prohibited increase in salary or

wages.

One of the questions that Congress considered in 1942

was that of "vesting . During the hearings on the Bill many

employers testified that a fast vesting requirement would be

extremely costly, particularly in pension and annuity plans.

They testified that-this could very well discourage the

establishment of plans and might compel cut-backs in bent-

fits under existing plans. Apparently the Congress was

impressed by this testimony because it did not provide in the

1942 Act for any requirement for vesting.

Upon enactment of the 1942 Act, the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue was faced with the responsibility of

administering and enforcing the deferred compensation pro-

visions. Very few, if any, corporations wanted to establish

a plan until the Commissioner had issued a ruling that its

particular plan qualified-under the new law.

As a result, the Commissioner set up a separate pension

trust office within Internal Revenue to issue advance'rulings
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on deferred compensation plans and to administer the pro-

visions of the new law.

At the present time there are approximately 400 specialists

in the field offices of the Internal Revenue Service and about

60 specialists in the National Office in Washington who devote

their entire time to the administration and enforcement of

these provisions of the Code.

Vesting

Under section 401(a)(7) of the Code, a qualified plan must

provide that an employee's rights are to become vested upon

termination of the plan or upon complete discontinuance of

contributions thereunder. In addition the regulations require

full vesting of benefits at the time an employee reaches

normal retirement age.

While there are no other specific provisions in the Code

with respect to vesting of benefits, the Internal Revenue

Service has required fast vesting in many plans seeking qualifi-

.cation under section 401. This is particularly true of profit-

sharing and stock bonus plans. Such plans usually provide that

the nonvested portion of the credits in an employee's account

are forfeited when an employee leaves the employer before retire-

ment. These forfeited amounts are allocated among the accounts

of the remaining participants. Since the officers and highly

compensated employees tend to remain with the employer until

retirement these allocations of nonvested for leitures often

result in final benefits discriminating in their favor.
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It is the practice of the Internal Revenue Service to insist

that in order to qualify, such plans contain vesting provisions

adequate enough to prevent this.

With respect to pension and annuity plans, forfeitures may

not be used to increase the benefits of remaining employees.

These forfeitures, if any, must be used to reduce the employers'

contribution or premium cost of the plan in the following years.

In addition, the Internal Revenue Service has held that a pension

plan, in certain instances, may not qualify under section 401 un-

less satisfactory vesting provisions are incorporated in the plan

to prevent contributions or benefits from discriminating in favor

of officers, shareholders, supervisors or highly compensated em-

ployees. Revenue Ruling number 71-263, published in the Internal

Revenue Cumulative Bulletin for 1971, describes a plan that

covered all employees but provided benefits only for employees

who retired at age 65 with 15 years of service. The employees,

other than officers etc., were workers who stayed on the job only

a relative short time so that only the executive employees re-

mained to receive any benefits. The Ruling holds that such a

plan does not qualify under section 401. The Ruling indicates,

however, that the plan might qualify if satisfactory provisions

for vesting are provided.

.Funding

With regard to funding, the Code contains no specific

provisions relating to the funding of benefits, however,

Treasury regulations and rulings require-that contributions

to a qualified pension-or annuity plan must be funded to the
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extent of the current pension liabilities, plus interest

on the unfunded past service cost-

The Service often checks the status of the funding of

a plan during the course of an audit. While it is concerned

also with a plan that may be overfunded because a contribu-

tion to an overfunded plan is not considered-to be deductible

as an ordinary and necessary expense, it at the same time

enforces the rules regarding underfunding.

Termination

While there are no provisions in the Code that require

plan termination insurance, there are regulations and rulings

that are designed to protect employees in the event-of ter-

mination of a plan.

Under existing law a plan, in order to qualify, must

expressly provide that upon termination of the plan or upon

complete discontinuance of contributions under the plan,

the rights of each employee to benefits accrued to the date

of such terminations, to the extent then funded, must become

vested.

In the event a plan is terminated, or if contributions

are curtailed, the Internal Revenue Service requires that

certain information is to be filed so that a determination

may be made as to the effect of the termination or curiail-

ment on the prior qualification of the plan.

8-2355 0 - 73 - pt. 
2
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The regulations also contain provisions that are de-

signed to benefit the lower paid participants in the event

a plan is terminated within ten years after its establish-

ment or where the current costs for the first ten years of

the plan have not been fully funded.

Thus, the Internal Revenue Service has had considerable

experience in enforcing existing rules pertaining to termi-

nation of plans.

Enforcement

While not required by the Code, almost all funded de-

ferred compensation plans are submitted to the Internal

Revenue Service for approval before they are put into effect.

These plans are thoroughly examined by Internal Revenue

pension specialists before a determination is made as to

whether the plan qualifies under section 401. In addition,

when a substantial amendment is made to. the plan it is

usually submitted to the Internal Revenue Service for a

new determination letter.

After the plan has been established, the Internal

Revenue Service during the audit of the tax-return of an,

employer, examines the continued qualification of the plan

in operation.

There is an appeals procedure under which a taxpayer

may request that a proposed disqualification of a plan, or

a proposed disallowance of a contributiQn deduction, be
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submitted to the pension specialists in the National Office

of the Internal Revenue Service for review. The taxpayer is

entitled to file a brief and is entitled to be heard in

conference in the National Office, The same procedures are

available where a District Director proposes to revoke the

exemption of a trust when he is of the opinion that the trust

has entered into a prohibited transactions under section 503

of the Code.

Conclusion

The Internal Revenue Service has more than 400 pension

experts in its field offices and more than 50 pension specia-

lists and actuaries in its National Office in Washington.

They all have had experience with the problems relating to

vesting, funding, termination and qualification of pension,

profit-sharing, stock bonus and annuity plans. The Internal

Revenue Service has been administering and enforcing the

existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code relating to

these plans for more than 30 years and will have to continue

to do so.

During the first nine months of the fiscal year 1973,

Internal Revenue agents have examined into more than 23,00

returns involving Code section 404 deductions and the

employee plans pertaining thereto. In addition, they

audited more than 9,000 Forms 990-P filed by trustees of

pension and profit-sharing trusts.
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A new Employees Plan Master File system has been adopted

by the Internal Revenue Service which, starting with the

taxable year 1971, will enable it to account for all plans,

the employer entities adopting such plans, the trust funds

involved, and the fiduciaries of such plans. The system

will also provide data for statistical purposes, detection

of non-filers and selection for audit examinatiohs.

It would seem logical and preferable, therefore, that

any additional vesting, funding,.and other similar provisions

that may be required of these plans be enforced-and admini-

stered through the Treasury Department.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARROLL J' SAVAGE, IVINS, PHILLIPS & BARKER
WASHINGTON, D.C.

1. Administration and Enforcement of Retirement Plan Legislation

Speaking from the standpoint of a private practitioner repre-

senting employers, employees, and plan administrators in all

aspects of the establishment and operation of private pension

plans, including compliance with the various applicable regulatory

statutes, it seems to me that certain assumptions may be generally

agreed upon in approaching the question of administration and

enforcement of any new legislative rules applicable to this area.

Historically, the institution of the private pension plan

has grown in a remarkably short time to staggeringly large pro-

portions with relatively little regulation. Even among those

most insistent on new legislation to assure greater protection of

employees through vesting,-funding, termination insurance and

fiduciary standards, most agree that a large proportion of the

plans in'existence today operate in a manner which would be sub-

stantially unaffected by many of. the major legislative proposals

now under consideration. Accordingly, a sound approach to new

rules will be one which deals effectively with the deficiencies

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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which have been identified without unnecessarily regulating

those plans which do not exhibit those defic.encies.

Host advocates of legislation agres that those persons who

are not covered by any retirement plan at all or are covered only

by a plan providing low benefits pressni a problem at least as

pressing as that of the adequately covered worker who may lose

expected benefits. Since approximately one-half of the labor force

is still not covered by private retirement plans, regulation of the

design and behavior of plans which today fall short of acceptable

standards must be carried out in a way which does not have a

tendency to discourage the continued improvement and expansion of

private plan coverage.

Much has been written in the last few years on the history

of the private pension movement and ned not be repeated here.

Until this time, the basic federal statutory rules bearing on the

substantive content of pension plans have been found in section

401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and predecessor pro-

visions, and have been administered by the Internal Revenue Service.

Since 1958, the Department of Labor has been charged with adminis-

tration of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, which deals

principally with disclosure but also contains some limited provisions

regulating the conduct of plan administrators.

The first issue.presented here today, and one which I regard as

of great importance, is whether any legislation which is enacted
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concerning eligibility, vesting, and funding in the private

pension area should be administered by the Treasury Department

through the Internal Revenue Service, which presently administers

rules on these subjects, by the Department of Labor, or by both

departments simultaneously. In addition, the question is posed

as to the proper administering agency in the case of adoption of

a termination insurance program or a portability program, neither

of which currently exists in any form. finally, although not

directly posed by any conflicting approaches in pending legisla-

tion, the mode of enforcement of any nov rules relating to

fiduciary responsibility is, in my opinion, deserving of attention.

A. Z91iibility. Vesting and lunding

The tax rules presently applicable to funded employee trusts

which fail to meet the qualifications of section 401(a) of the

Internal Revenue Code are so extremely adverse that it is safe to

say that virtually all funded retirement arrangements are e-

tablished to comply with these rules. The result of a failure of

a plan to qualify is the taxation of employees on the full value

of their accrued benefits as and when they become vested, without
2/

regard to whether the benefits are then payable, and the denial of

a deduction to the contributing employer until the employee does

become vested. In other words, if the plan provides for full

and immediate vesting, the active employee is immediately taxed
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in full on his future retirement benefits as they accrue. If

the plan contains no vesting, the employer, although Making

regular contributions, will obtain no tax deduction until the

employee retiree and receives his benefits. The situation in

between, that of graduated deferred vesting as ts found in

most plans, is equally intolerbl . lFurthermorel the earnings

of a trust under a nonqualified plan are fully taxable.

Because of thee* adverse consequences, I am aware of no

instances in which funded retirement plans have been established

in an intentional effort to circumvent the rules of section 401(a).

Accordingly, it is fair to say that these rules have been to a large

extent self-enforcin. In my opinion, cooperative compliance would

not be likely to continue at as high a level if the statutory re-.

quirements were enforced only through court orders without automatic

sanctions. In such instances, there is an all too frequent tendency

te comply with aspect of the legislation which are considered

onerous only to the extent ordered to do so, resulting in an en-

forcement procedure which is slow and cumbersome. One example of

the dramatic contrast in enforcement effectiveness of the two ap-

proaches can be found in recent experience with sex discrimination

in retirement plans. Title VII of the Civil RiShts Act of 1964.,

prohibits sex discrimination in employment and the Equal Employment

Opportunity Coamission .is given atrons enforaoement authority through
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1/
the federal courts. I Regulations under the Act, promulgated in

1968, provided specifically that differences in retirement ase

based on sex are prohibited. / But reaction to the statute or reou-

lotions among pension plans containing suoh differences has been

slow. The reluctance to change voluntarily in response to these

rules is evident from the decided cases Appearing in the advance

sheets for years thereafter each of which has resulted in a court

order to single employers to eliminate &Se differences in a plan.1'

By contrast, when the Internal Revenue Service in 1971 changed its

rules on plans integrated with Social Security to require for the1/
first time use of the same retirement age for man and women# it

was my experience that every employer affected by these rules

voluntarily amended its plan to bring it ihto compliance before the

deadline of April I, 1972 set by the Internal Revenue Service for

such changes. Based on evidence of this type, I strongly submit

that the approach of S. 4 to administration and enforcement of

proposed rules on eligibility, vesting and fundinS may be expected

to be less effective than the approach taken by S. 1179 and 5. 1631

which continue the present system reinforced by more specific re-

quirements in each of these areas.

To say that the present requirements are largely self-enforcinj

is not intended to imply that no administrative bureaucracy has been

required in this area. For corporate plans covering most workers,

the present statutory rules Arie very senerat, oentoring basically
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around the legislative requirement that in order to avoid un-
0

favorable tax treatment a plan must not discriminate ain favor of

officers, stockholders, or supervisory or highly-paid employees.

Around this legislative standard the Internal Revenue Service,

through detailed regulations developed over many years and through

hundreds of published rulings, has-evolved numerous specific criteria

with which plans must comply, including administrative rules speoifi-

cally relating to eligibility, veiting and funding. Furthermore,

local District Offices of the Internal Revenue Service, which are

staffed with agents who are specialists in this area, are empowered

to review specific plans and issue advance determination letters con-

cerning qualification when plans are established and amended, and

the vast majority of plans seek such determinations, again because

of the risk of adverse tax treatment inherent in failure to qualify.

Detailed reporting by employers and trustees is required, which forms

a basis for office or field audit by agents who are specialists in
U/

this area.

It seems evident that the provisions of proposed legislation,

if added to the Internal Revenue Code as requirements for tax

qualification, would be administered in very much the same way as

the present provisions with hardly a ripple in the bureaucratic

machinery. Administration and enforcement of such provisions by

the Department of Labor, however, would require the creation of a

completely new and quite extensive bureaucracy. 'This seems not only
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unnecessary but unwise. Some of the proposed provisions, such as

those concerning funding, are highly technical and would require

considerable expertise to administer properly. The Internal Revenue

Service has already accumulated this expertise, particularly in

the area of actuarial techniques and actuarial personnel, but also

in such matters as report processing and audit procedures, 4nd the

handling of rulings. It would inevitably require some time before

similar capabilities could be developed in another department.

The most serious problem which would result from the enact-

ment of S. 4 but which would be avoided by the approach taken in

S. 1179 and S. 1631 is that of dual administration. Since 8, 4

does not repeal the nondiscrimination provisions of the Internal

Revenue Code on which are based the present administrative rules

concerning eligibility, vesting and funding,, we are not dealing

simply with the question of which agency should administer private

pension plan legislation. Rather, in the present posture of

pending proposals we are dealing with the question of whether

these rules should be administered by a single agency or by tiwo

separate agencies simultaneously. The approach of S. 4 would lead

to a need for dual staffs, dual reporting requirements and dual

audits which could not be fully avoided by interdepartmental

coordination due to the differences in the statutory requirements.

This would not only be wasteful and-inefficient., but frustrating and

burdensome and costly for those being regulated. Accordingly,
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it 'seems a compelling conclusion that if the 'approach of S. 4

should be adopted, the creation of an enforcement authority in the

Department of Labor should be accompanied by a repeat of the pro-

visions of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with this subjct-

matter. In such circumstances, it would be sufficient and desirable

simply to provide that the present tax consequences will follow

from issuance of a registration certify oate by the Secretary of

Labor, and to specify the limits on the amount of contributions

under registered plans which can be deducted by employers in any

year. Unfortunately, even this would not be a satisfactory solution

to the problem of duplication unless S. 4 were extended both in the

aspects of the subject which it regulates and the plans to which it

applies. For example, S. 4 does not deal at all with small plans

(25 participants and under) and does not contain any rules bn such1W
matters as coverage and integration with Social Security benefits.

Some comentatorp have taken the position that the Internal

Revenue Service should not administer retirement plan legislation

because it is concerned not with the protection of the rights of

employees but with protection of the revenue. Thi is merely to

assume a conclusion. Internal Revenue Service personnel administering

a set of vesting, funding or other rules designed to protect the rights

of employees will, based on my experience of dealing with Internal

Revenue Service administration of plans under current law, Locus on

compliance with those rules in the same manier as any other civil

servant administering similar rules, without regard to, revenue con-

siderattons.
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Another conclusion which is sometimes stated as though it

were foregone is that "pension regulation belongs in the agency

established to protect the interests of workers." If pension

coverage were made mandatory, perhaps so, but as long as it is

not I believe that this proposition is no more warranted then would

be the proposition that pension regulation should be centered in the

Department of Comerce because pensions are established by private

business interests. The fact is that the private pension movement

has so many aspects and is typified by so much divavsity that it

cannot be characterized as the natural charge of any existing agency,

but there are practical and historical reasons for continued adminis-

tration of the program by the Treasury.

In sumary, X believe that the approach to administration and

enforcement of the eligibility, vesting and funding requirements

which is contained in 8. 4 is inferior to the approach taken

by S. 1179 and 8. 1631, because

(a) it would be less effective

(b) it would create an unnecessary new bureaucraoy

(c) it would not take full advantage of existing

governmental expertisel

(d) it would inevitably result in duplication of

governmental functions and dual regulation of

retirement plans.

for these reasons I believe the approach of S. 4, given the same
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substantive content of the proposed new rules, would have a

greater tendency than S. 1179 or S. 1631 to place unnecessary

burdens on the many plans which to date have exhibited no need for

additional government regulation and would also have a greater

tendency to discourage the creation of new plans.

B. PortabilitY and Insurance

Since there is nothing comparable to these provisions in

present law, much of the above discussion is inapplicable to the

issue of which agency should administer such programs if they are

enacted. However, there seems no particular reason to place these

functions in the Department of Labor if other regulatory functions

are not placed there.

With respect to portability, the clearinS-house approach of

S. 4 creates an additional bureaucracy which, in view of its

voluntary nature, could be justified only by citing the very marginal

benefit of consolidating the pension checks of some workers who have

acquired vested rights under several plans. The Report on S. 4 by

the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare suggests that the clearing-

house might be dispensable if the tax laws were amended to permit

tax-free transfer of credits. This approach of amending the tax

laws is adopted by S. 1179 and S. 1631. If portability is deemed

desirable, there iv much to be said for delaying the creation of

any new federal bureaucracy until there has been more experience

with a tax law change which might accomplish much of the same

objective on a self-administering basis.
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With respect to plan termination insurance, S. 1179 takes

the approach that this sort of risk pooling among under-funded

plans may not be strictly a governmental function, and proposes a

nongovernmental, nonprofit membership corporation to perform the

same functions proposed by S. 4 to be placed in the Department of

Labor. If plan termination insurance is deemed desirable, the

use of such a nongovernmental membership corporation seems a sound

approach to continuation of the successful self-regulation whioh

has characterized the private pension plan movement to date.
C. Fiduciary Standards and Disclosure

The Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act provides that

retirement plans covering more than 25 participants must file

plan descriptions with the Secretary of Labor and that plans

covering 100 or more participants must file annual reports. For

the last 10 years the Act has provided the Secretary with investiga-16/
tive and enforcement powers. Although it is clear that the pro-

visions of the Act are not as strong as they should be either with

respect to the information required or the investigative and en-

forcement powers conferred on the Secretary, it is also clear that

the Act has not been administered and enforced to nearly its full

potential. My experience has been that there are many plan adminis-

trators covered by the Act who do not file'or who file incomplete

information without apparent repercussions. Furthermore, the in-

formation which up until this year has been required under the
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regulations has not been calculated to make the Act useful for its

intended purpose. Therefore, to some extent the problem has

been not one of inadequate laws but rather of a failure of enforce-

ment.

The Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act nov in affect

touches on fiduciary responsibility in requiring bonding of plan

administrators and imposing criminal penalties for embezzlement and

kickbacks. The Internal Revenue Code also deals with this area

in its provisions resulting in loss of trust exemption where plan

administrators ongage in prohibited transactions, including various

non-arm's length transactions with the employer'
2I

Both 8. 4 and the Administration proposals (8. 1557) contain

substantially similar provisions on fiduciary responsibility and dis-

closure and provide for continuation of the administration of these

functions by the Department of Labor. In addition, the Administra-

tion proposals embodied in 8. 1631 would mend the prohibited trans-

action provisions of the Internal Revenue Code to define fiduciary

duties by reference to the amended Welfare and Pension Plans Dis-

closure Act and to impose an excise tax on plan administrators who

run afoul of these provisions, substantially similar to the excise

taxes imposed on foundation managers by Chapter 42 of the Internal'

Revenue Code added by the Tax Reform 
Act of 1969.

2; /

While there has been little disagreement on the .fact that now
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rules are desirable relating to fiduciary responsibility, it seems

to me that in this instance the Administration proposals are

guilty of the same duplication that it sought to avoid in the

handling of eligibility, vesting end funding proposals. We are

faced with two agencies being simultaneously $ranted investiSatory

and enforcement powers over identical offenses. One agency is

told to proceed by action in the federal district courts while the

Tax Court is granted Jurisdiction to handle the more automatic

penalties imposed by the other. I am concerned that there may

be a bit of overkill in this which is not present to the sam

degree in the private foundation area where, although state

authorities may have concurrent rules, there is no duplication of

federal enforcement agencies.

There are good reasons to continue the disclosure functions

in the Department of Labor under a new statute expanding these

functions. I believe it also acceptable to follow the approach

of 8. 4 and 8. 1557 of placing responsibility for enforcing the

new fiduciary responsibility rules in that department. however,

I am intrigued with the excise tax approach taken by 8. 1631.

This approach cures the criticism which has been leveled in the

past at IRS enforcement of prohibited transaction rules, 1.1.,

that the loss of exemption of the trust was so great a penalty

on innocent parties that it would not as a practical matter be

invoked. In viev. of the poor record of enforoamt 4y the Labor

Department under the statute now in force and the fairly good

g1.135 0.$ pt, - 14
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enforcement experience of the Internal Revenue Service under the

very general rules which it has been charged with administering to

date, I would suggest to the Administration and this Committee that

they take a careful look at the idea of using thb proposed excise

tax provisions as the primary enforcement tool in this area, cutting

back the overlapping powers of enforcement of fiduciary responsibility

rules proposed to be granted to the Secretary of Labor by S. 1557.

In any event, I would urge that, if the excise tax rules are adopted,

further study be devoted to the question of whether additional pro-

visions are needed to avoid problems of concurrent enforcement.

II. Limitations on Pension benefits

In discussing the question of whether upper dollar limitations

should be placed on the amount of individual retirement benefits

which will be given the tax treatment applicable to qualified bene-

fits in general, it is important to put the matter in proper

analytical context.

Some who have advocated such limits have done so on the ground

that the treatment which the tax laws provide for qualified retirement

plans should not be used as a means by which high income individuals

may accumulate large estates, stating or implying that tbe pro-

visions for qualified plans are in the nature of a "tax loophole "

Whether it is more accurate to state that qualified plans receive

favorable tax treatment under the Code or that nonqualified plans
22/

are penalized is a rather fruitless issue which does not necessarily
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lead to a correct solution to the inquiry, but there is, in my

opinion, sufficient merit in the latter proposition to warrant re-

Jection of the premise that lack of overall limits is a "tax loophole."

The question of whether there ought to be limits, it seems to

me, should be addressed on essentially two levels:

(1) As a matter of tax theory; and

(2) As a matter of practicality.

In the first category are questions such as whether larger pensions

should in effect be taxed less favorably, and if so whether this

objective Is not already accomplished more equitably and directly

through the progressive rate structure. In the second category are

such questions as whether the adoption of provisions relating to

qualified plans which are designed to discourage employers from pro-

viding pensions for highly compensated employees which are as high

in proportion to their cash wages as are provided for other employees

would be ineffective because of a willingness to gross up the benefits

to compensate for the higher taxes on nonqualified benefits. Another

practical consideration is whether the incidental tax revenue result-

ing from such a practice would be worth the possible loss of in-

centive to management to adopt and improve pension plans, and

whether limits are needed as a practical matter in some situations

simply because of the~opportunity for disguising business profits

as earned income and the difficulty of drawing any clear dis-

tinctions between them.
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Even though one subscribes fully to the view that larger

pensions should be taxed less favorably than smaller ones, I be-

lieve there is much to be said for the proposition that the

progressive rate structure is the best approach to allocating the

tax burden among individuals according to income level and that

it is generally poor tax theory to attempt to achieve further

progression on the hit and miss basis of rather arbitrarily drawn

dollar limits to deductions and exclusions here and there in the
23/

Code. Retirement benefits attributable to employer contributions

accruing since 1969 are no longer eligible for capital gain treat-

ment, and a very highly compensated executive will remain in a

high bracket even after application of the applicable averaging pro-

visions. The argument that tax deferral is worth more to the high

bracket taxpayer than the low bracket taxpayer is incontrovertible,

but this is merely an inevitable result of the fact that he would be

in a higher bracket if taxed currently, is true of all deductions

and exclusions, and does not assist in analyzing the issue.

Furthermore, in my judgment business will provide for its

favored employees regardless of tax consequences. While making this

more costly would have some revenue raising tendency (difficult to

measure), this uncertain fiscal advantage is offset by an also un-

certain but potentially more significant disadvantage. My pragmatic

experience has often been that there is a great'deal of enlightened

self-interest on the part of management in its willingness to
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establish and improve retirement benefits and its inclination to

administer them with loving care. As long as we are relying on

private forces to maintain and expand the pension system, I.I.,

unless "private" pensions are in effect made mandatory, it may be

dangerous to experiment with rules that might dull the incentives

which have operated to date.

Accordingly, I believe that as a general proposition there

should be a presumption against limits, and that limits should be

applied only where compelling reasons exist. It is arguable that

such reasons exist in the case of plans maintained by closely-held

businesses where ownership interests are prominently represented

among the covered employees. Where such businesses are unincorporated

and capital (or goodwill) is a material iLcom'eproducing factor there

is an obvious problem. The same problem exists where such businesses

are incorporated, limited only by the rather imprecise rules con-

cerning nondeductibility of unreasonable compensation. It is dif-

ficult to devise a workable set of rules for limiting covered compensa-

tion in such instances to the'portion of the income from the business

received by the owner employee which actually is derived from his

services and indeed this may be a very subjective matter. One ap-

proach which I do not believe has been sufficiently investigated, as

an alternative to arbitrary dollar limits, would be application of

the principles being developed in tha "earned income" area under

Internal Revenue Code If 911 and 1348, including pr6sumptions and
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Limitations applicable where capital is a material income producing

factor. Any such approach is inevitably complicated,, but because

of the maximum tax provisions will have to be faced in any event.

Nevertheless, it may be concluded that complications in

--atrnative approaches or other practical reasons Justify a judgment

on the part of Congress that somewhat arbitrary limits on tax

qualified retirement benefits should be imposed in situations where

there is reason to presume that stated compensation or self-employ-

ment income is not determined at arm's length subject to the con-

straints of outside ownership. Such limits might be imposed where,

more than one-half of the benefits accruing under a plan are

for the benefit of persons owning directly or indirectly more than

a specified portion (e.g., 5%) of the business, as sole proprietor,

partner, stockholder, or otherwise. To promote tax neutrality in

the question of form of business organization and discourage arti-

ficial reasons for incorporation of businesses which otherwise

would operate in non-corporate form, any such rules should apply to

corporations as well as unincorporated businesses and professional

groups. This approach would permit repeal of the present limitations

which discriminate against unincorporated businesses and Subchapter

S corporations.

If dollar limits are imposed in such limited situations, it

would seem desirable to provide a mechanism for adjustment to

inflationary changes, such as tying the figure into increases
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in a recognized wage table or cost of living index. The base

limits are obviously a matter of judgment. The limits of present

law applicable to unincorporated businesses and Subchapter S.

corporations are intolerably low, and have a real tendency to

discourage adoption and improvement of plans which would be of

benefit to rank and file common law employees. The provisions of

S. 1631 raising these limits to the lesser of $7,500 or 15% of

earned income are a vast improvement and approach the reasonable

area, in my view, although an increase in the dollar limit to

$10,000 might be more realistic.
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Footnotes

1/ For a historical account of the private pension plan
movement, see President's Comnittee on Corporate Pension
Funds, Public Policy and Private Pension Programs (1965)
at 1-10; Bankers Trust Company, The PriVate Pension
Controversy (1973) at 5-12.

2/ Internal Revenue Code, I 402(b) and 1 83.

3/ Internal Revenue Code, I 404(a)(5).

4/ Internal Revenue Code, I 501(a) and 1 641(a).

,/ 42 U.S.C. £ 2000e-2a.

6/ 42 U.S.C. S 2000e-5 through 2000e-9.

7/ 29 C.F.R. S 1604.31(a).

8/ See, e.., Fill iXrit v. East Ohio Oae 0Z'oaaiy, -Civil No.
69-78T* N.D. Ohio, August 17, 1971)' o . Public SML0.6
E1ectr i 'and Gas Co., Civil No.* 245-66 (D. N.J, August 25
1970; reaffirmed, November 24, 1970).

V1 Rev. Rul. 71-446, 1971-2 C.B. 187.

10/ Internal Revenue Code, 1 401(a'(3) and (4).

11/ See, if.., Rev. Rul. 70-75, 1970-1 C.B. 95; Rev. Rul. 71-150,
1971-1 C.B. 123; Treas. Reg. 1 1.401-6(c).

12/ See Rev. Proc. 72-6, 1972-1 I.R.B. 20.

/ Annual returns are required on Forms 4848, 4849, and 990-P.
In addition, there are many other notification and reporting
requirements applicable to specific situations, such as
investment in employer securities, termination of a plan,
ete.

1/ All of the same considerations would apply to the creation
of a new independent agency to administer proposed retire-
ment plan legislation, such as was proposed in earlier
bills considered by the Comnittee on Labor and Public
Welfare.

/ Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, as amended, Seo.
4-7, 29 U.S.C. 1 301 et seq.
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1.6/ Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, Sec. 9, 29 U.S.C.
1 308,

'17/ In 1973 the Department of Labor amended its regulations
to provide greatly expanded information concerning plan
descriptions and requiring written explanations of plans
and amendments to be provided upon request to participants
and beneficiaries in language reasonably calculated to be
understood by them. 29 CFR Part 460.

j./ Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, Sec. 13, 29 U.S.C.

I 308(d)t 18 U.S.C. if 664, 1027 and 1954.

;j/ Internal Revenue Code, 1 503.

/ Internal Revenue Code, 11 4940-4948.

2/ A penalty of 5% of the amount involved is imposed upon a
finding by the Internal Revenue Service that one of the
fiduciary standards has been contravened and a further
penalty of 200 of the amount involved is imposed if it is
not corrected within a specified period during which the
fiduciary, if inclined, may petition the Tax Court for a
determination that the administrative finding was erroneous.
Internal Revenue Code, 1 6213.

2 I For a discussion of this issue see Raymond Goatz, Tax
Treatment of Pension Plans--Preferential or NoralT,
American Enterprise Institute (1969).

,/ Such dollar limits may be found in the Code today in 1 79
dealing with employer-provided group term life insurance and
1 217 dealing with employer-paid moving expenses. However,
unlike the pension area9 these are situations.in which the
benefit, if not taxed whe paid for by the .eml*o10r, 'would
escape taxation permanently, and are not comparable to a
mere deferral situation where progressive rates will ultimately
apply.
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Senator NELSON. The next panel discussion will be on June 4.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Monday, June 4, 1973.]



PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOfMI3rrrEE ON PRIvAvit PENSION PLANS

OF TIlE CozMmrTEE ON FINANCE,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10.10 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Bentsen, Curtis, and Roth.
Senator Nm.,soN. roday we begin the second of our 2 days of panel

discussions.
The subject for this l)anel is the vesting and funding provisions of

S. 4, S. 1179, and S. 10(31, and the provisions in some otfthose bills for
termination insurance, portability and fudiciary standards.

We have a distinguished group of panelists: Mr. Merton Bernstein,
professor of law at Ohio State University Law School; Mr. Herman
l3iegel, partner, Washington law firm o? Lee, Toomey & Kent; Mr.
Edwin F. Cohen, counsel to the Washington, P.C., law firm of Coving-
ton & Burling; Frank Cummings. a partner in the Washington, D.C.,
law firm of Gall Lang, Powell & Kilcullen; and Leonard Lesser, gen-
eral counsel of the Center for Community Change, Washington, D.C.

As I stated in my letter of invitation to each panelist, we would
appreciate if you would, instead of reading your statement, sum-
marize it in 10 minutes. The statement will be printed in full, of course,
in the record and you will be given an opportunity to discuss and make
comments on the Observations of the other members of the panel.

Our first panelist is Mr. Merton Bernstein, professor of law at Ohio
State University.

(827)
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STATEMENTS OF PANELISTS MERTON BERNSTEIN,1 PROFESSOR OF
LAW, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL; HERMAN BIEGEL,
PARTNER, WASHINGTON, D.C., LAW FIRM OF LEE, TOOMEY &
KENT; EDWIN S. COHEN, COUNSEL, WASHINGTON, D.C., LAW
FIRM OF COVINGTON & BURLING; FRANK CUMMINGS,4 PARTNER,
WASHINGTON, D.C., LAW FIRM OF GALL, LANE, POWELL & KIL.
CULLEN; LEONARD LESSER,' GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE CENTER
FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. BFRNSTEIN. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to start iby testimony in Burlington, Wis.-
Senator NELSON. A very good spot.
Mr. BERNSTIN. It was better, Senator, before this occurred.
In 1962, Burlington Mills, Inc., established a pension plan for sal-

aried employees. r'here also was a rank-and-file pension plan but I have
no information about that ; but I have the feeling that the story there
was at least as poor and maybe worse. In any event, starting in 1962,
there was this salaried pension plan for executives who had service
between 20 and 40 Years with this company. (ontributions between
$15,000 and $19,000"a year were made each year for 4 years. The last
contribution of $800 was made in January 1966. In early 1967, the
company minutes show, that the officers decided to make no further
contribution to the plan. However, formal termination of the plan
did not take place until the summer of 1967. Meanwhile, these long
service executives were being sel)arated and they were being separated
without pension eligibility. The principal stockholder, a Mr. Kinzer,
who with his family owned 9'2 percent of the shares, was the president
of the corporation; he was the trustee of the trust; he was also a
member of the pension committee. It was quite clearly his determina-
tion, his decision, when this plan would terminate. And when it termi-
nated, the bulk of the executives had lost any chance of qualifying
for benefits. Mr. Kinzer's share appreciated b, $11,000 in the riod
between the last. $1,800 contribution and the termination of the plan.

Now, I think the committee members understand that, termination
of the plan means, under the code and regulations, that all credits
vest even when there is no vesting provision.

This sad story in Burlington, Wis., shows some but not all of the
defects of the private pension 1)lan design.

Senator NELSON. You said the principal stockholder benefited by
$11,000?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. That is right.
Senator NELSON. Is that $11,000 per year?
Mr. BERNSTEIN. The total value. This was a rather short term plan.

The value of his benefits went from $15,000 to $26,000 in the year and
one-half of delay.

Senator BENTSEN. Are you saying that forfeitures accrued to the
benefit of the remaining participant?

Prepared statement, p. 875.
Prepared statement, p. 911.

'Prepared statement, p. 944.
'Prepared statement, p, 969.
£ Prepared statement, p. 1040.
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Mr. BERNSTmN. Exactly, Senator, that is precisely right, This
little sad story illustrates some but by no means not all of the defects of
private pension plan design. One defect-and the critical one-is that
length of service eligibihty conditions are frequently used to defeat
eligibility. Supposedly, they are there to help retain employees who are
valued, but., in fact, again and again and again they are used to defeat
pension eligibility for those who have no opportunity to comply.

It also is a stark illustration of employer control of pension trustees.
A dissenting trustee, who did not agree to the termination when it took
p lace but opted or preferred one that was earlier was simply removed.
It showed employer domination of crucial decisions adversely affect-
ing the employees but favoring management. The same could be said
of jointly administered plans in the case of unions.

Although section 401 (a) (7) of the Internal Revenue Code man-
dates vesting of all pension credits when a plan terminates IRS regu-
lations and procedures do not protect employee interests this code pro-
vision supposedly serves, I would add that the courts failed to protect
employee interest against employer self-serving plan language and
actions. I would like to offer for'the record-but will not summarize
now--the decision of the Wisconsin Supreme Court which is remark-
able for its insensitivity to employee interests, and for the intricacies
of the private pension plans.

Senator Nt.LsoN. Is that the whole decision?
Mr. BEa.NSTEIN. Yes; this is the entire decision.
Senator NELsON. It will be printed in the appropriate place in the

record.
[The referred to decision of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin fol-

lows. Hearing continues on p. 884.]

[From the Supreme Court of Wisconsin (November 28), August term, 19721

ZEMAmTs, for himself and on behalf of all others similarly situated, Respondent,
v. BURLINOTON MILLS, INc., and other, Appellants. [Case No. 276.]

BEoUHL, and others, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated,
Respondents, v. BURLINOTON MILLs, INc., and others, Appellants. [Case No.
277.]

No. 276, .77. Argued November 1, 1972.-Deoided November 28,1972.

1. Master and servant-Noncontributory pension plan-Termination on "discon-
tinuance of contributlons"-Entitlement to benefits--Making final payment
funding trust as not effecting termination.

Where a company adopted a pension plan for its salaried employees and
simultaneously therewith created a trust to provide a vehicle for funding the
plan (noncontributory as to employees), terminable by company resolution or as
later resolved upon permanent discontinuance of contributions--at either of
which times pension benefits were to vest-termination triggering such claims
was not effected as a "discontinuance of contributions" when the employer con-
tributed its last payment fully funding the trust thereby meeting Internal Reve-
nue Code requirements, because no additional contributions were thereafter
necessary to keep the plan fully funded and hence "discontinuance of contribu-
tions" could not take place.

2. Master and servant-Noncontributory pension plan-Termination effected fol-
lowing company move to another state-Claim for vested benefits by former
employees based on prior termination not established.

Under evidence that the company, because of adverse financial conditions in
Wisconsin moved its operation to another state, where it resolved to both termi-
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nate the plan and make provision for its then eligible employees who had ac.
companied the employer, class actions, by former salaried employees who remained
in Wisconsin, seeking to participate in the trust could not be grounded on claim
that they were vested with pension benefits on the date the company made its
last contribution to the plan before the move--this on the theory that because
no payments would be made thereafter there was a "discontinuance of contribu-
tions"-since it was not within the intendment of the resolution that the trust
should be considered terminated by reason of the last funding payment.
3. Master and servant-Noncontributory pension plan-rermination-Claim for

vested benefits by former employees based on bad faith termination-
Refuted by record.

Plaintiff employees' entitlement to participate in the trust was not estab-
lished tinder claim of the principal stockholder's bad faith in terminating the
trust where credible evidence established (a) the company's labor problems
in Wisconsin resulted in its decision to move its plant out of the state, (b) its
loss of experienced personnel who chose to remain in Wisconsin and in having
to find inexperienced personnel led to other unforeseen losses incurred after the
move, (c) these losses led to the company's decision to find a buyer for the bus-
iness and keep the plan in continued operation as an added inducement, and
(d) it was only terminated after the company became satisfied the buyer did
not desire to adopt it.
4. Master and servant-Noncontributory pension plan-Termination effected

following company move to another state-Claim for vested benefits by for-
mer employees grounded on unjust enrichment-Evidence insufficiency.

Plaintiffs' right to recovery could not be grounded on unjust enrichment-
by invoking the principle that employers are under a contractual obligation to
pay pension benefits to employees entitled thereto tinder a pension plan com-
municated to them where they remain in employment and render services for
the requisite period-since there was no proof of fraud or bad faith and it was
undisputed that plaintiffs had not met the age and service requirements of the
plan when their employment ended, hence they had not rendered services for
the requisite period because each one of them terminated employment before
lie or she qualified for benefits.

APPEALS from an interlocutory judgment of the circuit court for Racine county:
HowARD J. Du ROcHER, Circuit Judge, Reversed.

These are actions by certain former employees of Burlington Mills, Inc.
(hereinafter the "company") to participate in the trust fund established to
provide pension benefits for salaried employees. The two class actions were
consolidated for trial and tried to the court without a jury.

In 1962 the company adopted a pension plan (hereinafter the "plan") for its
salaried employees, and the plan was qualified under the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as amended. Simultaneously, with the creation of the plan. the
Burlington 'Mills Pension Trust for Salaried Employees (hereinafter the "trust")
was established to provide a vehicle for funding the plan. All contributions to
the trust were made by the company and to this extent were tax deductible
with earnings on the contributed sums not being taxed.

The contributions made were as follows:
1962 ------------------------------------------------------------ $18,928
1968 -------------------------------------------------------------- 16,800
1964 -------------------------------------------------------------- 11, 000
1965 -------------------------------------------------------------- 14, 097
1960 -------------------------------------------------------------- 800

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 70, 525
The last contribution to the plan was made on January 19, 1966.
As originally set up, A. J. Rueter, Richard A. Kinzer and Floyd Steffen con-

stitifted the trustees of the plan and the retirement committee which was
charged with administering the plan.

Under the terms of the plan, benefits were based on two factors, namely the
amount of salary and years of service, and any salaried employee was immedi.
ately eligible to participate. The plan provided benefits to retired employees who
were over sixty-five years of age with ten years of company service; over age sixty
with twenty years of service; or to employees who were permanently disabled
while employed after fifteen years of service. It is coficeded that none of the
plaintiffs-respondents fit into any of these categories.
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Art. XIII of the plan related to termination and as it was originally adopted,
the material part read as follows:

"Art. XIII
"13.1 Right to Terminatc: The Board of Directors of the Employer, by a duly

adopted resolution, may terminate the Plan at any time and may direct
and require the Trustee to liquidate the Trust. In the event the Employer shall
for any reason (ease to exist, the Plan shall terminate and the Trust shall be
liquidated, unless it is continued by a successor to all or substantially all of the
Employer's assets.

"18.2 Liquidation of Trust Fund: Upon termination of the Plan, each Employee's
accrued benefit, based on his Service prior to the date of termination, shall
become fully vested, and the assets of the Trust shall be liquidated, after provision
is made for the expenses of liquidation, by the payment or provision for the
payment of benefits in the following order of preference:

"(a) to retired Employees who are receiving benefits on the date of terminal.
tion ;

"(b) to Employees who attained age 65 and completed 10 or more years of
Service to the date of termination :

"(c) to Employees who attained age 55 and completed 15 or more years of
Service prior to the date of termination; and to retired Employees who are eligible
for any Early Pension but who have not received any payments thereof prior to
the date of termination;

"(d) to all other Employees according to the respective actuarial values of
their accrued benefits as of the date of termination.

"If the assets of the trust applicable to any of the above groups are insufficient
to provide full benefits for all persons in such groups, the benefits otherwise
payable to such persons shall be reduced proportionately, and no benefits shall be
paid to any person in a subsequent group."

On May 4, 1965, the company's board of directors (hereinafter the "board")
passed a resolution amending sec. 13.2 and, after such amendment, the section
read as follows:

"Upon termination of the Plan, or a permanent discontinuance of contribution.
by the Employer, each Employee's accrued benefit ... shall become fully vested.

," (Holphasis added.)
According to the resolution, the added language was made necessary by a

requirement of the Internal Revenue Service
In November of 1905, the board adopted a resolution to move the company's

operations from Burlington, Wisconsin to Danville, Kentucky with the major
impetus for the move coming from an adverse financial situation present in its
Wisconsin operation. News of this move became known to the employees in early
1966 and wes formally announced during the summer of 1966. The company's
president, RW.clard Kinzer, testified that although most of the salaried employees
were exprea.sly offered a job in Danville, there were a few exceptions, such as
where the employee's physical condition or family situation was such as to pre-
clude a move. There was, however, testimony by five of the named plaintiffs
that no offer ct employment was ever made to them, and on appeal plaintiffs
allege that a number of them were terminated outright when their employment
was no longer needed in Burlington. Other plaintiffs, being aware of the impend-
ing relocation, sought, found and commenced different employment prior to the
date on which their job would have actually shifted to Kentucky,

The move to Kentucky did not ease time adverse financial condition of the
company. In the early months of 1967, efforts were made to find a buyer for the
business, In order to give the officers an opportunity to either sell the company
with the salaried pension plan still in effect, or to terminate the plan if the
buyer was unwilling to adopt it, the board passed a resolution which authorized
any officer to terminate the plan, and the plan was terminated by the officers on
July 28, 1967.

At an August 24, 1967 meeting of the board a resolution was adopted to amend
the provisions of the plan dealing with termination to provide that after making
provision for all retired employees and all active employees over age sixty-five,
the remaining active employees should .be lumped into a single category to receive
a pro rata distribution of the remaining trust fund.

On August 29th, the Internal Revenue Service formally approved the proposed
plan of termination with an effective date of July 28, 1907, as not disturbing
the original qualification of the plan. At a meeting of the board on September 27,
1967, it was announced that the sale of the company's assets to the Standard
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Cotton Products Company of Flint, Michigan had been completed and that the
Pension Fund for Salaried Employees was also being closed and distributed
in the near future, and this distribution, in accordance with the above amend-
ment relating to a pro rata distribution, was completed on December 1, 1967,

The plaintiffs in these two actions are 15 former salaried employees of the
company whose employment had terminated on various dates between March,
1968, and June, 1967. The defendants are the company and two of the three mem.
bers of the retirement committee, and trustees under the plan. The third mem.
ber is one of the named plaintiffs who left the company in August of 1966.

The thrust of the first complaint was leveled at Kinzer who, it was alleged,
directly or indirectly held 92 percent of the company's stock. It was alleged that
Kinzer had engineered the move from Wisconsin to Kentucky as a scheme to
defraud the plaintiffs out of their pension benefits. It was further alleged that
the officers of the company had selected July 28, 1967, as a termination date in
order to exclude the plaintiffs from participation and to enlarge Kinzer's share.

The complaint in the second action, while alleging the same circumstances,
sought pension benefits under the theory of unjust enrichment in that plaintiffs
had performed services for the company in reliance upon the expectation of
receiving pension benefits and, therefore, had a contract right to participate in
the distribution of the pension fund. After the two actions were consolidated,
the defendants moved for summary judgment. The trial court overruled the
motion, stating that the plaintiffs had the right to go to trial on the question
of bad faith.

The trial court found that the plaintiffs had failed to establish by clear and
convincing evidence any bad faith on the part of the company or that Kinzer
was unjustly enriched and that the long term salaried employees had suffered
corresponding loss. Nevertheless, the court did find that the plaintiffs were en.
titled to recover, because of the amendment made to the plan on May 4, 1965
which provided that upon permanent discontinuance of contributions by the em-
ployer, each etnployee's accrued benefit became vested. The last contribution
made by the company to the plan was January 19, 1966, aDd since it was clear
that no contributions were made after that date, the conrt concluded that the
benefits of all employees became vested as of January 10, 1966, even though the
company was not aware of that fact. The court entered formal findings of fact
and conclusions of law consistent with this decision and on December 1, 1971,
entered interlocutory judgment providing that the plaintiffs and other salaried
employees of the company who did not share in the distribution of the trust
found were entitled to interlocutory judgment against the company and against
A. J. Rueter and Richard A. Kinzer, as trustees of the trust fund, and against
Richard A. Kinzer, individually, jointly and severally, in an amount equal to
the plaintiffs' respective proportionate share in the assets of the plan and trust
as of January 19, 1966. The Judgment further provided that after determination
is made of what these interests in the assets of the trust were, the plaintiffs
should apply to the court for a money judgment against defendants at which
time the court will consider all other questions incluuding attorney's fees and
disbursements.

The defendants have appealed from the whole of the interlocutory judgment
and the plaintiffs seek review aid modification of that part of the interlocutory
judgment which determined there was no bad faith and self-dealing, or that the
company was not unjustly enriched by plaintiffs being deprived of their share of
the trust fund.

For the appellants there were briefs by Whyte, Hirshboeok, Minahan, Hard.
ing & Harland, S.C., attorneys, and Viotor U. Harding and Anthony W. Asmuth
III of counsel, all of Milwaukee, and oral argument by Victor M. Harding,

For the respondent there was a brief by Davis, Kuelthan, Vergeront, Store), ,
Lelohtfuse, S.C., attorneys and John 0. Vergeront and John P. Savage of counsel,
all of Milwaukee, and oral argument by Mr. Savage.

HAnLzY, J. Three issues are raised on this appeal:
(1) Was it error for the trial court to find that the plan terminated and

the plaintiffs' right to share in the distribution of the trust, vested upon the
company's last contribution to the trust on January 19, 1966

(2) Was it error for the trial court to find that the plaintiffs had not estab.
lished actual bad faith or self -dealing in connection with the plans to terminate:

(8) Was it error for the trial court to hold that as a result of the termination
of the plan, the principal stockholder was not unjustly enriched to the detfl.
ment of the salaried employees.
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Termination of the plan on January 19, 1966.
The trial court found that oil January 19, 1960, the time when the company

made its last contribution to the trust, each then participating employee's
vccrued benefit, based upon his prior service to that date, became fully vested

Ini accordance with the terms of the plan as amended, and that these benefits
could not, thereafter, be even innocently or inadvertently ignored and any
action taken thereafter in disregard of their accrued and vested benefits would
loe ineffectual to divest the already assured benefits.

in making the above finding the court stated in its opinion "While the phrase
'discontinuance of contributions' might in certain contexts be subject to con-
steuction, it seems to the court that it may come about either by declaration or
by conduct. It is abundantly clear that contributions could not be said to have
continued after January 19, 196." The trial court does not refer to any specific
conduct on the part of the company to support the above finding. Clearly, the
trial court erroneously concluded that a "discontinuance of contributions" takes
place whenever the last payment is made. There was no evidence of any corpo-
rate intent that the plan terminate on that date.

The evidence in this case shows that the plan was at all times adequately
funded and met the requirements of the Internal Revenue Service so that a
discontinuancee of contributions" did not take place as of January 19, 1900.
No additional contributions were necessary after January 10, 1906, to keep
the plan fully funded. It is difficult to conceive how a "discontinuance of con-
tributions" could take place when a pension plan is adequately funded to cover
its employees' requirements, as actuarlally computed.

We conclude that the trial court erred in holding that the plan terminated
when the last corporate contribution was made on January 19, 1960.
Improper sclf-dealing.

The trial court found that the plaintiffs had failed to establish by clear and
convincing evidence that bad faith or improper self-dealing was at the root
of the decision to terminate the plan as of July 28, 1967. Although respondents
do not contend that the relocation process itself evidenced bad faith or self.
dealing, they do contend that the delay between the relocation and termination
does evidence self-dealing.

The trial court was the trier of fact. and its findings of fact prevail unless
they are against the great weight and clear preponderance of the evidence.
Moreover, the evidence must be viewed most favorably to the findings. Columbia
Stamping & Mfg. Co. v. Reich (1905), 28 Wis. 2d 297, 137 N.W. 2d 45.

The finding that there is no sufficient evidence of actual bad faith or self-dealing
in connection with the termination of the plan is clearly supported by the
evidence, i.e., that the company's labor problems in Burlington, Wisconsin re-
suilted in the decision to move the plant to Kentucky; that the company's loss
of its experienced personnel who understandably chose to remain in Wisconsin
led to unforeseen losses Incurred by the corporation after the move and in
having to find inexperienced personnel; that these losses led to the company's
decision to find a buyer for the business: that the company acted on the premise
that the existence of an ongoing and fully funded pension plan would be ,a
definite asset to the prospective buyer who was going to take over the business
and continue on with the same work force: that in negotiating with the pro-
spective buyer, the officers of the company sought to persuade the buyer to adopt
and carry on with the pension plan; and that it was only when the officers
were satisfied that the prospective buyer would not do so that they exercised
the authority to terminate the plan.

We conclude there is ample credible evidence in the record to support the
trial court's finding on the issue of bad faith and improper self-serving.
Recovery on the theory of unjust enrichment.

Plaintiffs contend that payments to pension funds--even where the fund is
created and contributions thereto are made solely at the employer's will- are
in the nature of compensation for personal services and that to deprive an
employee of that compensation after having accepted the employee's labor for
that compensation, unjustly enriches the employer.

Noncontributory pension plans are held to give rise to a contractual obligation
by the employer to pay pension benefits to the employees entitled thereto under

the plan communicated to the employees where the employees thereafter remain
hil the employer's employment and render service for the requisite period. Vrolght
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v. South Side Laundry d Dry leaders (1964), 24 Wis. 2d 114, 128 N. W. 2d 411,
at page 110.

Here the plaintiffs did not render services for the requisite period, since each
plintiff had terminated employment before he or she had qualified for pension
bwniefits.

Plaintiffs further contend that when fulfillment of the conditions precedent
to retirement benefits is made impossible because of the employer's actions, re-
covery should be allowed. The record does not support this contention. Some
employees stayed with the company and some elected not to stay.

After hearing all the evidence at the trial, the trial court held that there was
no' evidence of fraud or bad faith.

If defendant company or its successor bad decided to continue on with the
business and retain the pension plan, the plaintiffs would have no right to
participate. They did not meet the age and service requirements of the plan
when their employment ended. We are satisfied that the laws of "unjust
enrichment" and "substantial performance" are not applicable.

By the 0ourt.-Judgment reversed with directions to dismiss the complaints.
APPENDIX

BURLINGTON MILLS CASE-AGE AND SERVICE OF PLAINTIFFS

Date of Ma08Year terminal, termini.
employ. 0io1 of tion of Approximate

ment employ emoy. years ofName of plaintiff began meant ent service

Beguhl....................................... 1915 Dc 31.1968 5 1
Cl laments .......................................... . 195 Ot. .1967 4
Douglas ............................................ 1951 Oct. 7' 1966Grubb ............................................. 1946 Sept. 30,194
Hoppe ............................................. 1 59 Dec. .1 8 5
Ids.................................... Mar. 1
Lane ......................................... 1 2 Aug. 2, 1
Martin ........................................... 1943 Mat 24, 111 74
McCann ........................................... 195 June 2,197 1Roanhouse ................................... .950 .. do 6
Walhh .................................... 95 Dec 3,
Stenfgeln.................... ............. 16 Aug 4§iiVolkma4n................ 1927 June.1ege.................15Ma.21987
Weinborn ........................................ 954 27, 1 , 6 10
Zemaitis ........................................ 1947 2 4 1967 54

Mr. BF iT izz. Thank you, Senator.

Pen8ion cost to the employees, employers, and the Treaeury.-
I would like very briefly to sketch the cost to employees, employers,
and to the Treasury of private pension plans. Employees forego other
kinds of compensation when pension plans are present. They are some-
times talked of as if they were an additional benefaction to employees,
but there is not a labor economist in the United States who does not
subscribe to the proposition that employer contributions to private
pension plans are, in fact, a form of compensation. It is a form of
contribution that takes from, in effect, one set of employees ' that is,
those who do not qualify, and gives to another set of employees, a
minority who do qualify, the benets.

Employers pay out pension contributions as they would pay out any
other form of compensation and they pay it in lieu of other forms of
compensation; they do not re sent a net additional cost.

Senator BzxNTns .You said labor economists but do other economists
agree.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mr. BEnxsm a. Ohi, yes; I would suppose-I guess that Samuelson
is not a labor economist but he would agree to the characterization.
And so does the Congress. The legislative history of the Pension and
Welfare Disclosure Act is replete with references to pension contribu-
tions as employee compensation. So also does the decision in the Inland
8teel case in 1949 by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and
so, also, do decisions by arbitrators. Quite a few employer and employee
associations and others do not readily accept this characterization as
you may see later this morning.

The Treasury foregoes enormous amounts of revenue for these plans.
If you take-and this is an oversimplification-but if you take the
$150 billion of plan reserves and assume 5-percent interest on those
reserves and assume further a 50-percent effective tax for corporate
tax rate, then you will see that contributions cost the Treasury some-
where on the order of $334 billion a year.

I suggest to this committee that such expenditures-because that is
what they are--they are revenue foregone-can be justified only if
their social purposes are served. There is no other reason for the
Treasury foregoing that income. There is no other reason for the rest
of us in the UnitedStates to pay higher taxes to make up for that lose
of income.

Pivate. enion8 are oompulory.-I would add one other thing,
that is I think of crucial importance, that by and large private pen-
sion pans so far as employees are concerned--this $93 billion to 30
million of them or however many there are, and I will get to that in a
moment-are involuntary. They are involuntary where they are not
bargained and that covers about half of the coverage of plans.

It is the employer's decision alone to have this kind of benefit and
the employees must participate. In the collectively bargained area, the
collective bargaining agent participated in that decision, But I suggest
that when employees get to know how few of them will quality that
they will not willingly participate in programs of this sort. They do
not yet realize-although they are getting to reaize--that only a min-
ority qualify. So when we talk about voluntary pension plans, I think
that is a significant misnomer.

Plan ooverage.-hwldequate and less than advertimed.-The coverage
of private plans is a good deal less than advertised. The enthusiasts up
to a year ago were talking about private plan coverage of something
in the order of 33 million persons. Buried in the footnote in-the Interim
Report of the Treasury on pension plan terminations, is the result of
an unpublished study showing that actual coverage amounts to 28 mil-
lion that excludes profit-sharing-plans. That is significant becausewhen
employees lose a pension-covered job the percentage of coverage in the
rest of the economy affects their own opportunitieto obtain pension"'
covered jobs and the smaller that area of coverage the less their chances
of Iucking into a pension-covered job. That is particularly true of the
large mass of people, say, in the defense-related industry many of
whom are only semi-skilled and do not have a great deal of pulling
power in the Job market.

Pendi bill.--bnadequate on coverage.-Only some of the meas-
ures address themselves to increased coverage. S. 4, te Winlains-Javit
bill, does nothing about expanding coverage except perhaps the dubi-
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ous matter of excluding plans with fewer than 25 members and that is
a very dubious device for expanding coverage.

The admini8tration.-Curtis bill and the Bentsen bill proposal
do provide-and here I treat them together-for individual pur.
chase- of retirement coverage with tax deferral. The administration
proposal was represented in several different statements; one by Mr.
Cohen 2 years ago, before the House Ways and Means Committee,
and more recently in material submitted before this committee, that
said that 70 percent of the tax benefits of those proposals would go
to persons with incomes of $15,000 and less. I don't begin to under-
stand that. But even if it is true, it means that 30 percent of the bene.
fits are going to 8 percent of the taxpayers. I would call your atten-
tion to my prepared statement. I do that because there is a table
there which summarizes recent Canadian experience -with some.

. - what similar proposals, of voluntary retirement savings with tax
advantages. And if you will look at column 2-percentage of returns
in income tax bracket-you will see that the taxpayers who have more
than $15,000 taxable income constitute 2.3 percent-well, they con-
stituted in 1968, 2.3 percent of the taxpayers, but their returns con.
stituted 55 percent of the returns reporting contributions of this sort.
If you take the amounts actually invested in that, you will also see
a very similar disproportion. And the pattern for the taxation year,
1909, is exactly-well, not exactly, but is roughly the same.

I don't begin to understand where the 30 percent figure comes In
from the Treasury's figures. I have a feeling it comes out of the blue,
but perhaps Mr. Cohen could enlighten us on that score.

Pemion plan 1080er.-The young.--The rmio ie8.-Women.-The
pension plan losers-and they are the majority-are the persons who
never come under coverage. They are young people and women by
and large. They are also those in low-paid jobs which means a dis-
proportionately large number of racial and minority groups. These
measures do nothing to reverse that discrimination against these
groups and, indeed, they tend to perpetuate; that is not completely
right for S. 4, which helps women to i" minor degree but otherwise
perpetuates the discrimination against them really.

It is demonstrable that women, for example, have shorter periods
of work service than men. Possibility of their achieving 8 years or 10
years of service so as to qualify for vesting or to qualify under the
Rule of 50 is very dubious. I call your attention to my prepared state-
ment where it reports, for example-and this is a Bureau of Labor
Statistics study-that in the wholesale and retail trade, where a very
large number of women are employed, the medium service for women
over 45 is 4.5 years of service. Moreover, the Code and several of the
bills permit ihe exclusion of part-time and part-year service; the
exclusion of people with part-time and part-year service, That is
how many women work. They work year after year after year per-
haps but large numbers of them work part-time and large numbers
of them work part-year.

. While many recognize the revolution that there has been in work
patterns we don't realize the extent to which women's work now eh-

iables familes to achieve the American standard of living. There are
mbore families with a husband and wife employed in reeedt year than
there are families where there is only thd husband emp oyed. The
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husband-wife families have significantly higher income. What that
theans is that when retirement comes, the measure of the effectiveness
of retirement should be measured by the replacement by the family's
earnings, both that of husband and wife. Our pension plan system is
a male white program and these bills do nothing to change it. I am
not hurling charges but this is an accurate characterization of the
plan design. These programs are not designed to pay-off for women,
quite the contrary.

An important factor here is that where a man only is working, his
social security benefit will be higher than a family where a husband
and wife earn an equivalent total income. If there is no private pension
supplementation, and there would tend not to be because women are
so rankly discriminated against by the age and service provisions,
then private pension plans will fail what they are supposed to do and,
that is, sup plement for social security. That's their reason for being.

Senator NELsoN. May I interrupt, Mr. Bernstein I You have exceeded
your maximum time. We will get back to that point in the panel dis-
cussion, but I unfortunately, due to limitations of time, will have to
move to the next panelist.

Mr. I3EnNSTEIN. Perfectly fair.
Senator N1LSON. I understand you have to leave at noon?
Mr. BIEGEL. Yes, if it is convenient.
Senator NELsoW. Why don't you just go ahead?
Mr. BIE EL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to discuss the four or five issues presented by the three

ills before your committee,, namely, vesting, funding, termination
insurance, portability and finally, fiduciary responsibility and dis-
closure.

First, with respect to vesting, the issue is one of priorities. With
a given number of dollars avaiFable for pensions, who is to get them?
Shall we let the young and old share equally, thus reducing the benefits
payable at retirement ? Shall we given increased benefits to the older
workers where it is needed most or shall we adopt some middle ground,
perhaps attempt to help the older workers and also giving older work-
ers some expectation of pension fulfillment? Moreover, shall we put
more money in vesting than increased benefits or survivor benefits, or
disability provision, group life insurance, medical expenses, all of the
other financial benefits that employees and employers are interested in?

Another consideration is cost. an we adopt a standard which is so
costly that it will either inhibit the contribution of existing plans
or the creation of new ones? We are now putting in-well, rather
industry is now putting in-$46 billion in pensions, welfare, and
social benefits each year. Moreover, we have-

Senator NELSON. Excuse me, $46 billion?
Mr. Bi3EOEL. Yessir.
Senator NmLson. You said $46 billion into pensions?
Mr. BinGEL. And social insurance of all kinds; in other words, all

of the fringe benefits. For example, we have about 30 million employees
who will not be covered. Any additional burdens put on pension plans
will certainly discourage the creation of new plans. However, In spite
6f these caveats, I think the business community, as well as the leg-
islatures, no longer feel that vesting js a subject which is sacrosanct

and should not be touched. Everything is not OX with vesttig All
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sides, that is, the administration labor, management, agree that im-
provement in the statutory standard for vesting is warranted, which
standard shall it be though?

The administration suggests a rule of 50. The Williams-Javits bill
just "30 percent after 8 years and 10 percent each year thereafter.
Senator Bentsen's bill suggests 25 percent vesting at the end of 5 years
and 5 percent each year thereafter, so that 100 percent would be vested
at the end of 20 years. Various estimates have been made as to the rela-
tive costs of these vesting provisions. I have read them and I have read
the Wrinkelman report, as well as the Grubb study, and I must confess
I cannot make too much sense out of them although I assume that is
a failing on my part.

Nevertheless, there is an element of cost in each and while the per-
centage in terms of percentage of overall payrolls seems small, almost
all of the vesting provisions represent substantial increases in the
plan costs each year if either one of these vesting provisions is adopted.

Now, as to which of these formulas is best that Is the subject of much
debate, and I think at this point rather fruitless. My own feeling is
that the employer should have a choice as to any acceptable vesting
methods inc lding the three I mentioned and the three under considera-
tion. So long as that vesting provision is within the perimeters of one
of the methods discussed, I believe it should be acceptable. This kind
of flexibility is recognized by the Williams-Javits bill which gives the
Government the power to waive a single statutory standard if the plan's
vesting provisions are "as equitable" as the statute.

Senator NELSON. But that is a little different from what you said,
isn't it? These three plans on vesting are quite different. You are
saying-if I understood you correctly-that the Williams-Javits plan
would say any vesting p;lan "as good or better"?

Mr. BmoEr,. Exactly, Senator "as equitable." It says "as equitable"
and not necessarily "as good." I think this is a matter of interpret.
tion. Each of these vesting formulas works best in a certain given set
of circumstances. Let us take a man, age 32, who comes into a plan.
Now, in 9 years under the administration's provision, he is 50 percent
vested and 5 years thereafter he is 100 percent vested. Under the Wil-
liams-Javits proposal he doesn't get quite that good a setup--oh, I
had some notes here but I seemed to have lost them-but in any event,
under the Williams-Javits proposal he is 30 percent vested at the end
of 8 years so he has ,30 percent at age 40 and he has 40 percent at 41,
as compared with 60 percent under the administration proposal,
Senator Bentsen would have 25 percent at the end of age 37 and 6
percent a year thereafter, and he would be slightly behind the 100
percent veiting set out by the administration's bill: in that single case,
but this will vary, of course.

So if you take a man aged 29, the emphasis switches. If you take a
man aged 40 or over, once again you get a different result.

Senator NPtsox. In comparing them, don't you have to also include
the question is prior service credits?

Mr. BrTZoFT. Yes, there is a question of prior service credit and, ad-
mittedly, the administration's proposal gives no benefits. Senator
Bentsen's gives benefits for past service credit for age 45 and the Wil-
liams-Javits proposal goes all of the way back. I would say there that
my preference would be to go back, but, again, we have the question of
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cost. Will the estimates of cost become astronomical when you use the
formula of including all past set-vice benefits? In other words, the ad-
ministration bill, if the past service costs were recognized, would in-
crease substantially in cost as compared with recognizing only future
service.

So, in any event, I don't hold any preference for either one of these
formulas. I think all of then serve a purpose. I think any one of them
would be an improvement over the existing system. I would urge only
that whichever formula is adopted, as the statutory standard, there be
a certain amount of flexibility so that an employer could adopt or
rather lease one of these other two that are before this committee
and perhaps other that would produce just as "equitable" a result.
There will never be exactly this.equivalent because of the various fac-
tors, However, once you recognze agent's service, you get a different
break then if you recognize orily service and, also, if you recognize past
service, as well as future, the result is different than if you recognize
all years of service.

My point is that none of us is omnipotent enough to say that only
one formula is proper. And I heard Senator Bentsen describe the same
point by saying these provisions are not engraved in stone. I think this
is a most appropriate description of it. I would urge, therefore, that
with respect to vesting the committee bill, that the action of the Con-
gress permit the flexibility within the perimeters that you are present-
ly considering. For instance, a 10-year vesting standard is not in-
eluded in any of these but yet under certain circumstances, it would
produce far'better results than any of them although a lot more
costly.

Now if I say, I would like to pass on to funding. This-
Senator CURTIS. May I ask one question on vesting?
Mr. BirwEG. Yes, Senator?
Senator CURTIs. Are there any circumstances where past service

has a significance, if the company already has an ongoing pension
plan? In other words, if there is a question of past service, is that only
important to the new plan that is developed?

Mr. BiIEOEr,. Of course it is most important there because you have
no history of pension coverage. When you adopt a plan in the year
1973, you have all of the past service right now uncovered.

Now depending on the plan and in 1942, for instance, if a plan
were adopted in 1942, the chances are that service between 1942 and
today has been adequately protected or at least has been covered to
some extent, so that the impact of recognizing past service is, of
course, important in that consideration. But plans adopted in the
intermediate period, would have varying effects. Now there is a ques-
tion some have raised of constitutionality; that is, suppose a plan
that is in existence had given no credit for past service and Congress,
in its wisdom, were to adopt a provision, theo question is, whether that
plan would lose its past qualification or certification by the Secretary
of Labor-or whatever qualified status it had---by This retroactive
imposition of past service benefits.

I mentioned the point of constitutionality, but in my own feeling,
I would doubt it would apply because, to the best of my knowledge,
no tax statute has been declared unconstitutional since the Welc
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case in Wisconsin in 1933. In my experience, I know of no others.
Have I answered your question, sir?

Senator CURTIS. Well, I still don't know how past service becomes
a significant issue for a company that has a plan going?

Mr. BIEGEL. It would be significant only if a plan were to improve
its benefits immeasurably and recognize those benefits for past serv-
ice. Suppose, for instance, that a plan has a benefit formula which is
pl,)dicated on the highest 5 years in the last 10 years of service or
the last 5 years of service and that would ap)ly to all years of service.
Now if that formula were in effect and it would apply to past service
as well as future in the sense that each year of service, including past
service, would be recognized as a multiple for which the 5-year highest
benefit would be applied, it- is not as significant, and-

Senator CURTIs. But my question was-
Mr. BIEOEL [continuing]. And, to answer your question, past serv-

ice is notas signiflcant a. factor as an element of increased cost where
the plan has been in existence for a substantial period of time. It
becomes an important factor where a plan is adopted for the firsttime and recognizes past service in some form or other or prefer not
to recognize it. There are some wholly future service benefit plans,
but there are not many. Most pension plan consultants recognize
that past service must be taken into account. And were you to adopt
a plan today with the increased vesting benefits that Congress will
unquestionably adopt and with your increased funding requirements,
then I assume that your past service would have a significant effect
on the cost of that plan.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, could I make a comment? Had
you finished?

Senator CuRnTIs. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Biegel, I agree that a vesting plan should at

least be as equitable as whatever the minimum is that we adopt--I
agree with that language-but my reason, of course, for favoring the
vesting of 5 percent per year is in recognition that portability is very
difficult to accomplish.

Mr. BIEGEL. Yes, sir.
Senator BENTsm. Early vesting achieves a degree of portability.

This helps take care of some of the problems that Professor Bernstein
was talking about; of women, for example, with not as long a duration
of employment, with this 4.9 years or whatever the figure was. In se-
lecting ny vesting formula I attempted to balance the desire for early
vesting and the question of cost.

Mr. BIGEL. I would agree, Senator.
Senator BENTSEN . A nd one of the things we must-
Mr. BI1GEL. I would agree, especially in the way your bill is struc-

tared because your eligibility requirement is age 80. In other words,
we do not have to include employees under age 80. And that, in itself,
is a built-in age factor, which the administration bill has, and I think
that is a good one because we would not be putting our money, with
all due deference to Professor Bernstein, we would not be putting
our money in the younger worker, in the worker under 80, where there
is a high degree of turnover.

Yesterday, the Washingon Post or the New York Times, I forget
which-had a survey of the attitude of employees toward their Job
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and it said that on the whole, employees are satisfied with their posi-
tion, but it showed, however, that that satisfaction rose in direct pro-
portion to the age of the employee.

Senator BNTSFN. I understand that and I understand the problem
of trying to interest someone in their 20's in a pension plan.

Mr. BiEGEL. Yes.
Senator BExsPs ;. Age 55 or 60 or 65 seems like an eternity and he

is not ready to participate in one.
But by the same token, what we have said in my bill is that by

age 30 they must do it, but they may have the option to do it much
earlier.

Mr. BrEOL. Right.
Senator B3r1 TzTN. And I would have to agree with Professor Bern-

stein, that when we speak of a voluntary plan that, in general, we
are speaking of the employer, who makes that decision, when it isn't
a part of the bargaining process. Some employers however, have been
known to be generous and have provided eligibility prior to age 80.
But what we have to remember all along is that we are talking ibout
a voluntary program and we have to sell this program to the employer.
We have to convince him that it is for the benefit of that corporation
to have this for his employees. And one of the arguments you make
i. to get a continuity of employees so that they will stay there until
the time they reach full vesting.

Mr. Bzp:aP. Right.
Senator BIENTSON. Which must, at the present time. not result in get-

ting the cost so high that, in effect, we impede the installation of theseplans-

Mr. BIEO1L. Right.
Senator BENTSEN. This is what we are trying to balance off.
Mr. B EL. I agree completely. I think 5rour formula, Senator, and

we have this constant. problem, which you touched on, namely, what-
ever the cutoff that if you have 10 years vesting-and I remember in
some of our prior discussions with the task force, where they said 10
year vesting is important because a man can work for 10 years or more
with a number of employers and leave without a pension-but if you
have that, well, you also'have the situation where a man can work for
9 years with a number of employers and never accumulate a pension.

Your vesting formula breaks down to 5-I think loss than 5-years
of service, and we can afford to ignore the turnover, but at 5 years you
give him something; he gets 25 percent at 5 years of service. So that
transition period is made a little easier. I think if yours were the stand-
ard from which others would have to prove their equitable status, I
would not be objecting to it. I just think, Senator, there are variations
possible depending upon the particular case and none of us it-at least
I am not-wise enough to pick the one that is best for all cases.

Senator NArTsoV. Did you have anything to add ?
Mr. Bimrr. Not to that. May I go on IIs my time up? I will yield,

Senator, if it is?
Senator NPTmsox. Let's. hear from everybody and then we answer

w questions.40 r. BTPOVIL. Fine. Thank you, sir.
Senator Nmsox. We will now hear from Mr. Edwin Cohen.
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Mr. CoiIrm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If I may, I would like to
say, Mr. Chairman, that I do not pose as a specialist or even as an
expert in the field of pension plans. Yet. for some 35 years in the prac-
tice of law and in Government service, I have been engaged intermit-
tently and at times with some frequency in the designing, drafting,
and operation of pension plans.

From 1970 to 1972, I participated in the formulation and presenta-
tion of the administration's pension plan proposals, although not in
the supplemental recommendations made this year.

Before commenting on the specific issues, I would like to offer a few
general observations, if I may.

First, in pension plans, as with many other matters we secure only
what we pay for. A dollar paid into a pension plan will produce bene-
fits which expert actuaries can estimate. To the extent that by law or
regulation or by design of the plan itself, we require certain minimum
standards of eligibility, vesting, or other requirements, we must sacri-
fice other benefits, or else we must increase the cost of the plan, In-
creased costs for prescribed items mean decreased costs to employees
in other respects, or they may mean increased costs to be borne by con-
sumers in tle price of goods and services, affecting the price level and
our ability to compete in world markets; or they may mean decreased
return to investors, affecting the level of investment, that is the source
of Job opportunities.

Second, a most important feature of our private pension system is
the flexibility that it permits to meet the special needs and desires of
employers and employees in different industries and different busi-
nesses. Experience shows the need for increased minimum pension
plan standards in a number of respects; but in fashioning the new law,
if we were to set-minimum standards too high, we woulc tend to limit
the desirable flexibility of the private pension system because cost Con-
siderations would force reduction in benefits that would be beyond the
required minimum.

So, in our discussion of what the law should require of pension plans,
I suggest that we should avoid requiring by law what each of us
might think reasonable for the average plan, but confine the law to
what we think at this time in our history, is a minimum standard of
fairness for all employees. We should, I think, leave to negotiation
more liberal provisions that may be traded off against increased cur-
rent wages or other employee benefits and, in partiular, we ought to be
cautious that we do not drive so high the costs of private pension plans
as to impair the prospects of legislation for increased health in-
surance for employees.

Now, third, in my experience the pension field requires a great di-
versity of expertise on a variety of different subjects. It necessitates
a merger among other matters of actuarial science accounting, labor-
management relations, tax law, trust law, and labor law. When the
respective experts have given their views, sometimes conflicting, gen-
eralists in the Government and private sectors must ultimately ab-
sorb the analysis and make the ultimate decisions, The process is
time-consuming and unfortunately tedious.

In making the needed statutory changes we should be careful that
they are not so extensive that they exceed the capacity of Government
and private personnel to institute and administer the changes. Those
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that seem marginal or dubious could reasonably be deferred until
the system hs absorbed the essential changes and the effects can be
weighed. To move too rapidly at one time in all fronts in the pension
area could produce uncertainty and confusion that would be counter-
productive.

Now, as to the four matters which you have asked us specifically to
discuss today:

First, as to vesting requirements, the studies have indicated that
only about 32 percent of participants are now entitled to vested bene-
fits under corporate pension plans. It struck me as particularly dis-
turbing to find that only some 40 percent of participants over the age
of 40 have vested benefits and only some 46 percent of those par-
ticipants over age 60.

Now, my study of various minimum vesting standards--
Senator Cunris. What was the percentage for over 60?
Mr. CoHEN. Forty-six percent of those over 60 have vested benefits;

40 percent of all over age 40; 46 percent of all of those over age 60;
82 ereent for all participants.
8Now my study of the various minimum vesting standards that have
been suggested for legislation has led me to the conclusion that the so.
called rule of 50 proposed by the administration is the most satisfac-
tory. It would, I understand, increase the total number of plan par.
tilcipants with vested rights from 82 percent to 61 percent. An even
more important effect would be that with respect to participants age
40 and over, it would increase the percentages with vested benefits from
40 percent to 92 percent.

The rule, when fully effective, would essentially solve this problem
for the older worker and it is his problem that I think is more serious
than that of the younger worker, although I suppose I should let the
record indicate, Mr. Chairman, that I am-58 years of age.

Now, I have been persuaded to favor this proposal among those that
have been advanced because I understand the data to indicate that, in
general, it involves less additional cost than the others, but, partic-
ularly because it concentrates protection on the older workers who, as
I say, seem to me the most deserving of vesting protection.

Now the vesting proposals in S. 4 and S. I179, are, as the discus-
sion has indicated, based exclusively upon years of participation by
the employee and give no consideration whatever to his age in the rela-
tive priorxty of vesting among employees. Now, as the discussion indi-
cated, age is a factor hi determining eligibility for plan participation
under a I the pending bills, and it is generally used in determining
normal retirement date and early retirement privileges and for other
purposes. I do not think it wise for the legislation to rule out age
entirely as a proper consideration in a vesting standard minimum for
pension plans.

It is true that the rule of 50 gives, in effect, an equal weight to age
and years of participation in determining vesting, It would, of course,
to vary the formula, or to set a schedule based on age brackets thatwould give greater weight to years of participation than to age. But to
say that age may not be taken into account under any circumstances-
in the minimum standard of vesting seems to me inadvisable.

Now, the objection that I understand has most frequently been made
to the rule of 50 is that it would tend to discourage the hiring of older
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workers by employers who have fixed benefit plans. On the other hand,
it has been my conclusion, that from the standpoint of peniion costs,
the principal discouragement to the hiring of older workers is the fact
that the older worker having less years to his retimement at ago 65 will
have a shorter period of time in which the contributions't6 the plan
made for his benefit can earn compound interest. That is the principal
discouragement to the hiring of the older worker because there is less
time to fund a fixed benefit for him; but the vesting asj'ect ofit would
add relatively little to the annual cost of the pension of the older
worker, either proportionately or in absolute amounts. It is my eon.
clusion that it wouldn't be a material factor in the choice bet ween the
hiring of an older and younger worker and the reason is-

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, let me say here, Mr., secretary ,
that my personal experience has been that there are a number of cor-
porations who have in their plans vesting tied to age, and these cor-
porations have had policies not to hire older workers because of that;
that is, because they have found that they have to fund them that
much faster and therefore they discourage the hiring of older workers,
Now, this is of concern to me. I don't want to see this man of 50 cast
adrift when he will have a tough time finding reemployment. That is
my very serious concern with tle rule of 50. Now I understand very
much your ar ument on the other side that those who are already work-
itg for the firm, well, that you would like to see those funded and
that is a saving point but I think it is counterbalanced and even more
so by the fact that this man, who has reached age 50-and I am getting
very sensitive to those people Lecause of my own personal situation-
well, of course, I just Teel there should be no further impediment put
in their employment.
. Mr. COHFM. Senator, I would agree, and if I came to the conclusion

that this would be a substantial factor, I would. agree, but I have
thought about this and discussed it with many people. I think that the
principal cost of hiring an older worker as against a younger worker
as far as a pension plan with a fixed benefit is concerned is the fact that
I mentioned; namely that you have got a shorter period in which to
provide for it and, therefore, you will have to pay in three or four
times as much each year. But'the additional cost that would be in-
volved for the older worker in giving him vesting, as against an
invested plan, is really negligible.

If I thought it were a significant additional cost, I would be con-
cerned, but the advice that I have had, the figures I have seen from the
studies by the Treasury staff, indicate that that is not so. It is my under-
standing, for example, that if you want to provide $100 at age 65 for
a man aged 55--that is, a $100 annuity beginning 10 years Tater-it
vould cost $570, with no vesting. But if you were to give him full

vesting, it would cost $585.
Senator BENTSEN. Well, the point is under my plan of vesting, say,

starting at age 55, you have 50 percent vesting at age 65, so you
wouldn't have all of that makeup-

Mr. CoUnm. Senator, could Isay something? If I may repeat my
statement-

Senator BFxTsEN. And, in addition, you might say that the man who
is 55 might have been working under a pension plan some place else
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and at least had partial vesting and under my proposal he would have
a tax-free transfer of whatever was vested previously.

Mr. CoiE x. Senator, could I say something? You may have heard
these fi ues elsewhere and there is nothing novel about my statement,
but I believe that you were speaking to someone else when I made this
point, und if I may just briefly repeat it I

As I understand it, to provide $100 annuity at age 65 for a man aged
55, it would require $570 a year contribution for the 10 years.

Senator CURTIS. $570?
Mr. CoiiEN. $570, yes. Now that is with no vesting.
Now this depends upon the rate of turnover of employees, obviously;

it is an acturial average as I understand it.
Senator NELsoN. The $570 wouldn't do it, though.
Mr. CoiEN. The $570 a year contributed every year for 10 years

will provide an annuity at age 65 of $100 a month-oh no, of $100
a year.

Senator NELSox. Oh, well, then-
Mr. COrmN. But you can do it on a monthly basis or annual basis.

The $570 a month would provide $100 a month. The $570 a year con-
tribution would provide F100 a year.

Senator B]hNTsE. I think you would have to check the figures again.
I haven't looked at these actuarial and annuity tables for awhile but
that doesn't add up-

Mr. CoiirN. I would say this is a single premium cost, Senator, I
am sorry. This is a single premium cost of providing the $100 of
annuity commencing at age 65. So this is single premium cost of pro-
viding $100 of retirement income at age 65 for a worker now age 55,
if no vesting is provided and that cost-figure is $570 and the cost rises
only to $585--or only $15 more--if the rule of 50 is operative.

Now, those are the figures that were given to me last year in our
studies in the Treasury-Department which I presented to the Ways
and Means Committee. Now, I am not an actuary, but I have discussed
it at great length and that seems to me to be a minimal increase in the
cost. Now,. this depends, of course, upon the rate of turnover that the
actuary will assume but that difference is only $15 out of $570, Now,
the equivalent cost for a younger worker at age 35 is $125 without vest-
ing-and that is $125 in relation to the $570 without vesting-and $158
with vesting in relation to the $585.

Now, the-biggest difference here, the biggest gap, is simply because
of the age factor. If you compare tie two plans without vesting and if
you compare the two plans with vesting, it is an enormous gap in the
cost, but the cost of vesting as against nonvesting is a relatively minor
sum. Now; it is true that if you hire a younger worker there is a greater
chance that he will leave and not receive benefits under the rule of 50,
and so, if you hire the man with the assumption that there is a greater
chance that he will leave, then your pension costs will be less, but I
think most employers would hire younger people with the hope that
they would remain and not with the hope that they would leave because
there is the cost of training them, of course.

Senator B3sNrsEN. Mr, Secretary; I still think 'thit we ai not really
comparingapples to apples, because you.aretalkink about single pay.
meant annuities and using this 55-year.old man as an exaiple in trying
to use your rule of 50, but under my proposal if the mon started at 55,
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he wouldn't have 100 percent at age 65, but lie would have 50 percentvtst ing.
Mr. CoiEw. But he would have 100 percent vesting when he retired,

Senator, when he reaches retirement age. Everyone is vested when they
retire, of course.

Senator BENTSEN. No; but up to 50 percent of the benefits. They are
vested up to 50 percent.

Mr. COHEN. Yes; I understand that, but this is the choice, and all I
can say, Senator, after having been up and down this subject, and I
think we both know the arguments pro and con, is that I have thought
that the rule of 50 concentrated the benefits largely in the older worker
group, who do not have the opportunity to turn around and make up
or it in other directions, which the younger workers do have. Now, on

the other hand you have the problem that you have alluded to-and I
am inclined also to agree, and as Mr. Biegel said earlier-on thinking
about it further in preparation for these hearings, it seems to me it is
an extremely difficult thing for one to pick between these three prin-
cipal standards that are in the three bills. We would make enormous
progress in this problem if we enacted any one of them and I think
that we would make sufficient progress at the moment if we were to
allow the employers, the employees, whoever is creating the plan to
put in as a minimum any one of these three standards. I think that
would be an enormous move forward.

Mr. Biegel suggested that and I agree.
Senator BENTSEN. I agree with you that if you put any one of the

three it would be an improvement but I just happen to think that one
of the formulas is better than the other.

Mr. COHZ. Well, I would say, Senator, that one concern that I
have is that there are many existing pension plans that have one or
the other of these formulas and that may be quite fair, but if you
have just one standard, then a great many of these plans that have
good vesting provisions from the standpoint of the employee are going
to have to change. That is true of the rule of 50 also--if they now
have a vesting rule such as yours; that is, a minimum of 5 years, then
under the rule of 50, they would have to change to that standard.

Senator BENTsmq. That is correct.
Mr. CoHm;. And that is one of the reasons, as regards the existing

plans, they should be able to take any one of the three.
Senator NrnsoN. Would you apply different rules for existing plans

contrasted with new plans I
Mr. CoHn. Well, I suggested that as one possibility in order .to

avoid having to require so many plans that have good vesting today
to change to a new standard. You could say, particularly as to existing
plans, that they could choose any one o these three rules, but you
could make a distinction as to the future and say that all plans here-
after instituted should have a single rule so that you would ultimately
have conformity.,

Now, Mr. Chairman-
Senator NELSON. May I interrupt here?
Mr. CoHm. I don't want to go over my time. I wanted to make

a few comments about some of the other provisions though--
Senator NELSoN. Why don't you withhold that until, we hear fromti'e other panelists. ' ..
Mr. CoHEN. Fine.
Senator NELON. Mr. CummingsI
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Mr. CuMtMINGS. Mr. Chairman, I find myself at odds which is not
too surprising, with everyone who has spoken so far. i would start
from these premises:

First, this is an industry not controlled by evil men but by basically
good men, and this industry ought to be in the control of businessmen,
and as the case may be, of Union leaders, subject, however, to
regulation.

Second, this is a middle-class problem, not a poor person's problem.
It is essentially a question of enabling a man to maintain the standard
of living lie is used to, and not just to maintain himself barely above
the poverty level, as social security tries and fails to do, but to enable
him to develop a way of maintaining decent living standards in his
retirement years.

Third, this is a problem for the young. Earning pensions has
nothing to do with the old, for this reason: If you don't earn it
when you are young, it is too late to earn it when you are old.

Fourth, this is a problem of private rights. This is a problem of
developing a law which will enable a man or woman to get what
lie or she has earned; and there is nothing that has ever been or
ever will be in the Internal Revenue Code which will create a private
right.Vifth, it is high time that Congress acted. As you know very well,

Mr. Chairman, Ispent too many years fooling around with this legis-
lation on Capitol Hill, and there is nothing that you will hear today
that hasn't b6en said 10 times before these hearings, in committee after
committee. It is high time Congress did something about this.

Now, with those as my premises I will take up the proposals, skip-
ping over sections of my paper having to do with why existing law
doesn't work.

I do want to say a little bit about enforcement though. It was the
subject of your previous panel discussion, but I think you simply can-
not separate the substance of the proposal from how you go about
getting it. You can't sue for a pension today. Even if ihe plan owes
it to you, you can't sue unless someone is backing you or unless you
have a class action. The legal fee for the first day of the lawsuit would
exceed the amount of recovery.

Senator NELsoN. Is that why you say you can't sue?
Mr. CtaimNos. I say you can sue if you are a charity or if you

would like to win a sort of victory over your employer and then pay
your lawyer, but the cost of the suing for one pension is so little com-
pared to the cost of your lawyer who sues for that pension, that you
can forget about it unless someone is financing the lawsuit, which
means that you need an agency to enforce those private rights, or a
union. But not everyone is unionized and not everyone wants to be
unionized. Or you can sue in a class action, but classes of retirees are
pretty hard to put together because, typically, workers disperse when
they retire. In the courts, there is lots of litigation but, in general, you
do not litigate pension rights, and I know I turn people down all the
time, because I am not a-charity either and I can't in all fairness say
to a man, who has a pension which has a current discounted value of
$5000, that I am going to bring a lawsuit of the complexity of a
private pension lawsuit-and I describe one in my paper here and
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you will see how very complex it is. You can't find out what is the
applicable law, how you get service of process on these people, what
court has jurisdiction, and by the time you get through figuring out
what the ground rules are, you have spent more than $5,000.

So you need an agency to enforce it, and the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice will not, cannot, never has, doesn't want to, be an enforcement
agency. So I put it to you in my paper that the question Is not who
should enforce, as such, because if you were really arguing Treasury
versus Labor, you cannot be saying that someone should strike out the
words "Secretary of Labor" from S. 4 and put in "Secretary of the
Treasury." I think the Treasury would be horrified. The Internal Rev-
enue Service would go up in smoke. They are not in the business of en-
forcing private rights. They are in the business of collecting taxes.
They are in the business of enforcing the Internal Revenue Code. Con-
versely, you can't strike out the Secretary of Treasury and say that the
Secretary of Labor should enforce the administration's bill. You can
only collect taxes through the Internal Revenue Service. So if you
decidee you want a bill that creates enforceable private rights, and
which enforces them, you have to do it through some agency other than
the Internal Revenue Service. If you want to create a "hypothetical
imperative" that says to the employer, if you want the benefits of the
Internal Revenue Code, then this is what' you have to do to get them,
maybe tax would work. I give you some case histories in here of how
that works.

Now, getting down to the details of the bill-
Senator NELSON. Let me ask a question. You would allow the In-

ternal Revenue Service, I take it, to make the judgment as to whether
or not the plan was tax deductible?

Mr. Cusmitmos. Yes.
Senator NELSON. And enforcement of the rights would be in the

Labor Department ?
Mr. CUMMINGs. What I am saying, Senator, is that whatever the

substantive rules are for taking a tax deduction, obviously, only the
Internal Revenue Service can make those judgments. Now, whatever
the substantive rules are that an employee wants to enforce, to get his
pension or to get his fund administered in a certain way, or to get. it
funded in a certain way, or to get it reinsured in a certain way, the
InternaLRevenue Service cannot, will not, doesn't want to, isn't
equipped to enforce those rules. It isn't equipped to enforce private
rights. Only the Labor Department is, which, after all, enforces pri-
vate rights all of the time. For example, if you don't pay time and
one.half for overtime, you go to the Labor Department anA the Labor
Department says "do it" and it goes into the court and the judge says
"do it." So, if you want to protect private rights, you have to create
private rights and you have to create an agency that will enforce those
private rights.

Now, you create incentives under the Internal Revenue Code. The
coverage problem has to be dealt with under the Internal Revenue
Code, and can't be dealt with any other way because it is an incentive
problem. If you want to create private rights, however, you have to
create them and you have to create a private agency that will enforce
those private rights.
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Senator BFNTSEN. We are talking about funding provisions and
vesting provisions and we set minimum standards. Now, certainly
the Internal Revenue Service can, ill effect, force compliance with
that by denying deductibility?

Mr. CuMMiNos. Senator, if you will turn to page-
Senator BENTSEN. And one of the real precious things to an employer

and to corporations is the fact that their contributions to qualified
plans are deductible. If you were to deny the tax deduction, the emi-
ployer would be horrified. Therefore, I think you would force them
to comply with minimum standards insofar as funding and vesting
are concerned.

This gets back to the very fact that Professor Bernstein made ear-
lier when he was talking about an employer in one particular situation
who had discharged employees with long tenure, and apparently had
discharged them in order to keep them from vesting and, therefore,
he acquired whatever they forfeited to his own pension, since he was
the principal employee also.

iMr. CTMMINos. Senator, in my statement on page 25 of my paper,
there is an excerpt from a transcript of testimony of a witness in St.
Louis, when I was counsel for the Labor Subcommittee just last year
in hearings involving underfunding of a pension plan of employees
of American Zinc Co.-underfunded even according to the Internal
Revenue standards. Just let me read an answer to you.

"Question. As far as you know, this is a tax qualified pension
plan, ii that correct "

"Miss HiLLMAN. As far as we know, yes. We have been so informed
by the company." And I would interrupt to say that, of course, the
employee doesn't get to look at his tax returns.

"Question. I take it you are aware that, at least under the present
interpretations of the Internal Revenue Code, a continuing plan has
been obligated to fund no less than current service costs, plus an
amount equal to interest to past unfunded credits, and I take it that
what you are saying is that they have not even complied with the
requirements of the Internal Revenue Service; is that right?

"Miss HILLMAN. The information we have now leads us to believe
so, yes."

And I then asked her:
"Do you have any information which would suggest that the In-

ternal Revenue Service ever took any notice of the fact that this plan
was not complying with the code?

"Miss HILLMAN. We have no such Information, no. -
"Question. And I take it, finally, just to let the record show that if

you had known that it wasn't complying with the code and sought
to enforce the code, you would have only cut the throats of your own
members by disqualifying the plan?

"Miss HtLLMAN. Right. We are in a real bind here."
And then I said:
"So these requirements put you in a vicious circle, I take it, where

the only remedy you get is to take money away from your own
members?

"Miss Hiliman. That is correct."
So what We found in case after case in that investigation is that the

time when the Internal Revenue Service funding requirement doesn't
96-23f5--73-10
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work, and will never work, is when the employer is about to go bust
or when he has no profits. If he has no profits, he doesn't need the
deductions so he doesn't make -the contribution and, as far as the
Internal Revenue Service is concerned here is an employer who didn't
take a deduction, so isn't that wonderful? And, of cou-fse, there is
nothing wrong with him taking that position. That is what he is there
for-to collect taxes. That is his inherent function and motivation.
Recognizing that, he doesn't run down to the employer who has filed
a tax return and say to the employer, "you didn't take a deduction,
so quick, quick pay some money and take the deduction." They are
not going to do it, Senator, and the proof of the pudding is they don't.

Senator BENTSiE. Under my legislation, it would make it mandatory
that you have certain minimums and then the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice would be mandated to do such.

Mr. CumMINOs. They are a receiving agency, Senator. They receive
tax returns. That is what triggers an investigation.

Senator BENTSN. But they also send people out to audit tax returns.
Mr. CummiNos. But if there is no return filed because there, is no

deduction taken, what have you to investigate ?
Senator BENTs5N. Well, they already have the investigating on

there. They have the employees who are versed in this and have the
experience. I I.

Mr. CUMMINGs. Senator, there is no reason to duplicate any of this
stuff. This could very readily be consolidated in one place or the other,
but the kinds of standards we are talking about here are not enforced
by allyone right now.

If I may, Senator, may I just briefly go on to the standards f, the
various bills? 

- Of course, I support S. 4 not because it is perfect but because it is
better than the other bills. As to pre)artiipation--up to age 2--that
is too long. It shouldn't have an preparteipation period. Iit shouldn't
be counting years and-

Senator NESON. Excuse me, but I don't understand.
Are you talking about eligibility or vesting requirements,
Mr. 'CUMMINGS. For the purpose of crediting service. You should

credit service when you serve, which is to say if a fellow starts work
at age 16 and he makes his 8 years by 23, he should be vested in those
8 years. The reason for that, Senator, is because pension contributions
are very slow, and there is' a tremendous burden, to which the other
witnesses have testified to, a tremendous burden on the lastemployer.
The last employer has to provide that pinion. Why I He has to pro-
vide it because 'he knows that nobody else is going to do it. The other
employers didn't do it. So, if you could mutualize that burden by
saying to each employer, you have young men here, let them vest a
little, let them earn a little bit of a pension in their teens, in their
twenties, in their thirties, then by 'the time he gets to age 60 and hap-
pens to get another job, he may not earn much pension,-but he doesn't
really have to because he has three or four -pensions already,

Now, conversely, if he hasn't earned anything until 55, the odds
against him earning anything substantial between 55 and 66 that will
begin to approximate the kind of income he wants to liwv on, and
that he has been living on, are just. overwhelming. So I say that I
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think all preparticipations are bad. I like S. 4 because it is the earliest.
Senator NELsox. So I understand you: Are you saying that vesting

should start as of the first day of employment ?
Mr. CuumINGs. No, I am certainly not. I am sayingthat credited

service should start immediately. You see, what thesetills do: First
of all, take for example the administration bill. It washes down the
drain every year until the age of 30; in other words, you have shot
10 years right there.

Senator-JENTSENi. You wouldn't put an age limitation on it at all?

Mr. CuM miNGs. No age limit.
And then as to vesting, I think either the Bentsen bill or S. 4 is

fine. The Rule of 50 is terrible because it is not "age neutral" and it
gives a man or woman one pension only, from his last employer, and
not from all of the earlier years, which are the years when you have
to earn a pension or, otherwise, you are not going to earn anything
that is worth getting. If you look at some of the examples that I set
forth, and I did tie arithmetic myself on compounding of Interest
and so on, you will see-and these examples in my statement, you will
see what a radical difference it is when you earn it your whole life-
40 years worth, your whole working life, socking it away, year after
year after year. You cannot pick it all up in the last few years. Now,
that is not to say that we should have immediate vesting, because I
do not think you should have immediate vesting, and the reason for
that is a simple balance of interest; I don't think an employer ought
to be obligated to provide anything for an employee who is essentially
casual. But, an employee after 8 years isn't casual. Indeed, as Senator
Bentsen points out, an employee after 5 years isn't casual. Maybe
after a year or 2 or 3 or 4 he is casual, but after that, he has earned
something and he ought to get it. Now, that doesn't say how much he
has to get.

Senator NELSON. Let me ask a question: Maybe I misunderstood
something about the administration's Rules of 60 proposal, but i have
assumed that if somebody started working at age 20 and worked 16
years, then the Rule of 50 applies ?

Mr. CuMmz1mos No sir.
Senator NELsON. Well, but he is 85--
Mr. BEPNSTEIN. Not under the bill.
Mr. CummiNos, It permits you to exclude the first 10 Years up to the

age of 30, so he has only 5 years of credit under the administratfon bill
after 15 years, and those 5 years aren't vested, because his age 85 plus
5, equals 40, and not 50, so he has nothing.

Senator NELsox. But I was saying age 20 to 85 is 15 plus----
Mr. CumMIGs. Senator, theyV don't count the years from age 20 to

80 under the administration bill. They exclude every year of service
under the age of 30, or they permit you to exclude every year of service
under the age of 80, which ii, as I say, not "age neutral" ;it throws out
the early years and puts all of the burden on the last employer.

Senator NPLsox. So that I understand what you are saying, if the
rule of 50 included all service and you did start at age 20 and worked
until age 85that makes 50 years, and what you are saying is that in
15 years he should be accumulating his credits I
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Mr. CUDtIfNOs. And he shouldn't have to wait the full 15 years to
vest anything.

Senator NEPLoN. I understand. So whatever the vesting period is, you
are saying that he should accumulate his credits for every year he
works, is that right

Mr. CuMMiNGs. Right.
Senator NELSON. All right.
Senator CURTIS. I want to make sure I understand what everybody

means by "vesting." If an employee asked you what is vesting, what
would you tell him?

Mr. "CUMMrNGS. Vesting is the nonforfeited right to a deferred life
annuity contingent only upon living to retirement age.

Senator CURTIS. it has no relation to the amount?
Mr. CuMMINos. None whatever.
Senator CuRTis. It just means that you wouldn't be let out and get

nothing?
Mr. CUMMINGS. Well it is a vested interest in a portion, in the ac-

erued portion, as defined, of the pension, that is, as defined in the plan.
If the plan sets a pension at $150 a week, and if you fre 50-percent
vested in it, you are vested, I suppose, in $75 a week. That has relation
to the amount of the pension, yes.

Senator CUrIs. That leads to my second question. When you deal in
terms of partial vesting, is that where the percentage is applied?

Mr. CUMMINS. That is right. It is an ascending curve, actually, be-
cause, as the percentage of vesting increases, the accrual also increases,
so that each time, well, say the percentage goes up from 30 to 40, it is .
also 40 percent of a larger number so it is like a geometric curve.

Senator C rums. Now under the administration plan, if you have an
individual 40 years old, if he were on the job from the time'he was 80,
lie would be vested, correct?

Mr. CuMMiNGS. If they started at 30 and they worked until when I
Senator CtMTIS. Well, let's use the example of prior to that, maybe

he started at 20.
Mr. CumMINGS. From 30 to 4,0 they would accrue 10 years, although

they use a 3-year preparticipation period, which I believe the adminis-
tration bill allows, so they would really have to be 43.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. That is correct.'
Mr. CuMMINGS. Is that correct?
Mr. BERNSTEIN. You have to have a minimum of 3 years, yes.
Mr. CuMMiNGs. Three years. You can exclude the first three years.
Senator CURTm. The first 3?
Mr. CuMMINGS. -I think so.
Senator CUirrsa. Can you exclude them twice?
Mr. CuMMINGs. You can exclude 3, and you can exclude everything

up to age 30. So if you start at 30, they could keep you out for the first
3 altogether. Am I correct ?

Mr. BIWEL. I don't think so. I think the 8 years before 30 would
count.

Mr. CohEN. As I understand it, Senator, if you started at age 27 and
served your first 3 years between 27 and 30, then you would vest at least
50 percent by the time you were age 40, correct I

Mr. CumImNes. Correct.
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Mr. CoEn. So if you started your service with the company at age
30, then the company could exclude you from the plan for the first 3
years until you were age 33 and then by the time you are 41 or 42,
the accumulation of your age of 41 or 4 , and your years of service,
would equal 50.

Senator CUnTIs. But 27 or less, well, say he starts at 22, now when
you once eliminate everything below 30, you would have to again
eliminate the 3; is that correct I

Mr. CoimN. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. You can't deduct the 3 twice?
Mr. CuMMINs. Not twice, but let's put it this way. First1 you can

knock out everybody up to the age of 30, and then the employees he
hires at age 30 or thereafter can be excluded for the first 3 years of their
work. Ofcourse, the further problem with that is that when you earn
pension accruals in years around 40 and 50 the compounding effect of
the contributions and the interest rates over a long period of time is
much weaker. You can put in a very small amount of money regularly
beginning at age 20, and it is astounding how much money you have
when you are through. If you look on my arithmetic of vesting in my
statement you will see that-

Senator Cumris. What?
Mr. CuMMINos. In my statement, I am taking a $1,500 a year con-

tribution which is the maximum permitted by your bill in the individ-
ual retirement savings account, and I am saying if you start to con-
tribute at age 25, and contribute regularly for 40 years-remember
you are compounding 40 years--you will have at age 65- $232,000,
which will produce for you a retirement payout for your life expect-
ancy of $23 901 per year, which is pretty nice living.

Senator tRTIS. And that is the beginning at what age I
Mr. CU MINos. Beginning at 65.
Senator CUns. No, the set-aside, the savings, that is beginning at

what age?
Mr. CUMMINGS. You begin to set aside at age 25 and contribute

regularly for the full 40 years.
On the other hand, if you are hired at age 48-
Senator CuET1s. I wish you had given me that information 43 years

ago. You've given it 43 years too late.
Mr. Cumitos. I gave it to myself, too, Senator, because I don't have

a pension either.
Senator, I agree with you 100 percent, if you focus on the legisla-

ton from the point of vlew of someone who is already approaching

retirement age. Nothing is going to help him as much as the rule of 50,
provided lie has already forfeited everything else. But the problem
you are trying to solve in legislation like this is to insure that when
a man gets to the point where lie is approaching retirement age, he
hasn't forfeited everything else and he has already earned his pension.
As I say, it is a problem for the young, and it can only be solvedf if you
earn that pension when you are young. It is just too late to earn it

when you are old, unless, of course, you are permitted to sock away
vast, vast sums of money in a short time.

Senator BENTSEI. You know, one of the problems you run into if you
are talking about smaller pension plans-and I prefaced this-by Say-
ing they are the exception-but you find some contributory- plans,
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you find some employers who feel that the employees should contribute
part to their retirement.

Mr. CUMMINoS. Yes.
Senator BENTSENx. If you run into those and then get to the point of

requiring eligibility at age 21 or 22, or whenever they start to work,
- you find a great deal of resistance to that by those people at that age.

Mr. CummiNOs. I agree with you, Senator.
Senator, might I say just one word about funding? I probably went

over my time,-but there is a difference between funding to protect the
plan and funding to protect a. reinsurance fund. S. 4's funding is not
there to protect the plan; reinsurance is there to protect the plan.
Funding is there to protect the reinsurance.If you don't have reinsur-
ance, funding is not only there to protect the plan but funding is an
allocation scheme and determines who gets it and who doesn't. As you
will see, if you examine the history in the Studebaker case, which both
Mr. Lesser and I knew quite well from personal experience, these levels
of benefits which were piled one on top of the other were not funded
separately and the consequence was that the funding produced pensions
for the retirees, but produced nothing for the vestees, even though
some vestees had 40 years of service and had devoted their entire lives
to Studebaker; they forfeited 85 percent of their pensions. Now, I
think there is no funding scheme realistically that is ever going to
protect Studebaker-type cases. Studebaker's plan would have qualified
under any funding schedule in any bill. It would have qualified tnder
Accounting Principle Board's option No. 8. It clearly qualified under
S. 4 and under any of the other bills but still the vestees forfeited their
pensions. In fact, the Studebaker funding schedule was better, Mtch
better, than would be required by the administration bill, and yet the
vestees with 40 years of service forfeited 85 percent of their pensions.

You cannot solve that.problem without reinsurance, and the admin-
istration's study demonstrates that the cost of the reinsurance Is so low
that it ought not to be thrown aside, particularly as the supporters of
this legislation are after reinsurance more than anything else.4 It is
almost like saying to your constituency, who want pension reform,
well, I understand what is really moving you is that you want re-
insurance. However, we decided to give you everything but what you
want."

The Studebaker problem generated it all. If you don't solve that you
haven't solved very much.

Thank you.
Senator NXzLsO. Mr. Lesser?
Mr. LUssFR. Thank you. I would like to pick up from where Mr.

Cummings dropped oft because in the hour and one--half, this has been
the first mention of what is, as Mr. Cummings says, the most important
part of any pension reform; namely, termination insurance.

It has been pointed out that funding is important to accumulate
assets, but funding will never or very rarely meet the problem of a
plan that terminates from the point of view of all of the employees
who have accumulated rights under their plan. The simple reason is
that pension plans are not static. It is not. just a question of a transi-
tional period of 80 years-if that is the period for funding past.serv-
ice-until the plan is fully funded because every time therO is an
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improvement in that plan to take care of cost-of-livin -increases or
other economic conditions, you have past service unfunded, you have
new past service unfunded liabilities, which are created and you im-

mediately start another 30-year period to fund those past service
credits which have now become accumulated.

Now, this goes on and on. As Mr. Cummings says, this was the

problem of Studebaker. It met the requirements. It is true it was only

in existence for about 15 years, but even if it had been in existence
for the 30 years, it would not have been a fully funded plan because

the benefits had been improved. The argument of the administration

against reinsurance is that it doesn't affect too many people. The

statistics are there, though. I believe it was 8,000 people in 7 months

and some $20 million loss for an average benefit of $2,400 to an in-

dividual. I think we should not consider just numbers. I think the

numbers to the individual-and I know this has been pointed out to

this committee before--to the individual who is involved does not

make much sense; he does not take much comfort from the fact that

he is one of 8,400 people who lost rights under terminated plans, of

which there was a record in the study.
I don't know how many stockholders were threatened by financial

insecurity of their brokers, yet Congress passed an act a couple of

years ago to protect them. I don't know how many banks go out of

business yet we do have the Federal Deposite Insurance Corporation.
I also know which may be more analogous, we do have a compulsory
insurance oi mortgages. In other words, the unpaid balance of mort-

gages, FHA insurance doesn't insure the money that has already been

paid in, but it does insure the mortgagor against the possibility that

the mortgagee will not be able to make the payment. Now, termination
insurance would insure the person who is covered by the pension plan

against the possibility that the assets accumulated in the Iund are not

sufficient to pay him benefits to which he is entitled.
Senator CunTxs. Let me ask right there: What do you insure forI

You mentioned pensions were not static and there were improvements
in benefits. Suppose not too long before a plan terminated it was

liberalized?
Mr. Lrssrn. Well, both S. 4-
Senator Cunris. And yet the insurance would have been collected

under the old plan.
Mr. Lzsan. Both S. 4 and Senator Bentsen's bill do provide that if

a plan is improved within 3 years of the date of termination, that addi-

tional benefit resulting from the improvement would not be insured.
In other words, the benefit, the improved benefit would have to be in

effect for at least 3 years and the employer would have to have bad to

pay a premium on the unfunded liability created by that increased
benefit.

So you do have that as one safeguard against an employer or an

employer in a union immediately increasing benefits with the expecta-
tion that the plan will terminate.

Secondly, S. 4 does also provide that there is a liability on employers
who are at the point of termination, which again would take away

some of the incentive to inct ease benefits in the expectation of termi-

nation.
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Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Lesser, I think that is an improvement frank-
ly on my bill. Some liability should be imposed on the employer or the
corporation in the event a lan terminates with insufficient assets to pay
all vested benefits. There ought to be some punitive action in effect
against the employer.

Let me ask you another thing that concerns me, if I may, Mr. Chair-
man, at this point.

Senator N ELSON. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. It has been argued that in negotiations a cor-

portation and a labor union might agree to unrealistic benefits With
the idea that termination insurance would protect them. What do you
think about putting in certain minimal actuarial assumptions to try
to avoid some of the abuse in that type of situation I

Mr. LESSER. Well, I assume, you know there would have to be some
standardization or at least some regulation affecting actuarial as-
sumnptions, and so forth, in order to determine unfunded liability. That
would be part of a plan, that would be part of a funding plan. I think
that it would be perfectly proper and I think that both your bill and
S. 4 do contain limits on the amount of benefits that can be insured
and I think that is perfectly proper, too. I believe the limit is $500 a
month.

Senator BENTSEN. I think mine is $1,000.
Mr. LESSER. $I,000 or whatever, but it does contain a limitation on

people getting together and saying, well, maybe 4 or 5 years from now
you will terminate because, in other words, they still have to say it has
to be more than 3 years--

Senator BENTSEN. I must say that was a misprint in my bill. Mine
is 5 ears; S. 4 is 3 years and mine is 5 years.

Mlr. LEssEn. Oh,'I am sorry.
Senator BENTSEN. But tlfat was a misprint in the first copy, I be-

lieve.
M •r. LESSER. There is one other thing I would like to mention just

briefly, Senator, on the termination insurance and the liability of tie
eml)loyer. Some question has been raised that the potential charge
against the employer may have. an effect on his credit; in other words,
his assets or part of his assets are being pledged in the event of termi-
nation. One of the things that might be considered would be to pro-
vide that the repayment-or that the reimbursement of the insurance
fund would be a charge, but it would be paid out of a certain percent-
age of profits as they accrue after the plan terminates,

I would like to make, in the next minute or two, Senator, I would
like to go back to the vesting thing because I do think that it is impor-
tant to stress the importance of giving full credit for all periods of
service. First, as was pointed out, it depends where a person is as to
which plan might benefit him, but the rule of 50, together with the
disregard of service prior to age 30, would mean that substantial pe-
riods of service prior to age 40 would not be taken into account in
determining what the benefit is to which the individual is entitled to
deferred vesting. The amount of benefit-and it is important to pro-
tect him for some of his rights--but it is also important to protect
him as to the amount of benefit. If each time he loses 80, or 40 or 50
percent of tile benefit rights which lie had accumulated as of that
point, when he does reach retirement age the amount of benefits to
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which he has a vested right will be much less than he would have been
entitled to had he stayed in service.

Senator NEisoN. With one employer?
Mr. LIssEn. One employer; that is, if le had had full vested rights1

with each employer. Personally, I happen to prefer the 10 years with
no age requirement.

Senator NELsox. Of vesting?
Mr. LrssER. Vesting, yes. I think Senator Bentsen's recognition of

service beginning with' 5 years as the breakpoint has a lot of merit.
I happen to think that the 5 percent a year thereafter is too low a rate.
It takes 20 years before there is full ; esting under that formula. Of
course, you can increase the rate above the 5 years and shorten the

period, but I do think the 20 years is too long a period of service for
tull vesting benefits, although I do think the graduation beginning
after 5 years has some merit.

Senator BENT8EN. Well, I think we have to always remember that
we are not talking about the ideal plan; we are talking about minimum
standards.

Mr. LEssER. Well, I recognize this but I do think the studies that
have been made indicate that the cost differentials are not that great.
I think, as Mr. Cummings pointed out, it costs much less to provide a
benefit for individuals at early ages. Now, we are not talking, as was
pointed out, about turnover. Someone pointed out about the turnover
and that we have more turnover at the earlier ages. Well, that is true
but the individual who has worked 10 years-well, turnover is usually
an attribute of age and periods of service, and while there may be
rapid turnover in the first several years, I notice statistics in the auto
industry demonstrated that once an individual had put in 10 years of
service, it was little or much less turnover on the part of the employees
and, therefore, of course, the cost of vesting after that period is a very
small cost.

I would like to throw out one other suggestion which Just ties in and;
that is, no one has mentioned portability. While I think myself that
vesting and termination insurance are the keys. In other words, I
think that portability without the termination insurance would be
disastrous but what it would mean that the person who leaves and can
take money with him. would be better off than the fellow who stayed
with the employer who then terminated. And one of the advantages
of portability is that you do have a single place where records tire
kept as to rights which an individual has to pensions, and I would sug-
gest that a requirement might be that when an individual accumulates
a vested right and leaves, that plan be required to notify the Social
Security Administration of the vested right. Everybody knows to
apply for their social security benefits. Now when an individual ap.
plies for the social security benefit, they would then be notified of all
of the rights they have to vested benefits and how they might be
applied...Mr. Cummings pointed out that is in S. 4, but I do think that is one

that is not mentioned much and doesn't cost anything and that what-
ever the vesting provision is, I think that it would serve a terribly
important function.

That is al. Thank you.
Senator NELsox. Thank you very much.
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Mr. Cummings and Mr. Lesser are the only panelists who have
discussed the question of termination insurance. Would you like to
comment on that issue Mr. Biegel, before you have to leave I

Mr. BrwOFn. I am afraid I must.
I would say, Mr. Chairman, that in spite of the apparent differences

among the panelists on most of the subjects, we are fairly well agreed
that something should be done with vesting and funding, and, perhaps
with the exception of Mr. Cummings, nothing need be done with porta-
bility other than Mr. Lessr's suggestion of notifying social security
I don't regard that as a portability problem and I think no one woUld
object to keeping records at the social security office of the various
pieces of pensions.

Now, similarly, our fiduciary responsibility and disclosure, which
hasn't been discussed at all, I think you will not find very great dis-
agreement among us. However, I do believe that there is a tremendous
difference among industry, in particular, on the one hand and perhaps
some labor on the other with respect to insurance. In the first place,
we have had a number of studies on insurance and your committee,.I
am sure, is inundated with statistics on it. Let me just restate them if
I may.

The Bureau of Labor, the Department of Labor, and the Internal
]Revenue Service in a 1968 study, made a study of 8,000 plan termina-
tions in a 10-year period ending 1965, and only 20,000 employees were
affected each year. This is one-tenth of 1 percent of the pension plan
universe.

Senator NELSON. One-tenth of 1 percent of the insured ?
Mr. BI EEL. Of those who were covered. This is one-tenth of 1 per.

cent of the people covered.
The Treasury Department has updated that study in 1972 and it

made a study of plan terminations in the first 7 months of 1972, which
showed that four one-hundredths of 1 percent of the employees cov-
ered lost vested benefits. Now, I know the argument works both ways.
My point is, with such a low incidence of loss, is there any necessity of
adopting insurance? I heard Senator Bentsen say that with such a
low incidence of loss, why not? Well, it would be like adopting mar-
riage and divorce laws based on the track records of Zaza Gabor and
Liz Taylor. We do haye some examples. We have the FDIC, which Mr.
Lesser mentioned. However, that was, adopted and enacted when all
banks were closed in 1933.

We have the Securities Protection Act which was adopted a few
years ago. This was adopted at a time when most brokerage houses
were on the verge of folding; at a time when the problems of the
backrooms of brokerage houses were immense and there was s possi-
bility that all people who had securities-and people who hold securi-
ties are not only the richest because everyone buys them or most every-
one does-but here we have a different problem. Here we only have
a fraction of employees involved. In addition, we have new funding
standards, I think, with which most people agree.....

Now if you were to assume-and I have to guess at some of these
figures be cause I am not privy to all of the statistics in the Govern-
ment or in the labor force. But if you were to assume that the unfunded
accrued liabilities today are, roughly, $30 billion, and if you assume
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a 30-year period for funding, you are going to get funds into pension
plans at the rate of $1 billion a year. Now, conversely-

Senator NXLsow. Increase I
Mr. BrwniL. Yes, sir. You are going to have $1 billion of funds paid

in each year under your required 30-year funding. Now if you assume
that your insurance will be on the unfunded vested liabilities, I think
that figures show that there is about $13 billion of unfunded vested
liabilities. Just to make my arithmetic simple, let me assume $14 bil-

ion. Now, if you have two-tenths of 1 percent as your premium, which
has been suggested in Senator Bentsen's bill, and in the Williams-
Javits bill, you have $28 million that is coming in, in the way of in-

surance premiums.
Senator Nn.soi. $28 million annuallyI
Mr. BrEL. Yes, sir, $28 million annually. Now of the total losses

that have been shown or plan terminations in 1972, it was estimated
to be $20 million. Now that is the single sum required to fund all of

the benefits, the vested benefits of the employees whose plans were

terminated. Now that doesn't mean $20 million was payable immedi-
ately. It means that some portion of that-maybe a couple of million
dollars was payable to those who were at the retirement age. Much of

it, a good deal of the $20 million, is attributable to people who
wouldn't retire for 20 or 30 years in the future; certainly 10 or, 20

years in the future, namely, they are age 45 or 50 and they are going
to get whatever vested benefits they would have at age 65. So you have

a long period of time there. You don't need anywhere near $28 million
insurance premiums to cover that liability.

Now the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was mentioned as

an example and a good one. It was adopted at a time when it was

necessary. to have it. At the end of 196--and these are the last figures
for which I was able to get figures on-there were 13,000 banks
covered. The FDIC employed almost 8,000 people at the end of 1972.
They had accumulated a fund of $4.7 billion at the end of, 1971.
This came from annual assessments. The Deposit Insurance assess-
ments in a single year were $416 million. The expenses of the admin-
istration plus the losses were only $54 million, so that the net assess-
ment was $362 million. In addition, that fund, that $4 billion fund,
was earning substantial sums of income. So here we have built up a

huge fund to take care of a liability, which was less than $25 million
in that year of potential liability.

Now,, I am afraid that we would have substantially the same track
record in a termination insurance organization. There have been var-
ious suggestions as to what kind of organization ought to, do it but

regardless of that, you would soon build up a bureaucracy theft would
be treniendous.
If you will allow me to go on for 1 more minute,, Senator, what

troubles me more is that it is not merely insuring the gap, the vested
unfunded liability. No insurance program could merely operate oil
the cav-alier assumption that you take two-tenths of 1 percent of that
floire and you are home because it would violate all of the princindles
of insurance. In order to do this, this bureaucracy, this organization,
whatever it is, whether it is private insurance or a governmental sep-
arate insurance company, or a part of the Department of Labor or
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whatever, would require that the valuation of plan assets be done on
a single basis. They could not permit the employer to value plan assets
as he chooses, because he could thus determine the extent of his lia-
bility. They would soon require all actuarial assumptions to be fiked
and inmovable. They would define risks; obviously, that would be the
first thing they would do. They would unquestionably move into the
area of controlling the investment of all plan assets.

It could not, such an agency, cbuld not allow employers or the
trustees to invest as they please in all forms of assets and, if the assets
went down in value, the insurance fund would make up the gap. There
would have to 'be rigid controls of the investment of the plan assets,
the method of value of plan assets, the actuarial assumptions to be
used, all of which in my opinion, make. this a vast burden that the
industry as a whole does not want to assume.

Now, -let me suggest something that probably is not even acceptable
to the few clients I have left after this morning's performance. But
instead of a premium based on the unfunded vested liability-and I
would be certain with my long tenure in this field that that would not
remain in force very long because it would, as some of the witnesses
before the Ways and Means Committee, in a similar panel admitted,
it would have soon the impetus to tax those who are best able to pay,
rather than those who are least able to pay. Therefore, instead of
adopting a premium structure, suppose we adopted a head tax? We
have ,0 million people covered by existing pension plans.

Let's use a 10 cent per head tax, which would produce $3 million
per Year which would more than cover these vested benefits that are
payable in that year to -a terminated employee.

I know that is probably radical, but that 10 cents could be raised
as the need demanded. We would not have to go into the highly com-
plicated and bureaucratic method of controlling plhn assets and invest-
ments and act'larial assumptions. This hea-d tax would fall heaviest on
those with the largest, plans and on those best able to pay.

Senator Crprs. May I interrupt there ?
Mr. BrEoGL. Yes, sir.
Senator CUmTis. The thought has been thrown out here that in-

stead of insuring an amount of payment according to the plan, that
everybody be insured in the case oftermination to-:-the extent of say,
11/n time- t- social security benefit. In other words. the objective of The
termination insurance would not be to pay everything that a plan pro-
posed to promise, but it would be a payment in lieu of that in case of
a termina ion. I don't know that it would work but have you any com-
ments on that?

Mr. BIEG.L. I suggest in my testimony-
Senator Cu wIS. Pardon?
Mr. BrIa1m. I suggested in mya tstimony before the Ways and Means

Committee that the insurance, if there is any, would be a multiple of
social security benefits. Now I think there is built into all of the
schemes the following: And Senator Bentsen's scheme is a little more
liberal than Frank Cummings, namely, 50 percent of pay for $i,000
a month; the Javits-Williams Bill has $500 a month. Now, that, too,
limits Senator,.the availability of funds on termination. They 'ould,

go towards those in the lower'brackets and, therefore, the $2 million
that has been forecast as the loss in 1 year's termination is nowhere
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near realistic because, if we cut it down by those who retired in a given
year only and limited even those to the benefit limits of the Williams-
Javits bill, that is $500 a month, or $6,000 a year, I think you would
find that there is probably sufficient funds by this new funding method
to take care of that.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I make a point.
Let me say, first, that when we talk about the number of people that

are involved, we said 8,000 in a period of 7 months and $2,400 average
loss. Of course, to the person who suffers a loss it may be a 100-percent
loss. Second, we say that FDIC was installed at a time when all banks
were closed. But must we wait for a crisis to insure pension plansI

And, if you really believe that you can avoid certain perimeters on
investments-and when you are in a fiduciary position you are a
trustee of someone else's'money-that you can avoid it just by not
having termination insurance, I don't think that is very realistic. I
think that is oing to come anyway.

Let me sayI have owned banks and I was delighted to have FDIC to
provide my depositors with some additional piece of mind. If we are
talking of only 8,000 people who lost their pensions in 7 months, that
is a small number but, nevertheless, we would contribute to the piece
of mind of all of those people who might have been one of those 8,000
by this kind of insurance.

Now, let's get to this point of how much the premiums should be.
We are not sure what the premiums should be and that is why we put
a 3-year provision in there so that there could be adjustments at the
end of that period of time. We could then determine which is the
proper approach. We could determine whether- there should be a
premium based on the unfunded vested liability or whether there
should be a premium based on a percentage of all the contributions
to the pension plan or a head tax, as you say. But anyway, you will
have 3 years of trial of this. This premium will not be burdensome.

And insofar as the FDIC building a substantial sum of money, well,
of course, they should. Since the time when the FDIC was created,
we haven't had a serious depression. We have had some recessions,
but no real serious depression. You have to build a fund for that
crisis. The same thing is true I think, of pension plans so that you
would have to build up a surplus. I recognize that. I-think that would
be necessary in order for the insurance to work. So, yes, there are com-
plexities to it and there are problems to it, but I think we can resolve
these problems.

Mr. BI GoL. We may eventually come to that, Senator, but let me
just add I am as concerned as anyone with the 8,500 employees who
lost their benefits. No one can talk in terms of statistics and be cold-
blooded about it. These are individuals and not statistics. I know also
there are, looking across the numbers, some 30 million who are not
covered; a very large number in this area that are not covered and my
point is that, which group shall we favor, which group shall we give
some prime consideration to? Now, we are improving, as all ofus
agree, we are going to improve vesting and that costs. We are going
to improve funding and that costs. We are going to improve other

[ areas on fiduciary responsibility and disclosure, all of which costs.
Now, it is easy for an economist or an actuary to say the additional
cost of vesting is only 0.2 of a percent of the salary of the employees
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involved, but that point 2 percent may be 10 percent additional cost
to the plan. We have the cost of funding which will go up and that
will be an additional element. All of these costs make it quite un-
attractive for an employer to go into a new plan and moreover, if they
become burdensome under this voluntary system, employers can either
terminate their existing program or, failing that, they can adopt a
money purchase system which would mean that they would put in
a flat percentage of payroll, like 5 percent or 10 percent, spread it
across the board, and it would buy more for the younger man than it
would for the older man. It would not put the money where it is
needed and you would have a plan that would not work.

We had the experience in the 1930's with money purchase plans
and they were found defective. They lost faith and they are a rare
thing to do today, but we could go back to that if these cumulative
costs each of which is small in itself, but when you add all of them
up, they become very expensive. And if we were to do that you would
discourage the 30 million from entering the pension fold at the expense
of taking care of 8,500-very worthwhile citizens and employees--but
you have to balance these equities.

I don't know where the breaking point is. As I indicated, I quoted
the statistics of $46 billion in fringe benefit costs per year. Now, how
high can we go without breaking that economy. That concerns me
and that is why I would say for starters let's not buy the whole pack-
age. You have vesting and funding and fiduciary responsibility and
disclosure, all of which costs money, so let's take care of that for
starters. If you are concerned about insurance as all of us are and
want to adopt some system, then let's do the minimum that we can in
the way of a minor head tax and get funds there that would be avail-
able to take care of the terminations in that year.

Senator NELSON. We haven't heard from Mr. Bernstein and Mr.
Cohen on the question of termination insurance.

Mr. Bernstein ?
Mr. BERNSTEIN. Public employee plan coverage.-I would like to

reserve my time on that, Senator. I only have one contribution that
I would like to make on termination insurance. I think it is a very
fragile thing at best. I would like to introduce on that point this con-
sideration-the bills before the Senate deal only with p-ivate em-
ployees. One of the measures before the House, one of the Dent bills,
would apply about equally to plans covering public employees. That is
another vast area but the public employee domain presents many of the
same problems that were discussed here today. You have the difficulty
of eligibility, the problems of funding. However, you have the differ-
ence in the public employee domain in that the tax resources of the
employee unit are available. In other words, in the termination insur-
ance area, were you to add public employees you would have a vast
area that would not draw down your termination insurance fund
and you would have a ballast, if you will, or a reservoir that would
help make your private system go. _ •

Senator NF.. How do you mix a private voluntary insurance
pension plan with a public voluntary plan

Mr. BwNSTi IN. Well, neither one of them is voluntary and the pub-
lic less obviously so. They are both compulsory but, Seniator, you mix
money. The great common factor here is money.
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Senator NELSON. Well, maybe I am missing something but if you
would extend the plan-

Mr. BERNSTIN. Not the plan. Because they have their own plan.
Senator NnAox. -Just the termination insurance I
Mr. BFnNSwrmN. The legislation might apply the vesting provisions,

which fiay very well be equally needed in the public sector-and I
think they are-and you would consider applying the funding prin-
ciples, because there has been a great deal of irresponsibility in funding
public plans. And you could apply the termination insurance and then
you would give yourself a much more solid base.

Senator NELSON. But who joins it?
My State has a retirement plan which is contributory. It is both

State and social security combined.
Mr. BRNSTEIN. Yes; I am familiar with it.
Senator NLSoN. Every dollar that any employee puts in is of his

own. He may withdraw this money after 1 year, 2 years, 5 years, when-
ever he leaves the service.

Mr. BFRNsTFIN. Correct.
Senator NELSON. It is funded. I don't think our legislature would

vote to come under a plan that imposes a tax upon them to pay for
termination insurance when they are satisfactorily covered now.
. Mr. BERNSTEIN. I am not su esting that the legislature would

-adopt it. I am suggesting that the Congress might very well decide
that on a national basis there are public plans which are seriously
underfunded and present the same kind of problem on termination
that private plans do.

Senator NELSON. I understand that. Apart from the constitutional
question of imposing that on a State, and apart from the practical
political question of passing it with Congress imposing it on the
States--if you mean by that congress imposing it----

Mr. BENSTmN. Yes.
Senator NELSoN [continuing]. My State and many others would re-

sist it. We are already supporting financially other communities which
don't shoulder the heavy tax burden of Wisconsin and we ain't about
to buy a proposition where we spend money to insure somebody else's
incompetence.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Senator, I don't purport to 'be speaking for em-
ployees in your State, but when you say that the Wisconsin Legislature
might resist it, that might be a premature determination. I have
spoken to employee representatives in the State of Wisconsin who find
it possibly an attractive proposition. You may be hearing more about
that in the weeks ahead. I wouldn't come to a premature conclusion as
to where Wisconsin stands on that question. _

The problem of plan termination.-I would make one other point on
termination, Senator, on termination insurance, and that is that Mr.
Biegel and the Treasury Department give us the good news that only
four-tenths of 1 percent of the employees lose.

Now, if you multiply those figures over the next 30 years, which by
pension standards is not a very long tine, you would find that three-
quarters of a million parti' nts would lose their benefits from this
one cause alone. Now that idWVery significant number of people. How-
ever, this study seriously understates the problem of termniatioilosses.
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It nowhere gives figures indicating how many people were washed out
of these plans before the time of termination and that is a critical
factor. What the report does say-and I summarize this in my pre-
pared statement-that some 46 percent of the plans had declining
membership in the years preceding, that they had declining member-
ship that exceeded 25 percent of the membership in the years' pro-
ceding plan termination. So you really must find out what the pension-
losses were by reaching back to when the death throes settled in in
order to find out how many people were washed out of plans without
vesting and in order to find out how many people lost the value of
credits earned. I urge this committee to go to the Treasury and say:
what are those figures, and ask Treasury to recompute the percentages
of losses. You will find a figure that is substantially above this figure.

Senator NELSON. You are talking about the situation where, for
example, there has been a substantial coal mining operation, which has
reduced by half the number of its employees in a 20 year period, or
a railroad which has lost half of its employees or more in a 20-year
period, and that computation -is not included. Is that what you are
saying?

Mr. BERNsTEIN. Yes but in a shorter period, the period just before
plan terminatio. For example, one figure-and I will pick this just
at random because you can find this again and again and again--but

the Electronics Park in Syracuse, N.Y., recently-had an employment
level of 18,000 and in 1971 that had gone down to 7,500. Now unless
you count all of the people who were plan pi-ticipants during the pe-
riod of contraction, you do not have an accurate figure for the plan
losers. These, are participants whose credits mean nothing to them.
These are plan losers. These are not covered by the report and I would
urge you to get those figures from Treasury and find out how many
people are in that category because a very significant number of plans
were covered in jbst that way.

I would point out one other thing about the termination study and
that is when plans terminate, if the termination is delayed long
enough-as it was in the Burlington Mills in Burlington, Wis.-money
may be left over that the employer can pocket. The termination study
the Treasury did show that there were no plan losers in more than
half the plans. That means in those plans there was money left over for
the employer to repocket.

Senator NELSON. Mr. Cohen?
Mr. ConEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think that there is a

fundamental problem-what I have come to be convinced is a
dilemma-with termination insurance. Regardless of the small num-
ber of people who may be injured, and seriously so, -it is a problem
that tugs at the heart of anybody who considers it, and we would

___all like to find a solution to it. It seems to me that when you set up
an insurance scheme that the insurer; namely the insurance company,
the insurance fund, is going to have to establish- certain standards
for the operation of the pension plan, for the actuarial assumptions,
for the types of investnients that are made. Otherwise you are insur-
ing; for example, the investments in bonds and stocks and even
assuming that they ar6.bj e,chips, you are insuring' the level of the_
stock market. Now, I think, mev ifaly-whatever you'itihkthe deg4re

-.... of it is-as Mr. Biegel has said, the insurance fund -*ill have to
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insist upon standards that will be much stricter than any that are
provided for in the bill; standards with respect to investments, among
other things, as well as actuarial assumptions.

Now to avoid that., the bill, at least in S. 4, provides-and Senator
Bentsen indicated that he was favorably inclined toward this-put-
ting a liability on the employer for the unfunded amounts at the
time of termination. Now S. 4 provides that in the light of the fact
that this might involve potentially enormous liabilities-and I use
those words in quotes-potentially enormous liabilities, the liability
is confined in S. 4 to one-half of the net worth of the employer.

Now the term "net worth" is not defined and it would be a very
significant item. I think it ought to l)e defined, but I won't dwell on
that at the moment.

One of the problem that bothers me is that if this means a company
would be responsible for the liability up to half of its net worth, then
a company may have a potentially enormous liability and there is a
serious question as to whether the certified public accountants audit-
ing the financial statements of the employers are going to require
that that liability or that that figure be reflected as a liaility in the
balance sheet or a reserve for it be provided in the financial state-
ment. If that were to be required by the accountants or by any Gov-
ernment agency that has to deal with accounting, you could readily
have substantial defaults in bonds, debentures, preferred stocks or
agreements or contract which require an employer to maintain a
prescribed ratio of assets to liabilities.
. But, however the accounting determination is ultimately made by
the certified public accountants, even the existence of it in a footnote,
which would be seen by creditors or investors, would call for a judg-
ment by someone as to what is the likelihood, the potentiality of there
being a termination of the plan and invocation by the insurance fund
of this liability for the unfunded amounts. You can see where this
would lead to-

Senator BENTSFN. Let, me ask you this, Mr. Secretary, if you gave
preference to all creditors-and if you are talking about net worth,
to me that is what net worth would mean, in the most simplistic
terms--but if you gave preference to all creditors before this liability
was incurred, wouldn't that take care of any problem of your account-
ant and any concern of the creditor of any footnote that might be
attached?

Mr. COHEN. But this cuts both ways, Senator. To the extent you do
this, then you put more of the burden back on the insurance fund.

Senator BENTSEN. Perhaps we are all influenced to a degree by our
own experience and I used to run a life insurance company and I had
certain limitations on what we could invest those funds in and they
weren't particularly burdensome. We operated within that framework
all right. Certainly I think the degree of fiduciary responsibility in
operating a pension plan is just as important as operating a life insur-
ance company or as important as operating a bank or a savings and
loan asosciation and I have done that too.

Mr. CoHpN. Let me come back to the first question as to whether if
you just take care of creditors-all other creditors, including perhaps
subordinated debenture holders, would be protected in priority you
would still have the problem of preferred stock and you would have
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the problem of the investors-not just the big investors, but anybody
buying stock on an exchange or in the over-th1,e-counter market.-You
would-have the question to what extent do you have to inform those
investors of the potentiality or the likelihood or the possibility of the
plan being terminated? It seems to me it is a rather serious dilemma.
And if this had to be reflected as a liability or a reserve and provided
for in the balance sheet, particularly for companies whose earnings
don't have the financial strength of some others, you could drive some
of them under.

Now I am not saying you have to do this. You don't have to have
liability up to half the net worth. You can try to work this out in some
other way, but you go back and forth between creating standards and
creating this liability. I think the liability up to half the net worth is a
very serious problem for many businesses, and I think it would be a
substantial discouragement to the formation of new plans. In partic-
ular it seems to me it is a serious problem because, as I read this bill,
it would apply to the liability for benefits accruedprior to the effective
date of the act-for all of the benefits now in effect. If a plan isn't
terminated before the new law would go into effect, this would become
a liability to the employer and that wasn't the deal when the plan was
set up. It would be the deal, however, as soon as this act became
effective.

Senator BENTSEN. My point is I think there ought to be some deter-
- rent to keep the employer from making an unrealistic settlement when

negotiating a pension plan.If the employer had something punitive,
that would perhaps help in preventing abuses of termination insurance.

Mr. COHEN. Senator, I think for example, this might be true with
respect to insiders, to controlling stockholders-and there was a case
mentioned earlier of a man who controlled a company. i'ou might
distinguish those cases from those where there is a widespread own-
ership and no one bears that responsibility.

Senator BENTSF.N. Thank you very much. "
Senator NELSON. Senator RothI
Senator ROri. Mr. Biegel proposed one alternative approch to the

problem of protecting the 8,400 or 8,500 people that have lost their
pension rights. I wondered if any of you gentlemen have any other
suggestions? These people may be a small percentage, but to each in-
dividual affected, it is a very important problem.

What other alternatives are available to us?
Mr. CUMMINoS. Senator, the one alternative Mr. Biegel didn't dis-

cuss is the one that is before you. The fact of the matter-is that no one
in his wildest imagination suggests that the fund itself is going to be
built to pay the $28 million or $20 million which Mr. Biegel computes.

In other words, the fund is subrogated, as Mr. Cohen was saying,
against the general assets of the contributing employer. I would guess,
although no one knows without experience, that very, very little of
that $20 million is actually going to come out of the fund, which means
in turn that the two-tenths of 1 percent contribution is very high and
doubtless would fall like a rock.

The other side of the point which Mr. Cohen is talking about is
this "horrible" prospect that somehow or other a company would
have to show on its balance sheets a footnote indicating that it has .
made a promise, which God forbid, it might have to keep. As far as
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I know, this is the only promise in American lhw which we have set
up as something you don't have to keep. Any other promise, any
other contract, any other obligation, you are supposed to keep. Rare
it is that we see a nonrecourse loan. Recourse is the name of the
game. Why is it so horrible? As a matter of fact, there has been
a lot of talk over at the SEC about requiring this footnote on the
S-1 registration now, without benefit of this new law. Why is it so
horrible that they would have to put this footnote on there and say,
oh, yes, by the way, we promised our employees a pension-they
have been working for us for 30 years, in reliance on that promix--
and it is just barely possible that we might have to keep it. I say that
doesn't frighten me.

Now, regulation of actuarial assumptions: do you realize the actu-
arial profession is absolutely unlicensed in this country? If you wanted
to be an actuary, Senator Roth, tomorrow, you would just hang out
a shingle and you are an actuary, in terms of the law. And by that
I don't mean to say actuaries aren't very well qualified because most
of them are. What I am saying, though, is they don't have to be, or
there is nothing in the law that says that they have to be, licensed.
We regulate good accounting practices. Why not regulate good ac-
tuarial practice? I

As far as putting the fund and investments in a straitjacket, your
banks downtown on't operate that way. They are insured by the
FDIC, and yet they decide where they are going to invest. They
decide whkit commercial loans they are going to make. They are dealing
with insured money there, but still they use their good honest prudent
man judgment. That seems to be good enough f6r the banks. There
is no reason why, absent conflict of interest, it shouldn't work just
as well with the pension funds. There is no reason why it couldn't
work, with the same sort of prudent man judgment we use with the
banks, plus inspection, plus regulation of actuaries, which is provided
in S. 4. 1 think you could have a great deal of flexibility in the kinds
of investments you could make. You could have a great deal of flexi-
bility in the plan. You could have the footnote on the balance sheet,
and the world would not come to an end. It is not unheard of, by
the way, in the steel industry; when a steel company promises a
pension, it pledges its general credit to that pension. What is so awful
about that? The steel companies have to live with it, so why can't
the rest of the country?

Senator NELSON. Does anybody else have a comment?
Senator RoTi. Let me pursue this a little further. We have heard

a suggestion for some type of head tax. I suppose one of the failures
of that approach would be the simplicity of it. But I have also heard
other criticism of basing your premium on the unfunded vested lia-
bilities. Nobody seems to know quite what that number would be.
--Mr. Cum3iNos. Senator, it measures the premium by the risk. When

you go by a head tax, you may be taxing a plan that is fully funded.
I suppose some fundamental notion of justice says why should a
plan have to buy an insurance policy when the plan is fully funded
and has no risk? It is already insured. It is insured nothing.

Senator RoTH. Any other comments ?
Mr. BERNSTEiN. I would like to make a comment. When you require

premiums on the unfunded liability based upon degree of risk, what
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you are doing of course is putting the heaviest premiums on the weak-
est funds. I am not here to argue against reinsurance, but I think a
realistic view must tell us that reinsurance is not the panacea that it
has been made out to be. I think it is an essential part. of a reform
measure, but I also think it must be remembered that it may not work.
I had one other comment, briefly, Senator Roth.

Senator Curtis raised the point before that perhaps the payout
from insurance should be some multiple of social security benefits. I
would suggest that the Senate Finance Committee of all committees,
should recognize that the alternative to private pension plans, which
are high cost and of dubious reliability, that the alternative is a much
expanded social security system. I thilk that is a realistic alternative
and I would further suggest on that. point if this committee were
merely to say that. you questioned the continued justification for the
favorable tax treatment that private pensions now receive and just
let that shoe drop and hold the other-the private pension industry,
which constantly tells us how difficult it is to do these things, would
find a way.

Senator NELsoN. That is too devious for us.
Mr. BERNSTE-IN. Pardon me, I didn't hear that, Senator.
Senator NELSONx. That is too devious for us I said.
Did you have any more questions?
Senator Rorii. A couple of brief ones.
People keep talking about the costs of the various proposals for

vesting, insurance, etc. Has anyone made a study trying to show
what the cost parameters are?

Mr. BooE. We have two studies made, Senator. Professor Wingle-
most of the Wharton School, I think did this for the Treasury and I
think a firm by the name of Grubb Actuarial Firm did it for one of
the Labor committees and both studies are not inconsistent. They note
the general parameters of the costs of vesting for instance. They show
it in two ways. One in terms of the percentage of payroll and tle vari-
ous assumptions where a plan already has liberalized vesting and
adopts some of the legislative suggestions, where it has moderate vest-
ing and adopts any one of them, and where it has no vesting at all.
And the costs varied widely, depending upon the particular status of
the various plans. And as a percentage of plan costs, it becomes very
significant.

I think all of that is in one of the papers submitted to your
committee.

Mr. CuMMINoS. Mr. Grubb's chart, his study, is in my statement and
page 150 of the committee's print. Now as you will see, the highest
cost estimates for the worst plan under S. 4 is 1.4 percent of payroll.

Mr. BMEEL. What is it of plan cost?
Mr. CumruNos. Now it is true you can come up with a figure which

perhaps might in some plans even reach 50 or 100 percent of plan cost,
provided the plan cost at the present time is trivial but let me put it
toyou this way, that 50 percent of a triviality is stihl a triviality.

Mr. BrGEL. No, it is a 50-percent increase. You can't slough it off
that way, Frank.

Mr. BERNSTEIN. I would agree with Mr. Cummings that it is a trivi-
ality. When you find a plan whose costs are going to increase 58 per-
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cent because of the very modest, extremely modest, improvements by
S. 4 you've got a plan that costs next to nothing to begin with. In terms
of dollars a year, if you figure what it costs an $8,000-a-year member
a 53 percent means you are going up roughly from 1 percent of payroll
and in terms of the $8,000-a-year man, that is very little money.

Senator ROTH. What do you estimate it would cost the Federal
Government?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Pardon?
Senator ROTH. What do you estimate it would cost the Federal

Government?
Mr. BERNSTEIN. Very, very little for the simple reason that the im-

pact overall on plan cost would be very, very slight. When you take
a look at Mr. Cummings' figure, for all plans the cost of S. 4 vesting
in its present form would be from zero-because on a liberalized vest-
ing plan it would have no impact-to perhaps 53 percent, and that is
overall. But if you were to average that overall of the plans, it would
be closer to the zero because most plans already have liberal or moder-
ate vesting*

Senator owH. Mr. Cummings I
Mr. CuMMINos. If I could interpret those figures, now if you look

at that chart--
Senator ROTH. What page was that again?
Mr. CuMtMiNGs. It is on page 150 of the committee print and also

in my prepared statement. There are two "line two's," the first "line
two" is a percentage of payroll and the second "line two" is a per.
centage of plan costs. You will notice that, for example, for all plans.
which is the right-hand column, that shows a spread from zero to
1.4 percent. of payroll; and for percentage of plan costs for all plans;
it shows a spread of from zero to 53 percent. What that means is that
the worst plan, which suffers a 53.percent increase in pension costs, also
suffered a 1.4 percent increase in pension costs as a percentage of
payroll.

So what you are really saying is, yes, if you are contributing next
to nothing you will now have to produce 1.4 times next to nothing,
which is stifl going to be very close to nothing.Now you shouldn't laugh off any costs, and no corporation will
laugh off any cost, of the magnitude of 1.4 percent of payroll, which
after all is the worst impact in this study-and by the way i didn't
write this study. But in an economy in which wages have been going
up 6 or 7 or 8 percent a year for as long as most of us can remember,
a statute which says to the eml)loyer: "next year instead of raising
wages 7 percent, raise them 5.6 percent and put the other 1.4 percent
in pensions, and you comply with our bill-or if you insist on doing
both, this is going to cost you an extra 1.4 percent o payroll." A statute
like that is not unreasonable.

That is a substantial expense, but it is not a barrier or even in my
judgment a factor which this committee of the Congress ought to
consider as a deterrent to providing pensions where they are now
most negligible.

Senator RoTH. Or deterrent to creating new -pensions?
Mr. CuMMINGS. I wouldn't think it would be a deterrent to creating

new pensions either.
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Senator ROTh. I believe you mentioned engineers in your statement.
Mr. CUMMINoS. That is client of mine.
Senator ROTH!. Now how would that work? If you were an engineerworking for a corporation with a reasonably .ood plan, would you

be free to decide whether to go with the "plan' or not?
Mr. CUMMINos. Any time you draft a bill, you are trying to draft it

to deal with the most general problems. There are alw4yvs going to be
people you don't deal with, though. Notwithstanding te fact that I
represent a segment of the engineers, this bill wouldn't help them at all,
and the reason is that they work 4 or 5 years in a company and then
must go to another company. They are not going to vest in any plan.

So what they want is to set up their own plan and have all of the
money, which the employer now contributes to his corporate plan, be
contributed to an immediately vested engineers' plan. Then they will
decide what to do with it..

In the alternative, they desperately want the feature of Senator
Curtis' bill and Senator Bentsen's bill which permits the individual
retirement account where, in the absence of a plan that does the em-
ployee any good, at least the employee can get a tax deduction for his
own contribution for his own retirement account. They want that with-
out some of the limitations that are inherent in the administration's
bill, to wit: A reduction of employees' permissible contribution based
on how much the employer put in.i The reason they don't like that is
because they start with $1,500 as the limit of their contribution, and
that is nice; but the trouble is that 'every time the employer puts in a
dollar, that is one dollar less they can put into their plan, and the em-
ployer's dollar isn't vested, so it doesn't do them any good it just re-
duces the amount they can contribute.

They would like a'flat amount, a substantial amount, and no reduc-
tion for the employer's contribution. They would say to you, Members
of the Congress and the Senate, "let me do my own pension planning.
I am not such a fool. I can do my arithmetic. I want to save, and I want
the tax benefits, which normalffly accrue to other industrial people. 1
want to defer paying taxes on this money until I retire, and then I will
have the dignityy of living on the money that I earned. That is what
pension planning is all about."

Senator ROTh. It sounds a little bit like some of the arguments
against social security.

Mr. CuiI3fINos. Except that social security isn't geared to the level
of income that a man or woman is used to. It is essentially an insured
type of-I hate to say it--of welfare, but that is really what it is.

Senator ROTh!. I was only making reference to the argument they
could do better with their own investments.

Mr. CUMMINOS. That is right. They feel, let us do our own pension
planning and we will do a very good job.

Mr. LEsSER. I would say on that everybody can do better if they are
young, but somebody has to take care of the older people too. That is
where you get the whole past service cost and that is where a good deal
of the cost of social security is going, which is a good argument for this
committee to adopt a general revenue share to the financing of social
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security-as I know Senator Nelson has proposed-that is a good
argument.

Senator NELsox. Does anybody else have, any observations they wish
to make on the issues?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. I would like to make one point that I think is im-
plicit ill the cost figures and that is that tile iml)rovenments of any of the
pending measures, the inII)roveminents that would be made by vesting
are very slight and they would leave out the bulk of those who lose-

Senator NELsoN. I (lili't hear the first part of your sentence.
Wouldyou rel)eat that ?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Yes. The cost figures that. Senator Roth and pri-
manily MIr. Cummings have I)een talking about. indicate how the slight
improvement, the infinitesimal imlprovement that would be effectuated
by any of the measures before this committee in salvaging pension
rights works two ways: One, where vesting is already extensive, that
the difficulty is it doesn't set in early enough in one's working life to ac-
tually salvage benefits., None of the prol)osals make any substantial
improvement, upon the "when. And in addition all of the prol)osals
that would improve upon the length of time possibly required for
achieving vesting, both S. 4 and Senator Bentsen's bill generate bene-
fits that are tiny.

If you take,'for example, a benefit of $5 a year per year of service
and you multiply that by 8 years, that is a benefit of $40. However,
under S. 4 only 30 percent would vest-the retiree would have a benefit
of about $12. In addition that vesting takes place when a person is per-
haps 45 years of age and that benefit isn't payable for 20 years-and
you might al)ply over a 20-year period a modest assumption of in.
flation of 3 percent-then you have a benefit that is not worth talking
about. What all of these bills do is leave out most of the pension losers.
When they do salvage something they salvage it in terms that are prac-
ticallv useless in terms of incomes for retirees.

People can t get by on a. $12 benefit three-fourths of which has been
eroded by inflation. You really have to do better thanthat if you are
going to have anything that merits the name of reform.
Now we have heard again and again this bugaboo of costs. Cost is

not a real hurdle to pension reform. It is demonstrable that if we had
immediate vesting--this is something that. is demonstrated in my
book-immediate vesting for a population which was taken at ran-
dora-and it happened to be a manufacturing company with 26,000
people-if you were to immediately vest all of their credits and if thaf,
was the rule of the road for the entire economy, the yearly cost would
be one-third the cost, of 10-year vesting l)rovision.

Now that is the difference between a system that effectively accumu-
lates retirement savings for everyone and a system that puts most of
the burden upon the last employer, which is the system we have now.

Senator NELSON. I must be misunderstanding you. Are you saying
that if you provide for immediate vesting that would be one-third of
the cost of 10 years vesting provision?

Mr. BERNSTEN. That is correct, for the reason, that each year for
everybody's working life would generate savings. I am not saying the
cost to the economy would be one-third. It would not. It would be more
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than the system we have. But it would come in units that are much more
manageable. It is the yearly cost that everybody worries about and not
their lifetime costs.

If every employee worked under a plan in which all of his credits
vested and you did it at a unit cost spread over his life the cost for
that one employer-and it was not an unusual employer-would be
about one-third of what a system of a plan for 10 years vesting would
be where-

Senator NELSON. Excuse me, you mean a yearly unit cost per em-
ployee, not the absolute cost?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. No, I mean the absolute cost per year of that com-
pany.

Senator NELSON. You must be dealing with a new math, then.
Mr. BERNSTEIN. No, it is not a new math, Senator, because what hap-

pens is that instead of the employer paying the whole cost of the pen-
sion, every year that an employee works, he effectively accumulates
pension savings so that when the employee comes to that employer at
age 28 or 25 or 32, he already has an enormous pension savings and,
because those early years are worth much more than. the late years,
the employees who come bring the bulk of their pension savings with
them.

Now if everybody in the economy has effective pension savings for
each year of his working life, the unit cost is much less than if one half
the employer's pay for all of it, Senator, for all of the costs are con-
sidered, for the 20 percent of the employers whoever happened to be in
their employ.

In other words, it is a matter of spreading the costs over the entire
economy and over a Ionger period of time, Senator.

Senator NELSON. I will have to look at that again.
Mr. BERNSTEiN. All right, it is summarized in my testimony, Senator.
Senator NELSON. All right. Anything further?
Senator ROTH. No.
Senator NELSON. Well, thank you-
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, may I just add one brief comment?
Senator NELSON. Excuse me. Go ahead.
Mr. COHE.. In referring to this accounting and legal question about

the employers' liability, up to half of his net worth, I didn't mean to
get into technical accounting matters such as whether it should be
stated as a liability or stated in the balance that as a footnote. That is
not my poirr.

I think this legislation in the form in which it is in S. 4 would mean
that the company would be required to guarantee the funding ulti-
mately of the employees' pension up to one half of the net worth of
the company and we ought not to think that that is not a terribly
important obligation; it is.

It may be a good deal more desirable than the present system, which
we built up over the years, to have the companies say that we are not
liable for this but we intend to continue funding the plan-and this is
a statement of generally bona fide intention but reserving always the
right to discontinue the contributions if the employer wants to.

Now, of course, that. would change the deal and if you want to
change the deal, I think one question would be whether we should
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change the deal with respect to benefits that have accrued up to now,
where this has not been the deal. But I don't think it is a technical
question. I think it goes to the heart of the issue as to whether you want
to say to the employer, when you put in a pension plan-and no matter
what you say in denying it-you lead the employees to believe that they
are going to get full funding eventually of this, and therefore you will
be responsible at least up to one-half of your net worth.

But if you don't come through with the full funding, whether it is
because of loss in value of investments or actuarial assumptions or
you go out of business or sell the business or whatever, you wilf be
liable. This is not just a matter of insurance, this is a firm change in
the commitment that goes to the heart of the private pension systems.
I think people setting up plans thereafter would certainly have to
take that factor into account in determining whether they want to
establish a plan or not or continue to maintain those in existence or not.

Mr. CUMMINGS. Mr. Chairman, could I add one word to that? I don't
think Mr. Cohen and I are in disagreement at all. I think far too little
attention. has been paid to what really amounts to a constitutional
question in the retroactive features of both S. 4 and Senator Bentsen's
bill. That is not to say that Congress couldn't make a fair legislative
judgment that it wanted to impose this liability, but I think that some
one-presumably the Senate Labor Committee has done so-but some-
one ought to take a good hard look at whether or not it is constitution-
ally proper to pass an act of Congress which says to an employer and
a union and a group of employees: "you made one contract but now not
only must you amend your contract prospectively but we have just
amended it retrospectively."

That may be wise, or it may not be wise. But it certainly seems to
me to bring some kind of constitutional question in.

Mr. BEnRNsTEIN. I think on that point it is not any great trick to
make an imposition conditional. The Congress would merely say that
if for the future you wish to continue this kind of plan you have to
do this to qualify.

Senator NELSON. As to future employees?
Mr. BERNSTEiN. No, no. That Congress could impose the require-

ment that all past credits vest, but it could only do so I think by saying
this is the condition for continuing these plans in the future.

Senator NELSON. That is not much of a choice though if you have
a plan and it is tax deductible and the employer says I really can't
accept these additional obligations. So he has to abolish his plan-

Mr. BERNSTEIN. No, I don't think so because I think adopting the
obligation isn't that onerous-the figures show that.

Senator NELSON. That is another question though. That is some-
thing else he will have to decide.

Mr. BERNSTEiN. But as a practical matter, you are talking in terms
of the practical choice to be made, and the practical choice is not
that difficult.

Mr. LESSER. I think every time Congress passes a tax law it makes
an amendment to the tax code. They do it in terms of future, but if you
happen to have an interest and bought stock and then you change the
capital gains rule here in Congress, you bought it at a certain condition
and they changed it.
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Senator NELSON. But if you change the capital gains rule, Con-
gress never says you still have to continue to make this investment
even though you don't like the amount of capital gains tax.

Mr. LEssER. But what Congress 'is saying though is-in this partic-
ular case Congress is saying if you want a pension plan, they have
changed the rules of qualification, for the future, but they are not
changing the rules retroactively with respect to qualification of the
plan in prior years or the legitimacy of the employer's tax deduction
in prior years. But they are saying that for the future if you want a
tax deduction this is the set of rules that are going to apply.

Senator NELSON. I think Frank Cummings was raising a little
different question. It is one thing to say to all new employees this is
what the plan will be but as to implying an obligation to people who
are already under a plan that is a different legal question.

Mr. CUMMINGS. That is correct.
Mr. LESSER. I am saying from a constitutional point I don't think

there is a difference. Think the important thing the Congress has
to keep in mind in any of this is if you don't affect prior service then
you are really legislating for people in the future. Now that may
have to be done if it is a constitutional question, but I don't think it is.

I would like, if all you are worried about is future service credits
for vesting or termination insurance, then I would like to make the
point you are not dealing with people who are going to be affected in
the next 10 or 15 years.

Mr. CumMINos. Senator, I didn't mean to dispute that, nor did I
mean to introduce the constitutional question and answer it; I only
meant to ask the question. It just seems to me that if you look at the
way this bill operates, what happens is you have a plan today, you do
nothing but let tomorrow happen, and when tomorrow happens you
find you owe employees money which the plan didn't provide for;
it simply wasn't part of the deal.

Now Congress has amended the deal.
If that is constitutional, it may very well turn out to be beneficial

and wise, but it just seems to me we have to look at the question of
retrospectively amending the deal.

Mr. COHEN. On that constitutional issue I am not an expert in con-
stitutional matters, and would not try to give an opinion on this point,
but it does seem to me that one thing that might save the constitu-
tionality of it is the possibility the employer could terminate the plan
before the new law could go into effect.

As I understand it, the law wouldn't be effective until 3 years after
it is adopted and that might save the constitutionality of it, but that
doesn't solve the practical problem, and that may be the reason why
there is a constitutional argument. And that argument, as Mr. Cum-
mings said, is because you are changing the deal, and it may have some
adverse consequences if you force a termination of the plan before the
law would go into effect.

Senator NELSOxf. But it is still a compulsory thing; you can't abolish
pension plans.

Well, thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the panelists and supplemental mate-

rail from Messrs. Bernstein and Cummings follow:]
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Honorable Gaylord Nelson, Chairman
Honorable Lloyd M. Bentsen
Subcommittee on Pensions
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senators Nelson and Bentsen:

During the panel discussion in which I participated before you last
week, you each made somewhat similar statements upon which time to
comment was not available.

Senator Bentsen commented upon the possibility of pension costs
increasing so much that plan continuation or installation would
be discouraged. At the close of the hearing Chairman Nelson raised
the question (without using the precise term) whether extensive
vesting as a condition of continued favorable tax treatment would
not pose employers with a Hobson's choice.

These observations do not take sufficient account of ti'e fact that
tax-favored pension programs for executives, managers and stockholder-
employees depend upon the existence of a non-discriminatory pension
program for rank and file employees. Hence, the corporate officials
with most of the effective power to decide on the institution or
continuation of private plans have a powerful incentive to opt for
installation and continuation.

However, mandatory vesting standards might also provide an incentive
to shift non-negotiated plans to a Social Security offset arrangement--
which discriminates in operation against rank and file employees.
The details of this subject are dazzlingly difficult, but I know from
discussions with staff members that they are fully-cognizant of the
problem. If the offset leak is not plugged, vesting reform would be
Jeopardized.

In this connection, I submit for the record an article which appeared
in the May 27, 1973 Los Angeles Times by Ronald Soble: "Pension: U.S.
Adds and Firms Subtract."

With all good wishes,

Sincerely,

Merton C. Bernstein
Professor of Law
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The Committee's invitation to appear as a panelist with

such distinguished colleagues Is appreciated. Private pension

reform is urgent--but measured by the proposals before Congress its

present prospects are poor.

In 1962, Burlington Mills, Inc. of Burlington, Wisconsin estab-

lished a pension plan for salaried employees. The corporation board-

appointed three trustees, one the corporation president, Richard

Kinzer, who, with other immediate family members, owned 92% of the

company's stock. In the years 1962, 1963, 1964, and 1965, the

company made contributions to the plan that varied between $15,000

and $19,000. The last contribution--$800--was made in January 1966.

In late 1965 the company decided to move operations from Burlington,

Wisconsin to Danville, Kentucky. A few plan participants were

offered Jobs In Danville but without salary increases or moving

expenses other than use of a company truck.

The last, quite small, contribution to the plan was made in

January 1966 and on February 20, 1967 corporate minutes recorded

that no further contributions would be made, but the plan was noMt

terminated until late July 1967. In essence, the decision was

made by Mr. Kinzer, the company president, plan trustee and con-

trolling stockholder- A dissenting trustee was simply removed.

-Meanwhile, the company fired some employees; others sought

and found other Jobs. The delay in terminating the plan meant com-

plete losses to some participants but enabled President, Trustee,

Principal Stockholder Kinzer to improve his share from $15,000 to

$26,000--at the least. A state court suit proved totally unavailing.

This story illustrates several--but not all--of the serious

shortcomings of private pension plans:
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(1) Length of service eligibility conditions--supposedly

Justified as A means of retaining valuable employees--frequently

defeat pension eligibility for employees who are denied the

opportunity to comply;

(2) employer control of pensinn trustees; (in other

situations union or unions and management may be in this posi-

tion);

(3) employer domination of crucial decisions adversly

affecting employees but favoring management;

(4) although § 401(a)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code man-

dates vesting of all pension credits when a plan terminates, IRS

regulations and procedures do not protect employee interests

this code provision (§ 401(a)(7) supposedly serves);

(5) the courts fail to protect employee interests against

employer self-serving plan language and actions.

These themes will be developed in this presentation.

The Cost of Pension Plans - To Employees, Employers and the Treasury.

Whatever benefits a plan pays out over its life constitutes

the cost of that plan. However, the out-of-pocket contributory

costs will vary substantially depending upon the rate of funding

and the rate of net earnings on plan reserves (the amounts not needed

currently to pay benefits and hence available for investment). The

larger the reserves at any given time the smaller will be the out-of-

pocket expense. It follows that the larger the contributions made

during the early years of a plan, the smaller will be the total con-

tributions required and the greater the amount paid by earnings on

reserves. Of course, there is an opportunity cost to be considered--

the earnings from some other investment otherwise available.

-2-
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However the tax free nature of earnings on plan reserves, which

become available for more tax free investment, make the pension

reserve inveatinent advantageous. It has been estimated--by

Professor McGill and Charles Trowbridge, I believe Dan has told me,

that to equal the value of the tax-favored pension investment a

non-pension investment would have to generate about twice the

earnings.

That considerable advantage comes at a decided cost to the

Treasury--and hence to all other taxpayers. Private plan reserves

are estimated at $150 billion and their net receipts in 1971 put

at $10.3 billion.* Assuming earnings of 5%, the $150 billion in

SEC, "Private Noninsured Pension Funds, 1971", Release No. 2599,

June 28, 1972.

reserves would yield $7.5 billion which if taxable at average corpoy.

rate rates of 50% would generate $3-3/4 billion a year in taxes.

Those taxes are not collected for considerable periods and when taxes

are applied to pension benefits the rates will be much lower and in

some oases nothing. These taxes foregone grow every year as the

reserves are augmented. This subsidy--the equivalent of a $3.75

billion expenditure--can be justified only if it serves a high

priority public purpose.

But we know that a higher proportion of better paying than

lower-paying jobs have pension coverage* and that those who enjoy

Emerson Beier, "Incidence or Private Retirement Plans", Monthly

Labor Review 37 (July 1971).

the steadiest employment are most likely to achieve pension eligi-

bility. So, in sober fact, the subsidy mostly benefits those who

are and will be best off. Yet those most in need of Social Security

supplementation in retirement, low wage and salary earners who

-3-
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experience breaks In-,unemployment are least likely to be covered

and if covered are least likely to achieve benefit eligibility.

That puts the Justification for the subsidy into serious question.

In addition, those who are under plans but do not earn benefits

or earn benefits less than long service persons that is,--the less

fortunate--in effect transfer part of their earnings to the long

term employees, frequently those with greater earnings,--that is, the

more fortunate. It is an odd system, a very unfair system in which

those with the least resources and the greatest needs transfer part

of their earnings to those with more resources and lesser need,

(This assumes, as most economists do, that contributions for

fringe benefits are compensation and that those for pensions are

deferred compensation. No one cavils with that characterization

for executives.)

.What pension reform must do--or it is not reform--is to rectify

that unfairness by effectively spreading coverage and effectively

assuring that most participants obtain pension benefits for most

of their work.

Private Pension Coverage--Inadequate and Less Tha Advertised

The latest Social Security Administration report on "Employee

Benefit Plans", a yearly affair, is strangely skimpy--and with good

reason. It lacks data on plan coverage, explaining that past

series probably overstate coverage. A 1972 survey's preliminary

result "indicate the need for downward revisions in the (coverage

figures in the] health insurance and pension series."*

Waiter W. K0oodubetz, "Employee Benefit Plans, 1971". 36 Social

Security Bulletin (No. 1) 27. 28 (April 1973).

Now look at the purported coverage figures. In 1971, the

private, non-farm, civilian work force numbered 69 million persons.

-4I-
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Estimates or private pension coy -t-e ranged between 30.7 mil'gn*

"Pension Coverase Up 3.21", PenuF 1, &Welfare News '4 (My 73).

to 33 million by assorted enthusiasts. In the mid 1960's, the

National Bureau of Economic Research estimated that in 1963 some 23.5

million participated in plans and that by 1970 the figure would grow

to 34 million. (Actually Professor Holland of MIT made several

different estimates but the one described became "the" estimate

when it was adopted by the Cabinet Committee Report on Corporate

Pensions. By 1980 some 42.7 million were to be oovered--or 63% of

the then private, non-agricultural work force.

That would be no smashing achievement given the universal

need for Social Security supplementation. But it should bb clear

that the 1970 mark has not materialized--a good 13% off the mark,

taking the inflated figures that Social Security now tells us must

be revised downward.

Note that the President's 1971 message says that "only 30

million employees are covered by private retirement plans."'

Message, H. Doc. 92-12, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1971) reproduced
In'Tax Proposals Affecting Private Pension Plans" Hearings before
the House Ways & Means Committee. 92nd Cong. 2nd Seas. 7 (1972).

But the Treasury-Labor Intern Report on Plan Termination tells

it straight (albeit in a footnote). Private -ension plan coverage,

it found in an earlier unpublished study,is at the 23 million

employee mark. Profit-sharing plans were excluded and with reason--

their contribution to retirement income is unpredictable.

Like so much else in private pensions, coverage has been

oversold.

Lack of coverage constitutes one major shortcoming of plans

today. As noted, all need Social Security supplementation. Several

-5- . •
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studies she', that when production workers with pension-covereC.

jobs lose those jobs, large propor6lons of them go into jobs with

lesser status and pay in which pension coverage is sparse. Quite

clearly, the larger the gaps in coverage, the smaller the chances of

workers displaced from pension-covered jobs to obtain any pension

or an adequate pension income.

Expending Coverage--The Administration and Bentsen Proposals--and

Real Reform

A pension reform measure should contain affirmative measures

to spread effective coverage. S. 4 does nothing to that end, except

to exempt plans with fewer than 26 participants.

The Administration and Bentsen proposals (S. 1631 and 1179)' to

This discussion does not distinguish between them; their basic

design on this subject is the same.

permit voluntary tax-sheltered retirement savings, even by those

with some pension coverage, will redound to the benefit of those

who can best take care of themselves. Experienceunder foreign volun-

tary purchase plans show that the well-to-do buy in and the less

fortunate do not and cannot. It is a dubious reform that offers

yet another tax shelter to those with comfortable means.

The attached data on Canada's voluntary tax-favored Registered

Retirement Savings Plans demonstrates that tax payers with higher

income enjoy a disporportionate share of the benefits such a system

confers. (In applying this experience to the United States it probab-

ly would be necessary to raise each category several notches to

reflect the generally higher wages and salaries enjoyed "south of

the border" as the Canadians say.)

So on Mr. naer's Table No. 5, (next page) 59.7% of all

1968 Canadian returns were for employees with income under $5,000 but



TABLE NO. 5

R2C1522520 RZTXREKENT SAVINCS PLANS IN CANADA

NUMBER OF PLANS AND A0AL C2NTRBOTONS aTf INCOMu BRACKETS.

Taxation Year 1V68

Annual Income

Dedec $5,000

$ 5,000 - $10,00

$10,000 - $15,000

$15,000 - 425,0-,0

Over $25,000

TOTALS 4 AVEPO*.-

Taxation Year 1969

Under $5.000

$ 5,000 - $10,000

$10,000 - $15,000

$1S,000 - $25.000

Over $25,000

TOTALS & AVERAGES

Total Number
of Income Tax
Returns

5.074,921

2,789. .
"

I

431,C98

141.760

57,491

8.495.18/.

5.054.052

2.996,659

580.383

180.547

708425

B.88.066

Percentage
of RoturnS
it Income
Bracket

59.7-

32.81

5.12

1.62

00.72

100.02

56.92

33.7Z

6.5%

2.0%

0.8z

100.02

Total Number Percentage
of Income Tax of Returns
Returns Bearn Bearing RSP
R.S.P. Cotributions
Contributions In Income Bracket

24.344

64,646

34,659

27,850

20395

171,894

24.185

74,677

35.861

25.066

205.879

14.12

37.6Z

20.22

16.22

11.82

100.0%

11.7%

36.3Z

22.4z

17.42

12.2?

100.02

Percentage
of All In-
cam Tax
Returns that
Nore RSP
Contributions

0.52

2.32

8.02

19.42

35.82

20.22

0.52

2.5Z

7.92

19.82

35.Sz

23.22

Total Amount
of All RSP
CMaributions

6.057,000

32.107.000

29.639.000

35.659,000

39.258,000

142,720.000

5,319,00%)

36,661.000

39.506.000

45.865.000

51,431,000

178,582,000

Averagle RSP
Average Contribution

Annual as a Percentage
KSP of Average In-
Contributions come In track!-

$ 24.81 10.0%

496.66 7.2?

855.16 7.22

1, 280.39 7.02

1,92488 4.6?

830.29 N/A

219.92

488.25

857.15

1.276.97

2,051.82

867.0h

8.92

6.92

7.32

7.02

4.9

Il/A

Nomtes
1. Contribution* to 2.S.?.1 sare based =n earned income.

2. Based on Table 15 of "taxation Sta:tstics". Catalogue go.
Reveaue, Otawa. Canada.

Rv.4 - 1970 and 1971. published by the Department of National

N.M .T.
Sept. 15. 1972.

F'rom Uormlan t. Trver, "Personal Retirement SavinpM Plans", Al.T-AIIA Coutrse on 
0
enzion,

Profit Sharin- and other Dferrd onnensatlon Plans, Octoher 1972.

'0Z)
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less than 1% of all RSP contributions came from this group. 
But

the'.7% of taxpayers comprising the over $25,000 taxpayers accounted

for 35.8% of returns reporting RSP contributions. Table 6. The

1969 figures are consistent.

When Mr. Cohen testified before the House Ways and Means 
Com-

mittee in 1972, he said that 70% of the benefit of the Administrations

voluntary contribution would redound to the benefit of taxpayers 
with

income under $15,000. If this were so (and it is debatable) 30%

of the benefit would go to about 8-3/4% of the taxpayers.

But the Canadian data put that 30% figure into real doubt.

In 1969, Canadiarewith over $15,000 income made contributions 
of

$97.2 million to such plans; the far more numerous taxpayers with

lower incomes put some $86 million into such plans. So, in raw

contributions alone the over $15,000 group obtained more 
than half

the benefit. But, in terms of taxes saved and deferred the

advantage of such tax deductible savings to upper bracket 
persons

is greater yet--roughly three times the savings for the $25,000

taxpayer as for the $5,000 taxpayer under effective 
United States

rates.

Basic Pension Plan Misdesign

Although only a minority of plans now use the insurance

vehicle, the basic principle of plans is that of insurance. 
Under

the insurance principle, members of a sizable group subject 
to a

common hazard each pay relatively small premiums to form a fund

from which the few who actually experience the particular 
misfortune

will receive relatively large payments to compensate 
for the loss.

Fire insurance is the classical example. Many pay so that a few

may receive. However, ths hazards against which pension plans now

purportedly provide protection--retirement from work 
because of age
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or disability, and even death after and before retirement--do not

affect a small minority but will happen to every plan participant

and affect their survivors. The insurance design of pension

plans simply does not contemplate widespread, let alone universal,

benefit eligibility. This aspect of plans, coupled with their spotty

coverage to begin with, means that private pensions will provide

only a minority of citizens with benefits in old age despite the

fact that all need such benefits.

Pension Plan Losers

A. Those Never Covered--Discrimination Against Young Employees

A basic precept of the Internal Revenue Code is that pension

plans qualified for favorable tax treatment must not discriminate

in favor of highly paid employees. In aid of this policy, partici-

pation requirements call for at lest 58% participation by potential

eligibles. In fact, several permitted exclusions -allow the coverage

to fall below 50% of the groups involved without endangering

qualification.

All of the bills under consideration permit exclusion of sub-

stantial groups in otherwise pension-covered employment. They all

discriminate against young employees. Such a policy is both unfair

and shortsighted. While young employees tend to more frequent job

changing, they need effective pension savings just as much as older

employees. Indeed most new plans provide for crediting all or some

past service for employees still on board.

These excluded employees, if separated in their early 30's,

may well experience many difficulties in achieving pension coverage

thereafter.

It may be pesky to keep track of small amounts of service

although Social Security does so by quarters of years for -over 80

million people. -9-
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The pre-participatlon requirements make ostensible eight year

vesting potentially Into 15 year vesting requirements under S. 4

(the Williams-Javits bill) the effect upon one who begins work

at age 18 of permitting exclusion of years prior to age 25; S. 1179

(the Bentsen bill) ostensibly begins vesting after five years of

service; for an employer starting service at age 18--not a rarity

in blue collar plans) it in effect requires 17 years of service,

but requires counting only five; S. 1631 (the Curtis-Administration

bill) permits excluding service prior to age 30 and so operates

for younger employees much as the Bentsen bill does.

I urge the elimination of these long and discriminatory pre-

participation exclusions. If excluding a year or so can be Justi-

fied by administrative convenience, once that period is past those

years should be included--much as waiting periods In workmen's and

unemployment compensation are included for benefits once the

waiting period is satisfied.

B. Job Losers

On April 1, 1971 America read that the day before Senators

Williams and Javits released a study on private pension plan

benefits and forfeitures. It reported (at page 5):

"Out of a sample covering a total of
6.9 million [pension plan] participants since
1950, 253,118 or 4 per cent have received any

- kind of . . . retirelent benefit.....

That revelation shocked the American public Into a demand for

private pension reform. S. 4 is co-sponsored by dozens of senators

because the public demands that private pensions pay off not to a

mere handful but to most participants.

-10-
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Last Pebruary the Senate Subcommittee on Labor released its

Interim Report. It reported:

". . . 92% of all participants who left
plans which required 11 or more years of service

- for vesting and 73% of all participants in the
plans with 10 years or less for vesting . . .
did not qualify benefits." (St. p. 15).

It should be added that the bulk of plans have vesting requiring

10 or more years of service.

The measures under consideration by the Committee would do

little to remedy this appalling picture, as developed below.

While the Bentsen bill apparently would start vesting earlier--

after 5 years--it permits delay in participation until age 30 so

that for an employee with service beginning before that age the

nominal vesting period in fact becomes longer. Moreover, a 25%

vesting of 5 years of credits wouldn't amount to a hill of beans--

especially after the attrition of inflation between the time of

vesting and the time of pay out. Over a 30-year period the value

of the vested benefit could be eroded 90%.

C. Women

It comes as no news that more women and a greater proportion

of women work (for compensation) than ever before. Almost one-

third of the work force are women (almost a million more than a

decade earlier).

Quite clearly, single women who work need an income substitute

as much as men do. Given the wage and salary ,discriminations

against women, as lower income workers they need a higher percentage

of replacement of earned income than do men. Divorced women fre-

quently do not receive alimony and their retirement needs are at

least the same as single women; the interruptions to work occasioned

-11-
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by family duties will, on the average, prevent their attaining equal

Social Security benefits. Widowed women at work may be better

or worse off, depending upon whether they have young children

at home. The children probably would receive Social Security

survivor benefits, but also make full-time work difficult. The

categories single, divorced and widowed make up a bit more than

a third of working women. (Table No. 346, 1972 Statistical Abstract

of the United States 219).

The major new development in work patterns in the past two

decades is that an even larger proportion of married women work.

In 1971, of the almost 32 million women at work, almost two-thirds

were married. And here are the amazing figures: among married

couples, there are more families in which both husband and wife work

than those in which only the husband works. (Table No. 347, Ibid.)

Over age 25, age is not a significant factor in this pattern.

Throughout the age 25-54 age groups about half the married couples

had both husband and wife earners; only husband worker families

varied from 47.4% to 24.8% (the remaining percentages are accounted

by families in which the husband and another f '.4ly member other

than the wife works). Among blacks, the proportion of husband-

wife worker families is even -higher.

This means that in more than half the husband-wife families,

the livAng standards of the family depends upon not only the

husband's but the wife's income. One study several years ago

reported that the median income of husband-wife families exceeded -

that of husband only worker families.* In most of these families,

U.p. Dept. of Labor, 1960 Handbook on Women Workers, Women's
Bureau Bulletin No. 275, p. 63 (1960).

the Social Security benefit will depend upon the husband's
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earnings record alone so that a smaller percetage-of income will

be replaced than in husband only worker families.

These several factors make it mandatory that the private

pension system provide an income substitute for working women. In

fact, however, a smaller proportion of working women qualify for

benefits than do men.

Women--The Losers in the Past--The Losers Still

Pension plan design now effectively excludes women both as

potential pensioners and the surviving dependents of employees.

Typically women work for shorter periods of time than men. as

the following tables show.

Manufacturing
Durable Goods
Nondurable 0o

Wholesale & Rete
Operatives & Ki

Workers

Source: "Job Te

Median Years on Current Job

All Persons

Age Men Women

30-34 3.9 1.8
35-39 5.8 2.6
40-44 8.4 3.2
45-49 10.2 4.4
50-54 12.6 6.2
55-59 14.7 8.2
60-64 15.1 9.4

M edian Years--Selected Occupati

Men by Age W

.. 25-44 45 yrs. over 24-
4.5 14.3 2.

ods 5.3 15.4 2.
ail Trade 3.3 8.8 1.
ndred

3.8 12.8 2.

enure" Monthly Labor Review 18-1

one

omen by Age

1414 4 5yrs. over
4 8.3
8 9.1
5 4.9

1 7.7

9 (September 1969).

These data demonstrate why such a small percentage of women now

qualify for pension benefits. They also show that S. 4 will do

little to help them. In wholesale and retail trade where so many
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women work, the prospects for pension eligibility are negligible.

In manufacturing, it is better, but still the bulk of women workers

will lose out. Pension plans discriminate against women; the bills

before the Committee do little to remedy that discrimination.

Widows make up the bulk of the aged poor. Social Security

provides their main money income. It needs improvement. It needs

supplementation. But this is an area in which private pensions

are dreadfully weak. Conventional vesting will not help them.

Vested Clearing House credits could.
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The Benefits and Costs of Various Vesting Formulae

Too much of the controversy over vesting has been abstract and

overgeneralized. Much has been made of the potentially crippling

costs of mandatory vesting. When reduced to concrete terms, the

conclusions must be that the proposed vesting of the major bills

would yield slight benefits and their costs would be neglible.

The Benefits of Williams-Javits, Bentsen and Curtis bill

The Williams-Javits bill would permit the exclusion of service

before age 25. Hence it assures vested benefits for no employers

younger than age 33. For employees who begin work before age 25,

the vesting requirements are in fact that much longer than the

minimum 8 years specified.
credited

For those separated after 8 years/service, the benefit vested

equals 30% of the normal retirement benefit for 8 years under the

formula existing at the time of separation. For an employee

under a plan with a benefit of $5 a month per year of service (a

moderately good plan in present day terms), the full benefit would

be $40 payable at age 65; under S. 4, the same employee would be

vested for a benefit of $12 a month--or a yearly benefit -f6C$144.

For an employee aged 40 at separation and assuming a modest 3% an-

nual inflation, the purchasing power of the-benefit would be equal

to about $3 a month or $36 a year at age 65. To call such benefits

paltry is to exaggerate their value.

Under either S. 4 or S. 1179 (the Bentsen bill) 10 years of

credited service would yield a 50% benefit. Under a $5 a month

per year of service plan, a regular retiree with 10 years service

would obtain a benefit of $50--the 50% vested separated employee

a. prospective benefit of $25. If separated at age 40 and with
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3% yearly inflation the purchasing power of the benefit at age

65 would be about $6 a month.

S. 16311s rule of 50 would operate in much the same way

except that it would vest at later ages--and the attrition by inter-

vening inflation would be proportionately less.

Proposed Vesting Yields Meagre Improvement

All of the major bills yield very little protection to employees

with 10 or fewer years of service and they would vest benefits

fully only at about 15 years of service. Most 15 year employees will

attain normal retirement age. Roughly half the single employer plans

already have 10 year vesting and almost all the remaining plans have

15 year vesting. (B.L.S. Study, Monthly Labor Review, July 1970,

reproduced in "Study of the Cost of Mandatory Vesting Provisions,

etc. U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Labor Committee Print, February

1973 at p. 45. As few such plans provide for vesting short of 10

years, the 5-10 year category really describes 10 year vesting

plans; most plans in the 11-15-year category require at least 15

years. However, the age requirements would lengthen these require-

ments for some employees.)

Mandatory Vesting Cost Slight--Additional Proof of
Inconsequential Impact

The cost of these vesting provisions according to the study

done for the Labor Subcommittee would be slight--I really mean

picayune. This is amply demonstrated by the summary of that study

set out on its final page and reproduced on the last page of the

Labor Committee's April 1973 Committee print on S. 4.

S. 4's vesting would increase the cost of a plan with 10

year vesting (classified as "Liberal') a grand total of 0.0%--yes,

absolutely nothing. Why, because it would effectuate no anticipated
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measurable improvement over 10 year vesting. (Definitions are

found on page 46 of the study.) A plan with a moderate present,

vesting provision (15 years service and age 45 required) would incur

increased costs of from 1/10th of 1S to 3/lOths of 1%. For an

employee making $8,000 a year ($4 an hour) that latter would come

to $24 a year--a shade more than ten millsan hour--oto next to,

nothing. Note that the same range registers as increases in plan

costs of from 1 to 8%. And for a plan with no vesting, S. 41s re-

quired vesting would increase costs from .2% to 1.4% of payroll--

for an $8,000 a year memberthat comes to from $16 to $112--or

not very much--less than $10 a month for the maximum estimated

increase. Note again that as a percentage of plan costs that range

registers as a percentage of plan cost increases of 5 to 53%. That

means, for the 53% cost increase, that the unchanged plan cost

roughly 2% of payroll. Again for the $8,000 a year employee roughly

$160--or very little as plan costs go.

Note that the rule of 50 generates increased costs that also are

negligible. These formulae are negligible-because they would

preserve few years of credits and for those few credits salvaged

would pay slight benefits.

Some will argue that too exacting a vesting formula simply

would lead to more exemptions of plans under the S. 4 machinery for

"variances." But the exemption process must be done on notice to

employees. It would be salutary for employers and unions to have

to declare for employees to see that their plan cannot meet

legislated standards. Hopefully some would make the effort to

avoid such a claim, whereas on overly modest vesting provision merely

lets matters slide. Moreover, there should be a publo record of the
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fact of inability to comply. If that inability is widespread enough,

even more basic changes should be considered.

The Enforcibility of Mandatory Vesting

It is possible that only immediate vesting will work. The

Labor Subcommittee's studies show that some employers will fire

people to prevent the attainment of vesting. Employees not pro-

tected by collective bargaining agreements are quite vulnerable.

S. 4 contains a provision (§ 610) declaring it unalwful to discharge

a person "for the purpose of interferring with the attainment of

any right under the plan [and] this Act . . ."; it is enforcible

by civil suit and suit by the Secretary (S 602 was not modified to

conform to 5 610 when the latter was added).

This protection is inadequate. The Secretary has been haggard

in enforcing the LMRDA. Civil suit is too

slow and expensive. The burden of proof would be upon the claiming

employee and proof would be near impossible--unlike situations

under the National Labor Relations Act where an employer has shown

antagonism to unions.

Employees should have protection against discharge without

cause, otherwise they will continue to be subject to firing to

prevent vesting.

Need for Investigation of Keogh Vesting Provisions

Keogh plans must provide 3 year vesting. I keep hearing stories

about secretaries being fired by doctors and lawyers before that

third year is achieved. I earnestly suggest this Committee investi-

gate the operation of the vesting provisions of the Keogh plans.

Before liberalizing the limits for Keogh plans, Congress and the

public ought to be informed what percentages of employee

participants have anything to show for the experience.
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Beyond that, if only a small percentage qualify, it may lead

to the conclusion that only immediate vesting works.

'The Pension Clearing House--Indispensable to Employee Protection--

Bill Limitations crippling

A Pension Clearing House is essential to effective employee

savings under private plans. Without one control, record of all

vested pension credits an employee and his dependents simply may

lose track of his entitlements.

Only with a clearing house will those credits be useful to a

separated employee. It must be understood that a vested credit

under present arrangement has three basic limitations--the benefit

is frozen as of the time of separation: the employee must survive

to normal retirement age--and survivors have no rights; the credits

are unavailable for disability purposes. A vested credit in a

Clearing House would grow in accordance with growth in the economy;

it would be available to pay benefits for survivors; it would be

available to pay benefits in the event the separated employee

became disabled.

Consider an employee separated at age 45 under a plan with a

normal requirement age of 65. His vested credits would be frozen

at benefit levels when he leaves the job--and subject to 20

years of erosion by inflation even before it reaches payment

status. For the same years of service employees who stay on the

job frequently receive increased benefits reflecting economic growth.

Had this bill been in force in 1955 a 1972 retiree separated in that

year would be stuck with benefit levels that are a fraction of

today's--which are none to handsome.

Under a voluntary Clearing House the employer has no incentive

to transfer the credit but has a powerful incentive not to do so.

The reasons are technical--but very real.
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Por any unit of fixed benefit the cost is the benefit divided

by the rate of interest. The lower the interest, the higher the

out-of-pocket cost of the benefit. Actuaries tend to assume

interest rates on reserves that are lower than the going and expected

rate. As a result when an employee separates from a Job, the cost

of transferring the value of the vested benefit is higher than if

the vested benefit is paid from the pension fund itself. As a result,

employers will not voluntarily transfer the benefit. And by keeping

the reserve for the vested benefit in its own fund, the employer

can use that frozen reserve and make money on it to lower the cost

of paying benefits to other employees. Such earnings make possible

higher benefits--so a union will not seek to have transfers to a

clearing house made. On the contrary, its effort to-get better

benefits for employees currently on the job will be enhanced by

not making transfers.

A Voluntary Clearing House will not work.

Moreover, the proposed Clearing House, although authorized to

operate its own pension fund, is limited in its investments as no

other such fund is--it may invest-only in bank and savings and

loan accounts--with the limits in earnings that result. Moreover,

in order to take advantage of PDIC insurance, the Clearing House

would have to open thousands of accounts. It would fast run out

of banks.

The Clearing House should be empowered to invest just as any

trust fund may. Such a fund would constitute a yard stick for

private fund performance--which would be very desirable as shall

be shown shortly.

The transfer of credits from individual plan to individual plan,

while feasible, is awkward, potentially more costly than transfer into

the Clearing House Fund, and subject to abuse by the receiving fund.
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Needed--Clearing House Plan for Small Companies

The gap in plan coverage occurs mostly in small companies.

They cannot afford the charges and time for plan installation.

Many more could participate if they could buy into a reliable,

low cost plan. The Clearing House should operate such a plan on

a money purchase basis so that any level of contribution would

be possible. The credits purchased would be immediately vested.

Enlarged coverage would produce--more persons eligible for

benefits, higher benefits because more years of work would pay off

and lower cost per year for any given level of benefits. All of

these advantages flow from early vesting.

Expanded Coverage and Immediate Vesting--Low Unit Cost

As I pointed out in my book about a decade ago:

"A clearing house probably would effect economies in the adminis-

tration of vesting. More importantly, if a clearing house was widely

used, the cost of vesting could be reduced, perhaps substantially.

Presently the cost of any vested rights conferred by a plan is

borne by that plan alone. Whatever the pattern of employee turnover,

under conventional vesting all the money is outbound. Under

a clearing house (or mutual bilateral) arrangement some incoming

employees would bring funds with them. Of course, the incoming

employee would get the full benefit of any funds he brings and so

there Is no "profit" to the plan he Joins on that account. But to

the extent that employees arrive with money for credits, the receiving

employer is required to contribute less In order to provide any given

level of benefits. Therefore the receiving employer can base his

plan on a longer period during which pension credits are earned.
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"For example many plans limit participation to employees with

Specified age and/or service. In effect, this can and does exclude

considerable periods of employment from pension credit. And, it

excludes the earliest years whose contributions would be of the

greatest value because they have compounded earnings for a longer

period. (See in Chapter VI, under "When Should Coverage Begin?")

In effect, under present practice the employer is financing each

retiring or early retiring employee's benefits over a period of,

sayj 30 rather than 40 years. For any given amount of normal or

eaily retirement benefit the employer must contribute more for

that employee, and the contributions will have very substantially

less earnings and less earnings on earnings--all tax free. Under

clearing house arrangements, the older the incoming employee the

less is the burden to the receiving employer of providing a decent

benefit if that employee brings (in money) some or all of the pension

credits he earned elsewhere.

"Some may say this is "taking in each other's wash"--that if

each did his own it would be the same. The reply is that it would not

be the same because under schemes contemplating the funding of every

employees' benefits over a longer period, more of the benefit financin

derives from earnings rather than contributions. And it is to be

hoped that by reducing the cost of each year of plan coverage more

employers would be able to provide plan coverage and transfer value

vesting. The more plans utilizing the clearing house and providing

transferable credits, the less expensive it would be for-each em-

ployer to provide a unit of coverage.

"So, for example, the per capita annual costs of providing

full vesting to an employee achieving pension credits under a uni-

versal transfer-value clearing house for every year of work between
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age 22 and 65 is less than one third the cost of a 10 year

vesting provision as applied to the employee group in Table IX-2

(Chapter IX, with the other assumptions applied there). Obviously

the savings for employees who are older when universal transfer-

value arrangements are instituted would be less. And the problems

of financing benefits for those near retirement would remain what

they are today; decent benefits cost proportionally more for them.

Quite clearly, however, the savings possible under a universal trans-

fer-value clearing house system are substantial--indeed, dramatic.

But, if they are to be gained the system must be put into operation

as soon as possible. Of course, the aggregate amount required to

finance pension benefits would be greater, but much of the increase

would derive from fund earnings. And, as the earnings are tax free

to the fund, they are commensurately more productive than if they

were used for regular business purposes and put into pension plans

later." (FPP pp. 273-274.)

Piduciary Standards--Proposals Inadequate

The standards proposed are grossly inadequate to protect employ-

ee pension interests:

(1) The fiduciary standard is too lax--less exacting than the

traditional trustee standard and than the standard prescribed by

§501 of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act; the

standard proposed--originating with the American Bankers Association

--permits general practice to govern; that is too rubbery and probably

too low;

(2) Permit self-dealing (transactions between the fund and

the employer) up to 10% of the fund, which can be an enormous amount.

Such dealings should be completely banned. Employee pension interests

should not depend upon the same enterprise as his/her Job. The tempta-
tions are too great. It is easier and more effective to ban self-deal-
ing than to attempt to cure dubious transactions 4fter the fact.
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The Serious Problem of Shutdowns Without Plan Termination

Every day the newspapers report plant and unit shutdowns

throughout the country. They occur in good times and bad as

weapons, products and plants become obsolete. Defense cuts, changes

in taste, and foreign competition all contribute to these occurrences.

American industry and commerce frequently respond to these problems

by closing down older units and opening up new ones, frequently

hundreds of miles away. Decades ago plant locations were decided

on factors that do not govern today. Rank and file employees seldom

get the chance to follow their Jobs and when they do the option is

seldom picked up because of family and other local ties. (Executive

and managerial patterns differ.)

In addition, since the close of World War II, company units

frequently are sold off and acquired by other companies and new

conglomerates. Often these changes are made to acquire tax losses,

patents, trademarks, processes, and customers--but not a going

concern.

Quite often the shutdowns and transfers are preceded by large

scale employee separations. These separations can and do generate

what are called "actuarial gains" to the plans--i.e., the separation

of employees relieve the plans of potential liabilities on a scale

not anticipated in the original assumptions. This in turn enables

the employer to reuse money already dedicated to pension purposes.

And, if the timing is right from the employer's point of view, it

can recapture the money in cash.

These matters are not small potatoes as several cases show.

In one unit purchase by an aggressive conglomerate, about 500 of

the 580 employees on board at the time of sale were separated in

the ensuing 2-1/2 years. The returns applied in that period exceeded
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$100,000. This plan had a "10 year vesting" provision (which

required an additional five year's service before plan participation

began) that benefited only four employees. (See for details PPP,

pp. 90, 115-116.)

Reportedly during the death throes of the Saturday Evening

Post "staff outs . . . left a large surplus in the Company's

pension fund" leading the financier in charge to announce: "I

found ten million dollars . . . " Otto Freidrick, "I am Marty Acker-

man," etc. Harper's Magazine 92 at 114 (December 1969).

The crucial point in these situations is that the plans did

not terminate. Non-termination can be more deadly to pension

credits than plan termination because under the Code and regula-

tions plan termination is supposed to vest all credits whether

or not the particular vesting provision of the plan does so. In

the absence of a vesting provision or in the presence of a rigorous

one requiring 10 or 15 years of sc vioe, employees can be separated

by the droves with comparative impunity and without anything to

show for their plan participation. But plan termination may salvage

credits.

Treasury plan funding requirements not only do not require plan

termination but delay it. A plan is regarded as terminated when all

contributions cease or current costs and interest on unfunded

liability are not met. But plan separations reduce liabilities and

increase the level of funding, thereby delaying that situation even

though the company may be unable to make any contributions. (That's

what happened in Burlington Mills.)

The problem also is acute here one unit of several covered by

a plan shuts down but the plan itself continues for the other

units. Despite large scale employee separations and substantial
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"actuarial gains" there is no assurance that separated employees

will not lose all value for their year of plan coverage.

Two recent revenue rulings (72-439 and 72-510) head in the

right direction. In the first 70% of the employees were excluded

-from a profit-sharing plan and IRS ruled that as to them there

was a "partial termination", thereby requiring 100% vesting of all

credits. In the second case, a shutdown of one of two units with 95

of the 165 (57%) plan participants constituted a "partial termina-

tion." The latter ruling, though more protective of

employee interests, does not vouchsafe any sure guide as to when

that protection will occur. It merely states that "a significant

number of employees were discharged in connection with the winding

up of part of the employer's business." No objective criteria of

percentages and the length of time over which a winding up may be

regarded as extending appear. Employees deserve more protection;

employers deserve to know their liability more clearly.

The regulations on this subject are rubbery and their meaning

elusive. IRS practice warrants inquiry. I urge that the Committee

consider the dimensions and urgency of this problem which

receives no treatment in any of the proposed measures.

Please note -the following observation by the representative

of the American Bankers' Association made in 1970:

A more pressing need for vesting has been suggested
in situations where the service of employees is involuntarily
terminated because a company sells or shuts down a plant or
operation. As you know, the Internal Revenue Code pro-
vides that upon the complete discontinuance of a plan, all
rights of employees must be non-forfeitable and that no
money can be returned to an employer until all the lia-
bilities of the plan have been satisfied.

There is no such requirement in the code for full
vesting when a plant of operatinC division of an employer
is sold or shut down, although regulations of the Internal
Revenue Service indicate that such an event should be
considered a partial termination of the plan.
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To effectively protect the interests of employees
in such cases, an amendment to the Internal Revenue
Code may be needed to require employers to provide
in their plans that the sale or shutdown of a plant or
operation must be considered a partial termination of the
plan with resulting vesting in employees. This can be done
without necessarily requiring vesting under other ciroum.
stances.

.'Private Welfare and Pension Plan Legislation", Hearings before

the Oeneral subcommittee on Labor of the House Committee on Educe-

tion and Labor (91st Cong,9 %at and 2nd Sess., 769 at 795 (May_9,

1970)).

1 would urge that objective criteria be employed to provide

a preemption of termination; IU ,I the separation of 50 of a

plan unit participants so that the termination can reach back to

the inception of the shutdown.

Several recent cases make the point that the Internal Revenue

Code, regulations and rulings, directed to qualification for tax

purpose, oonfer no rights upon employee plan participants. This

probably Is true, in spades, for the termination-vestins provisions

of the Code where the plan has not been amended to conform to the

statute, Where an employer would recapture substantial funds,

the loss of qualiftication could be a slight impediment to ignoring

the kax requirements, especially if the newly Incurred tax liability

should occur in years of little profit or losses--as often will

be the case with firms In trouble that separate large numbers of

employees.

Beyond that, as IRS operates, employees do not get notice

of plan termination proceedings and consequently do not have the

opportunity to present evidence and arguments in favor of an earlier

termination date or some other protective action. The Code should

require notification to employee and employee representatives

of all filings by employerep, unions and plan administrators under

27-
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the tax laws and have the standing of parties.

The Code should be declared to confer substantive rights upon

employees enforclble by suit. For purposes of uniformity and effi-

oiency, the Tax Court might be the proper Initial forum for suit.

The Tax Court procedures probably are adequate to allow employees

to press their suit close to home.

The Burlington Mills case practically provides a check list

of the Inadequacies of present law and procedure,

MTe TreasUry Teminatlon 8tudy.-A Oross UnderstjAtement of the Problem

"The Interim ReportooBtudy of Pension Plan Terminations, 1972"

(February 1973) purports to show that the employee losses ocOlsioned

by plan termination are slight. Its ooncluslonso-espeoillly as re

ported in the pension and labor relations press--seriously under-

state the employee pension losses experienced,

Reportedly 683 plans terminated during the period studied, the

first 7 months of 1972. These plans, the report states, "had a

total of about 20,700 claimants. About 8,fOO claimants in 293 plans

lost benotits, or about 40 percent of all claimants In these

terminated plans. Typically those who lost benefits lost over

500 of their benefits." (p. 18).

That's not a very reassuring picture, But hero Is the good

news accordingg to the Report), " . . . about 23 million# workers

Rot a typo.$ Treasury say$ +fllion; that excludes prorit-shaRing
plans. ,la. Mote 1, p. 18.

are covered by private pension plans. Thus the 8400 workers losing

benefits account for a very small fraction, tour one hundredths of

one percent, of all workers covered by such plans." (p. 18.) Thusl

N , , * the risk of benefit loss over a 10 year period would be 1

percent and over a 30 year period 3 percent." (Ps 33.) Bofors
go.-
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there a" husalhs, that mie.n-even it true.-between now and 2003

some T50,000 plan participants will lose more than half their vested

benefits from this one cause alone. (I suggest that passing the

ohampgno glasses Over the Report was premature.)

But these figures .049 and 30 are untrue# They grossly

understate the losses sustained by employees under terminating

plans, Because very large groups--the Report fails to give the nun*

bers of people--wore separated without vested claims In the years

and months preoding termination. Their earned credits achieved

nothing for them# Had plan termination occurred earlier (as

It probably should have in many of these situations) many more

persons would have been recorded as incurring losses, And, it is

entirely possible--indeed probable--but the report doesn't

enable us to Judge, that under the plans with no reported losses

those separated before termination was declared would have obtained

benefits, The report does not tell us how may Burlington Hil

and gOraJlg cases occurred awng the 250 plans with nO reported

losses, Most of them must have had surpluses, due, to some extent,

to those separations prior to termination, i.e., the employer had

money returned. 
t

Table 4.6 (attached) shows that during the two years preoeding

termination 160 of the plans with 410% of the participants experienced

contraction In employee participation exceeding 25%, The numbers

might be even more Impressive. I urge the Committee to obtain

these data and reanalyse the losses Incurred by employees and the

windfall recoupments by employers,

Puther I urge the Comittee to study the larger Issue of

windfall reooupments that occur when plans do not terminate,

029-
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The Hall-a-Loaf Delusion

The May 1973 Issue of The Pension and Welfare News (the major

monthly of the pension industry) contains a remarkable editorial

which cails for the enactment of private pension reform legislation

on fiduoiary standards, oompulsory vestinx, extension of coverage

and improved disclosure, and--I deduce--funding and reinsurance,

This is a start lingand oourageous stand for a tradE journal,

It notes that "Williams-Javits Ci.e,, 8, 41 has been oritioised

as not going far enough in reforms The oritioism is valid if reform

stops with the Williams-Javits bill and goes no further in the

next few years 1 , , *" It oonoludesi "The momentum for pension

reform and for spreading pension coverage to all privately employed

people should not be allowed to slaoken. Any unfinished business

left for this session should not wait five years, much less ten,

Rmployoes have waited too long already,"'

136orfiai 1"rolitsoIs Ihe AR or the POSSie"0e, ensIon I weirre
News. g MU 197).

"Half-a-loaf is better than none" and "The best is the enemy of

the good" are folk wisdom that also work handily to excuse

getting less than Is needed, In the case of pension reforms if 8.

il the half-loafl the slomans work to excuse lelislatlon that is

inadeauate and Iles than can b1 attained. Even more importantly,

the argument that S. 4 is only a beginning that oan be improved upon

soon Is a dangerous delusion.

Popular support for pension reform ismassive. Three national

television programs have been devoted to the subject during the

last two years--their messaSo of frustration, failure and unfairness

have taken root,

Pension reform factors are approaching a critical mass. Once

legislation results, that mass will be dissipated. As no national
-31-
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pension reform group exists, an entirely new mass will have to be

built--without the presence of the few unions (the only oroanised

groups supporting 8. 4) seeking reinsurance. Members of Congress

know from their own experience that organized anti-reform forces

greatly outweigh pro-reform forces. Only embarrassment and con-

eolenoe.-weak enough in the political arena--dictate some action

soon$

Assuming enactment of a pension reform measure In 19741 it

will have been 16 years since the last reform measure-the

Welfare And Pension Plan Disclosure Act (amendments to It have been

picayune).

Add to that the fact that the vesting and funding provisions

of 8, 4 would start to operate only in 3977 thereby delaying any

significant experience under the measure until the close of this

decade.

The present push for reform is about a decade old. Congres-

sional efforts In this round began with the Joint toonomic Committee

hearings in the 89th Congress. Here we are In the 93rd, hopefully

on the brink, Another such effort--and the same Ingredients are

au at hand--would take a decade; a decade, that Li A= the new

law proves to be as Inadequate as analysis now reveals it will be.

Moreover, when it oomes, reform. legislation takes years more to put

Into effect and more years yet to affect plan operations,

Realistically, follow up reform could be expected no sooner

than a decade after enactment of 8, I--and in all likelihood at least

another 16 years may be required. Zn sum, 1990 io the earliest

time to expect follow up reform, By then most of us here (without

Congressional pensions) will be in rest homes damning the 93rd

Congress for a half-baked halta-loaf,

-32-
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In h tinal 0o4ounting, it is not What we appear to have done
that oounte When our terms of otffoe and our term of life ane
over, we will not be remembered, Only what we actually did will

oount,

-33-
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Statement to Pension Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Finance

June 4. 1973

PRIVATE PENSION AND PROFIT SHARINO PLANS

Legislative Issues Involving
Vesting# Funding, Tormination
Insurance, and Portability

Herman C. Siegel

SI, l jtroggotio
The purpose of this paper is to discuss proposed legis-

lation to regulate private pension and profit-sharing plans

in the following four areas

(1) Yestting the right of an employee to
benefits un--F-retirement plan if he terminates
service with his employer before his "normal" re-
tirement 'date (usually age 65)1

(2) Flndggt the level of amounts to be con-
tributed an-d--b--d under the plan to fund the rights
accruing to the covered employees;

(8) Tominati n tn8uranoe a program to insure
payment of cerinls beneits it a pension plan is ter-
minated by plant closing or otherwise without suffi-
oient funds to pay those benefits and

(4) Portab lityi a centralized publicly operated
mechanism to keep track of an employee s vested pension
credits as he moves from one employer to another# and
for payment of those credits upon his retirement,

For several years, Congress has also been considering

two other areas of legislation affecting private planet
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fiduciary responsibility and disclosure. While this paper

does not discuss those matters in detail, reference should be

made to them at the outset,

The core of the fiduciary responsibility proposals is

a Federal "prudent man" standard of conduct for thoso re-

sponsible for plan operation, and for the funds held under
6

them, Itriot limitations are imposed against the avoidance

of that standard by means of "exculpatory provisions" in

the plans, The standard would require diversification of

fund assets, and prohibit many party-in-interest trans-

actions, including dealings botwoon an employer and its

pension fund. Exceptions are made for a level of invest-

ment in employer stock, and plans that specifically pro-

vide for such investment are not limited to any particular

level,

It should be emphasized that, by and lhrgeo, those pro-

posals are very much in the public interest. Adoption of

such standards will do much to correct abuses by some

plan administrators, and will increase the confidence of

millions of employees that their plans are being operated

honestly and competently,

Under the pending proposals for additional disclosure,

plan administrators would be required to furnish substan-

tially more information to the Government and to parti-

cipants about the substantive provisions of their plans#
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and about the financial operation and levol-of funding under

thoso plans, Again, without discussing these measures in

detail, two points should be made First, more disclosure

is indeed dosirablo, to increase confidence in the opera-

tion of our private system, And to avoid the disappointment

and hardship thdt can result when participants do not under-

stand tho limits on the rights provided in their plans,

Second$ in pursuing this objective, howovor, Congress must

avoid any tendency to require excessive detail and paper-

work, particularly in the area of financial data, which

would burden plan adminintrators severely, and would not

contribute useful information.

As a background to a discussion of vesting, funding,

insurance And portability, it might be helpful to consider

the preont law, the current legislative oonsidoration of

these subjects, And the development of,the private pension

sector during the last decade,

11. Proent Law

At prosont the tax law provides the only rules for

vesting and funding, There Are no requirements for in-

suranoo and portability, and no major govornmontal burou-

oracios in thin area.

Full vesting must 1)o provided when a participant ro-

tirOl or upon termination of a plan. The other require-

ments also derive from the rule sot forth in Section 401

aiIl o - It p1.2 •0
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of the Internal Revenue Code, for "qualification" of pension

and profit-sharing plans. A qualified plan may not discrimin-

Ate in favor of employees who are officers# shareholders,

highly-paid or supervisory personnel. Y_/ If it appears

that the Abseno of venting provisions# combined with a

heavy turnover of omployoes, results in having a plan

cover only highly-paid or supervisory employees# the

Internal Revenue Service reserves the right to challenge

the tax qualification of the plan,

There in no statutory requirement that plan liabilities

be fungd over any particular period. Ironically, theour-

rent rules tend to limi funding, by complicated restrictions

on the Amount of pension contributions that may be deducted

each year, As an administrative matter# the Internal Revenue

Service does require that the cost of current benefits be

funded, together with the interest on the unfunded past

service cost, i.e , the cost of benefits for service before

the plan was established or improved. P/ Failure to meet

these requirements does not result in the disqualification

of the plan for tax purposes. Rather, such a failure ts

treated as a termination of the plan and the benefits must

vest in the participating employees.

While this paper does not deal with problems of admin-

istrationp it Is important to note that the Internal Revenue
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service has developed a substantial capacity and expertise

in analysing the complicated actuarial and other issues

that arise with respect to vesting and funding of plans,

This expertise would constitute an invaluable asset in

the administration of any new rules in those two areas.

Also important is. the tact that the tpx law i largely

self-enforcing, Unless the tax rules are met, plans

cannot qualify for the special benefits set forth in

actions 401 through 404 of the Internal Revenue Code,

or for the tax exemption of the plan funding mechanism,

provided by Section 501(a) of the Code, This incentive,

and the disastrous tax consequences of losing qualifies-

tion, form an effective system of self-regulation without

the need for a harsh and extensive enforcement bureau-

aoraoy, or new'meohanisms for insurance and portability.

xxx, IMS L of Current r2Looals

In March, 1960, President Kennedy appointed a Cabinet

Committee on Corporate Pension Funds to study private em-

ployse retirement plans, In January, 1966, that Committee

made its public report. I/ The Committee focused on alleged

abuses and deficiencies in pension plans and made recommenda-

tions with respect to vesting, funding, insurance, portability,

and fiduciary standards. P/ Subsequontly, legislative proposals

began to focus on these areas. Such legislation has been intro-

duoed in every Congress since 1067, Hearings have been hold
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in one or both houson of the Congrcss In onch submequent

yoar. IlIartnian turned up Instanceo in which omployoo

had terminated nftor long poriods of norvice but before

rotiramunto forfeiting befits they had expected to

receive. The hoaring s lmo produced specific caons in

which pinns haid terminntod without sutfficient funds to

piy accruod bonofit., t.Many of thoso problomm resulted

from dinhononty and lack of fiducinry stnndardn, and would

be corrected by measures that would improve then* stan-

dards.

In thin Congrom , a number or bills covering one or

moro of the Arena of vesting, funding, insurance and por-

tability are pending. The three major proponales upon

which thin paper will foous, aro

(a) A bill proposed by the Administrntion,
hereinafter referred to an the "AdministrAtion
Dill," ($. 1031)

(b) Legislation proposed through your Com-
mittoo, the Sonato Committoo on Finance, by
Senator Dontson, huroinnfter roforrod to no the -
"Bentsen Dill." (8. 1179)

(c) Letgislation proposed through the Sonnto
Committee on LAbor and Public Welfare, by Senators
Williams and Jnvits, hereinafter referred to as the
"Willinms-Javits Dill," (S. 4)

The provisions of these bills are discussed in greater

detail in subsequent sections of this statement, In

addition, the Staff of the Joint Committle on Internal
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Taxation hsn p'opared an oxoallont summary of thoso ills,

which was immuod on May 16, 1073. The Williamns.Jtvits Dill

with its strong prnvtifonn for voting and funding a woll

as for now insurunoo atnd portability prngramm, tot iw pund-

ing on the, floor'of the 8Unrto, having boon ropois'* t f ,r

ably bvy tho Labor Committoo, a/

Thv Monato Finnnno Committt ham boon vitally intorerittd

in l)giplation in this fold bocausno itq subject matter him,

torically has boon handled through tho 1sX lawA,. Lnt year,

whilo approving the diclouro anti ftiduottry roponibility

portion (f tho Willtnmp-Jvits 11Hil (then 0, 38), this

Committoo did not rt pnrt favorably on tho vesitinif, funding,

innurano and potnhility foaturea, because of inadequate

timo to (constdcr thl",, and tocnumo of the viow of tho

Committoo, that ftirthor conidoration mwt ho given to

"balancing two conflicting vionuidorntions," Spoctfiinlly,

the report statudi

"It In ... important to rccninn1o that ,iq doirabl-t
as strongthoning roquiremontn for ponslon and profit-
sharing plnns may b, thoso plnn nr osonti ly %.ol.
untdry insofar an employor Arc uonoernod Wi t i
result that stronger r(qulrement s tend to discourage

whe widonin of thO ejo or ivato oriot-nand-or!.t..
f~hat IannA 1 4,Tharco,'e, a onrorulThaiaIingTngor1,'o

TwoconfolTteng considerationp in niicelud in oon~idei','

lng rocommondAtitois to ttrongthen provistnni rUlatin
to private pension and profit-sharing plnno. 7/
(brphnsis Added.)
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This balance between proposed new restrictions on private

plans on the one hand, and the danger of discouraging the

widening use of such plans on the other, has gained sub-

stantial force in the Administration and in Congress, be-

cause broader problems have been coming to the fore:

Namely, the facts that a large proportion of employees

is not covered by any plan, and that the level of bene-

fits under many plans is too low.

For example, the Staff Summary prepared for your use

points out that one-half of all employees in private# non-

agricultural employment are still not covered by pension

plans. - Rocent studies indicate that the portion who

are not covered may be substantially larger than one-half. 9/

A House Labor. Committee Staff Report, for example, has also

noted that for current retirees the benefit levels of many

plans are modest, and that provisions for widows benefits

are widely inadequate. 1 An appreciation of these fats

has led the Administration and Senator Bentsen to suggest a

program of further tax incentives to encourage increased

coverage, particularly in the small business area, where

profits often are small. At the same time, these

facts must continue to impress upon your Committee, and

all of the members of Congress, the need for moderation

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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and restraint in the imposition of now standards upon a

voluntary system that needs encouragement and expansion

rather than restriction and additional burdens.

IV. The Growth of the Private System

During roughly the 10-yoar period since the Kennedy

appointment of the Cabinet Committee, while legislation

has been considered in an atmosphere of excessive criticism

of the private pension system, that system has grown, and

improved its performance on the two major points at issue;

vesting and funding. Nothing is more important in the

development of a perspective on this matter than the

recognition of the fact that the situation is not static.

Between 1960 and 1970, the assets of private plans

increased from $57.8 billion in 1961 to $138.2 billion

in December 1970. U/ Those assets are how estimated

to exceed $150 billion. 2 In the period between 1962

and 1909 there occurred what the Labor Department charac-

terized as a "striking 29 percent increase" in the pro-

portion of workers covered by plans with vesting pro-

visions; plans with vesting or early retirement provisions

covered 91 percent of all active participants in private

retirement plans by 1969.
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The 1970 Study of Industrial Plans by Bankers Trust

Company of New York contains some impressive statistics

about improvements in vesting from the first half to the

second half of the 1960s. The study covers 201 companies

in 71 different industrial categories having between 200

and several hundred thousand employees.

Under the so-called "pattern plans" negotiated by

international unions, the percentage of plans providing

full testing in 10 years increased from 10% in 1960-65

to 34% in 1965-70. Under "conventional" plans, the per-

contago 'ith full vesting in 10 years increased froif-12%

to 21% in the same period, The worker who has attained

ago 40 with 15 years of service vested fully in 74% of

the pattern plans, by the 1065-70 period, A worker

meeting those requirements was fully vostod in 48% of

conventional plans by the 1965-70 poribd, up from 33%

in the 1900-65 study. One hundred and three amendments

to vesting provisions were made in the 1965-70 period in

the covered plans considered in the study, and all but 6

liberalized vesting. iv

Despite criticism of vesting provisions, the Social

Security Bulletin for Juno 1971 (Volume 34, No. 6) shows

that 58% of the individuals who wore formerly employed,

for wages or salary entitled to Social Security Payments
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at age 65, are also receiving second pensions from private

pension plans, Private benefits paid in 1969 ($6.4

billion) were more than triple the 1960 figures ($1.8

billion). By 1971 that total had grown to $8.6 billion,

and the average benefitt payment was $1,730. In the same

period, between 1960 and 1971, the number of beneficiaries

almost tripled, from 1.8 million to 5,2 million. A5/

As to funding, a study of the subject for plans

10 years old or more, entitled "Inquiry Into The Status

Of Funding Under Private Pension Plans In The United

States" by Frank L. Griffin, Jr. (Vice President and

Actuary, the Wyatt Comptfny) and C, L. Trowbridge (Vice

President and Chief Actuary, Bankers Life Company) was

published in 1969 under the auspices of the Pension

Research Council, Wharton School of Financo and Com-

morco, University of Pennsylvania. The Federal Govern-

ment financed a substantial part of the cost of the

study. The study found: A very high degree of benefit

security has boon achieved by the vast majority of plans

included. Assets were sufficient on the average to cover

approximately 95% of all accrued benefits under the plans
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with funding periods of 15 years or more. The ratio to

vested benefits is even higher. The Staff Summary re-

cently prepared for your Committee, and the Labor Com-

mittee statistics on which it is based, are somewhat

loss favorablo,.but even those statistics show very

high levels of funding for plans in effect for reason-

able periods of time. U-/ The evidence is overvhelm-

Ing that sound financing has been the rule.

The real progress of the private system must create

a healthy scepticism about whether new stringent Federal

standards and new bureaucracies would help the situation

or hurt it.

V. Vesting

A. Disoussign of ,roosals..

A discussion of vesting must center on specific

proposals. Take the three major standards contained

in the Administration Bill, the Bentsen Bill, and the

Williams-Javitb Bill: Under the Administration Bill,

an employee must participate in a plan after the later

of 3 years of service, or attainment of age 25. The

Bill proposes a "Rule of 50" for vesting the interests

of participants in qualified plans. Under this rule,

an employee would have a vested right to 50% of his

accrued benefits when the sum of his age and years
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of participation in the plan equals 50. This percentage

would increase by 10% per year, to 100% over the 5 succeed-

ing years.

The Bentsen Bill requires participation following the

late of 1 year.of service or attainment of age 30. A

participant receives a 25% vested interest after 5 years

of participation, plus 5% per year to 100% after 20 years.

The Williams-Javits Bill requires participation after

the later of 1 year of service or age 25. The Bill requires

vesting at the rate of 30% following 8 years of "covered

service," plus 10% per year, to 100% after 15 years of such

service.

The vesting schedule under the Administration Dill

would be prospective (i.e., would only apply to benefits

accruing after the effective dato of the Act). The Bentsen

Bill would apply retroactively to employees age 45 or over,

and vesting under the Williams-Javits Bill would be wholly

retroactive, applying to benefits accrued before the effec-

tive date of the Act.

B. Recommendations on Vestin.

A large segment of those who have considered the problem

of vesting--including business, labor, the pension industry,

and experts in the field--are now prepared to support reason-

able vesting standards, despite the added burdens that such

standards might impose, and the uncertain costs involved.

One reason for this developing consensus is the need to
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establish Federal preemption and avoid the prolifera-

tion of varying State rules In this area. Of major

importance in establishing those vesting rulos, how-

ever, is a recognition that any legislation should

Act minimum .tandirds to require improvement of

plans that fall blow a roasonnble norm. In

addition, the standards must be flexible,

1. Provide a Choice of Standards,

Employers should be permitted to choose

among variouR approaches as long as the minimum

level ts provided. What is maic about any one of

the appronchos sot forth in the pending bills; grnd-

uatod voting beginning after 5 year or 8 yoars; or

vesting that reflects a combined age and' service

standard like the "Rule of 50"? As long as the

plan's vesting schedule is designed to achieve sutb-

stantially the same dbgroe of vesting as the legis-

lative standard, no change should be required in

the plan.

The Williams-JavitP Bill recognizes this proh-

lom, by granting the Government the power to waive
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the single statutory standard if the plan contains

vesting provisions that are "as equitable as" the

statute, This approach is helpful, but alternative

standards should be set forth directly in the Act,

with additional power for administrative waiver of

those standards, The Williams-Javits Bill also

contains a helpful special standard for thrift and

savings plansvjhich contain vesting on a "class

yea'" basis, i.e., separate vesting for each

annual contribution by the employer. This stan-

dard would permit "class year" vesting schedules

under which the employer contrib:, :on for a year

would become vested after a period not exceeding

5 years. It is absolutely essential that floxi-

bility of this kind bo included in any final

legislative product.

2. Provide Equitable Transitional Provisions.

It should be noted that the proposed bills

do reflect a proper concern for easing the transi-

tional period, setting reasonable effective dates,

and granting appropriate waivers with respect to

those dates. This concern must continue,

3. Define the Vested Benefit.

Again, the purpose of the legislation is to fix a

statutory level of vesting in order to improve plans that are
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now below reasonable standards. I have suggested in' the

past that it would be appropriate to limit the statutorily

imposed vesting standard to a benefit which when added to

Social Security will equal 50% of final average salary up

to the Social Security wage base. Even if such a limit

is not imposed, vesting should not, 'no a matter of law;

extend to pre-retiremont death benefits, or require immedi-

ate payments upon enrly retirement. The legislation should

clearly be defined, as it is in the Administration Bill# as

a life annuity payable at age 65.

V1. Funding

A. The Ilfith Level of Funding.

Funding of pension plans is, of course, closely related

to vesting. A vested benefit is of little use if it cannot

be paid. Dut the problems of determining -how to fund that

benefit raise very serious issues of cost, What is involved

is the manner of liquidating past service costs; i.e,# costs

for service rendered before a benefit is instituted,

As has already been indicated (at page 11) there is a

very high degree of funding with respect to accrued benefits

for plans in effect.for reasonable periods of time. The

funding level for vested accrued benefits is even better,

Nonetheless, since the presonttax rules require only that

interest be paid on the past service liability so that it

does not increase, it ts apparent that any statutory
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requirement to liquidate that liability will constitute a

change in the ground rules.

D. CUrrent. Propoi:c.s.

All three Bills continue the present requirements for

funding future service benefits on a current basis. The

Administration Bill would require that past service bene-

fits be funded at the annual rate of 5% of the unfunded

vested liability, plus interest on total unfunded past

service liabilities. Under the Williams-Javits Bill, the

unfunded liability for vested ad unvosted accrued lia-

bility for past service must be funded in equal payments

over a period of 30 years from the effective date of the

Act. Amendments to a plan that increase benefits sub-

stantially may be funded on a new 30-year schedule.

The Wil iams-Javits Bill also requires that any

"experience deficiency" be funded over a period of not

exooeding five years. An "experience deficiency" is any

deficit occurring after the calculation of the initial

unfunded liability when the plan is established or

amended, except a deficit caused by a failure to con-

tribute. For example, an adverse investment experience

with respect to plan funds, or a major increase in com-

pensation upon which benefits are based could cause such

a deficiency.

The Bentsen Bill also requires funding all unfunded

liatihties, vested or not vented, over 30 years. However
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"experience deficiencies" are to be funded over the aver-

age working life of covered employees.

C. Rocommondation on Funding.

Again, after thorough consideration of this issue

over a substantial period of time, so1e consensus--

although weaker than with rospoct to vesting--may be

developing in favor of reasonable Federal standards

for funding benofit' under private pension plans. It

is recommended that any standard adopted take the fol-

lowing into account:

. The funding standards should focus on the nggregate

period for funding. For example, a 40-year or 30-year

period for funding of total benefits might he acceptable.

If funding is. applied only to vested benefits, the-period

could he even shortor--perhaps 25 years. It is important

to recognize, however, that the Williams-Javits require-

ment to make up "experience deficiencies" in 5 years,

would raise grave problems.

The plan's experience will not coincide precisely

with actuarial assumptions at any particular point in

time, The actuarial assumptions upon which employers

fund their planR are based on the average anticipated

experience over a long period of years. An increase

in pay, for example, coupled with a decline in the stock
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market, could produce an "experience deficiency" of immense

proportions in the short term. To consider irregular vari-

ations in experience as creating "deficiencies" or "sur-

pluses" on a short-term basis is a total warping of the

entire process of funding on the basis of long-range

actuarial assumptions. The simple fact is that short-

run variations from the assumed averages in no way in-

dicate a real shortage or surplus in the funds. For

these reasons, the provisions in the illiams-Javits" _

Bill for funding experience deficiencies over five

years must not be enacted. This important point

must be preserved in any legislation that is adopted.

VII. Insurance

A. Current Proposals,

The search for pension benefit security has led to

proposals for insuring the promised benefit against loss

in the event the plan is terminated. An important dis-

tinotion must be made between insurance proposals and

proposals for vesting and funding, Plan administrators

and the Government have extensive experience with the

operation of vesting and funding standards. By contrast,

there is absolutely no experience in the operation of an

insurance program of the sort contemplated,

W6.M15 0 - 18 . p1.2 - I
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Tho Williams-Javits Bill illustrates many of the problems.

It provides for an insurance program within the Labor Depart-

ment. The program insures unfunded vested liabilities in-

curred both prior to and after the effective date of the

Bill. The Bill insures investment losses, since the lack

of full funding'may result from the,'perfomance of plan

investments, as well as from the fact that past service

liability is funded over a 30-year period. Tho program

would insure against the loss of such rights in the event

of complete or "substantial termination," as determined

by the Secretary of Labor.

The rights of the participants would be insured

subject to the following limitations:

(a) The amount of insured benefit would be
the lesser of (i) 50% of a participant's highest
5-year average monthly wage, or (ii) $500 per
month.

(b) No insurance would be payable unless
the plan (or an amendment, if applicable) had
been in effect for more than three years,

(c) No insurance would be provided for
shareholders owning 10% or more of the employer's
stock.

Bach plan in the Program must pay a uniform assess-

ment covering administrative costs, glus an annual pre-

mium of .2% of the unfunded vested liability if (a) the

plan was at least 75% funded during the five years pro-

ceding the effective date of the Act, or (b) the plan
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is a multi-employer plan, A single employer plan which

was les than 75% funded would pay up to .4% of its un-

funded vested liability incurred before the offoctive

date of the Act, and up to .2% of its unfunded vested

liabilities incurred after tits effective date.

If the terminating employer is solvent, it would be

liable to reimburno the Program for part or all of the

amount disbursed to the participants, The liability

is 100% of the unfunded vested liability, subject to a

limitation of 50% of the employer's net worth, The

employer's obligation to reimburse the fund becomes a

lien on its property if it is not paid, and such lien

follows the property into the hands of a successor,

The lien is s.uporior to everything except a Federal

tax lien.

The insurance program under the BWntsen Bill is

similar to that in the illiams-Javits Dill, with some

important exceptions. For example, tte program would

not be administered by the Labor Department, but by a

separate membership corporation entitled the "Pension

Ouarantee Corporation#" with governmental, management,

employee, and public representation on the Board of

Directors, The guaranteed benefit would be the loser

of 80% of average wages or $1,000 per month, rather
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than $500 as in the W illiams-Javits Bill. In general,

insurance would apply only. after the plan has been in

effect for 5 years before the insured loss. No reim-

bursoment obligation is proposed.

D. Objections to Insuranco.

Tho implications of the insuirnnco provisions of the

proposed Bills roach far beyond those with respect to

vesting and funding, and are substnntially-nore objaction-

able. At this point, it is appropriate to recall the

discussion early in this papor of the remarkable growth

of private pension plans, and "tho need to expand oovorage

and benefits under those plans. At the sme time, Congress

must not lose sight of the fact, which was emphasized by

your Committee last year, that employers do not have to

establish any plan or sot any proscribed level of bone-

fits. What are being discussed, therefore are voluntary

programs. Against this background, the following objections

must be considered:

First. The need is not established. Do the facts

support the risks and burdens of an .insurance program,

and the potential disincentive against establishing and

improving pension plans? The La1or and Treasury Dopart-

mants have issued an Interim Report under the Study of

Pension Plan Terminations, ordered by the President in

December 1971. That Interim Report produced no evidence

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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of a widespread problem. The Interim Report focused on the

first seven months of 1972. Although the data covers only

this short period, the findings essentially confirm earlier

studies, such as the 1968 survey by the IRS and the Labor

Department, which found that the exposure to loss of benefits

through Plan termination is not very great:

. The Staff Summary prepared for this Committee notes that

for the seven-month period covered by the Interim Report, par-

ticipants louiig benefits constituted four one hundredths of

one percent of workers covered by pension plans. L Indeed,

while your Summitry noted that approximately 8,400 participants

in 203 plans lost benefits, actually only 3,100 of these par-

ticipants were retired or were fully vested before the plan

termination,'and only 2,700 would not be covered by a new

plan, which might make those losses good.' Again, this

number is measured against the fact that, according to the

Interim Report, there are now 23 million participants in

private plans, and well over 5 million present beneficiaries. /

Your Summary points out that $20 million in accrued

benefits were involved in terminations during this period.

Indeed, of this relatively small amount, only about half rep-

resented fully vested benefits of long service employees of

the sort that would be insured. 12- Compare this amount

to the fact that the reserves of private plans now exceed
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$150 billion, and that $8.8 billion in benefits are now

paid annually. 22/

- There is every reason to expect that new funding

standards would help to reduce the losses that are now

being incurred. The issue, however, is whether the

proposed remedy of a ginnt new Federally operated or

regulated insurance program is the right solution whon

that program will affect virtually every pension plan

in the country, will alter the private pension system

as we know it, and will constitute a major deterrent

to the establishment of new plans,

Many proponents o insurance admit that the prob-

lem is not widespread, and atguo that for this very reason

a solution will not be expensive, Leaving aside the question

of whether it is wise to support legislation be.Aue the need

for it is relatively small, such arguments mise the essential

point: The basic objection to insurance is not the initial

premium cost, although in the case of now plans that cost

could be very substantial indeed, The real concern is

the potential for complete regulation of private retire-

ment plans and thte adverse effects that regulation would

produce, The remaining portion of this section details

these effects.

Second. A new bureaucracy would be needed. Federal

standards would inevitably be prescribed for the valuation
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of plan assets, actuarial assumptions, definition of risk,

computation of premium and--most insidious of all--rules

regarding investment of plan assets, If the Federal

Government is going to have a hand in insuring pension

benefits to any degroo it stands to reason that the

Federal Oovernmont is going to proscribe rules with

respect to the underlying assets of the plan.

Third. The existence of an insurance pool to guarantee

plan benefits would load to pressure for increasing benefits

beyond the financial capacity of an employer to pay for them.

Benefit levels should be established in accordance with sound

collective bargaining or management decisions free from the

distortion which would be onueod by a program funded by

other employers to cover deficiencies.

Fourth. 'Ouch a proposal would encourage speculative

investment of plan assets. The fact that A Federal pool

would back up any losses would load some plan administra-

tors to take unwarranted risks in investments leaving

soundly managed plans to bail out the speculators. If

their investment is successful# they will have reduced

the cost of tho plan to the employer, It their invest-

ment fails, the insurance pool will make up the loss.

The cure for discouraging speculation would be worse

than the disease. On the one hand, it would mean invest-

ment control by the Oovernment, On the other hand, the

danger of specualtion is one consideration that now leads
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some proponents of insurance to suggest that employers

be required to reimburse plans for their insured looses,

Fifth. Proposals for reimbursement by employers of

fund deficits are chilling indeed, Proponents of insurance

programs say that it is necessary to place corporate assets

behind the plan in order to protect against the kind of un-

reasonably risky results mentioned in Third and Fourth

above. But here, again, the proposed oure would merely

servo to magnify the basic problem of security for employees,

After all, insurance becomes necessary only in cases in which

an employer is in such financial difficulty that plan termina-

tion in required. Xronically, a liability to make up insured

pension plan deficits out of corporate assets will add dras-

tically to those very difficulties, It will reduce the com-

pany's access to credit at the time its very future is dependent

on financial assistance, In short, it would tend to assure

that the company could not continue in business. Some pro-

posals also impose the employer's reimbursement liability as

a lien on successors, hence, reducing the marketability of a

troubled enterprise. In shorto in addition to all of the other

problems raised by insurance it would tend not to increase re-

tirement security in the future, but to jeopardize the very jobs

upon which that security depends by further aiding to the prob-

lems of financially troubled employers,

Sixth. Most of the legislation recommended so far does not

resemble true "insurance" in any sense of the word. The proposal

simply assess sound plans to provide a pool for payment of losses

of terminated plans.
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C. Recommendation Against Insuranco,

At the very least, such a program represents an effort

to impose unifoiia ,'oderal standards in an area that defies

uniformity. Such a program would create a now bureaucracy,

and would attempt to insure an almost indefinable risk, at

a cost that is almost impossible to estimate. Particularly

insidious is any proposal that will load to governmental

direction of plan investments, and to additional reimburse-

ment liabilities upon employers and their soocossors.

Vill. Pogrtability

The problem of portability derives from the fact that

many employees work for a number of employers over their

working lives. Present vesting practices do not envisage

combining the vested benefits earned by an employee under

one plan with those earned by him under a'suocossive em-

ployer's plan. At present, an employee who reaches re-

tirement with vested benefits under sevornl plans will

draw sopariate checks from each.

A. current Proposals'.

The Ifilliams-Javits Bill contains a voluntary program,

to be administered by the Labor Department, which would

permit the transfer only of vested credits for employees

who shift among employers who participate in the program.
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The Bentson Bill and the Administration Bill do not create

a centralized agency. They would accomplish the same

objective simply by allowing covered employees to transfer

vested rights from one plan to anothorp free of tax, when

they change jobs.

B, Roommondntion Ifainst Portnbility involving A Contrnl-

The proposals for tnx-.freo transfers among plans, such

no those proposed by the Administration and Jontsen Bills,

are highly desirable and should be adopted, More far-

roaching progrnim should not be Adopted. Surprisingly,

the nttncks against portability have come with equal

force from roprosortatives of Laboro ?,:nngomentj and

Oov rivnont. 21/ Some of' those objections nre:

(1)' If a vastocI benefit is transforrod out of

a plan, it would be done on a fully fundodc banis, Hlowevorl

if the plan as a whole I not fully funded, the remaining

participants will be ndvorculy affected boanuseo the move-

ment of monoy out of the plan would endanger its adequacy,

for the others.

(2) Ench plan is different: benefit structures differ

the actuarial assumptions are not uniform; and the mp.thods of

valuing. aeNets vary. If a pension credit bnsod on one set of

assumptions is-transferred to a plan using a different net

of assumption, how are the benefits to be computed?
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(3) In view of the difficulty in attempting to

exchange pension credits between plans which have different

benefit features or different actuarial assumptions, or

different investment policies, a demand for portability

ultimately will be a demand for standardized, identical

fully-veated plans-.-thus, completely eliminating the

flexibility to tailor plans to the individual needs and

capabilities of the particular company and its workers,

It would mean that the private pension system will be

converted into another form of Social Security, with

the Oovernment setting regulations on actuarial assump-

tions, investment policies, and other features of the

plan.

(4). A voluntary portability system, although

infinitely preferable to a mandatory system, Just can't

perform. It is voluntary as to whether the employer will

join the program. It is also voluntary as to whether the

employee wishes to transfer his vested credits from one

member to another. Even if he does, the successor employer

also must be a member of the system. Thus, unless All

employers join, and all transferred employees consent

to the transfer of their vested credits to their now

employer, we would have a patchwork system that would

make the current practices seem absolutely streamlined,
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(5) The real fact is, however, that a mere reoord-

keeping system is by no means what portability would ulti-

mately involve. Originally, it would be limited to vested

benefits. however, sooner or later, centralization of what

is actually vested in an employee when he leaves an employer

would not be enough, Instead, suoh a mammoth superstructure

would be used to transfer service credits when an employee

leaves his employer without a vested benefit,

In other words, portability would not be simply a

means'of collecting whatever is vested. Rather it would

be a means for insuring that a vested benefit accrues

with respect to III of an employee's service and with all

of his employers. The result would be one or both of two

things first, substantially roducod benefits And a sig-

nificant disincontivo to the adoption of new plans, or

second, a major increase in cost levolq.

IX. Conclusion

(1) Any Federally imposed vesting standards should

provide flexibility, reasonable transitional provisions,

and harmful definition of the vested benefit, That

standard should preempt the adoption of varying State

rules on this subject.

(2) If Congress decides to establish funding guide-

lines, the overall period for such funding must be reason-
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able. The experience deficiency provisions in the Williams-

Javits Bill, and the 5% annual schedule in the Administration

Bill should not be adopted, The Denteon requirement for

correction of deficiencies over the average remaining funding

period of covered employees is proforable.

(3) No insurance program should be enacted, Such

proposals raise markedly more serious problems than either'

vesting or funding. The cases they are designed to cure

involve a very tiny fraction of 1% of the employees covered.

To set up a huge burcanecrnoy for so negligible a fraction.

of the pension universe would be foolhardy, Moreover, it

would load inevitably to standardization of actuarial

assumptions and complete control of the invostrgont of

pension funds, No one has advocated these harsh results,

yet without this control, the insurance risk could be

varied at the will of the insured, and encourage unhealthy

speculation.

(4) Portability i of questionable value and has been

rejected by responsible officials of the Administration

Labor and Management. The desired result can be achieved

by providing for tax-free transfer of vested amounts, as

suggested by the Administration and the Bentsen Bills,
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Statement to the Finance Subcommittee
on Private Pension Plans

June p, 1973

Edwin S. Cohen

The issues which the Subcommittee has asked the

panel to discuss today require a delicate balancing of many

competing cona4dorations. Much thought and study has been

devoted to them by many talented persons, not only in the

Congress and the Administration but also in the private sec-

tor. The diversity of views that have been expressed is a

reflection of the difficulty and complexity of the problems.

I should like to say, Mr. Chairman, that I do not

pose as a specialist, or even as an expert, in the field of

pension plans. Yet for some thirty-five years in the practice

of the law and in government service, I have been engaged

interpiittently, and at times with some frequency, in the

designing, drafting and operation of pension plans. From

1970 to 1972, I participated in the formulation-and presenta-

tion of-the Administration's pension plan proposals, though

not in the supplemental recommendations made this year.

Before commenting on the specific issues, I would

like to offer a few general observations

1. In pension plans, as in so many other matters,

we secure only what we pay for. A dollar paid into a pension

plan will produce benefits which expert actuaries can estimate.

To the extent that by law or regulation, or by.design of the
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plan itself, we require certain minimum standards of eligibil-

ity, vesting or other requirements, we must sacrifice other

benefits, or else we must increase the cost of the plan. In-

creased costs for prescribed items mean decreased benefits to

employees in other respects; or they mean increased costs to

be borne by consumers in the price of goods and services, affect-

ing the price level and our ability to compete in world markets;

or they mean decreased return to investors, affecting the level

of investment that is the source of Job opportunities.

2, A most important feature of our private pension

system is the flexibility that it permits to meet the special

needs and desires of employers and employees in different

industries and different businesses. Experience shows the

need for increased minimum pension plan standards in a number

of respects; but in fashioning the new law, if we were to set

minimum standards too high, we would tend to limit the desir-

able flexibility of the private pension system because cost

considerations would force reductions in benefits that would

be beyond the required minimum.

In our discussion of what the law should require of

pension plans, I suggest that we should avoid requiring by

law what each of us might think reasonable for the average

plan, but confine the law to what we think, at this time in

our history, is a minimum standard of fairness for all employees.

We should, I think, leave to negotiation more liberal provisions
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that may be traded off against increased current wages or other

employee benefits, including other types of benefits in the

pen ion plan itself. In particular, we should be cautious

that we do not drive so high the costs of private pension plans

as to impair the prospects of legislation for increased health

insurance for employees.

3. In my experience, the pension field requires a

great diversity of expertise on a variety of different subjects.

It necessitates a merger, among other matters, of actuarial

science, accounting, labor-management relations, tax law,

trust law and labor law. When the respective experts have

given their views, sometimes conflicting, generalists in the

government and private sectors must ultimately absorb the

analyses and make the ultimate decisions. The process is time

consuming and unfortunately tedious.

In making the needed statutory changes, we should

be careful that they are not so extensive that they exceed the

capacity of government and private personnel to institute and

administer the changes. Those that seem marginal or dubious

could reasonably be deferred until the system has absorbed ,,

the essential changes and their effects can be weighed. To

move too rapidly at one time on all fronts in the pension area

could produce uncertainty and confusion that would be counter-

productive.

With these general observations, I shall review
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briefly below the principal topics you have asked the panel

to discuss.

1. Vesting requirements. Except with respect to

certain plans created by self-employed persons, existing law

contains no minimum vesting standards for pension plans other

than such provision as may be necessary to prevent discrimin-

ation of officers, stockholders, and supervisory and highly

compensated employees. While studies indicate that there has

been a general upgrading of vesting provisions in recent years,

I understand that only about 32 percent of participants in

corporate pension plans now have vested benefits. Many of

these participants without vesting are young persons without

substantial period) of service with their employers large

numbers of these employees will later qualify for vested bene-

fits, either with their present or a future employer. But

there is a large proportion of older workers who do not have

vested rights and who, because they have fewer years remaining

until retirement, are especially deserving of increased vest-

ing protection. If older workers terminate employment) they

will have less opportunity than younger persons to accumulate

pension rights with other employers.

Accordingly, it has impressed me as especially dis-

turbing to find that only some 40 percent of participants over

the age of 40 have vested benefits, and only some 46 percent

of those over age 60 have vested benefits.
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My study of various minimum vesting standards that

have been suggested for legislation has led me to the conclu-

sion that the so-called "Rule of 50," proposed by the Adminis-

tration, is the most satisfactory. Under this proposal, when

the sum of an employee's age and years of participation in the

plan equals 50, his benefits must be at least 50% vested. In

the five years following, his vested portion must increase by

at least 10% per year, until by the end-.of the five years he

must achieve 100 percent vesting.

The Rule of 50 would, I understand, in~i'ease the total

number of plan participants with vested rights from 32 percent

to 61 percent. But an even more important effect would be that

with respect to participants age 40 and over, it would increase

the percentage with vested benefits from 40 percent to 92

percent. The rule when fully effective would essentially solve

this problem of the older worker, and it is hip problem that

I think is more serious than that of the younger worker.

The data recently presented by the Administration

indicates that enactment of the Rule of 50 as a minimum stand-

ard would increase overall pension plan costs by 2.4% in con-

tributions, or 0.15% of covered payroll, or three-fourths of

a cent per hour in wages. For those plans which now provide

no vesting prior to retirement, the estimate is that the Rule

of 50 would increase plan costs by 7.6% in -ontributions or

0.38% of covered payroll or 1.86o' per hour.
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I am persuaded to favor this proposal among those

that have been advanced because the data indicates that in

general it involves less additional cost than the others,

but particularly because it concentrates protection on the

older workers who, as I say, seem to me the most deserving

of vesting protection.

Other vesting proposals that are most costly will

reduce the level of retirement income that can be provided

by the same funds for those who remain employed until they

retir,, i d do not give special consideration to the greater

Vest in, .ic ds of the older workers.

The vesting proposals in S. 4 and S. 1179 are based

exclusively upon years of participation by the employee, and

give no consideration whatsoever to his age in the relative

priority of vesting among employees. Age is a factor in deter-

mining eligibility for plan participation under all the pending

bills, and it is generally used in determining normal retire-

ment date and early retirement privileges and for other pur-

poses. I do not think it wise for the legislation to rule out

age entirely as a proper consideration in a vesting standard

minimum for pension plans.

It is true that the Aule of 50 gives, in effect, an

equal weight to age and years of participation in determining

vesting. It would, of course, be possible to vary the formula,

or to set a schedule based on age brackets, that would give
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greater weight to years of participation than to age. But

to say that age may not be taken into account under any cir-

cumstances in the minimum standard of vesting seems to me inad-

visable.

The objection that I understand has most frequently

been made to the Rule of 50 is that it would tend to discour-

age the hiring of older workers by employers who have fixed

benefit plans. In order to provide a fixed pension benefit

at a normal retirement age of 65, the annual cost for a new

older employee will be subs.tantially higher than it would be

for a younger employee. But this is true, regardless of the

vesting provisions. It is particularly true because the older

worker has a shorter period remaining before retirement, and

hence the contribution will remain in the pension fund accumu-

lating compound interest for a lesser period of time. The

Rule 'of 50 would add relatively little to the annual cost of

the pension of the older worker, either proportionately or in

absolute amounts, and it is my view that it would not be a

material factor in the choice between the hiring of an older

or a younger employee.

For. these reasons, if called upon to choose between

the various vesting standards which have been suggested, I

would be inclined to select the Rule of 50. On the other hand,

I could not say that the vesting standards proposed in S. 4

or S. 1179 would not provide reasonable protection for employees
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as a group. I suggested earlier that the effort in the new

legislation should be towards enactment of minimum standards

of fairness rather than to legislate a single standard which

we might consider appropriate, and that flexibility is impor-

tant in the private pension system. Accordingly, it might

well be desirable for the new law to accept as a minimum vest -

Ing rule any one of these three standards, or indeed any other

standard which the federal administrative authority might

approve as being equivalent in purpose and effect.

I think it fair to say that there is merit in all

of the standards that have been proposed, and we have been

debating for many months merely their relative inerit. If the

Congress selects a single standard, many plans now in existence

that meet one of the other standards may have to change. There

may, indeed, not be a sufficiently compelling reason to force

such a change or to require a single vesting standard, parti-

cularly as to existing plans. It would be a major step for-

ward if the law required plans to meet any one of the standards

pending before you.

Another aspect of the vesting matter is the extent

to which the legislative requirement should apply to benefits

accrued prior to the effective date of the new law. The costs

of granting vesting for previously accrued benefits as well

as future accruals would be significantly higher than if the

new requirement were made applicable only to future accruals.
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Benefits under existing plans have been provided on cost assump-

tions that did not take into account the new vesting rules that

would be enacted, and the additional cost of providing vesting

retroactively for previously accrued benefits would have serious

financial effects in some cases. This would be true to a large

extent even if retroactivity were confined to employees over

age 45j as in S. 1179. Accordingly, I am inclined to fav6r the

Administration recommendation that service prior to the effec-

tive date of the law be counted with future service in determin-

ing when the employee satisfies the vesting requirements, but

that the vesting apply only to benefits accruing in the future,

Still another significant question is the choice of

a minimum standard of eligibility for participation in the

plan, The proposals for corporate pension plans vary from one

year of service and age 25 in S. 4, to one year of service and

age S0 in S. 1179, and three years of service and age 30 in the

Administration proposal (S. 1631). Because of greater turnover

among young workers and the costs of including in the plan

short-term employees who terminate employment, as well as my

inclination to apply contributions to the benefit of older

workers, I would favor the Administration proposal as an accep.

table minimum for all types of plans. To some extent, the

choice is affected by the vesting standard to be adopted.

Funding. All three of the pending bills would re-

quire an increase in the funding of deferred benefit pension
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plans by the employer. It is extremely difficult to weigh

the effects of the several proposals upon the many different

types of existing private pension plans. Once again, I would

urge measured care in prescribing minimum annual contribution,

so that the first step taken is not so large as to endanger

the survival of existing plans or discourage unduly the

creation of new plans to cover the half of the work force

that unfortunately today have no private pension plans. Once

the first step has been taken and its results haye been

weighed, further legislation can be enacted with greater in-

sightand foresight to increase the funding requirement.

Some of the proposals would require funding of past

service costsboth vested and unvested. I would be inclined,

at least in the first stage, to confine the funding require-

ment to the vested benefits, as does the Administration pro-

posal. This would be somewhat comparable also to the accounting

provisions in this respect in the Accounting Principles Board

Opinion No, 8.

The Accounting Principles Board Opinion permits

employers to choose between two alternative minimum standards

of funding for the purpose of their financial statements. This

suggests the possibility, in view of the apparent differences

of view as to the most desirable single standard, that the

new law stipulate not one, but two (or perhaps several) minimum

funding standards, so that satisfying any of the minima would
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be considered acceptable. Such a solution might be especially

useful with respect to existing plans that were established

without knowledge of the new rules.

The requirements in S. 4 for funding "experience

deficiencies" over a five-year period could produce substan.

tial cost fluctuations and other serious difficulties and I

believe require modification or should be deleted.

Portability. The issue of portability means many

different things to many different people. If adequate mini-

mum standards for vesting and funding are provided, much of

the significance of portability would be eliminated, save

perhaps as a convenience. The great divergence of the terms

and degree of funding of private plans makes many types of

portability impractical, and indeed could make it unfair to

remaining employees when the plan is not fully funded.

The system that would be established under a. 4 is
entirely voluntary in the sense that it would operate only

if a pension plan applied for membership and if an employee

participant terminating employment with vested benefits chose

to use the system. It would at least establish a permissible

system for those employers and employees who Jointly wish to

avail themselves of it. But, as I indicate, caution is needed

that the withdrawal rights of a departing employee, or a group

of.them, do not damage the rights-of remaining employees,
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especially when the plan is not yet fully funded. And care

should also be taken that the time and attention of qualified

personnel is not so consumed in the establishment and opera-

tion of this limited type of voluntary portability system as

to impair institution of the other important innovations con-

tained in the legislation.

A system could be devised with simplicity that

would permit the Social Security Administration to serve as

a vehicle to keep former employees and pension plan managers

in contact with each other if they have changed address since

the employee terminated employment. Together with adequate

vesting and funding, much of the portability problem would

be solved in this fashion.

The Administration's proposed amendment of the tax law

to permit a "roll-over" of pension distributions received on

termination of employment before retirement (i.e., impose no

tax upon the distribution it the amount is promptly redeposited

in another qualified plan) seems a desirable provision.

Coupled with the other proposed amendment, which I would also

favor, to permit an employee to establish his own qualified

plan to which he can contribute when he is not covered by an

adequate employer-created plan, the two provisions should

prove especially helpful to persons changing employment.

Termination insurance seems a desirable objective

but the difficulties involved are formidable. There are
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numerous questions as to the method of fixing and allocating

the insurance premiums required. But I would express special

concern about the provisions relating to recovery by the in-

surance program from employers for any insurance benefits

paid by the program to the beneficiaries of a terminated plan.

The Committee report accompanying S. 4 states (p. 26)1

"The Committee also recognized that some
degree of employer liability was essential
where the employer was not insolvent at the
point of plan termination in order to pre.
clude abuse by shifting the financial burden
to the plan termination insurance program
despite the fact that the employer had avail-
able funds to continue funding the plan."

Referring then to a concern for the "potentially enormous lia.

bilities" that might be imposed on some employers if they

were required to assume fully responsibility, the report then

goes on to state:

"Accordingly, the Committee endorsed a formula
of employer liability which requires the
employer to reimburse the plan termination
insurance program for the total amount of
insurance paid, but in no event greater than
50% of employer's net worth at time of plan
termination.

Section 405 of S. 4 thus provides for recovery from

the employer of "100 per centum of the terminated plan's

unfunded vested liabilities" on the date of plan termination,

limited to "50 per centum of the net worth of such employer."

It creates a lien for such liability in favor of the United

States on all property of the employer, except as against a

lien for federal tax liabilities.
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The issue of employer liability goes to the heart

of the issue of feasibility of the insurance program, and

deserves most careful consideration in view of the "poten-

tially enormous liabUities" that may be involved. One ques-

tion is whether those potential liabilities, up to half the

employer's net worth, would have to be reflected as liabilities

or reserves would have to be provided, on the financial state-

ment of the employer. This is essentially a question for cer-

tified public accountants, but I think it important to obtain

a firm answer. There are many provisions in bonds, loan agree-

ments, preferred stocks and important contractsowhich dep nd

upon maintenance of certain prescribed ratios of assets and

liabi cities, or upon other test in which the amount of liabil-

ities are important, even if they are limited to half the net

worth If these large liabilities must be reflected or pro-

vided fqr, significant defaults could occur. But even if con-

fined to a footnote explanation in the balance sheet, they

could affect seriously both creditors and investors, depending

upon Judgment as to the degree of possibility of plan termina-

tion before funding is completed.

These problems are. especially important because the

liability would extend, as I read the bill, to vested benefits

for service rendered before, as well as after, the effective

date of the law.
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The importance of the limitation of liability to

half of "net worth" of the employer would indicate need for a

definition of that term. While it is an expression frequently

used ina general connotation, it gives rise to doubt as to

its meaning ih particular situations. It is more an account-

ing than a legal concept, but in the bill it would be used to

define a legal liability.

The liability would be imposed upon a "successor in

interest" to the employer, but that term is not defined. It

might, for example, apply to a person who purchases for full

value a part of the business of the employer (even though the

employer's liability is limited to half its net worth). In

that event it would affect the opportunity to realize on the

value of the employer's assets, for persons would hesitate or

decline to buy them.

Section 404(d) of S. 4 provides that "any person

or persons who terminate a plan insured under this title, with

intent to avoid or circumvent the purposes of this Act***

shall be personally liable for any losses incurred by the

Pension Benefit Insuranco Fund in connection with such plan

termination." Section 3(11) of the bill defines the term

"person" to include an individual. Thus, apparently an indi-

vidual who is involved in the termination of the plan would

be personally liable-in potentially enormous amounts under a

vague test as to whether he did so "with intent to avoid or
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circumvent the purposes" of the new law. It would be diffi-

cult to know which individuals would be considered to have

"terminated" the plan, or to describe precisely the purposes

of the Act that must not be circumvented by termination. The

vagueness of the test and the magnitude of the potential lia-

bility seem to require further reflection.

- The difficulties in these problems of termination

insurance are not merely technical matters. However the

technical aspects might be resolved, there remains the funda-

mental dilemma in termination insurance that substantial

employer liability for vested benefits would be grave in

amount and consequence, and yet insurance without such lia-

bility would furnish opportunity for abuse in the designing of

plans and speculative investment of plan assets, To date I

have seen no satisfactory resolution of that dilemma, though

we should all continue to strive for a solution.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PENSION: U.S. ADDS AND FInMS SUBTRACT-SOCIAL SECURITY HIKE OFFSET
By 8OMiE EMPLOYERS

(By Ronald L. Soble; Times Staff Writer)

NEW YORK-Millions of Americans upon retirement will not benefit fully
from the big Social Security increases Just voted by the Congress because their
corporate employers will cut individual company pensions by an amount equal
to part of the rise in the federal old age monthly payment.

The practice, although little publized and largely misunderstood by the public
is entirely legal. Its proponents say It provides a generous retirement income
consistent with the aim of federal and private pension plans.

Whether the practice is morally Justified is questioned by union officials and
public critics who contend that the action partially neutralizes congressional
moves to offset inflationary effects on those with fixed retirement incomes. It also
allows corporations to recoup partly their Social Security tax increases and to
a degree subsidizes private pension plans.

Moreover, charge the critics, the practice mainly hurts lower-paid workers.

YFAR OF REFORM

Although this is supposed to be the year of pension reform in Congress, no-
where in legislation before either the House or the Senate is the issue of in-
tegrated or offset benefits touched,

Yet, declared Chic St. Croix, director of research for the 011, Chemical & Atomic
Workers International union, based in Denever, such plans are cheating workers
out of benefits that Congress wanted them to have.

"We have very strong complaints on this issue," St. Croix told The Times.
Several executives interviewed, including some representing the nation's largest

corporations, say such criticism is nonsense. They claim the practice has been
generally accepted since Congress approved the Social Security Act in 1935,

Although there are no firm government statistics in this area, actuaries who
design private pension plans estimate that perhaps as many as two or three
million Americans will see up to one-half of the increases in their Social Security
benefits whittled away through an offset in their private pension benefits.

And of the 35 million (in the 70 million U.S. worc force) who have some sort
of pension plan, actuaries estimate that as many as 2Q million work for companies
that use subtler formulas utilizing Social Security as a basis for calculating
private pension plans.

Interviews with corporate officials and actuaries indicate the practice of Inte,
grating benefits most often applies to non-union workers.

Workers in the auto and steel industries, for example-two highly unionized
sectors of the economy-have employer-contributed pensions which take no ac.
count of Social Security increases and which are paid in addition to f4ull federal
benefits.

COMMON IN OIL INDUSTRY

The offset method of calculation is common in the oil industry.
Exxon, the nation's second largest corporation in terms of sales, has an offset

formula, as do Mobil, Standard Oil of California, Standard Oil of Indiana, Texaco,
Skelly, Standard Oil of Ohio, Atlanta Richfield, Ashland, City Service, Continen.
tal, Marathon, Union Oil of California, Shell and Phillips.

The formula also is prevalent in the banking industry, for example, at Bank of
America, San Francisco, time world's largest commercial bank, and the Bankers
Trust Company New York, one of the nation's largest managers of pension and
trust funds and one which has sought to be a leader in the fight for pension law
reform.

International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. has an offset plan and General
Electric and Westinghouse have variations of integrated Social Security-private
pension plans.

How does the offset plan work.

TYPICAL PLAN

A typical example would be Mobil Oil Corp., said to have one of the oil in
dustry's better retirement plans.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mobils' final-pay benefit formula says that for each year with the company,
a single employee receives 1.55% 'of his average annual pay during the highest
paid five years of his or her last decade of service, offset by up to one-half of
monthly Social Security benefits that the employe will receive directly from
Washington.

Thus, an employe with 30 years of service averaging $10,000 a year and about
to retire at age 62 (which Mobil allows with no loss of benefits) will receive a
combined private pension-Social Security package approximating 04% of
his final pay. If the employe is married, the pension will provide a little more.

A spokesman for Bankers Trust said this is a Just formula because of the very
large recent Increases in corporate Social Security taxes, combined with the
increased company cost of carrying private pension coverage. -

A payout equal to 600% of an employee's top five earning years, less about one.
half of Social Security benefits, "would be considered a generous plan," the Bank.
era Trust spokesman said.

Otherwise, he said, an employee could retire with more in pension payments
than he had in working salary. Recent studies by Bankers Trust bear this out, he
said.

A rule put into effect last year by the Internal Revenue Service, at the urging of
Republican Sen. Jacob Javits of New York, the senior member on the Senate
Labor Committee, now forbids companies to subtract from an individual's pen-
sion any Social Security benefit increases AFTER he has retired.

"STEP-UP" PLANS

Subtler ways of using Social Security involve 'step-up' plans under which an
employer multiplies for example 1% by the taxable Social Security wage base
plus, say, 2% by the excess of employe salary over the wage base, times years
of service.

Actuaries say this is a common practice.
Merton Bernstein and Daniel Halperin, law professors at Ohio State and the

University of Pennsylvania, respectively, recognized experts in the pension field,
believe the step-up method discriminates against lower paid workers,

They point out that as Congress raises the taxable wage base, more and more
lower paid workers are cut out of the2% part of the formula.

Backers of the step-up plan say this is not so, since the formula is combined
with full Social Security benefits.

Halperin, a Treasury tax official in 1960, noted that a move was made at that
time by the then Treasury assistant secretary for tax policy, Stanley Furrey, to
dilute this sort of integration formula.

But Furrey, then a leading advocate of tax reform, found himself faced with
hundreds of protests from corporations, banks and actuaries.

Social Security taxes were raised by 20% last year, 10% in 1971 and by.
15% in 1969.

The taxes to finance these increases are shared 50-60 by employee and em-
ployer. It currently stands at 5.85% of the taxable wage base (and is designed
to remain at that level through 1970).

The present wage base is the first $10,800 of salary, scheduled to go up to
$12,000 next year.

ESCALATION BUILT-IN

A new built-in cost-of-living escalator is expected to produce higher benefits
by 1075.

Is this what Congress wanted when it passed the Social Security Act in 1985?
Much of the 1985 debate in the Senate centered on integration of public and

private pension plans, said Murray Latimer in an interview.
Latimer, 72, was President Franklin D. Roosevelt's first director of federal old

age benefits and is now a private consultant to the United Steel Workers Union
He noted that the Senate wanted to allow private pension plans to take the

place of Social Security if a company provided benefits at least equivalent to
Social Security payouts. The House, however, never really debated this subject,
he said.

Congressional intent was thus fuzzy when the first contributions began in 1987
and when the first monthly retirement benefits were paid out beginning on
Jan. 1,1940.

96-285 0-T8..---28
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Corporate officials feel completely comfortable with the.integration concept
in devising retirement packages.

Frank Callicott, assistant vice president in charge of employe benefits for
Bank of America, says that since the bank pays for one-half of Social Security
benefits, "we feel that portion should be included In the formula which provides
whatever level of benefit we think an employee should have."

MEANS TO AN END

Declared an Exxon spokesman, whose company, like B of A, has an offset for-
mula: "(It's our) philosophy that we are establishing a target which is felt to be
adequate for retirement purposes," and that the federal and private input into
that equation is only a means to that end.

William Fellers, vice president of the Washington, D.C.-based Wyatt Co., one
of the nation's largest actuaries, agrees that "the employer should take into
account at least what he's paying for."

Given the expectation that Social Security benefits are expected to rise In
future year, Fellers foresees a revival of the offset system, which had been
diminishing in the past decade.

"The unions will probably kick like steers," he said.
A study last year by Bankers Trust of 84 of the nation's largest firms, indeed,

showed that 47% had a formula like Mobil's, up from 48% in a similar 1970
study.

OGNUAL ISSUE
In a recent letter to the Internal Revenue Service on which pension concept

should emerge in the coming years-plans which separate Social Security from
private benefits like the steel industry's or plans which integrate the benefits as
the oil industry-Fellers said the central issue becomes "who's going to provide
pensions in the future"-the government or the private sector?

St. Croix of the oil workers union says the current system not only cheats the
workers out of federally-approved pension benefits but allows the companies to
recoup their Social Security tax contributions at the time the employee retires.

But 0. Ashley CoVPlr; vIc6oresident of George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries
Inc., a large New York-based actuarial firm, says, "The real issue of morality is
whether the employs is properly informed about what you're trying to do."

On this subject of employe.employer communications, a congressional pension
expert charges that "offset is a typical example of employers having pulled the
wool over their employes' eyes. It is a disruptive device in the field of labor-man-
agement relations.'"

An executive with one of the nation's largest banks who will retire soon says
the integration concept, particularly as used in offset plans, was wrong and bad
a "depressing effect" on employes about to face their retirement years.

"Social Security benefits should have no bearing on what a company will con-
tribute," he say&

Ohio State's Bernstein points out the integrated pension issue generates little
controversy because so few Americans understand it. Bernstein and others main-
tain, however, that notwithstanding the corporate posture--that it is a natural
outgrowth of the original Social Security law-integrated pension plan benefits
are one of the most Important issues in the emerging debate over what is fair
retirement compensation for the growing number of retired workers -
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Honorable Oaylord Nelson, Chairman
Honorable Lloyd M . Bentsen
Subcommittee on Pensions
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senators Nelson and Bentsen:

The following should have been included in my letter of June 11:

The hearing did not address itself to fiduciary standards although
it was designed to do so and my statement briefly dealt with the
subject.

It must be recognized that management and unions have interests
in pension plans that frequentl run counter to those of employee
participants. Indeed, this is the situation in regard to most
major aspects of plans.

By way of illustration, I call attention to the following passage
from a Business Week article, "Are the Institutions Wrecking Wall
Street" (June 2, 1973) page 58 at 601

Meanwhile, in their eagerness to contribute less
of their earnings to their employee plans, corp orations
press their pension fund managers for pie-in-the-sky
performance. In one tabulation of the instructions
iiven managers by 40 corporations, 25 were insisting on
perfornanoe; many ask their managers to outperform the
SP by 25% or more a goal which would have called for
a gain last year o? nearly 20%.

A similar discussion can be found in the Wall Street Journal of
March 13, 1973 entitled "Companies Rely More on ains in the
Market to Finance Retirement," The desoriptionof "fast draw money
manager'and "profit hungry [pension fund] investors" do not present
a reassuring depiction of the imptot of the drive to outperform the
market that some commentators find foreboding. Indeed, this conduct
calls into question one major justification for current pension fund
reserves--t:eir contribution to expansion of productive capacity.
The "fast buok" mentality, which seems to be strong if not dominant,
stems from management control over the bulk of private pension
reserves.

Coutp of LA- 16l Nonk HiS, Sol , CO*Wmb. Oho 43210
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Honorable Gaylord Nelson, Chairman
Honorable Lloyd M. Bentsen
June 12, 1973
Page 2

This risk-taking Is at the expense of employee Interests because
most plans limit liability to contributions made or due according
to the advice of actuaries--ohosen by the employer trustees.
Ensuing losses come out of benefits,, The name of this game for
employers is "heads I win, tails you [employees) los*."

Some of those risks would be shifted to the reinsurance program
were one enacted. Whether or not reinsurance is adopted, pension
reserves should be removed from the temptations they now present
to employer and union officials. Illegality does not prevent high
risk-taking. And even illegal transactions that are discovered
do not result in adequate recovery. For example, in the United
Mine Workers case, despite proof and findings of 20 years of improper
trustee activity relief was granted only for the three years
preceding complaint,

Sinoererly,

Merton 0. Bernstein

Professor of Law

MCB/bad

cc: Robert Willan Esq. Staff, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate
Richard Pay, Staff of Senator Nelson
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Honorable Oaylord Nelson, Chairman
Subcommittee on Pensions
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Nelson:

This letter supplements my statement before the Subcommittee on
two points: (1) the appropriate agency to administer a pension
reform measure and (2) the reduction in cost to current and new
plans that could result from universal immediate or liberal
vesting of all credits.

(1). The measures under active consideration, especially S.4,
invest the administering authority with very wide discretion
on crucial issues. For example, 5.4 authorizes the Secretary
to issue regulations defining units of service and to rule upon
applications for the deferral of the vesting and fundings require-
men.s of the measure. If the extremely limited improvements of
S.4 are to have any salutary effect at all, they will require
administration in the interest of employee participants.

Neither the record nor the recognized constituencies of the
Labor or Treasury Department fit them for the task. Labor's
performance in the administration of the Labor-Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act has been lacklustre, to put the
matter kindly. Even under the administration of Secretary Wirtz,
an individual dedicated to the highest standards of morality
and individual rights, the indulgence of the Department toward
union officials whose conduct proved culpable was nothing short
of shocking. The sad history of the handling of the United
Workers elections is only the most notorious case. Without
impugning the bona fides of the great bulk of the Labor Department
bureaucracy, the plain and indisputable fact Is that organized
labor has had a predominant influence in that Department for
as long as any one can remember. Secretary Brennan's incumbency
only emphasizes a long existing situation. The Labor Department's
principle constituency has been and continues to be organized
labor. Nor is it reassuring that the active support by three
major unions for 8.4 postdates the switch from the original
Javits' bill's designation of an independent agency as administra-
tor to S.4's designatiop of the Secretary of Labor.

(owko of I'a 16" Noqib Ifgh 1# 4rm (Wooumhm. 0Ma. 4)210
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Hdhorable Gaylord Nelson$ Chairman
July 2, 1973
Page 2

Por Its part, the Treasury Department has not been a guardian of
employee Interests in pension plans. It is also a matter of
history that the career lines of Internal Revenue Service
personnel point directly at the private practice of law and
accounting on behalf of the companies that constitute the
employers under pension plans. The operations at district
offices, in particular, are not subject to ready public scrutiny.
The specialists in access to and dealings with IRS officials at
all levels are the lawyers and accountants of employers.

In neither Labor nor IRS do I sumsest corruption. Rather, the
influence of constituency and career opportunities and the
expertise of access built up over decades runs to unions at
Labor and employers at Treasury. Hen" neither is the appropriate
agency to administer laws to protect employee Interests against
the subtle encroachment of union and employer interests.

A pension reform measure requires more independence from interest)
groups which only a new agency can achieve. I would suggest
a three man board appointed by the President subject toSenate
confirmation for long terms--say 10 years. Long tenure acts
marvelously to make an Individual independent, as the 15 year
term of the Comptroller General of the United States demonstrates,
One can recall that Comptroller General Campbell declared illegal
the Dixon-Yates Contract for which he had voted as a member of
the ABC. Indeed, serious consideration should be given to makinrl
the Pension Security Board a division of the General Accounting
Office which has a great deal of Investigatory, financial and J
statistical experience and sophistication. Beyond that, the
statute should specify that the Board members should be independent
of banks, Insurance companies, employers and unions and would be
prohibited from accepting any pension- or Investment-related
position in private employment for a period of 5 years after
separation from Board service.

The independence of the staff is equally important. The agency
must attract and hold experts who would not have an eye cooked
toward private employment with the Interest groups whose plans
are regulated. To assure that, the statute should provide for
a procedure akin to that employed by the Labor and Defense
Departments in ascertaining prevailing wanes--to periodically
find out what comparable work done by various agency personnel
pays in private employment and to mandate paying such amounts,
Including deferred compensation, po a 5% amount in current
salary, In this fashion, the care-ef-line would flow to the
regulatory agency, attracting and holding the best peo-pF.
This Is not as expensive as it may sound when compared with
current practices.
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Honorable Oaylord Nelson, Chairman
July- 2, 1973
Page 3

As it is, many government agencies, spend enormous funds on
training personnel who aspire to private employment in the
regulated industries, thereby causing some to seek to ingratiate
themselves with prospective employers and also resulting in
heavy government expenditures for training private employees.

(2). The cost of vesting constafitly demands attention. My
testimony contained a description of the savings that might be
effectuated by tmediate vesting where pension coverage is
universal.

Let me supply another illustration. Assume a new company that
hires a new complement of employees with, naturally enough,
varying ages. Assume further that the goal of the new company's
pension plan is to provide a benefit-of $100 a month. Using
the rates of a large Insurance company (that are on the high
side) the annual cost of such a benefit for an employee entering
the new coe--a-yrs employ at age 45 would be $191.25, However,
if the 45 year old came to the new company with 25/45th of the
credits needed for a $100 benefit at age 65, the cost to the new
employer of purchasing the last 20 units toward that $100 benefit
would be $90.80. In other words, the effective crediting of
yearly amounts sufficient to pay for a monthly benefit of $2.22
for each year of service beginning at age 20 substantially
reduces the burden on the last employer in achieving a $100
monthly benefit.

It can readily be seen that a system of immediate vesting
facilitates the establishment of a pension plan by a new company.
(In contrast, a much higher cost of financing the full $100
now falls upon the new (the last) employer.) Vesting less
liberal then immediate would result in similar savings but to
a lesser degree. Early vesting also reduces the costs of
extending a plan to a newly established unit of an existing
company. Finally, universal, immediate or-Tiberal vesting can
reduce the annual pension costs of a plan for a going concern
with a plan because the cost of vesting for separating employees
is offset by the vested credits of incoming employees.

Hence the estimates of vesting which do not take account of the
potential cost reductions to new and existing plans due to the
vested credits which new employees bring with them--that is, all
estimates the Treasury and the Labor Committees of both houses
have had made--overstate the cost of venting because widespread
vesting would enable eai employer to plan upon providing not
the full but only a part of the lifetime benefit.
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Moreover, the Committees have not taken into account the very ,
large amounts of actuarial gains mpde by existing plans during
the several recessiofis ortf"ii Ors w i eitreeft .dexpeete ...*--.
lan- costs. In sum, vesting costs are not the bugaboo claimed.
ore generous vesting than 3.4 and the Bentsen bill contemplate

are much more manageable than claimed. And more generous vesting
is absolutely necessary if real reform is to be accomplished.

Sincerely,_

Merton C. Bernstein

MC/bad

co: Senators Ribicoff, Byrd, Bentson, Curtis, Dole and Roth
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The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Chairman
Subcommittee on Pensions
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Supplement to My Testimony On Pension Plans
Delivered in Panel Discussion on June 4, 1973

Dear Sir:

At the close of the panel diboussions before your
subcommittee, you invited panelists to submit supplementazy
papers. On reviewing the supplementary paper submitted this
week by John S. Nolan, I wish to add the following comments,
in opposition to the suggestions made by Mr. Nolan.

Mr. Nolan makes two baSic suggestions: (1) that employers
meeting more rigid funding standards should not be subject to
corporate liability for employee benefits in the event of plan
termination, and (2) that fiduciary standards be weakened and
made enforceable only by imposing on the fiduciary an excise
tax similar to the one imposed by the 1969 Tax Reform Act on
managers of private foundations.

I. With Respect to Plan Terminations

The only purpose in making the employer's general assets
liable in the event of plan termination is to protect the central
reinsurance fund, not to protect the employee (who is protected
by the reinsurance fund in any event). so the question ist Is
the scheme set forth in S.4 necessary to protect the reinsurance
fund?

Mr. Nolan suggests that, if the plan is funding faster than
84 requires (at 150 percent of the normal contribution), then the
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employer's exposure should be limited to only 15 percent of
benefit payments. That strikes me as unwise and unsound,
for the following reasons. Whatever the plan's unfunded liabil-
ities are, that is what they are. An old plan being funded at
the 8.4 schedule only, could be 50 percent unfunded. A young
plan being funded at 150 percent of the 8.4 schedule could
still be 50 percent unfunded. If both terminated on the same
day, both would be 50 percent unfunded. The employer under
the old plan would have an exposure, under 8.4, up to 50 percent
of net worth while the young plan would, under Mr. Nolan's
proposal, have a lesser exposure -- provided he met all of the
four conditions suggested by Mr. Nolan. But in either case, the
exposure of the reinsurance fund would be the same -- 50 percent
of benefits. I see no logical difference between the two
situations which would justify a lesser exposure. The risk is
the same. The premium for insurance is the same. And the
subrogation should be the same.

Nor do I see any utility in the criterion suggested by
Mr. Nolan limiting his proposal to plans terminated fdr "business
reasons". Businessmen always have business reasons, and rightly
so. The question is whether "business reasons" should justify
a lesser liability to the reinsurance fund, to make up the losses
of the fund. I fail to see the justification.

Moreover, if a terminating employer has a lesser liability
to the fund to reimburse losses for unfunded benefits, the
inevitable result will be higher reinsurance premiums for all
ohrfunds. The reinsurance fund, after all, is supposed to be
"pan-mutual"t if one employer pays less, another employer pays
more. Why should employers who keep their pension promises have
to pay higher premiums t6 make up or other employers who don't?

I1. As to FPiduciary Responsibility

I believe Mr. Nolan's suggestion about fiduciary responsibility
represents a fundamental diversion from the central purpose of
a fiduciary responsibility law. He proposes that the enforcement
mechanism for breach of fiduciary responsibility be an excise tax
imposed upon the fiduciary,and leaves out the beneficiary. It
doesn't necessarily restrain the fiduciary from breaching his
responsibility; and it certainly doesn't restore the status quo
ante. Instead, it simply makes the fiduciary poorer.
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The object of a fiduciary responsibility law, however,
is not to make the fiduciary poorer, but to make the fund
securer. Under S.4, the controversy is between the fiduciary
and the beneficiaries. They are the real parties. Unless that
controversy is made Justiciable as such, and unless the
beneficiary can complain and obtain a remedy, fiduciary standards
may well become a more illusion -- as they now are, 7so often,
under the "prohibited transactions" set forth in the Internal
Revenue Code.

No effective pension remedy can be accomplished unless
the beneficiaries themselves have direct standing to complain,
and unless a federal agency can sue in their behalf. Tax
penalties have their place, but after all, we do not enforce
other forms of fiduciary standards that way.

We do not impose a prudent man rule on the executor of
an estate by telling him that he may be subject to a tax if
he abdicates his prudence. On the contrary, he is subject
to the orders of a probate court. We do not tell the securities
industry that it will be subject to 'a tax if it violates the
Securities Act or the Exchange Act. On the contrary, we tell
executors, trustees, brokers, dealers and insiders that they
will be directly liable to private parties in the event of a
breach# We do not tell bankers that they will be taxed if
they violate banking laws. On the contrary, we tell them that
they will be inspected and regulated directly by federal and
state bank inspectors.

It is always painful to abandon an old scheme in favor of
a new one. The pension sections of the Internal Revenue Code
are an "old friend" -- they are familiar to tax practitioners
and are even more familiar to a well-established branch of the
IRS, No one is suggesting that these tax provisions, or the
relevant bureau, be abolished. But they are not structured to
deal with the problems covered by 8.4.

A tax approach, as suggested by Mr. Nolan, would be most
useful if Congress intends-to substitute cosmetics for real
pension reform. But if enforceable minimum pensions standards
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are your objective, that can only be achieved by affirmative
regulation, as in S.4, not by excise tax penaltios, as proposed
by Mr. Nolan.

With best wishes.

Sincerely,

Frank Cummings

lz
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REFOMING PRIVATE PENSIONS

Teptimony of frank Cummings before a hearing of the
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Monday, June 4# 1973
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References
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coolaints against the private pension system, the causes of those .

taints (late-vesting, weak funding, ineffective fiduciary standards)
and explaining why retirement planning as an individual-by-individual
basis has fatlad.
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REFORMING PRIVATE PENSIONS

Testimony of Frank Cummings* before a hearing-of the

Committee on Finance

United States Senate

Monday, June 4, 1973

i. Introduction

A. Who Forfeits. and Why

1. Late Vesting

Too few participants who work "under" private pension

plans actually get a pension; and too many who work long years --

10, 20, 25 or more years -- get nothing.

They get nothing, not because of evil men or bad motives,

but because of badly designed plans, many of which fail to provide

reasonably attainable vested non-forfeitable interests, or even

provide no vesting at all even after long years of wor- unless

the employee actually reaches retirement age in the employ of the

same employer. And Americans no longer typically do that -- instead,

they are mobile, moving from job to job, and forfeiting pension

after pension along the way.

*Mr. Cummings is a partner in the Washington, D.C. law
firm, Gall, Lane & Powell, and a lecturer at Columbia L&W School,
Columbia University, New York City, and a Public Member of the
U.S. Labor Department's Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and
Pension Benefit Plans. He was formerly Minority General Counsel
of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee.
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That is the vesting side of the controversy.

2. Weak Funding

But there is also a funding sides There are too

many plans in which the pension "promise" -- even if vested -- is

so woefully underfunded that, if the employing enterprise should

terminate, it-tight as well be no promise at all.

3. Some Sample Complaints

Here are some of the cases which keep turning up with

increasing frequency. These are seven case histories quoted

verbatim from a recent Report of the Senate Labor Subcommittee

(S. Rep. No. 92-634, 92d Cong., 2d Sees. 87-88 (1972))s

"Case Number 1 -- Underfunding.

"A large steel mill engaged in the production
of iron and steel materials maintains a pension
plan with total assets of $19 1/2 million. How-
ever, its accrued vested liabilities are in excess
of $66 million. In the event of plan termination,
under its current financial structure, less than
1/3 of accrued vested benefits could be paid through
available pension assets. This plan started in 1950,
and the employer is funding only current benefits
cOsts.

"Case Number 2 -- Vesting

"This employer is a nation-wide department store
whose pension plan contains no vesting provisions
prior to qualifying for early retirement. Early re-
tirement requirements consist of age 55 and 15 years
of continuous service, or age 50 and 20 years contin-
uous service. Under the terms of plan eligibility,
any worker of the thousands employed who would termi-
nate employment prior to attaining age 50 will for-
feit all benefits, not withstanding the number of
yflrs of employment.

5-236 0 - 73 - pt.$ - 24
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"Case Number 3 -- Vesting

"An aircraft manufacturer in the Midwest estab-
lished a pension plan providing for vesting of bene-
fits at a combination of age plus service to total
60. This results in a new employee, who begins to
work at age 20, to be required to work 20 years to
receive vesting at age 40. Conversely, an employee
hired at age 50 would only be required to work 5 years
to vest at age 55. This vesting formula is a deter-
rent to employers to hire older people because of
the shorter vesting period required.

"Case Number 4 -- Portability

"Mr. X began employment for a Midwest meat-packing
company in 1927, at one of the employer's two plants
in the same city. During World War I, he was sent
to work in the other plant in the city because of
the need to fulfill government contracts. He remained
there until 1965 when the plant closed. The employer
would not permit him to transfer back to the former
plant as a regular employee, but only as a casual
and intermittent laborer at the former plant. When
the plant was closed, Mr. X was paid a total of $;31.55
for his accrued pension benefits, despite 38 years
of continuous employment with the same employer.
Since he was reemployed in his old plant as a casual
laborer, he was not eligible for any pension benefits
after 1965. In 1970, he was dismissed because he
was overage at 65. He did not recieve any pension
benefits. In sum, this employee was dismissed at
age 66 after 43 years of continuous employment with
the same employer and with no benefits to him
except $231.55, paid to him in 1965. Had he been
permitted to carry his pension benefits and credits
from both plants with the same employer, which
were located a few streets apart, Mr. X would have
been eligible for a pension.

"Case Number 5 -- Vesting

"The pension plan of a large cotton-milling
company provides for vesting at age 55 with 20
aars of service. Although the accrued vested
liabilities were less than $5 million, the pension
fund contains over $30 million in assets. This
obvious overfunding is attributable to the stringent
vesting provisions which drastically reduced eligi-
bility for benefits.
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*Case Number 6 -- Overfunding

"This pension plan belongs to one of the largest
retail food chains in the United States. As of
December 31, 1969, the pension plan assets' value
totaled $118 million, and total accrued vested
benefits were $60 million. The plan's vesting re-
quirement is age 50 and 20 years of service.

*Case Number 7 -- Vesting

"A large hardware manufacturer purchased a
manufacturing plant in 1958 at Trenton, New Jersey.
At the time of purchase, the plant maintained a pension
plan to which the employer was contributing 18 1/20
nor hour. -The plan contained vesting provisions.
*finew owners negotiated a now contract with the
union representing the workers and eliminating the
vesting and fixed funding by the employer. In 1970,
the company relocated the plant to the Midwest to
out production costs. None of the 333 employees were
allowed to go to the new plant, despite the fact that
some of them were within a few months of retirement
eligibility. Of the employees, 8 were over 65 years
of age and were permitted to retire. The remaining
workers were dismissed and received no pension benefits
whatsoever. Of these, 175 employees were over 40
years of ages 32 Of them had in excess of 30 years
of service. With respect to fund assets existing
at the time of acquisition in 1958, the employer
has consistently claimed that all rights by union
and employees wree relinquished when the contract
was renegotiated in 1958."

As you can see, these cases deal primarily with vesting

and funding (and I include the subject of "reinsurance" as-an aspect

of any realistic solution to the funding problem).

4. Fiduciary Standards

The other side of the pension controversy has to do with

fiduciary standards and the prohibition of unethical conduct and

conflicts of interest in the handling of pension funds -- of which

the most notable recent case history involved the deposit of vast
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pension reserves of The United Mine Workers Welfare and Re-

tirement Fund in a non-interest bearing account in a bank owned by

The United Mine Workers of America. Blankenship v. Boyle, 329

F. Supp. 1089 (D.D.C. 1971), 337 F. Supp. 296 (D.D.C. 1972),

B. Why Individual Retirement Planning Has Failed

Faced with these and certain other difficulties in

obtaining real security from the private pension plan system,

many employees have sought solutions on an individual basis,

and on occasion, devices have been found which are of some

help, but here the strictures of the Internal Revenue Code

are sometimes less of a help than a hindrance.

A pension on an individual basis faces these alternatives:

(1) if an employee contributes his own money, he loses the tax

advantages of sections 401-404 of the Codei (2) if the employer pays,

for it, it will most often-be discriminatory in violation of

Section 401, and so those advantages are likewise lost (3) as

of this year, the IRS is taking one more step to demolish an

individual's option to do his own pension planning, by 9harging the

individual with ismediate constructive receipt of-any compensation

he elects to defer by using a "salary reduction agreement"

providing for employer contributions to a pension plan in the same

amount as the salary reduction (Proposed Tress, Reg., 37 Fed.

Reg. 25930 (12-6-72))l (4) which still leaves the employee the

option of a simple deferred compensation agreement, without tax
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deferral for the employee unless the plan is either unvested (which

risks forfeiture) or unfunded (which risks non-payment) (Rev.

Rul. 60-31, 1960-1, Cum. Bull. 174).

C. What is Needed: Comprehensive Re-Thinking of Our

Approach to the System

So what is needed is some new, comprehensive, and

humane re-thinking of our over-all approach to private pensions.

Doubtless there will be some cost in any new approach,

but we already pay a substantial cost whenever we let a worker

retire without adequate resources -- a cost in welfare and related

programs, in lose of purchasing power in a significant segment

of our economy and in loss of morale and productivity. Surely

there is some cost in pension reform, but it needs to be evaluated

against the benefits to be gained as a result. And the cost

need not be high.

But if we are going to pay a cost for reform of

the private pension.system, we ought to make sure we get our

money's worth.

Before getting into the details of legislation, however,

we ought to examine, first,where we are now: The dimensions of

the pension industry (current statistical material), the current

legal framework in which the industry operates, and the techniques

and dynamics of the "professionals" in the field.
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IX. The Current State of Things

A. Current Statistical Material

1. The Dimensions of the Pension Industry

The size of private pension reserves, in the aggregate,

is now in excess of $166 billion (SEC. Statistical Bulletin,

Vol. 32, No. 8, 4/4/73), with another $148 billion in public

pension funds. The growth of the private total has been in the

neighborhood of 10% per year.

As far as I can tell, this represents the largest

aggregate of essentially unregulated capital in the Nation*

2. Types of Plans

The Senate Labor Subcommittee completed, last year, a

"Statistical Analysis of Major Characteristics of Private Pension

Plans" (republished in S. Rep. No. 92-1150, 92d Cong., 2d Seas.

73-148 (1972)). The study itself was based on answers to a

32-page questionnaire sent out to a carefully-designed cross-section

of the industry (a total of 1500 plans were surveyed).

The major conclusions were these (id. at 115-16):

01. Approximately one-third of the pension plans
studied had both a minimum age and servIce reg uiremenS
for participation in a pension plan. An additional 25
percent had a minimum service requirement only, and
approximately 35 percent of the plans had no age or
service requirements for eligibiltiy to participate.

"2. The most common normal retirement age was 65
(occuring in almost 90 percent of the plans), In
over half of these plans, a service requirement aso
existed, in a tew cases as much as 30 yearS. in the
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case of over one-fourth of all participants, attain-
ment of age 65 and at least 15 years of service was
required for a normal retirement benefit.

03. About 13 percent of the plans studied did not
provide for any vesting at all. For those plans which
had vesting provisions expressed as a combination of
age and service, the combinations most frequently
encountered were in the range of from 40 to 44 years
of age with from 15 to 19 years of service. However,
more stringent vesting formulas were also encountered
8 percent of the plans had both an age and a service
vesting qualification which required at least age 50
" d 20 years of service for a vesting right. In the
plans where only a service requirement was-established
for vesting, over one-fourth of these plans required
more than 15 years of service to qualify. Among
pension plane containing vesting provisions, over 55
peroqnt had only a service requirement.

04, Over 30 percent of private pension plans
were utilizing a deferred graded form of vesting, by
which a certain percentage of a. participant's accrued
retirement benefit is vested initially, and the per-
centage increases periodically as the employee completes
additional service. Profit-sharing plans utilize this
type of vesting more frequently (over three fourths
of all such plans).

5. Information regarding the assets and lia-
bilities of pension plans was reported inconsistently
and incompletely by a sizable number of pension plans.
However, of those plans which did report appropriately,
over 45 percent had a ratio of assets (valued at market)
to total liabilities of over 75 percent, and three-
fourths of the plans had a ratio of market assets
(valued at market) to vested liabilities of over 75
percent. While this finding established that a
majority of pension funds are generally well-funded,
the responses also revealed a significant minority of
plans which were substantially underfunded. Over 10
percent of the plans reporting disclosed a ratTr0
assets (va ued At market) to vested liabilities of 50
percent or less.
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"6. Only 40 percent of private pension plans had
formal restrictions pertaining to investment of pension
plans assets, and less than one-half of all plans re-
quired annual audits by an independent licensed or
certified public accountant.

"7. Over 35 percent of the pension plane studied_
coveringasimilar-nuberorparticipants dd no-
provide an opportunity for partcipante to rgquet a
hearing on claimsl less than 30 percent of all plans
provided for a written denial of such claims and only
30 percent of all plans provided for review procedures
with respect to denial of claims." (Emphasis added).

3. Benefit Levels

The Senate Labor Subcommittee also extracted, from the

answers to the same questionnaires, benefit level data which

was published in its 1971-72 Interim Report, S. Rep. No. 92-634,

92d Cong., 2d Sees. 26 (1972). The key result was the disclosure

that the median normal retirement benefit level under private

plans is $99 per month.

4. Forfeitures

,What becomes of individual participants, working (and

moving) within this system? No really comprehensive study has

yet been made -- and perhaps none can be made, because of the

difficulty inherent in tracing individuals as they move from plan

to plan. The Senate Labor Subcommittee did do a limited study of

07 plans -- 51 with no vesting or late vesting, and 36 with vesting

after 10 years of service or less. The Report contains the

following summary (S. Rep. No. 92-634, 92d Cong., 2d Sees. 129 (1972))o
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"1. Four percent of all participants since 1950
in the 51 no vesting or later vesting plans have re-
ceived normal, early or deferred retirement benefits;
eight percent of all participants in the 36 earlier
vesting plans have received such benefits.

12. Five percent of all active participants since
1950 who left the plans have received normal early or
deferred retirement benefits; 16 percent of all active
participants since 1950 who left the 36 plans have
received such benefits.

3 * 70 percent of all participants since 1950
.in the 51 plans have forfeited without qualifying for
benefits 38 percent in tE 36 plans have forfeited
without qualifying for benefits.

"4. 92 percent of all active participants since
1950 who left the 51 plans forfeited without qualify ing
for benefits; 73 percent Of all active participants
since 1950 who left the 36 plans forfeited without
qualifying for benefits.

"5. Of the total forfeitures in the 51 plans since
1950, 85 percent were participants with five years ser-
vice or less; of total forfeitures in the 36 plans
since 1950, 80 percent were participants with five
years service or less.

06. In the 51 plans, for every two participants
who has received a normal, early or deferred retire-
ment benefit since 1950, one Particpant forfeited
w more than 15 years service, for every one parti-
cipatnt who received a benefit, one participant with
more tan ten ears three partici-
ants with more than five years service forfeited, and
16 partici pants with more than five years service or
less forfeited.

"7. In the 36 plans, for every one participant
with more than 15 years service who forfeited since
1950, 24 participants received a normal, early or
deferred retirement benefits, for every participant
with more than 10 years service who forfeited, seven
participants received such benefits for every parti-
cipant with more than five years service who forfeited,
one-participant received such a benefit; for every
participant who received such a benefit, four employees
with five years service or less forfeited." (Emphasis
added).
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We cannot say, of course, whether the employees who

forfeited under these plans got other jobs with other employers

under other plans and eventually earned a pension elsewhere. We

only know they worked a long time for nothing under these l .

B. Current Legal Requirements

1. Internal Revenue Code

(a) General Rules

The Code now grants three significant tax advantages

to a "qualified" pension plan which, together, constitute a

gigantic "bonus" from our tax laws.

The employer gets a tax deduction for his contributions

to the plan (Int. Rev. Code 5404).

The employee, for whose benefit the contributions are

made, gets a tax deferral -- that is, he is not taxable on the

money contributed on his behalf until a much later time when he

retires (a time when his tax bracket is much lower) (Int. Rev.

CodeSS402, 403, 72).

And the trust fund itself may accrue income, dividends,

and capital gains, without any tax whatever on its own income or

growth. (Int. Rev. Code SS401, 501(a))';

All this the government grants to private pension

plans because these plans serve a socially useful purpose.

But do they? Some do, but many do not, and they need

Dot in order to remain "qualified" under the Code. For, absent

,special circumstances, the Code requires no vesting at all until
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the employee actually retires, and no funding beyond payment of

current service costs plus an amount equal to "interest" on

unfunded past service liabilities (he need never fund those

liabilities at all) (Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part 6(d)). And so the

.irony is not only that the Studebaker plan could pay only 15

percent of vested benefits to employees when its South Bend plant

shut down in 1964 (Federal Reinsurance of Private Pension Plans,

Hearings Before the Committee on Finance, United States Senate,

on 5. 1575, 89th Cong., 2d Sees. 50 (1966)), but also that the

very same thing -- and worse -- can still happen, without loss of

tax qualifications, and no matter how "mature" the plan is. For

Studebaker's plan had some vesting (10 years and age 40) (ibid.L),

and funding of past service liabilities over 30 years (Jk! at 112),

but the plan was only 14 years old (ibid.).

Studebaker's plan had vesting and funding, but it

need not have so provided, under the Code as it existed then#

nor as the Code exists today. A plan may be 100 years old and

sLl not have funded past service costs it may provide no

vesting at all, and in either event -- or both -- the plan may

still remain "qualified" under the Code.

(b) "Prohibited Transactions"

The Code does touch upon fiduciary standards, in the

sense that it contains a list of prohibited transactions (5503).

But this does not prohibit the trust, for example, from investing

In the securiteis of the employer, which results in subjecting

BEST COPy AVAILABLE
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the plan to the same risks as if it were unfunded -- if the

employer collapses, so does the plan.

And even if the Code did prohibit effectively all

self-dealing, what would be the remedy? If a beneficiary complains

and the plan is disqualified, the fund loses its tax exemption,

and the employee loses even more of his retirement security.

2. The Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act

Setting aside the bonding requirements (which were added

to the Act after its original passage and have no real effect on

'who gets what"), this law creates a whole set of disclosure

requirements, and a whole agency full of files, but under it,

a plan can do just about anything, so long as it is *disclosed" --

and believe it or not we have had Congressional investigations

which turned up all sorts of misappropriations of pension funds,

which were, in fact, "disclosed" in the sense that the actions of

the trustees were duly filed under this act. Indeed, even when

the Labor Department discovers inadequate disclosure in a case

such as this, the remedy is simply to ask the plan to amend its

disclosure forms to add additional information -- which in turn

rarely does the individual pension participant any good. See

Hearings Before the Permanent Investigations Subcommittee, U.S.

Senate Committee on Government Operation, on Diversion of Union

Welfare-Pension Funds of Allied Trades Council and Teamsters Local

815, 89th Cong. 1st Seas. 482 (1965) S. Rep. No. 1348, 89th Cong.

2d Sess. 27 (1965).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE -
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3. Securities Acts

Some time ago, there was a developing interest in

pension plans, particularly profit-sharing retirement plans,

-insofar as they created "securities" under various securities

acts. SEC v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., 79 Sup. Ct. 618,

359 U.S. 65 (1959), reversing 257 F.2d 201 (2d Cir. 1958)t

Prudential Ins, Co. v. SEC, 326 F.2d 383 (3d Cir. 1964),

cert. denied, 377, U.S. 953 (1964). But the inerest in pension

plans has been somewhat diminished, with two exceptions, by later

amendments. See Institutional Investor Study, Report of the

Securities and Exchange Commission, Summary Volume, H. Doc. No.

92-64, Part 8, at 69-70 (1971).

Outside the area of registration requirements of

.the Securities Acts, there has been some litigaton concerning

the application fo fiduciary standards in these laws, and that

controversy continues. See Local 734 Bakery Drivers Pension

Fund Trust v. Continental Illinois National Bank, Dkt. No. 72

Civ 2551 (N.D. I1l. 1972), and the general discussion in Panil

Discussion, Conflicts of Interest and the Regulationof securities,

28 Business Lawyer 545 (1973).

4. National Labor Relations Act

Again, we have peripheral regulation, but not really

affecting the central issues under discussion here. Pensions

are a mandatory bargaining issue (Inland Steel Co. v. NLRB,
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170 F.2d 247 (7th Cir. 1948), cert. denied on this issue,

336 U.s. 960 (1949), affirmed on other grounds sub nom.

Communications Assn. v. Douds, 339 U.S. 382 (1950)), although

recently the benefit levels of those already retired turned

out to be only a permissive bargaining subject (Chemical Workers

V. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 30 L. Ed. 2d 341, 78 L.R.R.M. 2974

(1971))--a distinction which I suspect will turn out to be more

technical than real.

We also know that a plan cannot, on its face, limit

participation on the basis of union membership of lack of-it

(Kroger Co., 164 N.L.R.B. 362 (1967), enforced in part, 401 F.2d

682 (6th Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 395 U.S. 904 (1969)), but

such a restriction is again more apparent than real, as one

generally can limit plans to "hourly paid", etc., and get the

same result.

- The real discrimination -- against all but those employees

who manage to stay with one employer until retirement age-- is

not covered by the act.

5. Other Statutory Provisions

- One could go on and on, reviewing what law there

is on this subject. There is section 302(c) of the Labor-Management

Relations Act, which exerts some limits on fiduciary practices,

insofar as they fall within the context of "bribery" of a

union official. There is title VII of the Civil Rights

Act, which has generated considerable litigation lately

concerning sex discrimination in the benefit structure of

benefit plans (different retirement ages, discrimination as

to maternity benefits in the context of disability insurance,
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eto.).

And there are innumerable State laws, and the State

common law in every State, which have some influence in

this area.

But I have yet to find any law now on the books which

has any really substantial impact on "Who gets what, and when,"

i.e., on vesting, funding, reinsurance and fiduciary standards,

so we are breaking new ground--at least in the United States,

although there are other nations which are far ahead of us (see,

e.g., the Ontario Pension Benefits Act, 1965, a. 96, as amended).

6. Weaknesses in Ordinary Trust Law, and Enforcement

Problems

Ordinary trust law ordinarily applies only to trustees

in the classic sense, and key decisions in pension administration

are often made by persons not holding the legal status of trustee.

Pension administrators need not be trustees. Investment discretion

may be vested in labor-management committees who are not trustees

in the legal sense. All sorts of other persons -- investment

counselors, actuaries, accountants, employers, unions, and others --

may effectively be making fiduciary decisions while not occupying

the legal position of a fiduciary.

The lack of comprehensiveness in ordinary trust law once

led a Senate Subcommittee to conclude that "the application of well-

established doctrines of trust law to the field of employee benefit

trust funds is a most difficult task". S. Rep. No. 1734, B4th Cong.

lt Sees. (1956). The American Bar Association's Report of the
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Committee on Trust Administration and Accounting, Exculpatory

Clauses/Tteir Legal Significance, Vol. I, No. 4, Real Prop. Prob.

& Trust 530 (Winter 1966), observed: "Under the typical employee

benefit trust agreement the beneficiaries (the employee partici-

pants) have very insubstantial enforceable rights." Thus, it

has been possible for courts to hold that the exercise of rights

reserved by the employer with respect to a pension plan con-

clusive "in the absence of fraud or such gross mistakes as imply

bad faith or a failure to exercise an honest judgment", and evidence

to sustain the burden of showing such fraud, bad faith, or mistake

"must be more than a mere preponderance, it must be overwhelming."

Menke v. Thompson, 140 F.2d 786, 791 (8th Cir. 1944).

Even the rights a pension participant has tend to be

illusory when he tries to use legal processes which might seem,

at a first glance, to be available to him. See generally Elliott,

Federal Fiduciary standards for Welfare and Pension Plans 366 (1968)

(published by the Association of Life Insurance Counsel), Levin,

Proposals to Eliminate Inequitable Loss of Pension Benefits, 15

Villanova L. Rev. 527, 566 (1970).

'Consider the average problem faced by a lawyer when a

potential client walks through his door and says either "they

owe me a pension," or "they are misusing the money in the pension

fund".

The lawyer asks, "Who are they" How many employees

know the corporate name of the employer, the exact name and
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location of the trust and trustees, the location of the bank

holding the money, the name of the insurance company through

which the plan is funded, if it is funded that way, the identity

and addresses of the unions involved, including the international

and local unions and their officers, and those of the officers

who have been designated as trustees? How many employees even

know the real name of the plan or the trust or its technical

terms?

But assume, as you have no right to assume in most cases,

that the employee knows the answers to all those questions.

Then the legal problems have just begun. Whose law applies? -

The bank is in one state, the corporation in another state,

the employees in several other states# the union in another

state, and the contract may not specify a choice of law.

But even if you could decide (probably after costly

litigation) which law applies, what court would have jurisdiction

to serve process in all those states, and bring in all the

necessary parties? I know of none -- and that includes any federal

court, which, of course, can serve process only within the state

in which it sits. Fed. R. Civ. P.4(f).

But assume further, as you have no right to assume in

most cases, that you could find a court able to serve process on

all the necessary parties. What would you sue for?

If you are suing not for a pension but to stop misuse

of the money by the trustees, the recovery goes not to the

00-285 0 - 78 - pt. 2 - 28
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plaintiff employee but back into the fund. It is essentially

a derivative action, from which the plaintiff recovers nothing

but increased security for his pension expectAncy.

If# on the other hand, the employee is suing for a

pension, the recovery is the discounted value of one pension (unless

the plaintiff can put together a rare class action, or unless

a union is financing the lawsuit at substantial expense to

itself). Now consider the cost of litigating those very

complex questions of law which I have just discussed. How

much is the lawyer going to charge for this lawsuit? In most

cases, even if the lawyer takes only a minimal fee for this

elaborate lawsuit, his fee will fiecessarily far exceed the

amount of recovery (the discounted value of one pension). And

to compound the problem, keep in mind that most misdeeds by pension

administrators are brought to light in lawsuits by employees who

have yet to vest, so that even if you win, your client doesn't get

the recovery, and he may not even got a pension either.

of course, there are class actions, which work on

occasion. There are lawsuits financed by persons other than

individual pension participants (e.g., a union, by resort to its

treasury), and so forth. But most pension claims, if they are for

benefits, are unpromising. And if the action is simply to

rectify a breach of fiduciary standards not involving an actual

denial of benefits, the recovery, after all, goes back into the

fund, not to the individual participant, and so the plaintiff is

financing a lawsuit somewhat in the public interest -- at considerable
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(usually prohibitive) expense to himself. And if the plaintiff

is already retired, he may not live long enough to enjoy the

benefits of his recovery.

In short, private lawsuits, under existing law, do

not provide a meaningful remedy for the employee in most pension

oases. What is needed is a national law, with a national agency

to enforce it, which will get this whole matter out of the area

of-ordinary, garden variety, litigation, which simply does not work.

C# The Weaknesses Inherent in the Current Dynamics of

Private Pension Plannings The "Professionals"

A wide variety of professionals are at work in the

pkiv&two pension system. The key men are lawyers, accountants,

aotuaries# union leaders, corporate financial executives, and

professional pension planners and consultants (who are often

actuaries or lawyers -- but need not be).

1. Laerg

First, a few Words about the lawyers -- and what I have

to say here is not absolute, and leaves room for many notable

exception. (hopefully including myself). Most lawyers working

regularly in this feeld are tax lawyers, because the principal

"rules of the game" are tax rules. The ollent is the contributing

corporation, and the object is to secure tax qualification. That

is certainly a legitimate and necessary objective, but, as noted

above, it has little to do with the beneficiary's income security.
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The rest of the legal profession -- labor lawyers

included -- seems to have abdicated, in favor of the tax lawyers.

That, in my view, is a tragedy, because too often (though

not always) no one is representing the interests of the beneficiaries

at the planning stage.

2. Union Leaders and Corporate Executives

Our system, of collective bargaining assumes -- correctly,

I believe, in most cases -- that the union protects the employee's

interests, and that the employer protects corporate financial

interests, leading eventually to some viable compromise. Only

rarely do we look behind the union's demands to see if individual

concerns are being properly represented, L' Vaca v. gipes,

386 U.S. 171 (1967), and bargaining is not even required as to

pension rights of those already retired. Compare Allied Chemical

WOrkers v Pittsburgh Plato Olass Co., 404 U.S. 157 (1971), with

Inland Steel Co. v. NLRB, 170 F.2d 247 (7th Cir. 1948), co.lt deni,

on this issue, 336 U.S. 960 (1949), affirmed on other grounds0su,

nom. Communications A.sn. v. Douds, 339 U.S. 392 (1950).

But a union, .after all, is supposed to be a democratic

organization, and, if it is, most often it is dominated by its

younger members who have little concern with pensions. Thus, many

pension plans have developed with benefit levels which increase,

year after year,. but with vesting so deferred that only a few

members ever actually receive those benefits. There are notable

.exceptions, of course -- for example, the Steelworkers and"Auto
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Workers. Those exceptions tend to occur in industries where

strong seni 6ity systems protect the older workers from layoff

and permit the median age of the work force to rise. But, too

often, unions (particularly those representing low wage workers)

are either unable or unwilling to press for earlier vesting. See,

e1lg, Testimony of Andrew Biemiller for the AFL-CIO, in Hearings

Before the Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Labor and Public

Welfare, on 8.3598, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., part 3, atlll4 (1972).

Employers, on the other hand, cannot reasonably be

expected to fight hard for a reallocation of dollars already

ggg.t. Once the bargaining process has settled on a dollar

figure -- total increased labor cost to reach a settlement -- if

the union wants Xt of it in wages and Yt in pensions, no employer

in his right mind would take a strike to force an increase in Y

and a corresponding decrease in X, if the total is the same

In short, the dynamics of collective bargaining simply

break down -- not always, but often -- when it comes to pensions.

3. Actuaries and Accountants

Accountants audit, actuaries project. An accountant can

tell you what your assets and liabilities are now, but a pension

plan needs to know whether, 20 years from now, the plan will be

solvent, after projecting over that period of time such variables

as interest rates, contribution rates, employee turnover, life

expectancy, and other factors which make up the lexicon of "actuarial

assumptionss"
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The irony is that the accountants are licensed, but the

actuaries -- who are the key men -- are not licensed in any state.

Most actuaries are highly skilled profesionals.,- but they need not

be, and at least a significant number of them are nothing more than

salesmen, who package and sell pension plans, tailored to suit the

needs of "buyers" who want a decent benefit level at minimum cost

(an easily obtainable objective if the plan is set up so that almost

everyone forfeits his credits). Again, not all of the "salesmen"

function this way -- but a substantial number do.

In sum, the professionals at work in this system give

us no real assurance that the legitimate pension expectations of

long-service workers will be realized.

What is needed is a new law.

I1. The Proposals

Last year there were dozens of pension reform bills, but

none passed, though one -- 8.3598 (renumbered as 8.4 this year) -.

was favorably reported from the Senate Labor and Public Welfare

Committee.

This year, we have roughly the same array of bills, and

a. 4 is once again on the Senate Floor Calendar.

Before getting into the vesting-fundffng rules, etc.,

however, some consideration should be given to the jurisdictional

issues.
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A. Who Should Enforce Pension Standards, and by What medium ?

The IRS collects taxes; it does not (cannot, will not)

enforce private rights.

The Labor Department enforces employee rights; it does

not (cannot, will not) collect taxes.

You may ask, if you wish, "Who should enforce pension

standards?" But the question, standing alone, is meaningless, and

no one is seriously asking that question.

No one has suggested that S.4 be amended by striking out

the term "Secretary of Labor" and substituting, instead, the term

*the Secretary of the Treasury". 1pdeed, if that were the only

proposal, the Secretary of the Treasury would be horrified by the

prospect, and he would be completely unequipped to deal with

administration of S.4 -- just as unequipped as the Secretary of

Labor would be if he were suddenly given responsibility for

administering Sections 401-404 of the Internal Revenue Code.

The real question is not "Who should enforce?*, but rather,

OWhat kind of a law do you want?" Once you decide what kind of

a law you want, the enforcement question almost answers itself.

The Internal Revenue Code asserts a hypothetical

imperatives "rf you want these tax benefits, then you must qualify

undqr these standards."

8.4, on the other hand, asserts a cataorical imperatives

"You must conform to these standards4 (no "if's" about it).
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B. How the IRS "Enforces" the Code

The IRS is not essentially an investigating and enforcing

agency. The initiative ordinarily comes from the taxpayer. He

claims the deduction, and the IRS then reviews his claim.

The controversy is essentially between (a) the person

who files a tax return, and (b) the IRS who reviews it. Indeed,

if a pension-participant were to go to the IRS and complain, and

if he were permitted to review these tax returns (as he may not

be), he would only be cutting his own throat. The most he could

accomplish would be to disqualify the plan, and if -e dia so, he

would be, in effect, reducing his own pension.

I was counsel for te Labor Subcommittee just last year

in hearings involving underfunding of a pension plan of employees

-of American Zinc Company. The attorney for those employees testified

as follows:

"MR. CUMMINGSs Ai far as you know, this is a tax-qualifed
pension plan, is that correct?

MISS HILLMANN: As far as we know, yes. We have been
so informed by the company.

MR. CUMMINGS: I take it you are aware that, at least
under the present interpretations of the Internal Revenue
Code, a continuing plan has the obligation to fund no
less than current service costs, plus an amount equal to
interest on past unfunded credits, and 1 take it that what
you are saying is that they have not even complied with
the requirements of the IRS; is that right?

MISS HILLHANNs The information we have now leads us to
believe so, yes.

MR. CUMMINGS: Do you have any information which would
suggest that the IRS ever took any notice of the fact
that this plan was not complying with the code?-
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MISS HILLMANN: We have no such information, no.

MR. CUMMINGS: And I take it, finally, just to let the
record show, that if you had known that it wasn't
complying with the code and sought to enforce the code,
you would have only cut the throats of your own members
by disqualifying the plan?

MISS HILLMANNo Right. We are in a real bind here.

MR. CUMMINGSt So those requirements put you in a vicious
circle, I take it, where the only remedy you get is to
take money away from your own members?

MISS HILLMANNs That's correct."

(Private Welfare and Pension Plan Study, 1972, Hearings Before 9d

Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,

United States Senate, 92d Cong. 2d Seas., Part 1, at 376 (1972)).

C. Enforcement of "Requirements" (as Distinguished from

Tax Qualifications),

As to the catagorical imperatives of 8.4, on the other

hand, the enforcement structure-is set up so as to invite pension

participants to come in and tell the enforcement agency when the

--wequirements of law are not being met. And if they are not met,

the government is given the power, not to tax and penalize the fund

(and thereby to deprive the participants of retirement reserves),

but rather to bring an action in a federal district court to compel

compliance with law -- payment of adequate contributions, proper

conduot of the fund's affairs, and proper payment of benefits,

This is essentially a function of preserving the rights

Of workers -- a traditional function of the Labor Department. This

is the same function which the Labor Department perform in so many

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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other areas. A worker who is not paid time and a half for overtime

goes to the Labor Department, and the Labor Department has the power

to compel that payment. We do not ask the worker to go to the

IRS and insist that a tax penalty be imposed upon the employer for

failure to pay minimum wage or time-and-a-half for overtime,

There would be no reason for him to do that. The tax penalty, more-

over, is least effective when it is most needed. The time when

a company stops paying the usual pension contributions is when the

company ts losing money, has no profits, and doesn't need the tax

deduction. So it defers payment of current service costs it defers

payment of interest on past unfunded liabilitiesi it defers payment

of proper amortization of those liabilities. It takes no deduction.

Why should the IRS complain? There is no deduction for the IRS to

disqualifyi But that is the very time when enforcement of funding

standards is most necessary. That is the very time when the fund

is in danger, the plan is in danger, and pensions are in danger.

D. A Choice of Agnncies

Returning to my original hypothesis, would it make sense

to give the IRS, or the Treasury Department, jurisdiction to

enforce affirmatively the categorical imperatives in S.4? Who

would do the enforcing? Certainly not the IRB. Certainly not

the Treasury Department. They have no staff at all equipped to

do that.

By this I do not mean to say that the Labor Department

is necessarily the best agency for such enforcement. Far from

it. After all, we are dealing with sophisticated financial institu-

tions -- banks, insurance companies, brokers, actuaries, accountants#

BEST' COpy AVAILABLE
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and so on. None of these insitutions has any familiarity whatever

with the Labor Department, and the Labor Department has even less

familiarity with them.

Zdeally, we ought to have an independent commission#

like the SXC, which could consolidate the necessary expertise in

all of these fields, as well as in the employee benefit and labor

fields. That was the idea behind the original Javite bill (S.2 in

the 92d Congress), which I drafted and which later formed the

basis for 6.4. Another advantage of that commission, I believe,

is that it would make it possible to consolidate in a single

agency all regulation of pension plans. The authority to determine

tax qualification could be vested there all the fiduciary

standards, disclosure, vesting, funding, portability, re-insurance,

and so forth could be vested there. And a fund, which is going

to be subject to all of this additional regulation, could at least

got the benefit of "one-stop service".

Proliferating bureaucracy is a horror, but consolidation

is worthwhile. If the pension thrust branch of the IRS really has

such extensive expertise, there is no reason whatever why the

personnel of that branch could not be transferred, en masse, to

such a commission. If there is expertise in the Bureau of the

Labor Department which now administers the Disclosure Act, the

personnel of that branch could be transferred there, to such a

Commission. With a corps of personnel like that, drawn from the

IRS# the Labor Department, and perhaps also from the SEC, the '1-.

Justioc Department and from State Agencies preempted by federal

law, I would doubt very much that any great additional bureaucracy
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would be needed.

Such a consolidation, however, would become much more

awkward in any of the cabinet branches. It is most unlikely that

jurisdiction to make t determinations could properly be vested

in the Labor Department. And it is even more unlikely that

jurisdiction affirmatively to protect employee rights could be

vested (or would be accepted) by the IR8. These agencies are

already too specialized in a particular approach.

But the commission idea was around for years, and no one

seemed interested. I must say, I see no evidence of increasing

interest in it now. That being the cas one is forced to choose

between the options that remain '-- the Labo Department, or the

Treasury Department.

Choosing between those options, one really has to abandon

the notion that there will ever be decent consolidation of

enforcement and one-stop service. The taxing power will remain

in the IRS. Only the Labor Department is equipped to deal with

employee complaints as such, and to try to satisfy them,

The upshot of all this is that, while the Labor

Department is far, far from an ideal enforcement agency, once

Congress accepts the principle that a pension reform law should

give employees direct rights, enforceable by them, and enforceable

-in their behalf by the government, only the Labor Department, of

existing agencies, is equipped to undertake that task,

M hat should the Standards -e?

1. Vesting

(a) Earning a Pension When you Are Youn -- The
Arithmetic of Vested pension Ac U 0 s 0
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One ought not to confuse the arithmetic of vesting

with the computation of the amount vested.

It is true that an employee who enters participation

in a plan at the age of 48 under the so-called "rule of 50" will

be 50% vested in a year -- his age (49) plus his credited service

(1) will equal 50 -- and five years after that he will be 100%

vested (an additional 3-year pre-participation period of exclusion

is allowed by 8.1631, and is not factored into this calculation).

But vested in what? One hundred percent vested in 6

years of accruals. But the odds suggest that he will have Do

accruals for the 23 years he worked from the age of 25 until age

49 when he joined this# presumably his last, employer.

Three hypothetical cases should demonstrate the difference,

In each of these oases I use the following assumptions

a. Uniform contribution rate of $1500 per year
(the maximum allowed, for example, under the
"individual retirement account proposed by
.the Curtis bill, S.1631).

be An arbitrary rate of return fixed at 6% simple
interest, compounded annually (obviously, it
could be highor, but the higher rate would
doubtless be discounted by inflation.)

a. A level payout, of principal plus accumulated
interest on the principal balance, for 15
years -- from age 65 through 80, or the balance
to a survivor (See. Treas. Reg. S1.72-9,
Table 1).

Cas Ai Contributions from age 25 through 65 (40 years)# fully

vested. The total reserve accumulated during the 40

years would be $232,142. Payout in retirement for 15

years $23,901 per year.
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Case As Full vesting from ages 48 through 65 (17 years).

The total accumulation would be $42,339. Payout

in retirement for 15 years: $4,357 per year.

CasC The employee hired at 48 who vested 50% in 1 year

(age 49), and 100t in five more years (age 54), and

then lost his job. His 100% vesting in 6 years of

accruals generates a reserve of $10,462 at age 54.

By age 65 (10 years later) it would grow to $18,736.

Payout in retirement for 15 years: $1,929 per year.

True, all three pensions were "100 percent vested."

But the employee whose accruals began at the age of 25 found him-

self with a pension sufficient to provide a very comfortable life

in retirement. The one whose accruals, though fully vested, began

at the age of 48, and continued steady accruals until age 65, never-

theless found himself on the edge of poverty. And the one who

vested only in the 6 years' accruals from ages 48 to 54 found him-

self with a "100t vested" pension of $1929 per year -- only $37.10

per week.

Vesting is fundamental, because an unvested pension

accrual is often worthless. But vesting 100 of a pittance still

produces a pittance.

The two keys to decent pensions are early vesting and

lifetime accruals. Like a safety deposit box in a bank vault --

without both keys, it just won't work.
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(b) The Vesting Standards In 8.4

8.4 now pending on the Senate floor calendar (Calendar

No, 119# S. Rep. No. 93-127)has 53 co-sponsors, and so I will take

it up first,*

8.4 would require that every pension plan (with minor

exceptions -- plans with less than 25 participants, public plans,

Keogh plans) provide for vesting (non-forfeitability) on a

deferred graduated schedules after eight years of service# 30t

vesting and 10 percent more vesting each year until 100t vesting

is required after fifteen years of service (S202).

Alternative vesting schedules found bthe Secretary of

Labor to provide comparable benefits for most participants are per-

mittodi nevertheless (5202(c)), and one might assume that a flat

10-year vesting standard might qualify in some circumstances.

The computation of credited years is as fundamental

as the vesting schedule itself. The bill provides that the plan

may not require covered service to be "continuous* except that

three of the first eight years may be required to be continuous --

otherwise, the-bill is really based on "aggregate service" rather

than the more common and grossly unfair concept of the "continuous

*For parlimentary purposes, it is worth noting that an
identical bill, H.R.976, has been introduced in the House and has
been referred to the Committee on Education and Labor. Neither
bill contains any tax features. And 8.4 could not constitutionally
contain them, as the Constitution (Article I, Section 7, Clause 1)
provides that tax measures must originate in the House. Short of
purely tax features the vesting provisions of S.4, like the other
provisions of 8.4# are the most comprehensive of the pending bills.
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service" now used in most pension plans. Frankly, I see no logical

'basis even for the three yeax continuous service requirement now

appearing in Section 202(b)(1) of 8.4.

The bill also prohibits a preparticipation period beyond

the age of 25. Again, I see no basis for allowing aX preparticipa-

tion period, but certainly this preparticipation period is minimal

(1202(b) (2)).

The bill provides vesting with respect to covered service

"both before and after the effective date of the title" (6202(a)).

The objective is laudible, and the cost, according to the

actuarial study accompanying the bill, is relatively low. If it

can, constitutionally, be done, it ought to be done, in my judg-

ment, but I do not believe sufficient attention has yet been paid

to the constitutional question of what may amount to a retroactive

amendment of contractual obligations.

() The Vesting Standards in the Administration

Bill, 8.1631 -- the "Rule of 50" .

Of course, the most fundamental difference between

8.1631 and 5.4 is that the vesting provisions of 8.1631 are not

requirements at all, but only conditions of tax qualification (a

weakness discussed in greater detail above).

Setting aside the enforcement mechanism, however, and

addressing oneself solely to substantive requirements of the Rule

of 50, they are simply, that the employee must be 50t vested when

his age and credited service equal 50, and must vest the balance

over the succeeding five years.
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8.1631 permits a greater preparticipation period than

8,4. One need not count any service before the age of 30, nor need

one count the first three years of service in any event (Section

2(a)(2)), and one need not count any service within five years of

retirement age. The Rule of 50 system, therefore, is really a

system to provide a means whereby an older man can earn a pension

while he is an older man. For the reasons supplied in greater

detail above, it puts all the burden on the last employer, and

provides a minimal pension at best.

It has been argued by the supporters of the bill that

the Rule of 50 would not be an incentive for age discrimination,

but it seems self-evident to me that the cost of hiring a man in

his late 30's or early 40's must be higher than the cost of hiring

a man in his 20's under this bill, because a 20-year old would

vest nothing for 15 years, and a 45-year old would vast 50% in

three or four years.

(d) The Vesting Standard in the Bentsen Bill --

0.1179

This bill, like 8.1631, is primarily a tax bill, and

suffers from all of the weaknesses inherent in that enforcement

device, explained more fully above.

The vesting schedule begins earlier than any other bill

(25t in five years) but ends later than any other bill (100% only

after 20 years).

Obviously, the fashioning of the vesting schedule is a

matter which is subject to fair legislative judgment, and Congress

06.236 0 IS . pt.2 . 26
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will have to reach that judgment. Five years to begin vesting

strikes me as a most reasonable scheduled 20 years to complete

vesting strikes me as grossly unreasonable in this day and age.

In any event, the bill permits exclusion of all years

under age 30, which again is unwise.

One ought also to note that this vesting schedule uses

the retroactivity feature in last year's version of 8.4 (applicable

to prior service only for employees over the age of 45). As

mentioned above, there may be a constitutional questions inherent

in any legislation with respect to service before the effective

date of the new law. But if application to prior service Le

constitutional, then I see no reason to limit the application of

this feature to persona oer the age of 45 -- why not go the whole

way, if the cost is manageable?

2, Funding

Funding schedules raise several associated questions which

ought to be discussed in a general way before getting into the

arithmetic.

(a) General Standards for Evaluating Funding

Reuirements

First, if one is talking about a system incorporating

federal plan termination insurance ("reinsurance"), then the funding

is there primarily to protect the reinsurance fund rather than the

participant - and that is the case under 8.4 and the other bills

providing for reinsurance.
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If, on the other hand, funding is provided without associated

reinsurance, then the funding schedule is a direct correlary of

the vesting-schedule -- it determines "who gets what". In that sense,

any funding schedule which does not distinguish the various "layers"

of benefits is really a distribution scheme.

For example, in the Studebaker case so familiar to this

Committee, the plan was fifteen years old, and was on a 30-year

funding schedule. Why, then, did employees with over 40 years of

fully vested service forfeit 85 percent of their vested benefits?

The reason was that each time benefits were increased, the additional

unfunded past service liability was simply added on to the original

past service liability, increasing the total, as a lump sum. When

the plan was finally terminated, the priorities of distribution

resulted in most of the reserve going to retirees and practically

none of it being given to unretired vested employees, even those

with over 40 years of service. In short, that funding system

had inherent in it a Judgment as to the priorities of distribution

of a fund not sufficient to pay all vested benefits.

In my judgment, it would be fairer to treat each sub-

stantial increase in benefits involving an increase in past unfunded

service liabilities as a separate Plan, for funding purposes. Thvs,

an initial grant of benefits, required to be funded over a stated

number of years (25, for example), would be fully funded after the

expiration of 25 years regardless of how many other benefit increases

took place in the meantime. Each separate benefit grant would

likewise be funded over a new period of 25 years beginning on the
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date of grant. In the event of termination of the plan, an

employee who was fully vested in any "layer" of benefits would be

entitled to.payment of the amount of money which had been funded

for That layer -- and if it were fully funded# he would be

entitled to it all, even though subsequent layers of benefits

were not fully funded. That strikes me as a more equitable method

of distribution of a funded plan than the current system which gives

all the funds to the retirees, and only secondary rights to vestees,

regardless of how old the vestees are and how many years of service

they have earned.

The second imporaant factor to note with respect to,

funding scehdules is that, if one approaches the funding requirement

on a declining balance basis, it will take an infinite period of

time to complete the schedule. A requirement that a percentage

of past unfunded service liabilities be funded each year will produce

a declining contribution each year, as the unfunded balance declines#

subject, however, to increases resulting from benefit increases.

With those standards in mind, one can approach the various

funding schedules in the bill pending before the Congress and make

some evaluation.

(b) The S4 Funding Requirements

8.4 provides a 30-year funding schedule (Section 210(b)).

That is, the contributing employer must pay all normal service costs

currently, plus an annual payment sufficient to amortize past unfunded

liabilities over a period of thirty years.
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The bill also approaches the problem of "layers"

of unfunded liabilities by providing that an increase in benefits

resulting in a substantial increase of unfunded liabilities of the

plan shall be treated as a "new plan" both for purposes of the

funding schedule and for purposes of the reinsurance provisions

of the bill (8Oction 210(b)(2)(0)).

(a) The 8.1631 Funding Requirements

0.1631, the Administration bill, now provides for

funding, but includes no correlative reinsurance provision.

Accordingly, one must treat this funding provision not only as

a means of obtaining security, but as part of the sot of

priorities for the distribution of benefits# In that sense, the

funding schedule is barely adequate.

It does provide that, for purposes of tax qualification,

contributions each year must consist of the normal cost of the

plan plus 5 percent of the unfunded liabilities for benefits.

This is the "declining balance" approach to pension funding, which

would allow an infinite period of time for full funding. No approach

to the various "layers" of benefits is involved, and thus,

inevitably, when the plan shuts downi the employees who are vested

but not retired will experience some forfeiture.

One ought to keep in mind that the Studebaker plan was

funded on a better schedule than that required by 9,1631, and yet

employees who were 100% vested and had accrued over 40 years of

service forfeited 85% of those vested benefits. '. ,
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() The 8.1179 Cunding Requirement

The Bentsen bill, 8.1179, includes both reinsurance and

funding, and ao one can approach funding here as a means of

protecting the reinsurance funds rather than as the last resort

of the participant himself. The 30 year funding schedule in the

bill (Section 323) is adequate.

A weakness in the Densen approach to "experience

deficiencies", however, is that this bill permits a plan to fund such

deficiencies over the working life of the employee, whereas 8.4

requires a five-year make-up of such deficiencies.

(e) A Comment on ":perionce DeficiencLes"

Experience deficiencies results primarily, from actuarial

mistakes or bad investment experience. The rapid $-year make-up

schedule in 8.4 functions not only as protection for the fund in

the event of termination but also as a deterrent t risky plan

management practices and unreasonable actuarial practices. What is

the penalty, after all, for an investment gone bad, or for

unreasonably optimistic actuarial assumptions? If the investments

go bad or the actuarial aesstptions prove preposterous, the resulting

deficiency may be amortized, under 8.1179, over quite a long period

of time -- and under the Administration bill (8.6131) over an even

longer period of time (an in~tnite period of time) at 5% of the

balance per year.

Under the 8.4 approach, on the other hand, a soundly financed

plan based on conservative actuarial assumptions is permitted to

take a full 30 years funding, but any experience deficiencies
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resulting from erroneous actuarial assumptions or arising from

Investments gone bad must be made up in five years. 8.4 attempts

to control actuarial assumptions, end its fiduciary standards attempt

to control investment practices. But, after all, the real way to

control k those practices is to impose a penalty for gambling,

and the heart of that oonalty is in the ex4orionce dificienc,

provisions.

Accordingly, I would think the experience deficiency

provisions of 8.4 are preferable to those in 8.1179, and obviously

preferable to the complete absence of such provisions in 8.1631.

(f) Current Funding Practices

Most sound pension funds are funded substantially as

well already. Seo Accounting Prinuiples board Opinion~o. 3,

of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (off.

1/1/67). The minimum standard set by the Internal Revenue Code,

however, permits a somewhat weaker funding schedule -- current

service costs plus a sum equal to "interestO on unfunded past

service costs. The difference, I believe, will not be a substantial

cost problem, and, in consequence, there has been relatively

little controversy concerning funding requirements.

3. "Pr tab iliy" *
While 8.4 has a title called "portability," it is

important to distinguish between the provisions of this title

and the more widely heralded popular notion of "portability" which

appears in so many political speeches.

L EST COPY AVAILABLE
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Moreoften than not, the word "portability" has been

used as a shorthand designation for whatever solution is being

currently advocated for the problem of pension forfeiture arising

\-from labor mobility. As the rhetorical theory goes, people move

from job to job, and their pensions ought to be "portable" so

that they can take them along as they move.

That is not really what the portability title in S.4

is all about. On the contrary, the problem of forfeiture is

dealt with primarily in the vesting title, or else it is not dealt

with at all.

What, then, does this portability title do? It creates

a clearinghouse for the transfer of the current discounted value

of pension credits which are already vested. (S301(a)). An

employee leaving a job having earned a vested pension credit would

be entitled to transfer the current (discounted) value of that vested

pension credit into a central federal clearinghouse, where he

could leave it until retirement, or else, when he takes another

job with a pension plan tied into the clearinghouse, that credit

could be transfered to the new job, into the new plan, to purchase

whatever credits that much money is worth. (SS302-05).

It is voluntary, under the bill, in two sensess first,

the plan (that is, the company and/or the union) need not tie into

the clearinghouse at all (S301(a)). Second, even if the plan ties

into the clearinghouse, the individual participant in the plan is

given the option of-transferring credits through the clearinghouse,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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or simply leaving his vested credits in the plan where he

earned them. (SS302, 305).

In short, I see no sensible way to object to this

portability scheme as written. If you don't like it -- forget

it. It is not a panacea it is a convenience.

4. Reinsurance

S.4 would create a federal pension plan termination insurance

program to guarantee payment of vested pension rights, whether

or not the fund has sufficient assets to pay them.

The classic problem, to which tiis title is addressed,

is the famous (or infamous) Studebaker shutdown in South Bend,

Indiana a decade ago in which long-service Studebaker employees

with vested pension rights forfeited 85 cents on the dollar of their

pension entitlements.

- But that sort of collapse, while rare in percentage

terms,is a disaster in human terms. A study published just this

year by the U.S. Treasury and Labor Departments ("Study of Pension

Plan Terminations", Interim Report, February 1973) discloses that

in the first seven months of 1972, 8,400 persons lost benefits as

a result of plan terminations -- benefits worth $20 million, or

$2,400 per claimant . True, this represented only 0.04 percent of

participants -- but it's 8,400 disasters nonetheless. And the low

percentage merely proves the feasibility of reinsuring against these

disasters.

While the bill undertakes to reinsure pension rights

earned both after and before the effective date of the act (S401),
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the amount of reinsurance is limited to 50% of an employee's

highest monthly wage, or $500 a month, whichever is less (S402(b)).

The bill sets the initial premium rate at 0.2% of

unfunded vested liabilities (S403(b)(2)), subject to revision

later on the basis of experience. (S403(b)(3)).

One might argue that this premium rate, which is only

-.-an-initial estimate, will not be sufficient to cover anticipated

pay-outs, because the reinsurance scheme is itself an invitation

to set up "collapsible plans" and then have the reinsurance plan

pay off. Another feature of the bill, however, ought to be a

substantial deterrent to such a practice -- the bill contains

a subrogation scheme. That is to say, when a plan terminates

with insufficient funds to pay vested benefits, the reinsurance

fund will pay the difference -- with no delay attendant upon any

controversy over whether or not the collapse was a "sham". But

once those benefits are paid, the reinsurance fund is entitled to

recover from the general assets of the employer, based upon a

formula set forth in the bill, a proporation of the benefits paid

out, depending upon whether or not the employer was solvent, and

the degree to which he was solvent, at the time the plan pas

terminated (S405).

The reinsurance provisions of 8.1179 are similar, but I

see no comparable subrogation provisions -- a critical defect, in

my view.

And of course the total absence of reinsurance in 8.1631

again reflects an unwillingness to deal with the one problem which

caused the movement for pension reform in the first place.
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5. Fiduciary-Standards

There is no longer very much controversy over these pro-

viions. Title V of S.4 is practically a carbon copy of a

similar bill introduced on behalf of the Nixon Administration (S.

1557) and is in most respects just about the same as bills introduced

by others in the House and Senate.

The approach of the fiduciary standards title of S.4

is as follows

(a) Who is a "Fiduciary"?

The term "fiduciary" is defined in the Act to mean not

just the traditional trustee but also

"any person who exercises any power of control,
management, or disposition with respect to any
moneys or other property of any employee benefit
fund, or has authority or responsibility to do so."

I interpret this language to cover anyone holding decision-making

power (whether he exercises it or not) with respect to investment

of funds, determination of benefit eligibility, management of the

plan, and so on. Thus, an investment counselor with a discre-

tionary account would be a fiduciary; members of the labor-

management "committee" would be ficuciaries; and even a personnel

director certifying eligibility would be a fiduciary.

b. "Employee Benefit Funds"

This title applies not only to pension funds but also

to all "employee benefit funds". The terms "employee benefit fund"

and "employee benefit plan" are defined to include any plAn or

fund providing either welfare or pension benefits to employees, -

and would also include any "Taft Hartley" plan or fund permitted

by Section 302(c) of the Labor-Management Regulations Act. In
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essence, the fiduciary standards of this bill would cover any

plan (provided it is funded at all) which provides benefits of

any kind to employees of a contributing employer. A quick rule

of thumb would be that, if the plan is now required to file annual

statements under the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, it

would be covered by the fiduciary standards in this act. But in

addition to "at, there does not appear to be an escape hatch

for "unfunded" pension plans or retirement plans (unless any such

plan is specifically exempted on other grounds), not because

unfunded plans are covered, but because unfunded plans are now

required to be funded.

c. Trust Requirement

The bill requires that every "employee benefit fund"

be established or maintained pursuant to a duly executed written

document setting forth the purpose of the fund and the "detailed

basis on which payments are to be made into and out of such

fund." The section also provides that "such funds shall be deemed

a trust". The combination of these requirements requires that all

pension funds be established pursuant to duly executed trust

agreements and that the trust agreement provide, by its terms,

the basis for determining both the contribution and benefit formulae.
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d. The Prudent Man Rule .

Any such fiduciary, under this bill, is required to

discharge his duties with respect to the fund.

With the care under the circumstances then
prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like
capacity and familiar with such matters would
use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like
character and with like aims".

I read this standard to be somewhat stricter than many

current state laws which occasionally set the standard as "with

the care exercised by a prudent man dealing with his own money."

8.4, on the other hand, provides, in a sense, a "prudent expert

rules the bill refers to a prudent,man "acting in like capacity"

(rather than acting with respect to his own money), the prudent

man must be "familiar with such matters" (so that he cannot plead

ignorance or lack of expertise), and the standard is the one

which would be used "in the conduct of an enterprise of like

character and with like aims" (so that he cannot argue that he had

no experience or knowledge of the standard accepted in the

conduct of such an enterprise).

e. Governing Documents

A violation of the governing documents also is a breach

of fiduciary responsibility -- which gives the federal courts

(under the enforcement provisions of the bill) jurisdiction not

only to enforce the specific fiduciary standards but also to enforce

the terms of the plan itself. The bill requires a fiduciary not

only to follow the prudent man rule, but also to discharge his

duties

, ...in accordance with the documents and instru-
ments governing the fund insofar as is consistent
with this Act.... "
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f. Prohibited Transactions and Exceptions

Section 15 (b) of the Disclosure Act, as amended by 5.4,

would prohibit a fiduciary from engaging in nine specific trans-

actions, in many cases subject, however, to exceptions thereafter

provided in Section 15 W), and further subject to the right of the

Secretary to exempt a fiduciary from a prohibition in a specific

case or class of cases.

i) Prohibitions

(a) "Party in Interest"

The prohibited transactions are keyed to the definition

of a "party in interest". The statute defines the term "party in

interest" to mean

"any administrator, officer, fiduciary, trustee,
custodian, counsel, or employee of any employee benefit
plan or a person providing benefit plan services to any
such plan, or an employer, any of whose employees are
covered by such a plan or any person controlling, controlled
by, or under common control with, such employer or officer
or employee or agent of such employer or such person, or
an employee organization having members covered by such
plan, or an officer or employee or agent of such an
employee organization, or a relative, partner, or point
venturer or any of the above-described persons....

The -definition also requires that a person, to be treated as a

"party in interest", must be "known to be a party in interest".

A specific exception in the definition itself is that, if funds

are 'invested in an investment company registered under the Invest-

ment Company Act of 1940, that investment shall not cause the

investment company or its advisor or principal underwriter to be

seemed to be either a fiduciary or-a party in interest, except

insofar as such investment company or advisor or underwriter acts

in connection with an employee benefit fund as its investment

advisor or underwriter.
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The language is quite technical, but if one proceeds

by analogy, one might conclude that, at the very least, most

"insiders" under SEC rules would be parties in interest, and

anyone employed by a plan or by a party to the plan would be a

party in interest.

In short, once a person provides any service to the plan,

the fiduciary should be on his guard against allowing that person

to transact any business with the plan other than providing

that service.

(b) Prohibited Transactions

The prohibited transaction provisions keyed to the

foregoing definition of party in interest require that the

fiduciary shall notes

"(A) rent or sell property of the fund to
any person known to be a party in interest
of the fund;

"(8) rent or purchase on behalf of the fund
any property known to be owned by a party in
interest of the fund,

"(C) deal with such fund in his own interest
or for his own account;

"(D) represent any other party with such
fund, or in any way act on behalf of a party
adverse to the fund or adverse to the interests
of its participants or beneficiaries;

"(2) receive any consideration from any
party dealing with such fund in connection
with a transaction involving the fund,

"(F) loan money or other assets of the fund
to any party in interest of the funds

"w() furnish goods, services, or facilities
of the fund to any party in interest of the fund,
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"(H) permit the transfer of any assets or
property of the fund to, or its use by or for
the benefit of, any party in interest of the fundior

"(I) permit any of the assets of the fund
to be held, deposited, or invested outside the
United States unless the indicia of ownership
remain within the jurisdiction of a United
States District Court, except as authorized
by the secretary by rule or regulation."

(ii) Exceptions to the Prohibitions

Section 15 (c) of the Disclosure Act, as amended by S.4,

lists eight exceptions to the prohibitions. These exceptions,

moreover, are not merely exceptions to the prohibitons as such

but are exceptions to a prohibition in the statute, so that if

the exception applies, the conduct described in the -xceptions is

not only exempted from the list of. prohibited transactions, but,

presumably, also would not violate the general "prudent man"

standard.

Generally these exceptions include the right to receive

a benefit (if a fiduciary is also a beneficiary)i the rigWt to

receive reasonable compensation for services rendered, and

reimbursement of expenses (but note that a full-time employee

of the employer or the union may not receive compensation from the

fund, although he may receive reimbursement of expenses); the

right to be an officer or employee of a party in interest, in

addition to being a fiduciary; the right to purchase securities of

a contributing employer up to a maximum of 10% of the market value

of the fund, but only if the purchase is for no more than adequate

consideration (the 10% limit does not apply to profit sharing, stock

bonus, thrift, or similar plans which allow such investments)i the
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right to purchase a security from, or sell a security to, a party

in interest if the security is in a class which is listed on a

National Securities Exchange registered under the Exchange Act,

or which has been listed for more than one month by a national

security association administering an electronic quotation system,

but only if no brokerage commission is charged and adequate

consideration is paid, And, if the investment is in securities of

the contributing employer, the transaction has prior approval of the

Secretary of Labor; the right to loan money to participants or

beneficiaries, if such loans are available on a non-discriminatory

basis and "are not otherwise inconsistent with the purposes of this

Act" (presumably a reference to the prudent man rule); and the

right to contract with a party in interest for office space and

other necessary services.

OS-235 0 - 73 - pt.3 - 7
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(g) Liabilities of Fiduciary

The bill makes any fiduciary personally liable

for any losses to the fund resulting from a breach of fiduciary

standards. The real teeth in these standards are found in the

enforcement provisions of the whole Act, however, as further

described below.

(h) Co-Fiduciaries. and Allocation
O Responsibilities

Sections 15(e)-(g) deal with the liabilities of a

fiduciary for acts of another fiduciary.

Section 15(e) provides that when two fiduciaries under-

take the exercise of a power jointly (or when they are required

to by the governing instrument) each fiduciary has a duty to

prevent the other from breaching his responsibility -- and so a

fiduciary would be liable for failure to prevent the other from

committing a breach. The statute provides for exemption from

Liability if the objecting co-fiduciary "objects in writing to

the specific action and promptly files a copy of his objection

with the Secretary".

Section 15(f) nullifies all exculpatory clauses by

providing that "no fiduciary may be relieved from any responsibility,

obligation, or duty imposed by law, agreement or otherwise." But

Section 15(f) provides that fiduciaries may by agreement allocate

specific duties or responsibilities among themselves by submitting

to the Secretary contractual provisions to that effect, which

become effective "unless specifically disapproved by the Secretary".
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A fiduciary seeking to insulate himself from liability for the

misconduct of another fiduciary, therefore, would do well to

provide, in a written instrument, the limits of his own responsi-

bility, and the specific allocations of various responsibilities

among fiduciar is. This instrument should be submitted to the

Secretary, and becomes effective immediately, unless the Secretary

disapproves it.

Finally, Section 15(g) provides that the fiduciary has

no liability for a violation committed before he takes office.

i) Double Fees or Commissions Prohibited

A provision of the original bill (S.4) (deleted in

Committee) expressly permitted a "party in interest" to provide

multiple services to the plan. The following language from the

Committee Report explains the deletion of that provision:

"In this connection, the Subcommittee, after
careful deliberation, deleted a prior provision, section
15(d), which expressly permitted a 'party in interest'
to provide multiple services to a plan, regardless of
whether the 'party in interest' was also serving in a
fiduciary capacity and receiving fees or compensation
for the performance of discretionary functions with
respect to plan funds.

"Section 15(d) had been predicated on the recognition
that fiduciaries, subject to regulation ahd supervision
under laws affecting banking,'insurance and securities,
performed a variety of services and functions, some
customary and rooted in the historical development of
the fiduciary's role, and some newly arisen as a means
of strengthening the fiduciary's competitive position.

"Many of these multiple services or functions are
or could be rendered in connection with a variety of
trusts or funds other than pension trusts or funds.
Examples are widows' estates, mutual funds, college
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endowment funds, variable annuity funds, etc. Because
the fiduciary's conduct relative to the performance of
multiple functions was subject to regulation under laws
affecting insurance, banking and securities, the Committee
originally took the position that additional regulation
in this field should proceed sui generic under these
laws. The Committee believed that the bill provided ample
remedy in the event, for example, the fiduciary breached
his trust by 'churning' pension fund accounts to generate
profit for himself or ancillary activities under his
control, or by channeling pension fund investment to
shore up vulnerable investments made by a commercial
adjunct.

"Upon review by the Subcommittee of section 15(d),
however, a competing school of thought emerged, which
emphasized the difficulty of securing an adequate system
of control over fiduciary-commeroial relationships in
the context of pension fund management. it was argued
that these relationships tend to subordinate the strict
professionalism expected of fund managers to business
pressures and that, inevitably, certain fund managers
are bound to yield to these pressures and cause trust
fund abuse in a manner which is not always accessible
to timely discovery. Because the interests of pension
fund beneficiaries deserve the strongest protection, it
was urged that the Subcommittee adopt a rule which would
bar a fiduciary from performing multiple business services
for the pension trust unless,, after application by the
fiduciary, the Secretary waives the proscription on
grounds that it is consistent with the purposes of the
Act and is in the interest of the fund or classes of
funds and the participants and beneficiaries."

(j) Effective Dates

While there is a three-year delay between enactment

and the effective dates of some of the provisions of S.4 (e.g.,

vesting and funding), the fiduciary standards provisions in

Title V become effective upon enactment of the Act, as do the

enforcement provisions in Title VI.
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Despite the immediate effectiveness of Title V, how-

ever, there is another three-year delay in that'title with

respect to disposa of assets held in violation of a fiduciary

requirement. Proposed Section 15(j) provides that a fiduciary

may in his discretion effect the disposition of an investment

prohibited by the Act "within three years after the date of

enactment of this Act", and further provides that the Secretary

may by rule or regulation allow additional time.

(k) Fiduciary Standards in S.1129
and 8.1631

Both these bills proceed in the traditional tax way --

violations of "prohibited transactions" would result in tax

penalties. I cannot imagine this approach providing a decent

measure of protection for beneficiaries -- indeed, the Adminis-

tration concedes as much by its submission of 8.1557 as a

companion bill to 5.1631.

6. Enforcement Provisions

The enforcement provisions of 0.4 are as follows.

Section 601 permits the Secretary of Labor to bring

a number of actions to enforce compliance with the registration

requirements of the Act (aimed primarily at vesting, funding and

re-insurance).

Section 602 provides that when the Secretary has

"reasonable cause" to believe that a fund is being administered

either in violation of the WPPDA or the fund's governing documents,
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he may petition any U. S. District Court for appropriate relief,

including an order requiring return of funds unlawfully trans-

ferred, payment of benefits, or restraining any conduct in

violation of the Act, and may compel the removal of a fiduciary

under appropriate circumstances.

Section 603 provides that actions of this kind may

be brought in any state court or federal district court without

regard to the amount in controversy or diversity of citizenship

of the parties, and venue is laid in any district where the

plan is administered, where the breach took place, or where a

defendant resides or is found, and ,-- most importantly --

process may be served nationwide.

Section 604 provides that a participant or beneficiary

may likewise bring suit under similar guidelines.

Section 605 permits the court in its discretion to

allow a reasonable attorney's fee as part of costs to either

party, and may require a plaintiff to post security for such

costs.

Section 607 allows judicial review of any action of

the Secretary.

Section 608 sets a statute of limitation of five years

for, a violation of fiduciary standards, except that, in case of

fraud or concealment, the statute is tolled until date of dis-

covery.

The enforcement provisions of S.1631 and S.1179, on

the other hand, are essentially those under existing tax law --

BEST COPy AVAILABLE
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a tax penalty to the violator, but few if any real remedies

for the pension participant.

7. Federal Preemption

Section 609 of 8.4 preempts all state laws dealing with

the same subject matter as 5.4 or the Welfare and Pension Plans

Disclosure Act as amended; with certain stated exceptions. The

operative language of 609 is that the provisions of 8.4 and of

the WPPDA "Shall supersede any and all laws of the States and of

political subdivisions thereof insofar as they may now or here-

after relate to the subject matters regulated by (8.4) or the

Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act...."

The exceptions are -- (1) plans not subject to 5.4 or

the WPPDAt (2) statutes regulating insurance, banking, or

securities, or requiring the filing with a State of copies of reports

filed under 8.4; and (3) any federal statute not directly in con-

flict with 8.4.

Obviously, if the States are to legislate in this field,

only chaos can result, in the absence of preemption -- and one

need only examine a recent New Jersey law on the subject to see

a good example.*

The tax bills (S.1631 and S.1179), on the other hand,

cannot reasonably be expected to preempt all State laws -- not

* H.B.1563, effective May 9, 1963. Under this new
New Jersey law, .the State imposes a tax upon employers closing
plants in the State, the tax being, generally, an amount sufficient
to pay off pensions for workers with 15 years of service, whether
vested or not.
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because preemption is undesirable, but because their enforce-

ment provisions arc so weak that preemption would leave a

vacuum and would leave pension participants almost remedy-less,

as they are today.

F. Tax-Deductible Contributions

Obviously, no tax features can be added to S.4, or to

any Senate Bill, without making the bill unconstitutional (as

.. legislation not originating in the House).

But there "a tax features 1hich ggIb to be enacted --

not as a substitute for 8.4, but in addition to it.

Obviously, some treatment for the unjust lump-sum

distribution treatment, which hits a pensioner withdrawing from

one plan before entering another, is required.

More importantly, we need an expansion of Keogh, and

we need it for corporate employees (common law employees) as

well as for the self-employed.

These features of 8.1631 and 8.1179 are sorely needed,

particularly by workers who have no pension coverage at all (504

of the work force, primarily in small business). But the $1500

limit on the self-employed is too low. I see no reason not

to make both limits $7500.

And I see no reason for lowering the limit by the

-amount the employer contributes, when the employer's contribu-

tion is not vested, and the employee's is.
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0. A Comment on the More Extreme Proposals
None of these bills is perfect -- none eliminates

every possibility of forfeiture.

Any vesting standard makes a judgments how long

must an employee work before it would be unfair and unjust to

allow him to forfeit because he changes jobs?

Of course it is always possible to go farther. It

is possible to set up an immediate-vesting standard as a matter

of law. It is possible, as one of my co-panelists has suggested,

to take the private pension system and completely divorce it

from the employer-employee context -- to set up a set of inde-

pendent funds, regulated by the government, which would amount

to a private social security system.

While that notion has a certain superficial appeal,

it is, in my judgment, utterly preposterous, because it leaves

out the most essential element -- business incentive. Why

should an employer involve himself in a plan if he gets no

credit for it, if he is not permitted to put his name on it,

if he is not permitted to "tailor" it (within limits) to fit

the special needs and desires of his own workforce and his own

business? If we put this industry in a straightjacket, if we

so standardize pension plans that no flexibility is left, we

will most assuredly (and unnecessarily) kill, or at least

mortally wound, the industry we are trying to improve.
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There will always be those who will find fault with

any bill -- who will say "more" and "more", without regard to

possible adverse side-effects. Indeed, there are those who

have said that with respect to 8.4, and even with respect to

the more conservative bills.

But 8.4 is a moderate bill -- it is compatible in

all respects with the essentially private nature of the pension

industry. The "radical" proposals (as I characterize them) are

not.
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IV C

The Senate Labor Committee retained a Baltimore actuarial

firm to analyze the potential cost impact of the various vesting

formulae, and the results have been published. (8 Rep. No. 1150

92d Cong., 2d Sees. 149-150 1972)).

The summary of these results, as they appear in the actuarial

report, is.a follows$
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8.4, therefore, is assumed to increase costs for-ourrent

plans with "moderate vesting" plans by about 0.1% to O2% or

0.3%rof payroll (depending on the extent of retroactivity).
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Obviously# in an economy in which wages have increased

,more than 5% per year in recent times# this cost is manageable.

There are some oter substantial though less visible costs

in the bill, however. It is no secret that many a conglomerate

has gobbled up a smaller company and immediately dioontinued its

pension plan, leaving vested and other benefits without adequate

funding, The new bill has the effect of reinsuring the unfunded

vested benefits of such a terminated plan, but of requiring a solvent

company -- one which terminated a plan at its own convenience -- to

refund the federal reinsurance benefits, based on a ratio

between the company's net worth and the reinsurance benefits paid

(1405). The effect is to force an acquiring or merging company

to Include unfunded pension cost in the calculus of assets and

liabilities used to determine the selling price of an enterprise.

In my judgment, that will be a "cost" only if the enterprise is not

thereby deterred from arbitrarily terminating a plan. The deterrent

effect, in my view, is substantial and worthwhile.

V. Conclusion

No law or amendment to law'can solve all of the problems

in this field. A bad law or a misooncieved law can make things

worse -- either by deluding workers into believing they are

protected when they are not (which would not be an improvement),
a

or by so entangling pensions in bureaucracy as to deter private

pension plan development.

What would a good law be? In my view, we need both sub-

stantive regulation, and now tax incentives.

I proceed on the following premises: (1) If you want to
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regulate, do it directly, by substantive regulatory control

and not by tax qualifications (2) If you want to create incen-

tives for voluntary conduct, tax is an excellent vehicle.

Following those guidelines, I conclude that the current

Williams-Javits bill 8.4 is a workable regulatory structure

for establishing minimum standards for private plans, and for

DWOteOting private rights,-- rights in dispute between private

parties -- under those plan.

.Even so, tax reform in the pension field is needed --

sorely needed -- to solve critical problems which are beyond

the scope of 8.4 and can only be solved by tax incentives.

The two most serious problems beyond the scope of 8.4

ares First, the 50 percent of the work force not covered by any

pension plan and second, the vast numbers of employees in high-

mobilityemployment (such as engineers), who, although they are

often "covered" by corporate pension plans, rarely vest and will

not be helped by any pending vesting bill, because they

regularly change jobs every five years or more frequently than that.

The most promising solution to k problems is in the individual

before-tax retirement act, such as is proposed in the features of

8.1631 and 8.1179 (other than those dealing with vesting and

funding).

Let the high-mobility engineer,who cannot vest under his

corporate pension plan, contribute his Ln money to his own "plan*,

And get a tax deduction for the contribution.

Let the employee of the small business without a company ,

plan contribute his own money to his own elan on a deductible

basis.
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That is the only effective way to solve the remaining

coverage problem.

Should it be done? Can the nation afford the revenue

loss?

We are already paying the cost of wide-spread destitution

in old age. We pay it in welfare costs and all sorts of public

assistance to older people who worked hard during their earlier

years, who had pride in themselves and in their abilities, but

who nevertheless are unable to provide for themselves any longer.

Why not give them the dignity of being able to live in

their retirement years on money they earned?

That is what we do, to a very limited extent, under Social

Security, but we all know very well that Social Security, at

best, will never provide much more than a bare subsistence

income level.

Why should we condemn the typical middle-class American,

who has lived his whole working life on a middle class income,

to be thrown, suddenly at the age of 65, into the very bottom

of our economic barrel?

There is no better, more fundamental, more humane allo-

cation of our resources than this.

And whose resources are we talking about, anyway? This

is not welfare -- reallocating money from the rich to the poor.

This is simply giving a man the use of his money, which h

,eaXned, but giving it to him when he needs it most, and letting

him pay taxes on it then.

The average American ordinarily hates tax "loopholes"
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because they offer him nothing but a reason to be angry at

someone else -i the oilman, the securities investor, and so on.

But retirement is part of every American's expectations.

In my judgment, our top priority should be to take 
some of the

fear out of retirement, and to put some security 
and dignity

into it instead.
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STATEMENT ON' PENSION PLAN
REFORM LEGISLATION

before

THE PRIVATE PENSION PLANS SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

by

LEONARD LESSER
June 4, 197%

This statement is submitted in response to the Committee's

invitation to participate in this panel discussion on pending

pension reform legislation.

It will not sot forth the statistics to demonstrate the

importance of private pension plans as economic or social institutions

in American society today. This committee and the other committees in

both the Senate and the House have over at least the past ten years re-

ceived volumes of testimony to this effect.

This Subcommittee is also aware of the basic shortcomings of the

private pension system. Too many workers who are covered by private

pension plans do not and will not receive a pension from such plans when

they retire.

S. 4 reported to the Senate currently by the Labor and Public

Welfare Committee, S. 1179 introduced by Senator Bontsen, and g. 163.

introduced by Senator Curtis nnd othors all propose a solution to those

shortcomings.
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Before discussing the substantive provisions on vesting,

particularly, termination insurance and funding, I believe it is

important to consider the approach of the various bills.

S. 4 would require all plans to contain minimum requirements

on vesting, funding and termination insurance. S. 1179 and S. 1631,

on the other hand, would only require it of plans where the employer

wants the tax advantages given to "qualified" plans. I believe the

distinction is significant. It goes beyond the question of whether

the requirements should be administered by the Department of Labor or

the Internal Revenue Service. It goes to the heart of whether pro-

totion will be afforded to all workers or only those workers whose

employers are concerned with current tax deductions.

There can well be cases where protection will be lost because

the employer for tax reasons has no incentive to make either contri-

butions to the plan or premimum payments for pension termination

insurance.

Just as the applicability of fiduciary and disclosure require-

ments are not dependent on whether the employer seeks tax qualification,

so too should the protection of employees under the substantive regu-

lations be mandatory plan provisions.Of course, such recommendations

would not preclude that they also be a condition of tax qualification.

The same government agency could make the determination for both purposes,

To make protection as broad as possible, I would suggest, however,

that the coverage limitation to employers with 25 or more employees in

8-56 0 -73 - pt. . 26
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S. 4 be removed. The employees of small employers are most in need of

protection -- particularly from the risks of insolvency of their employer.

I do not believe the extension to small employers will be a serious de-

terrent to their establishment of plans.

While S. 4, S. 1179 and S. 1631 all propose minimum vesting stand"

ards, there is a basic difference of approach as to whether the-require-

ments should be applicable to benefits accrued prior to establishment of

a pension plan or the effective date of the new legislatic..

5. 4 makes no distinction between service performed for an employer

before or after the time a pension plan was established. The vesting and

termination insurance requirement are applicable to all service. S. 1179

requires that credit be given for prior service at least if the employee

is 45 years older on the effective date of the Act. S. 1631 would, sub-

ject to certain exceptions, make vesting requirements applicable only to

service rendered after January 1, 1975.

It is obvious that a proposal which disregards prior service gives

little protection to those who are closest to retirement age and are

least able to accrue adequate benefits in the future.

The "Rule of 50" proposed in S. 1631 does not meet the problem,

It only results in vesting after a short period of services it does

nothing to preclude the denial of benefits or assure the payment of

benefits based on the full period of service required to accumulate an

adequate benefit. Nor will the proposal to permit tax deductions

(S. 1631) tax or credit (S. 1179) for employee contributions meet the

problems ior workers whese future years of work are limited,
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I would therefore strongly recommend that the Congress, unless

it intends to enact legislation which is meaningful only for those who

will retire sometime in the future, require that full consideration be

given to "past service."

Turning to the specific requirements for vesting, I believe that

all employees who have had a significant period of service for an em-

ployer should be entitled to a pension based on such period of service.

As i raicated, I do not believe it matters whether such service is per-

formed before or after the effective date of the pension plan, Similarly,

I do not believe that service performed before a certain age should be

excluded. For that reason, I do not believe the "Rule of 50" is sound

since it would permit the exclusion of significant periods of service

before age 40. This is particularly true since S. 1631 also allows all

service prior to age 30, to be disregarded. The generation of relatively

insignificant pensions for older workers with very short periods of

attachment to a particular job hardly outweighs its disadvantages.

I believe that 10 years is a long enough period of service to

acquire full vesting. Such a standard would be most understandable

and would not lead to excessive increases in costs.

While S. 1179 provides- for some vesting after 5 years of service,

the percentage increase of 5 per cent a year requires that 20 yeais of

service be completed before there is full vesting, If the percentage
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were increased to 7h per cent, the required period for full vesting

would be shortened to 15 years, the same as in S. 4.

While all of the legislative proposals permit transition

periods -- presumably to soften the cost impact of vesting requirements

it should be recognized that any delay means that no protection will be

afforded to workers who terminate their employment prior to the final

date. Consideration might be given to use of the funding provisions to

soften the cost impact rather than to delay the effective date of the

vesting requirement. For example, the additional cost applicable to the

vesting requirement during the transition period could be deferred for

the period and then at the expiration of the transition period be con-

sidered a "past service" cost which would be funded over a fairly long

period. I am certain that those with technical competence can devise

other methods that will not require delay in the protection which workers

so urgently need.

Closely related to the objectives of vesting is the concept Of

pension portability. -Its basic purpose to protect employees against

the forfeiture of pension rights is just as well met by adequate vesting,

funding and termination insurance provisions.

While the consolidation of pension credits in a single fund which

would result from a system of portability will reduce the possibilk y that

a worker will forget to apply for a vested benefit accrued years ago,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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this goal can be achieved without the transfer of funds or the

establishment of elaborate procedures. All pension plans should be

required to provide information on vested benefits to the Social

Security Administration for inclusion in an individual's social security,

record. When the individual applies for social security he will be noti-

fied of his rights to vested benefits and how application should be made.

While the transfer of funds may help in protecting a worker against

the erosion in the value of hih vested benefits, such problems might better

be met directly. Others have proposed the issuance by the government of

purchasing power bonds, the Value of which would increase to provide cost

of living protection. The availability of such bonds would permit a pen-

sion fund to provide protection of this type to vested benefits.

While vesting is essential to protect workers of pension protection

upon termination of a job, yet as Senator Bentsen stated in introducing

S, 1179, "Pension reform without minimum funding standards and required

insurance is really no reform at all."

Funding requirements are desirable to enhance the security of

benefit expectations. Termination insurance, however, is essential to

provide full assurance that all benefits will be paid in the event of

plan termination.
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It should also be recognized that while funding and vesting

provisions can be improved by an employer alone or by the union and

the employer if the plan is collectively bargained, legislative action

is necessary to meet the problem of insufficient assets in the event of

plan termination.

While increased funding will generate more assets, the ever-

changing character of private pension plans makes it extremely likely

that full funding will never be achieved. Every time a plan is improved.

to meet inflationary pressures or changing economic conditions -- and

if private plans have a virtue, this is it -- additional past service

liabilities are created and an additional 30 years is required to

achieve full funding.

Since the introduction'of the first proposal for pension

termination insurance by Senator Hartke in 1964, the various proposals

have been studied and restudied and the basis for opposition has shifted.

it is now generally agreed that such a program is technically feasible.

The basic objection now centers around the argument that the magnitude

of benefit loss is not sufficient to justify the establishment of a

program covering all pension plans: and that the establishment of a

program will invite pension abuses,

While the recent Treasury Labor Department Study of Pension

-Plan Terminations has been used as a justification by the administration

*to recommend further study of the problem, it does show that during the
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first seven months of 1972, 8400 individuals lost some $20 million

in benefits. The average benefit lost was $2,400.

I would doubt that the percentage of banks that go out of

business or investors who lose funds when brokers experience financial

difficulty is any greater than shown by the study, yet the FDIC continues

as a Congressionally mandated program and the Securities Investor

Protection Corporation was passed by the Congress and signed into law

by the President in 1971.

A worker whose savings for retirement are in a pension fund is

as worthy of protection as the bank depositor or the stock market investor.

His needs for protection are as great as the holder of a PHA or other

insured mortgage who is protected against the inability of the mortgagee

to make good on his obligation.

Rather than being an objection to establishment of a program, the

small percentage of terminations or workers affected only demonstrates

that the cost of preventing the personal tragedy suffered by those who

are affected will be very low.

Both S. 4 and S. 1179 which would include termination insurance

provisions, contain safeguards against possible abuse of the insurance

fund, Neither Bill would insure liabilities created by-increases in

benefits which resulted from plan amendments occurring in the three

year period prior to termination. S, 4 would also require an employer

to accept some liability for losses resulting from termination of his

plan.
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Both S. 4 and S. 1179 also make a distinction between multi-

employers and other plans in establishing a termination insurance

premium rate. In view of the risks of individual employee terminations

which are borne by multi-omployer plans and the recognition which both

bills also give to single employer plans who have previously exercised

responsibility in funding prior service liabilities# I would support-

such distinction. At the same time I would strongly urge that any

legislation not permit experience making -- that is variations from the

uniform rates by individual plans whether they be single employer or

multi-employer.

Let me conclude by urging this Committee to act promptly so as

to facilitate the adoption by the Senate of legislation to improve the

effectiveness of the private pension system in meeting the needs of

covered workers.

As it makes its decisions, I would hope that the Committee, for

the reasons I have indicated, will keep in minds

1. the necessity for termination insurance in order

to adequately protect the benefit rights of employees

whose private pension plan is terminated

2. the necessity for the vesting of benefits accrued

by all periods of service -- regardless of whether

performed before or after the enactment of legislation

or the establishment of a plan.
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Legislation along the .lines of S. 4 which incorporates these

principles together with funding and disclosure and fiduciary re-

sponsibility requirements will represent a forward step in the

necessary reform of the private pension system.
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Senator NE.LSON. The last day of hearings will be on June 12. We
will be hearing from Senator Williams and Senator Javits on S. 4.

Thank you.
[Whereupon at 1 p.m. the subcommittee recessed to reconvene at

10 a.m., Tuesday, June 12,1973.]
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TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SUBcoMMinrrx ON PRIvATm PENSION PLANs

OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Wa, ington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Long (chairman of the full committee),
Bentsen, Bennett, and Hansen. .

Senator N~LoN. The witnesses this morning are Senator Williams
and Senator Javits who are the authors of .4, which has been re-
ported out of the Labor Committee.

You gentlemen may proceed however you desire. Your statements, of
course, will be printed in full in the record. We would be pleased to
hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, A U.S. SENATOR
PROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Senator WILLIAMS. All right Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will read the shorter statement; the longer statement I will ask to be
included in the record.

Mr. Chairman and Senator Long, first let me say that we appreciate
so much the way the procedural aects of considering pension legisla-
tion were worked out this year. It seems to me that this was the most
expeditious and easily the most intelligent way to deal with this sub-
ject matter, coming to us as it does in a Labor Committee bill, and
other legislation that is before the Finance Committee and I know how
you have been under sort of the gun in considering the legislation here
in your hearings, and I am sure those who will b-e beneficiaries of thelegislation dealing with pension regulations will be most grateful, as we
are, and the other sponsors of the legislation that we have reported
from' the Labor Committee. Again, we are most appreciative.

As you know, the subject we are discussing in the form of our Na-
tion's private pension system is one to which I, as chairman of the
Senate Labor Subcommittee, have devoted a great deal of effort in the
last 8 years.

Today, I would like to outline what our Labor Subcommittee has
done, the conclusions we drew, and the reforms we have recommended.

I know you have a heavy schedule so my remarks will be relatively
brief. However, I do have a more lengthy written statement, which I
would ask, Mr. Chairman, that it, together with the appendix that is

(1051)
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attached to this longer statement, be made a part of your record if that
is possible.

Senator NELSON. It will be printed in full in the record at the ap-
propriate place.

SenatorWILLIAms. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, the appendix contains an analysis of Federal regu-

lation of private pension plans and the development of these regula-
tions. I hope this subcommittee will find this background informa-
tion useful during its deliberations. This discussion ofFederal controls
is also specifically responsive, Mr. Chairman, to your sfitement of
May 1, inviting views on which Government agency is best suited to
administer such regulations.

As you know, the Senate Subcommittee on Labor recently completed
a detailed study of the private pension system in our country. As chair-
man of the subcommittee, as well as the full committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, I directed that study from its inception 8 years ago
and can say that our whole effort has been a bipartisan effort on the
part of the committee. Certainly, ranking minority member, Senator
Javits, and I have worked as closely as anyone could in the legislative
effort.

Our study was the most recent-and I believe most comprehensive-
in a series of inquiries into private pension plans by both the House
and the Senate Labor Committees.

These Labor Commitee studies, which go back at least to the 88d
Congress, have provided a history of our private pension system, and
of Federal legislation affecting it.

And the conclusion which one must draw from an examination of
all this accumulated evidence, is that pension legislation enacted thus
far has been totally inadequate to the needs of workers.

These statutes were aimed in the right direction.
But, they have failed to assure American workers that their pension

benefits are secure, and will be available when promised and due.
The inadequacy of existing law and the obvious need for pension

reform, has been recognized by the Senate during the last three sessions
In T70, 1971, and 1972, the Senate adopted resolutions mandating

the Subcommittee on Labor to conduct a general study of pension and
welfare funds in the United States.

Furthermore, on each of these occasions the Senate directed our
subcommittee to place special emphasis on the need for protection of
the 45 million workers covered by private pensions.

That study has been completed.
The methods of inquiry employed by the Labor Subcommittee and

the evidence we gathered, are matters of record.
Our findings have been published in considerable detail in a series

of reports during the past 8 years.
And the record we assembled presents, in my judgment, an indelible

picture of serious and widespread shortcomings In private pension
plans

In our study, the Labor Subcommittee first addressed itself to how
widespread the denial of pension benefits really is.

Having established that this problem exists to a shocking degree,
we examined the reasons for denial, and the effects it produces.
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We held hearings, of course, here in Washington, and in Newark,
Philadelphia, St. Louis, Minneapolis, and Cleveland.

And throughout our study, we heard from all sides of the issue. We
listened carefully to both employees and employers, and to both pro-
ponents and opponents of pension reform legislation.
. Mr. Chairman, I will say from a personal point of view, these hear-
ings were often cruelly disturbing. The painful descriptions of the
inadequacies, I know, have been brought to this committee's attention
also, and I need not enumerate or personalize any more on that at this
time.

But it was most painful to come face to face with the tragic, true
stories of men and women denied the retirement security they had been
relying on.

-Time and again, we heard from workers who had given a lifetime
of loyal service to their employers, counting on the promise of future
pension benefits.

But in case after case, the promises proved empty, and the dreams of
economic security in retirement simply evaporated.

While the causes of these broken promises varied, the results were
personal economic catastrophe.

We found that generally the causes fell into one or more areas, all of
which were closely examined by our Subcommittee.

These areas are vesting, funding, portability, insurance and fidu-
ciary conduct.

And we also found that, most of these tragedies could have been
prevented.

They could have been prevented by adoption of comprehensive
nationwide, and vigorously-administered guidelines for private pen-
Sion systems.

Accordingly, the Subcommittee on Labor recommended, in Febru-
ary 1972, six major reforms:

1. A Federalflaw establishing minimum standards of vesting.
2. A Federal law establishing funding requirements, accompaniedby ror of plan termination insurance.
8.Uniform, Federal standards of fiduciary responsibility.
4. Improve requirements for disclosure, and communication of

plan provisions to participants.
5. A pr ogram to develop portability and reciprocity among private

pension plan s.
6. Centralization in one Federal 'agency of pension plan regulation,
These recommendations for reform were embodied in the Retire.

ment Income Security for Employees Act-S. 8598-which Senator
Javits and I introduced just over a year ago.

That bill was carefully considered by the Subcommittee on Labor,
and the full Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

We reviewed the findings of our study, and heard a g deal of
testimony both pro and con on specific Neatures of the legislation.

Let me say at this point that we gave specific consideration to the
question of which Federal agency ought to be charged with imple-
imenting these reforms.SOur conclusion was that it must be an agency which workers will
look to with confidence for help. It mustbe an agency-which will
restore their faith in the private pension system.
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Only in this way can their faith in the reliability of privatepensions
be restored.

Accordingly, the Committee's judgment was that administration of
pension plan iegulation ought to rest with the agency which has as its
primary mission, safeguarding the rights of working people-the
Department of Labor.

As you know Mr. Chairman, last year's bill was reported to the
Senate, with a favorable recommendation, by unanimous vote of the
Labor and Public Welfare Committem

In the current Congressional session, Senator Javits and I reintro-
duced this legislation as S. 4.

This bill was again carefully considered by both the Labor Sub-
committee, and the full committee, and additional hearing were held.

As a result of our additional consideration, some modilcations were
made.

And on March 29, the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare once
again unanimously endorsed this legislation, and sent it to the Sen-
ate with a recommendation for passage.
S. 4 is now awaiting a vote by the full Senate.
I would point out, Mr. Chairman, that a total of 58 Senators have

joined as co-sponsors of this measure.
Mr. Chairman, I know you am" with me when I say that there

can be no doubt of the urgent need for comprehensive, pension reform.
I have noted that two of the most distinguished members of this

committee, Senators Bentsen and Hartke, have underscored the neces-
sity for pension reform by introducing thoughtful legislative proposals
in this area. Their bills, I recognize, are now pending before this
committee. Each of them would establish standards for the vesting,
funding, and insurance of private plans.

The painstaking study by the Subcommittee on Labor provides acompelling case for such legislation.

Furthermore, it has shown us how the rights of workers can be
effectively rotected, while our system of private pensions is
strengthened..

The bill our subcommittee developed-S. 4-is based on that study
and tempered by two sets of additional hearings.

It has now been offered to the Senate as a realistic, workable, and
effective means of reforming private pensions.

There can be no justification for further delay in enacting pen-
sion reform.

I honestly submit further delay in enacting pension reform would
be very harmful to the country as a whole. Congress has already de-
layed too long and many workers have suffered as a result.

To let them suffer longer would be unconscionable.
Mr. Chairman, again, my thanks to you and the members of this

committee.
This appendix-
Senator Nz.Lsox. Thank you. Your statement and appendix will be

placed in the record,
[The material referred to follows:]
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MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY CHAIRMAN HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JEL, AND
JACOB K. JAVITS, RANKING MINORITY MEMBER, U.S. SENATE LABOR AND
PUBLIC WELFARE COMMITTEE

THE CASE FOR PRIVATE PENSION REFORM AS A LABOR LAW

(In the consideration of pension reform legislation now pending before the
United States Senate, a diversity of views exist on the issue of which federal
agency shall be given responsibility for the administration and enforcement of
pension reform enactments. This memorandum is an analysis of those arguments
which support the designation of the Department of Labor as the appropriate
agency.)

I. DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Although private pension plans were introduced in the United States before
the turn of the century, their growth in coverage and assets has been most sub-
stantial during the last two decades.' This rapid development was due to several

formative influences:
Tao induoements.-Tax incentives were granted to employers in the deductions

provided for employer contributions to private plans;
Wage stabilization programs.-Wage freezes in World War II and the Korean

Conflict encouraged the granting of fringe and retirement benefits in lieu of higher
wages;

Oolleotive bargaintng.-Recognltion of the pension benefit as a mandatory sub-
Ject of collective bargaining under the National Labor Relations Act stimulated
bargaining for private pension benefits;

Business fe3oeaity.-Employers hiring in a free competitive economy offer the
pension benefit to meet the demands of the labor market,

While no single influence is responsible for the phenomenal growth of the
private pension system, the major reason is that private pensions offer substantial
advantages to both employer and employee.

Today, more than 85 million workers are looking toward a private pension
plan as a major source of economic security for old age. Pension funds control
assets in excess of $160 billion and this figure is increasing by more than $10
billion each year. Estimates indicate that by 1980, private plans wil control $280
billion in assets and cover over 42 million workers. N

Failure to realize expectations created by the pension promise have generated
public concern for the adequacy and effectiveness of regulatory control exercised
over pension funds. The need for governmental supervision over the private pen-
sion system has become a matter of increased debate and is now a crucial issue
before Congress. The debate has ranged from the extremes of absolute control to
minimal regulation.

The public interest in private plans, as identified In the reports of 1972 and
1973 by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, is rooted in its effect
on the incentives, the mobility and the employment prospects of tho labor force.
Work performed in reliance on the pension promise can be rendered but once in
a lifetime. Once regarded as a gratuitous reward for long and faithful service, the
pension benefit has now evolved into an important element of wages in the form
of deferred compensation.

Congress has from time to time expressed concern for the operation of the
private pension institution. Yet, legislative progress for reform has been slow
and of questionable effectiveness in resolving the real issues within the system.
Lack of protective legislation at the federal level has prompted individual states
to attempt to fill the regulatory vacuum. An institution of this magnitude, there.
fore, demands effective federal legislation for establishment of minimum national
standards which will protect the reasonable expectations of its millions of
participants,

I See Interim Report, Senate Subcommittee on Labor, S. Rep. No. 92-44, 92nd Congress,
2nd Session, 1972.
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It. EXISTING FEDERAL LAWS GOVERNING PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

A. Background of Labor Law Regulations Governing Private Pensions

Within the last 25 years, Congressional concern for some measure of protection
for workers' private pensions has been expressed by enactment of labor law
measures. A survey of existing federal jurisdiction over pensions was conducted
by the General Acc6unting Office for the Senate Labor Subcommittee, as a part of
the Subcommittee study, and concluded that:

"Among the various agencies exercising legal authority and responsibility
over private pension plans, the Departmenwt of Labor has the most signifloant
role. Under the authority of seven different laws, Labor's responsibilities in
the private pension area range from requiring disclosure of pertinent in-
formation on plans to preventing discrimination against various classes of
workers."'

The National Labor Relations Act, as amended, (29 U862 141 et seq.) and the
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act (20 USC sec, 801 et seq.) are the prin-
cipal labor statutes exercising regulatory control over private plans.

The National Labor Relations Act, as amended, provided the impetus for the
phenomenal growth of the private system in the last two decades, when the
federal courts in the Inland Steel decision of 1948' recognized the pension benefit
as within the purview of the "wages or other conditions of employment" as
defined in the NLRA, thus making pensions a mandatory subject of bargaining,

In addition, the Taft-Hartley Amendments of 1947 to the NLRA set forth the
conditions of administration for the jointly administered union-management pen-
sion funds. Subject to certain conditions, this Act allowed employers to con-
tribute to welfare and pension plans administered by boards of trustees with
equal representation of labor and management. The essential conditions required
the pension agreement to be in writing, the funds to be used for the exclusive
benefit of the employees, and an annual audit to be conducted.

Extensive investigations into the management of specific pension funds by the
Senate Labor Committees in the 1950's led to the enactment of the Welfare and
Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958. This Act required registration, reporting
and disclosure of private pension fund transactions to the Secretary of Labor,
It was amended- in 1962 to make theft, embezzlement, kick-backs and bribery a
federal crime if such activity occurred in connection with a pension or welfare
plan.

At least seven other federal labor statutes also affect the operations of private

plans (See Appendix). For example, the Fair Labor Standards Act regulates
employer contributions to private plans in determining employee rates of pay
and the Age Discrimination Act of 1967 provides that pension contributions
cannot be used to discriminate against older workers.

It should be noted that none of the foregoing labor legislation affected the
Internal Revenue Code directly or otherwise, nor required amendment to the
tax laws. Since they consist of affirmative mandates directed to protecting the
interests of workers in private pensions, Congress did not believe that these
measures were either appropriate or necessary for incorporation into tax quali.
fication statutes. Even though these laws have not achieved the degree of pro-
tection necessary to provide adequate safeguards for employee interests in pri.
vate pensions, their very existence demonstrates a long-established and accepted
pattern of Congressional determination to secure the public interest in private
pension plans beyond the limited requirements attending tax benefits and
considerations.
B. Baokground of taa law regulation of private pensiownplans

Under Secion 401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, tax exempt status is
conferred on all pension funds which "qualify" for such benefits. The grant of
"qualified" status results in tax advantages In that: (1) employer contributions
into a pension fund are deductible as they are made, (2) profits made by fund
investments are free from tax, and (8) employee tax liability on pension bene-
fits is deferred until such time as the benefits are received by eligible participants.

To "qualify" for favorable tax treatment, a plan must be written, permanent
and in existence during the year in which exemption is claimed. In addition, the
plan must be "for the exclusive benefit of covered employees" and their- bene.
ficlaries and must provide benefits in a way which does not discriminate in favor
of stockholders, officers, supervisors or highly paid employees.

Interim Re o 24 i, .9 .0F. 2d 20T (7tl Mr. WS4), cert. denied, 886 U.S. 960 (1949).
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The early history of tax exemptions for private pensions goes back to the
Revenue Act of 120. Prior to the adoption of this statutory authority for tax
exemption, the Income of employee trusts was taxable either to the employer,
employee, or to the trust Itself, depending on the terms of the trust Instrument.
Amountsq contributed by employers to such trust funds were generally taxable
income to the employee at the time paid unless his rights under the plan were
so contingent 'on future events that It would be unreasonable to impose a tax
on the basis of currently realized Income.

The tax exemption legislation of 1926 imposed no limitations on employer
deductions and no special rules relating to coverage. Most of the restrictions
currently existing In tax legislation were adopted in a series of tax bills between
1928 and 1942. Those of major importance Include:

1928-provisions were added to tax laws which restricted employees contribu-
tions to a pension plan over a ten-year period. One of the main purposes of this
provision was to prevent employers from concentrating pemslon deductions In
years most advantageous from an income tax standpoint.

1038--provislons were added requiring that employer contributions be irre-
vocable with no use of funds permitted for purposes other than the exclusive
benefit of employees. The purpose of this legislation was to prevent the possi-
bility of la-nslons becoming a tax avoidance device whereby employers could set
up funds in good years and later recapture them lI years of financial distress.

1942i-provislons were added establishing minimum coverage requirements;
prohibition of discrimination in contribution% or benefits in favor of higher-paid
employees ; deductions for employer contributions to fund past services extended
to 10% of past service liability or an amount when combined with current service
contribution would not exceed 5% of covered employee compensation; and capl-
ta gains tax treatment extended to lump sum payments to~employees at termi-
nation of service.

1954-entire Revenue Code revised. It generally continued and strengthened
the tax advantages existing previously. However, two major additions were
made: qualified trusts were made subject to tax on "unrelated business income"
and faced loss of exempt status if they engaged In certain "prohibited trans-
actions". Again, the basic purpose was to prevent the trust from becoming an
Instrument for tax avoidance by subverting its objectives.

The changes made by the 1942 Revenue Act included restrictions and liberaliza
tons of earlier tax provisions, The restrictions Imposed (coverage and nondis-
crimination requirements) were largely corrections of omissions in the original
tax exemption law which had become obvious during years of experience with
such legislation, and which had been accentuated by changing economic condi-
tions, The absence of such requirements had led to the creation of some plans
for the benefit of a few key Individuals within companies which, in operation,
were merely tax, avoidance devices rather than bona fide retirement plans.

As early as 1937, the President informed Congress that attempts to encourage
employee retirement plans through special tax treatment had resulted in tax
avoidance and he requested remedial legislation. When Congress failed to enact
coverage and nondiscrimination requirements ln-1938, the Treasury Department
attempted by regulation to institute standards of this nature to prevent tax
abuses, In 1940, the Treasury Department was forced to rescind its regulatory
authority in this regard because of lack of statutory authority and adverse
decisions by the Board of Taxation.

Those who have advocated the use of Internal Revenue Laws to protect em-
ployee benefits have argued that the IRC was Intended to provide adequate
security to employee interests as a condition of obtaining -tax benefits. However,
after exhaustive analysis of this Issue, Cardoza Professor Emeritus of Jurls-
prudence at Columbia University, Edwin W. Patterson (who was a Deputy
Superintendent of Insurance in New York) in his book, egai Protect on of
Private Pensifo Eapeotations, concluded that:

"On the whole, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 provides only limited
safeguards of the security of anticipated benefit rights under private pension
plans. It is primarily a law designed to produce revenue and to prevent
evasions of tax obligations under the guise of recognized exceptions."

"The Inquisitional powers conferred on the service by the Vode . and
tile keeping of records and the making of statements under oath when called
for are limited to the objectives of the Internal Revenue Code, namely, to
prevent tax evasion and discrimination." '

'Richard D). Irwin, Inc., Iomewood, Ill., 1060, p. 97-99.
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III. PROPOSED LABOR LEGISLATION FOR PRIVATE PLAN DEFEOTS

A. Study of Private Pensions by the Senate Labor Subcommtttee

Viewed from historical perspective, the recent Senate pension study has served
as a successor to the investigations of the Senate Labor Committees, dating back
to the 83rd Congress in 1954. Those investigations surfaced shocking abuses of
internal administration and misuse of fund assets in a number of private pen-
sions. Enactment of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of 1958 as well
as the Landrum-9riffin Act of 1959, were direct result of these and related Senate
investigations.

The latest Senate study of the private pension system was directed by three
successive Senate Resolutions dating back to March 12, 1970.' Congressional
concern was generated by the complaints and allegations that thousands of work-
ers entitled to receive earned pension benefits were being denied their pensions.
It is significant that each resolution contained a specific mandate to the Senate
Labor Committees to conduct the study with "special enmphasis on the need for
protection of employees covered."

These three charters manifest the continuing recognition by the Senate that
the Labor Subcommittee was and is the appropriate Committee to define the
pension problems of workers and to propose the legislative solutions which would
adequately protect the pensions of workers covered. In pursuit of this objective,
the Senate appropriated approximately $1 million in funds.

After three years of methodical and analytical study, the "Retirement Income
Security for Employees Act of 1972" was introduced as S. 3598 in the 92nd Con-
gress. This bill, with unanimous approval by both the Subcommittee and full
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, was not acted upon due to other priority
legislation pending before the early Senate adjournment for national elections
in 1972. However, the Senate leadership announced prompt consideration of this
legislation if brought to the Senate Floor in the 93rd Congress. The RISE Act
was reintroduced as S. 4 in the 93rd Congress, with the co-sponsorship of 53
Senators. S. 4 was approved unanimously by both the Senate Labor Subcommittee
and Labor and Public Welfare Committee and has been pending on the Senate
Calendar since April 18, 1973.

B. Senate Findings as the Basis for S. 4
To define existing problems, the Senate Pension Study undertook a meticulous

investigation of the workings of the private pension system. Among the various
studies, one utilized the Senate computer for the first time in preliaring a sta-
tistical analysis of the provisions of 1493 private plans selected qs a representa-
tive cross-section of plans and participants. Findings of this stud.rwere published
in Senate Report 92-634 on February 22, 1972 and subsequent publications.'

Detailed analysis of many plan provisions produced disturbing results. While
many plans were found to be administered and operated in a safe and equitable
manner, substantial defects and inequities were discovered which evidenced
sufficient proof that a number of workers were losing or being denied pension
benefits. Testimony of workers in several major public hearings before the Senate
Labor Committee confirmed the existence of serious shortcomings in the admin-'
Istration and operation of the system.' Since private pension benefits are governed
exclusively by the rights and obligations specified in the pension contract, it was
apparent that all defects were traceable either to the terms or non-existent
provisions in the contract. The denial or loss of pension benefits to workers were
principally attributable to:

The lack of effective centralized federal regulatory control over the scope of
operation and administration of the private pension plan;

Inadequate or nonexistent vesting provisions which result in the denial of
retirement benefits despite long years of employment;

Inadequate accumulation of assets in funds to meet obligations to workers
entitled to benefits;

BS. Res. R60, 01st Cong., 2nd Sess. ; S. Res. 35, 92nd Cong., 1st Bess.: S. Res. 235, 92nd
Cone.. 2nd Ssq.

6 See Preliminary Rep. of the Private Welfare and Pension Plan Stid, (1971). 92nd
Cong.. 1st Sess.: Rep. of Hearintg on Pension Plan Terminations, 02nd Cong., 2nd Sess.:
statal Analysis of Msjor Characteristis of Private Pension Plans, 92nd Cong., 2nd
ss. (1972). •

Parts I & II. 92nd Cong. 1st ruess. (1971) : Also. feorIns. Subcommittee on Labor. Senate
I See HearIngs. Sjmbcommittee on Labor. Senate Committee on Labor and Public -Welfare,-

Parts I, II, II, 92nd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1972).
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The lack of transfer mechanisms to allow workers to transfer earned pension
credits from one plan to another; I

Premature termination of pension plans with inadequate resources for pal-
ment of benefits due;

Lack of uniform rules of conduct for fiduciaries who administer the invest-
ment of pension funds;

Lack of adequate and comprehensive communication to plan participants of
their rights, and obligations under the contract.
C. Legislative Remedies Proposed by S. 4

The proposed remedies of S. 4 are directed to the specific documented findings
of the three year Senate Study. They respond to the major defects identified
which require reform if workers are to be protected.

S. 4 is intended to restore the credibility and faith of American working men
and women In their pension plans. Simply stated, a pension plan is either a
promise which an employer expects to fulfill and which his employees expect to
be fulfilled, or a warranted expectation by them that they will receive pensions.

Any failure by the employer to carry out his part of the agreement, or any
lack of faith by his employees in the willingness of the employer to pay in full
their earned and reasonably expected pension benefit serves to defeat the com-
bined labor, management and social objectives which the pension plan was
established to serve. The failure of the pension promise l)roduces irreparable
injury to the interdependent relationship which must exist between employee
and employer. Thus a major work incentive which is indispensable to the pro-
ductivity of a sound economy is undermined.

The basic reforms approved in S. 4 by the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfai'e are as follows:

(1) Prescribes minimum vesting standards whereby eml)loyees, after 8 years
of service would be entitled to a vested non-forfeitable right to 30% of his
earned pension credits accumulating an additional 10% each year thereafter
until 100% vested at 15th year of employment. '*, 1

(2) Establishes minimum funding requirement for funding (ff all'tpension
liabilities over a 30-year period.

(3) Establishes a voluntary program for portability of pension credits through
a central fund, whereby employees of participating employers may transfer
vested credits from one employer to another upon change of employment.

(4) Estabtishes plan termination insurance program to guarantee that vested
pension credits of employees will be paid upon premature termination of a
plan when here are not sufficient assets to pay workers' vested benefits.

(5) Establishes minimum rules of conduct for trustees and other fiduciaries
in the administration and investment of pension fund assets.

(6) Requires comprehensive disclosure of vital financial data in reports to be
filed with the Federal Government, and understandable explanations to work-
ers of their rights and obligations under their pension plans.,

(7) Makes it unlawful for any person to discharge, suspend, expel, fine, dis-
cipline or discriminate against participants in order- to Interfere with their
rights under the plan or the Act, or for the purpose of preventing the attainment
of their rights under the plan or the Act. It is made a criminal offense to use
fraud, force or violence, or threats thereof, in this connection.

(8) Provides adequate remedies to both the Government an~d individual
worker for judicial and administrative enforcement of the bill's provisions,
Including recovery of pension benefits due.

The underlying thrust of S. 4 is to protect workers' rights in and expectations
in private pension benefits. It accomplishes this objective by establishing mini.
mum safeguards which all plans must contain; independent of -thefir taxable
status at any particular point in time. This legislation is a minimum standard
labor law based upon the constitutional authority to regulate interstate com-
merce, and industries and activities affecting such commerce.

The minimum proscriptions required by S. 4 are based upon the recognition
that lack of adequate protection of workers' pension benefits results not from
abuse or misuse of the tax advantages afforded to private pension plans, but
from the inadequate provisions of the pension contract in the absence of manda-

,tory provisions which would guarantee minimum protectioits.
Further, ,8: 4 acknowledges that the development of pirivate"pehslop 'plans

Involved.-con illerations transcending tax incentives. ,Amjngthb'eiside~at i,
re those ieJting to the conditions of employment, lal)or-mhfifiageiuent r~iafloh § ;
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worker productivity, management efficiency, and the social need for a pension
plan as an integral element of retirement planning, with obvious concern for
adequate economtusecurity in retirement.
D. AnalogV of S, 4 to Other Labor Law8

Labor laws for the protection of workers have generally followed the indus.
trial development of the nation-and to meet their needs, public conscience at
times demands governmental action where the private sector is unable to or
is unwilling to meet such needs.

The first important labor law took the form of child labor legislation to protect
the exploitation of children. Close behind came laws to protect women exgainst
excessive hours of work and further safeguards against hazardous working
conditions.

Subsequent federal legislation later recognized labor's right to promote its
own welfare through mutual association. It guaranteed labor's right to organize,
to strike, and to bargain collectively, and extended the help of government in
promoting industrial peace and fair treatment through mediation and concllia.
tion. More recent measures also included insurance against occupational acci.
dents and disease, unemployment, or sickness, minimum wages, and prohibition
of discrimination in employment because of race, creed, color, sex, or age.

Modern labor laws, while providing for corrective and protective measures, also
assure certain basic rights of labor, and obligations of society as a whole to all
workers.

Experience has shown that laws to protect workers are not self-executed. They
are meaningless unless their provisions can be translated into actual benefits for
workers through competent and adequately financed administration, by penalties
for violation, and adequate remedies in the judicial process.

Labor laws are interrelated, both in purpose and effect on the worker and our
nation's economic and social structure. This interrelationship for maximum bene-
fit requires effective and efficient administration of the governing laws designed
by a strong and competent administration of a co-ordinated agency, such as the
Department of Labor, which has encouraged and understood the labor-manage-
mnent relationship.

There are at least seven significant labor laws affecting regulation of private
pension plans which are administered by the Department of Labor. Thus, the
addition of neW regulatory measures protecting the interests of workers in pen-
sion plans as recommended by S. 4, can and should be logically and consistently
integrated within the framework of other labor standard measures-admlnitered
and enforced by that Department.

Equally important is the similarity of the approach to administration and en-
forcementfor the reform of private pension plans, and the approach taken under
such laws as the Fair Labor Standards Act, Occupational Health and Safety Act
and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Underlying the p-olicy of all labor law is the effort to protect workers' interests.
As time Senate Labor Subcommittee has demonstrated in its findings, lack of ade-
quate safeguards in private pension plans require government action to protect
workers' benefits. All too frequently, the pension promise is broken, anc] like sub-
rtandard wages, unsafe working conditions, discriminatory employment and simi-
lar practices, it becomes a real and legitimate subject for labor law regulation.
The same compelling reasons which require judicial enforcement of other labor
standard laws, are equally applicable in the Iniplemebtation of the mininlmm
standards for private pensions.

It follows that the federal agency historically equipped to administer such
protective pension legislation is the Department of Labor. The purpose of the
Department as stated in 290 U.S.C. Sec. 551 is to

"Foster, promote and develop the welfare of the wage earners of the
United States, to improve their working conditions, and to advance their
opportunities for profitable employment".

IV. S. 4 DOES NOT AMEND TME INTERNAL REVENUE CODE Ot CREATE DUAL
ADMINISTRATION

A. S. 4 Does Not Amend the Internal Revenue Oode
The provisions of S. 4 make no direct or indirect incursion reiilion, or amend-

ment of the Internal Revenue Code. The bill does not confllct witf anY statftity
provision which governs grant or denial of tax deductions or privlWges. The
awareness of -tax law aspects affecting private pensions is emphasized by the
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references to provisions in the IRC in the text of S. 4. The references are deliber-
ate and *indispensable for reasonable comprehension of S. 4 and intended to
assure compatibility of administration and enforcement with appropriate IRO
provisions.

On September 25, 1972, having requested S. 3598 (S. 4's predecessor) from the
Senate Calendar for its consideration, the Senate Finance Committee filed a re-
port reflecting its views of the bill. While the report made no attempt to pass
udgment on its substantive provisions relating to coverage, vesting, funding,
nsurance or portability, it did contend that legislation such as proposed by the

bill has been handled historically through tax laws and, accordingly, was outside
the Jurisdiction of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

The objections, as reported by the Finance Committee, are essentially that:
(a). Its provisions attempt to revise tax laws without specifically amend-

ing them, and such effect would be inevitable because of S. 4's references to
specific provisions in the Internal Revenue Code, and,

(b) Administration of its provisions would require enforcement by the
Secretary of Labor, and this would result in dual administration and condlct
with the Internal Revenue Service, both in regulation and enforcement of
affected laws.

To these objections, it is noted that the references to the Internal Revenue Code
do not incorporate into S. 4 any of the IRC provisions. They are instead used
deliberately to specifically avoid complicated and unnecessary repetition In 8. 4
and they serve to signal the limits of Jurisdiction established by S. 4. The refer.
ences further serve to assure compatibility in administration and enforcement of
S. 4 provisions, with provisions of the IRC. As to the objections relating to dual
administration, these are considered in detail. in Sec. B,
B. S. 4 does not create Dual AdminItration

It has been contended that the new substantive requirements in S. 4 regarding
coverage, vesting, funding, fiduciary standards, would, if administered by the
Department of Labor, result in dual administration of certain comparable re.
quireinents by the Internal Revenue Service.

Specifically, it is observed that the IRS has imposed vesting and funding
requirements to secure protection against discrimination in favor of higher paid
employees, and fiduciary standards under the prohibited transactions provisions
of the Code in order to prevent pension plans from being converted into tax
evasion schemes.

Accordingly, it is argued that enactment of S. 4 as a labor measure would result
in problems of (1) dual staffs in two agencies, (2) dual reports, (3) differences
In coverage, (4) conflicting requirements, (5) qualifications under one set of
requirements and not the other, anid (0) changes in enforcement procedures.

Vesting conditions administratively imposed by the IRS are greatly limited
in scope and application; otherwise, the problems of non-existent or inadequate
vesting provisions exposed by the Senate Labor Subcommittee would not have
occured. In essence, the IRS may refuse to grant or continue tax privileges' of a
plan if the absence of vesting in such a plan would result in discrimination In
favor of higher paid employees. This requirement is not specifically contained in
the provisions of Section 401 of the IRC, but is an administrative policy of IRS
which results from its construction of the anti-discrimination provisions of Sec-
tion 401, The reason given for this construction is that in the absence of vesting
for all employees in a small plan, only the highly compensated proprietors and
managers of the enterprise are likely to have sufficient length of service to qualify
for a pension.

Since S. 4 does not assume jurisdiction over small business pension plans, it is
doubtful that S. 4 would interfere with, or impede, the administrative practice
that IRS has made concerning the anti-discrimination provisions of the Code.

IRS also requires employers to fund current service liabilities of a plan and the
iterest on the past service Itabilities. It does not require compulsory funding of
all accrued past service liabilities, and this is the very core of the funding require-
inent itn S. 4. As noted later, the inability of the IRS to compel employer contribu-
tions for sound funding renders the IRS impotent to assure promised retirement
security for workers.

In addition, IRS'administers a loosely defined and vague set of fiduciary stand-
ards through the so-called "prohibited transactions" provisions of the IRO. )Cssen-
ti !y, thes requiremeitsperaiit conflitot interest investments and transactionsif they are for "adequate consideration." It should be notedhowever, that theie

tiindardB rebate only to thO issue as to* whether tax privileges should be with-
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drawni and not to fiduciary abuse. It is therefore universally conceded that these
standards are totally ineffectual to prevent fiduciary abuse in private pension
plans. IRS has testified to this effect before Congressional committee' and the
Administration itself has endorsed a fiduciary bill (S. 15f57) which ties adminis-
tration and enforcement of fiduciary standards to the Secretary of Labor and
court remedies, as in S. 4.

There is no valid reason why the "prohibited transactions" provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code cannot be augmented by Independent legislation, such as
was done in the WPPDA Amendments of 1962, when kickbacks, bribery and
embezzlement involving private pensions and welfare plans were made federal
crimes under Title 18, USC. If the fiduciary provisions recommended by either S.
4 or the Administration's bill (S. 1657) were limited to enforcement under the
IRC, the problems of fiduciary abuse would continue unabated since the IRS
lacks powers to seek judicial sanctions. In addition, splitting off the fiduciary
standards from the disclosure requirements of WPPDA (which is administered
by the Labor Department) would seriously hamper effective implementation of
fiduciary requirements since the disclosure provisions are designed to provide
information that would assist in uncovering and preventing fiduciary abuse, Thus,
for example, if reports to the Labor Department disclosed a serious conflict of
interest on behalf of a fund administrator under S. 4, the Labor Department could
move immediately to the courts to set aside the conflict of interest and require
payment to the pension fund of any monies that were diverted by reason of such
conflict. The IRS, on the other hand, would be limited to removing the plan's tax
qualification or imposing tax penalties (assuming that Information of the conflict
had come to their attention)-, but could take no action to set aside the conflict and
compel the return of diverted pension assets to the trust fund.

Arguments have been made that enactment of S. 4 would result in:
(i) JDur ae sffs.-To some extent, dual staffs now exist and are sanctioned by

the Congress since the Department of Labor, as previously noted; is-currently
responsible for private pension regulation under seven differently lhibr laws, In-
clnding the WPPDA; and the IRS enforces the tax incentive pro+tslonis of the
IRU. Since both agencies regulate private pension plans for different statutory
purposes, such dual regulation is not anomalous, Such duality of ,.taflng does
not Involve nor result inl duplication of regulation. or function. Regulation of vest-
ing, funding, fiduciary 9tandardo, coverage,' etc., is different in nature and pur-
pose under S. 4 from any similar incidents of regulation perfored under the
IRC. The latter is designed to prevent abuse of tax Incentives; the former is de-
signed to safeguard the minimum retirement security interests of workers In
private pension plans, regardless of the plan's taxable status,

(2) Dotal report.-It ts argued that plan administrators would be required
to file two different and separate reports relative to the same general area. Dual
reporting, however, should not be confused iteth dupl1catorj reporting. In fact,
dual reporting is now required of pension plans under regulalioi$ of the InS
and under the WPRDA. The reports serve different purposes in discharge of stat-
utory responsibilities of two different agencies and to the extent duplication has
been found to exist, It has been eliminated by agreement between IRS and the
Secretary of Labor. (See R1ev. Proc. 66-51 and General Instructions E to Ii8
Form 2950.)

If the substantive reporting requirements of S. 4 were Incorjifrated into the
Internal Revenue Code, they would require additional reporting to the IRS since
the data necessary is Intrinsic to the implementation of S. 4. The reports pro-
vided now to IRS in connection with tax deductions and the tax exempt status
of a pension trust are not sufficient for comprehensive oversight of plan admin-
istration and operations. They do not, for example, enable IRS to determine the
actuarial soundness of the pension plan's funding procedures, a matter vital to
effective enforcement of new funding standards required by S. 4. If opposition
to S. 4 based on dual reporting has validity, then logic and sound administration
would require transfer of the current reporting and disclosure requirements of
the WPPDA from the functional jurisdiction of the Labor' Department to the
Ing.

(3) (Gaps in coverage.-The IRC requires certain qualification standards re-
gardless of the number of employees covered by a plan# where a plan requests

,_See Welfare and Pension Plans Investigation, Final Rteport, submiitte to t46 mmittee
on Labor and Public Welfare by Subcommittee on Welfare and Peneloh Fmidi, 40e.1. Senate,
84th COng., 2nd.Seuu, at pps. 55-0 (April, 1956).
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qualification for favorable tax treatment. On the other hand, S. 4 exempts all
plans with less than 26 employees. This size cut-off exemption in S. 4, however,
reflects a conscious legislative policy to exempt small plans from the more
stringent requirements in order to avoid inhibiting their future development.
While the validity of such exemption may be arguable, it would have little relay.
tion as to whether private pension reform standards should proceed by way of
amendment to the Internal Revenue Code or through enactment of a labor bill,
8.4.

(4) Con/licting requirectnts.-It has been asserted that S. 4 would create con-
flicting requirements because plans seeking tax quallfictalon would have to meet
different standards under the IRC than standards required for registration under
$. 4. There is no conflict since S. 4 does not infringe upon or impair IRS stand-
ards for qualification purposes; IRS standards remain intact for plans seeking
to obtain or maintain tax privileges. S. 4 does Impose different requirements which
are totally unrelated to qualification for tax benefits. The approach of S. 4 Is
Identical- to the W1P1DA. The 1VPPDA which requires all penSion plans (with
certain exception8 tiot relevant here) to file plan description and annual financial
reports with the Department of Labor, regardless of the plan's compliance with
IRS standards for tax qualification. There is no conflict between the IRC and the
WPPDA; the statutes are designed to accomplish different purposes and the
IRS and the Secretary of Labor discharge different but mutually compatible
statutory responsibilities.

(5) Dual itnwstlgation.-It is argued that S. 4 would subject private pension
plans to dual Investigations from both the Internal Revenue Service and the
Department of Labor, with the dinplication that such investigations would impose
burdens upon the plans. Dual investigations currently are conducted both by
IRS and the Labor Department on related subjects of inquiry without resulting
duplication. The scope of the investigations though related are conducted pur-
suant to different statutory objectives. It. must be assumed that with passage of
S. 4, proper coordination would be required between IRS and the Labor Depart-
ment in performing audits and investigations of private pensions. This is certain
to result in more comprehensive and effective enforcement of each agency's dif-
ferent statutory responsibilities.

It is not uncommon today in the government for agencies with investigative
responsibilities, e.g. the F.B.I., Narcotics, Labor, Secret Service, Customs, SEC,
Comptroller of Currency, FDIC, etc., to have the same subject of investigation
pursuant to each agency's statutory responsibilities. Each agency necessarily
limits the scope and nature of its inquiry to its statutory limitations; however,
by appropriate coordination, it not only eliminates any functional overlapping,
but actually achieves better efficiency and effectiveness. For example, the Labor
Department has already entered into enforcement-sharing agreements with the
Department of Justice under the WPPDA to coordinate investigations in both
reporting violations (Labor Deparment responsibility) and criminal violations
of Title 18, US.C. relating to kickbacks, bribery, embezzlement and false
statements (Justice Department responsibility).

(6) Changes in enforcement procedures.-It has been asserted that S. 4 is
a departure from the traditional enforcement policy of the IRO, which is to
remove tax privileges where a pension plan fails to comply with required
standards. The weaknesses in relying on a tax penalty approach to enforcing
S. 4 standards of vesting, funding, termination insurance, fiduciary provisions,
etc., are described fully in Part V, infra. It Is sufficient to observe that provision
for administrative and Judicial enforcement is indispensable to the achievement
of the objectives of minimum safeguards for employee benefits,. Moreover, no
provision in S. 4 interferes with existing tax penalties for failure to comply
with tax qualification standards. Again, the analogy is to the enforcement pro--
cedures of the WPPDA. Failure to comply with the WPPDA does not result
In withdrawal of the plan's tax privileges. Instead, the provisions of the
WPPDA are enforceable in the courts. With this precedent, it is evident that
enforcement procedures governing pension plans have not been confined by the
Congress to withdrawal of tax privileges. The same is true concerning enforce-
ment of pension plan regulation under the Labor Management Relations Act,
the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Davis-Bacon, the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, and other relevant labor measures administered bi the Labor

Sfepartment.
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V. PENSION REFORM LEGISLATION SHOULD BE ADMINISTERED AND ENFORCED BY TUN
SECretARY OF LABOR

Under S. 4, the Secretary of Labor is delegated overall authority for tie
administration and enforcement of the vesting, funding, plan termination insur.
ance, probability and fiduciary-disclosure standards. The rationale for this
delegation is based on logic and compelling practical considerations.

Logically, private pension benefits are a form of deferred wages for workers,
and therefore, employee benefits. Employee benefits, whether derived from pension
plans or minimum wage standards, occupational health and safety standards,
wage and hours legislation, discrimination in employment laws, etc., have been
given historically to the Secretary of Labor to administer. It follows therefore,
that new legislative minimum standards to protect workers' pension benefits,
should also be administered by the Secretary of Labor.

There are other serious practical considerations which dictate the lncorpora.
tion- of these new reform standards into a labor measure appropriate for
administration by the Labor Department. These concern the serious weaknesses
and deficiencies in administration and enforcement which would result if the
provisions of S. 4 were adopted as amendments to the Internal Revenue Code
to be administered within the existing framework of IRS regulatory structure.

The incorporation of private pension plan reform standards into the Internal
Revenue Code would frustrate the effectiveness of the legislation and deprive
workers of rights and remedies which are vital to their retirement security
needs under private pension plans because:

(1) The Internal Revenue Code does not create any private rights.e-Neither
the Internal Revenue Service nor participants can enforce their rights to vested
benefits under the Internal Revenue Code. The only sanction under the Internal
Revenue Code for the failure of a tax qualified pension trust to provide vested
benefits in accordance with new federally imposed vesting standards is for the
Internal Revenue Service to disqualify the pension plan for tax purposes, and
if authorized to do so, impose tax penalties on the employer. The removal of the
plan's tax qualified status will not necessarily result in participants securing
their vested rights. By way of contrast, under S. 4, either the Secretary of Labor
or a plan participant can proceed directly to federal court to enforce statutorily
granted vested rights.

(2) Funding standards cannot be enforced under the Internal Revonue Code-
Under S. 4, the funding of private pension plans can be compelled by the Secre-
tary of Labor through court action if the employer fails to pay the statutorily
required contribution, or otherwise deviates from standards established to assure
that the plan is funded on an actuarily sound basis. Because of the integration
of S. 4's funding provisions with the federal plan termination insurance program
established under the bill, in the event an employer deliberatel.V terminates a
private pension plan in order to avoid funding requirements, the employer is
liable to reimburse the federal termination insurance program for up to 50% of
his net worth for any vested benefit losses paid for by insurance.

None of these safeguards are available under the internal Revenue Code. A
failure to make a required funding contribution Under the Internal Revenue Code
will only result in loss of the plan's tax qualification, imposition of a tax penalty
on the employer, deliberate plan termination* by the employer, or possibly all
three. The threat by IRS to remove a tax deduction is meaningless where the
employer refuses to contribute to the plan and therefore claims no deduction.
Loss of the plan's tax qualification for future tax purposes does not compeLcur-
rent funding and Would undoubtedly result in plan termination. In the event of
plan termihation, the Internal Revenue Code would not create a eontingelit Ila-
bility with respect to the employer's assets thus leaving no financial guarantee
for the workers benefits unless plan termination insurance assumes the loss. As-
sumption of this loss by the insurance program where the employer has the means
to continue funding of the plan is inevitable. If the employer was compelled
to pay a tax penalty for refusal to fuid the plan, the money would go into' the
U.S. .Treasury, but hot into the pension fuifd where It is needed. Funding stand-
ards, like minimntuni *age standards, can only be enforced Aftrmatively tbroigb
the Judicial Process.

(8) Admi n trdtion of plan termination insuranee' through the Internal Ree-
nue Code is anomalous and i'd.o]feetive.-Under 8. 4 private pension 066i4 are
required to obtain and maintain plan termination insurance and to pay ippro-
priate premiums to a federal Insurance fund for this protection. It is elear that'
the establishment of this program to protect workers against loss of vested pen-
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slon benefits owing to employer bankruptcy, plant closing, merger or a similar
event at a time when the plan has not been sufficiently funded, is completely
irrelevant to the tax qualification purposes of the Internal Revenue Code. Plan
termination insurance is designed to protect workers against loss of vested pen.
s1on benefits and this program is no more a revenue measure than FDIC cover-
age for banks, Federal crop insurance for farmers, Federal broker dealer secu-
rities insurance, etc. For the same reasons as to why funding standards cannot
be effectively administered and enforced through the Internal Revenue Code, a
plan termination insurance program is unenforceable through the Internal Reve-
nue (ode. Failure to pay required insurance premiums, for example, only results
in loss of the plan's tax qualified status under the Internal Revenue Code or the
imposition of tax penalties, etc., and these mechanisms do nothing to support
adequate Insurance protection to workers.

(4) Fiduciary standards and disclosure for private pension plans are outside
the scope of any revenue measurei.-From its inaction it is reasonable to inter
that Senate Finance Committee recognized the underlying validity of incorporat-
Ig fiduciary and disclosure standards into a labor bill. Abuses of trust are not
curbed by removing a plan's tax exemption. A trustee committing a serious breach
of trust cannot be removed or barred from holding a position In the plan simply
by removing the plan's tax exemption. The proceeds of a transaction involving
a breach of trust cannot be traced and trustees held personally liable for dam.
ages by removing a plan's tax exemption. There is a consensus that effective
enforcement of the fiduciary and disclosure standards require provisions fto
Independent Judicial remedies which are not available or contemplated under
IRC.

Moreover, successful supervision of the vesting, funding and plan termination
Insurance requirements are Intimately related to supervision and enforcement
of the fiduciary standards. If the assets of a pension trust are mismanaged or
wasted due to fiduciary misconduct, it has a critical bearing on the acceptable
funding status of the plan as well as an intimate relationship to the degree of
risk of exposure to the plan termination Insurance program In the event of plan
termination. If the investment policy of the pension trust is manipulated contrary
to fiduciary requirements In order to minimize the necessity for funding con-
tributions, it has a critical bearing on the effective Implementation of the funding
standards. Finally, If the procedures for processing and deciding on vested
benefit claims are rigged in violation of the fiduciary requirements, It has an
Important Impact on the implementation of the vesting requirements in 8.4.

Thus, the enforcement of the fiduciary and disclosure requirements are
Intimately related to administration of the vesting, funding and insurance
standards. If it Is-assumed that the appropriate agency to enforce the fiduciary
and disclosure standards is the Department of Labor (as is the ease under S. 4
and Administration proposal S. 1557) sound legislative judgment would require
that effective administration of these integrated standards would be better
achieved by giving responsibility to the Secretaty of Labor. I

(5) Enactment of ft. 4 into the Inteehl Revenue (lode will derive workers in
unfunded plans of vesting, funding and insurance protection.-If th vesting,
funding and Insurance requirements are placed in the Internal Revenue Code,
then plans which are established outside tax qualification procedures of the
Code will escape coverage of S. 4 requirements. Primarily these will be plans
whlch are unfunded, i.e. the employer pays pension benefits out of his general
assets and thus does not seek a tax deduction for contributions to a oualified
pension trust. In short, the treatment of S. 4 as a revenue measure tied to tax
qualification procedures under the Internal Revenue Code would create a loop-
hope, depriving potentially millions of employees of the vesting, funding and
insurance protections of S. 4. S. 4, it should be noted, requires all plans to be
funded properly (i.e. no loop-hole for unfunded plans).

(6) Treating 8.4 as a revenue measure to be administered through the fNter ql
Reeue (lode will deprive 35 million American workers of an advocate in the
gTovernment establishment which they need to protect their rights and isterests.-
The primary historic mission of the Treasury Department and the Internal
Revenue Service Is protection of the revenues and collection of taxes. The tax
qualification procedure established for pension trusts under Section 401 (a)
of the Internal Revenue Code is designed to provide tat Incentiveitio encourage
the estAbllshment of private pension plans hut subject to tfirtaln restrictions
designed to protect against abuse of these tax privileges and subsequent loss to
the revenues. The principal mechanisms in the Internal Revenue Code to prevent
tax abuse in pension funds are the insistence that (a) such plane not discriminate
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in favor of higher-paid employees because such discrimination would result in
a tax loop-hole for the wealthy and (b) examination of the "reasonableness"
of the tax deduction claimed for contributions. Virtually all IRS regulations
pertaining to tax qualifications of private pension trusts are based upon these
concerns.

It is apparent that since the primary mission of the Internal Revenue Service
is to protect against tax abuse that agency's statutory obligation for the interests
of 35 million American workers--covered by private pension plans-is minimal.
The IRS is unsuited from both a theoretical and practical viewpoint for the
mission of protecting adequately the interests of American workers. It is not
structured to handle complaints of misconduct or abuse, or failure to pay pension
obligations owed to workers. It lacks adequate background in the elements of
collectively bargained pension plans and the related interests of unions, employers
and sometimes the beneficiaries themselves.

For all these reasons, it is doubtful that the IRS can serve as an effective
advocate for the rights and interests of 35 million pension beneficiaries as these
rights and interests are set forth in S. 4. In recognition of the established need
of 35 million American workers to have an effective advocate for protection of
their interestss, the vesting, funding, insurance, portability, fiduciary and disclo-
sure provisions should be put under the administration and supervision of the
Secretary of Labor whose organic mission is defined as advancing and protecting
the interests of American workers.

VI. CONCLUSION

The American private pension system is deeply rooted in our economy and
intrinsically woven into our social fabric. The relationship of social and eco-
nomic problems attending old age and the financial security necessary to our
citizenry for dignified retirement are inseparable. If inequities and deficiencies
exist in the system which produce irreparable harm to-our workers, legislative
reform cannot be delayed.

The hearings, findings and reports of the Senate Labor Committee sufficiently
document the inescapable conclusion that workers are asking for and entitled
to real and effective protection for their earned pensions. After long and ex-
haustive study, it is believed that the most effective and efficient remedy lies in
the establishment of minimum standards and requirements, with their enforce-
ability provided for administratively and Judicially. These minimum benefits for
workers and their protection and enforcement should be treated no differently

-lian other minimum requirements enacted for protection of our workers by the
federal government in relation to wages, health and safety, and various other
measures intended for their benefit. Pension problems produce social ills and
economic insecurity which disrupt the employee-employer relationship. Legisla-
tion must be directed to strengthen that relationship. Workers' faith in the private
pension system can be restored by social reform, and a law to be enforced by a
government agency which historically workers have looked to for protection of
their benefits conferred by law and, more importantly, one in which they can
place trust.



APPN DIX I

MAJOR COnGRESSIOnAL ACIV'ITIV.S AFFECTING PRIVATE PENSIO PLANS 1921-1972

I. MAJOR LEGISLATION AFFECTING PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Title Committee Dates of hearing Effect on private pensions

Labr legisltion:
labor Relations Act (Public No. 198,

July 5,1935).

Labor-Managemn Relations Act (Public
Law 101. June 23,1947).

Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act of
1 (Public Law 85-836 Aug. 28.1958).

Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act
Amendments of 1962 (Public Law 87-420,
Mr. 2D, 1962).

Equ Pay Act of 1963 (Public Law 88-38,
June 10,1963).

House Labor (74th Cong. 1st sess., H. Rept. 969);
Senate Education and Labor (74th Cong. 1st sos.,
S. Rept. 573); conference committee (74th Cong.
1st seas., conference report No. 1371).

House Education and Labor (80th Cong. 1st sess. H.
Rept. 245); Senate Labor and Public Welfare (80th
Cong. 1st sess., S. Rept. 105); conference com-
mittee (80th Cong.. 1st sess., conference report
No. 510).

House Education and Labor (85th Con 2d seas.,
H. Rept. 2283); Senate Labor and Public Welfare
(85th Cong. 2d sess, S. RepL 1440); conference
committee (85th Con& 2d ses., conference report.
No. 2656).

House Education and Labor (87th Cong. 1st seas.,
H. Rept 998); Senate Labor and Public Welfare
(87th Cong. 1st seas.. S. Rapt 908); conference
committee (87th Cong.. 2d sess., conference
report No. 1417).

House Education and Labor (88th Con&. 1st seas..
H. Rept 309); Senate Labor and Public Welfare
(8th Cong. 1st sess.. S. Rapt 1409).

Age Discrimination tn Employment Act 1967 House Education and Labor (90th Cong., 1st sess.,
(Public Law 9-22 D 15 1967). H. Rept 805); Senate Labor and Public Welfar,

(90th Cong., 1st seas, S. Rept. 723).

Mar. 11-Apr. 2. 1935; Mar. 13-
Apr. 4,1935.

Feb. 5-Mar. 15. 1947; Jan. 23-

Mar. 8, 1947.

June 12-July 25, 1957; May 27-July 1. 1957.

Sec. 8(5) sets forth employer's duty to bargain with representa-
tives of employees regarding wages and working conditions.
In 1949, this was interpreted by Federal courts to include
bargaining over terms of a pension plan (Inland Steel v.
NLRB, 170 F.2d 247. certiorari denied, 336 U.S. 960).

Sec. 302 reguIate pensions financed by employer contribu-
tions to union-management pension plans, requiring that
such plans be committed to writing; that funds be used only
for paying benefits, and that management and union be
represented equal ly in the operation of the fund.

Provided for registration reporting, and disclosure of employee
welfare and pension benefit plans.

May 24-31; June 1-28. 1961 ---- Amended the Welfare and Pensian Plans Dislsure Act of 1958.
Designated certain acts of conduct as Federal crimes when
they occurred in connection with welfare and pension plans.
Amenitments also conferred investigatory a.ad various
regulatory powers upon the secretary.

Mar. 15-27, 1963; Apr. 3-16. 1963. Amends sec. 6 of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Prohibits dis-
crimination on the basis of sex for any employer who is sub-
ject to the minimum wage provision of the law. Employer
contributions to employee benefit plans are considered
"wages." Differiag benefits to men and women are not
considered a violation as long as the employer's contribu-
tions for men and women are eqral. Also, unequal contrb-
tions based upon the sex of employees will not he considered
a violation of law, as long as the resulting benefits do not
differ by sex.

Aug. 1-7, 1967; Mar. 15-17, 1967- Act prohibits discriminationin employment on the basis of age.
Sec. 4(f)(2) of the act provides that an employer would net
be in violation of the law it he observes the terms of a bone
fide employee benefit program, as long as it is not a subter-

to evade purposes of the act. An employer cannot
ulize benefit plans as an excuse for not hiring an applicant.
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I. MAJOR LEGISLATION AFFECTING PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Tax treatment o1 private pension plais
Prior to the Revenue Act of 1021, there were no specific statutory provisions

dealing with the tax treatment of a pension, profit-sharing or stock bonus trust
created by an employer for the exclusive benefit of some or all of his employees.
Generally, however, early regulations provided that amounts contributed by an
employer to a pension fund were deductible as ordinary and necessary business
expenses. Employer contributions constituted income to his employees unless
the contributions were under a plan where the eventual receipt was too contingent
to be income constructively received. Income of a pension or profit-sharing trust
was taxable either to the employer, the employees, or the trust itself.

Major provisions of acts affecting the tax treatment of private pension plans
for employees are outlined below. Legislation affecting the tax treatment of re-
tirement Plans for the self-employed has not been included.



Title Committee Dates of hearings Effect on private pensions

Tax treatment of private pension plans:
Revenue Act of 1921 (Public No. 98, Nov. 23,

1921).

Reven Act of 1926 (Public No. 20. Feb. 26.
1926).

Revenue Act of 1928 (Public No. 562. May 29.
192)

Revenue Act of 1932 (Public No. 154, June 6.
19M~

Revenue Act of 1938 (Public No. 554, iay 28,
1938).

Revenue Act of 1942 (Public Law 753, Oct. 21,
1942).

House Ways and Means Committee (67th Cong., 1st ------------------------------- Provided that income of a trust created by an employer as
sess., H. Rept. 350); Senate Finance Committee part of a stock bonus or profit-sharing plan was exempt from
(67th Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 275); conference income tax until distributed to employees, at which time it
committee (67th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 486). was taxable to them to the extent the distribution exceeded

the amount paid in by the employee.
House Ways and Means Committee (69th Ccng., 1st --------------------------- Extended the exemption from income tax to pension trusts.

sess., H. Rept. 1);Senate Finance Committee(69th
Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 52); conference com-
mittee (69th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 356).

House Ways and Means Committee (70th Cong.. Ist ------------------------------- In the case of trusted pension plans, the employers' deduction
sess., H. Rept. 2); Senate Finance Committee (70th fcr contributions for funding past service liabilities must be
Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 960); conference com- apportioned over a period of not less than 10 years. This
mittee (70th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 1882). act also provided that the amount contributed by the em-

ployer, plus the earnings of the fund, constituted taxable
income to the participating employee for the year in which
distributed to him.

House Ways and Means Committee (72d Cong. 1st ------------------------------- Restored taxtreatment prior to 1928 act that a distributeeunder
sess., H. RepL 708); Senate Finance Committee an employees' trust was taxable only in the year amounts
(72d Cong. 1st sess., S. Rept. 665); Conference were distributed to him to the extent they exceeded amounts
committee (72 Cong. 1st sess., H. Rept. 1492). paid into the trust by him.

House Ways and Means Committee (75th Cong. 3d ------------------------------- Establishedthenondiversionrulewhich provided thata pension
sess., H. Rept. 1860); Senate Finance Committee trust has to be irrevocable and the funds had the be used
(75th Cong. 3d sess., S. Rept. 1567); Ccnference for the exclusive benefit ofemployees.
committee (75th Cong. 3d sess., H. Rept. 2330).

House Ways and Means Committee (77th Cong. 2d Mar. 3-Apr. 17, 1942: July 23- Provided broad revision of provisions relating to qualifcation of
sess., H. Rept. 2333); Senate Finance Committee Aug. 14,1942. a stock bcnus, profit-sharing or pension plan, deductibility of
(77th Cong. 2d sess., S. Rept. 1631); Conference contributions to the trust and taxability of amounts received
committee (77th Con& 2d seas., H. Rept. 2586). by em. under the trust. This Act provided that the

plan must include coverage and benefits which do not dis-
criminate in favor of highly paid or stockholder employees.
It provided that the employers' annual tax deduction for
contributions not exceed stated limits. It provided that long
term capital gain treatment be made available to lump-sum
distributions from an exempt employees' trust paid to an
employee in one taxable year on account of his separation
from service of his employer. Theannuity treatment was
applied to other types of ibutions.

The act al-o provided that employers' contributions under
nonqualified plans were deductible only if the employees'
rights were nonforfeitable at the time the contribution was
paid. An employee under a nonqualified plan was taxable on
employee contributions to the extent he had a nonforfeitable
right in the contribution at the time made. If his rights were
forfeitable, he was not taxable until he received a distribu-
tion or the funds were made available to him.

de , Committee Dates at bearing Effect on private pensions



Title Committee 6ates of hearings Effect on private pensions

Revenue Act of 1951 (Public Law 183, Oct. 20, Senate Finance Committee (82d Cong. 1st sess., S. June 28-Aug. 3. 1951; Feb. 5- Provided change in the treatment of appreciation in securities

1951). Rept. 781) (supplemental report--82d Cong. 1st Apr. 2, 1951. included in a distribution from an exempt employees trust
sess., S. Rept. 781); conference committee (82d i This Act excluded the net unrealized appreciation In securi-
Cong. 1st sess., H. Rept. 1179). ties of the employer corporation, or parent or subsidiary

company, purchased with employee and/or employer con-
tributions included in a total distribution from an exempt
employees' trust qualifying for the long-term capital gains
treatment.

Public Law 589, July 17,1952 ------------- House Ways and Means Committee (82d Cong. 2d ------------------------------- Extends exclusion of appreciation in determining the distribu-
sess.. Ht. Rept. 2181); Senate Finance Committee tive value of securities to any distribution of employer
(82d Cong. 2d ses.. S. Rept. 1831). securities purchased with employee contributions only. ,

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (Public Law House Ways and Means Committee (83d Con. 2d June 16-Aug. 14,1953; Apr. 7-23, Classified exempt pension trusts with general grp o f exempt o
591, Aug. 16,1954). ses., H. Rap 1337); Snate Finance Committee 1954. organizations. Provided that restrictions relati ng to prohibited -"j

(83d Cong. S. Rapt. 1622). transactions and unrelated income be applicable to pension 0
trusts. Extended capital gains treatment to lump-sum dis-
tributions made by qualified insured plans because of
separation of service. Also extended capital pins treatment
to beneficiaries of employees who die after retirement.

Tax Reform Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-172, House Ways and Means Committee (91st Cong. 1st Feb. 18-Apr. 24, 1969; Sept. 4- Provided that part of a lump-sum distribution attributableto
Dec. 30,1969). sess., H. Rept. 19-413); Senate Finance Cow. -nittee Oct. 22,1969. employer's contribution received from a qualified employees

(91st Cong. 1st sess., S. Rept. 91-552); conference trust within 1 taxable year on account of separation faro
committee (91st Cong. 1st seas., HL Rept. 91-782). service be given ordinary income treatment instead of

capital gains treatment
Modified the treatment of nonexempt trusts and nonualified

annuities to conform with the treatment of restricted
property.



It. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON PROPOSED PRIVATE PENSION PLAN LEGISLATION

Committee Dates of hearings Report Substance of report or hearings

House Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommit- Aug. 5, 1965 -------------------- None -------------------------- Permissible uses of jointly administered union trust funds. Keiringtee on Labor (89th Cong, 1st sess.). on H.R. 7720 to amend sec. 302(c),of the Labor Management
Relations Act to permit the participation of retired employees ofcertain sel-employed persons to participate as beneficiaries of
welfare and pension trust funds.W House Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommit- Aug. 22. 1966-------------------- do--------------------- Hearings on H.R- 11778 amending the Welfare and Pension Plans'1 tee on Labor (89th Cong., 2d sess.). Disclosure Act, to eliminate or modify certain requirements withM 
respect to the making of affidavits and the filing of copies of(fl 
certain information.* House Committee on Education and Labor (90th Cong., 2d sess.)- Mar. 19-May 8, 1968 ----------- H. RepL 1867. 1968 ---------- Report to accompany H.R. 649--the proposed Walfare and Pen-
sion Protection Act of 1968.House Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommit- Dec. 10, 1969-May 20, 1970 ----- None ------------------------- Private welfare and pension plan legisiation-hearings on H.Rtee on Labor (91st Cong., 2d sess.). 1045, H.R. 1046, and H.R. 16462 to amend the Welfare and Pen-sion Pla-s Disclosure Act; to provide additional protection forthe rights of participants in private pension plans, to establish0 minimum standards for vesting and funding of private pensionplans, to provide a system of plan termination insurance, toprovide standards of fiduciary conduct and improved disclosure

House Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcom- Apr. 21-28.1971 ------------ Interim report, April 1972 ------ Welfare and pension plan legislation-Hearings on H.,. 1269 (1) tomittee on Labor(92d Gong., 1st anid 2d sess). establish minimum standards of fiduciary conduct for plan
trustees and administrators, to provide for enforcement throughCivil 

and criminal mea, and to require expanded reporting of< the details of a plan's administrative and financial affairs; and
(2) to improve the equitable character and soundness of privatepension plans by requiring them to (a) make irrevocable (or
vest) the accrued benefits of employees with significant periods
of service with an employer, (b) meet minimum standards of
funding and (c) protect the vested rights of participants againstloss due to essent y involunta pan terminations. Interim
report presents statistical data an7 draws some tentative con-clusions about the data presented.House Committee on Ways and Meas(92d Cong, 2d ses.) -- May 8-16, 1972 --------------- None ----------------------- a aflting private pension plans-earings on theI ll ml~ll~l~l~P v a pr p S ponsored by the A d mninistratio n (Q LR. 12272)to (1) permit employees who wish to save independently for
their retirement or who wish to supplement employer-financed
pensions to duct on ther income tax returns amounts set aside
for t purposes, (2) give self-employed persons who invest
in Pension plans for themselves and their employees a moregenerous tax deduction than they now receive, and (3) establish
a minimum standard for the vesting of pensions.
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II. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON PROPOSED PRIVATE PENSION PLAN LEGISLATION-Continued

Committee Dates of hearings Report Substance of report or hearings

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee July 25, 1968 ------------------ No report ---------------- Hearings of 4 bills including S. 3421 to provide additional protection
on Labor (90th Cong., 2d sess.). for the rights of participants in private pension plans, to estab-

lish minimum standards for vesting and funding of private
pension plans, and to provide an insurance program guaranteeing
plan termination protection.

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee July 27-29 and Oct. 12-13,1971 ---------------------------------- Private welfare and pension plan study, 1971-testimony of em-
on Labor (92d Cong., 1st sess.). players and employees with respect to various inequities and

hardships resulting to plan participants from nonexistent or
defective provisions of private pension plans.

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee ------------------------------- S. Rept. 92-634, Feb. 22, 1972 ..- Interim report recommended (1) minimum standards of vesting,
on Labor (92d Cong., 2d sess.). . (2) systematic funding of plan liabilities accompanied by a pro-

gram of plan termination insurance (3) uniform Federal standard
of fiduciary responsibility, (4) improved disclosure and cor-
munication of plan provisions to employees, (5) a program to
develop portability and reciprocity among plans, and (6) centrali- -g
zation in one agency of all existing and prospective regulations.

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee May l-July 17, 1972 ----------- Committee print, September 1972.. Private welfare and pension plan study, 1972-field hearings and
on Labor (92d Cong., 2d seas.). report on plan terminations in 5 major cities. Disclosed the ad-

verse effects resulting to participants from inadequate plan
funding. Recommended remedial Federal legislation in the areas
of funding, reinsurance, disclosure, and fiducary standards.

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee June 20-29,1972 -------------- S. Rept 92-1150, Sept 18, 1972.. Legislative hearings on S. 3598; report to accompay S. 3591 which
on Labor (92d Cong., 2d sess.). provided (1) minimum vesting requirements. (2) minimum fund-

inglevels, (3)a voluntary portability program, (4)a plan termina-
tion insurance program, and (5) fiduciary standards and im-
proved disclosure of plan operations.

Senate Commite on Finance (89th Cong., 2d sess.) ----------- Aug. 15, 1966 ------------------ None ------------------------- Hearings on S. 1575-a bill to establish a self-supporting Federal
reinsurance program to protect employees in the enjoyment of
certain rights under private pension plans.

Senate Committee on Finance (92d Cjg., 2d sems) ---------------------------------------- S. RepL 92-1224, Sept. 25, 1972-. Report deleted all provisions except for the fiduciary and disclosure
provisions of S. 3598 which was referred to Financa after being
reported out of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare.
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Ill. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE INVESTIGATIONS OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Committee Dates of bearings Report Substance of report or hearings

House Committee on Education and Labor. Special Subcommit- Nov. 23-27,1953, Sept. 22. Dec. 1, Subcommittee report 1st sess.. Investigation of welfare funds and racketeering-hearinp and
tee oe Invesgigation of Welfare and Pension Funds (83d Cong, 1954. July 20, 1954. subcommittee report pursuant to H. Res. 115 authorizing committee studies and
1st and 2d sess.), report 2d sess., Dec. 31, 1954, investigations.

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee March, April. July, November, and Interim reports, Jan. 10 and Hearings and report pursuant to S. Res. 225 (83d Cong.) andu Res
on Welfare and Pension Funds (83d Cong., 2d sess.; 84th December 1955. July 20, 1955, final report 40 (84th Cong.) giving the committee authority to investigat
Con& 1st and 2d sess.). Apr. 16, 1956, S. Rept. 1734. employee welfare and pension plans subject to collective bar-

pining. Disclosed a number of abuses in the administration of
health and welfare funds. Found that there was a. need for
corrective legislation to insure more adequate protection of
employee-beneficiary rights and interests; recommended that
consideration be given to a Federal disclosure act embracing all
types of employee benefit plans.

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee July 29-Aug. 26,1970 ---------- None ------------------------- Hearings on the United Mine Workers welfare and retirement fund.
on Labor (91st Cong., 2d sess.).



IV. CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE ECONOMIC STUDIES OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Committee Dates of hearings Committee report Substance of report or hearings

House Committee on Education and Labor (85th Cong., Ist ------------------------------- Committee print, 1957 --------- Background material on the legislative history of the Labor-
sess.). Management Relations Act, significant legislative proposals,

1948-56, designed to amend existing law or to provide new reg-
ulations governing the establishment or administration of
employee benefit plans, a digest of testimony and a summary
of previous reports and committee recommendations regarding
the employment-benefit provisions of the LMRA.Joint Committee on the Economic Report (82d Cong., 2d sess.) --------------------------------- Joint committee print, 1952 - Pensions in the United States-a study prepared by the National
Planning Association on the effects of public and private pension
programs on the national economy as recommended in the final
report of the Subcommittee on Row-Income Families.

Joint Ecom CmMtSubcoite on Fiscal Policy (89th----------- ------------------ Jn committee print 1966 ----- Materials prepared for the subcommittee on old age income
Con sassurance-an outline of issues and alternatives.

Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy (89th April 26-May 2,1966 --------- None ------------------------- Hearings on private pension plan operations.

Jint conomiic Committee, Subcomnittee on Fiscal Policy (90th --------------------------- Joint committee print. 1967---Old age income assrance-a compendium of papers on problem
g2d Sub e oand policy issues in the public and private pension system.

Join t C mitee, Subcommittee on Fisl Policy (91st Apr. 27-30, 1570 ---------------- None ------------------------- Hearings on the investment policies of pension funds.
Cong., Z0ess.).

Senate Special Committee on Aging. Subcommittee on Employ- Mar. 4-10,1965 ------------- Committee report, 1965 --------- Hearings and report on extending private pension coverage.
met and Retirement Incomes (89th Cong., 1st ses.).

Senate Special Committee on Aging (91st Cong., 2d seas.)- Feb. 17-18, 1970 ......------- None .........------ --------- Hearings on the economics of aging-toward a full share in abun-dance. Pts. 10A and 10&--pension aspects.
Senale Special Committee on Aging (92d Cong., 1st sess.) --------------------------- ------ .. - - - Committee print 1971 ---------- Pension aspects of the economics of aging-present and future

roles of private pensions.Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommittee ------------------------------ J Committee prints-November 19'1 Study of benefits and forfeitures in private pension plans and
on Labor (92d Cong., 1st and 2d seas.). September 1972. statistical analysis of major characteristics of private pension

plan.
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Senator N.LSOx. Senator Javits?
Senator JAvrrs. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT O HON. JACOB K. JAVITS, A U.S, SENATOR IROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator JAvrrs. First, let me express my appreciation for the oppor-

tunity to join Senator Williams m this hearing. In addition, I wish

to thank Senator Nelson who has personally accommodated my dif-

ficulties of scheduling. I want to express my- gratitude to him and

to the Chairman of the Full Committee, Senator Long and to the

Ranking member, Senator Bennett.
This whole matter was touched off about 7 years ago in the

mind of a wonderful man in my office named Frank Cummings, who

is now-racticng law here in town. He was a labor lawyer who saw

this problem and got me interested, and I got Senator Williams in-

terested, and so here we are.
In the first place, as this is a Finance Committee hearing, I thilik

the measure of the problem is a very important one to you. Private

pension plans involves an enormous sum of resources; some $150 bil-

lion, increasing at the rate-of $10 to $12 billion a year. These

resources have bien underutilized for a long time and al of us are

aware in our individual States of grave complaints of the'individual
workers that social security just won't make it. On the other hand, We

are also very familiar with the complaints of the younger workers;

that is, you tried to raise social security taxes so that social security

might make it in terms of a decent retirement income, these additional

taxes would be very unacceptable to them, especially in those decades

of their younger years.
. So the private pension plan seems an ideal way out for a private

enterprise system, but the insufficiency which has been demonstrated
has been rather in the operation of the plans than in the idea of private

pension plans.
I think the idea is a splendid one and I hope very much that as

we regulate private pension plans, such regulatory efforts will be con-

siderdd an affirmation of the private pension concept, and that the

plans will grow in terms of the number of workers covered as well as

the benefits provided.
TheICA~MMAN. Could I interrupt?
SenatorJAvrrs. Sure.
The CHAx mAN. I was checking your prepared statement for the

figures you just quoted. I don't see it. What was the figure you quoted

as'the amount of assets?
Senator JAVITS. $150 billion, growing at the, rate of $10 to $12

billion a year with 35 million workers covered.
The CRAIRZUA. So it is now $160 billion set-aside in these private

pensionsI
Senator JAvrrs. Right. Senator Long, you would be interested to

know. that one of our New' York banks alone is said to have as much

as $12 billion in private pension f-thds. zd' that i the -ankers Trust

Co. It handles the A.T &. pnion fund' which is supposed to

have several 'billion dollars in, it. It is interbsting you asked. me that
question, because. years and ydwr ago I had a.,reta*ner f'ro a-major
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real estate firm that tried-and this was the first time I heard about
this pension field-to shake loose some of these pension funds for
FHA guaranteed mortgages. That turned out to be a monumental
task because they were so timid about any investment other than legals.
They relied on the strict definition of legals under the insurance laws,
and so forth.

So then along came 1963 with the Studebaker shutdown and, as an
aside, it always takes some kind of scandals or some great eruption of
that kind to call our attention to what is happening in a particular
field. With the Studebaker shutdown, 4,500 employees lost 85 percent
of their earned pension benefits. Some committed suicide.

Walter Reuther was led to observe: "Studebaker made covered
wagons. They celebrated their 100th anniversary a few years back and
now they are part of history. But the workers? What happened to
the workers "

And the answer was the workers got "the pants taken off of them"
in what they lost in these pension plans.

So, with the marvelous work of Senator Williams who has led the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee in this matter for the last 3
years and with the aid of $1 million from the Senate, we really dug
into bis to find out what was going on. I think, gentlemen that what-
ever bill passes whatever concept we all adopt on the Senate floor, one
thins is sure: there has never been a better researched piece of legisla-
tion in terms of the factual background and the elements which should
go into legislating than this one. It is a real triumph for the legislative
process. This wasn't done by the Department of Labor or the Office of
Management and the Budget. This was done by the Senate of the
United States. So, as I say, whatever happens, whoever gets his bill
passed, or what amalgamation of bills are passed, it is a tremendous
tribute to the fact that we can do a job when we get our teeth into it.

Now, I think the real issue before us is this one; the private pension
promise is all too frequently a broken promise. Question: Can we
correct it?

The administration itself has estimated that somewhere between
one-third and one-half of the workers covered do not collect anything.
But our Labor Subcommittee analysis indicated that at best the rate'

is probably half of the administration's estimate. Our figure Was that
about roughly 16 percent got anything out of pension plans during a

20-year period going back to 1950. Now I hasten to add at this time
that, actuarially, private pensions wouldn't stand up if everyone was
going to collect on a pension, regardless of how long he worked. That
is what Ralph Nader is recommending: you pay in and you take'out.
That just can't be done. The pension plan has to be a premium for
continuity of service Mone form or another but the great deficiency is
that it has benefited too few, and the result is these enormous reserves
growing and growing. And : growing toward -what end? 'This is ithe
problem we face. It is a very real economic problem.

Senator Nson. I don't quite follow that. Are you saying that there
are a number of pension plans that are overfunded?.

Senator JAvm. Presumably, IRS doesn't allow them to,' be over-
funded.'But the employer generally q uits ' ingwhen he can no longer
get a tax deduction for his contribution. .at happens is the reserve
sysmtmshuply piles up, rlative to the basio fmdiing, b use the fine
print shuts so many employees out of the enjoyment of te plans. It
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'just goes on and on and, in some cases becomes a monster; there is no
control valve. There is nothing to stop it.

Senator BENNm.. May I interrupt at that point ? Are you suggest-
ing these funds will never pay out as pensions and they are going to
stay here in theeconomy floating around?

Senator JAVITS. They may, if you continue on the present path,
Senator.

We have, for example, a situation which we discovered in the Govern-
ment Operations Committee and I will g*ve you the case history. This
is a scandal where $4 million-I think that was the figure-$4 million
was simply left for grabs. Nobody owned it. The fellow put it in his
pocket and went off to one of the jslands-I think it was Nssau or one
of the others. My staff says Puerto Rico and Liberia. We will give
you the details.*

Senator BNN -zr. This is a pension fund ?
Senator JAvrrs. A pension fund which the workers had paid into,

but nobody was there to claim it.
Senator NLsON. The workers paid into I
Senator JAvrrs. Well, I mean, it had come about as a result of their

work. The employers pay in as part of their compensation. We will
give you that case, Senator Bennett. It was discovered by the Senate
Investigations Subcommittee under Senator McClellan. It was another

one of the things th-at stimulated me to the feeling you have to do
something about this field. It simply can't be permitted to sit as it is.

Senator BENNEr. Let me ask you a hypothetical question. Coin-
pany A has gone out of business. It has enough money in its pension
fund to pay all of the pensions to its employees at the time it closes
its business and it has $100,000 more than is required. What happens
to that money?

Senator JAvrrs. It depends on the contract.
Senator BEN.,Er. go there are conditions under what you would

consider to be legal and normal circumstances where there could be
accumulated pension funds to which nobody has a legitimate claim?

Senator JAVITS. That is exactly right.
Senator BFENNETT. So we are talking about a situation, which can

exist, and which can now be handled legitimately ?
Senator JAvrrs. As well as illegitimately.
Senator Nr.rsox. Yes, can be handled illegally or legally.
Senator JAVITs. Exactly right.
Senator BENNEmt. But your plan doesn't eliminate that,
Senator JAvITS. My plan can't eliminate fraud but the fiduciary

standards are such. as to guarantee honesty in the sense that, if there
is going to be the disposal of these funds, it is going to be made as
it probably should be made and somebody won't put it in his pocket
and walk off with that.

Senator B:NNErT. Doesn't the present law prevent that ?
Senator JAviTs. It really doesn't as we proved to be the das in the

Government Operations Committee.
Senator BENxrr. You mean a man commits a fraud and--,
Senator. JAvrrs. There was .no fraud there, Senator. The contract

was such tha4 th6,Vsspssiny party had the assets #wthno afirfltiv
*SeeSenate teport'No.'.1848 89th Con tes, 2d Se"on, of the Odbkomaittte m5 I tt-iiti.

atIlfns, Ooye ent. O rations Commlit ee-, entitled ',)lverston of ,Union Welfare-Pensldh
RInIs of AAe rgdes 8unen and Teamsters Local 815." This document wa4',l ad
of 1 he official fies of the subcommittee. ,
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obligation' for distribution. He could have gone and petitioned the
court and said: Here is the $4 inillion. I don't know what to. do about
it. Nobody really owns it; what should I do about that ?

But he didn't choose to do that.
Senator BENNErr. Does your bill provide specifically for the dis-

tribution of those funds under those circumstances?
Senator JAVITS. It provides for such fiduciary standards as to bring

about a lawful and equitable distribution.
But I don't want to get off on that particular track, Senator

Bennett.
Senator BEci"rs-. No, I understand that.
Senator JAvITs.---i am delighted to answer the question, but the

fundamental purpose of the bill and the point I am making now is
our bill, anybody's bill, Senator Bentsen's bill, Senator Hartke's bill,
the administration's bill, will at long last provide proper fiduciary
standard as to these fund. That is the only point I am making.

Now we have a horror story which really is a horror story, which we
would like to lay before the'committee. We have had a lot of them but
this is really a dilly. In August of 1971, in my own State, Mr. Robert
E. Pratt of Hudson, N.Y., was laid off from a company called Gif-
ford-Wood Co., due to poor business conditions. In the maeantime, the
company was sold to Greer Industries, Wilmington, Mass in June
1972, by Stowe-Woodward Co., Inc., of Upper Newton Fails, Mass.,
former owners of Gifford-Wood Co. Gifford-Wood manufactured
coal extraction, materials handling, and other machinery. It was a
very old company that dates back to 1814.

go Mr. Pratt is laid off in August. Nine months later- on June 30,
1972, the Gifford-Wood plant is terminated 'by the new controlling
interests in the company. This was 3 months before Mr. Pratt's 65th
birthday. Mr. Pratt had worked for Gifford-Wood Co. for 47 years.
When lie applied for retirement benefits on attaining age 65, he was
told-he would receive nothing for his 47 years of service since the
plan had been terminated on June 30, 192, and there were funds
available to pay retirement benefits only to those who had retired
before 'that date.

A copy of the correspondence between Mr. Pratt and the company,
insurance, banking, and government, officials concerning this matter
is appended to my testimony. I ask unanimous consent that it may be
included.-

Senator Nrsrow. It would be included at this point.

[The correspondence described above follows:]

APPENDIX

CORRESPONDENCE 1NVOLVINcd Loss Or PENSION By ROBERT E. PRATT, H{UDSON, N.Y.
12584

(Submitted as part of testimony of Senator Jacob K. Javits, ranking minority
member, U.S. Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee, to Subcommittee
on Pensions, U.S, Senate Finance Committree)

summary / of pertinent Points of (Rfford-Wood, Ito., Employee Retirement Plans

Normal retirement date in after an employee has reached the age of 65.
The current monthly retirement allowance Is $1.75 per month per year of

Credited Service commencing with the first day of the month follwipg the date
of retirement,
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Recent changes which clarify and improve the benefits are as follows:
(1) A member shall be retirMd on a Normal Retirement Allouance upon

reaching his Normal Retirement Date, provided that on such date lie tis ten or
more years of Credited Service.

(2) Any Member, upon ceasing to be an Employee for any cause other than
death or retirement under the Plan, if he has completed 10 or mOre years of
Credited Service, shall be entitled to a Retirement Allowance commencing, at
his Normal Retirement Date. The amount of such Retirement Allowance shall
be the amount accrued to the Employee's date of termination of employment.

(3) The Normal Retirement Allowance shall be a monthly amount equal to
$2.00 multiplied by the number of years of his Credited Service, effective
April 15, 1971.

All other terms of the Retirement Plans remain unaltered. Any employee
desiring further information regard the Retirement Plan may obtain it by con-
tacting the Manager of Manufacturing or Supervisor of General Accounting,
which whom a copy of the amended retirement plans Is on file.

G. W. DIETRICH,
Vice President and General Manager.

GIFFORD-WOOD INC.,'
Hudson, N.Y., October 23,1970.

Mr. ROBERT H. PRATT,
Hudson, N.Y.

DEAR BOB: It is a pleasure for me to congratulate you on your forty-seventh
year with Gifford-Wood. This is indeed a fine record, not often attained. May you
enjoy many more pleasant years with our firm.

Sincerely, C. F. STEPHENSON, President.

GnFoR.D-WooD,
A COLUMBIA PRECISION COMPANY,

Wilmington, Mass., October 27, 1972.
Mr. ROBERT H. PRATT,
Hudson, N.Y.

DEAR Bon: Received your letter last week, and it was certainly nice to hear
from you.

Reachitig retirement age is an accomplishment, and I hope you find the oppor-
tunity to enjoy your years of retirement. Bob, I am sorry to hear that you are
not receiving a pension. The problem is a complicated one and involves the fact
that Gifford-Wood is no longer a separate company, but is a predecessor to an-
other corporation. Please be assured, though, that Mr. Loehr is investigating all
the facts relative to retirement with our retirement principal. You should hear
from him shortly-be patient a little longer.

We enjoyed many good years together at Gifford-Wood, but as is the case so
often, we must look ahead not back.

If you are ever over this way, please drop in for a visit. -

Very truly yours, R.E. ADAMS,

Vice President, Research and Development.

GIFOMRD-WOOD,
A COLUMBIA PRECISION COMPANY,
Wilatington, Mass., November 20, 1972.

Mr. ROBERT E. PRATT,
Hudson, N.Y.

DE"A MI. PRATT: I am sorry to advise you that when theGifford-Wood Salaried
Employees' Retirement Plan terminated on June 80# 1972, the Plans assets were
only sufficient to provide armultlesfor those .employees who then had reached
the normal retirement age of sixty-five years. As a result, you will not be able
to receive an annuity under the Plan.

- Sincerely yours, HmERT F, LoEII,
, Vioe-Pr'eatdent, -Ftnce,
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NovEmsEa 28, 1972.

Re: 40-084134-Gifford-Wood Co. Salaried Employees Retirement Plan.
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK AND TRUST CO.,
Albany, N.Y.

GENTLEMEN: Att'n. Mr. Alfonso Meccariello, Assistant Manager, Trust Division.
-As your Bank was a former distributor of checks to retired employees of Gif-

ford-Wood Co. under the above plan, may I ask your opinion regarding refusal
of Greer Industries, who took over Gifford-Wood Co. to put me on the list to
receive a pension check, the same as other former retired employees of Gifford-
Wood Co.

In August of 1971 I was under lay-off until negotiations were consummated
regarding a sizable contract. However, I was never recalled to work in the Engi-
neering Department.

On September 11, 1972, I reached my 65th birthday and, naturally, hoped to
receive word of my eligibility for pension, after 48 years of service in the employ
of Gifford-Wood Co.

I wrote to Greer Industries about a month ago and my letter was never an-
swered until November 25, when I received notification that my pension check
would not be forthcoming, as my name Would not be placed on the list with the
other employees.

You, of course, are not obligated to reply to this letter ac-you are no longer
Identified with the Pension Plan in question. However, I would greatly appreciate
your review of the situation regarding the awarding of this pension to me. Or,
if there is no redress on my part and I will have to abide by their decision to
deny me this compensation in the form of a pension after my long years of
service.

Please overlook by audacity In addressing this letter to you, but I was quite
shaken up on being advised this income on which I have been planning for living
expenses, etc. would be denied to me.

Very truly yours, - ROBERT H. PRATT.

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
Albany, N.Y., December 1, 1972.

Re: 40-034134 Glifford Wood Company Salaried Employees Retirement Plan.
Mr. ROBERT E. PRATT,
H udson, N.Y.

DEAR MR. PRATT: I received your letter of November 28, 1972 which are di-
rected to Mr. Meccariello. As you know, this bank is no longer trustee for the
above plan.

We do not feel that we can give an opinion concerning the decision made by
Greer Industries. However, we suggest that you contact your attorney, who
should deal directly with Greer Industries if you wish to contiiine to pursue this
matter any further.

Very truly yours,
RICHARD K RIIITER,

Assistant Trust Officer, Trust Divlslon.
JANUARY 11, 1973.

THE TnAvmIm s,
Hartford, Oonn.
Attention L. A. & Gr., Claim Department Group Annuity Unit-3 WS

-- GNTLEMEN: As your company (The Travelers) is now Trustee of the Gifford-
Wood, Inc. Retirement Plan (salaried employees) and in turn Iis ssuinlg the
monthly pension checks to those retired people from Gifford-Wood who are en-
titled to the benefits, I wish to submit the following: .

I was laid off (retired) from Gifford-Wood in August 1971 due t Poor business
conditions. In the meantime, the company was sold to Greer Industries In June
1972. -

On September 11, 1972 1 reached my 65th bifrthda,' but was never n6tlfied as to
the status of my pension. "

I have a record of 47 years of actual service with Gifford-Woodfmion 1928 to
1971 and Gifford-Wood has all this information. I have written lettes to person ,-
nel of the company who are in a position to give me some posltiye Information
regarding the reason why I am not receiving my benefits under tie pension plan.
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I am enclosing a copy of a letter dated November 20, 1972, in answer to my
letter regarding my pension. This letter was signed by Mr. Herbert F. Loehr, Vice-
President, Finance. I know that there must be a lot of information and a more
concrete explanation than what is spelled out in this letter to me.

I have been a member of the Gifford.Wood Retirement Plan from its beginning.
It seems that I must have accumulated quite a sum from my services and should
receive my Just benefits. I cannot understand how I can be completely cut off
from my annuity under the Plan.

You, of course, are not obligated to reply to this letter. However, I would
greatly appreciate your review of the situation regarding the awarding of this
pension to me. Or, if I have no redress and will have to abide by Mr. Herbert
Loehr's decision to deny me my Just and due compensation in the form of a
pension for my services. I I

Please overlook my audacity in addressing this letter to you, but I was quite
shaken up being advised this income on which I have been planning for living
expenses, etc. would be denied me.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT B. PRATT,

P.S.-Enclosed is copy of the original plan in part dated April 15, 1971 Indlcat.
ing a change in the normal retirement allowance which is self-explanatory and
may be of some help in solving my dilemma.

R. E. P.

THE TRAVELED INSURANCE COMPANY,Hartforad, Conn., Janzuary *8, 1973.

lRe Group Annuity Contract OR-2056

Air, ROBERT E. PRATT,
Hudson, N.Y.

DEAR Mn. PRATT: I have reviewed your letter of January 11, 1973 and attach-
ments. I have also reviewed the Retirement Plan for Salaried Flmployees of
Gifford-Wood. As the Plan stands as a legal document, qualified by the Internal
,Revenue Service, the discontinuance falls within approved guidelines. Unfortu.
nately you are one of the former employees who is not entitled to a benefit, Had
you already attained age 65 on June 80, 1972, you would have been eligible for
some annuity.

I think that a clarification of The Travelers involvement is in order. The
Travelers is not the Trustee of this Plan as noted in the first line of your letter.
We have merely contracted with Gifford-Wood to disburse the monthly annuity
payments they advised us to make, We hold the money and guarantee that we will
administer the payments.

As an employee of The Travelers I can only advise you that you are not one of
the employees who wewere contracted to make, annuity payments to.' Also, I
can advise you that from the documents that were sent to me, the company acted
,within IRS guidelines In disbursing the funds of the Pension Plan when it
discontinued.

' I hope that this letter clarifies the involvement of The Travelers in tits
situation.

Very truly yours,
JOHN X. RZASA,

Underwriter, Group Pension Division.
Mr. PRATT: 'On an official basis I night suggest that you contact your Senator

who has been very active in this area recently, Mr. Javits.
Tle company has no legal obligation to you but there is definitely a question

of the morality of choosing June 30, 1972 as the cutoff date or of not offering
you something for your 47 years of service.

Hopefully the Senator would contact Gifford Wood regarding the situation.
3. RAS4A.

STATE OF NEw YORK,
DEPARTMENT OF LAW,

Noe York, AMY., PebruarV 26, 1973;
Mr; RosRU.E. PlATT,
IHtiaon, .Y

DEra Sm: We are in receipt of your letter of February 22i'-1978 dealing with
your pension difficulties, a'id we have noted the correspondence which you, have
enclosed therewith.
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Unfortunately, neither this office nor any State agency has any jurisdiction
over unilateral pension plans in effect between employers and employee mem-
bers thereof. Such plans are considered to be private contracts between the
parties, and the rights of the respective beneficiaries depend entirely upon
compliance with all of the terms and conditions of the plan.

The only Government agency that may have some information for you in the
matter would be the U.S. Department of Labor, through its Welfare and Pen-
sion Plan Division, located at 26 Federal Plaza, New York, N.Y. Federal law,
all retirement plans of any nature are required to be filed with this agency,
and it has certain limited supervision over such plans.

As a last recommendation, we suggest that you consult a private lawyer con-
cerning your rights in this matter, and it is quite possible that after a review of
the pension plan and all of the facts that you furnish him, that he will be able
to give you a sound opinion which can guide you in determining your right, to
retirementbenefits at this time.

We are returning the file that you sent us with your communication
Very truly yours, Louis J. LEFKOWITz, Attorney General

(By Daniel Polansky, Assistant Attorney General in Charge of Labor Bureau).

MAadii 1, 1973.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

Welfare and Pension Plan Division,
New York, N.Y.

GENTLMEN :. In February, 1973, I wrote to Mr. Daniel Polansky, Assistant
Attorney General in regards to the Retirement Pelsion Plan of (jifford-Wood
Co., Hudson, New York, (Columbia County), as it was originally st.up and
written for all eligible retired employees of the company. Mr. PdlAhsky has
referred me to ybur department, as you will see in the copy of his'letter that I
have attached hereto.

Enclosed is a copy of the revised "Pension Plan" dated June, 6,' 1909 and
paragraph (3) noting a change in the Normal Retirement Allowance effective
April 15, 1971, which plan includes all employees upon reaching the age of 6,"
and accumulating ten years or more of credited service.

I was laid off (retired) from Gliford-Wood Co. in August, 1971 due to poor
business conditions. In the meantime, the company was sold to Greer Ihdustries,
Wilmington Massachusetts in June, 1972 by Stowe-Woodward Co. Inc. of Upper
Newton Falls. Massachusetts, former owners of Gifford-Wood Co.

I became 65 years of age on September 11, 1972, and according to the Pensibn
Retirement Plan, I should have started receiving pension benefitsAin October,
1972. As time went on, I anxiously awaited for some wbrd as to thA status of
my pension,

Rather than go into too many details at this time, I am' particularly htiterested
in whether your department handles such cases as this one.

I am enclosing copies of all correspondence that I have had in reference to
this matter as well as the responses that I have received. • I,,

I would appreciate any help that you might be ableto give me in this matter,
and I look forward to hearing from you.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT E. PRATT.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OP LABOR,
LABOR-MANAGEMENT SERvIcEs AoMINSTRATION,

New rlork, N.Y., Mr*ak. 14, 1913.
Mr. ROBERT E. PRATT,
Hudson, N.Y.

DEAR M. PRATT: We have received your letter of March 1, 1978 and its at-
tachments concerning your attempts to-obtain pension benefits.

Unfortunately, thid agency is not in a position to aid you because there is no
provision in the law--over which we have jurisdiction-which covers your case,
i.e. withdrawal or cessation of a unilateral pension plan by an employer.

This agency's jurisdiction regarding pension plans is cited In "Th. Welfare
and Pension Plan Disclosure Act."' A guide booklet which defines antL. hihlfbhts
Provisions of this Actis enelsed with a copy of the Act.
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It is withi regret that we zoust advise you that under tl~e present. law, we
cannot assist you in your claim.

Very truly yours, HSNRY W. BERRY,
Assistant Area Administrator.

Enc.

Senator JAVITS. Included is an unofficial note from the Insurance
Agency who advised Mr. Pratt to contact me, his Senator, for help,
since while "the company has no legal obligation to you, there is defi-
nitely a question of the" morality of choosing June 30, 1972, as the
cut-off date, or of not offering you something for your 47 years of serv-
ice."

As I said, Senator Williams and I have had a lot of hard stories but-
I haven't found one that is any more eloquent than this one on the
Funding Insurance concept.

Now, I do not wish to duplicate the fine statement of Senator Wil-
liams. I wish to address myself to a few major questions which have
atisen in opposition to our bill. One of the primary questions is
whether this bill shall be handled primarily as an Internal Revenue
matter, as an aspect of qualification for tax deduction for deposits in
the pension plan, or whether it should be handled as a labor matter.

Now, we believe that in the concept of handling it through dedica-
tions as an income tax matter, there are three fallacies, and the, most
basic oniolbefore I even name the three is this: That if the money was
paid to the worker as salary, it would be deductible anyhow, so there
is no big inducement for the employer, exc' pt the inducement of loy-
alty aT relationship with his employee, to'put it in a pension plan in-
stead of paying it to the worker every week.

Now that is the basic proposition. So the first fallacy is that pri-
vate pension plans are exclusively a creature of the tax incentives.

The second fallacy is that the Internal Revenue Service regulates
l)rivate pension plan design and the third---

Senator BENNET. May I interrupt at this point?
Before you leave the first one, your last statement was the fallacy

was thatthis was exclusively a function of the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice. Do you think that it is, on the other hand, exclusivelynone of IRS'
business or do you think there is a joint responsibility here? -

Senator JAVITS. I don't recall that I used the word "exclusive"
Senators

Senator BENNETT. No, I listened very carefully and you said
"exclusively."

Senator JAVITs. Could we have it read back?
They deduct this front their taxes and the Internal Revenue Service

examines all deductions. They have a right to examine. this and-
Senator BENNF.TT. The reason I raised this question, Senator,* is be-

cause if you insist on exclusivity, then we have no right to consider it.
- Senator JAVITS. Well, let's read it back.

[The'reporter subsequently read thefollowing.]
Senator Javits. Now that is the basic proposition. So the first fallacy is that

private pension plans are ,exclusively a creature of tihe tax Incentives.

Senator JAVITS. That doesn't say they are exclusively .the-business
of Labor either, Senator. 1, I .

Senator BENNE'rT. Well, I agree with you that it is not exclusively
the business of IRS, but I am asking you if you believe, when you say
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that somebody believes that private pension plans are exclusively a
creature of the Internal Revenue Service, I am asking you if you
believe the opposite is true; that is, that the Internal Revenue Service
has no interest in it.

Senator JAVITS. Senator Bennett, if I said what you think I said then
tie answerto your question would be the Internal Revenue Service
hasn't any interest, but I said no such thing.

All I said is that the tax incentive is not the exclusive reason people
set up pension plans. That is all I said, nothing else.

Senator BNNETT. That isn't the way this sentence came out. We
are arguing words, but my point is, if you believe that anybody believes
that the purpose of pension plans is exclusively in order to get an
Internal Revenue Service benefit, then nobody accepts that.
Senator JAVITS. Well, there is no question about that, Senator.
Senator BENNET. OK.
Senator JAVITS. But at the same time I go farther than you-and Iget the implications of what you said' t h

is a tax deduction is less of an inducement than the fact that it is
better employee relations.

Senator BEN.N.ETT. Well, I agree with that.
Senator JAVITS. That is my point.
Senator BENNF.TT. All right, but you do admit that we in this com-

mittee responsible for concerning ourselves with the legislation in-
volving taxes do have a right to have an interest in the pension plans?

Senator JAVITS. Of course. I thoroughly agree with that. We show
you the greatest respect, Senator Bennett, by both Senator Williams
and myself coming here. We made a big point of it. We prepared very
thoroughly for this. We could 'have waited until we got to the Senate
floor and fought about it but we didn't choose to do that.

Senator BENnETT. Well, as you went by that word, it sounded to me
that you believe since there was no exclusive right in IRS, we really
had no power and it was a fallacy to assume that we in this committee
had any consideration or interest in the bill.

Senator JAWTS. I am glad I got that clarified then. I said no such
thing nor did I intend to say it.

The second fallacy is that the Internal Revenue Service regulates
private pension plan design. The third fallacy is that the need for
supporting IRS jurisdiction over this legislation is that it would
result in more effective administration.

I will deal with these very briefly.
As to the first question. we would like to cite in that regard the

testimony of a man named Pear E. Charlet, wi-io is the research man-
ager of Hewitt Associj.es, a well-known pension consulting firm. And
back in 1966 he said: "Employer motivation for retirement plans in
most cases is'for reasons completely apait from tax considerations."

l, Te state-and now I come to Senator Bennett's statement, and
this is in my statement, -that "while tax incentives, no doubt, help
in getting, private pension plans established, icentives are an elemeilt
of facilitation not the element of decision, The other factors con-
tributing' to pension plan development must be considered for pur-noses of determining a suitable administration of pension reforin
legislation.".
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And then we point out that over 50 percent of all private pension
plans are collectively bargained which means that tax considerations
are not the prime considerations for private pension growth.

We cite all of that and various other authorities, including the
report of the Douglas subcommittee back in the 1950's which also
quotes a then Treasury official named Mr. Swarz, Director of the Tax
Rules Division of the Internal Revenue Service, in which he says:
"In seeing that the taxes levied by Congress are paid, the Internal
Revenue Service does not seek to act as a regulatory agency." Then we
cite various authorities in my statement.

Now as to the effective administrative and enforcement mechanism,
we believe: first that the imposition of tax penalties may be either too
drastic or too weak a remedy, depending on the circumstances in each-
particular case and we cite an example of over-kill where a single
employee participating in a nationwide multiemployee pension plan
with more than 1000 contributing employees might lose benefit rights
because there has been some impropriety by the trustees of the plan
and then the whole plan is disqualified with respect to the Internal
Revenue Service. And this is the second example--ineffectiveness-
where a company going out of business terminates its pen-,on plan
and has no interest in the tax deduction, so there is really no sanction
upon them.
The second point regarding effective administration is that we think

that it would be more clear under regulatory law that the field is
preempted in terms of States and State legislation rather than if it
is an element of the Internal Revenue Service deduction,
The exclusive use of the tax code mechanism may permit additional

State legislation in the field, which could lead to duplicating or even
conflicting pension regulation at the Federal and State levels.

As to the the third reason, we state it is not the greater effectiveness
of the Internal Revenue Service but rather anxiety over administra-
tion by the Labor Department of new pension laws which creates the
impetus for putting Internal Revenue Service in charge of pension
ieforn legislation.

Under the Internal Revenue Service, this is just one of miybe 70
or 80 particular items they have to examine in respect to checking
individual returns or corporate returns.
So, we believe that in order to establish a uniform national set of

standards for private pension plans and to avoid unnecessary regula-
tion at both the Federal and State level, that by incorporating it in
a regulatory statute, the best result would be accomplished.

Now, I amnot going to argue the question of whether the greatest
expertise resides in either the Internal Revenue Service or the Labor
Department. What is more important in my judgment is whether a
law for safeguarding the interest of workers in private pension plans
should be given to an agency whose primary interest is tax collection,
and whose primary means of enforcement is removal of tax privileges
or the imposition of additional tax penalties, as is the case in Senator
Bentsen's bill.

I might poirit out, and would ask unanimous consent, to place in
the record in this connection an article by so conservative a trade and
business publication as the Journal of Commere-

Senator NEL soN. It will be placed in the record.
[The article referred to follows :]

BEST COPy AVAILABLE
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* [From the Journal of Commerce and Commercial, June 6, 19731,

TznE STRUCTURE OF PENSION REFORM

On the face of it, the Department of Labor seemed to come off better than
the Internal Revenue Service in last week'sargument over which should ad-
minister the private pension reform system Congress is now considering and Is,
expected to pass in some form before very long.

A special six-man panel voted 4-2 for IRS, and apparently had the support of
the Senate Finance Commitee, including that of its chairman, Russell Long and
of Sen. Charles Curtis, of Nebraska. Their thought was that IRS, being con-
sidered well above the battle, could administer such a program expertly and
also more fairly than a federal department strongly identified with the cause of
the unions.

But the AFL-CIO thinks otherwise. It is willing to have IRS monitor com-
pliance with federal revenue statutes under any new pension law, but it insists
that administration of the law be charged to the Labor Department because to
do otherwise would be to dilute the responsibility of IRS as a revenue-raising
agency of the Treasury.

This view was presented with some force by Paul Berger, former legal ad-
viser to IRS and the Treasury, but now special tax counsel to the AFL-CIO. And
there is something to be said for it. Ideally, IRS should be kept strictly to its
statutory function of tax-collecting, and in all other respects be allowed to keep
as low a political profile as possible. The greater the extent to which it is detoured
into other fields of action--suclf as the enforcement of Phase Two and Phase
Three of price contrls-the more prominent its profile becomes and the less effec-
tive it is likely to become in its own theater.

After all, when a taxpayer is called in to discuss problems that have come to
the attention of IRS, he ought to be confident that the agency he is dealing with
is interested solely in his tax liability, not In the maner in which he has (or
has not) conformed to price controls or in the viability of his company pension
plans, or anything else. This is-or should be-as important as the separation
between church and state in the American constitution.

For this reason we had-and still have-our doubts about the President's deci-
slon to saddle IRS agents with the responsibility for monitoring compliance with
price controls. Political involvement of IRS in non-tax matters raised one of them,
but not the only one.

In a sense, this put IRS on a spot. For if the agency could spare hundreds of
agents for non-tax work without impairing its efficiency as the nation's tax col.
lector, was there not at least an implied admission here that it was carrying on
its payroll a lot of agents it didn't need?

There certainly was such an implication and it Is one that IRS has probably
not overlooked. It could be argued, of course, that the price controls are temporary
and that upon their removal, Internal Revenue will be well rid of what Is only
a temporary burden. That argument might hold for the durationi of Phase Three,
but the picture would change radically if IRS were given administrative charge
of a new law on pension reform.

Oddly enough, in outlining the AFL-CIO position, Mr. Berger did not lay much
stress on, these points. Or on the fact that, in a limited sense, ITRS has already
bad a gocd deal of experience in administering pension plans, Along with other
opponents of IRS pension administration, he argued that tMe Labor Department
could aW more directly 1han IRS in enforcing pension standards on industry.

The reason is that Internal Revenue, when faced with a violation of a niwv
pension law, would merely deny the pension tax exemptions claimed by the tax-
pjyer. This Is quite an effective treatment, as most wvho have been given it know,
for thIe taxpayer's only recourse then is to take thb case into the Tax Court, where
the Treasury has run up a very good batting average indeed.

But It is apt to be slow. It is also likely to offer less drama than a situation in
which a Department of Labor administering the pension law, would go Into the
courts demanding an injunction against the violator. This is a routine with which
union circles are more familiar, and that is one reason why it may appeal to them.

Tlhis newspaper favors stronger laws on private penslonsMWe think it high
time that workers who gravitate frequently from one Job to another are given
Vested rights in their previous contributions to their own retirement plans. And
we think the Administration's bill woid provide a solid start in this direction.

But we do not see the Department of Labor either as the solo administrator of
such a program, or as the chief administrator with IRS lurking in the back-

BEST COPY AVAILJI LL
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ground as a sort of strategic reserve. For all its undeniably good works, tle de-
partment cannot expect to be considered wholly Judicial and wholly impartial
when union ,interests conflict with those of.management.

There is even some doubt that it truly represents all the labor force. We recall,
for example, the sense of incredulity that greeted the assertion of a. previous
secretary of labor that he spoke for non-union as well as union workers. It was
as though a secretary of agriculture had claimed to represent the consumers as
much as the farmers.

So despite the arguments against greater IRS involvement in pension pro-
grams-and they are weighty-we would prefer that to administration by the
Labor Department, or to a sort of condominium in which both the department
and Internal Revenue are treading constantly on each other's feet. Perhaps the
best answer lies in something altogether different: something like the Social
Security Board.

Senator JAVITS. Now, we have discovered something which may
interest the committee in this matter of administration. We have
obtained possession of a bill which was drafted by a task force of
the experts in Labor and Treasury-a joint Labor-Treasury Task
Force-which was submitted to the White House. The White House
didn't choose to use this draft as a bill, which is perfectly legitimate,
but it certainly represents in our opinion an important piece of exper-
tise because in this bill enforcement and administration, et cetera) is
turned over to the Labor Department.

Senator NELSON. And funding and vesting? Everything?
Senator JAVITS. The whole administration is turned over to the

Labor Department, except for vesting, my staff tells me.
So this bill may be examined. We will make it available to the

committee, but I would state, in fact, the administration has the right
to choose what would be its plan and I submit this only as an item
of evidence of the views of experts, technicians, et cetera, in drawing
this bill and for no other reason. Again, I reiterate what Senator
Bennett made so very clear and quite properly so, that this doesn't
denigrate the interests of the tax authorities nor their interest in the
deductions which hre taken for payment to pension plans. They have
a vital interest. We don't challenge that at all. But in terms'of the
predominant interest, we think the predominant interest is worker-
management relations.

Senator NELSON. Fine.
Senator JAvTs. Gentlemen, as to the details of our bill, we believe-

and I am sure you got a lot of testimony on this-that the concept
of percentage vesting is very much superior to the Rule of 50, which
will penalize older workers. We are having enough trouble with that
now and we should not add to it and, indeed, we cite as one of our
authorities the testimony of former Secretary of Labor James Hodg-
stn, who served not in a Democratic but in a Republican adminis-
trat'on, and who stated on April 18, 1973. in a speech to the First
Ann-tal Pension Profit-Sharing Conference under the auspices of
Sutro & Co. in Los Angeles:

I worry that the Rule 50 might well cripple Job opportunities for some older
workers. It could work like this: An employer has two Job candidates, one age
35 and one age 45. Note the latter would vest in only-three years while he.
would have no such- obligation to the former for eight years. In such clrdcim-
stances, the temptation to hire the former seems considerable to me.

Also, we don't prefer the Rule of 50 because it deprives the worker
of credit fpr his early years of hard woxk and this seems to us to be
inequitable. So we oppose the Rule of 50 concept and, prefer a per-_
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centage concept and, of course, a percentage concept is hicluded in
our bill as it is included in Senator Bentsen's bill.On the issue of funding, again we disagree with the administration.
Both our bill and Senator Bentsen's bill-and he has been very gracious
in acknowledging a certain amount of authorship by us-calls for
funding over a 30-year swing. The administration's bill calls for fund-
iig of the unfunded vested liabilities at the rate. of 5 percent of the
liabilities existing during the year. We think that there is a very serious
difference in that approach.

Now there is a little difference between Senator Bentsen's bill and
ours on the question of experience deficiencies caused by actuarial
error. I won't trouble the committee about that detail. It can be studied
by the subcommittee staff and I am sure it can be solved. But the basic
difference between both our bill and Senator Bentsen's and the admin-
istration's, we think, is a very important one and I hope the committee
will give that its considered attention.

The final point, since my formal statement deals with many of the
other things, is that on questions of portability. Portability must be
voluntary right now; you can't compel portability at this time, and
ultimately we will get to it, I am sure but it can hardly figure as a
major item of this bill because we are just not ready for it-but we
need-stne-k-id--of portability bank on a voluntary basis.

Senator NELSON. May I interrupt?
Senator JAVITS. Sure.
Senator NELSON. How important is portability in any event as long

as his rights vest with-an employer and he vests what he earns? Does
.... it really matter that he may be paid by two, three, four, five employers?

Senator JAvITS. It matters. I would not give it paramount impor-
tance but it matters this way: Where a relationship of employer-
employee exists, the employee has an interest on what is going to be
earned with the money in the pension plan fund. This has gradually
been building up as a serious matter. So many of these pension funds
have earned as little as 2 percent or less. We feel where there is privity
between the employer and employee and that particular employer is
entrusted with the responsibility for the pension fund, the employee
may have a greater interest in terms of what is earned on the invest-
ment and it is a matter of employee relations. When he switches jobs,
he may wish to transfer his pension credits in order to get the benefit
of moie favorable investment experience. You know, it gives him a feel-
ing of better relationship, but again I repeat that is definitely phase 1I
in pension and welfare reform and the only reason we included it was
the following:

(1) It may be possible to expand portability through Federal fa-
cilitation in some fields like multiemployer plans, perhaps in the build-
ing trades, etc., because of transfers in crafts; you know, the fellow
who is a carpenter becomes a painter or whatever.

(2) The second aspect of it for consideration is the fact portability
will be a growing consideration in years ahead as a matter of improv-
ing benefits. Thus, we begin to learn something- about it by actual
experience in.-the field on a- voluntary basis. But- asI said, it is not
now a major item-

-" -- efSiat6r BENTSra;. Mr. Chairman, I share Senator Javits' concern
about the question of portability and in a small degree I have tried
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to provide portability through earlier vesting. Under my proposal, at
the end of 5 years a person would have 25 percent vesting which pro-
vides a little bit earlier portability.

Now in S. 4 you provide for voluntary portability to a Federal
clearinghouse and in effect, that would require a supplemental amend-
ment to the tax co)e, in order that it might be done on a tax-free basis;
is that not correct?

Senator JAVITs. Well, not necessarily because the tax-free status
has been established by the payment into the fund. _

Senator BENTSEN. I know it'is a tax-free status, but at the same
time, I don't believe the tax courts have held they can transfer it out
of that fund on a tax-free basis, or have they?

Senator JAVITS. The question which is raised here is whether the
transfer would amount to "constructive receipt" and income to the
employer.

Senator BENTSEN. You mean constructively construed as income to
the employee? -

Senator JAVITS. Yes-I meant the "employees." But if there was any
question about it, Senator, Iwoulcl hope, if voluntary portability were
found desirable, that an appropriate provision would be mnade to quiet
any doubt on the subject.
.Senator Bt:NxTSE. I would assume that that would be required be-
cause I have not seen an instance thus far where it has been construed
as a tax-free transfer.

Senator JAVITS. I don't know that there are any cases on portability
on pension funds. Anyhow, we can check into it.

-- As I said, I don't place the highest importance on the portability
section. We iiff1ude it for the reasons I stated.

Now, I just thought I would clear that away and get to the last two
points,'Mr. Chairman, because I don't want to intrude further on the
committee's time. We feel very, very strongly about insurance, plan
termination insurance. The administration does not have that at all
in its bill. We feel very strongly about it because it is the big element
of really giving assurance to the worker.

Now' of course, this is one of the hottest items of legislation i the
whole fabor-management field. In factJI know of no other piece of
legislation which has aroused-the interest of, workers as much as this
one and one of the major things that the worker i§ deeply concerned
about is the pension plan insurance. Now, insurance naturally goes
with the regulations. In other words, it may be remembered that I
found myself in an extremely embarrassing position about 2 years
ago of opposing an amendment by Senator fartke which Would'have
installed insurance before we had any regulations.

The Senate sustained me in that, and I think quite properly, because
if you are going to insure you have to have the basic condtmons upon
which you are willing to issue insurance. If you don't have the condi-
tions, it is a bottomless pit. But we are establishing the conditions and
the funding, et cetera, in this measure and, thereirii, We believe that
insurance is very much justified.

Our estimate is that about 20,600 jobs a year are involved in situa-
t tions where plan terminatiohi insurance could be affected and the ex:--

perieocc of the Federal Government with insurance has been very good
1nth6 financial sens and- _
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Senator NELSONT. Excuse -me, you said 20,000 a year, 20,000 people
are being-

Senator JAviTs. May be terminated without a recourse.
Senator NLSox. Without anything?
Senator JAyrTS. Without recourse, exactly. Without any pension be-

yond what the established fund would liquidate, Senator, although a
Treasury-Labor Department study showed that for the first 7 months
of 1972, 8,400 workers of some 20,000 who were terminated lost pen-
sions. We think insurance is critically important and, really, gentle-
men, if there was one thing that I would ask you, as you review the
bill, to focus your attention on very importantly, it would be insurance
because this is the very big difference between our bill and Senator
Bentsen's bill-

Senator BENTSEM No, no, Senator. I am in total concurrence with
you.

Senator JAvrrs. I didn't finish my sentence. It is the big difference
between these two bills and the administration's bill. Senator Bentsen's
bill also has insurance, which we greatly appreciate.

Mr. Chairman, I would just like to conclude as follows: The big
thing here, the one thing above all else? is that whatever remedy we
provide should be real and not an illusion because the field has been
characterized much too much by frustration and disappointment. I
believe that without materially increasing the load on employers, we
can immeasurably improve that situation.

Now our bill gives vesting credit for service prior to enactment,
and this is to me something that should be emphasized. This is a very,
very valuable thing for the employer to have a good relationship with
his employees. Now the big question is, what does it cost? Our esti-
mate, of course, is depending on the'pension plan, it costs from zero
because some pension plans have adequate vesting-to a maximum of
1.4 percent of payroll, and the medium cost might be around six-tenths
of 1 percent of payroll. We respectfully submit that this is such a
desirable and such a-healthy reform, that it is worth that kind of ex-
penditure in social terms in terms of our Nation and its relations with
its people, and, also, in labor-management terms.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank you. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Javits, you stated the tax provisions are

considered by some as an element of facilitation rather than an
element of decision. This was in your statement.

I think that is a fair statement as long as the deductibility provision
is there, but I think if it were removed and the contributions were
not a deduction for. tax purposes, then I think it becomes very much
an element of decision and that is why I think you have, in effect,
punitive powers here through removal of the provisions for deducti-
bility, if they don't qualify. In turn, I feel that the Internal Revenue
Service has begun to administer some of these vesting and lundin4
provisions. Well, I can recall instances of forfeitures of employees
benefits would accrue to the benefit of the employer and his sonji~4-law'
who were going to be with the company lbeger than anybodyelse and
yet the Inilena, Revenue Service movinr to stop that in fXew plans
that w6re being installed. Ahd so, to a degree, theY have been mIing
more and more towards administration and intervention in trying to
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see some reasonable vesting and funding provisions are in plans before
the will approve them.

Senator JAvrrs. Senator, we believe very strongly that the weight
of administrative judgment is for administration in the Labor De-
partment because, while you are absolutely right about the fact that
IRS is doing more than they did, the fact is that it is still their
primary jurisdiction to collect taxes and punish evasion and define
people who evade. This represents such an enormous range in which
they must operate, that pension plan supervision would only be one
item. Also, the Internal Revenue Code has not been found suitable
as a regulatory mechanism because essentially it is a negative mecha-
nism. It takes time to catch up. It has no initiatory quality. If IRS
happens to catch up with it, then they get you and do something about
it. If they don't, then they don't.

If they get a complaint they might act on it, but there are lots and
lots of complaints; thousands and thousands of them, for a whole
diversity of reasons. So that the fundamental thrust that they have
is to collect taxes and that isn't what benefits the worker. You know,
the fact that they are going to punish some guy by denying him the
tax deduction or making him pay taxes for what he didn t do with
respect to the lan, doesn't really help the worker. What the worker
wants is that e should enjoy his pension. As a matter of fact, it is
interesting to me that when we came to enacting disclosure require-
ments for pension and welfare plans, there was never any discussion
that it should be done any other place than the Department of Labor.
They have all of this subject to review, audit, and so on.

Senator WiLt ms. Can I-
Senator JAVITS. Oh, excuse me.
Senator WiLuiMs. No, no; go on. When you are through, I want to

indicate--well, are you through ?
Could I offer an observation on this, Mr. ChairmanI
SenatorNELsoix. Yes.
.Senator WILLIAMS. The most recent case of the adequacy of evalu-

ating the workers' benefits, we have discovered, is with the airplane
pilots. The question has arisen in the airline pilots pension fund -and
We reviewed this with them last Week-where the airline pilots under
FAA Regulations must retire at the age of 60-and I will say about 8
years ago it was age 55, and the Committee on Aging here went to
battle on that one and it was raised to age 60-at any rate, it is age 60
now, and the IRS is exploring whether their pension plan, because of
that relatively early retirement or, at least, earlier than other employees
in the airlines is a discriminatory aspect in favqr of the pilots..,

Now, certainly, they Te in-a mrorefavored position in the sense that
they are fully ready fof, their pension at age 60, but it is of course, a
matter of ! w that they have to retire at that age. I- raise this as a ques-
tion here of the adequacy of the administration by the Internal Reve-
nue Servic . T 1 se pilots ,have no standing to. go iq and argue their
case at ,he Iternal Rvenue Service. They tre not befdrethe Inteid
Revenue Service, only the employer is because the whole force of'ad-
ministration is the grant or denial of tax deduction.

Now; it ist seems to me that we have reached a point where pension
tbgislati6lhibst bleszly falls within thestatAd pupi tbe o tl
Department of Laboira iiiDepartmerit qtoo16W1rrom vMle

Best Available Copy
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the welfare of the wage earners of the United States and to improve
their working conditions and to advance their opportunities for prof-
itable employment."

This is inhmately part of thd job of benefit protection and, histori.
cally, that, part of the workers' arrangement with his employer has
been watched over under law and regulation by the Department of
LAbor.

Senator BNTsE. Mr. Chairman, I would certainly agree with Sen-
ator Williams that the individual should have some rights to promote
his case and that would be true whether it was under the Labor Depart-
inent or whether it was under the Internal Revenue Service but I tiink
that it can be taken care of in the legislation itself. What concerns me
is the fact we are saying, because the Internal Revenue Service does
not regulate to the degree we would like, it should be in Labor. We
haven't given them mandatory guidelines. I think they would do it if
we did that. Now, at least they are regulating to a greater degree than
the Labor Department. I have said t iis earlier, but I have not had an
opportunity to say itto you two gentlemen, personally, and, that is,
how appreciative I am of the great amount of work you have done in
this field and your knowledge of the field and the contributions you
have made.

Senator JAVITS. May I make one other observation, Senator Bent-
sen? If you were rigit, then the same thing should be true of Fair
Labor Standards. The employer deducts his payments for wages and,
if you are right, Senator, why not challenge im there, if he fails to
pay a minnum wage or the proper amount of overtime? Just punish
him by not allowing him a deduction. But we have never done that
because we realize that, sure, it is an important thing in taxes, but
the primary thrust is l4bor-management relations.

Now. there is a role for the Internal Revenue Service without any
question-and this goes back to Senator Bennett's point'-and it is an
effective role. But what we are talking about here.is in a. situation like
pension plans where workers' rights must be considered, where is the
more effective administrator for the objectives sought to be served?
And all we say is that the objective sought to be served is the employer-
employee relationship. What has worried us, what has worried Senator
WVilliams and myself, andI am sure Senator Bentsen, without having
discussed it specifically-because you have Certainly given a lot of
thought to this field ald are interested in the field---lwhat concerns us
i.q what we felt to be the erosion of morale in the American worker.
We are trying to find ways to clear that up. This is not good; this is
very unsatisfactory and very dangerous to our country.

And all of us simply have to push our heads through the clouds and
forget what you might like and we might like in regulations, because
theoig thing here is doing a better job in the best and most efficient
way and in a way which can be a major contribution to reaffirming the
morale of the worker, his interest in the system and the' fact that he
is getting more of a "piece of the action." That is really liat it comes
down to.

And I hope we can get going on this because this isthe larger prob-
lom to be solved and what has worried Senator Williams and myself.

Senator DIUNTSEN Senator Javits, i couldn't a)ree-with you more on
t&At. I think tht ts posiion of workers would be vastly improved
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if either oiieof these bills were passed and I think there are good points
in each that we could work together on.

Senator JAvTTs. That is right.
Thank you very miuch.
Senator BNr:Tr. Mr. Chairman, Senator Curtis was not able to be

here today. He had a question he intended to ask and it has been

handed to me.
In 1969--and I am reading Senator Curtis' text, so when I say "I"

it means Senator Curtis-in 1969, I sought to establish the idea that
when someone violated his fiduciary standards with respect to a private
foundation, the violator would suffer and not the charity. Those ideas
about fiduciary standards grew into the provisions for private founda-
tions. In those provisions, we took private foundations out of the pro-
hibitive transactions provision you refer to in your statement.

This year, you and I joined i'i introducing rules to provide a siini-
lar set of rules for pension f unds, that is, section 116. S. 155i7 the bill
you introduced for the administration, would set up a series of fiduciary
standards. Section 6 of S. 1631-the bill Senator Curtis introduced-
would impose excise taxes on people who violated those standards and
would take pension plalls out of the old prohibitive transactions rules,
that you criticized in your statement to us today-On the other hand,
S. 4 would leave, in effect, the same old prohibited rules, whieh you
criticized.

Now, would you advise us whether we should keep the old rules
at this point, as S. 4 would do or whether we should shift to a system
that penalizes the faithless fiduciary and forces him to live up to
his standards as S. 1631 would do?

Senator JAVITS. If I may answer. The statement was made, I gather,
based upon my statement. Now, I would like to say that we believe
if' you are seeking practicality rather than symmetry, that insofar
as the prohibited transactions provision of the hiternaI Revenue Code
was du ilicatory or inconsistent. with the fiduciary standards in our
bill, we recommend that it be repealed. In short, we would rather
have the fiduciary standards, enforced based upon the same concept
as the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, then to tie it also
into the prohibited transactions provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code. Our own judgment is that if the plans tax qualification is
withdrawn or tax penalties are imposed because of some abuse by
a trustee, the employer may very well terminate the plan or pay less

-benefits, and that is detrimental to the participants.
Senator Bennett you will be very thoughtful about this and I know

Senator Curtis will, but we beg you to remember that there is nothing
in our legislation, sir, there is nothing in Senator Bentsen's legislation
or the administration's legislation, which compels anybody to install
a plan. We always have to bear that in mind. We are anxious, on
the contrary, to encourage plans and we think, therefore, that, from
that point of view, what we recommend by way of action on the
flduciarystandards is preferable.

Senator BrmNqxr. Senator Curtis apparently feels otherwise,
though.

-Senator JAVTs. Apparently.
Senator BENrr. But I am very happy to get this colloquy into

the record.
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Senator JAvirs. Senator Bennett, you know, this is a subject which
has received all of our attention; ours, perhaps a longer time than
most Senators. But I beg you, sir, to remember that there are. certain
basic propositions. One of them is the fact that we want to encourage
pension and welfare plans. They are very good and so we have
always have an eye to that. I say that, sir,. or this reason: I always
had a reputation around here for being a liberal but also for having
a pretty hard head about American business and this is whatis operat-
ing now, as far as my advocacy is concerned. I am anxious to be sure
that whatever we do doesn't block our pension plans or discourage
their establishment. That is one of the very fundamental points, and
I think Senator Williams feels just as I do.

Senator B.Nsr. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BFNTSEN. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NzLsox. We have witnessesmwho have testified that in their

judgment the plan ought to be exclusively administered by Internal
Revenue Service. We have had witnesses who said it ought to be ex-
clusively administered by the Labor Department. We had witnesses
who felt that the administration ought to be divided and some func-
tions administered by the Internal Revenue Service and some by La-
bor. Are there some functions,in the administration's plan that you
think ought to be reserved to the Internal Revenue Service orare you
saying they all ought to be in the Labor Department I

"Senator Wimums. Well, certainly, there is a role for the, internal
Revenue Service in any pension plan legislation, it seems tome. We
recognize that by not, disturb'n* in any degree the present Internal
Revenue Service responsibility.-Cetin ,any company that cntrib-
utes money into a pension fund, well, this is part o its coi of do g
business and, therefore, it has an Internal Revenue Service impact. we
have carefully tailored our bill to present law in terms of permitted
business deductions so we clearly recognize a continuing Inte'rnal Rev-
enue Service responsibility here in making sure that the, business de-
duction is justified.

Senator'BENcTsEi. Well, what would you and Senator Javit deli-
eate as presently the-role of the Internal Revenue Service, inthe ad-
ministration of pension plans?

Senator WaLL&ms. Again, the Internal Revenue Servlce iS doing
just what it says; it is a; tax collector and in order to be exempt from
certain taxes or have deductions for tax purposes, these contributions
to a pension fund can qualify. So, therefore, they have this ongoing
responsibility.

I will say that there are areas--and this is not finally formed in my
mind-but there are certain areas where it seems to me that if the'
Williams-Javits-Bentsen approach became law, there would be neces-
sary new findings by our Internal Revenue Service, for example, the
General Electric Co.'s recent contracts--and I don't knowthe details
of the benefits under their pension plans-but under our. insurane
program, they will have to buy insurance. They would' like to acce-
crate their own funding rather than paying insurance. Nw, this would
be an Internal Revenue Service question. Would believe. They, under-
present Internal Revenue laws, can only fund prior unfun4ded4 abili-
ties at a certain rate. I gather thatthe General Electric Co. 0 d like
to accelerate this fundigof new abilities they have ouk t their
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most recent labor contracts and they would rather do it that way than
to paY insurance premiums. So that is, obviously, a legitimate IRS
consi ceration.

Senatbr JAvrrs. Another angle to it is, of course, the Internal Roev-
enue Service almost always considers the reasonableness of the deduc-
tions. It does that with executives, too, you know, such as a fellow who
is getting $25,000 a year and they are going to set up a pension re-
serve for him of $20,000 a year; that is obviously a tax deferral and
not a pension payment. So the Internal Revenue Service has a funda-
mental role even if it were exclusively on the tax collection side.

Senator NELsoN. As I understand it, S. 4 doesn't deal with the ques-
tion of the discrimination in favor of shareholders, high-salaried em-
ployees or management.

Senator JAvrrs. It does not. That stays with tax authorities, accord-
inot to present law-

enator NLSON. Doesn't the question of enforcing the eligibility
and vesting standards as to plan qualification have to remain in the
IRS? I am speakin s to plan qualification.

Senator JAvrrs. Well, for tax purposes only, but as to regulatory
features, it would go to the regulatory agency.

To give you a practical example o that, you take a utility company.
The utility company charges x dollars for financing and charges y
dollars for legal fees and z dollars for advertising. The tax authori-
ties may strike some of that down but may sustain some of it, but
they still have to run the hurdle of the Federal Power Commission or
the State regulatory agency as to the same question, but for 'a different
purpose, that is, the question what the consumer is paying for it. But
the tax deduction aspects remain with Internal Revenue Service.

Now, the Internal Revenue Service may accept or it may not accept
the basic findings of the regulatory, commission as conclusive and that
is exactly what will happen here. As a matter of fact, if anything, it
seems to me, to be a very strong argument for nonadministration by
the IRS because there are very different purposes which are being
served. IRS is interested in tax collection. Our bill in terms of its
regulations is interested in a fair and secure administration of a pen-
sion plan.

Senator NELsoN. Is my memory correct about this: if a plan were
being inadequately funded under Senator Bentsen's bill, the penalty is
to deprive those employers of the tax deduction for contributions to
the plan?

Senator JAvrrs. Right.
Senator NELSON. Under S. 4, the Labor Department would move

through the courts to enforce compliance?
Senator JAVITs. Exactly right.
Senator NELSON. What puzzles me about either one of those ap-

proaches is, supposing in a particular year the employer doesn't have
the money to contribute ?

Senator JAvrrs. Well, supposing in a particular year he doesn't have
the money to pay wages? Supposing-in a& particular year he misappro-
priates his withholding tax? Suppose he can't pay his bills? It-is all
the same., That is why we have all of the legal remedies.

Senator NELSOn. I understand that, but I am talking about a case
wherehe is in business, he is paying the wages, lie has to pay his rent,
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he rents his facility, but he ends up without the money to contribute
to the fund or without an adequate amount to contribute to the fund,
in which case he loses his deductibility, which, of course, damages the
whole pension plan. In your case, you go to court and do what?

Senator JAvrrs. Sue him for the money.
Senator NE.LSON. But he doesn't have it.
Senator JAvrrs. If he doesn't have it, it can't be collected but he

still owes it. In addition, under our bill, he can seek a deferral of fund-
ing for good cause. We have certain escape. hatches which will allow
some kind of relief for a sudden financial squeeze, but laying that
aside-

Senator NELSON. Is that an administrative decision to be made by
the Labor Department?

Senator JAVITS. Exactly right. Based upon criteria which is specified
in the bill.

But the important point Senator is if, in the ultimate, he really
hasn't got the money, you face the same thing that you would with
respect to any other financial responsibility of'the employer. It is no
different. It is a contractual responsibility. There are no criminal
penalties in this as there are none for failure to pay your bills or pay
wages or whatever it is.

Senator NELSON. But what is that remedy you are seeking in the
court? Is it a judgment?

Senator JAvrrs. You go after a money judgment just like the Fair
Labor Standards Acf, exactly.

Senator NELSON. Any further questions?
Senator BENN.Tr. One more.
Does the proposed early vesting rule under S. 4 mean that it wbuld

be public policy for an employer who wanted to offer greater retire-
ment benefits for those workers who remained longer in service?

Senator .TAvITS. Not at all.
Senator WILiAMS. These are minimum standards, Senator.
Senator BENNETT. So if a man is vested, say. after 15 years and after

having worked for more than 15 years aiA the employer desires to
increase the level of his benefits, that can be done?

Senator WILLIAMS. Sure. These are minimum standards.
Senator JAVITS. Yes.
Senator BExNTT. I would be interested in your comment on this.

I have just noticed this statement. Referring to the question of dis-
closure-and this is not in your statement-but in March 1967, the
Comptroller General of the United States. based on an investigation,
told the Senate that the Labor Department was not doing a good job
of administering and enforcing the disclosure bill.

Do you think that justifies our putting faith in the Labor Depart-
ment to administer thismore complex bill? Have we had any indication
that the Labor Department has increased its capabilities since 1967?

Senator WILLIAMS. This was in 1967?
Senator BFNxE'r. Right.
Senator WILLIAMS. And we are aware of that, Senator, and I will

state not only in this area but in other areas also, we found that the
Labor Department was less sensitive and responsive to their -uthority
that has been given to them under congressional action. For example,
occupational health and safety is another one, where we have had a lot
of problems.
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I will say we have equal evidence of less than precise and clear ad-
ministration under the Internal Revenue Service as far as its present
responsibilities with pension plans, and I mentioned the airline pilots
situation.

So I will say there is work to do here but-
Senator BEhNnir. Don't you think we had a case where there were

two conflicting decisions male by separate courts? Isn't that the case to
whichl you refer?

Senator JAVITs. Ae did.
But the important thing is the Labor Department got straightened

out. They have put in an electronic data processing system, Senator.
They strengthened management after extensive consultation with a
prominent management consulting firm. As a matter of fact, my office
complained about it very strongl-y because when we sent people up
there, we found quite a miess in getting reports out of the files. This
was 6 years ago but they have pretty well straightened it out by now
and we are satisfied thai their system is much improved.

Senator WILLIA1S. I am glad Senator Javits has updated that be-
cause now I have a statement from the General Accounting Office and
it is a survey of the Internal Revenue Service. Can I quote this, Senator.
Bemett?

Senator BENNETT. Sure.
Senator WILLIAMS. This was in 1971:
The Internal Revenue Service determines whether a sponsoring employer

and tho participating employees of the private pension or profit-sharing plan
are entitled to tax benefits because their plan meets certain requirements of
IRC of 1954. The Internal Revenue Service has conducted little investigative or
audit activity to ensure that private pension plans are operated in compliance
with tax laws or Internal Revenue Service Regulations.

'sliis is evidence of just what I said earlier.
Senator BEXE,,nr. Did your committee discover any cases where

Internal Revenue Service did not enforce the standards of the present
law otl vesting and funding? If so, I would like the committee to have
that information.

Senator WILLIAMS. We have some and I believe I can submit it.
[The committee subsequently received the following information:]

TEsTIMONY OF WESTERN UNION REPRESENTATIVE BEFORE TIIE SENATE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR (OCTOBER 12, 1971)

Turning to the matter of funding, the company's independent consulting actu-
aries have estimated the amount of unfunded prior service pension cost at $305.2
million as of June 30, 1970. From the plan's inception until 1955, pensions were
paid on a pay-as-you-go basis. In 1955 we inaugurated a prefunding plan under
which amounts equal to 50 percent of normal cost plus an amount representing
interest on 50 percent of the present value of unfunded prior service costs were
paid into the trust fund. Under the funding plan, the initial unfunded prior serv-
ice cost amounted to $86.8 million. During the period from 1955 tO 1968 addi-
tional unfunded prior service costs of $39.6 million were established as a result of
plan improvements: $3.6 million because of bridging of breaks in continuous serv-
ice, and $36 million from the gradual reduction of the social security offset pro-
vision. In addition, there was an increase of $16.3 million as a result of changes In
actuarial assumptions.

In view of the mounting unfunded accruals under the funding plan, the com-
o pany changed its policy and in July, 1950, the management changed and com-

menced payment Into the trust fund of 'an amount equal to 100 percent of normal
cost plus Interest on 100 percent of the present valde of unfunded prior service
costs. AS a consequence of this change, a further increase in unfunded prIor serve.
ice cost in an amount equal to $192.2 million resulted. Finally, in 1969, an in-
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crease of $30.3 million resulted from the elimination of the social security offset.
The $3=5 million amount as of June 80, 1970, therefore, is the sum of the initial

prior service cost of $86.8 million plus additional amounts of $192.2 million for
the change to 100-percent funding; $16.3 million because of a revision in actuarial
assumptions; and $69.9 million because of benefit improvements. As a result of
the change in policy, a ceiling has been placed on the unfunded prior service costs,
assuming the absence of any further substantial benefit improvements.

Some interesting statistics were used by the subcommittee staff in pointing to
the fact that our unfunded accrual was equivalent to 42 percent of the colh-
pany's assets. Actually, as a result of a continuing expansion of the company,
the frozen unfunded prior service cost of $305 million now bears a relationship of
33.9 percent to company assets.

TESTIMONY CONCERNING PENSION PLAN or AMERICAN ZINC Co., BEFORE THI SENAto
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR (MAY 1, 1972)

Mr. Cui'mixos. As far as you know, this is a tax-qualified pension plan, is that
correct?

Miss HILLMANN. As far as we know, yes. We have been so informed by the
company.

Mr. CUMMINGS. I take it you are aware that, at least under the present inter-
pretations of the Internal Revenue tode, a continuing plan has the obligation to
fund no less than current service costs, plus an amount equal to interest on past
unfunded credits, and I take it that what you are saying is that they have not
even complied with the requirements of the IRS; is that right?

Miss HILLMANN. The information we have now leads us to believe so, yes.
Mr. CuMMINGS. Do you have any information which would suggestthat the

IRS ever took any notice of the fact that this plan was not complying with the
code?

Miss HILLMANN. We have no such information; no.
Mr. CUMMINos. And I take it, finally, just to let the record show, that if you

had known that it wasn't complying with the code and sought to enforce the code,
you would have only cut the throats of your own members by disqualifying the
plan?

Miss HILLMANN. Right. We are in a real bind here.
Mr.. CuMMINGs. So those requirements put you in a vicious circle, I take it,

where the only remedy you get is to take money away from your own members?
Miss HILLMANN. That's correct,, but we are hoping that we might be able to do

something in terms of the fact that, as far as we understand at this point, the
company .has not complied with even those minimum requirements on funding.

TESTIMONY OF S-M'ATOR--ADLAi B . STEVENSON III, CONCERNING Tiru ELAIN Co.
PENSION PLAN, BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR (FEBRUARY 15, 1973)

Senator STEVENsON. Thank you. This company has been in continuous ex-
istence-as a corporate entity for a long time, as Mr. Howard mentioned.. Xn recent
years, outside interests began to acquire the common stock of the company. New
management came in. That management now proposes to terminate this pension
fund. I am told that If it happens according to the plans which have been ad-
vanced that the present owners of the company will acquire more. out of this
pension fund than they ever invested in the company They will'acquire the
pension fund surplus as well as the company. In accordance with suggestion that
you made, Mr. Chairman, in your letter to me of February 1, 1 did conduct a
3-hour factfinding hearing in Elgin on Friday, February 9. The witnesses who
testified at the hearing include pensioners, representatives of the company union,
the company, pension experts, representatives of unions, and senior citizen or-
ganizations.

This subcommittee has documented numerous cases in which hundreds of
thousands of innocent employees have suffered upon termination of under-
funded pension plans. We know what happens when an underfunded plan ter-
minates. The employee bears the risk of the loss. -

The Elgin case is the other side of the coin. It demonstrates the when the
termination involves an overfunded rather than an underfunded plan, the surplus
may under existing law not go to the employee but to, the company. What we
have, then, is a no-win proposition for the employees and a no-lose proposition
for the company. It for any reason the pension fund is too small, the employees
are deprived of the benefits they were promised. If on the other hand, the fund
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proves tq e. larger than anticipated, the company may under existing aw
be able to terminate the plan and receive the entire surplus as a windfall.

As far as I can determine, the Elgin case constitutes the most extreme ex-
ample of What can happen if the law permits companies to terminate over-
funded plans at any time and for any reason. Elgin National Industries has not
made any: contributions to the pension fund since the overfunding was first
discovered in. 1967. Since then, much of the company's cmmon stock has changed
hands, aid new management has taken over, Most of the contributions were
made by th Ie employees.

The cbmpany's contributions to the pension fund were deductible against
corporate, income for Federal tax purposes. For over 15 years, the income earned
by inveshaent of the money in the fund was exempt from taxes. Although the
Internal Revenue Code provides that the surplus proceeds received by a com-
pany uphn termination of a pension plan are taxable as ordinary income, it
appears :that in this case, Elgin National Industries may not have to pay any
income tax n 'the surplus because the company has experienced large losses
against.wl#.eh the surplus can be offset. Thus, if the efforts to terminate the
plan are successful, It will be the company and not the employees who will be
the prime beneficiary of the pension plan. It will be the company and not the
employees which will reap the benefits of a 15 year tax-free investment program.
But It Wil :be 'the employees and not the company who will be left to lite out
their retirement years on small fixed pensions, which contain absolutely no
protectio4 against rising prices. And the taxpayers will have subsidized the
company-not the employees

Mr. Chairman, I submit that if this company can crack this pension fund
to the tupe of $12 million, and if new legislation permits a company to take
the entire surplus upon termination of an overfunded plan, every overfunded plan
will be viewed as fair game by financial manipulators and fast-buck artists. We
cannot allow tiat to happen.
Senator JAWITS. Senator Bennett. I will say this from our point of

view. I think it would be most unfortunate to pit department against
department. Somebody would come up with something that the Labor
Department didn't do ,on pension and welfare funds, and somebody
wil come up with something that the Internal Revenue Service didnt
do.

The legislative oversight function will continue to have to be dili-
gently performed by both committees over their respective agencies.
We expect that will happen-

Senatot' WnMIAMS. May I interrupt?
Senator JAVITS. Sure.'
Senator WILAMS. I certainly agree with Senator Javits basically,

because' I think the question is, who will achieve the best results and,
on a philosophical basis, what is the mission of the Internal Revenue
Service and What is the mission of the Department of Labor?

Senator JAVITS. Exactly.
Senator BaiiTsux. Let me say, along that line, SenAtor Bennett and

gentlemen., my concern-and a point that Senator Javits has made-
is that we don't want to make it too difficult to administer pension
plans because this would tend to slow down the installation of new
ones. I am concerned somewhat when we talk about the Internal Rye-
nue Service continuing to have a role in determining deductibility of
these contributions and the requirements for qualification of a pension
plan. If we authorize the Labor Department to adm'mi'ister funding
and busting provisions also, we ctn certainly see the situation where
the Internal Revenue Department might rule a plan in compliance
while the Labor Department might give a conflicting opinion. Here

- you have the employer caught between the two agencies with conflict-
ing judgments and rulings. I would like to avoid this sort of thing
it possib-le.
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Senator Mxars. . 0(lordon make s tin interesting point oil tiditiltili-
fration. Senator, wltiehl ought to 1w' supplied fort i record. it the
Federall Lwtlemlovitawntt 'x Act which taxes employers, to pioi'ido
1ii0t1etlov'anent benlefits for their employecs, pr'ovisioni is nade for a
Credit to emlployers for ally amloiunts 'on~tributedi to State plans pro.

Wi~ing unem11ployiment helnebts. The Seeretat'y of Labhor is charged with
the resp~onsiblify of ascertiniing thle nature -0of thle varioOts Stateo pitsIIE
to determine whether p)aymtents ude to such plans cain qualify for
c'redlit. III other Words, there is nlo reasonl whvl as hetwen thle aeies,
there cannot be somet agreement to avoid flh Icind ofl pitfalls that You
hmv mentioned anld this un1eni loyment. tax experien c may be a case
ill poinlt. Ill other words, 1.11 ee -diery of Lafior ausertalns whether
paiitst niadle to slich phlns citit i qtli ?y -for creditmitd then thle Inter.,
itill hh'vetiiie Serviee would (deterine whether thle ced~it taken is; thle
r' ilt oile. but 010( htisic (IilliflCeltion l o me(Ott thutough tile Secretary

Seintot Rnwiasr.x. Byv tho same tokmn. I recall dtaing Ivor]d War 11
11114d thm Korealn w~ar, t hat wages paid ilI exceTS41 of the rideiues were
(disal lowed ats ili(ollt( tax deductions and tht wats kiandled by tile
fi terutul Revenlue Service.

Senaitor lBkN xri'. I wmilti like to miake tho point there are 50
Mt at I'S to look lit and1( thllosattlds Itil( thousatnds of pension plans for the0
Sm-n-tilmv of Labor to look lit. I think tite problem becomes inuch more
c!OatlI)licttid betis'Of tile itubrOf aatit.1n ol4 ill this.

sela t-.1 .IT. 11ii0l . etielt or t lapse. pot tts, its I sti i, (etm, ie seen
1w % lis tI) he' Ibuttiv(ssi ag onni thIesis 1111(i 1)(1-11111s, by y'Oul as buttressHIng
yomrs, bu ilit iiiauy caw51. Its 11 mv I t tite. fatiat 1 siti utt tois.

'e tI Ilto). 11, 1~ Of u I )f Io-St., t I~~ I vei oi-il lI m)t of L ab or' has a11vledy
entered tit( e ld illtu1i~ lvs. 1111t is, the( Iwitsion fieIl thi'oughu'1v

I farutley Act. the Ltitdrttta*(i iffln Act, thle W~el fire an1d Pension P'lanls
I isie oui Pc A l't. Antd t~u Iteetlell- a J l qi I )P~uaI)II neat t fit neIt ias1. Inl Other
Words, 11h1u1 iw petsiOti I)hti 1)5 report til t hemI Jim]t, of coutt'e, thtevy (1

Jt i'tll of Olae jitl-isa d eil that 11ii is olit of ti( Wa ~el fiare and M-et81ion
Planst Di".closiare kAct--I beh ieve--atnd they tIlso have tile tes )otusibihity
of tegulatintg oitintly 11t thititistered fiainu(W inl seetil i ) oft)it'- ''Tift-
YRhrt ey Adt. So0 it is not it new a r-et for themt. Most of the( legislatloti
deal i ng with pension plea as is nlow hegislittloll dirtete( 1 to I epa rtmietit
of f,rtblop adaituilist raitio

Setattt' ~x a:rr.No fit PtheItet eionls.
Si'ut1tor li~'s .I ha1i1ye otne failthe' qaltestionl atld per'haps tilis waile

covered enal ica', bitt tltet'e is another' (Ii letetice between our' hills in
thatt the bilans.a i llih excltides titose -,pjhtts with 215 or fewe'r
PH tticipanrts and1 I would like, to hevar the( mutsonling onl that.

seneaitot' Wtta1tIu ns, That is it wotth questions. As a matter of fact
Ue, is re.*etit itus this 1,tan11r.r ('Oml) P1 ed thle lieitsen 1)111 antd our MYl
inl this t'egird and I think Senator' .Iaits will add also it was tho
thought thit. we fixedl tilt age Pof 2"1--

SenItorB'rsN.-8:x. No:1 amil tilhking aibouit the2 p lartticiloants.
Senator WIMA 518- 011O.
Senator BENTSEN'. Being cxci uded.
Senator WILLIAM. Yes.
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Senator BFExivs,. lIn mly experience, thle worst abuses have beenl
III the verWy 81111 ailiii pensionpii) where it pjllei pil employers, Couldi
til r it for his own benefit rat her titin tite vnpoes

Senlator JAi. 01, 1 iliillde'stOO(. Th! ere is. a diilrenee
oil the(, other and, that, is. becaluse we felt oil tihe tratimitory Lil1ployieiit
wve should not go into thle Iadilti nistrati ye expense.I

Now, onl the(, other qua'-stion--and Se'nator' J1avits would I ree Ith
this, .1 think, because' I think this fits right into sonme of tf Ic thiu gs
hie 8it oil tile ('iIcoII ra'll euiit of tit( glow%-t ) of pens1i0on jplals 1111(1

Senator .JAv-I'rs. (Coul 1d I intellllpt. 1
senator ~VJiv1.Yes.
Selator 0*JAvi''. We wei'e (,oluieri-ed liit, diseotii'aigii 811s11ller

pe'I15Iil 1)11118 tlirouigh tile regulaltory itsp-('Ct otf the bill. hat i.- our1
onily realsonl. A4 it ma11ttei of fact, 1 11111 %10r1 inlteiested$ l, ad mly State-
Ilatent. sid so, ill tit(, admiinistraitiont's pll with I'1'5i(Tt to talx de-
ducltih'ility 0ili1 1'e()llglt la )IIII ais for. individual blue Collar woi'kers
w.l wliit4o collan'. worke-s., I think that mlay bv at very' sotuii thing to
Iinitiaute. 'lhtt otlid I iiso inuvolvye it pooil (f peiisi~jltl t p lans by1Smalleir

euitploy Ill in h v i l( li iks cold ge't veni'vnterestedt a11id thlit, I
tiiikwould be it very good thing. It is a imghglty finle idela,

Se~ti~tAWI~i ~ l'oI l aOi 2 t'121 'It i lot of t hat tiont' Iiowi ?
SeitatOr *lAvl'Js. Yes. SO, for l 11Of t.1ose realsonls, We left t hem out inl

ie0 1101W Of enkcoura-gin~g this 1111(d that is tile Only re'iioll. On)I thle Salle
IeorY, wve exempt snall b businesses front various typs of wvage and
hor regulations and 1(1 many other things to enicourallge th.ltl1-I
'I'I itp s 110 ini ic inl th4le enitoifl'igure of 25. except it, is kind1( of a

hiistor'ical liIguno wi Iicl its used inl the W11I)A.
Sen Iatol r i-s;nx. My Conlcern.1 is that, inl those situations inl tile very

81in101 comtpanlies, you dIon't' have the public reporting iiecessa'y ; youl
don't. hiave' tho brIoald stockoi'iei'slip that~ is eiiecking Onl how1, these
jpliils a~re founded Or' how they allocate, the( benefits anl~ti iat they don't
coitie under as nitch general ptiblic scruitiny. You don't have the SEC
filings, tile S-i's. H~ere is a situation Where you often find the most
sei'iotis abuses and that is wvhy, on balance, I felt they should be
iiit-ltidd.

Set'itor *J Vuls Wel, it is, (ertiily tin arguable case. You know, you
have, thle SEC exemptions for $300O,060 issues. It is something on which
wo have to makeI~ thle best kdid of judglenit, that we call.

Senaltor' NEMSON. Well, thanlk yout very muchl, gentlemen. 11"o aj-
1)i'(Cilto your taking timetimle.

[The i'laredl statement of Senator Javits follows :J
PIPAium TESTIMONY OF JACOB IC. .TAVITS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THlE STATE OF

NEWv YORK
BEFORUING OF PRIVATE PENSIONS-WHAT 1S REALLY NEEDED

In 100)3, Studebaker shut-down Its automobile facilities In South Dend, Indiana
Bad vanc'lled its m)L'l141pla, Applroximately 4,500 employees lost eighity-five
percent of their earned pension benefits. Some of thorn committed suicide. This
eeoiionle and social tragedy caused the late Walter Rleuther to observe-

"Studebaker made covered wagons. They celebrated their 100thl aitver-
sary a few years back, and now they are part of history. But the workers,
what happened to the workers?"

Mr. Chairman, for the last 8 years, the Senate Committee on Labor anti Public
Welfare has made Inquiries Into what happened to the workera--and -uot just
tj'i worksrs at Studebaker but thou~ondi of workers lin private pension plans
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all over the country. Personally, my concern over the injustices in private pen-
sion plans dates back to 1907, when I introduced the first comprehensive private
pension reform bill-the predecessor to S. 4, the current Williams-Javits bill.

What I discovered in 1967, and what the Senate Labor Subcommittee dis-
Aeovered within the last 8 years-after a massive and thorough study--authorized
and funded by the Senate-is that the private pension promise all too frequently
is a broken promis---leading to economic deprivation and bitter resentment by
older workers looking forward to retirement years of dignity and security,

By now the "horror stories" concerning unjustified loss of pension benefits are
commonplace. The files of the Senate Labor Subcommittee are bulging with case
histories of private pension plan victims and any newspaper reporter with a
minimum degree of enterprise can discover similar examples in virtually any
community throughout the United States. The Administration has itself esti.
mated that somewhere between one.third and one-half of the 85 million workers
covered by private pension plans will never collect a dime from their plan, and
studies by the Senate Labor Subcommittee indicate that historically the rate
of benefit loss has been much, much greater by about half of that estimate.

Yet the progress toward achieving enactment of meaningful private pension
reform-while substantial-has been slow and painful, and there still is no law
oil the-U T:. statute books which safeguards adequately the pension rights of.
workers, While careful legislative deliberation is always appropriate in con.

lloration of such a complex field s private pensions, we should be aware that
while we debate, discuss, different 'ate and study, untold numbers of workers
are being needlessly and irreparablYinjured by the lack of sufficient pension

-protection.
To illustrate this point, I feel compelled to advance yet another recent "horror

story"--perhaps one of the most shocking I have encountered, .,
In August of 1971, Mr. Robert E. Pratt of Hudson, New York was laid off

from 01fford.Wood Co. due to poor business conditions. In the' meantime, the
company was sold to Greer Industries, Wilmington, Massachusetts, in June 1972
by Stowe.Woodward Co., Inc. of Upper Newton Falls, Massachusetts, former
owners of Gifford-Wood Co. Gifford-Wood manufactured coal extraction, mate.
rials handling and other machinery. It was a very old company that dates back
to 1814.

On June 80, 1072, the Gifford.Wood plan was terminated, three months before
Mr. Pratt's 65 birthday. Mr. Pratt had worked for Gifford-Wood Co. for 47 years.
When he applied for retirement benefits on attaining age 65 he was told he would
receive nothing for his 47 years of service since the plan had been terminated
on Juno 80, 1972 and there were funds available to pay retirement benefits only
to those who had retired before that date.

A copy of the correspondence between Mr. Pratt and company, insurance,
banking and government officials concerning this matter is appended to my
testimony. Included is an "unofficial" note from the insurance agent who ad.
vised Mr. Pratt to contact me for help since while "the company has no legal
obligation to you-there is definitely a question of the morality of choosing
June 80, 1972 as the cutoff date or of not offering you something for your 47
years of service".

I doubt there can be any more eloquent testimony than such case histories-
and they are legion-as to the imperative need for enactment of the Williams.
Javits bill without any futher delay.

The bill has been 8 years in the making, it is ceo-sponsoder by 58 Senators,
it is on the calendar and ready for consideration by the Senate.

We await now the disposition of concerns expressed by the Finance Commit-
tee regarding this legislation, and it is to these concerns that I now turn.

I-TIIE ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF PRIVATE PENSION LEGISLATION

There are three major fallacies that have arisen in connection with the argu,
-ment that the Williams-Javits bill or its analogues should be handled as part
of the tax qualification procedures of the Internal Revenue Code. The y1ret fallacy

s that private pension plant are exolueltveiy a creature of the tao incentives,
the second fallacy is that the Internal Revenue servicee regulates pHvate pen.
sion plan design, and the th4r fallacy is that the need for support ing IRS
Jurisdioton over this legislation i that it would result in more opleotive admini.
tration.

As to the first, there has been expert testimony before numerous Oongret.
sional committees that the growth and development of private pensibi plans has
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not resulted exclusively from the provisions for favorable tax treatment. For
example, the Research Mlanager of Hewitt Associates (a well-known pension.
consulting firm), Pearl E. Charlet, testified before the Joint Economic Com.
mittee in 1966 that:

"A company does not initiate and maintain a retirement plan because It
receives a tax deduction for Its contributions, since the same tax deduction
would be permitted for the same amount of money paid in wages, Employer
motivation for retirement plals in most cases is for reasons oomplotely apart
froin face considerations. The reasons may include need for an orderly method
of removing the too-old workers from the payroll, creation of a sense of employee
security and morale, competitive adveutage in the labor market, and a form of
extra-compensation for long service," (Emphasis added)

While tax incentives, no doubt, help in getting private pension plans estab.
listed, incentives are an element of facilitation not the element of decision, The
other factors contributing to pension plan development must be considered for
purposes of determining a suitable administration of pension reform legisla-
tion, Indeed, tie testimony cited above indicates quite clearly the great slg.
nificance, of pension plans in labor relations and their almost universal use as
a major work incentive, Moreover, over 50 percent of all private pension plans
are collectively-bargalned-whlch means that tax considerations are not the
prime condition for private pension growth.

It has also boon acknowledged that IRS regulations of pension plans Is only
Incdep ta1 to its basic task of revenue collection.

51r. \ rold Swartz, then the Director of the Tax Rulings Division of the
Internal-Revenue Service, on July 20, 1055 told the Senate Subcommittee on
Welfare and Pension Funds that:

"I would like to emphasize that the principal function of the Internal Revenue
Service is the collection of Federal taxes, There are more than 70 different inter.
inl revenue taxes so imposed, The collection of these taxes involves the process-
ing of nearly 95 million tax returns. Obviously, we can neither examine nor
audit all of these returns. We must channel our limited examining manpower
to the items which are believed to be the most productive, Accordingly, only a
small portion of our time can be devoted to examining into the annual informa-
tion returns filed by exempt organizations." I

The Douglas Subcommittee in its Final Report referred to Mr. Swartz' testi-
mony in concluding that the I.R.S. does not perform a regulatory function in the
pension area:- "A plan may lose its tax-exempt qualifications if it engages in any of a list of
prohibited transactions, most of which involve dealings between the trustee and
the entity which set up the trust that would benefit the concern to the detriment
of the employees. However, as pointed out by Mr. Swartz during his testimony,
'It should be understood that the transactions are not actually forbidden by the
revenue laws but are proMhbited only in the sense of being inconsistent with
continued tax privileges,' It is apparent then that 'regulation' by the Internal
Revenue Service does not regulate as such, but merely allows certain tax exemp-
tions In return for compliance. Mr. Swartz made this position clear when he
told the subcommittee, 'In seeing that the taxes levied by Congress are paid, the
Revenue Service does not seek to act as a regulatory agency'."

Many others have reached similar conclusions about the adequacy of tax
"regulation" to protect employee benefit plan participants.'

Incidentally, the same Mr. Harold Swartz who testified before the Labor
Subcommittee in 1955 as to the limitations of the Internal Revenue Service in
regulating pension plans, testified before this subcommittee on May 81, 1978,
that "it would seem logical and preferable, therefore, that any additional vesting,
funding and other similar provisions that may be required of these plans be en.
forced and administered through the Treasury Department."

I Welfl re and Pension Plans investigation, Hearings before tile auboommitte on Wel.
fare and Pension Funds of the Committe on Labor and PUbic welfare, u. Senate,
Part 5. 4th Congress, 1.t Bess,, July 20 1955, p. A47

'Welfare and Pension Plans Investigation, Final Report. submitted to the Committee
on Labor andPublio Welfare by its Subcommittee on Welfare and Pension Funds, U.S.
Senate, 84th Cong., 2d Ses, (April 105).

" Isaaeson, Emloyee Welfare and Pension Plans: Regulation and Protection of Employee
Rigts, 59 dol. Law Rev. 06 (Jan. 1059) at 105. Regulations under the Internal Revenue
Code and Taft-Hartley Act have "some Impact on the plans, but have failed to be effec-
tive sources of regulation, In large part because their concrn with the benefit plans has
been Incidental to other purposes." See also 45 Minn. Law ev. 57 at 607.
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I believe it is also incorrect to assume that incorporation of the Williams.Javits

pension reform standards into the tax code presents the most effective admin.
Istrative and enforcement mechanism available. Senator Williams and I have
prepared a detailed memorandum on this subject which is being submitted jointly
in connection with our testimony today. I will, therefore, sum this up in three
points as follows:

1irst, imposition of tax penalties may be either too drastic or too weak a
remedy, depending on the circumstances.

Second, the exclusive use of the tax code mechanism may permit additional
state legislation in the field-which could lead to duplicating-or even conflict-
ing-pension regulation at the federal and state levels.

Third, it is not the greater effectiveness of the IRS but rather anxiety over
administration by the Labor Department of new pension laws which creates the
impetus for putting IRS in charge of pension reform legislation.

There are literally hundreds of examples that could be given that would
demonstrate the comparative inflexibility of the internal Revenue Code its ain
eiforcement mechanism, but here are two, the first illustrating overkill and
the second Indicating inoffeolh'eneae.

h ;x p e No. overkill) Ani employee partleipating In a nationwide multi.
emldoyer pension plan with more thatn 1000 contributing employers, coniplains
that the trustees of the plain have improperl, applied the vesting.eligibility
stalldar(ls and disqualified hin for vested pension rights. 11S investigators the
complaint and confirms its validity under law. The trustees of the plan disagree
and refuse to qualify tlhe partielant for a vested pension. IRS then disqulllles
the plan with the following consequences : contributions of over 1000 employers
to the pension fund are no longer tax dedluetible, the income from the trust is
no )Oliger tax free, and any employer contributions that ire made are taxable
to the employees-in short, the operations of a nationwide peilsio lah1n are
brought to a standstill over a Coml)laint involving a single employee,

E)(11miilo No. 2 (111offcctlCne8iR): A company going out of business terinaites
the pension plan. The participants complain to IRS that the assets of the trust
were distributed Inequitably and in violation of the priorities established by
statute. IRS cannot disqualify a terminated plan nor can it retroactively (Iis.
allow deductions for prior years of plan qualification since the company Is no
longer in existence. The beneficiaries may have a cause of action under state
law but may also lack the resources to bring such an action. Result-the viola.
tion is not remedied.

ioth of the deficieneics described above with respect to an IRS approach are
more suitably handled under the Williams-Javits bill. In the first example, tie
tax status of a multiemployer plan would not be adversely affected by the
misapplication of law to a single worker. The Secretary of Labor would enforce
the participant's rights lit court, In the second example, the Secretary could,
through court action, compel the plan trustee to redistribute the plan assets In
accordance with the governing statutory priorities.

I also have serious doubts as to whether incorporating pension reform stand.
yards in the Internal Revenue Code would prevent the States from legislating
further in the field through additions to their banking, insurance or securities
laws or by some independent enactment, There are bills concerning pension re.
form standards already pending in several state legislatures, and at least one
state New Jersey-has passed a pension law regulating pension funds of coin.
lanies that remove themselves from the local jurisdiction.

There ought to be a uniform national set of standards for private pension
plans so as to avoid unnecessary regulation at both exceptions, prempts the
State-s from regulating the subjects covered by the bill. The question is whether
t similar objective can be reached by exclusive reliance on the Internal Revenue
Code, My staff is currently engaged in legal research on this subject and I would
be pleased to share the results of that research with this Subcommittee,

The IRS lns developed substantial expertise concerning pension plans under
the tax qualification provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The Labor De.
apartment has developed substantial expertise on pension plans under the report.
ing and disclosure provisions of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act
it s well as under seven other labor laws it administers which regulate some
incidents of pension plans.

I do not profess to know whether the expertise of the IRS outweighs tile ex.
pertise of the Labor Department. What is more important, in my judgment, is
whether a law for safeguarding the interests of workers in private pension plans
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Should be given to a ligency whose primary interest is tax collection and whose
Iprimary means (f enforcement is removal of tax privileges (or, if we were to
adopt Senator Benitsv,'s bill, the Imposition of additional tax penalties).

IBven If more adequate enforcement powers were given to 1R8 for purposes
of protecting workers' pension rights, there is still a serious question as to whether
the primary interest of 1118 in tax collection would not lisplace effective protege.
tlion for beneficiaries or result in undue disruption of IRS's traditional role. In
this regard, a recent editoril it the Journal of Comnerce iotes :

"Ideally, IRS should be kept strictly to its statutory function of tax-collect.
Ing, and it all other respects be allowed to keep as low a political profile as
possible. The greater the extent to which it is detoured into other fields of action-
such as the enforcement of Phase Two and Phase Three of price controls-the
more prominent its profile becomes and the less effective it is likely to become
in its own theater.

After all, when a taxpayer is called in to discuss problems that have come
to the attention of IRS, lie ought to be confident that the agency lie Is dealing
with is Interested soley in his tax liability, not it tlim manner in which he has
(or has not) conformed to price controls or in the viability of his company
pension plans, or anything else. This is--or should be-as important its the
separation between church and State in the American constitution,"

Indeed, I believe that the professionals in IRS and Treasury also hav, serious
reservations about this matter. I have with me today a copy of the draft bill
which a joint Treasury-Labor Department Task Force drafted and which was
submitted for clearance to the White House in April, This draft bill would
have established mandatory funding and fiduciary standards and a program of
Federal reinsurance, and is similar in a number of important respect" to the
approach taken in the Williams-Javits bill.

As we know, the White House did not accept the bill-nd certainly that is
its right and prerogative. However, what I find particularly Interesting about
the Task Force bill-and I emphasize this-is that administration and enforce.
ment of the funding and reinsurance provisions wVere turned oier to the Labor
leportmnent, Apparenly, the experts in both the Treasury and Labor Departments
oonoluded that this approach would be the most effective,

Accordingly, while I have no doubt that many arguments can be advanced
for entrusting new pension reform standards to the IRS, the heart of the problem
is that there is anxiety that the Labor Department, if entrusted with this
responsibility, would not act objectively but would favor the interests of organ.
ized labor.

I don't believe this would be the case, and I have seen no serious evidence
that supports this proposition. In any event, the argument that the Labor De.
apartment is the wrong place does not make the Treasury Department the right
place. There are other viable alternatives, such as the independent commission
approach, which I originally espoused.

The important thing is that the agency selected be unencumbered with other
potentially conflicting missions, and that it be given the tools to do an effective
Job, If we are to make pension reform legislation work in the interests of 85
million workers, we cannot afford to do less.

11-THI SUBSTANTIVE STANDARDS OF EFFEOTIVE PRIVATE PENSION REFORM

A. Vesting. The Williams-Javits bill provides a vesting formula which gives
a worker a 30% vested right after 8 years of service, increasing by 10% each
year thereafter. until 100% vesting is reached with the completion of 15 years
of service. Further, the Williams.Javits bill gives workers vested benefit credit
for all service performed prior to the effective date of the law,

Senator Bentsen's bill (S. 1170) provides a vesting formula which gives a
worker a 25% vested right after 5 years of service, increasing by 5% each year
thereafter, until 100% vesting is reached with the completion of 20 years of
service. Senator Bentsen's bill gives workers who are 45 years old, vested benefit
credit for service prior to the law.

Senator Griffin's bill (S. 75) provides vesting of 100% after 10 years of
service with credit for service prior to the bill.

Finally, Senator Curtis' bill (S. 1681), the Administration's proposal, pro.
video for 50% vesting when a plan participant's age and service add up to 50
and 100% vesting within 5 years thereafter, The so-called "Rule of Sl0' is pro-
spective only in application; no credit is given for service performed for, the
employer prior to the law.

98-285--78--32
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Of these four proposals, all but the Administration's incorporates' the two
principles which I regard as indispensable to an effective and meaningful vesting
slatidard. These two principles are: first, a federal vesting standard should be
ba.ed oil length of service only i.e. the standard should be age.neutral : the second,
some form of credit should be given for service rendered prior to the law in order
to protect adequately tile interests of this generation of oler workers,

The Administration's "Rule of 50" Is the least acceptable. I believe that it will
eixacerhate age discrimination it hiring. In a recent speech, former Hecretary of
tailor James 1). Ilodgson stated:

"I worry that the Rule of 50 might well cripple jot) opportunities for some
older workers. It could work like this. An employer has two job candidates, one
age 85 and one age 45. He knows the latter would vest in only three years while
he would have no obligation to the former for eight years, In such circumstances
tile temptation to hire the former seems considerable to me," I

The Rule of 50 also deprives a worker of credit for his early years of hard work,
and this also seems Inequitable.

In general, I prefer the graded approach to vesting used in the Williams.
.Javits bil and the IBentmen bill1 since It tends to avoid the "all or nothing"1 result
for the worker who is severed from employment just prior to the year wflen vest.
lig is applicable. IIowever, we permit 100% vesting at the end of 10 years under

elie Willnms-Javits bill where it can be shown to be as equitable; while the
llentsen bill does not provide such all alternative.

I am opposed strongly to the idea that lins been advanced in these hearings
that the law ought to permit employers to choose between the four vesting alter.
natives that have been advanced. Aside from the fact that many might choose
the Rule of 50--which I regard as inadequate-there ought to be as nearly as
p4sslble a single basic standard. The law ought to tell tile worker what he is
going to get, and when lie is going to get It, and there should not be any wide
variation in achieving vested pension rights if workers are to be convinced that
Ihey are being treated fairly.
B. Fundlng.-Both the Williams.Javits bill and the Bentsen bill provide for

the funding of all unfunded pension liabilities over a tllirty year period. By way
(if contrast tIle Administration's bill calls for the funding of tile unfunded
vested liabilities at the rate of 6% of the liabilities existing during the year.
Thus, tinder the Administration's bill, there is no target period during which
all unfunded vested liabilities must be fully funded.

The major difference between the Williams-Javlts bill and the Bentsen bill
in connection withl funding is a difference in treatment for "experience deficien.
'les" caused by actuarial error. Under the Williams.Javits bill, experience
deficiencies must be funded over a five year period unless the employer is not
financially able to make the payment, in which event lie may obtain an addi-
tional five year period to fund the deficiency. Under the Bentsen bill, on the
other hand, experience defic'encles can be funded for the remaining working
period of the workers-which could be as long as another thirty years.

The Williams-Javits approach on experience deficiencies is to be preferred
because it protects more adequately the federal reinsurance program against the
possibility of pension plan liabilities being shifted unnecessarily to the insur.
ance program due to actuarial mistake. Actuarial practice is not an exact ael.
ence, and it is all too possible that underestimated liabilities would be cranked
Into the cost of reinsurance despite the fact that the employer has the means to
fund these deficiencies more quickly.

,The Administration's formula for funding is the least preferable because It has
no fixed target date when full funding of vested liabilities must be completed
and also because it is unenforceable. It is least preferable because this is the
slowest method of funding that has been proposed and is even inconsistent with
Accounting Opinion No. 8, as the American Institute of Certified Public Ac.
countants confirmed in testimony before this Subcommittee on May 22nd.
The Administration's funding standard-weak as it is-is unenforceable be-

cause In the event of the failure to make the 5% contribution the only sanction
is that all employees would vest in contributions made to the plan up to that
point, If no contributions have been made, the employees vest in nothing. Also,
tile Administration's bill does not resolve the status of the plan if the year after a
failure to make the required contribution the employer gets back on the track and
begins to fund in compliance with the bill, Do all the employees who previously

'Private Penusons and Publie PolloV, Remarks by J ms D, Hodson, first Annual
Pension and Profit Sharing Conference, Sutro & Co., inc. , osngeles, Californla, April 18,
1078.
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'becattne vested then become unvested? Do they continue to be vested. ti the new
contributions made by the employer? The bill is quite deficient it these areas.

C. Plans Termination Insurance,-There is no more vital need in pension reform
than a program of federal plan termination insurance.

When Congress enacts a law which contains requirements for vesting it will
generate new expectations and bring into being new rights, It will be the law
that fixes the worker's pension rights and not Just the pension plan. How are we
going to answer those who will continue to lose their pensions as a result of plan
termination, after we in the Congress have enacted a law which gave them those
rights? Only a program of plan termination Insurance, as proposed In the Wil.
liniumsJavits bill or in the Bentsen I)ill, will assure that the statutory rights that
Congress has enacted will be adequately protected.

I recognize that we are breaking new ground here and that as one witness has
put It : "we are changing the rules of the game", So because this is an Innovative
program, concern is being expressed from a number of quarters as to the feasibil.
Ity o reinsurance, They are the same kind of concerns that were expressed when
the federal Insurance for bank deposits was first proposed, and it should he
recalled that, originally, that type of insurance was opposed-and opposed vigor-
ously-by the banking'community,

These government insurance progranls have been hIghly successful. They re-
stored and promoted confidence in private institutions aid contributed greatly
to tile growth and expansion of these institutions. The same is true of federal
pension reinsurance, We should not, f nd must not wait for another catastrophe-
such as the Studebaker closing in 106-in order to protect lxnsiou rights of a
generation of beneflciarles,

D, Portabillty.--The Williams.Javits bill establishes a federal clearinghouse
fund in the Department of Labor to promote on a voluntary basis the transfer of
vested pension credits from one plan to another as a worker changes Jobs, 'lThe
Bentsen bill would permit the tax.free transfer of vested pension credits from
plan to plan without establishing a federal clearinghouse. The Administration
amlso claims that the liberalized tax treatment it proposes for lump-sum distribu.
tons from pension plans could also encourage portability.

There is much to be said in favor of either tile Williams-.Tavits approach or the
lienitsen approach, Senator Bentsen's bill is based upon tile experience in Canada
where both tax-free transfers of vested credits were authorized as well as the
establishment of a clearinghouse mechanism. Apparently the clearinghouse mech.
anisa Ias never been utilized il Canada. The advantage to time Williams-Javits
proposal is that it would centralize record keeping and relieve employers of these
burdens and also would provide a nlechanismn which could ultimately serve as a
type of pension bank for universal portability. There may be merit to trying both
the Williams-Javits approach as well as tile Bentsen approach since tlere is no
Inherent conflict between the two.

E. Fiduciary Standards,.-There is a consensus that additional federal fidu.
clary standards for pension fund administrators are required. Both the Williams.
Javits bill and a separate Administration proposal (S. 1557) would establish
protection against fund abuse and conflicts of interest. Both bills amend tile
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act and would charge the Secretary of
Labor with responsibility for administering and enforcing the fiduciary stand.
ards,

., 1681, however, would also incorporate tile new fiduciary standards into the
"prohibited transactions" provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and would
Impose tax penalties for a breach of trust.

The inherent disadvantage of this approach-or any approach that seeks to
curl) fiduciary abuse by removal of tax privileges or imposition of tax penalties-
is that it Is the participants who bear the brunt of tax sanctions. If tlhe plan's
tax qualification is withdrawn because of some abuse by a trustee, the employer
may very well terminate the plan to the detriment of the participants. If tax
penalties are imposed for breach of trust there may be less money available
to pay pension benefits. Tax sanctions are not effective in this area because
they are only imposed after the breach of trust has occurred. Under the Williams.
Javits bill, steps can be taken to prevent as well as redress breaches of trust.

Although consistency between the "prohibited transactions" provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code and the new fiduciary standards bill might seem desir-
able, this consistency is designed more in the interests of symmetry than prac.
ticality. Insofar as the "prohibited transactions" provision of the Internal Rev-
enue Code is duplicatory or inconsistent with the fiduciary standards of the
Williams-Javits bill; I recommend that it be repealed.
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III-FURTIMIL TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAOE TIM EXPANSION OF PIUVATH PENSION
COVERAOE

lin order to encourage the further expansion of prIvate pension coverage, I
sport, in general, the Adninstratlon prolsal for permitting Individutil emn.
ploye,-s to deduct front taxable Income an anwuount equal to 20 percent of earned
income or $1500, whichever is less, for annual contr iloutIons to individual retire-
nent funds or company funds. I ain in favor of Increasing tax 4eductlons for
contributions to plans covering the self-employed and their employees also,, I
believe that Senator lentsen's proposal for it tax credit in addition to a tax
deduction for the eniployees contribution to fill ludIvIduil retirement Ilan tot
a company plan is it good one and should be sulported because It would more
adequately extend the benefits of the Admnilnstratlon's proposal to lower paid
employees.

Nevertheless, It seens to me that the major obstacle to wIespread employee
utilization of these advantages Is the fact that they rely on specific tax deductions
and credits. The majority of employees the Adininistratlon find Senator llentsen
are attempting to reach with these tax Incentive proposals do not ltenilze tax
deductions but rather use time standard deduction. Accordingly, it Is unlikely that
Illlly employees will take advantage of tlese proposed benefits unless some
method Is found to simplify the tax reporting responsibilities to the Internal
Revenue Service.

In addition, I believe that special consideration should be given to establishing
a tax credit for small businesmen which wouhl encourage them to establish or
participate lit )ooled pension fund plans. The overwholning majority of emm.
plo ers without private pension plans are in the small business sector.

Finally, should the Finance Committee wish to report separately the tax
incentive proposals-which clearly belong in the Internal Revenue Code-frol
the pension reform proposals of the Williams.Javits bill I could see no obJection.

CONCLUSION

I have no doubt that the Congress can develop a fair, feasible and efliclent
system of private pension plan regulation. And under that kind of regulation,
private plans will develop even more rapidly than in the past because we will
have assured to the beneficiaries that pension promises are kept and reasonable
expectations built upon those promises are not disappointed.

The legislation will be better-fairer, more feasible, more efficient-If we work
it out in the bipartisan manner which has characterized its progress to date-
and If we keep the interests of 85 million workers uppermost in our minds.

This is historic legislation. It breaks new ground and recognizes that not
since the enactment of Social Security has there been such a welling.up of
public interest in assuring more adequate retirement security through reform
of the private pension plans. In response to inquiries I made in New York just
two weeks ago, I have received over 20,000 letters of support for promlpt enact-
nent of the Willians.Javits bill-and that is just in a two week period!

The one thing above all else that we must assure Is that the legislative remedies
we enact are real and not illusory. There has been enough disappointment it|.
thfic field. Let uts put that disappointment and frustration to an end, and let
us do It thie year.

[Whereupon. at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee recessed subject to
the call of the Chair.]

Although I feel the deduetilin for the eilvityved and the Nlf.n, loyed should bo the
altmi|n,
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STATE OF WISCONSIN,
(OFFICE OF TIlE GOVERNOR,
Madison,, Wis., May 81, 1973.Senator GAYLORD NELSON,

Ohairman, Suboommittee on Private Penision Plans, Senate Finanoc 0otnittee,
Washington, D.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: Insurance OoMnmissinner 8, 0 DuRos has provided
me with a copy of his letter to you of May 31, 1973.

From the standpoint of Wisconsin employes, it would appear desirable to
modify the pre-emption language in proposed federal employee pension and welfare
plan fiduciary standard legislation. Commissioner DuRose has provided you with
a suggested amendment to accommodate State interest in this. matter.

Chapter 211, Wisconsin Statutes, enacted in 1057, provides for Wisconsin
fiduc ary standard regulation of any fund covering one or more Wisconsin
employee. I believe that vesting, funding, portability, and reinsurance standards
should be enacted at the federal level. I also can appreciate the need for alert
and aggressive fiduciary standard regulation at the federal level for large multi.
state funds such as the International Barbers Pension Plan, the ?flno Workers
Plan and the Elgin Watch Company Plan. But I am concerned that the proposed
federal pre.emptlon would eliminate the present consumer protection to partic-
ipants in smaller funds, particularly profit-sharing retirement funds, where
trustee conflict it Interest questiorm are more likely to arise and where employee
are reluctant to question their employer about their benefit treatment,

About 000,000 Wisconsin employes are covered by the consumer protection
afforded to funds reporting to the Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance under
Chapter 211, Wisconsin Statutes, Of this total about 118,000 employes participate
in 5,060 relatively small funds (trusts) located in Wisconsin and covering be.
tween one and 200 employes.

These retirement programs need active surveillance by a governmental unit
and none of the proposed bills provide the authority or the funding for at federal
agency to provide this needed attention, The fund participants need the
ombudsman type service now provided them under our Wisconsin law,

The State interest in this legislation merits careAdl consideration.
Sincerely,

PATRICK J. LrACEY,
Governor.

WISCONSIN STATE AFL-CIO,
Milwaukee, Mais., Juno 0, 1073,

Mr. SHERMAN STOCK,
Home Secretary to Senator Nelson,
Federal Building, Milwaukee, Wo.

DEAR 9HERMAN: The following is a list of some of the things regarding pension
plans that I would like to call to your attention, as well as to the attention of
Senator Nelson,

First of all I would like to point out to you that there are two different types of
private pensions. One is the single-employer retirement program that is not
administered unqer a joint employer union Taft-Tartley trust fund, As a result,
this private, single-employer retirement program is subject to an employer
eloping his doors, selling his business to another company or terminating the
pension plan, which leaves the employees in the position of having to receive
partial or no pension because funding has come to an end. Generally there is
no arrangement for completion of funding for pension benefits that were
promised. It is this type of pension plan that has given all private pension pro-
grams a bad name, and it is this type of pension program that legislation ought to
address itself to.

This problem could be solved by requiring single employers who have a retire.
mont plan that is not a part of a multi-retirement program to take steps to

(1111)
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glmrwlltise that promised i-nslons will be paid despite Ilanit termuinationi or sitls
tif thi, hIusIness, ''hls could he done by creating a lien on the assets of the coniminy
it aln amount equal to the accrued liability of the promised benefits. This could

also b e guaranteed by requiring such an employer plan to be insured agalst
tler1llillation of the pllal because of sale or termination of the business.

It mt, e'cns to le that Apparently Legislators are bypassing this real clanger
itl hisiead are focusing onl funding investing. As wonderful as these words sound.
ihe proposals ennsi(lered would not nccompllslf-the plrotections hoped for, If

('Ongre'ss passes the 40 year funding proposal, for Instance, present plans And any
ew plans adopted will have 40 years to get funded, When the employer promises

iww b.nieftts he will have 44) years to fund then froin the date promised, in the
uI'tline, tlt, ht .l1loyees will le In exactly the seine position its now with their
plan sli'y partially funded. If the employer terminates or sells his business the
llan will inot iete the promises.

Siniilarly, the prol)sals for vesting will not help employees where the ein.
ideye'r termInates or sells, because there is no guarantee there will be money
it tihe' plan to pay evei fully.earned benefits.

I don't wee the' subjects of funding and vesting as Items requiring legisla-
liu. 'I'lle place where people are being hurt Is plant terminations or sales, and
there Is where tihe need for legislation Is.

There are examples of employers who will not recognizei any vesting until
tile eeeuloyee reaches normal retirement. I do not think tls Is typical or of such
nulnlers that It s hould warrant legislation. Legislation would not be harmful
hire, b1t wouhl le of nlliniml value unless the employer must guarantee the
lieeiltm will le paid out of the assets of the corporation or provide such a
gillalrentee through insurantce against termination, Neither would promises of
lcIg-terui funding le of great help.
Th' other liase of private retirement plans Is tile multi.employor joint tlnlon.

eiplly'ir trust fund. These funds carry tile employees of businesses that ternlin-
ate or are sold and In effect have their own Insurance, using part of their contri.
siettloin dollar to pay the benefits for employees whose employers dlssolv'e. This

Is tyi'k'al of our construction contracts that have pension pinns. It will lie f
real ltirdsilp if Congress requires multiemployer joint funds to buy insurance,
heecause this will result In paying for double Insurance and tilere will be no value
from the second Insurance. I ain of the opinion that joint employer funds
reptntedly mature In a short number of years after their creation, improving
thllr funding 0nd vesting as they grow Up,

iegI slatIon here would Ile burdensome became the vesting and funding for-
illeIlts would lie a deterrent in paying ample pelsInns to the first retirees of tile

fhind amd, therefore, would deter their creation, Our experience is such funds
do Ilmlprove tlieir vesting and funding as quickly ns they can actuarily do so it
tihe end of each collective bargaining term, and as a result the proposed legs.
hith'o formulas would deter rather thnn grow.

Il inclusionon, would hope you keep in mind these two different types of private
empjllloyer retirement plans, tile first one needing some legislative requirements
for gu aranteelng benefits 0n termination and sale of the business, and the second
alrecedy having adequate safeguards. They should not be handled as one.

If you have ally questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely, 3o11K W. 80uMnvr,

President.

MONSANTO COMPANY,St. Touts, 2,O., Jun#e 18, 1978. -

Hn. OALORD NEi.soN,
T.R. ,rn ate Office,
Washing7t on, D.C.

DRAR SRNATOR Nrsox : The purpose of this letter is to submit a written statow
inont (if Monsnnto Compnny's position with respect to pi'oposed pension leglsla.
tion, I renectfully request that it he submitted to the Aulbcomnittee on Private
Pension Plans of the Senate FInance Committee for inclusion in the printed
record of the hearings held on May 21, 22, & 28, 1978.

PENSION ADMINISTRATION

Monnanto believes that It is essential that any new legillThon lie administered
hy the Trensury Department. Our many reasons for this include:
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Thm ii ta 'ote 111I-11t'teile evicet 11115 itltOetly deiveloped l isidlerlibio eperLtisei,
and( i'llpttit3' fot' anztin g antdt rev.iewintg c!omtplicatt' e atuatrial and1( other pro-
viCon o~f pelniont I1111s.4

'I'l(, Itix law~ iN self -enforvittg because If tlie tax rules are tiot tact, plans would
not1 Iv "(ttliitl('(i under the Inuternal RlevenuelL Code.

If another delrttnent were designated to admltinistert IOW, proposedl pri'vi.,iins,
this %yould result II na dual system of administration. Tis, In turn, bas sub.
sijitive lisaidvultitges sich us duill stuffs and( dual reports; andu the distinct
p~rolinbility3 of diffecrences lin applica tion, and conflicting requi remtents.

PLAN TERMIINATION IxSLR'itNCF

Monsaitto believes that protect ion of pension benevilts will be served more effect*
lively through reasonable, uihlni vestig antd ftiig t'euti rioi'nI, Motruever,

ft(e technical jirollents of estabilishting ii-h Iiiaive program Itt s wfilt as fil ltgeoley
to ingilro the paynivitt of henetli 11)1 upin theit I tinlI t i ( lit It lilt fle" 1111 MLy fitlitibd
plant Illpn exceedingldy iifiletlt-if not liirimtiittttallt'

Goitig Into grent~r dletuil, Miisaito itelleves fil-'(. ov ni 111nititla' or 50t'iiiili Itll'_
lst~i ht mlit iguteagattigt any legislatI11ion his a t'ee sitl-il s:

A (efflit ite' has lititWtit e'stab lishted loi stiliinani itl ill11( siipport Ihi riskts
and1( requiremetitm of sucih -- prngriil. Indeed. prevvios sitidivs have sHi Ovn1 tilt
extremely high piercentage of funintg iitpetii innIs. and( titl i'xtreimiiy louw
percentage of phiti terintiutin thtat deprive ft(e emptjiiiy'( or tOAtd'd beni'it s.

Atty program of Federal Itnsurance has a (leftinit( poiitiy o4 i'xtettsvil 'Prgtt'
latioti and the need for it now bureauerney to niiilstilt, It.

liacli a program ttigitt e'ncoutrage speculative itvest itent Iifilaii assets, huts'
1t11e0 asllose w10ttld hAIIe covered bty iurattee.

Some tiroposab'~ provide totr employers rei inbitt-seniit 4f fun14d ililelf" 111.4'iii
requirement would compound a financially t rould eilupliiyet'.- proibemts andii

---- 44wther reduce access to credit, Other p~roposafls would litnii(04 1i1 a i'tttjlo3erq reliti
liursemntt liability as a )lieft on a stweessot '0oitputitY. 'J'itis4 would have n adverse
effect upon the saleaillity of a comnpatty with flini'a diffleitity. Suelt prilinsailm
would therefore have a dletrimenttal1 effect not only ulpoin exitilitg aind 5tiev'escot
employers, hut possilily uipon emtployes as well al biealse It iiight atfeet their'

it general, Monsanto presetttly htas 100% venting after 10 years of emtploy.
,ttett, Therefore, we would support atty reasonaible vesting legislation, Ineluding
the Administratlin's "litle of 50". However, we believe tMat in utew legislattiont
should be flexible enough to pertnit it pilan' to lie exentptedfw provision ftiat,
on the average, Is itot as; liberal s tlte vesting lirovimiong of nit existing platn,
Monsanto would be opposed to any proposal tliat wvoulil mnatetrially increase the
cost of existing plant; twe'atse this could restilt inI iedteittg fifl ute litttrovemtettls
thtat might he made for rather provisions thant cottld he( oft greater hetteft to ilotre
people. Relatedly, reasonable a 1d( costly vestintg provisiotis would Iitpede adonp'
tion of plans by vompnies wh'lo do not etirreittly have retirement progratit, Yut.
eidentally, we believe this latter point should lie n poeetive for over-all petnsion
Improvement and shoutid reeve much higher legislative p~riority' than mttnpeees'
sary restrictions to, or overly-liberal provisions tot' existing pham.

FUNDING

Montsanto bievesYP that futnding legislation goes hand In ltantd with vextijig,
iLe., vesting has limited value uttless there are assetm to sitlpj)rt the vested histififit,
Mo1nsainto wottld support legisla tiott req~uiring rc onabnle funding standards bit
wottid oppose legislation that dictates how tA fond. ot' would Interfere within the
types of Investments that a pension fund '0111( htold otli'r than tite exercese of
prudence,

PORTABILITY

Monsanto does not utnderattd htow a portability provision will benefit a par.
ticipaint who has a vested benefit, It the plan mieetst the fuinditg requiremettts and
Is administered in compliance with the fidtuiary standards,. there IR nto iteiod to
transfer funds to a federal trust. The premaiture distribution of fottr'-'itlt
respect to such transfers wottld make privatte plans more costly beeaite flip pill-
player contributions will he compottnditg for shorter period of time and trtiwt
investments will need to bie flot*e liqttuld ltenre less proditetivo. This result is
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discriminatory against the pairticipants whto remain in the plan. We also believe
that the administrative effort required to create and operate ain agency to adntl.
sister the funds Is not Justl fh'd.

FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

SMonsanto wvoutld support legislation covering fiduciary standards, but subl-
ject to the following suggestions: Neither 1111 moll loyer company, its directors.
officeers, nor its employes associted wi the itdmninist ration of Its pension pills
should be encompassed under a biroadl de(finition oft "fiduciry" so as to place
I hien oil the saute, level of legatil responitbility as5 it 'iruteot of the P'ension Trust
Funds under the proposed legisitt, 11.Pln eidmno st,'ator* of an employer coin.
punny perform functions stib.4ta liltlly different fromt trustees; of pension funds.
TJhceir functions Includie inanowenieimacutJcdgini, and discret ion amnd liuilemtiwct.
I 14)1 of pension p~lants, 0th) ns such t hey should not be held liable for Aines and
pint IitiesH of tile type which liccghet Ill hichjposed ol )411 peill plant trusetc'ca by
l'otlernl leglslatomi. Fldttclarl-s, ats dt-fined in any legislation, should be hoeld
IlIilde only for the breach of thleir own (litties and14 respomsbiltle-not for thoSI
of other fiducla rles. Iteourst, to corporal to umid insurance Indeninilvation should
not bes llropllied by tiny legl~nt oll. The definit ion of "'standard of care"' for a
"'iluelary'' under proposed legislatilon could bie simlilatr to that required tof a
(Ili'ctor under 1)011 art t'orp~irat o tw, vhz,

"Dilrectors (fiduciaries I must lose thenliaau1 U4're which ordinarily
caire'ful 1111( pri'uet 21101 would us In sillsiltir eirctttne a1Mti'e.'

1)[601,0s0111

Motsanto supports this disclosure of iti'ttninutl informiat ion regarding the
provisions, opt'1rat otsi, anid fthie mliii conilt it of l)isIlion plants. However. we
believed thtat sibilissloti of all p~encsion ftndl Investmwent data w~ouhld not serve
too iucforitc tll, Part ilpamiltg 11111 may, in taIti, by Its sheer v'olumne llbit the
tnitorlng of more :tieaninegful inforuitlonut. tthermiore. the bulik of such

requiired dlata would greatly inrreuise flip cost (if administration, bonth from thte
standcipolint or the,' coliplity stuiittinig sttt'lt reports id the office responsible
forl reviewitig and fling tlu'tit.

We* 11lso lte1h(veo that disclosure will Ito more metaningful If eaIch plan Io re-
(Iilred to report only those lnvestne'uts flint are associated with jomrtex-In.
Interest, sectuities thait tire not registered with fle Secu~rities anti Exchannge
C omintssiont, transacetions fithat enot nindep through anl aring-letith trado at
fat, market value, Investmtents lit thle s'cttrltlem of otte company that equal or
exiceed 5% of the market value of the pein~ion fund, and Investmuents in secti.
rltles that equal or exceed 5%, of the oapitallyiation of the Isstuing corporation.

UNDtfVIDUAL TAX DEDU)ICTIONS

Montsanto would sulimort legislati flnt twtould~ provide Individual tax dle
lions for cont ribut ins to) pril ato ltentsitn pilanls, Inclting tlte Admlttist ration's
proposal.

ENFORCEMENT

Although Monsnto would support reasonable enforcement procedures, we%
teoIieve that ally legislation should limit the rIght of plan participants to Intstitute
legal procedures only for dinged' stlfft'rei directly by them As a result of a
violation of the legislation, All other enforcement powers should reside In tle
responsible governmental agency, whielh-is previously sta ted-wvo bleve should
lie the Treasury Department.

PREEMPTION OF STATZ LAW

M1onsanto feels that ainy legliltion enacted by Congress should provide for
preemption of state, law onl thesep sulbjects. Failure to do flo may result in dif.
ferent aind/or conflicting action (anti perhaps) separate pension plans in some
cass) for a company conducting multistate operations,

Sincerely,
NV. B. DAUMNI

Director, Corporate Porsontiel Department,
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF ELI LILLY AND CO., SUBMITTED BY
WALTER C. TAYLOR, JR.

On behalf of Eli Lilly and Company, I offer the following comments with
respect to various pension bills pending in Congress and respectfully request
that these comments be made a part of the record of the hearings of the Sub-
committee on Private Plans. I am Assistant General Counsel of Eli Lilly
and Company and Secretary of the Company's committee which administers its
plans.

The Company maintains a non-contributory Retirement Plan under which each
employee obtains a vested right to a pension benefit after ten years of service.
In addition, Lilly maintains a Savings Plan under which each employee may
contribute on a voluntary basis and his contributions are matched by the Coin-
ipany in an amount equal to at least 40% of the employee's contributions. Addi-
tional amounts may be contributed in the discretion of the Company. Our plans
have worked well and have provided our employees with what we consider to
be very comfortable benefits for their retirement years. The Savings Plan also
provides funds which participants may use for the education of children or other
needs requiring substantial funds.

There are several bills pending in the Senate dealing with the subjects of dis-
closure, Federal fiduciary standards, vesting, funding, insurance and portability.
We believe that the private retirement system has done a 'rlnhrkable job in
providing employees with retirement security. Through the past decade the num-
ber of plans has continued to grow, and there has been substantial improve-
ment of benefits afforded by many plans. To the best of our knowledge, the cases
of failure of plans have been relatively few. Nevertheless, we support certain
aspects of the legislation which has been proposed. We feel that Federal laws
setting forth certain minimum standards to be met by all plans will strengthen
the private pension system for the benefit of all concerned. Lilly's plans'may be
affected by certain provisions of the legislation, although the extent is not at the
present foreseeable.

Moreover, the proliferation of State proposals regulating private retirement
plans makes action by Congress desirable in order to avoid a multiplicity of rules
at the local level.

In brief, we favor legislation which will provide for disclosure of information to
employees which will help them understand their plans. We also favor the estab-
lishment of Federal fiduciary standards and favor a Federal law imposing mini.
mum vesting and funding standards.

We vigorously oppose, however, legislation creating a system of Federal
insurance of pension benefits or a system of so-called portability of pension
credits. In fact, we would oppose any legislation containing such features
notwithstanding our belief in the necessity of legislation dealing with disclosure,
fiduciary standards, vesting and funding. We submit that most of the circumo
stances which have resulted in a loss of pension benefits after long years of
service can be avoided through imposition of adequate funding and vesting
requirements.

We are also opposed to the delegation of authority to the Department of Labor
with respect to funding and vesting. Accordingly, we urge the deletion of these
objectionable provisions from whatever pension legislation is enacted.

COSIMENT8 ON VESTING

There are two points on vesting we would like to make:
(1) A primary question is what benefit is to vest under the propoesd law. For

example, the Lilly Retirement Plan provides a life annuity to a retired employee,
plus certain annuities to the survivingspouse or dependent children 'f deceased
retired employees and certain deceased active employees.

Some of the pending legislation does not clearly define the benefit to be vested.
We suggest that the legislation should require vesting only of that portion of the
benefit equal to the life annuity payable to the employee at normal retirement
age as defined in the plan or at age 65. rh other words, survivor's benefits such
as those provided under the Lilly Retirement Plan should not be included in the
statutory benefit to be vested.

(2) We strongly recommend that whatever vesting provision is adopted be'
sufficiently flexible to permit alternative vesting provisions. Each of the pending
bills has a different vesting provision, namely, the rule of 50 in the Adiiinistra.
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tion proposal; 30% at S years with graduated vesting each year thereafter with
100% vesting at 15 years service (S. 4) ; 25% at 5 years service with graduated
vesting thereafter until there Is 100% vesting at 20 years of service (S. 1170) ;
and 100% vesting at 10 years service has also been proposed. We do not argue
for any one vesting schedule as opposed to another. Under a given set of cir-
cumstances, any one could be appropriate. We do urge, however, that whatever
legislation is enacted contain language permitting alternate vesting sclhdules
which are as equitable to employees as the primary schedule set forth In tie
legislation. This will avoid the necessity for all plans to conform to a single rigid
standard.

FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

Under our Savings Plan an employee may designate whether his own contri-
butions are to be invested in U.S. government obligations, including Savings
Bonds, or in a fund consisting of a diversified portfolio of common stocks
other than Company stock. The Company's matching contributions, lwever,
are invested in Company stock. Indeed, it is this feature which we fNel has
interest in the Company.

The provisions of S. 4 and S. 1557 which prescribe fiduciary standards limit
to 10% the amount of assets of a pension plan which may be invested in
company stock. However, the bills permit a greater investment in company
stock by certain plans which would include our Savings Plan. Some legislation
(notably H.R. 2 by Congressman Dent) casts doubt on the ability of a plan
to invest in company stock even where the very purpose of the plan is to
provide for such investment under savings arrangements similar to our Savings
Plan,

Accordingly, we strongly urge the retention of provisions such as those in
S. 4 and S. 1557 with respect to the ability of profit sharing plans to l.urehmse
(ompany stock in excess of the 10% limit.

FUNDING

As stated above, we are not opposed to a mandatory funding requirement.
We would endorse the proposal set forth in S. 1M31. A requirement for nmotti-
zation of vested liabilities over a 80 year period would also seem to be reasonable.

Whatever legislation is finally enacted should, however, have certain features:
(1) The liabilities subject to mandatory funding should be the vested liabili.

ties rather than total liabilities under the plan. Such a requirement will simplify
actuarial assumptions, we are advised.

(2) Legislation should not contain a requirement such as that found in S. 4
that "deficiencies" in funding must be liquidated within a period of 5 years.
Funding the liabilities under a pefision plan is a matter of long range planning.
During the funding period, whether it be 20 or 30 years, there are apt to be
temporary variations from tile assumptions used by the actuaries to provide
that funding. The fluctuation in the market value of the underlying assets iA un
excellent example. Those fluctuations are not In a true sense "deficiencies" but
are either actuarial gains or losses which will iron themselves out in tile long
run. The employer should not be required to liquidate these temporar.v varia-
tions within a short period of time. It is suggested that such gains or losses be
allowed to be taken into account over the remaining period of employment of
the covered employees.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

S. 4 would delegate to the Secretary of Labor authority to administer the
vesting, funding and insurance requirements. As previously stated, we are
strongly opposed to the concept of insurance. However, we sincerely urge that
regulatory authority with respect to funding and vesting be left with the
Internal Revenue Service. The Internal Revenue Service has been active In
these areas and has developed expertise in dealing with them. Both funding and
vesting Involve significant tax considerations and the Treasury Department is
where regulatory authority with respect to them belongs. Further, we are con-
cerned about possible inconsistencies in regulations that may result from ti
delegation of regulatory authority to separate departments. It would be un.
fortunate to create a situation where the Department of Labor could set forth
a position inconsistent with that of the Internal Revenue Service.
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INSURANCE

We are opposed to all of the insurance proposals contained in pending legisla-
tion. We can think of no circumstances under which a workable insurance pro-
po.al can be made acceptable. Further, it is our position that by the imposition
of mandatory funding and vesting requirements, most of the cases of pension loss
will be avoided and, therefore, insurance is unnecessary. It should also be borne
in mind that the proposed Federal fiduciary standards will help avoid pension
failures.

It .would seem that efforts to protect an insurance fund must, of necessity,
ultimately involve the government in the regulation of investment policy, ac-
tuarial assumptions, valuation of assets and perhaps other vital areas of plan
administration.

Each pension )lan for the most part is adopted to accommodate the interests
and concerns peculiar to one employer and its employees. If there is anything that
is needed in the private pension field it is the flexibility to accommodate these
interests without the pull of unnecessary outside influences.

Insurance would be such influence and we fear that it may serve as an in-
ducement to make pension plans more liberal than the economics of a situation
would justify, This in turn will cause more restrictive regulations or legislation.

One of our strongest objections to insurance is that prudent employers will
have to bear the cost of imprudent employers.

Another objectionable aspect of the proposed pension benefit insurance is
the feature which would subject employer assets to an obligation to reimburse
the insurance fund for payments of unfunded liabilities when a plan is terini-
nated. Such a provision in the law would operate to the detriment of an em-
ployer in financial difficulty and may actually hasten the termination of a plan,
if not the business itself. If an employer faces a period of financial difficulty, it
would be considerably more difficult to obtain funds if the lender knows that as
a matter of law the employer's property may be taken to first satisfy the em-
ployer's pension deficiency. Thus, the result could be exactly the opposite of the
Intention of the legislation, namely, to make pension benefit more secure.

Moreover, new plans would be discouraged by this provision, It is almost uni-
versal practice to provide past service 'benefits when a plan is adopted in order
to adequately provide for the older workers. This often entails the Instant as-
suznption of a large liability which must be funded over a reasonable period of
time. An employer would be reluctant to set up a plan knowing that its property
might be subject to a lien in favor of the Federal Insurance Fund. At the very
least, the employer would have a tendency to keep past service benefits-and
henco unfunded liabilities-to a minimum in order to avoid a possible attach-
meat of its property.

AMENDMENT TO PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS: PROTECTION FOR WORKERS ON
GOv Ea NMENT CONTRACTS

Part 1) of Title II of S. 4 authorizes amendments to Federal procurement regu-
_ Jo tlons for ihe purpose of protecting professional. scientific and technical per-

sonnel from loss of pension rights associated with changes in federal procure-
ment objectives and policies.

At Lilly, no employee has gained or lost employment solely because Lilly's
reelpt of a government contract or because of termination of a government
contract to which the Company was a party. However, Part 1) of Title II seems

-'broad enough to permit regulations which would be applicable to some, If not all,
of Lilly's professional, scientific and technical personnel,

Lilly objects to Part D of Title II because any regulations promulgated there-
under would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to apply to its activity with
reslpet to government contracts. No Lilly employees are assigned exclusively, or
even for mo.qt of their time, to work related to government contracts.

If regulations promulgated pursuant to Part D of Title TI were applied to
Lilly, the alternatives which would be presented would be (i) -o include all em-
ployees who occupied job positions within the protected groups or (i) to devise
some means of arbitrarily determining which employees are working on govern-
meat contracts and which employees are not. Either alternative is unsatisfactory.

If the first alternative is adopted, the added cost could be prohibitive. If the .
second, alternative is adopted, possible resentment on the part of tiose employees
not included within the protected class could present grave personnel problems-
for the Company. In either event it would seem necessary toadopt a separate
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plan for the protected class of employees and another plan for those not pro-
tected by Part D of Title II.

Part D of Title II is also objectionable because its implementation could
involve the application of specialized and more limiting rules of funding, vesting
and portability which would substantially affect the cost of affected retirement
programs.

The problems of professional, scientific and technical personnel are not ma-
terially different from those- of other employees who are faced with a loss of
employment, whether from changes in Federal procurement programs or from
other causes. Therefore, there is no justification of enacting special legislation
for their protection. However, if it is felt that special legislation is required,
a specialized program similar to the Administration's recommendation for tax
deductions for contributions to personal savings or retirement plans is preferable
to the provisions of S. 4.

Subject to the above comments, we offer our support of legislation imposing
Federal fiduciary standards, minimum standards for vesting and funding and
legislation requiring disclosure of information to plan participants.

SEARS, ROEBUOK Co.,
H liago, Ill., May 31, 1973.

Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pension Plane,
Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: This statement is being file by Sears, Roebuck and Co.
on behalf of the more than 224,000 employee members of the Sears Profit Sharing
Fund. It is respectfully requested that this statement be included in the record
of the hearings before the Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans.

We will confine our comments to the tax -treatment of lump sum profit sharing
distributions and the fiduciary responsibility of profit sharing trustees investing
in stock of the employer corporation. In brief we believe that: --

(1) It would be desirable that the Internal Reyenue Code be amended so
that the entire taxable amount of a lump sum distribution be treated as a long
term capital gain. This was the treatment for lump sum distributions prior to
1970.

(2) If a return to full long term capital gain treatment is not considered
feasible, then we recommend retention of existing law, which taxes post.1900
employer contributions included in a lump sum distribution as ordinary Income
under a special averaging device, and treats the balance of the distribution as
long term capital gain.

(3) Unrealized appreciation in employer stock distributed in kind should not
be taxed until the employee realizes it through a sale. This is the long standing
rule under present law.

(4) Trustees of a profit sharing plan (as distinguished from a pension plan)
should not be subject to restrictions on investments in stock of the employer
corporation.

We will discuss these points in greater detail below, but first we would like to
briefly describe the Sears Profit Sharing Fund and explain how it works.

SEARS PROFIT SHARING FUND

The Sears Fund was created on .uly 1, 1916, almost 57 years ago. One of the
fundamental principles of the Fund when it was first established was the policy
of investing in Sears stock. This policy has remained virtually unchanged from
1910 to the present day, -

Over the-years, the Fund has consistently purchased Sears stock. At the end of
1972, the Fund held almost 81 million shares of Sears stock or slightly less than
20% of the Company's total outstanding shares. At December 81, 1972 the value of
the Fund's assets was in excess of $4 billion, of which the Sears stock was ap-
proxifniitely $81/ billion,

An employee may join the Fund after one year of service. Bach participating
employee deposits 5% of his pay, but not more than $750 per year. This means

-that an employee participates in the Fund only on his first $16,000 in annual
earnings, 'The purpose of this limitation Is to provide a more equitable partici.
ation by4 alemployes in the profits which the Company contributes to 'the
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The formula for the Company's contribution is based on an increasing percent-
age of its pre-tax profits. The contribution for 1972 was at the maximum level of
11% and amounted to over $128 million.

Each employee member has his own account in the Fund. The Company's con-
tributions from profits are allocated to the employee's account under a formula
which is based on his own deposits, his years of service and age.

The amounts contributed by Sears and by the employes are invested largely
in Sears stock. To a lesser extent they are invested ina balanced portfolio of
other securities. Each year the employe receives a statement showing the total
number of shares of Sears stock allocated to his account and the total value of
the other Fund investments which have been made for him.

After five years of service the account of the employee is vested and thereafter
he can vote his Sears stock. Also, he is then entitled to take the full credit to his
account if he leaves the Company for any reason. And, perhaps most important
of all, a vested member may ask that his shares of Sears stock be distributed to
him in kind when his employment ends. The record shows that most retiring
Sears employes ask for distribution of their stock rather than take the cash
equivalent of the shares. In 1972, for example, the Fund distributed almost 3 mil-
lion shares of Sears stock to withdrawing members.

BENEFIT TO EMPLOYES

The actual dollar value of any particular employee's retirement benefit from
profit sharing cannot be predicted with certainty. It will depend on many fac-
tors including his years of service, future profits of the Company, and the market
performance of Sears stock. However, the benefits Sears retirees have currently
received is worth noting. For example, in 1972, the employee who retired with
25 to 30 years of service received, on the average, cash and Sears stock with a
combined value of $114,823 each. These employees had deposited from their pay
an average of $7,246 over their entire working years.

Under the Rules of the Fund, a retiring employe can request the Trustees
to use a portion or all of his Fund account to purchase an annuity contract
from an insurance company. The average account value for the retiring employe
with 25-30 years service--$114,823--would purchase an annuity contract that
would pay almost $11,000 per year. However, relatively few retiring employee
purchase annuity contracts. Most Sears employee ask for their Sears stock
and continue as Sears shareholders during their retirement years. They receive
dividends on their stock and may sell stock as needed to supplement social
security. Since Sears has prospered and its stock values and dividend rates
have increased over the years, retirees in general have been able to maintain
a comfortable standard of living during retirement.

Through the ownership of his Sears stock, the retired employe retains the
flexibility to meet his needs and responsibilities as new conditions and circum-
stances arise or as they change. It also allows the employe to protect his
retirement savings from dissipation through inflation,

SEARS EMPLOYES ARE PART OWNERS OF THE BUSINESS

From this description, it is evident that Sears Fund members become part
owners -of the Company with a stake in the success of the business. As stock-
holders they stand to benefit from any growth in value and assume the risk
of a decline in value. As employes working for growth, they have an added
incentive to help their Company prosper. Sears employee are real partners in
the success of the business. They are entrepreneurs just as much as anyone
who owns his own business. We believe this is American free enterprise at its
best.

The Company distributes an important share of its profits to its employee.
These funds, along with the employe's own deposits, are invested in Company
stock, Thus, you have a double barreled participation by Sears employee. They
not only share in the current profits but they have the opportunity to share in
the future Company growth. Through the loyalty and devotion which their
ownership in the Company has inspired, the Company has grown and prospered,
and the employee have greatly benefited from this growth, Sears retirees in
all of the 50 states have a deep interest in the Company in which they are
still part owners.
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TAX TRHFATM ENT OF LUMP SUM DIST RIIUTIONS

Sears employes take their benefits from the Fund in lump sum distributions
and they, therefore, have a vital interest in how these benefits are taxed.

Prior to the 1000 Tax Reform Act a lump sum distribution from a qualified
profit sharing plan was taxed as a long term capital gain. Moreover, the appre-
clation in any employer stock included in the distribution was taxed when the
stock was sold by the retired employe and not at the time of the distribution.

In 1969, there was a change in the tax treatment of lump sum distributions.
Congress apparently concluded that the employer contribution was compensatory
i nature. It, therefore, provided that employer contributions made after 1969

should be taxed a4 ordinary income when distributed. The 1969 Act provided
relief from bunching that ordinary income in one taxable year through a special
7 year averaging method. This method is intended to tax the ordinary income
a.% though it was received in the 7 years following the year of retirement.

The capital gain treatment was continued for the balance of the distribution.
Also, the treatment of unrealized appreciation in employer stock remained
unchanged.

In 111J9, when the Tax Reform Act was being considered by the Senate Finance
Committee, Searx testified and stated that the capital gains treatment on lunip
sum distributions arrived at a fair result, was the proper way to tax a profit
sharing accumulation, was easily understood, and should be retained in full.
During the course of this legislation, we also indicated that if Congress felt it
was necessary to treat employer contributions as ordinary income, then the
averaging device for taxing these contributions which was developed by the
Committee on Finance and which was finally, included in tile 1969 Tax Reform
Act re achd a reasonable result.

Our pottion today Is much the same s it was in1 1009. We still believe that
capital gains treatment is the most desirable method for taxing lump sum -dis-
trilbutions. An employee's profit sharing account, including his share of tile em-
ployer's contribution, is an investment at risk and, therefore, Is entitled to capital
gains treatment the same as any other risk investment. Capital gains treatment
provides a fair and equitable method for taxing this risk investment with a
minimum of complexity.

The method of taxing lump sum distributions since 1969 arrives at a reasonable
result in most eases for individuals who are over age 59 . Iiowever, it can be
somewhat harsh on those employes who retire or leave prior to reaching age 591A4.
They are required to include their salary received in the year of termination inI
the tax base in making the averaging calculation.

Tle 1909 method can be more complicated than capital gains treatment in
m.any eases. 4lowever, we believe the recently proposed Treasury regulations
prescribing th manner ot computing the tax under this new method have done
much to simplify the computation and minimize many of the criticisms initially
directed against it.

On balance, it is our view that a return to full capital gains treatment would
be desirable. In this connection, it should be noted that the 1969 Tax Reform
Act increased the maximum capital gains tax rate. Also, 1/2 of the gain may be
subject to the 10% ininlmum tax on tax preference items. Thus, any possible
argument that capital gains treatment produced too low a tax was answered
by the 1069 Tax Reforin Act when it substantially Increased the tax on tile larger
capital gains, especially for those higher income individuals who receive large
lump sum distributions.

If it is concluded that capital gains treatment cannot be restored, then we
recommend the retention of existing law. If there were to be a change to another
new method of taxing lump sum distributions, this would create further uncer-
tainty in the minds of the millions of employes in qualified profit sharing
plans. Retiring employes should not be subjected to untried and experimental
methods for computing the tax on their retirement savings. It is certain that
there will be additional complexity if there is another new change In the law.

'IIKATMENT OF UNREALIZED APPRECIATION IN EMPLOYER STOCK

The tax on unrealized appreciation in employer stock which is distributed to a
retiring employe is deferred until the appreciation is realized. This provision has
been in effect for many years and should be retained.

It Is a fundamental concept in our tax laws that appreciation in securities is not
taxed until it is realized through a sale. An employe is tile beneficial owner of
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his Sears stock allocated to his account while he is a member of the Profit
Sharing Fund. The distribution of his stock to him should not be an event which
would cause the unrealized appreciation in this stock to become taxable to him.
No other owner of stock Is required to pay a tax before he realizes appreciation
through a sale of his stock.

A tax on unrealized appreciation would discriminate against retiring employes.
Generally, they would not have the cash to pay the tax and would, therefore,
have to sell some of their stock. This, In turn, would decrease the amounts
available to provide for the employe's retirement security and would be most
unfortunate. Sears employes consider themselves owners, and would feel keenly
the injustice if they had to pay a tax on the unrealized appreciation- in their
own stock merely because their trustee transferred It from their Profit Sharing
Fund accounts to their own names.

The present tax treatment for distributed employer stock Is fair and proper
and should be retained.

FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY AND INVESTMENT IN STOOK O' THM EMPLOYER
There is a very fundamental difference between a profit sharing plan such

as the Sears Fund and a pension plan. While there may be Justification for
restricting a pension plan from investing heavily in stock of the employer corpo-
ration, there are very valid reasons why a profit sharing plan should not be
-restricted In making such Investments.

The main purpose of a pension plan is to provide retirement income for
employes as a supplement to social security, the basic pension for all emloyes.
The pension plan is a contract between the employer and the employs under which
the employer makes contributions to a trust, which in turn will pay a fixed
retirement annuity to the employe when he retires. The employer's annual con.
tributions are based on actuarial standards and are Intended to provide the
funds to pay for this annuity. The employe has no allocable interest in the
specific assets of the trust.

It is to the employer's advantage if the securities purchased by the con.
tributions to the plan appreciate in value. In this case, the employer's future
contributions will 'be reduced. Yet, If the trust fund depreciates in value, and
this depreciation is not made up by the employer, the employe will suffer
as there will not be sufficient money In the trust to pay him his promised
retirement annuity.

Th a Profit Sharing Plan, the employer does not commit to pay any definite
amount to the employe when he retires or withdraws from the plan. After vest.
Ing, the employee may withdraw the full market value of the assets credited
to his account in the plan. These assets are generally In the form of securities
purchased by the plan trustee out of the cash flow represented by annual con-
tributions from company profits, the employee deposits (if any), and the Income
from dividends or Interest on the Investments made.

Thus, In a profit sharing plan theemploye is not assured of any definite
amount, either in annual contributions by the company (since these depend
on company profits) or in the accumulated value of his account at retirement.
He assumes the same risks and has the same opportunity for gain as any
business proprietor or stockholder. He is not relying on the employer's promise
to pay him a pension. He is an investor in the growth of the Fund with no
limit on the amount of his benefit. When the fund Is invested primarily In
the stock of the company for which he works, he has an added incentive and
motivation in the efficiency of his work and that of his fellow employes, for
he truly benefits from the Company's growth.

SEvery year the trustees of Sears Profit Sharing Fund Invest a substantial
portion of the available cash flow in Sears stock. The Sears Fund has followed
this program of stock ownership for over 50 years. It Is our sincere belief
that the employe stake In Sears is responsible for the success of the Oompany.
This success has also greatly benefitted the employee who share in the Com-
pany's growth.

Many of the pension reform bills presently before Congress contain provisions
imposing Federal fiduciary standards and a "prudent man" rule on the admini-
trators and trustees ofpension and profit sharing plans. Most of these bills, how.
ever, recognize the unique objectives of those profit sharing plans investing in
stock of the employer and the special Incentles offered to employees parteci-
patng in such plans. Therefore, these bills have exempted such profit sharing
plIns from any diversification rules, under a prudent man rule or otherwms,
with respect to investments in stock of the employer.

06-286 -78--38
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If Congress concludes that Federal fiduciary standards are desirable nind
should be enacted, then care should be exercised to prevent any limitations on
investments in employer stock by profit shring plans. S. 4, as reported to the
Senate, contains specific provisions allowing profit sharing plans to continue to in-
vest in employer stock without violating a prudent man rule or other fiduciary
standard. It is urged that these concepts be retained in any legislation which
would impose Federal fiduciary standards on profit sharing plan trustees.

CONCLUSION

The Sears Profit Sharing Fund offers a dramatic example of the employee moti-
vation inspired through part ownership of the business. We believe this employee
stake in Sears is directly responsible for the success of the Company and the
resulting benefits to the employees. The motivation pf the employees has been
stimulated over the years by the fairness of the capitM gains treatment, and by
the fact that appreciation in their Sears stock will not be taxed until it is
realized through a sale.

We urge the Committee to restore the full capital gains treatment to lump
sum profit sharing distributions. If, however, such treatment is not to be restored,
then we recommend the retention of existing laws and further urge the retention
of the present tax treatment for distributed employer stock. We earnestly
believe that no change in the law should be made which would impair the value
of profit sharing to participating employees and their companies, and erode the
incentives and productivity gains resulting from such plans.

There are essential differences between pension plans and profit sharing plans,
especially those profit sharing plans investing in stock of the employer company.
They have different objectives and therefore require different standards in ap-
plying a prudent man rule to their investments. Accordingly, we urge that any
legislation enacting Federal fiduciary standards recognize their Inherent differ-
ences and allow profit sharing plans to continue their programs of increased
motivation through investments in employer stock.

Respectively submitted, R. P. B MER,

General Manager, Tema,.

STATEMENT nY JOHN H. MARTIN, VICE PRESIDENT OF LrTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

United States industry and workers have, in a relatively short time, developed
a remarkably effective private pension system. A large proportion of those still
uncovered are the young who are still moving from job to job In search of their
place in the economy. There is little reason to be concerned about an 18 year old
high school graduate not having started his retirement program, Our concern
should be to assure that there 4e a plaoe for him In a retirement program when
he is ready for it.

I recognize that there are weak spots in this huge rapidly growing program
and much of S. 1179 and other bills before the Congress point squarely at several
of them. It is not my intention, however, to comment on the specific proposals for
strengthening the existing system.

I wish to concentrate my attention and I hope your interest, in that section of
S. 1179 which has the potential of adding a whole new dimension to the U.S. pri-
vate pension system. I refer to Section 42, Retirement Savings.

Section 42, with Its provision for a tax credit for individual contributions to
pension plans, takes direct aim at the most significant way in which private
pension coverage can be extended.

Even a cursory look of the present system reveals that its success is based on
Its tax status. The rapid growth of Corporate private pensions got underway at
the time of the high tax rates during World War II when employers used the tax
deductibility to make a benefit available to workers whose wages were frozen.

Subsequently, the full tax deductibility, within limits, of the Keogh plan for
the self-employed provided stimulus for expanding pensions in this area. It seems
completely logical that a similar provision for employees would have a similar
affect.

A close look at the uncovered employees who should be covered will reveal two
principal categories--employees of small, often new firms, and those employees
whose work Is for short periods with many employers. Section 42 makes provi-
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sions for these employees as individuals to establish a program for themselves
and some will do so. However, standing by itself this approach has two weak-
nesses. (1) Most people, at least until late In life, Just don't make the effort andI
are not interested in saving for retirement. (2) It means all of the cost of the
retirement is born by the Individual employee.

These difficulties would be at least partially overcome were the Section to be
modified so as to encourage cooperation between employees and employers rather
than to penalize such cooperation. Specifically, the limitation provision 42(b) (2)
Reduction on Account of Employer or Owner-Employer Contribution to a great
extent dissipates the tax advantage offered those employees whose employer
attempts to help them with retirement plan costs.

There seems to be a prevalent oversimplified belief that either employees are
completely and adequately taken care of by an employer or there is no possibility
of them partelpatilg in a pension plan. In point of fact, there Is a wide group
of companies and employees who would like to work out something jointly.
However, the employer does not feel lie can make the full long-term commitment
to a pension plan and the employee realizes that in contributing after tax money
to any form of retirement he is at a disadvantage. In brief, the present situation
tends to create a competitive situation between the employer and the employee
rather than a cooperative one based on each side being equal within limits with
regard to the value of their after tax dollar contributed to a pension plan.

The reason this limitation provision has this effect is perhaps not apparent on
the surface since it appears simply to offset the employer contribution (which in
Itself is not equitable). In point of fact, in any employee-employer plan other
than a straight money purchase plan, the only realistic means of offsetting the
employer contribution is the 7% of earned Income provision in the Section. This
has the affect of saying that regardless of how much or how little the employer
is contributing, the employees hoped for tax advantage would be reduced or eli-
minated to the extent of 7% of his total income.

Furthermore, and perhaps equally important, the provision in its administra -
tion would be so complicated by changing levels of income and benefits that very
few employees or small employers without an expert in house would even attempt
to use it. (I believe I am correct that an early proposal for the self-employed was
a partial tax relief on a formula basis. It never took hold until Keogh established
a fiat dollar amount of tax deduction.)

It is my belief that the individual should have the right to a tax postponement
when he invests in his retirement up to a reasonable level which is similar to the
right of a company to invest for him or the right of the self-employed to invest
for himself.

ThiN is no different than any other provision granted to an individual for
offsetting taxes in that it is not contingent on some outside factor. For example,
the deduction for dependents is the same regardless of income or who a man
works for and the charitable deductions are the same for anybody as long as
they are qualified deductions, etc. In fact, Canada uses a fiat $2500 deduction
limit for pension contributions similar to what we do for the self-employed.

The 7% offset was inserted as a revenue saving proposal, but would have the
affect of changing the basic policy of the bill. I suggest the primary objective
of this bill should be to enact sound pension legislation. If revenue is all import-
ant, lower the ceiling, but keep the principle.

Specifically, I suggest that Section 42(b) (2) Reduotion on Account of ERm.
player or Owner-Employer Contribution be eliminated.

I would also favor changing Section 42(b) (1) to an amount of deduction
based on'the Social Security wage base, say 15% of that base rather than a
credit which is frozen in the legislation. I agree, however, this is not a matter
of policy, but purely a different way of arriving at the same basic objective
with which I am concerned.In summary, my position and strong belief is that the most Important objec-
tive we can accomplish by pension legislation is to promote the growth of the
private pension system. While this will be done by many of the strengthening
provisions proposed for the existing system by the legislation, the most Import-
ant new dimension which can be given this system is by making available as a
matter of right to the individual the possibility of acting either independently
or In conjunction with his employer to develop a retirement plan to meet his needs
on a comparable tax basis with that of the employer and the self-employed.
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MasR & MoLNA,
New York, N.Y., May 81,1978.

Mr. Tom VAn.,
Ohief Counsel, Finance Committee,
*287 Vew Senate Offloe Butflng, Washington, D.O.

DzAn MR. VAL: We wish to make the following observations with respect
to certain aspects of the pension legislation now wider consideration.

(1) Vesting-We agree that the time has come for some form of mandatory
vesting. Practical considerations are important in determining what form vest.
ing requirements should take and there are two Important principles which
need emphasis.

First, a mandatory vesting provision should not result in the preservation
of miniscule or trivial benefits. The administrative costs of maintaining the
necessary records for many years would be far out of proportion to the value of
the benefits. As an example, a provision for 250 vesting after 5 years of par-
ticipation, If applied to a plan providing a 1% pension benefit for each year of
service and an employee whose earnings are $8,000 per year, would give a monthly
pension of $8.88 if the employee terminates when first vested. We believe that
preservation of benefits of this order over many years of probable inflation is
an inefficient use of pension fund moneys, which could be used to better effect
in other ways.

The second point Is that, in our opinion, vesting requirements should be
framed in a way as to favor older employees when a determination of priorities
must be made. It is relatively unimportant for an employee age 80 to have
accrued a vested pension benefit as he will have an opportunity to accrue bene.
fits later in his working career; it is far more important for an employee age 60
whose working lifetime is close to Its end.

Because of these considerations, we favor the "rule of 50" type of provision
over alternatives such as the provisions in S. 4 or S. 1179.

(2) Eligibility Requirements--Pension plans have traditionally imposed serv-
ice and age requirements for eligibility. These requirements have served the
important purpose of reducing the administrative burdens Involved in processing
large numbers of employees many of whom will terminate without benefits. -

Since vesting requirements may be related to service from employment rather
than service covered under the plan and benefit credit can be given retroactively
to employment date when an employee becomes eligible for plan membership, re-
strictive eligibility requirements for plan membership need not have any effect on
the benefits provided. There Is little or no recognition of this notion in the vart
ons bills now under consideration. However, we believe it Is a valid point and that
the administrative problems which overly liberal participation requirements
would cause are, In fact, unnecessary.

We favor plan participation requirement of three years continuous service or
age 80, If later, as in S. 1681, rather than the lesser requirements proposed In
other bills. However, we believe more stringent requirements should be allowable
if a sufficient degree of retroactive credit is given for benefit accrual and vesting
eligibility.

(8) Funding-We favor some reasonable requirements such as funding of nor-
mal costs plus unfunded past service liabilities over 80 years, as an example.
However, we do not believe that local governmental plans should be excluded.
Such plans are not generally backed by the tax resources available to state and
federal plans and their financial status Is frequently deplorable.

We also object to any requirements for the funding of experience deficiencies
over five years. Where actuarial assumptions are reasonable (and the implication
of proposed legislative limitations on assumptions is that they must be) such
deficiencies will be primarily the result of temporary deviations from expected
experience. A break in the stock market could temporarily depress asset values,
for example. We do not think it Is desirable to impose a short and arbitrary
period for corrition of such fluctuations. Furthermore, aq, arbitrary five yeat
period Is Inconsistent with many actuarial funding methods under which actu-
arial gains and losses are systematically spread over the future service of the
employees. Where such methods are used, It would require considerable expense
and inconvenience to accommodate the five-year funding of experience deficiencies
without any significant gain to plan participants.

(4) Plan Termination Insurance-While we recognize the problems such insur.
ance is designed to meet, we do not believe that any of the proposed legislation
has dealt successfully with the problems Involved in developing a fair and satis-
factory plan of insurance.

To cite an example of the problems, both S. 4 and HR. 462 provide that a
solvent employer with a terminating plan Is liable for Insurance benefits paid
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out under the plan termination Insurance. In the case of S. 4, this liability is lm-
Ited to 50% of the employer's net worth. No precise definition of net worth is in-
eluded in the bill. In the case of H.R. 462, there Is no specified limitation on the
liability of the employer for such benefits.

The ex-post-facto imposition of such potential liabilities on existing plans is
unfair and could adversely affect the financial position of employers who may
have to terminate pension plans for various legitimate reasons, A major factor
encouraging an employer to adopt a funded pension plan may well have been the
tact that his liability for benefits in the event of distress was limited to the assets
of the pension fund.

How such a provision could apply to multi-employer plan terminations needs to
be considered and, if possible, detailed in the legislation.

There are other technical problems which could also be mentioned. We believe
that the unresolved problems are sufficiently serious to make any of the current
proposals unsatisfactory. We strongly urge therefore that any legislation dealing
with plan termination insurance be deferred until more research and considera-
tion have been put into an effort to solve these technical problems. We believe it
would be appropriate for the Senate Finance Committee, as well as other Inter-
ested Congressional committees, to stimulate and sponsor research aimed at the
resolution of these problems.

We appreciate the opportunity to make these comments.Very truly yours, HENRY J. L. FORTUIN, Jr,, F.S.A.,
Senior Vice President and Actuary.

JOHN N. ALLMAN, F.S.A.,
Vice President and Actuary.

FORD MOTOR Co.,
June 1, 1978.

Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,
Chairman, Finance Subcommittee on Pensions, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.A.
Re Pension funding and reinsurance under S. 1179 and S. 163L
DrAn Mn. CHAIRMAN: Ford Motor Company wishes to express its opposition to
the "reinsurance" provisions of S. 1179 and its endorsement of the minimum
funding requirements for corporate plans in S. 1681.

Although we take pride in the accomplishments of private plans, including the
success of the Company's Retirement Planet we do not close our eyes to the short-
comings of the private pension system. The Subcommittee's hearings have
produced further evidence that parties to the private system are reaching
agreement upon the need for measures on fiduciary standards, disclosures to
employees, vesting and 11unding. Newly legislated requirements should be ad-
ministered under the existing regulatory framework with vesting, funding, and
other financial requixeoients under the Treasury Department.

There is, however, one issue on which neither need nor feasibility has been
established; that is "reinsurance" of vested benefits against plan termination.
Reinsurance would tax sound and continuing plans to pay for mismanaged or
terminated plans. Reinsurance is controversial. Only a few unions support it,
while the Administration and most employers, including Ford Motor Company,
are opposed. Our detailed statement on reinsurance and funding is enclosed,

Reinsurance Is not needed according to the Government's own studies, Only
one in 5,000 workers lost any vested benefits because of plan termination in
1972. In other words 9.98% were unaffected. Reinsurance will not work
without changes that will result in massive standardization and regulation of
private plans and their investments. Reinsurance also will remove a prime incen-
tive for pension funding and distort the collective bargaining process between
management and labor.

We do not suggest that the loss of vested benefits be Ignored because the
problem is small. We ask, however, for consideration of an alternative solution,
improved minimum finding standards to assure that assets are available to meet
pension obligations. Improved funding will meet the problem directly without
seriously damaging the voluntary system, If plans with lagging funding improve
their funding of vested liabilities, the losses from plan termination will decline
or be eliminated. Legislative reform should help each employer keep Its own
pension promises, not pass the problem on to others.

Very truly yours, MARC M. TWzNY,Tr.

Fellow, American Academy of Actuaries,
Pension Manager.

Enclosures.
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STATEMENT OF MARC A. TWINNEY, JR., PENSION MANAGER, FORD MOTOR Co.

This statement is submitted In my capacity as Manager of the Pension

Department in the Treasure's Office of Ford Motor Company. My professional

qualifications include membership in the Society of Actuaries, the American

Academy of Actuaries, and the Institute of Actuaries in Great Britain. My ex-

perience in employee benefits extends over a period of 16 years, the first 11

.years in private practice as a consulting actuary. At Ford Motor Company I

am responsible for funding and cost aspects of retirement plans, including the

preparation of financial information used in reports to employees, to stockholders,

and to governmental authorities. My office is the primary contact with the

independent actuary retained to perform the actuarial determinations required

to administer financial aspects of the pension plans.
The opportunity to submit comments on proposals for pension legislation,

specifically S. 1179 and S. 1031, is appreciated. The Company also wotlld like

to commend the Senate Finance Committee for its thoughtful action last year

In insisting upon deliberate and objective discussions of pension issues.

OPPOSITIONTO PENSION REINSURANCE

9. 1179, as S. 4, would establish a Federal program to which all private plans

would be required to contribute for the purpose of "Insuring" the benefits of

employees in the event of plan termination. "Reinsurance" is, of course, a mis-

nomer. It is really a system to exact from sound and continuing plans money

-to pay for the losses of mismanaged or terminated plans. Legislative reform if

soundly based would assure that an employer keeps its own pension promises,

and would not encourage it to pass its burdens on to other employers.

A reinsurance program is not -essential, An Interim Report on Plan Termina-

tions in 1072 prepared jointly by the Treasury and Labor Departments demon-

strates that plan terminations cause the loss of relatively few ve.tcd benefits. In

1072 one in 5,000 employes covered by private plans lost any vested benefit (2/100

of 1%). In other words 99.98% were unaffected. This is not perfect but what price

are private plans to pay for perfect results?
Ford Motor Company has participated in a study group that has tried to work

out a system to "reinsure" vested benefits but has been unsuccessful. The casualty

and the life insurance industries have been no more successful in developing a

workable approach without standardization of benefits and over-regulation. A

plan cannot buy true reinsurance in today's insurance market.
A reinsurance system would require burdensome government control and

regulation over private plans, particularly as to investments and actuarial deter-
minations if adverse selection and outright manipulation is to be voided. Rein-

surance would also tempt some employers to adopt benefits they could not afford

and would distort the collective bargaining process by making unfunded or un-

derfunded obligations popular in negotiated settlements.
Program curtailments and toughened requirements stemming from abuses

of FHA mortgage insurance and private investor's security insurance are In-
structive in considering pension reinsurance. Reinsurance would temnnLfund
managers into unwise speculation in investment of pension funds, Investment
controls as to proportion and types of investment could, of course, be used to stop
the speculative investment, but such controls would substantially reduce a fund's
rate of return, A very small variation in the long term rate of return can
greatly affect benefits. For example, a decrease of 1% in long term rate of
return would decrease benefits per dollar of contribution by 25% because of rein-
surance, employes will have paid a dear price for reinsurance.

Advocates of reinsurance admit that other constraints would be necessary to
prevent an underfunded plan for "dumping" vested liabilities onto the- program.
Although this practice could be partly deterred by requiring a pledge of the em-
plover's assets; the cure Itself would be objectionable because it would hurt the
employer's credit ratiffg for borrowing, at a time when it may need financial
help to stay in business. In some industries, construction for example, where an
employer has corporate life only for the duration of its project, the pledge might
be unenforceable. On the other hand, a good risk, like Ford Motor Company pays
Its own costs in connection with plants closed to stay efficient, and its pledge
would pay the vested rights even if the plan terminated in its entirety.

Reinsurance would neutralize a primary incentive for adequately funding pen.
sion obligation. We find this alarming because the fundamental solution to the
problem of benefit losses from plan termination is more funding, ttot less. The
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reason so few employes in the 1972 study were hurt by plan terminations was not
that so few plans terminated but that the funding was- adequate for so many
of the plans that terminated. If Congress imposes with one hand an obligation
to vest, we respectfully submit that it should not with the other hand impose a
reinsurance scheme that would encourage employers not to fund the vested
benefits.

ENDORSEMENT OF MINIMUM FUNDING STANDARDS

Ford Motor Company has made studies of the legislative proposals for pension
reform, We favor many of the features of S. 1631, including its specific require.
ment for funding, while recognizing that some amendments may be needed to im-
prove the Bill.

Governmental regulation of private pension plans should be at the Federal
level. New provisions on vesting and funding can be added as requirements to
tax qualifications of plans under the Internal Revenue Code and administered
by the experienced personnel in the Internal Revenue Service of the Treasury
Department. An entirely new agency obviously need not be created to regulate
plans under new legislation. Any additional disclosure requirements can be
made to the Department of Labor and be effected by way of amendment of the
present Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.

The Treasury's Internal Revenue Service has administered the key provisions
of the laws relating to private pension plans with efficiency and fairness for
more than 30 years. Under this system, Congress determines what provisions a
private retirement plan should contain in the public interest, the Internal Revenue
Code requires that those provisions be incorporated In plans to assure tax deduc-
tibility for corporate contributions and tax exemption for the investment income
of the trusts, and the Internal Revenue Service provides advance clearances
for plans and plan amendments that meet the statutory requirements.

We urge that this system be used for the proposed reform provisions relating
to fu-ding, vesting, and any other financial requirements that may be provided
by law for private pension plans. Retention of the present system would place
reliance on the existing expertise of personnel in tho IRS's district offices and
in Washington. This would preserve the outstanding virtue of the present system,
the complete impartiality of the Internal Revenue Service as between competing
private interests.

As Secretary Shultz pointed out in his testimony before Subcommittee last
Tuesday, it would be a serious mistake, and a costly one, to attempt to transfer
jurisdiction at this stage to another department of government lacking the ex-
pertise, personnel, and experience of the Treasury in this area.

The vast majority of cases of participants losing an expected benefit can be
cured by improved vesting in private pension plans. Despite steady improvement
in voluntarily adopted vesting provisions, there is now a recognized need for
Congress to enact mandatory minimum vesting standards. It is extremely im.
portant, however, that Congress be mindful of the cost burden of any new
standards it may impose. The standard for pension vesting should specify per.
formance requirements, not dictate the design of a plan or the details of its
administration. The relative merits of one or another set of standards or rules
for vesting are still debatable, whereas there is no longer any doubt that benefits
should be required to vest reasonably early.

Ford Motor Company for many years has been providing such vesting, 100%
after ten years of service (see Attachment I). This is prompt vesting under any
reasonable standard, although it would not explicitly qualify under any of the
principal Senate bills now under consideration with the exception of S. 75.
Although we d6Thot suggest all private plans be required to vest pensions after
ten years of service, we do believe that any minimum standards enacted should
allow the Company plans' vesting to continue unchanged.

General comments on minimum funding standards
Reasonable and-orderly funding is also essential to the pension undertaking.

It an employer sets up a pension plan, he should organize its funding so that
the legitimate pension expectations of his employes are fulfilled under ordinary
circumstances. If Congress requires early vesting, it should also consider how
the employer is to fund the vested rights Congress has mandated.

Contrary to the general impression, employes normally do not have Individual
pension accounts in a corporate plan and pension contributions are not allocated
among individual employes or pensioners. (Only profit-sharing and thrift plans,
which have other objectives than retirement security, and a relatively few pen.K
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sion plans of the "money purchase" type allocate to individual accounts.) Nor-
mally, all pension contributions are made on behalf of all employes as a group.
All assets stand behind all benefit claims. (See Attachment 11, Funding Informa-
tion on Ford Motor Company's Plans.)

Another unwarranted impression seemingly held by some critics is that a
small unfunded pension liability Is good- and, by the same token, a large un-
funded liability is bad. Indeed, the mere existence of a large unfunded liability
is often taken as proof that funding practices are somehow unsound or else
that investments have been poorly managed. But in actuality, the largest source
of unfunded llabiUtles are new or improved benefits that extend to past service
to provide more adequate benefits for those already or nearly retired. Thus,
an unfunded obligation may simply be an indication that the plan sponsors are
improving benefits or facing tip to the challenge of maintaining benefit levels in
times of inflation.

A sound funding requirement should not be the product of concern over ratios
of vested to funded benefits; it should be related to providing protection for
vested rights at a reasonable rate in view of the employer's resources. This
should aim for the greatest employe security while recognizing the complexity
of the technical problems involved. Above all, the system should avoid rigidities
that could cause costs to fall inequitably upon different businesses. For these
reasons, we favor the funding requirement in Section 2(a) of S. 1631 over other
proposals. S. 1631 requires annual funding of normal cost plus interest on past'
service costs for all benefits, plus 5% of the unfunded liabilty for vested bene-
fits. These requirements are clear and determinable. If adopted. they would
substantially improve the present limited funding requirement which has existed
as an administrative matter since 1939.

A plan, of course, should be able to base its compliance with any funding
requirement on reasonable actuarial methods and assumptions approved by its
qualified actuary. This practice has been followed in the past and has worked
welL,-There is also a need in administering funding requirements to establish
standards for qualificaton of the actuaries to assure employes and the public
of the reliability and source of actuarial determinations.

It is surprising to us that S. 4 and S. 1179 would require that actuarial "de-
ficiencies" be identified and funded, since an actuarial "deficiency" is no more
than a variance at any given date between the plan's actual experience and the
actuary's earlier projections. In particular, we regard S. 4's proposal that an
employer be required to liquidate such "deficiencies" in five years as punitive
and unproductive.

Also use of the term "deficiencies" may unduly alarm employes because It
falsely suggests a real shortage when there is simply a variance from forecast.
The largest source of these variances are fluctuations in security prices that
are almost invariably of a temporary nature. The terms "actuarial gains and
losses" are more accurate. Such variances are expectable and may continue until
the last pensioner is deceased.

Spec flo recommendations on f ending standard
1. Minimum funding standards should be properly related to the obligation

for vested benefits. Section 2(a) of S. 1631 contains a proposed minimum funding
provision for vested benefits which appears sound and should in our view be
included in any new pension legislation.

2. The vesting standard should provide that any vested right required by
law would first become payable at age 65 without reduction for age. We regard
the retirement age definition In paragraph (15) of S. 1179 as preferable to the
definition in paragraph (11) of Sec. 2(a) (2) of S. 161. (Congress may wish,
however, to consider authorizing the Secretary of Treasury to fix an age higher
than 05 as a transition arrangement for the relief of some industry-wide plans
where cost effects may be unusual.)

3. Plans which define the benefits by a unit per year of service should be
Allowed to have the plan provisions govern In determining vested rights. Thus,
paragraph 12(d) in See. 2(a) (2) of S. 1681 should be revised so that it would
clearly apply only to plans which do not provIde defined benefit units per
year of service.

4. Consideration should be given to increasing allowable tax deductions for
pension contributions so that more rapid deduction of contributions will be per-
mitted when the vested benefits are not fully funded.

5. The proposal that would require separate identification and rapid liquida-
tion of so-called actuarial "deficiencies" presently appearing in S. 4 and S. 1179
should not be included in any new legislation.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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8. A pian should remain free to base compliance with funding requirements
on reasonable actuarial assumptions and methods. The law should affirmatively
provide this right to employers.

7. The Treasury Department should be granted authority to determine who
may certify actuarial statements. Any legislation establishing funding require-
ments should include a provision along the lines of section 323 of S. 1179 (page
12, lines 7-12) which would grant this authority to the Secretary of Treasury.

(ATTACHMENT I

OUTLINE OF VESTING PROVISIONS IN BENEFIT COVERAGE OF FORD XOTOR
Co.'s EMPLOYES

NONoONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (ALL PERSONNEL)

The life Income benefit payable at age 65 is vested after ten years of credited
service. Because service credit Is granted for up to 0.9 of one year of lay-off or
sick leave, as few as 9.1 years of work would be required to vest. Reduced bene-
fits are payable as early as age 60.

CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (SALARIED PERSONNEL)

The contributory retirement benefit payable at age 05 vests after seven yedrs
of employment, during five of which the employe must have-eontributed. Reduced
benefits are payable as early as age 60.

CONTRIBUTORY AAVINOS & STOOK INVESTMENT (SALARIED PERSONNEL)

The Company's contributions for each year vest progressively during the third
year following the year of contribution and are 100% vested at the end of that
year. At that time employee may elect distribution immediately, defer distribu-
tion (limited to their contributions) to a later date, or defer distribution to
rl Irement, disabIlity or death.

SOCIAL SECURITY OLD AGE BENEFITS (ALL PERSONNEL)

Social Security benefits require that a male employee ag 62 in 1978 must have
22 quarters (61/2 years) of coverage. Younger employes (born 1920 or. later) must
have 40 quarters of coverage (ten years) without regard to age to maintain
eligibility.

[ATTACHMIDNT II]

FUNDING INFORMATION ON FORD MoTon Co.'s RETIREMNT PLANS

CONTRIBUTIONS AND ASSETS

There are two principal retirement plans for employes of Ford U.S. with
separate trust funds. The Ford-UAW Retirement Plan covers hourly employes
represented by the UAW, and the General Retirement Plan covers substantially
all other employes of the Company and certain consolidated and unconsolidated
domnesttesubsidiaries. In addition to these two principal plans, certain other
subsidiaries of the Company have separate plans covering their employes.

The financial operations of the Ford U.S. trusts for the year 1972 were as follows
(in millions)
Funds at January 1, 1972-with securities valued at cost ---------- $1,845,06
Additions:

Payments Into trusts ------------------------------- (263.2)
Interest and dividends received -------------------------- (. 7)
Net gain realized on sales of securities ..-------------------- (1 8)

Net additions ------------------------------------ 852.17
Less: Retirement payments and expenses --------------------- (140.8)

Funds at December 31, 1972-with securities valued at cost -------- 2, 058, 0
'Payments into the trusts included contributed by the Company and by

salaried personnel. Company contributions included current service costs and
$101 million attributable to prior service costs. Prior service costs are 'being
funded by the Company over periods of not more than 80 years.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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No portion of the Company contributions to the trust fund, or of the assets
thereof, is paid or set aside for the account or benefit of any individual employe.

World-wide cofisolidated pension costs in 1972- were $812.1 million, up $72.9
million or 30.5% from $239.2 million in 1971. The substantial increase in pension
costs in 1972 resulted from certain amendments -to the two principal plans that
took effect late In 1971, as well as adjustments based upon actual experience. The
actuarially computed value of vested benefits under the various plans exceeded
the market value-of fund assets by approximately $190 million at December 81,
1972.

PORD-UAW AND GENERAL RETIREMENT PLAN ACTUARIAL METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Actutarial cost method.-Entry Age Normal Cost (projected benefit method)
with frozen supplemental liability for past service costs.

Actuarial interest rate.-0 percent per annum, compounded annually.
"Write-up mitho(.-Assets valued at adjusted costand at a minimum are equal

to cost. Book value is adjusted in an amount equal to the difference between
the 0% actuarial rate and actual cash income and realized net gains, but after
write-up cannot exceed 00% of market value. If required asset write-up/(down)
exceeds limits imposed, past service costs are adjusted.

Normal retirement age.-Age 65.
Average benefit unit.-$7.50 life income per month per year of service.
Survivorshtp option.-Elected by 70% of those retiring, 80% of employes

married with male employes having wives three years younger and female
employes having husbands three years older than themselves.

ILLUSTRATIVE FORD.UAW ACTUARIAL RATES

Non- Termination of employment Dis. Early retirement
retired ability Less 30 or Mutually

lives Ist 2d 3d retiro- than 30 more sales.
Age mortality I year year year Ultimate ment years years factory

20 ............... 0.0006 0.2340 0.1580 0.1300 0.1097 0.0007 .............................
25 .............. .0007 .1180 .1220 .0990 .0831 .0008 ..............................
30 ............... .0011 .1500 .0940 .0730 .0622 .0010 ..............................
35 .............. .0016 .1220 .0720 .0545 .0466 .0013 ..............................
40 ............. .0025 .0 0 .0560 .0405 .0362 .0017 ..............................
45 ...............0037 .080 .0440 .0300 .0201 .0025............ .......
50 ............... .0057 0 0 0 ,021 .0042 .......... . 5 ....
5 ............... .0089 0 0 0 .0168 .070 0.036 .1506
56 ............... 0098 0 0 0 .0164 .0088 .0390 '.1700 .000
58 ............... 0117 0 0 0 .0166 .0112 .0520 .2100 0040
CO ............... .0141 0 0 0 .0174 .0150 .1700 1.2700 .0120
62 ............... .0174 0 0 0 .0189 .0205 .3750 t.3000 .050
64 ............... .0213 0 0 0 .0216 .0280 .2250 1.2000 .0120

I Mortality table after service retirement: 1963 George B. Buck mortality table rated back 1 year. A special mortality
table Is used for disability retirement.

IRate applicable to the age at which the employee first becomes eligible for an unreduced supplemental allowance IsIncreased by 100 percent.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OP PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
Washington, D.C., June 1, 1978.

Non. GAYLORD NELSON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Pensions, Senate Finance Committee,
-U.8. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: Representing over 14,000 Independent accountants in
public practice and thousands of their clients who make up much of the small
and medium-sized business community, the National Society of Public Account-
ants applauds your interest in the subject of Private Pension Plans, especially as
they apply to the self.employed individual.

NSPA is the only national accounting organization which encompasses all
categories of recognized professionals in the public accounting field. Our mem-
bers Include certified public accountants, licensed and registered public ac-
countants, accounting practitioners and, where no state licensing exists, the in-
dividual accountant who chooses to practice within the strict discipline of our
Code of Professional Ethics operating upon our membership.
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On the whole, the National Society of Public Accountants favors the pro-
visions of the Administration bill, S. 1013, relating to retirement plans for the
self-employed person.

NSPA offered its views on this important subject last year when H.R. 12272
was under consideration in then House Ways and means s Committee.

We endorse provisions which more nearly bring comparability between the
corporate employee and his counterpart who lssclf.einployed. Too long the sole
practitioner, his staff a nd their families have suffered from a policy which favors
the corporation employee.

Proposed increases in the permissible level of annual tax-deductible contribu-
tions from 10% or $2,500 to a 15% or $7,500 maximum level is logical and
reasonable.

Without such treatment, the individual in the accounting profession is-unduly
encfUlMrT-tO seek professional incorporation with some of its attendant draw-
backs if he wishes to provide more adequately for his retirement.

A similar dilemma faces the small and medium-sized businessman whom our
members serve In their practice of accounting and management advisory duties.

Speaking to the general legislation in the field and requirements calling for
statements by qualified independent accountants, we believe this is to be an ex-
cellent ad prudent requirement. Of course, it may be necessary for certain equiv-
alency standards to be established for measuring the competence of accountants
-where- licensing, except as a CPA, is not presently available.

We would be happy to work with the Committee and its staff in formulating
such recommendations.

The memorandum of the Comptroller General in September, 1970, was an ex-
cellent approach to this matter, but that document should be brought up-to-date
by (1) the removal of any restrictions for persons becoming licensed by a state
since the cut-off dates prescribed and (2) the inclusion of reasonable but com-
prehensive equivalency standards which could be applied where no state licens.
lig other than as a CPA is presently possible.

We are greatly encouraged by the interest evidenced by your Subcommittee's
holding hearings and we look forward to prompt action on the legislation.

Sincerely, lRvING IosnN, Presdet

BLUR BELL, INC.,
Greensboro, N.O., May 15, 1973.

Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE and Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Senate Finanoe Committee,
Washington, D.C. -

DEAR SENATORS TALMADGE AND BYRD: We are quite concerned about the
proposed pension legislation and understand the Senate Finance Committee
will be holding hearings next week concerning the Administrative Bill, the Pen-
slon B44 4.1-79, and Senate Bill S. 4.

Last Juno when similar proposed legislation was being discussed, we stated
our company's position with the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills as well as Senators
Harrison A. Wiliams. Jr., and Jacob K. Tavits. Our position remains the same
as stated at that time, and I am therefore sending you herewith a copy of this
statement.

We understand Senator Bentsen's bill proposes to provide insurance for
unfunded plans. We have not read this proposed legislation, but understand it
is designed to require firms whose plans are already completely funded to par.
_ipate; therefore, we are very much concerned about this suggested insurance

plan as our plan is fully funded. Why should firms whose plans are fully funded
be required to pay insurance for unfunded firms which we understand we may
be compelled to do as a result of this legislation?

Not only do we hold you in very high regard and believe you want to see that
the fair thing is done about this legislation, but we are very active as a company
in your respective states and feel that we can turn to you for every reasonable
assistance and support in a matter of this kind.

Kindly see that our views are taken into consideration in these hearings, and
-please keep us advised of any proposed legislation on the subject and let us
know what further assistance we epu be thereon.

Sincerely,
. 0. A, Dixoi
Enclosure.
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Bruul BELL, INO.,
Greensboro, N.O., May 12, 197.

Re: Proposed legislation affecting private pension plans.
Hon. Wumus D. MILLS,

Itairman, House Ways an ' Means Oommittee,
.1ouse ot )2epreaentati'es,
Washington, D.A.

DeAB Ma. CHAIRMAN: This letter is a brief statement of our company's poso-
tion with respect to some of the proposed Federal legislation relating to private
pension plans and in particular President Nixon's address to the Congress on
December 14, 1971, and House bill H1R 12272 as introduced to the House by you
and the Honorable John W. Byrnes.

We will not attempt to go into detail nor get into a lot of the technicalities
involved on this subject, but we wish to make several observations which we
feel are pertinent and hopefully impress your Committee and others concerned
that any such legislation should be extremely carefully thought out and not
hastily adopted because of the tremendous impact this could have upon private
pension plans even to the point of destroying them completely:

1. With respect to the President's first point, it would be difficult to object to
the principle that employees who wish to save independently for their retirement
or to supplement employer financed pensions should be allowed to do so possibly
by deducting on their income tax returns amounts set aside for these purposes.
In so saying, we should not overlook the fact that all employees and employers
are already setting aside vast sums of money everyr year in the form of social
security taxes which among other things are designed to provide retirement
Income for all employees. The extent to which individual employees or employers
might be able to afford additional deductions of this kind is certainly not known,
but in our own case, we seriously doubt if cur employees as a whole could afford
a great deal more, although some doubtless would take advantage of such all
opportunity. Ba.4ed on what we hear about what has become of the social security
funds paid In, doubtless monies put aside by employees and employers for private
pension funds would be far safer and more dependable as a means for retire-
melmt income than will be social security funds. Should inflation continue at
the high rate it has bten over the past several years, none of these funds will
be of much value.

2. We also agree with the President's second point in that self-employed persons
who invest in pension plans for themselves and their employees should be given
a more generous tax deduction than they now receive, although we feel that
in some respects this relates back to the points made in #1.

8. With respect to the President's item #8, we likewise agree that employees
should not be denied reasonable pension vesting rights so as to preserve these
even though they leave their jobs before retirement. We strongly feel that too
liberal a formula for vesting and in particular the "rule of 50" would render
a disservice both to employers and employees by encouraging voluntary termina-
tions and creating more labor turnover rather than stabilizing the work force.

Our own experience prior-to 1064 (we have had a retirement program since
the earliest days of qualified plans under the tax laws) when we had a very liberal
vesting formula taught us that employees who become too fully vested, especially
In their younger years, will quit their jobs in spite of an otherwise satifactory
employment relationship in an attempt to get this money to use for any and
all kinds of purposes when it is designed for their retirement-the very anti.
thesis of what it was designed to do In our own experience, the tighter vesting
formula which we adopted since that time has helped us stabilize our emploY-
ment, and we are confident these funds are and will be used more in keeping with
the objectives.

With respect to the effect the "rule of 50" would have upon the employment
of older persons, (and-we agree the older persons should have a break), if this
vesting formula is too generous, it might well tend to bar older employees from
receiving fair consideration for employment in spite of equal eliployment,
opportunity legislation.

Furthermore, whether uniformity in vesting is desirable is open to serioup
question in view of the disparity in working conditions, profiability, and other
fringe benefits from one industry to another, one geographical area to another
or even among companies in the same Industry and geographical area, However
that may be, given the lack of uniformity in retirement benefits in general, itl
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unwise to attempt to single out a single aspect of the field and legislate rigid
rules for one.

We would recommend that your Committee avoid all mandatory vesting rules
and allow the Internal Revenue Service to continue to police this area on a
flexible basis, as in the past, so that the facts of each situation can be fully
considered before a rule is imposed. There is nothing presently to prevent the
adoption of a "rule of 50" by the IRS as a general standard, but employers and
employees would, under such a rule, have an opportunity to show that under the
facts of the particular case a different rule was desirable.

To further protect both the employee and the employer regardless of what
vesting schedule applies, the spotlight on vesting and employee rights should
include statements concerning forfeitures in case of embezzlement, dishonesty,
and the like. Also, some mention should be made that these vested funds can
be reserved for the individual's retirement and need not be paid out as a lump
sum at termination.

4. We are in complete agreement with the Presidont's Item #4 with respect to
the Employers Benefits Protection Act insofar as its basic principles are con-
cerned.

5. We agree completely with the President's point #5 that this whole subject
needs considerably more research and study in an effort to determine what really
needs to be done to preserve employee benefits under pension plans which are ter-
minated. In addition, we strongly recommend taking a good look at what the
present Housagfnd Senate sub-committees' studies on this general subject will
reveal and that your Committee take plenty of time investigating the variety of
plans in existence and the effects the proposed legislation would have thereon.

6. Without attempting to comment on the details of HR. 12272 or any of the
other several pieces of proposed legislation which we have heard about, we would
strongly caution your Committee and all of our Congressmen and Senators to go
very slowly in what might appear to be a complete Federal takeover of private
pension plans lest we run the horrible risk of killing the incentive of employers
to provide such plans or destroying-them entirely.

As further developments take place *i th respect to this legislation, we would be
pleased to work with your Committee, the House and the Senate in any manner
we can on any aspect of this very important subject and will greatly appreciate
your consideration of the thoughts expressed herein.

Yours very truly,
R. A. Moa,

OhairM0.
a1 8. LSMA'Mi

L. K. MAn,
Beeoutive Mice Presidot,

0. U. Duxo,
Vie Preident Piuaeme

STANDARD OIL CoMPANY OF CALI ONU,

Han Pranoteoc, Oatif., Jrune8$0, 191$5.
ToM VA, Esq.,
(h!ief Counsel, Oommtittee on Finance,
New Senate Offloe Building, Washington, D..
I DAR Ms. VA,: I am writing to express our views in connection with the heax
Ings being conducted by the Committee on Finance, Subcommittee o4Private gen,
slon Plans. This letter is submitted for inclusion in the prited record of. the
hearings.

Bly way of introduction, our Company, Standard Oil Company, of, California
maintains two qualified plans: the Annuity Plan; for IMarloyee~a. of W84dr OR
,Oosspaay of California and Participating Companies ("1Annuity Pia441"Y and the
Stock Plan for employees of Standard Oil Company of Califor4liaA.Vartilp t
ba Companies ("Stock Plan"). Both plans are qualified un4er section 401(a)
of tlh Internal Revenue Code. I ,
.During 1972, the Annuity Plan covered 89,649 active and retired emlloyees and
benefits of $28,280,155 were distributed to more than 7,t0 retired irformer erma
Ptoye, All regular employees 0, the Company are eligible to prtpatri in the
Anuity' Plan on the first day of their employment. Benefits are 0 6pOr cent vested
after 1o years of service and 100 per cent vested after 25 years o service. Benefits
Also are 100 per cent vested at age 05, upon becoming tot4lSy disabled, or 'poq
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early retirement at the direction of the Company after attaining age 55 with 15
years of service.

The Stock Plan, which covers all employees with five or more years of service,
covered 21,105 employees during 1972. Company stock, having a value of $22,275,-
000, was distributed to members during the year on account of retirement, death
and termination of employment. Benefits are 100 per cent vested under the Stock
Plan at age 60, upon becoming totally distabled, in the event of death or upon ter-
mination of employment with 20 years of participation In the Plan.

For the most part, the proposals presently before Congress will not have any
substantial adverse impact upon the operation of the Annuity Plan or the Stock
Plan. However, we believe that certain of the more extreme suggestions for
reform would tend to discourage the establishment of new plans or the liberal-
ization of existing plans. This would be a most regrettable result indeed.

Before outlining the areas which give us particular concern, we shall comment
on those provisions of the pending bills which we favor.

1. We support minimum mandatory vesting and prefer the provisions of Sen-
ator Bentsen's bill (S. 1179). The Administration bill (S. 1081) would be accept-
able only if the minimum service requirement prior to imposition of the "Rule
of 50"' were to be increased from 8 years to 5 years,

2. We support minimum funding requirements. We believe that it is reasonable
to require past service benefits to be funded over a period of 80 years, and for
experience deficiencies to be paid for over a period of from 10 to 15 years, In this
connection, we submit that the provision of the Williams-Javits bill (S. 4) pro-
vides too short a period for the funding of experience deficiencies, Senator Bent-
sen's bill (S. 1179) offers a more practical and sound approach to the problem,

8. We support, withone major exception, the concept of Federal fiduciary
standards. The exception relates to the definition of "fiduciary" set forth in all of
the various bills which deal with the subject. Specifically, the definition provides
that "the term 'fiduciary' means any person who exercises any power of control,
management, or disposition with respect to any moneys or other property of any
employee benefit fund, or has authority or responsibility to do so."
I We submit that the foregoing definition is too broad. The consequence of being
a fiduciary under the proposed fiduciary standards rules is severe and could
result in personal liability. We agree that all persons who have discretion with
respect to the investment of plan funds be subject to a strict code of conduct,
However, we are concerned that the definition will be interpreted to apply to
persons who exercise ministerial duties in connection with the day-to.day admin-
istration of plans, yet have no discretionary power with respect to the investment
or disbursement of funds.

In the case of our Annuity Plan, for example, all funds are invested by a cor-
porate trustee. No employee of the Company exercises any power over the trustee
in the performance of its fiduciary duties. On the other hand, employees of our
Benefits Division calculate the amount of benefits payable to participants upon
retirement, death, disability or other-termination of employment. In the course
of performing these functions, such employees exercise no discretion but merely
apply the provisions, of th Annuity Plan to the facts of a given case, Having
calculated the amount of benefits due to a participant, the Benefits Division gives
direction to the corporate trustee to disburse the fends.

.Another example involves the work of our Comptroller's Department, employed
actuaries and consulting actuarial firm. Bach year these financial and actuarial
experts consider various' data, actuarial assumptions nd methods, valuation of
plan funds and other factors as a prelude to making a recommendation to the
Company's management and board of directors as to the amount of the Com-
pany's contribution to the plan. We do not believe that such pers6ns should be
considered "fiduciaries." Because such persons do engage in some degree of "ma-
agement," they could be deemed to be fduciartes under the proposed bills,"

We do not believe that the proposed fiduciary standards should apply to
ou' personnel who engage In the above and other related., activities, We uge
that consideration be given to a definition of "fiduciary" which is liziited to
persons who exercise "4ieoretionarfl powers" with respect to the "control, , m-
agement, or disposition" of plan funds, Persons performithk tmin tsOM, d-
ministrative and consulting duties clearly shotild be exempt.

4. We strongly support the provisions of tWe Administration. bill (S. 1681)
which would amend section 401(a) (8) (A) of 'the *Internal 1evenuea Odb to
provide that in determining whether the coverage teqtirements for qualificatitib
are met, "employees who are included in a unit 'of employees covered! by 4 ** A
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collective bargaining agreement" are excluded. We do suggest, however, that
this exclusion be broadened to apply as well to determinations of nondiscrimina-
tory classifications made under section 401(a) (3) (B). This technical amend-
ment will alleviate a conflict which has existed for many years due to the
internal Revenue Service's insistence that employes represented by labor unions
be included in testing the existence of discrimination even though such employees
do not choose to bargain coverage under the Company's plan.

5. We support the retention of administrative jurisdiction over qualification
by the Internal Revenue Service (S. 1179 and S. 1631). There is no question
but what the Service has developed the necessary expertise. While we do not
always agree with the positions taken by the Service, we do respect their
integrity and competence. To shift this function now to the Department of
Labor would cause confusion and conflict for the many years required to make
the necessary transition.

We are strongly opposed to the concepts of portability and reinsurance. In
our opinion, the adoption of minimum standards for vesting and funding will
obviate the need for such measures.
1, Although it might be possible to devise a scheme of portability with respect

to profit sharing plans, we know of no program which could deal with the
myriad of differences which exist between pension plans in terms of funding,
actuarial assumptions, benefit formulas and optional payment forms. Moreover,
we know of no way of preserving the purpose of a stock bonus plan and providing
portability of the benefits thereunder.

2. Iteinsurance is an extremely complicated subject and none of the proposals
submitted to date is sufficiently well-conceived to merit serious consideration.
We are most apprehensive about the costs of such a program and the long
range implications which it may have with respect to the investment of plan
funds. The concept of reinsurance is fallacious in a private system where the
most likely causes of benefit payment deficiencies are poor investment results
and inadequate funding of liabilities by employers. Both causes would better
be remedied by new fiduciary standards and minimum funding requirements,

We shall make one final point. As a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1969,
the determination of the tax consequences of lump sum disti~ibutions from
qualified plans has reached the height of absurdity. To date, even the Internal
Revenue Service has been unable to publish final regulations with respect to
such calculations. Tho obvious and simple solution to the problem, is to repeal
the 1060 action and treat the entire taxable portion of such distributions as a
long term capital gain. A return to long term capital gain treatment will not
necessarily be more favorable than the present burdensome'system because
the former is now subject to a maximum tax of 80 per cent rather than 25 per
cent and may even give rise to a preference tax. The great merit of long term
capital gain treatment is that it is simple and understandable for all concerned.
It is counter productive to adopt a tax reform proposal in the name of equity
which only the most sophisticated tax practitioners remotely comprehend. The
tax consequences of lump sum distributions should be easily understood and
determinable by all employees. Only a return to long term capital gain treatment
will achieve this result.

Your serious consideration of this letter shall be appreciated.
Yours very truly,

H. L. SEvpIANQo
Seoretary,

Tim PaoTon & GAmntz Co.,
C1noinnati, Ohio, MaV 30, 1973.

Res, Taoatiorof lump eum diett ibuttons-IRO section 408 (a),
Hpn. GAYLoRD NoLsox,
(airm%, Suboommittee on Private Pension Pans, Oommittee on Fmnnoe,.
U.S. Senate, Waslington, D.O.

Izsz M. CHAnIMA: This is a statement submitted for inclusion in the
record of the current hearings of your Subcommittee on qualified pension and
profit sharing plans.

Procter & Gamble welcomes this opportunity to make known its views on
the subject of taxation of lump sum distributions from qualified pension andprofitesharing plans: a subject of extreme importance to thousands of employees
I;. otir Compny. Thi saement, is presented on behalf of Pr~Octer & 8amble
and esm 100epoeswho participate in tho Company's profit sharing

•planS. These 21,000 employees live and work in all tl0 States of 'the Union.,
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A BRIM SUUM)ARY OF PROOTER & GAMBLE'S PBOMT SHAIO PLANS

The major elements of Procter & Gamble's profit sharing plans are:
a. Employees from the hourly worker level on up participate in our profit

sharing plans;
b. Employees Join the plan after 12 months consecutive service;
c. Company profits determine the amount of the Company's contribution,,

Which is placed in a trusteed deferred profit-sharing fund (there are no employee
Contributions to the fund);

d. The profit sharing fund is then allocated to specific participants' accounts,
each participant's share is invested by the Trustees in Procter & Gamble com-
mon stock, and participants are regularly informed of their account balances;

e. The participant's account vests after 10 years of participation (11 years
of service) and is available upon retirement, death, total disability or termina.
tion. A non-vested participant's account is available upon death or disability,

f. A vested participant may ask the Trustees to purchase a deferred annuity
contract from an insurance company with all or part of his account,

Procter & Gamble employees depend solely on these profit sharing plans for
their Company retirement benefits.

PROOTER & GAMBLE AND ITS EMPLOYEES-INTE STS AND WtL BOING INSPAAI3lE

The policy of Procter & Gamble has always been "to recognize that its Interests
and those of its employees are inseparable." For nearly 70 years the Company
has demonstrated its firm belief in that policy by investing profit sharing
contributions In Procter & Gamble stock.

We have found over the years that the greatest possible spirit of harmony
and common purpose exists within such a framework. To a great extent, we
attribute our sound and rapid growth, which has more than doubled our earnings
every 10 years, to the fact that Procter & Gamble employees are part owners
of the business.

Our plan allows employees a choice of payouts: an annti~ty, cash lump sum,
Installments, Procter & Gamble stock, or a combination of tbese. Well over 06%
have chosen to receive the payout in the form of a lump sum distribution In-
cluding the Procter & Gamble Stock in their profit sharing plan accounts at
retirement,

The result of common goals being shared by Procter & Gdmble and its em.
ployees is high productivity, top quality products and low prices for consumers.

We know of no better way to reward and motivate people than by giving them
an opportunity to own part of the business In which they work, and to share, in
the benefits of the growth of the Company,

TAX TREATMENT OF LUMP SUM DISTRIBUTIONS

Since the Revenue Aet of 1942, Congress hao recognized that a person re-
ceiving a lump sum distribution of his entire interestt in a 4ualifed pension or
profit dharinwgplan made in One ftaable year on account -of sparation 'from, emi
ployment or death has a severe "bunched-lncome" problem, 'where, as 'notImnk'i
is the case, that didtrtbutloA hab been- eWted Over a long period of years *Jffih
in many cases represents the person's entire working career,

Prior to "he adojth1n of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the "bunched-income"
problem with respect to an employee's total accrued benefits distributed or paid
in a lump sum from a qu .le plan wit~in one taxable year was solved by taxingthe distribution l~e a long-terln cati gain.

'With the Tar Reorm Act of'109, Congress decided to tax as ordinary income
the portion of a lutip sum distributioi a tributtble to employer e0nttibuttio
for plan years beginning after December 81, 1989, but to retain *1t;Al gin'trt&.
ment 'for earnings and appreciation tcontrimtons,ead ~dr all benefits
accrued during plan years beginning before Januavy k1, 1,010.

For that portion of the distribution which is to be taxed as ordina* incolne,
the 1009 Act continued to recognize the "bunched-inorme" problematid provided
relief by means of a seven-year forward averaging formula, eval"abte to persons
who have participated in a plan for five years or mofe. Pheaveragilng concept
is simply that, since income received over period of years generally falls ite&
lower brackets than income bunchede" into oneyear, the tax braeket dttributable
to the "bunehed-income" is to be computed as if had be received in equal

.tntallments over a period of seven years. The tax at.tbatoWevrbreket is enmultip lied by seven,. I ,,, . :/,. (-* ' ; _, , 1. I
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COXCLUSONS AND RECOMMENDATION

Employees from the hourly worker level on up participate In our profit sharing
plans. These Procter & Gamble employees depend solely on our Profit Sharing
Plan for their Company retirement benefits. Lump sum distributions are the
major consideration in the retirement plans of almost every one of these hourly
workers, clerical employees, middle management executives and others. This is
true in sptte of the various alternative methods of distribution which are avail-
able. Retiring employees request lump sum distributions for a number of reasons,
such as the desire for a free rein in handling their own resources, the desire to
use a capital sum in purchasing a small farm, a duplex, or some other form of
small business which would combine a residence with an active retirement In.
terest, or the desire to relocate upon retirement,

Any proposed changes in the tax treatment of lump sum distributions which
would impose a tax burden greater than that imposed by current law would re.
duce retirement income and threaten the retirement arrangements and plans of
these thousands of Procter & Gamble employees. Similar problems would be
faced by employees of hundreds of other companies-large and small-which
stimulate and protect their employees with profit sharing plans.

Another most important consideration is that any suggestion that Federal tax
law may be changed to subject lump sum distributions to a greater tax burden
inevitably results in uncertainty among older employees, Such uncertainty will,
in many cases, lead the employee to request early retirement. This was our
experience in 1068, in 1096, and again in 1972, when uncertainty among our em-
ployees as to the tax treatment of lump sum distributions led to a rash of early
retirements. With the continuing shortage of skilled labor and management, this
is a loss our Company would like to avoid. Of even greater importance, we be,
leve, is the fact that the overall economy cannot again afford such a loss.

Corporate pension and profit sharing plans are today, more than ever before,
clearly in the public interest, providing economic security for 'the employee's
retirement years. For many years Congress consistently has pursued a policy of
encouraging the establishment and growth of such plans through incentive taxa.
tion methods. It is vital that incentive taxation methods continue in order to
encourage the adoption and growth of pension and profit sharing plan

Procter & Gamble firmly believes that the capital gains tax treatment of lump
sum distributions which existed prior t the Tax Reform Act of 1909 is a fair
and reasonable method of taxing such distributions. In addition, it is a method
easily understood by each employee. We respectfully request that Congress re-
store full capital gain treatment to all lump sum dittibutions It, 'however, the
full capital gains treatment cannot be restored, then we recommend retention
of the -existing law as enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1989. Tax law reforms
every few years produce confusion and rlisunderstinding in the -finds of
employees.

Our earnest hope is that you will consider our position not as a plea for special
treatment for Procter & Gamble, but as a plea for the employees of hundreds of
companies-large and small-which stimulate and protect their employees with
profit sharing plans, 3. W. Nvrmcov',

ViOe PreOl80 t.0omptroller.

STATXNT OF -rim NowrTWMsTniq MDVMA, L P Ise5uVOZ Co.,
1Mi*AtV2, Wbs.

GENUAT 5fVA*MMkT'n? MoMfON

Private pension plans funded by life insurance vompanes now cover more
than 10 million aettve workers. During 1971 over 1.8 million retired workers

received qvwr 41.5 b~lllon in rp.nsion benefits from sucki plans. Self~lnsured plans
operated unilaterally by employer or Jointl ,by elp oye# a14labor organlra-
tions have in the main also performed well. We believe that the private pension
system should be maintained an4, to e extent necessary, improved to do a
better job In future years.
''To, that ,end The Horthweatdm ,L Uftl e tnurne 'Compa (NML)

' sUppijaortj 1tin~eare6, including approPrate, )ederal~eislat~on, which

WIf itcreaste eetiv.~us 1f scah plans and encourage their growth and
expansion.

96-286--78----84
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In developing legislation, however, it should be remembered that the private
pension system is not and should not be the sole provider of retirement income
to the working force of America. To coin a phrase, retirement income is a three-
sided coin. Together, Social Security, individual savings and private retirement
plans combine to do the job of providing retirement security. In our view a
balance between these three systems is desirable and economically sound. To
make the total system work, the Government should offer more encouragement
for the use of various private savings media, including insurance company
products.

It is important to improve pension plans now in existence. It is equally im-
portant to expand such coverage to more workers under the private syspm.
About 80 million workers are covered by private plans. But about the same num-
ber are working for employers without private pension plans, The 80 million non-
covered workers in the main work for smaller firms and for self-employed persons.
If the uncovered are to be covered, Federal legislation must encourage the small
employer by maximizing tax advantages and minimizing complexities.

Specifically, here are measures NML supports to encourage the growth and
expansion of private retirement plans, in order of priority:

1. Adoption of reasonable mandatory minimum vesting requirements for
qualified pension and profit sharing plans. NML favors a graded system of vesting
and supports the "rule of 50" contained in S. 1631.

Many thousands of plans are funded with individual insurance and annuity
policies under a level deposit method of funding his defined pension benefit.
'Therefore, any vesting legislation should contain an option defining vested
accrued benefits in terms of dollar amounts accumulated in the plan for an em.
ployee as of his service termination date.

2. Funding minimums should be legislated. The standard Adopted should apply
to all types of plans, including multi-employer plans. For NML, the funding
standard in S. 1631 is acceptable. If an employer has made ( pension promise,
lie should' be willing to make annual contributions sufficient to cover the pension
plan's normal service cost: interest on the unfunded past service liability; and
at least 5% of the plan's unfunded vested liability,

Subject, to certification by a qualified actuary, funding assuijptions and
methods utilized in a particular plaii should be left to the diseretioh of the
sponsor of the plan. They should not be prescribed'by a regulatory agency. 'No
single set or range of funding methods and assumptions is suitable for all
situations.

.. tberationj ofthe Internal Revenue Codq relating to pension plans for the
sblf-6inloyed; Increase allowable contributions and tax deductions: remove some
of the restrictions; and permit a more flexible schedule of vesting,

4. Employee contributions to qualified plans should be deductible for tax
p u r p o se s . I 1 . ..

5, Allow deductions or credits by individuals for amounts set aside in approo.
priate savings and pension vehicles for their own retirement accounts.,

6. High standards of fiduciary responsibility and increased disclosure' of mean-
ingful Information are non-controversial. But to avoid duplication in reporting
requirements and a proliferation of forms, Federal departments and bureaus
should coordinate their reporting requirements.

7. The Federal Government should,,pr qnlpt the regulation of plans in the areas
of disclosure, plan design, vesting, funding, investment restrictions and fiduciary
responsibility. State laws should not encroach on these areas.

8. Simplification of taxation of jump, slur,dstributions from qualified pension
and profit sharing plans is desirable as long as such distributions are permitted.
The law should recognize that such distributions represent amount accumulated
over a period of years.

9. Consolidation of Federal regulation of pension plans In a minimum number
of departments. One way of accomplishing a minimum of duplication regarding
reports, approvals, etc., would be to create a new Federal agency charged with
control of all aspects of private pension plan regulation.

POR1TASILIT

NMIL believes that satisfactory vesting, adequate funding, accurate recordkeeping and better communication will attain the objeotive of preserving and
-flfilling the pension rights of employees who change employment, A more
.costly and complicated system is unnecessary,
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When discussing portability, one must first detetmfileW that Is intended-a

transfer of funds or a transfer of credits, The former would be reasonable (subject
to tile, complications of conversion and the selection of the transferee). A

transfer of credit is unreasonable and unworkable. The new employer should

have no obligation to credit service with a prior, unrelated employer in deter-

mining the transferring employee's pension benefit under its plans.

If, in its judgment, the Congress does decide to mandate some sort of porta-

bility, consideration should be given to using the proven annuity paying capacity

of the life insurance industry. For example, when an employee leaves a qualified

plan due to employment termination, his vested benefit would be converted

equitably to a dollar amount. Those dollars would then .be used by the admin-

istrator of the plan to purchase a deferred annuity from an approved insurer-

That annuity contract would then go to the annuitant with effective restrictions

on his right to use the values In the contract prior to normal retirement age.

PENSION PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

In our opinion, an insurance program to protect accrued vested pension benefits

in event of plan termination is an idea whose time has not yet come. More detailed

consideration of the problems and complexities of such a system is required. It

cannot be done both quickly and properly. The private sector of the economy

will pursue such study. We believe that attempt to legislate such a program

currently would be a mistake.
Existing government sponsored money insurance programs--such as the

FDIC, FSLIC and even flood insurance cover known items. The bank deposit is a

specific number of dollars as is the deposit in the savings and loan organiza-

tion. Property which might be damaged or lost because of floods has a deter-

minable dollar value in advance. The item insured under a pension, plan

termination program will not be known until the insurer is called upon to pay

benefits. At that time the insured amount to be covered will depend on many

things-the age of the. plan; the ages of the participants; the extent of' their

vested benefits; and, o'f utmost importance and bearing on the amount of the

risk, the status Of the investments in the fund at termination.

Furthermore if such a plan is to work it will be necessary that employer (and,

possibly, union liability be a pattt thereof. That fact alone-e4hanging what now

are intentions of enployerA to firm commitments backed by the total assets 6f

the employer-would make employers reluctant to create or 'maintain plans,

DEFINE ACOBUZD BENFITS

Any legislation covering vesting and funding must in an understandable

anti equitable manner define "accrued benefit". Falure to do so will produce

misuderstanding, inequity. DeVelopment of a suitable definition must take into

consideration the many types of plans, benefit formulae, etc.

ACT' ON VESTING AND FUNDING NOW

After several years of national discussion about pension reform legislation

there is majority opinion that something should be done soon about (1) fiduciary

responsibility, (2 ) 'meaningful disclosure, (8) mandated minimum ,vesting, and

(4) adeguAte funding.
Still very controversial are the subjects of : (1) portability, (2) plan terminal

ti01 linsuratlcen (8) liberalizatiOf of 'HR. 10, and (4) provision for Individual

retirement savings programs with tax advantages.
NML strongly favors immediate action on the non-controversial items in this

pension legislation package, Then, during the next several years, experience

will prove whether or not there is'a need for further complicating provisions to

cover the controversial areas. If the need then exists, further legislation ean-be

developed.

STATEMENT OF THE SOUTHERN STATES INDUSTRIAL COUNOil, SUBMITTED By

HAuoN L. ELDER, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVES ---

The Southern',States Industrial Council is a general business organization

-with apoximately 8,000 member companies which employ about 8,60people.

'Virtuall- AlI of these companies and their employees would bedirectl ate
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by legislation before this committee which would place additional controls on,
private pension plans.

American business and industry takes justifiable pride in the rapid strides that
have been made in providing retirement income for employees through private
pension plans. More than 35,000,000 employees In this country already are
covered by private pension plans, and the number is growing rapidly. Billions
of dollars have been contributed by employers to pension funds irrevocably
set aside for employees at the time of their retirement.

Business firms compete against each other in obtaining desirable employees,
and this competition makes it necessary that salaries and other employment
benefits be made as attractive as possible. The result is a continual effort to.
improve company pension plans, which are an Important consideration for most
people in making their job choices. Sound, healthy, fast-growing private pension
plans are part of the evidence of how well the American free enterprise system.
serves the needs of the people when it is permitted to function properly.

Many of the proponents of pension control legislation try to give the impres.
sion that private pension plans are presently unregulated-that helpless em.
loyees have no assurance that the pensions promised them by employers will
ever be paid. The fact Is, of course, that the Internal Revenue Code contains
many provisions to insure that pension plans are soundly based and non-
discriminatory. In addition, the Congress in 1968 passed the Federal Disclosure
Act covering private pension plans. In 1962, the Act was amended and the.
Secretary of Labor was given the power to enforce its disclosure requirements.

Since perfection is unattainable in an imperfect world, there have been a
few instances in which a particular set of circumstances resulted in employees
not receiving the pensions they had believed would be theirs. These were rare
and Isolated Instances, but they have been seized upon and publicized to pro-
vide a rationale for governmental control of almost all aspects of private,
pension plans

There are those inside and outside the Congress who believe that the federal
government, and only the federal government, can cure any and all ills. They
continually work for more federal intervention into all the fuctions performed
by private enterprise. It Is not surprising that they want to bring private pension-
plans under complete bureaucratic control.

The Southern States Industrial Council believes the encroachment of the fed.
oral government into more and more areas must be halted. We assert that
no case has been made for the need for more government control over pri:-ate.
pension plans, We further declare that federal intervention would, as it has
in most instances, create more problems than it would solve. It would tend to.
stifle - the healthy growth of private pension plans by increasing their cost,
making them more complex and inflexible, and would discourage innovation
and improvements In pension plans, Proposed pension control legislation would,.
therefore, be against the best interests of employees and employers.

The 8810 does support, however, the Administration's proposal that self-
employed persons be encouraged to set aside money for retirement by Increasing-
their tax credit on money thus set aside from 10% to 15% of their income, up.
to $T,500 per year. We also favor giving employees a tax deduction for their'
tontlibution to either an emplcyer.sponsored plan or their own' savings-retire.
iuent Olan up t* 10% of their earnings, or $1,500 per year. These tax deductionot
would 'encourage individual 'eterprise and initiative in generating or augment-
ing savings for a time when they are needed. They are keeping with, the Ameri.
can ephrlt of self.relslnce and independence. I
, Although we'believe any further regulation of private pension plans is unnec.
essary and could hamper growth of the plans, we -object less strongly to strength-
onin~g the disclosure regulations than to some of the other regulatory proposals.
Disclosure regulations should be reasonable and olbould not place any iora-

'werin the hands of the Secretary of Labor;to-interferein pension plans.
1I f regulations on mandatory vesting should. be adopted, they, lJkwise should"
be reasonable. The period for vesting should not be so short as to drive-up costs,
forcing some employers to drop their-pension plans or stopping employers from
setting up plans for the first time. Of the various vesting proposals being con-
sidered, we 'Wotld 0h6ose ag.' ro t reasonable the "rule of'50," iVee; .0 vesting-
when a combination 'of age and legtb of service total f, with additional

%vesting eAch year thereaftey. Of t oe totl,of 50 points, at least fiye should be
or service. Altern tv6 plans A$lso s1 6uld be 4uthorized tb '.C the particular-

Plrulngtance an4' llitl0t1o Of some emVpoyers. SincesInsomeliNtaibfeS mat!-
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datory vesting requirements would substantially increase pension plan costs
the employer should be given ample time in which to comply.

The SSIC is opposed to providing for portability of pensions. The portability
schemes proposed are expensive and complicated. Furthermore, if vesting
be made mandatory, the reason for portability advanced by its proponents is
eliminated.

We see no need for additional funding or fiduciary standards. Adequate stand-
ards already are enforced by the Internal Revenue Service for private pension
plans. Many pension experts are convinced that proposed new funding standards
would do more harm than good.

The $8I also is opposed to provisions for a termination insurance plan. Such
plans are extremely complex. They would require administrative control and
regulation of every aspect of private pension plans in order to work at all.

We are strongly opposed to the creation of any new agency and new bureauc-
racy for the regulation of private pension plans. If mandatory vesting should be
,enacted, it should be handled by the Internal Revenue Service along with
funding and fiduciary requirements. The regulation of pension plan disclosure

should remain in the Department of Labor,

STATEMENT nY JERRY WURV, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OP STATE,
COUNTY AND MtfThIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO

I appreciate this opportunity to come before your subcommittee in these im-
portant hearings. I'm here on behalf of the American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, which is the nation's largest union of public
-employees. We have some 615,000 dues-paying members today. We represent
about 1 million state and local government workers in collective bargaining
and day-to-day affairs on the job in virtually every state, plus Puerto Rico and
the Canal Zone. As you perhaps are aware, membership in our union is volun-
tary; we generally do not control jobs or enjoy "union shop" security. Thus,
there is a disparity between the number of workers who belong to the union
and those who benefit from the union's work.

Our union is in general agreement with the alms and purposes of the pension
reform legislation offered by Senators Williams, Javits and others. We believe
however, that S. 4 should be amended to extend its guarantees and protections
t, the 11 million men and women who work for state and local government. As
we've watched this legislation evolve, we've come to recognize a great many
similarities in the problems affecting private pensions as in the public sector.

The legislation offered in the House by Congressman Dent, H.R. 2 and H.R.
462. parallels the Williams.Javits proposal except that H.R. 2 does include public
workers, We would hope this subcommittee would make the necessary changes
In S. 4 to bring public employees under tli Wtlliams.Javitq Bill.

To exclude government employees is to exclude a formidable percentage of
the American work force, Bureau of Labor Statistics figures for 1972 estimate
that some 14% million of our 84 million American workers now are in public
employment, or about 17 per cent of the-work-force. Without wishing to reduce
the emphasis this legislation places upon the need for reform in private pension
plans, I think these statistics are compelling evidence of the need to extend
protection to public sector workers, as well.

It is important to explode a the outset a myth that we run into around the
country these days: the myth that public employee pensions are outrageously fat
and that cities and states are going bankrupt in their good faith effortsto
mai! tain their contributions.

Like most myths, this one is rootedin a truth from the past which has warped
with time, In the early part of the century and down through the Depression,
many Americanj accepted government jobs knowing that salaries were low, but
knowing, too, that Job security and retirement possibilities helped even things
out., In the depression years, especially, when companies were failing and mail.
lions were out of work, the most unrewarding government jobs seemed alluring
because governments were not going out of business. In that period of great
economic Insecurity, government employnent offered a relatively stable and

, predictable future. Job tenure and the promise of a pension of some sort became
substitutes for competitive salaries and reasonable working conditions.

But today government employment te not the security blanket ttised t be.
Cities and states have resorted to layoffs and cutbacks in the face of serious budget
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shortages. Working conditions have become more onerous in a great many locali-
ties where staff cuts through attrition have collided with an ever-growing public
demand for services. Moreover, the growth of unionism in private industry and
an increased concern among workers and management for retirement programs
has narrowed the gap betWieen public and priVMe employment.

Finally, the very nature of public services and public institutions is changing.
The dichotomy between public and private service delivery has been blurred
by the growing practice by government of "contracting out" some services to
private corporations and relying upon non-profit agencies for other services.

As workers shift from government to quasi-govermaent employment and back
again, as public officials experiment with first this and then that method of
delivery, surely the need for protecting employee pension rights is evident. Surely
a single, federal standard should apply.

While we're thankful that the depression psychology no longer hangs so heavily
in public employment, it's clear that American workers-public and private sec-
tors alike--do not enjoy the retirement security that is available to workers in
the developed nations of Europe. A quick examination of public and private
pension benefits available to workers in Sweden, Switzerland, Belgium, West
Germany and the Netherlands indicates that these Western European countries
provide for their workers' retirement at two-thirds to three-fourtlhs of their
final income-while American workers look to Social Security and their private
pension benefits to bring them less than 50% of their final earnings.-
I can think of valid reason why we in the world's richest nation should

have a risky an4'nferior retirement system for our workers.
Our union b rgains with more than 2,000 government units throughout the

nations and m /st of them have at least one pension program of their own, Mlany
have two or three. Your average city government will have a pension program
for police pjd fire fighters and another for its teachers, in addition to its plan
for all other employees. States generally have their own special program for
-state police, and another plan for all other state employees. Additionally, some
states administer a state-wide pension plan for local government employees or
teachers,

0, 4 AND PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

The purpose of the Williams-Javits proposal known as S. 4, is to strengthen
and improve the protections and interests of participants and beneficiaries of
private pension and welfare plans. Even with goVernment workers not covered,
there might be some spinoff effort at the state level here and there, as a result
of federal legislation affecting private pensions, to bring about a modicum of
uniformity and regulation In local government pensions. But we believe full
coverage for public employees under the federal bill is the only way to guarantee
equity for public workers.

If the committee feels it needs additional data on public employee pension
plans, then we would urge immediate fundings and authorization for the neces-
sary studies and analysis prior to enacting S. 4. Such a study could be com.
pleted and the data assembled in time for this Congress to consider the policy
questions raised by inclusion of public pension plans under pension reform
legislation,

We fear that such a study after legislation for private pension programs
has been enacted-as the Senate Labor Committee has proposed would lead
to long delays.

We see no reason why public employees should not enjoy the same protections
accorded their neighbors who work for private companies. It's worth noting
that the Executive Branch has never failed to include our people in legislation
that is restrictive. Thus, we were included along with all other workers in
the federal wage and price control policy announced by the President in August
of 1971, and in the varis incarnations of that policy which have come down
since then,

Yet we iitinue to see a reluctance on the part of many congressmen and
federal officials to extend to state and local government workers the benefits
which other workers take for granted. For example, nearly four decades after
the Fair Labor Standards Act was passed, we still are fighting for amendments
which would guarantee public employees minimum wage and overtime protection.

In asking for inclusion in the beneficial as well as the restrictive we are
asserting that public employees are entitled to the same rights and protections
as other workers receive, That we work for government makes little difference
when we go to the grocery store or try to pay our rent or medical bills. It should

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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make no difference to you, who are concerned with assuring that Americans
achieve justice oil the Job.

We want to be covered by progressive federal pension reform legislation.
But we believe that there are shortcomings in S. 4 which this subcommittee
should correct before sending it to the floor. I shall focus on the three topics that
concern us most:

1. Portability.-With tile exception of the limited intrastate portability fea-
tures built into retirement plans in several states, most public employees have
no portability in their seniority or retirement rights. Thus, a man who works
for city government in Philadelphia and who leaves to assume a similar Job
in county or state government, may have to start from zero in amassing eligibility
for pension benefits.

Increasingly we are experiencing in state and local government, the invol-
untary transfer of workers from one jurisdiction to another, as the state
assumes control of local education or welfare programs, for example. Without
an effective portability program, -dllblic employees with many years on the job
and who have not yet vested in their pension programs may lose credits in the
course of their job transfer.

The portability provision of S. 4 does not deal with this very serious problem
even for workers in private industry. It permits voluntary participation by
employers. We would pedict that unless participation is mandatory, a great
many workers will be left out in the cold. We note that the proposal by Con.
gressman Dent does make participation obligatory. We would like to see S. 4
strengthened in the same way.

Equally serious, in our opinion, is the limitation of portability in S. 4 to the
transfer of vested pension credits. Most public employees cannot vest in their
pension plans until after 10. 15 or even more years of service. Unless portability
Is extended to include the transfer of all accrued pension credits-non-vested
as well as vested--portability becomes a meaningless concept. As other witnesses
have noted, portability of vested benefits is not a particularly significant step.
It merely means that the retiree will receive one pension check instead of
two or three.

In Mlvaukee, the county administers welfare programs, but the Wlsconsin
Legislature is considering legislation tlhat would ,)rovide for a state takeover.
The couty employees' retirement plan requires ten years service for vesting.

At this point, the legislation being discussed in Madison does not contem-
plate allowing county employees with less than 10 years service to transfer
that seniority into the state retirement system. They would simply be forced to
wipo the slate clean, to start over.

Had the Nixon Administration welfare "reform" package or Senator Ribi-
coff's welfare proposal passed the Congress we would have faced this sort of
problem in evry state.

Congress lmha recognized the desirability of pension mobility in framing the
federal pension program. I believe an individual can move from the military to
a federal job in the executive branch, to the legislative branch, to the Cabinet-
carrying pension credits all along the way.

And you've done something else: you've built In a very reasonable cost-of-
living adjustment mechanism for federal pension recipients. I'd like to see that
same enlightenment and sensitivity applied to private and non-federal public
pension regulation. ---

2. Vesting.-As I have indicated, vesting provisions in public sector pensions
are weak. As our society becomes more mobile, as government services shift from
one Jurisdiction to another, as fiscal problems require the shutting down of some
public service programs and the laying off or transferring of public workers,
more and more employees sacrifice their chance to earn and collect pension bene-
fits. We believe that any federal pension reform legislation must set forth vest-
ing requirements which will make It more likely that career workers will, at the
end of their careers. collect a pension. I

The vesting requirement in S. 4 would not substantially improve upon the
present situation. Under S. 4, an employee would be 30 per cent vested after
eight years of credited sevlce, Increasing 10 per cent for each year thereafter,
so that after 15 years of credited service he would be 100 per cent vested. How-
ever, employers are free to exclude employees under the age of 25 from par-
ticipating in the plan.

This has two detrimental effects. First, it discriminates against younger
workers solely on the grounds of age-a policy which runs counte' to national

-policy. But, simultaneously, it indirectly discriminates against older workers

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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by making it more financially attractive to an employer to hire younger em-
ployees in the knowledge that he will not have to contribute to their pension pla.

I suggest to you that the middle-aged worker and the older worker have enough
problems in their competition with younger workers in the Job market. It seems
unwise to exacerbate their difficulties by enforcing an age minimum in calculating
pension credits.

Under the Williams-Javits Bill. an employee hired at age 21 may have to wait
12 years before he is 30 per cent vested and 19 years before he is fully vested.
(By vested, I refer to an employee's guarantee of a non-forfeitable right to the
employer's contributions made on his behalf to the pension fund, should his emo
ployment end before he is eligible for retirement benefits. Full or 100 per cent
vesting Is the guarantee of the entire amount of employer contributions.)

He may wait four years before he is eligible to become a member of the plan,
another eight years before he is 30 per cent vested and another seven years
before he is fully vested. Some existing public employee pension plans have these
minimum age restrictions, some as high as age 30. Congress should not per-
petuate these inequities; it should erase them.

We urge that S. 4 be amended to provide for 50 per cent vesting of an employee
after three years of service, increasing 10 per cent for each year thereafter, so
after eight years of service a worker would be fully vested. We believe this
policy should be available to all employees, regardless of age,

Here is an instance, however, where public sector pensions may not require
such stringent regulations. It is true that many government pension programs
are not adequately funded. An example that comes to mind immediately is the
plan in force for several thousand workers employed In Detrott by the transit
authority known as Detroit Streets and Railroads. DSR had a pension program
for its employees which was separate and distinct from the city employees' re-
tirement plan.

When the city assumed Jurisdiction over DSR as a product of the Urban Mass
'Transit Act, it also assumed responsibility for DSR employee pension, But the
city has had financial difficulties in recent years, and it has not resisted the temp-
tation of holding back on pension contributions to deal with other fiscal needs.

8. Fundfn.-The funding and reporting requirements of S. 4 represent per-
haps the strongest and most positive aspect of the bill. A sound, uniform fund.
Ing policy coupled with strict and systematic reporting and disclosure of assets
and liabilities of the pension plans covered by the law, would do a great deal to
reduce the possibility of private pension plan termination. It would Insu" against
repetition of the horror stories which were so widely circulated at the outset
of these congressional inquiries Into pension programs. It would end the dread-
ful practice of "dumping."

As this committee well knows, an irresponsible employer who manipulates
workers out of a pension effectively dumps them Into the public trough. We
spend billions each year on food stamps, Medicaid and other assistance pro.
grams to help retired workers who can't live off their federal Social Security
payments and who have no pension.

We fully support the provisions of S. 4 which would require reporting on the
assets, liabilities and handling of public employee pensions. Moreover, we believe
the fiduciary responsibility provisions should be strengthened to that applicable
under common law, Members of the subcommittee no doubt recall the revelations
in the Washington Post of last February concerning the handling of more than
$1 billion in Maryland state employee retirement funds. It was disclosed that as
much as $17.2 million in state retirement funds were being held inf "non-interest
accounts. A good portion of that sum was on deposit in a bank in which the state
treasurer-custodian of the state retirement funds-had a personal interest. The
disclosure and reporting sections of S. 4, coupled with a stronger fiduciary re-
sponsibility provision, will be useful In preventing outrageous abuses such as the
Maryland case.

We support the Prineiple of requiring full funding of pension costs. Howeve',
we think there is legitimacy to the argument that since a state or local' govern.
mental body is deemed perpetual with relatively unrestricted taxing power, the
need for bringing public employee pensions up-tO-date In their funding is not
as pressing as in the private sector, where a sudden downturn In the economy
or an unexpected market development can end the life of a company on short
notice.

We would urge that public pensions be treated apart from private pensions In
this Instance, but that greater fiduciary responsibility be demanded of state afid
local government. As a practical matter, we are torn between the idea of flly-
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funded public pensions and the reality which is that the burden of "catch up"
funding could wipe out any chance for Improving public pensions for years to
come.

Perhaps this committee can formulate an appropriate formula for insuring
that there are adequate reserves available for public pensions,

OTHER PROVISIONS

S. 4 requires -that pension plans covered under the act insure their unfunded
vested liabilities incurred prior to and after enactment of the bill. This would
protect plan participants against losing their vested benefits in the event that the
plan 1 terminated.

We believe this reinsurance proposal is a sound concept that shoul& be an Inte-
gral part of any private pensions reform program. However, because public sector
pensions have not traditionally faced the threat of termination, we see no need to
include the public sector under plan termination insurance. We do think, however,
that as an alternative the state or local governments should be required to cer-
tify their obligation to stand behind public pensions.

The three-year tooling-up period built into S. 4 prior to its full effectiveness
Is unnecessarily long. As testimony before this subcommittee has dramatized
the need is great and Immediate.

We believe that placing full enforcement authority at the federal level, as
1. 4 proposes, is the only logical and efficient way to guarantee compliance with
the act.

SUMMARY

AFSCME strongly supports this subcommittee's goal of making private
plans more responsive to the needs of the employees who contribute to them,
and to assuring that those covered by pension plans will, in fact, have a pension
to collect upon retirement

We urge the subcommittee In the strongest terms to extend the principles of
S. 4 to cover public employees as well as private sector workers,

We urge that S. 4 be mended to strengthen its portability features-making
coverage mandatory rather than voluntary, and insuring that accrued seniorit;
can be transferred as well as vested pension credits.

We further urge that vesting requirements in S, 4 be tightened to erase die.
criminatory age requirements and to make early vesting possible for every
Worker.

We suggest to the subcommittee that while all pension plans-public and
private-should be subject to rigorous public disclosure and reporting laws, the
rather permanent status of most government bodies and the special nature of
government funding procedures require a special sensitivity in regulating public
pension funding.

We ask that full funding of public pensions be the stated goal of this legis-
lation, but that the legitimate differences between public and private employer#
be considered in the Iramingof requirements to bring pension funding up-to-date.
I I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your subcommittee. Our staff
will be happy to work with you In developing or supporting any of the points
I have made which you may care to explore further.

AMERiOAN DENTAL AsSOCIATION,Was&1ngton, D.C., June 81,1973.

Hon. GAYLORD V. NELSON,

Cltairnan, Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans of the Senate Finance Oom-
mittee, 81 Russell 01fc Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In 1972, the American Dental Association strongly rec-,
ommended favorable consideration of legislation to improve the Keogh Act-Re-
tirement program for self-employed persons, Those improvements have been em-
bodied In S. 1631 introduced in the 93rd Congress by Senator Curtis. We con.
tnue to endorse the provisions of the bill that would increase the attractive-
ness of the self-employed retirement provisions of the Federal Tax Code and
hope you will make these views part of the hearing record on pension plan reform.

- The Association estimates that less than 10 per cent of dentists are incorpo.
rated. For this reason, the Association, as the representative of the vast ma-f rity of the nation's dentists, is especially Interested In legislatio, that applies

self-employed persons.
Section 4 or. 1631 which the Association strongly endorses would amend Sec-

tion 404(e) of the Internal Revenue Code to permit a self-employed person to
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deduct his annual contribution to an IRS approved retirement plan up to a maxl,
mum of 15 per cent of his net income or $7,500 whichever is less. Today the self-
employed person is limited to ail annual contribution of 10 per cent of $2,500
Whichever is less.

After spending six to eight years obtaining his professional credentia., the
dentist lo typically 25 years of age or older when he enters practice. The aver-
age dentist devotes the critical first ten years to slowly building a practice and
working to reduce the substantial debt incurred to establish his practice facility.
Simultaneously, many dentists entering practice have a substantial educational
debt to retire, while facing increasingly rising living costs related to purchasing
a home and raising a family. Professional dental income reaches its maximum
level between the relatively early ages of 40 and 49, after which the unusually
severe physical demands tend to level off the net income earnings.

A recent analysis of dentists' income, prepared by the Association's Bureau
of Economic Researci and Statistics, shows that a sharp reduction occurs after
age 59. This is apparently attributable to the physical demands on the practic-
Ing dentist previously noted. For this reason, he is compelled to limit his prac-
tice schedule thereby reducing his income from dental practice. Thus, the typical
,dentist has about 25 years in which to create his retirement fund. The deductions
proposed by the Administration for self-employed retirement plan contributions
are realistically geared to these somewhat unusual needs.
In addition, it should be pointed out that employees of dentists also would

be eligible beneficiaries of the proposed revised law. That group consists of some
155,000 dental hygienists, assistants and other employees In the dental office.

The Association believes that the enactment of the self-employed provi-
sions of S. 1631 will provide all professionals with a significant benefit implicit
in the Act. It is estimated that fewer than 10 per cent (1070 figures indicate that
it was 3.1 per cent) of dentists had incorporated. This Is true despite the fact
that each of the 50 states as well as the District of Columbia have adopted legis-
lation permitting professional incorporation. As the Committee knows, corporate
retirement plans today provide significantly better tax advantages than do the
Keogh Plans for self-employed persons. Although the Association has no policy
against dental incorporation, It appears obvious that the additional burden of
complying with the statutory and managerial requirements, as opposed to the
principal task of caring for the patient, has deterred many dentists from seriously
considering this alternative. The Association is convinced that future consider.
ation of the corporation alternatives will be substantially diminished If dentists
can obtain retirement benefits as self-employed persons reasonably equivalent
to those benefits available to the corporate employee today.

In summary then, the American Dental Association urges early enactment of
Section 4 of S. 1631 which permits a self-employed person to increase his annual
contribution to an IRS approved retirement plan. Tile typical dentist has a
limited period of high earning years and little opportunity to establish capital
assets from the business of practicing his profession. The Administration's plan
would assist dentists and other self-employed persons In developing a reasonable
reserve for their later years of. low earning capacity and their retired years.
The Association believes that this is a worthy public policy goal.
in behalf of the American Dental Association, I thank you and the Com-

mittep for the opportunity to submit our views on pension plan reform measures
that affect self-employed dentists.

Sincerely yours,
mLous A. SAPORITO, D.D.S,,Preei4ost.

PENSION REFORM

(By Howard Young 1)

This statement Is submitted In response to the Subcommittee's Invitation for
written comments In connection with its hearings of May 21-28, 1973.

Without discounting the importance of other matters Included in various pro-
posed bills, this statement-locuses on the Issues of vesting (with some comments

UMr. Young is An Indeuendont. self-emnloved aetarv (dptailg concerning his professional
lnalifleAtions And Ativities are Rubmitted in aurtnn't of this stAtement) thi is fa personal
statement by Mr. Young, and i not presented on behalf of any client or other party.
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on'the related issue of portability) and plan termination insurance (with some
comments on the related issue of funding).

This statement is organized as follows:
The importance of requiring vesting and termination insurance, as opposed to
eneouraghig such provisions through tax rules.

The inadequacies of proposals based on benefits to be accrued in the future.
Comments specifically related to vesting and portability.
Comments specifically related to termination insurance and funding.
Concluding comments.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REQUIRING VESTING AND TERMINATION INSURANCE AS OPPOSED
ENCOURAGING SUCH PROVISIONS THROUGH TAX RULES

There has been considerable controversy as to whether any new requirements
should be administered by the Department of the Treasury, Department of Labor,
oisome other agency, While there are several considerations involved, a major
question is whether the new requirements would be conditions for "qualification"
under the tax law, or whether they would be requirements imposed on all plans
(subject to specified exceptions) as is now done under the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act. The Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare has
concluded that new requirements concerning vesting and termination insur-
ance are needed (I agree with that conclusion) ; in order to effectively Im-
plement that conclusion, such requirements should be a condition of the plan's
legality rather than one for favorable tax treatment.

Even though the incentive for favorable tax treament might be an effective
one for most situations, there are cases in which it is reasonable to assume that
incentive would be insufficient. The problem would be particularly acute with
respect to termination insurance. If an employer with an existing pension plan
(which presumably was covered by plan termination insurance) experienced a
year with no taxable income, payment of the insurance premium might be omitted
(Just as phmn contributions are now "skipped" in some such situations), since
no tax deduction is available that year. Since the non-payment of one, or sev-
eral, insurance premiums could result in loss of termination insurance protection,
employees would have no real assurance that their benefits are secure. The pro-
vision of insurance protection must not be a function of whether or not the
employer has sufficient tax incentive to pay the current premium; it must be
continuous coverage which is in effect as long as the plan functions. Undoubt-
edly, there is less chance of intermittant application of vesting requirements even
if only based on tax qualification. Nevertheless, the conclusion that vesting should
be required is based on considerations of the employees' equitable interest in
plan benefits; thus that interest should not be dependent on the employer's
choice whether or not to satisfy tax--qualification rules. Just as the fiduciary and
disclosure rules concerning a pension plan are required-whether or not the
employer chooses to satisfy tax qualification requirements-the vesting standard
enacted should be a mandatory plan provision.

It should be recognized that the matter of vesting and termination insurance
requirements is of a different nature than the more basic question of whether or
not to establish a pension plan. The latter is a voluntary net on the part of the
employer-or the result of mutual agreement between parties in collective bar.
gaining-and may be encouraged (even though not required) by tax Incentives.
To use this as an argument (as some have done) that all provisions should have
a similar degree of voluntary choice ignores the widely accepted principle that
certain minimum standards of performance are applicable to agreements, even
though the agreements were entered into voluntarily. For example: while an
employer may have a choice whether or not to install a particular machine, if
'he decides to use the machine it must meet certain safety standards. Similarly:
while the adoption of a group life insurance program may be voluntary, any
such program must satisfy certain requirements (e.g. provision of a conversion
option to terminating employees). Numerous other illustrations could be cited-
the Disclosure Act is. of course, the most relevant one-the point is that vesting
and termination insurance are minimum quality standards which should be re-
quired; in the absence of meeting such standards the plan should not be per-
mitted to operate.

THV INADEQUACIES OP PROPOSALS BASED ON BENEFITS TO BR ACCRUED IN THE
FUTURE

There is a fundamental difference of approach, among the proposals under
-consideration, with respect to benefits accrued prior to the effective date of any
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new legislation. For example: under 81631 vesting requirements would not applyto benefits accrued during plan years beginning before 1975 (subject to certainexceptions); S4 and 81179 impose some vesting requirements with respect tosuch benefits. Similarly, a point of contention is whether termination insurance
should apply to benefits already accrued.

While there is theoretical merit to proposals which would apply only to futurebenefit accruals, it is obvious that such an arrangement would give little protec-tion, if any, to those employees who have the greatest Immediate need for thereforms involved. If "Justice delayed is justice denied", then it should be clearthat pension reform which applies only to future benefits would--4or a verylarge number of employees--be no reform at all.
It is also important to recognize the effect of extending this "legislate forfuture service only" concept to the question of basic benefit accruals, as somehave proposed. The Administration's proposal (as incorporated in S. 161) Illus-

strates this in the proposed tax deductibility of employee contributions. The
)Pact Sheet accompanying the President's message of April 11, 1078, contained
contained the following example:

Annual pension beginning at age 65 (assuming an average Uleapan)l

Age when $1,500 contributions begin:
40 ---------------------------------------------$7, 00
5 ------------------------------------------ 5, 2005 --------------------------------------------- 8,875
00------------------------------------------------------ 1,950

Pensions are straight-life pension for males payable In monthly installments. A 6 per-cent Interest rate Is assumed.
At first glance, it would appear thatsignificant results can be achieved even itbenefit accruals are based only on future orevice (that is implicit in the conceptof determining benefits based on specified contributions to be saved in the future),

11owever, that conclusion changes if reasonable assumptions are made concern-
Ing the employee's earnings level.

The example above assumes that interest will be earned annually at a 5%rate. A widely accepted "rule of thumb" is that interest will approximateequal 8% plus the inflation rate; plus a consistent assumption would be a 2%inflation rate. A consistent wage rate assumption would be the assumed inflation
rate (2%) plus the productivity rate (assumed 2%1,%), or 414%.

Now consider several alternatives as to the employee's earnings at the startof the savings program; (1) $7,500 annually, this Is the lowest rate for which$1,500 savings would be deductible; (2) $15,000 annually, the amount required
sothat the $1,500 savings rate does not exceed 10% of earnings (a highg"
savings goal for most people) ; and (8) $80,0000 annually, arbitrarily used asprobably more realistic if assumed savings for retirement are $1,500.

'The table below shows the ratio of annual annuity (as estimated in thePresident's Pact Sheet). to the final pre-retirement salary, using these assump-
tions.

If Initial salary Is If Initial salary Is $15,000 if ntial salary IS30,000
Age contribution Annual Final Pension Final Pension Final Pensionbegin pension I salary I as percent salary I as percent salary s as percent

4$7,.......... 1 500 $21,o570 35 $43, 140 17 362800............. 17,309 3 34,19 15 7
30 ,375 1388 24N 27,779 120 ,944 9 9 7

61,950 11,14 22 292 ~ ~
t See preceding table for assumptions.
aAssumes 4% percent annual pay increase.

Thus aside from any question as to whether the tax deductibility of einployeecontributions is a desirable allocation of tax resources, It should be clear thatsuch a provision must not be relied upon to "solve" the problem of pension
security. Similarly, proposals which merely improve the status of benefits to be
earned in the future will not do the Job.
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What is needed Is: (1) adequate Social Security to provide every employee
With a satisfactory base pension (it seems odd that concern is expressed about
the level of OASDI because FIOA taxes are equal-to a total for employee and
employer of approximately 12% of pay, up to the maximum, but the Administra-
tion proposes a tax deduction plan In Which employees are presumed to save up
to 20% of pay subject to the maximum), and (2) legislative arrangements which
will assist the private pension system in effectively Implementing the tools
available to It, Including the provision for, and periodic updating of, benefits for
'past service".

OOMMUENTS sPEOFCALLY CREATE TO VEsTING AND PORTAMLT

Since the three major bills before the Senate (84, 81179, and 81681) each pro-
vide for significant vesting requirements, I assume there Is adequate consensus on
the appropriateness of assuring employees protection against loss of benefits if
they terminate employment prior to retirement. However, further consideration
needs to be given to the Issues of an appropriate vesting standard, the effective
date, the Impact of employee-contributions, portability, central record keeping,
and erosion of benefit values.

Three major alternative vesting standards are under consideration: graduated
vesting based on service as in 84 and 81179, zero-to-full vesting based on service
as in House Bill HR2, and the Rule of 50 as in 81681. Depending on the circum-
stances of an individual employee, any of the three approaches could provide the
best or the worst result. Thus no one rule can be characterized as "best". How,
ever, the Rule of 50 Is significantly different from the others in that It would
allow extended periods of service prior to age 40 to be forfeited particularly
since 81681 allows all service before age 80 to be Ignored. Since none of the alter-*
natives suggested is clearly superior to all the others, and since It Is recognized
in most proposals that some variances may be desirable, the following concept Is
suggested; require that vesting occur as of the time when the employee's accrued
benefit equals some specified portion (e.g.- 10) of his then current pay rate.'
This proposal ti based on the concept that vesting will not be required if the lose
of benefit is relatively small (e.g. les than 10% of pay) regardless of the age or*
service of the employee; also that In plans where the basic benefit ti low com-,
pared to pay, vesting would occur later and thus divert less money from the
amounts available for basic benefits.

Most of the legislative proposals provide for a "transition" or "adaptation"
period with respect to the implementation of the vesting requirements 1 presum*
ably this is Intended to soften the cost impact on the plan. Of course, this also
has the undesirable effect of not providing protection to employees who terminate
prior to the effective date. It is Important to recognize that the funding pro-
visions could permit this tempering of cost Impact even with more rapid mplo-
mentation of the vesting requirements. For example, new vesting requirements
could apply to any employee who terminates after a specified date, but the
funding requirements could permit that any costs due solely to the new vesting
requirements be deferred for a specified period. At that latter date, the accrued
vesting cost would become a 'past service" cost and would be amortized over 4
fairly long time period. I am not suggesting specific legislation'on this, but merely'
pointing out that the impact of the vesting requirements does not hdve, to be
deferred because of cost impact; of course, new vesting requirements will have
very little short term effect on actual benefit payments.

When a plan requires employee contributions, vesting is frequently "condi-
tional"; that Is, if a terminating employee-who otherwise satisfies the vesting
requlrements-wlthdrstws his contributions, he loses all benefits. Experience in-
dicates that In such situations the vast majority of employees withdraw their
contributions, even though they lose substantial employer financed benefits. Per.:
mitting this situation to continue will undercut the effectiveness of any manda.
tory vesting requirement. This would be further compounded under 81681 since
an avowed goal of the new tax deductibility is to encourage employee contribu-
tions for retirement. Vesting should not be dependent on the employee's choice
with respect to withdrawal of his own contributions.

' Wbere a plan benefit is del ind as a fixed amount per year of service or otherwise not
d y related to pay, it should be permissible to use average pay rates Zo define when the
6 m pereentae s achieved.
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Portability is a concept closely related to vesting, although it involves many
Other features. The administration of a portability program would involve pro-
cedures and rules much more complicated than all the other items under, con-
sideration. As a single illustration: procedures would be needed to effectively
equate the value of benefits under any plan with those under any other plan.
Subject to the comments below, I believe that adequate vesting, funding and
termination insurance provisions will provide those aspects of portability Which,
are most desirable; so that a separate portability program is unnecessary. (In.
fact, it seems to me that portability was originally suggested as an alternative
to vesting, funding and termination insurance requirements.) In addition, if
in the future it appears that a portability program would in fact be desirable, it
will be possible to apply it to benefits already vested so that no real loss should
occur as the result of deferring action on portability.

One desirable aspect of portability is the consolidation of record keeping which
would occur. This would reduce the probability 'that an individual would lose
benefits because of forgetting them or otherwise. This goal can easily be achieved
by requiring that information on vested benefits be included in the individual's
Social Security record. Then, when he applies for Social Security, he will be
reminded of his benefit accruals; that reminder should include information on
the procedure for applying for those benefits. No funds would be transmitted; no
elaborate procedures are involved; only a notification statement from the plan
to the Social Security Administration.

Another aspect of portability is the possibility of protection against erosion
of vested benefits due to increases in the cost and standard of living. Of course,
this is a problem which is also applicable to benefits under certain plans whether
or not the participant terminates before retirement. Many employers cannot be
expected to bear the risk of protecting plan participants against increases in
the cost and standard of living. The only available alternative-the variable an-
nuity-may, or may not, do the job for any individual: thus, it puts the risk on
the individual. Further work is needed on this problem, For many years, it has
been suggested that the government issue bonds the value of which would in-
crease to provide cost and standard of living protection. If such investments
were available, a pension plan could be expected to include this protection in
its provisions. In any event, the problem of benefit erosion should be met directly,
rather than through an intermediary mechanism with other difficulties.such as
a portability program,

COMMENTS SPE CIFALLY RELATED TO TIrMINATION INSURANO AND reUING

With the possible exception of the proposed legislation on fiduciary respon-
sibility-concerning which there seems to be little controversy-the most impor-
tant pension reform issue before the Congress is that of termination insurance.
This is so because other matters-such as vesting or funding-can be improved
by the employer, or the parties to the collective bargaining agreement covering
the pension plan. However, there is no generally available mechanism o meet
the problem of inadequate assets in the event of plan termination.

Extensive testimony has been presented to Congress specifying the types of
situations In which plan terminations have occurred and employees have lost
significant benefit accruals. There is no need to repeat or summarize that testi-
mony. Perhaps the need for termination insurance can best be characterized by.
the following two quotations:

On December 8, 1971, President Nixon is reported to have stated: ".. even
one worker whose retirement security is destroyed by the termination of a plan
is one too many".

In its statement of February 15, 1978 to the Senate Subcommittee on Labor, the
American Life Insurance Association expressed various reservations about the
proposal for termination insurance, but also stated: "Complete protection of these
rights---which we concede is an admirable objective-can probably be obtained
only through some sort of plan termination protection program."

To one who has advocated such a program since the first proposal by Senator
Vartke in 1964, it has been very interesting to observe the basis for objection
expressed by those in opposition.

In the early years, the primary argument was that such a program wa4 not
feasible. For various reasons, including refinements that have been made in the
legislative proposal,* this type of opposition has diminished; there now appears

$ Senator Hartke pointed out that his proposals were intended to serve as a basis fot
study, rather than as a completely defined program.
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to be a reasonable consensus (although admittedly there are significant reserva-
tions) that such a program can function effectively if enacted along the lines
proposed in 84.

Currently the primary opposition arguments seem to be that the magnitude of
benefit losses is insufficient to justify the establishment of a termination insur-
ance program. While there may not be general support for the President's refer-
ence to "one worker" as an adequate test of need for the program, the Treasury-
Labor Departments' February 1973 Interim report of the "Study of Pension Plan
Terminations, 1972" shows that terminations reported during the first seven
months of 1972 involved a loss of benefits to 8,400 individuals; the present value
of benefits lost was $20 million. The average loss per individual was $2,400.

Is $20 million a significant amount? For comparison consider the current major
scandal involving Equity Funding; coincidentally, the estimate of possible loss
by the reinsurers has been reported as $20 million.

Is a loss of $2,400 significant to an individual employee? That will, of course,
depend on each Individual's status; any comparison with other financial data is
artificial and reflects the biases of the comparer. Nevertheless, as a single tllustra-
tion that the amount is not trivial, it is interesting to note that the average pay-
ment to life insurance beneficiaries In the United States was $2,685 In 1971.'

The above data does not "prove" that there is sufficient need for legislation
establishing a termination insurance program. The problem is not statistical;
rather it is a matter of reinforcing the confidence which employees have in the
pension system, and making sure the system works. I suggest that there has been
sufficient qualitative and quantitative evidence accumulated to suppport the case
for such a program. Further deferral of establishment of such a program will
result In loss of benefits by additional plan participants.

Funding is closely related to termination insurance, because they are both
intended to enhance the security of benefit expectations, and because it is reason-
able to assume that improved funding requirements will assist the functioning
of the termination insurance program. There appears to be fairly widespread
consensus on the desirability of additional funding requirements. Therefore, my
comment on this subject is only to emphasize the interrelationship of two points
made above:

(1) Use of future service benefits only will generally be unsatisfactory, because
that will not provide adequate benefits. Therefore, additional unfunded past
service liabilities will continually be created under many plans.
- (2) Any reasonable funding requirements will not provide full assurance that
benefits will be secure in the event of plan termination.

Improved funding requirements are desirable; a termination insurance pro.
gram is essential.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In summary, the major points of this statement are:
Mandatory requirements for vesting, termination insurance and funding are

needed; a portability program is not needed. (This statement does not discuss
other issues such as fiduciary responsibility or disclosure.)

Vesting and termination insurance provisions should apply whether or not
the plan meets the "qualification" rules for favorable tax treatment.

Vesting and termination insurance requirements should apply to benefits
accrued before and after the effective date of legislation.

Encouraging, through tax deductions, individual savings for retirement will
not significantly help most employees. We need adequate Social Security benefits,
and legislation to assist private pension plans to function effectively.

A minimum vesting standard based on the amount of accrued benefit (in
relation to pay), rather than age or service, is suggested.

The vesting requirement should be implemented quickly; any desired "cushion.
Ing" of the cost effect can be achieved in the funding requirements.

Vesting should not be subject to loss due to withdrawal of employee eon.
tributions,

Vesting benefits should be recorded on the individual's Social Security record.
The government should issue securities which will reflect increases in the

cost and standard of living, or develop other means to prevent erosion of benefit
values.

Life Insurance Fact Book, 1972.
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Termitation iteuratoe is essential; a program atong he lines proposed in 84
should be established noe.

A separate memorandum is being attached to my statement with some "tech-
nical comments" on the issues of vesting, funding and termination insurance. If
any additional details are desired with respect to any portion of this statement,
I will be happy to discuss those with the Subeommitee or its staff.

PsOv assONAL DATA

Self-employed, independent actuary.
Member, American Academy of Actuaries.
Fellow, Society of Actuaries.
Fellow, Canadian Institute of Actuaries.
Member, Mathematical Association of America.
Member, American Pension Conference.
Member, Amelcan Risk and Insurance Association.
B.S. Mathematics, City College of New York.
M.A. Economics, University of Michigan.
Phi Betta Kappa.
Doperieo.-Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, from 1962-

1960 doing various actuarial functions in individual life and health and acci.
dent insurance policies, with the exception of two years from 195-56 which
were spent as an Army Infantry Officer with duty in Korea.

Joined the staff of the United Auto Workers In 19060 as Actuarial Consultant;
became Director of the Information Systems Department in 1969. (Suppler
mentary information is attached.)

Joined the staff of League Life Insurance Company In 1971. (Supplementary
information is attached.)Appointmret at various times (most revently 1972) as a lecturer in insurance
and actuauial oubjecta at the University of Michigan,

PUBLcATIONs

Second Annual Pension Trust Conference, Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration, New York University: "'he Unions' Attitude Concerning Pension
investments"-1961.

National Foundation of Health, Welfare & Pension Plans, Inc.: "The Effect of
Technological and Population Mix Changes on 1964 Pension Bargaining'by the
UAW"'-1964. -

Social Security Conference, Canadian Labor Congress: "Negotiations arising
out of the Canada Pension Plan and other Pension Legislation"--March, 1965.

Society of Actuaries: "A Government Guarantee Fund for Private Pensions"-1065.
Congressional Record: "Reinsurance for Private Pension Plans"-Sepember,1905.
American Risk & Insurance Association: "Panel Discussion on the Future of

Private Pensions"--August, 1906.
Pension & Welfare News: "The National Industrial Group Pension Plan"--

September, 1900.
Various portions of "Early Retirement, the Decision and the Experience",

Barfleld & Morgan, Institute for Social Research, the University of Michigan,
199.

Appendix 0 of "Guaranty Fund for Private Pension Obligations", McGill Pen.
sion Research Council, 1970.

Miscellaneous Discussions: Transactions, Society of Actuaries; Journal of
Risk and insurance.

Article on Pension Termination Insurance for "Pensions- magaulne Wall,
1972,

00MMITTEES AND BOARDS

Members, Pension Research Council (Wharton School)
Member of Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans

(U.S. Department of Labor) 19064-1968.
Consultant to Advisory Council on Social Security Financing, Actuarial Sub.

committee (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare) (1904),.
Consultant to the U.S. Department of Labor on pension reinsurance programs

(1971).
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON TERMINATION INSURANCE AND FUNDING

1. In 84, Section 3 (24), "normal service cost" is specified based on an actuar-
ial cost method in use as of a specific date; is it assumed that the Secretary will
have authority to permit revisions in that method where appropriate?

2. In 84, Section 104 (c) excludes money purchase plans from the termination
insurance and funding requirements; however, such plans (as defined) can have
unfunded past service liabilities. Such liabilities should be subject to those
requirements.

3. (Minor point) In 84, Section 210 (c) (3) refers to "experience deficiencies";
no such deficiency can exist with respect to the initial report on the plan. Simi-
larly, in Section 210 (d) (1) estimated costs for a five-year period are specified;
it would be preferable to make this paragraph comparable to Section 210 (c)

4. In 84, the allocations referred to in Section 211 (a) should be adjusted for
any recent amendment which is not covered by termination insurance. That is,
the increased assets which are due to those amendments should not serve to
duce the benefits from the termination insurance fund.'

5. In 84, the "new plan" concept of Section 217 (e) (3) would result in a
"stretch out" of the funding amortization period and a new 3 year non-protection
period for termination insurance; neither of these is desirable.

0. In 84, the voluntary coverage, available under Section 401 (c) might be
changed to involve a longer non-coverage peirod (than the 8 years in Section
402) in order to protect against anti-selection,

7. In 84, the $500 limit in Section 402 (b) (1) (A) should be "dynamic" so that
it can continue to be adequate in the future without requiring additional legs
lation; for example, it might be increased by the saie formula as applies to the
FICA taxable wage base. Also, as a further protection against anti-selection,
the dollar limit should apply to the total benefit which any individual might
collect from plans covered by termination insurance. Also, it is not clear whether
the average wage referred to could be calculated over fewer than five years if
that number of years did not elapse after the registration date, or if some
"zero earnings years" would have to be hypothecated to determine a five year
average. Finally, the application of the limits referred to in Section 402 (b) (1)
(A) to lump-sum benefits as specified in Section 402(b) (1) (B) is ambiguous.'

8. (Minor point) In 84, the first reference to "date of its establishment" in
Section 402 (b) (2) seems ambiguous; there doesn't appear to be any way a
plan could be registered prior to its establishment, so it seems intended that the
three year period begin with date of registration (with the exception specified
later in that Section).

9. In 84, the "75% funding" criteria specified in Section 408 (b) (2) (B) is
too severe for plans only a little more han five years old. tI would seem more
consistent to simply apply the "5% rule" for all plans, e.g. if a plan were 10
years old its vested liabilities would have to be 50% funded. In determining
the plan's "age", appropriate adjustmenthould be permissible to reflect amend-
ments ie. a plan which was established 10 years ago and amended 5 years ago
should not be subject to the same test as a plan which is comparable except for
the amendment.

While I am recommending deletion of the "75% fuding" test, it should be
recognized that the language of the bill appears to be inconsistent with the
Committee's intent as stated on page 25 of its report. The report. states that
the test is whether the plan is 75% funded; the bill specifies that assets are to
be 75% of unfunded vested liabilities. The bill language would be satisfied if
assets are 48% of vested liabilities (i.e. 48% funded). (This also applies to
Section 407 (b) of S 1179).

10. The Committee report on $4 states that Section 404 is intended to permit
"protecting the program from undue exposure owing to delays, manipulation,
or unforeseen economic hazards following plan termination". Perhaps the
language of the bill itself could make this more explicit and also permit the
Secretary to deny claims where he determines that the plan was established or
amended solely in contemplation of an insurance claim. Such denial should
be subject to court review, if requested by a plan participant.

'These comments also apply to proposed paragraph (J) (2) (C) and (j) (3) (A) of Section
82of $1170.iThs also applies to proposed paragraph (e) of Section 323 of 81179.
I Some ofthese comments also apply to SectIon 405(b) of 81170.

96-2$5 0 - 73 - pt.2 - 35
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11. In 84, it should be clear that Section 404(b) provides for payment of

specified plan benefits, rather than for a "liability" estimated to be sufficient to

provide such benefits. That is, subsequent experience should not serve to pre-

vent payment of full benefits, due to insufficiency of the estimated "liability".

12. In 84, it should be clear that Section 404(c) permits the Insurance Fund

to retain any assets of the terminating plan, rather than forcing liquidttion at

possibly depressed prices. (Section 406(d) might be interpreted to require

liquidation and investment in government guaranteed securities.) (This com-

ment also applies to Section 405 (f) of S 1179.)
18. In 84, the liability specified in Section 405(b) should be contingent on the

employer's (or a successor's) profitability subsequent to plan termination, rather

than on net worth; a mechanism to do this is outlined below. It seems to me that,

unless the libality is subject to such a rule, many employers may have great diffi-

culty raising necessary capital because their creditors would be concerned

about the effect of this pension liability in the event of default.
One method of assessing the charge against profits might be as follows:
1. After determining the lump sum charge that should be made against the

employer,' calculate a level payment to amortize this charge, plus interest, over

a specified period (e.g. 10 years), For illustration, assume the level payment is
$100,000 per year.

2. Each year a payment of $100,000 would be due the insurance fund from

the employer. However, in any year the employer's maximum required pay.

ment would be x9lo of profits (i.e. taxable income for US corporate income tax

purposes).
8. In the event that the profit limit prevents payment of the required amount

due, the remainder would cumulate with interest.
4,Any amount still owed a fixed number of years after the plan termination

(e.g. 15 years; this period should be longer-than the amortization period used in

(1) above) would be written off as uncollectible.
14. 81179, the period provided in proposed paragraph (j) (1) (c) (see Sec-

tion 828) to amortize an experience deficiency could result in substantial lengthen-
ing of the funding period if actuarial assumptions produce understatements of
liabilities. For example, if a deficiency shows up after 15 years of amortizing the

initial liability, that deficiency will be amortizable over the "average remaining

working life of the employees" rather than over the remaining 15 years.
15. 81179, that portion of Section 407 which would allow "a schedule of premium

rates which vary by the likelihood that, and the extent to which, a plan may
produce liabilities to the insurance program" would introduce an element of
cost variation that does not seem desirable. Even if it is assumed that such
likelihood can be reasonably estimated, it is not clear that the particular em-
ployer (or employees) involved should bear increased cost based on that estimate.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON VESTING PROPOSALS

(NOTE: These comments are intended to cover points which are essentially
"technical"; major issues (e.g. vesting formula) are not covered.)

1. 54 provides (in Section 108) for vesting certificates to be sent to the
Secretary of Labor; Section 101(e) calls for cooperation with other agencies.
These certificates should be recorded on the individual's Social Security file;
that procedure is referred to in the report on 84 by the Committee on Labol:
and Public Welfare, it should be incorporated in the legislation.

2. In 54, Section 202(a) (2) requires only "future service" vesting with respect
to benefits due to future plan amendments or new plans. The requirement should
be for "past and future service" vesting.

3. In 84, Section 202(b) (2) conditions certain vesting requirements on whether
"an employer has contributed to the plan with respect to such service". In
many plans there is no way to uniquely determine whether employer contributions
have been made for specified individuals in any year. The concept of eligibility to
participate has been defined in Section 201; all service during which an em.
ployee is a plan participant should count toward vesting, without regard to a
determination of whether employer contributions were made for those years.
(This comment also applies to 81179, proposed paragraph 12(c) (it) in Sec-
tion 322.)

4. In $4, Section 202(b) (8) treats a reemployed participant who had acquired

The term "employer" always means "employer or Its successors".
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a 100% vested benefit -uch differently than one who had acquired a 90%
(or smaller) vested benefit. This is inequitable. While the concern over employ-
ment effects may be valid, it would seem that the application of the one year
service rule until the reemployed person is again able to participate in the

-plan would be sufficient. Service which was 100% vested should count toward
additional vesting after reemployment Just as service does which is 90% (or
less) vested.

5. In $1170, the vesting requirement in the new proposed paragraph 12(A)
(see Section 322 of the bill) should apply to service before and after establish-
inent of the plan even if the participant is less than age 45 on the effective date
of that paragraph.

6. In 81631, the "conditional vesting" provided for in proposed paragraph 12
(B), (see Section 2(a) (2) of the bill) should be deleted. For comparison, see
Section 203(f) of 1IR 2.

7. In 4160+. the use of a 15 year minimum for the denominator, in the proposed
paragraph 12(D), (see Section 2(a) (2) of the bill) means that for an employee,
hireA after age 50, the accrued benefit will generally be less than the true accrued
benfllt.-While the use of 40 as a maximum for that denominator could similarly
have the effect of overstating the accrued benefit, that would only apply to
someone who had been hired before age 25 and became vested; a less significant
situation .

8. In 81631, the proposed paragraph 14 (see Section 2(a) (2) of the bill) would
generally limit vesting requirements to "future service" only; all service should
be covered.

MILLER & CHEVALIER,

11on1. GAYLORD NELsoN. Washington., D.C., July 6.1978.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pension Plan, Senate Finance Comm ittec,

-U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR: Thank you for your letter. I was interested in Mr. Cummings

remarks. I do not think that the cause of useful analysis Is served by describing
my suggestions as intended to "weaken" the proposals. That surely was not my
intention.

With respect to plan terminations, Mr. Cummings begs the question when he
starts with the premise that employers have made pension "promises." Many
employers have explicitly negotiated with their unions on the bisis that they
would meet certain funding requirements, but that they would not assume cor-
porate liability for unfunded past service benefits-._ have tried to find a way to
preserve for these companies the bargain they have made over the years. I
support imposition of rigid funding requirements, which may be far beyond
those to which they have agreed, because experience has shown that pension -
beneficiaries need the protection of uniform federal funding standards, It is quite
another matter, however, to impose a huge liability on companies for past actions
when they consciously acted, with full concurrence of representatives of their
employees, to avoid such liability at that time.

As for fiduciary responsibility, Mr. Cummings and I simply have different
views as to the effectiveness of various enforcement systems. He is quite wrong,
and thoroughly out of his element, if he is suggesting that fiduciary standards
imposed on charitable fiduciaries under our income tax system are not effmctive.
The changes made in the Tax Reform Act-of 1969 utilizing a penalty tax structure
for enforcement in the case of private foundations have proven very effective. At
that time, Dr. Woodworth, Assistant Secretary Cohen and I all considered the
effectiveness of a system of enforcement by court action, which Is the underlying
enforcement mechanism in S. 4. There were extensive-discussions with the De-
partment of Justice. The matter was thoroughly analyzed before the Ways and
Means Committee, and the Committee decided upon the penalty tax structure. it
has worked well.

The various examples given by Mr. Cummings on page three of his letter
do not particularly inspire confidence in me. The enforcement mechanisms in
those instances have frequently been ineffective.

I am interested in a system which actually works in practice, even though it
is not the traditional way of enforcing responsibilities through court action. While
the private pension system needs a great deal of overhaul, it has been an effec-
tive private savings system and has grown immensely over the past fifty years.
The only regulation has been through the tax system. I can see every reason to
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amplify this proven successful form of regulation to enforce new federal stand-
ards that are adopted, What 3r. Cummings misses is that penalty taxes are
not designed to punish the fiduciary. They are so severe that they force the
fiduciary to do his duty in tile first instance. Thus, the pension beneficiaries. are
indeed effectively protected; they need not await the delay and uncertainty of
court proceedings to enjoy their rights.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN S. NOLAN.

JUNE 26, 1973.
Hon. FREDERIC W. HICKMAN,
Assistant Secretary for Tax Polioy, Department of the Treasury, Treasury

Building, Washingtoni, D.C.
DEAR MR. HICK.MAN: In the-course of the review of the pension area being con-

ducted by the Private Pension Plans Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, we have been studying the various proposals made with respect to "port-
ability" of qualified plan retirement benefits. One of the proposals that has been
made is the establishment of a central portability fund. to which a plan partic-
ipant could have his retirement plan credits transferred.

Under this proposal, when the participant leaves an employer whose retirement
plan is a member of the central portability fund, the employee would he permitted
to require that time present value of his vested retirement benefits be transferred
from the trust under the plan of his former employer to t1hi central portability
fund. These amounts would be retained in the central fund until the participant
orders that they be transferred to the retirement trust of his new employer (if
that new employer is also a member of the central portability fund) or until
benefits are payable at age 65 or death. (This is essentially the proposal con-
tained in Sec. 301 et seq. of S. 4.)

We have been given to understand that the Internal Revenue Service has ruled
that, under certain circumstances, transfers of interests of plan participants
from one qualified trust forming part of a retirement plan to another qualified
trust forming part of another plan, are not to result in recognization of taxable
income. We have been told that the basis of these rulings is that the amounts
transferred are considered as neither received by nor made available to the par-
ticipants, since those amounts are retained in qualified trusts maintained by the
participants' employers.

However, it has been suggested that the proposed central portability fund und, r
S. 4 might not constitute a qualified trust under section 401 of the Internal Rev-
nue Code, since the fund would be established and maintained by the Federal
Government and not by time employer of the fund's participants (and perhaps also
because of the fund's likely failure to meet the ('ode's antidiscrimination require-
ments.) If it would not be a qualified trust, perhaps an amendment of the Code
would be needed to ensure that employees would not be taxed on transfers from
a qualified trust to the central find. We would appreciate the Treasury's views
on whether, under present tax law, the proposed central portability fund would
constitute a qualified trust and whether an employee could arrange at tax-free
transfer of his retirement plan benefits from the trust maintained by a former
employer to the central portability fund.

Sincerely yours,
GAYLORD NELSON,

Chairman, Subconlinlttee onl
Private Pension Plans.

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,

Washington, D.C., July 10, 1973.
Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pensions Plans, Coninittee on Finance,

U.S. Senate, lVashingt on, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of June 26, 1973 inquiring

about the tax consequences of a transfer of funds pursuant to a voluntary
portability program.

Under the program you describe, when a participant in a retirement llan
leaves an employer wiho participates in the portability program, tie employee
would have the right to elect to have the present value of his vested retirement
benefits transferred from the trust under the plan of his former employer to
the central portability fund. This amount would be retained in the fund until
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the participant elects to have it transferred to the retirement trust of his new
employer (if that new employer also participates in the portability-program)
or until benefits are payable at age 65 or death.

Section 402 of the Internal Revenue Code provides the rules for taxation of
the beneficiary of a qualified employees' trust. The basic rule is that the amount
actually distributed or made available to any distributee is taxable to him, in
the year when distributed or made available, under section 72 (relating to
annuities). When all amount is transferred at. a particilant's request from all
employees' trust to a portability fund, there arises a question whether the
amount is "made available" within the meaning of section 402.

As you have indicated, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled that, under
certain circumstances, transfers of Interests of plan participants from a qualified
trust forming part of a retirement plan to another qualified trust forming mart
of another retirement plan are not to result in recognition of taxable income.
However, these rulings do not apply to a transfer to anything other than a
qualified trust, and it is doubtful whether the portability-fund would be con-
sidered to he a qualified trust. Moreover the rulings do not apply when the
participant has the option to receive lls benefits immediately.

Constructive receipt Is a very uncertain area of the tax law. However, we
think that is is likely that a voluntary portability program of the type you
describe would result in constructive receipt. The main argument against con-
structive receilpt is that the enactment of the voluntary lsrtabllity program
would itself be an implied amendment of section 402 of the Internal Revenue
Code since the purpose of the voluntary portability program would be thwarted
if section 402 were not amended.

If a portability program of the type you describe is established, the tax law
should he amended to provide that there would be no current taxation In the
situation described, because of the substantial probability that constructive
receipt would otherwise occur. Consideration should also be given to amending
the tax law to provide that the portability fund would be exempt from Income
tax and to provide specific rules governing the taxation of distributions from
the portability fund and the gift and estate tax consequences of transfers of
amot:'-ts In the portability fund.

Sincerely yours,
FREDERIC W. HleIKMAN,

A assistant Secretary.

AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE,
New York, N.Y.

Hon. GAYLORD NELSON,
Senate Committee on Finance,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR NELSON: As President of the American Paper Institute which
represents the vast majority of pulp, paper and paperboard producers in the
United States, I would like to take this opportunity to communicate to you our
position on pension reform, an area now under study by the distinguished Senate
Finance Committee.

The following comments represent the consensus view of API member comi-
panies who responded to surveys we conducted last year when the 92nd Congress
held hearings on this highly important subject, and to a current survey conducted
only two weeks ago.

First, API supports the concept of a minimum federal vesting standard for
private pension plans, either by Implementing a "Rule of 50" (50 percent vesting
when age and years in the plan total 50), or any reasonable alternative. We
would support the application of vesting requirements to benefits accrued both
before as well as after the effective date of legislation.

API also supports a federal funding standard, either a requirement for funding
over a period (of forty (40) years (or less If the company so chooses) of past and
prior service liabilities, as determined using acceptable actuarial methods
and assumptions selected by the company-or any other actuarially equivalent
funding requirement.

On r-ein8itrance, we believe that Insurance costs should not be imposed on plans
that meet vesting and funding requirements established by law.

Concerning portability, API believes it is an unnecessary concept because its
basic objective is adequately achieved by reasonable provisions for vesting of
pension benefits.
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We support tam deductions to individuals for personal savings for retire-
ment, higher standards for /iduoiary responsibility, and meaningful disclosure
of constructive, useful employee benefit data.

We also support federal preemption of pension legislation, continuation of plan
administration by the Internal Revenue Service, and flexibility with respect to
allowing companies to select reasonable and proper actuarial assumptions and
methods.

I think the positive thrust of the above comments reflects the paper industry's
support of pension reform legislation. We commend you and your Committee
for its work in this area and hope our comments will be of assistance during your
deliberations.

Sincerely yours,
HIDWIN A. LocKx, Jr., President.

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP.,
June *1, 1978,

Hin. GAYLORD NELSON,
Q_.8. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

I)EA SENATOR NELSON: In reviewing the several proposals pending before the
Senate Private Pension Plans Subcommittee, we would like to make the following
brief points:

1. Insurance against termination of plans.-Kimberly-Clark, while supporting
most of the points covered by the various ills as to funding, vesting, etc., cannot
support legislation which includes a requirement that all pension plans carry
termination insurance. We do not believe that soundly financed pension funds
should be required to carry the cost of insuring those which are not in a strong
financial condition. Those companies that are financially strong could and should
prove to the appropriate regulatory agency that they are complying with the law
and that their retirement systems are adequately funded.

2. Portability.-In setting up a pensic-i plan an employer expects to encourage
employees to remain with the company f ir long periods of time. With portability
an emp'9yee would have little to lose by moving from company to company. With
adequate vesting provisions portability, we feel, is not necessary.

3. Interstate operations.-Some provision should be included in all pending
legislation which would standardize retirement system requirements when a
company has plants located in several states. This would obviate the necessity of
having several different plans for each location.

4. Union plan coverage.-We believe that any pension legislation should cover
the Union Plans as well as Fnployee Plans. This is Justified because the com-
panies pay the costs of such plans and will be identified with such plans if they
fail. We do not believe this is covered in pending legislation and may have been an
oversight.

We hope that these points will be considered for inclusion in the Subcom-
mittee's report to the Senate.

Thank you for the time that you have given us to present our views on this
very important matter.

Sincerely yours, PAUL A. JONES,
Staff Vice President.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION,
INC. SUBMITTED BY DONALD S. GUXBS, JR., F.S.A., VICE PRESIDENT AND

ACTUARY
COST OF PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

The Departments of Labor and Treasury have recently released their "Study
of Pension Plan Terminations, 1972-Interim Report." This is the first significant
survey of data on plan terminations and sheds some light on the cost of plan
termination insurance.

The study indicates that, at the 1972 rate, 3% of pension- plan participants
would have some benefit loss due to plan termination during 30 years of coverage
(p. 33). While it is comforting to know that the percentage is not higher, this
shows a definite need for plan termination insurance.

Projecting the interim 7 month report for a full year, we see that 14,000 persons
per year are losing benefits through plan termination, with losses of $35,000,000
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of value of benefits. Of this loss approximately $20,000,000 is for benefits pres-
ently vested and $15,000,000 is for benefits not presently vested. Part of this
$15,000,000 not vested would have been vested under the vesting provisions of
S. 4 or similar legislation, so that perhaps $30,000,000 of the $35,000,000 loss
would have been vested under B. 4.

Under-S.-4-such losses would be paid by a combination of (1) recovery from
solvent employers with benefit losses, and (2) premiums from all employers
with vested unfunded liabilities. The recent study shows that 92% of the losses
were in plans where the employer's net worth exceeds the value of the benefits
lost and 75% were in plans where the employer's net worth exceeded 10 times the
claimant losses. The report points out some limitations in determining net worth.
But the value of vested benefits under S. 4 would be less than the total value of
benefits included in the study. Considering all of the provisions of the bill, I est-
mate that at least 90% of the $85,000,000 loss would be recovered from em-
ployers with benefit losses, leaving only $3,500,000 annually needed from
premiums from all employers. While this is a very rough approximation, I be-
lieve it is a conservative one. The government's cost of administering the premium
collection procedure might exceed the $8,500,000 needed, and the employer's costs
in administering the premium collection procedure, including additional actuarial
calculations, would certainly exceed $3,500,000. One principle of both insurance
and taxation is that the cost of collecting premiums (or taxes) should be a small
percent of the-amount collected. It would therefore make sense to finance the
plan termination insurance out of general revenues, rather than with premiums
from all employers.

I recommend that the plan termination insurance be #nanced from general
revenues rather than premiums. -

AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, IN0.,
Washington, D.C., June 11, 1978.

Re Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans: Statement of Position of The Ameri-
can Textile Manufacturers Institute (ATMI) Concerning Proposed Pension
Legislation.

Hon. RUSSELL B. Lono,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, New Senate Ofice Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAl M. CHAIRMAN: Following are the comments and suggestions formulated
by the Tax Committee of The American Textile Manufacturers Institute (ATMI)
on the proposed legislation under consideration by the Subcommittee on Private
Pension Plans:

(1) Eligibility. ATMI supports the eligibility rules contained in S. 1681. More
rapid eligibility is impractical for profit sharing plans in high-turnover industries.

(2) Vesting. ATMI believes that none of the proposed bills contains a satis-
factory-solution to legislated vesting. While the Institute has no-objectiow to
reasonable legislative rules in this area, it believes that the diversity found in
private pension plans, Which is a response to varying geographical and industrial
economic conditions, is healthy and should be supported by vesting legislation
which permits plans to comply with any of several alternate schedules. Such
alternative schedules might include:

(a) A schedule which takes into account age as well as years of service, such
as is reflected in S. 1631.

(b) A scheLule which has a relatively long waiting period for vesting to begin
but which vests fully over a relatively short period thereafter.

(c) A schedule which commences vesting relatively quickly, but vests over a
relatively long period, such as is proposed by S. 1179.

(d) Class year vesting over a relatively short period, such as 5 years.
All compulsory-"esting rules should apply only to benefits accruing after the

enactment of such rules. Required vesting of past servid-Wat a rat--ot anticipated
when benefits were set may be unacceptably costly to many employers and is
grossly unfair in that it may produce the greatest hardships in those cases where
the highest benefit levels have been in effect for the longest time. Curtailments
adversely affecting fully vested long service employees might well result.

(8) Funding. ATMI endorses the approach of S. 1631 that required funding
should be limited to current costs and unfunded vested liabilities.

(4) Termination Ilsufranc,. ATMI is opposed to legislation on this point, in-
cluding corollary proposals for employer liability in the ease of plan termination.
Terminations even now affect only a very small percentage of covered workers.
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Improved funding of vested benefits should reduce unexpected losses of benefits
iii the future to a very modest level which will not Justify the vast additional
regulatory complexities which would accompany these proposals.

(5) Portability. ATMI is opposed to the provisions of S. 4 which would create
a "clearinghouse" to handle voluntary portability. It is believed that this step
would eventually lead to an undesirable degree of pressure for uniformity among
plans, which would have disadvantages for covered employees outweighing any
advantages gained from consolidation of vested benefits. Improved vesting and
funding will solve most of the problems at which portability proposals are
directed.

(6) Disclosure. In discussions of these proposals little notice has been given
to the fact that the Department of Labor only a few months ago has Issued
tough new regulations with greatly expanded reporting requirements making
much of what Is contained in proposed bills unnecessary.

ATXI urges that Congress avoid the mistake of over reaction to past laxity
in enforcement of disclosure rules. Reporting which is too detailed may actually
be counterproductive. The reporting burdens on plan administrators are already
Immensely complex and time consuming.

(7) Fiduciary Standards. ATMI is generally favorable towards a uniform
federal rule in this area which would preempt state laws. Such rules should not,
however, be so tightly drawn as to discourage aggressive plan management.

(8) Enforcement. The approach taken by S. 1179 and S. 1031 Is vastly prefer-
able to that of S. 4, which would be less efficient and would inevitably lead to
burdensome and confusing dual regulation.

"Accordingly, ATMI strongly recommends that- the Internal Revenue Service
continue to administer any new provisions which may be added to the law deal-
Ing with eligibility, vesting, funding, etc. The administration and enforcement by
another agency would be wasteful and inefficient both from the standpoint of
employer compliance and duplication of bureaucratic effort."

(9) Proposals for Deductible Employeo Contributions and Individual Retire-
ment Accounts. ATMI is in favor of this feature of S. 1631. The proposal would
provide a desirable incentive to employees to save for their retirement. The ArMI
Tax Committee is concerned, however, that the offset feature in this proposal,
which reduces the allowable deduction In relation to employer-provided retire-
ment benefits, would place an unwarranted burden on the employer to advise em-
ployees concerning the applicable offset level. The proposal seeks to avoid this by
adopting a presumption that employer-financed benefits do not exceed 7 percent
of the employee's earned Income. However, this figure is unrealistically high, and
would not alleviate the problem in the textile industry. The ATMI Tax Com-
mittee recommends reducing the presumption to 4 percent.

Very truly yours,
CLATIDE FARRAR,

-- Chairman, Taz Committee.

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.,
Washington, D.C., Juto 1,1978.

Mr. TOM VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Senate Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate Oflice Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mn. VAIL: Shou!d the Senate Committee on Finance determine that

amendmentO be offered to S. 4 as reported from the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, we respectfully suggest that the Committee consider the
following suggestions :

VESTINO

Vesting is thought of conceptually as a percentage of retirement benefits to be
paid at the normal retirement age of 65. Presently, benefits vest in either equal or
unequal portions or percentages over a period of years of service or after reach-
ing a specified age and years of service, or they may vest all at once after reach.
ing a specified age and years of service.

Some employers also provide an "early retirement benefit" (usually at a
reduced amount), and in some cases, employers provide early retirement benefits

-- greater that what the actuarially reduced benefits would be upon normal
retirement.

We have found that the significant factors affecting the cost of providing vested
benefits is the rate of termination of eligible employees according to age and
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service. When our retirement plan is compared with any of the existing vesting
standards found in either S. 4, H.R. 2, or the Administration-proposals, we have
discovered that, to maintain the same level of benefits, any of the proposed plans
would necessitate a substantial increase in our pension costs. These costs are due
to the shorter vesting periods of the above proposals in combination with our
present early retirement benefits.

For example, our employees may retire at age 50 after 15 years of service with
a benefit commencing at age 50, equal to 25% of the last five years of salary. The
benefits are 100% employer financed. Under the existing proposals, we would be
requited to either change our benefit plan or pay this benefit (not at age 65) but
at age 50 to any eligible employee meeting the proposed vesting standards.

We feel that consideration should be given to the concept of longer vesting
periods for plans which provide for early retirement especially when the early
retirement benefit is greater than an actuarially reduced benefit would be. We
suggest that the vesting period be lengthened proportionately for each year that a
plan permits the retirement benefits to be received before the normal retirement
age of 65.

PROFIT SHARING

An employee stock ownership or profit sharing plan benefits both the employee
and the employer; the employee by providing a means to increase his assets and
of knowing that he has a share in his employer's profits; and the employer from
the knowledge that the employee is building a sound future with his employment
benefit which would prevent excessive, costly employee turnover. The basic idea
behind a profit sharing plan would be lost if there were a requirement that
funds be invested in noncompany securities or the plan be treated as a pension
plan, when a bone fide pension plan is already provided by the employer.

In the event that diversification of employee stock plans was required or were
treated as pension plans under vesting standards, our opinion is that the incen-
tives for employers could be to discontinue such plans because the purpose for
which such plans were created would no longer be possible to achieve.

This is especially true in employee benefit packages where the entire cost of
the benefit (as in our case) is paid by the employer. Where substantial benefits
accrue to employees under a pension plan, it would be punitive to require diversi-
fication or early vesting under a stock ownership plan.

I have attached an example of language which would exclude profit sharing
plans from the definition of employee pension benefit plan when a pension plan
is provided by the employer meeting certain standards of eligibility and amount
of benefits. The figures, of course, would have to be adjusted to meet different
eligibility ages and years to acquire 100% vesting if more than 10 following
eligibility.

In conclusion,- we feel that any pension plan legislation should do two things:
1) provide an incentive for employer financed plans and 2) provide an incentive
for early retirement. Although it may not be possible to achieve a lengthening
of the vesting period for all plans, consideration should be given to lengthening
of the vesting period for 100% employer financed plans or plans where there is an
early retirement benefit. A good way to encourage such benefits would be to
extend the vesting period for 100% employer financed or early retirement plans.

We strongly object to the requirerpent that employee stock ownership plans
be treated as pension plans when the employer provides a bona fide pension plan
in addition to the stock plan and both plans are 100% employer financed.

I sincerely appreciate this opportunity to submit our viewpoint.
Sincerely,

3. THOMAS NELSON.

Amend the definition of "employee pension benefit plan" by adding the
following:

"The term also includes any deferred profit-sharing plan which provides bene-
fits at or after retirement unless a pension plan, as defined in the preceding
sentence, is also maintained by the employer or employee organization, or both,
and such pension plan (a) contains no conditions upon participation of a full
time employee in such a plan other than a period of employment no longer than

. two years or the attainment of an age no higher than age thirty, whichever last
occurs; and (b) provides after 10 years of service under the plan, annual bene-
fits upon normal retirement equal to at least 10% of a participant's average
annual base compensation earned during such years of plan participation. For
each full year of plan participation in excess of 10, a participant shall receive
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an additional benefit upon retirement that shall be at least 1% of such partici-
pants average annual base compensation earned during such participant's total

years of participation."
ATO,

Willoughby, Ohio, June 1, 1973.
Subject: S-4, 8-1179, and S-1631.

Hon. Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman of Semate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dzs SzzfATo% Loxo: As administrator of some thirty-five pension plans, in my

opinion there is much contained in the above proposed statutes that constitutes
unnecessary legislation which in the long term will be an added cost burden on
American business.

In complexity, the subject of pensions are like the ordinary automobile insur-
ance contract. I think too many people are trying to sound like experts on a
complex subject of which they really know very little. Generally, aside from the
question of misuse of funds by a minority few the private pension system has been
doing a good job.

In my opinion the only real weakness in the system is that companies and
unions have been permitted to negotiate substantial increases In benefit levels
without a mandatory commensurate funding program. The federal government
must share a major responsibility for permitting this to happen. Congress has
abdicated it's legislative responsibilities to the Internal Revenue Service and
IRS regulations do not require full funding. Recently on my way to the office I
heard over the radio a talk by Leonard Woodcock of the recent UAW convention.
He stated that the pension trust would only pay for 50% of the benefits accrued-
yet he was urging the union to establish as its goal the negotiation of even
higher benefit levels.

The purpose of this letter however, is not to cover ground that has been covered
by other people, rather to point out one problem that I have noticed as not being
adequately covered by those considering this legislation, namely the issue of com-
pliance with federal disclosure act reporting operating to preempt state legisla.
tion in this area. It should preempt state loaw. Permit me to explain.

As an example, in our company the preparation and filing of a disclosure act
report costs between 200 to $500 per pension plan. In larger plans of other
companies I expect this amount is even greater. Our experience with the Wiscon-
sin and New York statutes is that it costs an additional $100 to $300 to prepare
and file the separate state reports. This is so even though the content of the two
reports is very similar.

State insurance commissioners were attempting to introduce in the various
states and have passed a model bill formulated by a sub-committee of the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners. According to trade publications, a bill
of this nature has been introduced in the California legislation as an example.
In a multi-division national pension plan with such state legislation, we find
ourselves faced with the additional expense of making filings in each of the
states where generally twenty-five or more of the pension plan participants reside.
You can thus have a total possible expense on such a plan of several thousand
dollars. I would rather see these dollars spent on benefits, than to pay actuarial
and state filing fees.

I would urge that in your legislation you provide that compliance with the
federal disclosure act requirements, preempt the necessity of making a state
filing under any similar state statute.

It seems far better to spend these funds on benefits rather than on the support
of company pension plan administrators, state insurance and banking department
employee administrators.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely yours.

M. D. FURMAN,
Corporate Risk Manager.
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FIRST INVESTMENT ANNUITY COMPANY OF AMERIOA,
May 29, 1978.

Re S. 4, S. 1179 and S. 1631.
Mr. ToM VAIL,
(fhief Counsel, Connittee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Dirksen Senate Offce Build-

ing, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sitt: lit accordance with the announcement of the Chairman of the Senate

Finance Subcommittee on private pension plans, I should like to present out
views on certain aspects of the above referred to bills which are now under
consideration by that Subcommittee.

I am President and Chairman of the Board of Investment Annuity, Inc. and
of First Investment Annuity Company of America, better known as FIAC. The
Company is headquartered at 650 Swedesford Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087.

FIAC is chartered as a life insurance company under the laws of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and is licensed to operate in 41 states but its present
activities involve only the underwriting of annuities. We have introduced a new
concept in such underwriting, FIAC underwriters the mortality or longevity
guarantees of annuities but allows the client or his investment advisor to choose
the investments underlying his personal annuity account. In other words, the an-
nuitant is never locked into an insurance company's money management in order
to obtain a guarantee of lifetime income payment. When the individual retires,
he receives payment of income for life but the amount of income varies from year
to year to reflect the investment results in his annuity account.

FIAC annuities are ideal for small employers and for retirement plans cover-
Ing the self-employed. We believe they will also be ideal for individuals who may
wish to establish their own qualified individual retirement accounts if the pro-
posed legislation becomes law.

Since FIAC does not sell life insurance or securities, we are not members of
the American Life Insurance Association or of the Investment Company Insti-
tute. Hence, we take this opportunity to present our views which are limited to
those provisions of the bills governing qualified individual retirement accounts.

DIRECT PURCHASE OF ANNUITY CONTRACTS

We are not absolutely certain that S. 1631 would permit an individual to estab-
lish a qualified retirement account by the direct purchase of an annuity contract
from a life insurance company without the use of a trust or similar arrangement.
We note reference to an annuity in S. 1631 on page 22 beginning at line 24, that
reads as follows: "For purposes of this title, a custodial account, annuity con-
tract, or other similar arrangement shall be treated as a trust constituting a
qualified individual retirement account". We think this sentence would permit
such direct purchase but we prefer the precise language of S. 1179 (page 28, line
23) in the proposed new section 409, relating to individual retirement accounts.
We recommend, therefore, that in any legislation adopted the description of a
qualified individual retirement account read somewhat as follows: "A trust, cus-
todial account, annuity contract, or other similar arrangement created or orga-
nized in the United States shall constitute a qualified individual retirement
account under this section. .. .

CONTRIBUTIONS TO EXISTING ANNUITY CONTRACTS

A reading of both S. 1179 and S. 1631 leads us to believe that provision has not
been made to permit individuals, subsequent to the date of enactment of the
proposed legislation, to make tax deductible contributions to existing annuity
contracts. The absence of such a provision will work a hardship on the hundreds
oi! individuals in this country who carry individual annuity contracts issued by
life insurance companies to provide income for their retirement years. Should
this proposed legislation become law, it would be natural for them to seek to
apply the proposed allowable deduction to the premiums which they now pay on
these annuity contracts. If such a provision is not enacted and if these individ-
uals consider the current premiums which they are paying to represent the max-
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imum amount which they can set aside for retirement, they must either forego
the proposed allowable deduction or discontinue premium payments under their
present annuity contracts and buy new ones. In either case, the individual suf-
fers. If lie discontinues his present annuity contract lie incurs loading charges
and the cash value of the discontinued annuity contract will not normally pur-
chase a new annuity contract of comparable value to him. The situation might
be even worse if the present contract happened to be a retirement income con-
tract containing a life insurance element and the individual might no longer
be insurable.

We do not believe the Treasury Department would encounter any insurmount-
able problems if such a provision were enacted. It would be necessary to amend
section 805(d) (1) to provide that the definition of "pension plan reserves" would
exclude those reserves attributable to contributions to existing annunity contracts
which were made prior to enactment of the legislation. We do not believe It
would be an impossible task for the insurance companies to make such an alloca-
tion. The adoption of such a provision would also require an amendment to see-
tion 72(c) (1) of the ('ode defining "investment In the contract" to be sure that
such definitionn does not include amounts which were deductible under the pro-
posed new section of the ('ode permitting such deduction. It Is our understanding
that most, if not all. Insurance companies prepare for their annuitant taxpayers
the computation of the amount of annuity payment which Is to be reported as
taxable income on their federal income tax returns.

EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONSS TO MONEY PURCHASE PENSION PLANS

Section 7(h) of K. 1(31 would add a new section 409 to the Internal Revenue
Code which would limit to 20% of compensation the amount of employer contribu-
tion to a money lprchase pension plan which the employee may exclude from his
current gross income. Enactment of this provision would represent a radical de-
parture from the long established principle that deductible contributions to and
benefits derived from a qualified pension plan must meet the test. of reasonable-
ness. The Income Tax Regulations on reasonableness have consistently held that
what constitutes reasonableness depends on all the facts and circumstances in a
particular case. We see no justification for singling out one small segment of the
whole broad area of reasonableness, including reasonable compensation, by plac-
Ing a numerical value on that segment. We therefore suggest that the present
procedures applied to tests for reasonableness be allowed to remain in effect.

If the reason for proposing this unprecedented treatment of employer con-
tributions to pension plans covering all employees where the tax status of the
employer is not involved is based on a fear that money purchase pension plans
encourage unreasonalbly high benefits for employees in the proscribed group, we
suggest that the fear is unfounded. By and large, money purchase pension plans
tend to create reverse discrimination by providing higher benefits for employees
entering the plan at a young age as contrasted with employees in the older age
group when the plan is adopted because younger employees have a longer time to
accumulate benefits which are generally based on future service only. F'or ex-
ample, the retirement benefit at age 05 for an employee age 35 on the date of
adoption of a money purchase pension plan would generally be more than twice
the enefilt for an employee age U) on such date even though both employees had
the same number of years of service with the employer at retirement. Since the
higher-paid employees are generally found in the group of older employees, the
money purchase pension plan benefit-wise discriminates against these employees
In favor of the younger and generally lower pald employees.

Respectfully yours,
W. TiHoMAs KELLY,

President and Chairman of the Board.

FIRST INVESTMENT ANNUITY COMPANY Or AMERICA,
May 81, 1973.

Re Section 3401 (a) of the Code.
Mr. Tom VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Dirksen'Scnate Ofice Build-

ing, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: Section 3(e) (1) of S. 1631 would amend section 3401 (a) of the

Internal Revenue Code to exclude contributions to a qualified individual retire-
ment account from the definition of wages for purposes of withholding of
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income tax at the source. Since it is proposed to amend this section, we would
like to take this opportunity to request a further exemption from withholding
for that portion of the premium paid by an employer for current life insurance
protection which is part of an annuity referred to in section 403(b) of the
Code for the following reasons.

Revenue Ruling 70-453 (1970 CB 287) holds that the portion of the premium
used to purchase current life insurance protection as part of a so-called tax-
sheltered annuity is subject to withholding under section 3402 of the Code
because section 3401 does not provide an exception from withholding for insur-
ance of this type. We currently participate in the underwriting of tax-sheltered
annuity programs described in section 403(b) of the Code for approximately
2,321 school districts and educational institutions covering almost 18,000 indl-
viduals. Our experience has been that most school boards find the withholding
requirement applicable to the insurance portion of the annuity premium to be
so burdensome that they prohibit their employees from choosing an annuity
contract which contains a life insurance element. Thus, many hundreds of
employees who desire to provide life insurance protection for their families
while they are saving to provide income for their retirement years are denied
the opportunity to fulfill this desire.

We are not critical of the Internal Revenue Service in arriving at the conclu-
sion expressed in Revenue Ruling 70-453 because we realize that the Service
is bound by statute. However, we doubt that it was the deliberate intent of
the Congress to subject the life insurance portion of the annuity premium to
the withholding of tax provision of the Code. Rather we think it was an oversight
in that the Congress may not have realized that the general term "annuity
contract" might encompass a contract which provides a combination of annuity
income and current life insurance protection. Further, we do not believe the
Congress would be adverse to excluding such life insurance premium from
withholding because it grants exclusion to such premiums under other types
of employee benefit plans which provide benefits under contracts combining the
elements of annuity income and life insurance protection. Nor do we believe
the Internal Revenue Service would object to extending the exclusion from
withholding to such premiums so long as the taxable amounts are reported.

'Respectfully yours,
W. THOMAS KELLY,

President and Chairman of the Board.

TowERs, PERRIN, FORSTER & CROSBY, INC,
Philadelphia, Pa., May 30, 1973.

Re pension legislation.
THOMAS L. C. VAIL, Esq.,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DEAR MR. VAIL: I am taking this opportunity to accept your offer for written

statements for inclusion in the current testimony on pension reform legislation.
The issue I wish to discuss is a minor one relative to the overall pension

issues but an important one for many companies. I do not believe this point is
covered in any of the specific bills before your Committee.

My comments concern Section 404(a) (7), Limit of Deduction. This Section
provides that in the event there are two or more qualified trusts, the total
amount which may be claimed for tax deduction cannot exceed 25% of compen-
sation otherwise paid or accrued during the taxable year for persons who are
beneficiaries of the trusts. I believe this first appeared in the Code In 1954.
We recommend that this overall limitation be raised to at least 30%. A higher
percentage could be justified.

In 1954, when this limitation was imposed, pension plans were in their infancy.,
Benefits provided by the plans were low not only in dollar amounts ($1.50 per
month per year of service for most UAW plans), but also relative to the
pay the employees received at that time. Generally, pensions were not avail-
able until a person reached a normal retirement age of 05 or even later. Any
benefit taken prior to normal retirement age of 65 was drastically reduced.
Vesting of pension benefits at that time was almost nonexistent. Very few
plans provided benefits in event of disability. For many plans, the employer
costs were kept low by requiring the employees to contribute. All this is by way
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of observing why pension plan costs in the early 50's were a small percent of
the covered payroll of the employees. There was adequate margin in the 25%
to allow companies to provide meaningful benefits through profit sharing and
thrift plans in addition to a competitive pension plan.

Since the early 50's, we have seen significant increases in pension costs due to
the various factors enumerated above. Many plans now provide either full
benefits or subsidized benefits in event employees retired prior to age 65. Full
benefits at age 62 or even age 60 are not uncommon, particularly for long servio
employees. Vesting is becoming much more prevalent with many plans now
providing full vesting after ten years of service. The general adequacy of the
benefits is now significantly greater than it was 20 years ago. Most plans are
now noncontributory. Many plans also provide for incidental benefits such as
death benefits prior to retirement and survivors' benefits after retirement. Dis-
ability benefits are common additions to many pension plans. Thus there has
been a significant increase in the cost of pensions as a percent of payroll-
more than doubling for most companies in the last 20 years.

The 25% overall limitation does not apply to many situations, but where it
does it severely limits the ability of the companies to compensate employees in
the same manner they were able to do when this rule was adopted in 1964.
Many companies now have pension plans with accrual costs in excess of 20%
of payroll. Obviously, for companies with these pension plans it is impossible for
them to provide a profit sharing plan on a qualified basis. This problem will be
compounded if the proposed legislation is passed requiring additional costs for
more liberal vesting and more rapid funding.

The conclusion we reach is that it would be logical at this time to increase
the 25% limitation.

This same section of the Code allows for a 5% carryover of excess contribu.
tions. If the basic percent is made adequate there may be no need to continue
the carryover provision.

If you or your associates would like to discuss this further with me, please
let me know.

Sincerely,
PRESTON C. BASSETT.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN H. TARvER, SUPERINTENDENT, EQUITY MARKET

RESEARCH

PROPOSALS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE PRIVATE PENSION PLAN SYSTEM

Statement submitted to the Hearings held by the Subcommittee on Private
Pension Plans of the Senate Finance Committee on June 21, 22 and 23, 1973, on
Senator Bentsen's Bill S. 1179, Senator Curtis' Bill S. 1681 and the principles
and policies embodied in Senators Williams' and Javits' Bill S. 4.
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PROPOSALS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE PrvAT& PENSIoN PLAN SYSTEM

INTRODUTION

I appreciate very much being given this opportunity to make a submission to
these Hearings, particularly when I am not a citizen of this country.

My name is Norman H. Tarver. I am a Canadian citizen and resident, employed
for more than 40 years by The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company in
Toronto, Canada.

My employer is a Canadian mutual life insurance company licensed to do busi-
ness in 49 of the 50 States and in the District of Columbia, and has been operating
in this country for almost 70 years. It has almost 50 branch offices from coast to
coast in the United States and does more than 50% of its total business here.
Manufacturers Life ranks in the top 20 life insurance companies in the United
States.

Manufacturers Life has long been involved in the private pension plan market
and has had a long and successful experience in the annuity field.

Personally I have been involved with private pension plans for almost 30 years,
in the early years mostly with Canadian plans but for about 15 years almost en-
tirely with United States plans. I am a member of the American Pension Con-
ference and have served on committees of the American Life Insurance Associa-
tion.

I am not an actuary, attorney or accountant, but rather a person with long
practical experience in private pension plans.

Although such is my background, I wish to emphasize that, in presenting this
statement, I am doing so purely as an individual. I am not presenting it on behalf
of my employer nor on behalf of any association or organization. My employer is
aware of my presentation and has generously paid for my expenses in connection
with my submission.

I believe whole-heartedly in the present Social Security System and at the
same time in the basic philosophy of the private pension plan system. However,
I believe that the latter can and should be improved.

In June, 1972, I was privileged to be able to testify at the Senate Labor Sub-
committee Hearings on Bill $. 2. As this Bill was a predecessor of Bill S. 4, the
provisions of which are included in the topics being considered at these Hear-
ings, I would appreciate the Subcommittee giving consideration to the various
comments and suggestions included in the statement I submitted to those Hear-
ings. My testimony commences at Page 498 of the record of those Hearings.

PENSION PHILOSOPHY

As a fundamental principle, I believe that every worker and spouse should be
encouraged to accrue during their income.earning years savings of sufficient
magnitude that they will be able throughout their retirement years to main-
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tain a standard of living reasonably related to the standard that they main-
tained in their income-earning years.

Social Security will, of course, provide a basic and integral part of the savings
accrued for retirement. I believe in the philosophy that Social Security income
should be adequate to maintain a basic standard of living for every worker and
spouse and that any improvement in retirement income beyond that basic
standard of living should be developed by the worker and/or his employer on
their own initiative but that the worker and/or his employer should be encouraged
to provide such improvement.

BROAD SOCIAL REVIEW

I feel that a broad review from a social point of view should be given at this
time by Congress to all of the many aspects of the private pension plan system.
Making a change in one aspect of the system can have serious effects on other
aspects.

This broad look by Congress would provide an opportunity to reconsider the
basic philosophy on which the system should be developed. I submit that the
real reason for new pension legislation, which I am quite convinced is coming,
is the need to reconsider the system from a social point of view and that it is most
difficult for a social program to be fully developed by a taxing authority, be-
cause in many instances conflicts of interest are involved.

I feel that the contents of Bills S. 4, S. 1631, and S. 1179 and S.R. 2 and H.R. 462
and all the other Bills now before Congress should not be looked at separately.
Each of many aspects, including the ideas of permitting an individual to estab-
lish his own pension plan, should be developed in proper relationship with all
other aspects.

In general, I feel that Bill S. 1179 is a very good Bill and that it has been care-
fully developed. It fits in well with the considerations I have described. For this
reason, it forms a. good base on which the Finance Committee can develop pen-
sion reform legislation.

I would like to suggest a number of features that could be-added to Bill S. 1179
in order that it will do a better Job of securing the reforms that are needed in
the private pension plan system. Also I would like to submit some suggestions
for amending several provisions contained in Bill S. 1179.

UNIFORMITY

Assuming that the Internal Revenue Code is amended to provide for Qualified
Individual Retirement Accounts (QIRA), the Code will then provide for defer-
ment of income tax in respect to the following types of retirement plans, accounts
and contracts:

(1) Corporate Employer Pension Plans under Sections 401(a) and 404 (a) (2)
(2) Corporate Employer Profit Sharing Plans under Section 401(a) and 404

(a) (2).;
(3) Self-Employed Pension Plans under Sections 401(a), 401(c), 401(d),

401(e) and 404(a) (2) ;
(4) Self-Employed Profit-Sharing Plans under Sections 401 (a), 401(c), 401 (d),

401(e) and 404(a) (2) ;
(5) Employer Bond Purchase Plans under Section 405(a);
(6) Tax Option Corporation Plans under Sections 401(a), 404 (a) (2) and 1379;
(7) Qualified Individual Retirement Accounts (QIRA) under Section 409(a);
(8) Tax Deferred Annuity Contracts under Section 403(b).
To varying degrees, different requirements, rules, restrictions, limitations,

benefits, tax treatments are imposed on and granted to each of these plans, ac-
counts and contracts. The result is a very considerable lack of consistency and a
considerable degree of discrimination applied to the different types of taxpayers
involved in them. In many case there seems to be no important reason for main-
taining these differences, at least not from a social point of view. Probably many
of the differences developed as a result of tax considerations that were felt to be
necessary by the persons involved in developing various Bills at various times.

I suggest that it would now be very worthwhile to examine all the facets of all
these various types of plans, accounts and contracts with a view to eliminating
as many discrepancies and inconsistencies as possible. As much uniformity in
qualification requirements and tax treatments as possible would be highly
desirable.

In this review of the various qualification requirements and tax treatments, I
would urge that they be considered from a social point of view more than from a
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tax point of view. The private pension plan system is a social system which to date
has been encouraged and developed under tax legislation.

Some of the suggestions submitted in this statement are for the purposes of
securing uniformity. No doubt numerous other amendments could be made in the
Internal Revenue Code and in other codes and acts to secure more uniformity.

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN COMMISSION

NEED

At the present time, the regulation of the private pension plan system is divided
mainly between two federal departments, as follows:

(1) The Treasury Department (including the Internal Revenue Service);
(2) The Labor Department under the authority of the Welfare and Pension

Plans Disclosure Act.
Various Bills that have been subiitted to the 93rd Congress would add consid-

erably to the total regulatory responsibility to be exercised but would leave the
regulatory activities mainly in these same two departments. However, the divi-
sion of activities would be altered depending on which Bills become law, as
follows:

(a) The Williamis-Javits Bill S. 4 would leave the regulatory responsibility of
the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service as at present but
would add greatly to the regulatory responsibility of the Labor Department: in
effect almost all plans would be subject to dual qualifications;

(b) Congressman Dent's Bill H.R. 2 would have much the same effect as Bill
S. 4;

(c) However, coupled with Bill S. 4 or Bill H.R. 2 there would likely be a
Bill like part of S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) or like part of Bill S. 1179 which would
add to the regulatory responsibility )f the Treasury Department and the In-
ternal Revenue Service in respect to the qualifications of QIRA plans;

(d) The Administration Bills S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) and S. 1557 (H.R. 6900)
would add considerable responsibility to both the Treasury Department and
the Labor Department;

(e) Senator Bentsen's Bill S. 1179 would add greatly to the regulatory
responsibilities of the Treasury Departmet-but would leave those of the Labor
Department as at present;

(f) However, coupled with Bill S. 1170 there would likely be a Bill like S.
1557 (H.R. 6900) which would add considerably to the regulatory responsibili-
ties of the Labor Department.

Thus, no matter which of the proposed Bills eventually becomes law, it is
evident that the regulatory responsibilities of both the Treasury Department
and the Labor Department would be considerably enlarged. Confusion and un-
necessary overlapping and therefore unnecessary costs already exist (both in-
side and outside the government) because of the splitting of activities between
the two departments. Enlarging the activities of the two departments is bound
to increase the confusion, overlapping and costs.

Therefore, I strongly urge that almost all of the regulatory responsibilities
of the federal government be brought together into one agency, a new Employee
Benefit Plans Commission.

COST SAVINGS

Senator Lloyd Bentsen has rightly stated that it is imperative that an at-
tempt be made to streamline the operation of the federal government as much as
possible and that pension reform is no exception. I submit that the best way
to streamline the federal government's regulatory activities in respect to the
private pension plan system would be to bring together all of such activities
Into one agency. For this purpose I suggest that the personnel now performing
such activities in both the Labor Department and the Treasury Department
(including the Internal Revenue Service) be transferred to the new Employee
Benefit Plans Commission. This would permit the retention of the experience
and expertise now exising in the two Deliartments.

At the same time, establishing a new agency would permit the streamlining
of procedures, the simplification of various forms and reports and the elimi.
nation of dual and parallel procedures. It would also permit the development of
a common "language" for the private-pension plan system.

96-235 0 - 73 - pt.2 - 36
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SOCIAL VIEWPOINT

Another very important point is that establishing a new regulatory agency
would permit the growth of a social viewpoint as contrasted with a taxing view-
point. At present the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service
seem prone to interpret the law in as narrow and strict a manner as possible
when drafting Regulations and Rulings, at all times keeping more in mind
the effect on tax revenues than the effect on the social welfare of the partici-
pants in the private pension plan system.

Admittedly striving for a new viewpoint will not come easily when existing
personnel is used by the new agency but it is much more likely to come through
a new agency under a new director than through the continuation of regulation
by the existing Departments.

NAME OF COMMISSION

It is suggested that the name of such Commission should be as simple and
concise as possible and yet of sufficient breadth to encompass the whole field
of its Jurisdiction.

This field of Jurisdiction would, within the philosophy outlined above, embrace
all the private pension plan system as it is now constituted. Under existing Dis-
closure Laws now administered by the Department of Labor but which would
be transferred to this Commission certain other employee welfare plans would
be included as well as pension plans. In future years, the field of jurisdiction
of the new Commission could very well extend over an even-wider range of em.
ployee benefit and welfare plans.

With this range of Jurisdiction in mind, I suggest that the name of the Com-
mission should be the "Employee Benefit Plans Commission." This name is
reasonably concise and yet wide enough in scope to embrace and demonstrate
all of the field with which the Commia=Mi6rWill be concerned.

No doubt, whatever name is selected for the Commission, the name will in
everyday parlance be abbreviated. The suggested name lends itself to such
abbreviation by the use of "E.B.P. Commission" or the "E .B.P.C." in the same
manner as the Securities and Exchange Commission is commonly referred to as
the "S.E.C.".

STRUCTURE OF E.B.P. COMMISSION

Under Bill S. 21 the E.B.P. Commission would have been a branch of the
executive much like the Securities and Exchange Commission (S.E.C.), with 5
Commissioners being appointed by the President with the advice and consent of
the Senate. One of the 5 Commissioners would be appointed by the President to
be Chairman of the E.B.P. Commission.

It is suggested that the E.B.P. Commission would be more appetizing to the
public and to the employers and employees whose moneys and interests would be
involved if the E.B.P. Commission had an appearance somewhat like the
National Association of Securities Dealers (N.A.S.D.). I am not suggesting that
the E.B.P. Commission should be an independent body like N.A.S.D. nor am I
suggesting that there should be two bodies, such as there is to regulate the
activities of the securities industry (S'.O. plus N.A.S.D.).

What I am suggesting is a structure along these lines:
(1) An E.B.P. Commission comprised of a group of 15 Commissioners appointed

by the President of the United States with the advice and consent of the Senate,
the individuals being selected to represent at least the following interests:

(a) Treasury Department.
(b) Labor Department.
(c) Commerce Department.
(d) Congress.
(e) Life insurance industry.
(f) Banking industry.
(g) Investment companies industry.
(h) Labor unions.
(i) Pension actuaries and consultants.
(J) Securities industry.
(k) Large employers.
(1) Small employers
(m) Self-employed individuals.
(n) General public.
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(2) The Chairman of the E.B.P. Commission would be appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate.

(8) All members of the H.B.P. Commission, except the Chairman and the Direc-
tor, would serve on a part-time non-salaried basis but would be compensated for
out-of-pocket expenses by the E.B.P. Commission.

(4) Members of the E.B.P. Commission would be appointed for 8 year periods
(except that initially some of them'.would be appointed for 1 and 2 year periods
in order to obtain continuity).

(5) The H.B.P. Commission would be charged with the broad interpretation of
the law and with establishing policy on a national scale, taking into account the
interests of all the parties involved in the Private Pension Plan System.

(6) The E.B.P. Commission would have the power to establish whatever
Advisory Committees it decided would be useful to it to provide information,
advice and recommendations on the wide range of segments within the sphere of
the responsibilities and interests of the E.B.P. Commission. For example, the
following Advisory Committees might-be established:

(a) Disclosure Requirements Advisory Committee.
(b) Fiduciary Advisory Committee.
(W) Actuarial Advisory Committee.
(d) Life Insurance Industry Advisory Committee.
(e) Banking Industry Advisory Committee.
(f) Investment Company Industry Advisory Committee.
(g) Securities Industry Advisory Committee.
(7) The members of these Advisory Committees would be comprised of Individ-

uals appointed by the E.B.P. Commission who would be experts in the various
fields and who would serve without remuneration from the E.B.P. Commission,
except for out-of-pocket expenses.

(8) The administrative head of the E.B.P. Commission would be a "Director",
who would be a full-time salaried member of the R.B.P. Commission, appointed
by and responsible to the E.B.P. Commission.

(9) The Director would have a full-time salaried staff to provide the expertise
needed in the various segments of the work of the E.B.P. Commission, such staff
to be appointed by and responsible to the Director.

ONTARIO PENSION COMMISSION

The structure recommended above is somewhat similar to the structure of the
"Ontario Pension Commission" set up by the Ontario Government under
the terms of the Pension Benefits Act of 1965, However, the proposed structure
is more elaborate because of the much larger size of the United States and be-
cause of the much more complex nature of the private pension plan system in the
United States. It is suggested that it would be useful to make a study of the
Ontario Pension Benefits Act of 1965 and of the structure and methods of opera-
tion of the Ontario Pension Commission. See Appendix A, B and C of the state-
ment I submitted to the Senate Labor Subcommittee Hearings on Bill 8.3598.

An excellent description of the Ontario Pension Benefits Act of 1965 is con-
tained in a booklet "Canadian Regulation of Pension Plans" by Frank M, Keller,
at that time Deputy Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, Depart.
-ment of Labor, 1970, published by the U.S. Department of Labor, Washing.
ton, D.C.

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

The proposed E.B.P. Commission would be much like the Consumer Products
Safety Commission which was authorized by Congress in 1972 by Public Law
92-573. Section 4 of that law provides for the establishment of the Commission,
Section 28 provides for establishment of an Advisory Council and Section 30 pro-
vides for the transfer of functions, personnel, property, records, etc. from other
departments and agencies to the newly created commission.

Section 80 also provides that all determinations, rulings, regulations, and
the like of any of the departments and agencies pertaining to the functions trans-
ferred to the new agency will continue to be operative.

SCOPE OF JURISDIOTION OF E.R.P. OOKMISSION

I suggest that the philosophy on which the Bill should be based is that the
1AB.P. Commission should take over as many of the regulatory activities of the
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Federal Government in the private pension plan area as it is possible to place
with or transfer to it. Similarly, as much as possible of any regulatory activities
of the Federal Government In respect to other employee welfare and benefit plans
should also be transferred and placed within the Jurisdiction of the EB.P.
Commission.

Applying this basic philosophy would mean that all regulatory activities in re-
speet to all pension plans, profit-sharing plans, plans for self-employer individ-
uals, professional corporation plans and tax-deferred 403(d) annuities would be
within the Jurisdiction of the E.B.P. Commission. This would mean transferring
from the Department of the Treasury, the Internal Revenue Servcie, the Depart-
nient of Labor, the Department of Commerce, the Securities and Exchange
Commission and any other department or agency now exercising some regulatory
Jurisdiction all of their activities and concerns,-except that the accounting opera-
tions in respect to tax deductions and taxation of distributions would remainwithin the Jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service. Provision for such tax
treatment would be retained in the Internal Revenue Code. References to pension
plans, profit-sharing plans, etc., would be removed from other federal laws.

The area of plan qualification (both initially and subsequently) would be
transferred from the Internal Revenue Service to the E.B.P. Commission. Such
transfer would mean that the Commission would have supervision over all plans
of all sizes, which I submit is highly desirable. To split the Jurisdiction ofqualification and registration between two government agencies would be very
confusing. To have one agency concerned with qualifications of all plans and
another agency concerned with registration of only plans that are above an
arbitrarily selected line would compound the confusion considerably, especially
when plans could move up and/or down across such line, perhaps several times
during their lifetimes.

I strongly urge that the Bill be designed so that the public would be required
to deal with only one federal regulatory agency, regardless of tile size or the
nature of the plan involved.

Transferring 'responsibility for all regulatory activities 'to 'the E.B.P. Com-
mission does not necessarily mean 'that all regulations would have to apply
equally to all plans. The Disclosure Law requirements could be applied -differ-
ently (as now) to different sizes or -types of plans. The vesting and funding
requirements and the provisions for plan termination insurance could also
be applied differently to different sizes and types of plans, If such were deemed
wise by Congress. The Important point 'to keep in mind is that the regulatory
activities, no matter how 'they might vary, would be administered by only one
federal government agency, the E.B.P. Commission.

With the transfer of the administration of the Disclosure-.Lws from the Labor
Department to the E.B.P. Commission, the Commission would have Jurisdic-
tions to the extent of such laws over certain other employee welfare plans.

Bills S. 1179 and S. 1631 would provide for "Qualified Individual Retirement
Accounts". It i suggested that the registration and regulation of these plans
should be within the Jurisdiction of the E.B.P. Commission.

If the Tax Deferred Annuities now permitted under Section 403(b) of the
Internal Revenue Code continue to-be available, then it is suggested that the
registration and regulation of them should be included in the jurisdiction of the
E.B.P. Commission,

If a Central Pension Registry Office were established as suggested later in
this statement, such Office should be under the Jurisdiction of the E.B.P. Com-
mission.

PARTICIPATION AND VESTING

Section 401(a) (11) as provided in Section 321 of Bill S. 1179 would require
an eligivility 'to participate of a 1-year waiting period or attainment of age 30,
which ever is later.

Section 401(a) (12) as provided in Section 321 of Bill S. 1179 would require
at least 25% vesting by the end of 5 years of participation at. the latest and at-
tainment of 100% vesting by the end of 20 years of participation of the latest.

Combining these two requirements, it would mean that participation and
vesting would occur no later than the following:
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..... TABLE 1

Initial degree 100 percent
Participation Vesting of vesting vesting

Employment starting age .. .. starting age starting age (percent) starting age

2i : ...................................... 3o° 25 so

S........................................ 31 36 25 51
35 ........................................ 36 41 25 56
40 ........................................ 41 46 25 61
44 ....................... ............. 45 50 25 65
45 .................. 46 51 25 (26) 66(6
so ..... . . .................. 51 56 25 (3 71 65

56 61 25 (5) 76 (560...... . .= .............................61 66 (65) 25 (1 81 65)

This means that no employee commencing employment after age 44 would
attain 100% vesting before retirement, unless the vesting schedule is modified
at high ages to graduate to 100% at age 65. In Table (4) below, I have demon-
strated a way in which the vesting schedule in Bill S. 1179 could be graduated to
100% at age 65 for employment starting ages 45 to 64. In Table (1) above, the

- figures in brackets are thken from Table (4).
A very important consideration for selecting eligibility requirements for par-

ticipation and a vesting schedule is the question of the effect of mobility among
workers. Increasing mobility is now causing many workers to secure little or no
vested benefits. An important criterion for judging a veswng schedule is there-
fore the results obtained by an Employee who changes Jobs several times in his
working career.

With this consideration in mind I have attempted to analyze the effect of th
operatio, of the various vesting schedules that have been proposed. Tables (6),
(7), (8) and (9) have been included for this purpose. Time various vesting sched-
ules analyzed are as follows:

RULE OF 150 (BILL S. 1681)

This type of vesting would provide for 50% vesting when the years of partici-
pation to the date of termination of employment plus the attained age at that
date total 50 or more. If the total of "years plus age" equals more than 50, then
for each additional year of participation an additional 10% is added. In order
to have the vesting schedule operate smoothly at high ages, the schedule in the
Bill has arbitrarily been adjusted as shown in Table (2).

TABLE 2.-ADJUSTMENT FOR RULE OF 560 SCHEDULE, PERCENTAGE OF VESTING AT
SUCCESSIVE TERMINATION AGES

In percent

Participation At end of At end of At end of At end of At end of At end of
starting age 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 yeors 5 years 6 years

49 to 59 ................ 50 60 70 80 90 100
60..................... 60 70 80 90 1o0 ..........
61 ..................... 70 80 90 100 ............................
62 .................... 80 90 100 ..........................................
63 .....................-- - 100 .......................................................
64 ..................... 100 ......................................................................

TEN-YEAR VESTI" (BILL H.B. 2)

This type of vesting would provide for 100% vesting after 10 years of service.
In order to have the vesting schedule operate monthly at high ages, the period
of 10 years in time Bill has been arbiiiarily reduced gradually to 1 year above
age 55.
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WnLAMS-JAVITS VESTINO (DILL S. 4)
This type of vesting would provide for 30% vesting after 8 years of participa-

tion Increasing by 10% for each successive year of participation to 100% vesting
after 16 years of participation. In order to have smooth operation at high ages,
the schedule In the Bill has been arbitrarily adjusted as shown in Table (8).

TABLE 3.-ADJUSTMENT FOR WILLIAMS-JAVITS SCHEDULE, PERCENTAGE OF VESTING AT SUCCESSIVE
TERMINATION AGES

fIn percent

Participation starting ale At age 58 At ale 59 At age 60 At age 61 At age 62 At age 63 At age 64 At ale 65

50 .................... 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
...... 30 40 50 60 70 80 0 18

30 40 so 60 70 so 9053--------.. ..... 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 10054 ......................... 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10055 ......................... 30 40 50 60 70 80 0 100
30 40... .60 70 so 019

59------------- so--5 60 70 80 90 1060------------------- ------- 60 70 so0 9

57;..... .; ;. . . ......... 50 60 70 90 0 1060 ......................................... ........ 60 70 161........................:::......................... ...... 70 s' 0 70 80 9

62 ................... ............... . 806 ............ .... ...................... ....... I : ::: :: ::: :: ::: :: ::: :: ............ .... .. ...

BENTSEN DILL (DILL a. 1179)

This type of vesting would provide for 26% vesting after 5 years of participa-
tion increasing by 5% for each successive year of participation to 100% vesting
after 20 years of participation. In order to have smoother operation at high ages,
the schedule in the Bill has been arbitrarily adjusted as shown in Table (4).



TABLE 4

ADJUSTKENT FOR BENTSENSCREDULE -

PERCENTAGE OF VESTING AT SUCCESSIVE TERMINATION AGES

PARTICIPATION AT AT AT AT. AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT AT ATSTARTING AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGEAGE 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65

25% 30%
- 26%

35% 40%
32% 37%
28% 33%

- 29%

45% 50%
42% 47%
39% 44%
35% 41%
31% 38%

- 33%

55%
53%
50%
47%
44%
40%
36%

60%
58%
56%
53%
49%
47%
43%
38%

65%
63%
61%
59%
55%
53%
50%
46%
42%

70% 75%
68% 74%
67% 72%
65% 71%
62% 68%
60% 67%
57% 64%
54% 62%
50% 58%
45% 55%
- 50%

80%
79%
78%
77%
74%
73%
71%
69%
67%
64%
60%
56%

85%
84%
83%
82%
80%
80%
79%
77%
76%
73%
70%
67%
63%

90%
89%
89%
88%
88%
87%
86%
85%
84%
82%
80%
78%
75%
71%

95% 100%
95% 100%
94% 100%
94% 100%
94% 100%
93% 100%
93% 100%
92% 100%
92% 100%
91% 100%
90% 100%
89% -100%
88% 100%
86% 100%
83% 100%

- [00%
- 100%
- 100%
- 100%
- 100%
- 1oo%
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MODIFIED RULE OF 45 VESTINO (PROPOSED)

Under this vesting schedule (which I am submitting for consideration) vesting
would be somewhat like that under the Rule of 50 proposed in the Administration
Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) but tie 50% vesting point would be determined by a
total of 45 for the years of service plus the attained age and the graduation
would go both down from 50% to 10% and up from 50% to 100%. At the higher
ages the schedule would be adjusted so as to reach 100% at age 65. This proposed
schedule is demonstrated in Table (5) on Page 15. The Modified Rule of 45 is a
hybrid between the Rule of 50 schedule and the schedule in Bill S. 4, which I
believe would do a better job than either of those schedules.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS (PROPOSED)

Combined with the Modified Rule of 45 vesting schedule, I suggest that the
eligibility requirements for participation provided in Section 401(a) (11) as
provided in Section 321 of Bill S. 1179 be changed to the following: Wating

Period
Employment starting age: (years)

20 through 24 ----------------- ---------------------------------- 8
25 through 29 ----------------------------------------------------- 2
30 and up -------------------------------------------------------- I
(With no minimum or maximum age limitations.)

COMPARISONS

Tables (6), (7), (8) and (9) analyze the five vesting schedules described above
in companion with the pertinent eligibility requirements included in the four
Bills and as proposed above.

Tables (7), (8) and (9) have been prepared in order to demonstrate how the
five vesting schedules would operate in respect to a worker who moves from job
to job throughout his working career. For the sake of comparison, immediate
vesting has also been included. Also, because a Rule of 35 vesting schedule has
been included in Section 401(d) (2) (A) as provided by Section 2(b) (2) of Bill
S. 1631, Rule of 35 vesting has been included in Tables (7), (8) and (9).

From these tables the following conclusions seem appropriate:
(a) If an Employee moves frequently from job to job,
(1) Bill H.R. 2 would provide him with little or no vested benefits;
(2) Bill S. 4 would provide him with only slightly more benefits than Bill

H.R. 2;
(3) Bill S. 1179 and Bill S. 1631 would provide him with more vested benefits

particularly in the latter half of his working career;
(4) The Modified Rule of 45 would provide good vesting particularly at

younger ages.
(b) If an Employee moves only a few times in his career,
(1) Bill H.R. 2 will provide much the same vested benefits as immediate

vesting;
(2) Bill S. 4, Bill S. 1631 and Modified Rule of 45 would all provide very good

vested benefits;
(3) Bill S. 1179 would provide rather poor vesting considering the years spent

on various jobs.
(See Pages 16, 17, 18 and 19 for Tables (6), (7), (8), (9)).



TABLE (5)

xovt vio U t Or 4S

EIVo"- Prceut Of V &at I g at S u cclaIV Te a I a t O aa A ge

Start- 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 36 38 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 R1 52 53 54 55 56 57 56 59 60 61 62 63 64 65

2I 10 20 30 40 30 60 70 0 90 100 '100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 o0 100 t0 1oo23 10 20 0 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100to 100 1oo 100 10 100 100 1oo 100 100 100 1oo 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
23 - 10 20 30 40 50 60 0 80 890 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 1 oo 100oo too 1o o0 10oo oo too 1oo oo too 100 1oo 1oo 1oo 1oo 1oo 100 1o 1oo
21 - 10 20 30 40 0 0 70 o 80 8 1 oo 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 oo 100 oo oo 1oo oo 1oo 1oo 1O0 10025 - 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10 100 100 100Z6 - - 10 20 30 40 30 60 70 80 80 10 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1002? - - 10 20 30 40 s0 60 70 so to 100 t( 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 t00 10 10 10026 7 - 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100ID29 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 too 100 100 1 00100 100 100 t100 100 100 100 100 100 1009- 7 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 10 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
31- - - - - -10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
32 .10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
33 .- -10 20 30 40 30 60 70 80 80 100 100 00 100 100 100 100 200 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
3- 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
36. - 10 20 30 40 30 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 200 100 100 10037- - - - - -- 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10 10 100 100 100 10 10 10100 100 100
3 . . . . . . - - 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 10 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10039- - - 30 60 30 60 70 00 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10040- - - - - -- - -30 60 50 60 70 00 80 10 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10 100 100 100 10 100 1 100 tOO 100
41- - - - - - - - - - - - 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10042 -- - - ---------- 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1OO 100 100.43- - -------------- 0 60 70 00 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 400 100 100 100 100 100

- - -. . . . . .-. . . . .- - - - - - - 50 60 70 8 0 9 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 10045- - -------------- -- 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 I0 100 100 100 100 100 100 1004 - -O--------------- -0 60 70 090 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100S --.---- -- ----------- 0 60 70 00 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1000 100 100 100 100
48 --.- ---------------- 50 60 70 80 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
49 - .- --------.-.-.--. - - 0 60 70 90 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
50 - - - t - - -. 50 60 70 800 0 100 100 100 100 10 100 100 100 100 100
51 - " - -x t . . . . . . .0 60 70 so 90 100 100 to oo 100 l 100 to oo too too
3z - - ---- ---- -- ...... 50 60 70 so 90 100 100 100 100 100 too 100 10 100

53 - - - For anamployee, eoaela -- - - - - - - -0 o 60 70 so 8010 100 100 100 100 100 100 100i ls emlment at . . . . . . . . . . 0 60 70 80 80 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
$4 - - - .~o~ - - - - - - - - - - - 60 70 80 80 100 100 100 t00 100 100

$5 -- - cera~aclo a0lo~met at- - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -30 60 7 0 80 100 10 O0 100 100 100
$6 - - - a 40, his veated et- . . . . . . . . . . 50 60 70 00 80 100 100 100 100
7 - - - would he 602 of the value 0 50 60 70 800 80 100 100 100

s or hosefit credited to hism - - - - 5 0 ? O 9 0 0
58 - -- Y V ..0-. ---------------------- 0 60 70 00 80 100- - ---------- -------------------- 60708090 100

--- - -------- - - - - -------- - - - - -100
6$ - -- - - - -- - ------------------------- 1
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TABLE C(s)

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT MINIMUM EARLIEST DEGREE OF EARLIEST

VESTING STARTING NUMBER OF AGE FOR VESTING AT AGE AT

AGE YEARS FOR COI4ENCEMENT COMMENCEMENT WHICH
COMMENCEMENT. OF VESTING OF VESTING VESTING
OF VESTING BECOMES

1002

Rule of 50 20 17 37 50 42

(Assuming 30 12 42 502 47
Eligibility 40 7 47 502 52

Requirements and 50 3 53 502 58
Table (2) Adjust- 60 3 63 502 65
ments)

Representative 20 10 30 1002 30

Dent's Bill H.R.2 30 10 40 1002 40

(Assuming 10 years 40 10 50 1002 50
vesting) 50 10 60 1002 60

60 5 65 10O2 65

Senators 20 9 29 302 44

Williams & Javits 30 9 39 302 54

Bill S4 (Assuming 40 9 49 302 64
Eligibility Require- 50 9 59 302 65
ments and Table (3) 60 1 61 602 65
Adjustments)

Senator Bentsen's
Bill S. 1179 20 IS 35 252 50

(Assuming 30 6 36 252 51

Eligibility 40 5 45 252 60

Requirements & 50 5 55 332 65

Table (4) 60 5 65 1002 65
Adjustments

Modified Rule 20 9 29 102 38

of 45 (Based on 30 4 34 102 43

Table (5)) 40 1 41 30% 48
50 1 S1 502 56

60 1 61 602 65
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TABLE (7)

SIX JOBS GRADUALLY GETTING LONGER

EXTENT OF VESTING

EMPLOYMENT YEARS RULE RULE DENT WILLIAMS- BENTSEN MODIFIED
JOB STARTING OF LEAVING OF 35 0 50 BILL JAVITS BILL RULE OF

AGE SERVICE AGE 'IMMEDIATE BILL BILL H.R.2 BILL S.1179 45
S. 1631 S.1631 (10 yrs) S.4

First 20 5 25 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Second 25 6 31 100% 60% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10%

Third 31 7 38 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 30% 50%

Fourth 38 8 46 100% 100% 60% 0% 0% 35% 90%

Fifth 46 9 55 100% 100% 100% 0% 30% - 40% 100%

Sixth 55 10 65 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TOTAL VESTI 600% 460% 260% 100% 130% 205% 350%
t



TABLE (8)

SIX JOBS GRADUALLY GETTING SHORTER

EXTENT OF VESTING

EPLOYMENT YEARS RULE RULE DENT WILLIAMS- BENTSEN MODIFIED
JOB STARTING OF LEAVING OF 35 OF 50 BILL JAVITS BILL RULE OF

AGE SERVICE AGE IDMEDIATE BILL BILL H.R. 2 BILL S.1179 45
S.1631 S.1631 (10 Yrs.) S.4

First 20 10 30 100% 70% 0% 100% 40% 0% 20%

Second 30 9 39 100% 100% 0% 0% 30% 40% 60%

Third 39 8 47 100% 100% 70% 0% 0% 35Z 100%

Fourth 47 7 54 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 30% 100%

Fifth 55 6 61 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 56% 100%

Sixth 60 5 65 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TOTAL VESTING 600% 570% 370% 200% 170% 261% 480%



TAB7E (9)

THPE JOBS GRADUALLY GETTING LONGER

EXTENT OF VESTING

MIPLOYENT " YEARS RULE RULE DENT TILLAflIS- BENTSEN MODIFIED
JOB STARTING OF LEAVING )F 35 DF 50 BILL JAVITS BILL RULE OF

AGE SERVICE AGE LOIEDIATE: BILL BILL H.R. 2 BILL S.1179 45
S.1631 S.1631 (10 Yrs.) S.4

First 20 10 30 100% 70% 0% 100% 40% 0% 20%

,Second 30 15 45 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 70% 100%

Third 45 20 65 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TOTAL VESTING* 300% 270% 200% 300% 230% 170% 220%

Figures doubled in order to
facilitate comparison with
Tables (8) and (9)

340Z540% 400% 600% 4 0% 440%600%
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Combining the proposed eligibility requirements with the proposed Modified

Rule of 45 vesting schedule, we would have the following:

TABLE 10

Initial degree 100 percent
Participation Vesting of vesting vestingEmployment starting age starting age starting age (percent) starting age

20 ..................................... 23 29 10 3825 ................... "*'' .. ..... ....... 27 31 10
so ..................................... 31 34 1040 ........................................'.:... " 41 41
4::... ..................... :............[[...... 46 46 60o5
50 ............................................... . 51 51 50 65
55 ................................................. 56 56so
60 ................................................ 61 61 60 65

Comparing this table with Table (1), it will be seen that the Modified Rule of
45 starts vesting at an earlier age at a smaller percentage and that it attains full
vesting at an earlier age.

Although vesting of 50% or 60% at 1 year after employment may seem rather
high, it must be remembered that this is 50% or 60% of not very much in value.

VESTING OF PAST SERVICE BENEFITS

Section 401(a) (12) as provided in Section 322 of Bill S. 1170 would require
vesting of only benefits accruing in respect to service subsequent to the establish-
ment of a plan, except that for an Employee age 45 or more on the effective date
of the Bill all benefits accrued prior to such date must vest.

For Employees age 45 or more on the effective date, this would perhaps be
satisfactory but it would mean discrimination against Employees under age 45
at that time. For example, an Employee age 44 on the effective date might have
much more service than an Employee age 45 but the former would be credited with
only benefits accruing after the effective date apparently.

- I suggest that 401(a) (12) be amended to provide for the vesting schedule to
apply to all benefits that have accrued at the effective date, subject to any de-
ferment permitted by the Secretary under the terms of 401 (a) (12) (B). Discrimi-
nation could be avoided in this way.

LOOKING-IN FEATURE

Section 401(a) (14) as provided in Section 322 of Bill S. 1179 requires that
the Employee's interest be non-assignable. This restriction seems to apply to only
the period while the Employee's interest remains in the plan.

This provision is much like that now contained in Section 401(g) of the Code,
which requires an annuity contract owned by other than a trustee to be non-
transferable.

I suggest that 401 (a) (14) and/or 401 (g) be amended to require the Employee's
interest (whether in the form of an annuity contract or otherwise) to be non-
assignable at all times.

In fact, I would suggest that any vested Interest that an Employee receives
should be non-commutable as well as non-assignable and non-transferable (sub-
Ject to such interest being transferable to another type of tax-deferred plan,
account or contract). This would prevent a terminating Employee from "cashing-
in" his vested Interest before retirement. For a more compLte discussion of "lock-
ing-in" please see Pages 548 through 552 of the records of the Senate Labor Sub-
committee Hearings on Bill S. 8598.

MATURITY DATE

Section 401(a) (15) as provided in Section 822 of Bill S. 1179 would require
that any vested benefit arising out of a normal qualified plan must be distributed
no later than the Normal Retirement Age specified in the plan,

Most plans permit an Employee and his-Employer to agree to defer the receipt
of a retirement benefit to some date after Normal Retirement Age, The Internal
Revenue Code now contains no restrictions applicable to normal qualified plans

- - in respect to the maturity date.
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The Code requires that a Keogh plan provide that an Owner-Employee must
receive or commence to receive his retirement benefit no later than age 70%.
See Section 401 (1) (9) of the Code.

Under 409(a) (5) as provided in Section .842 of Bill S. 1179, an Employer's
interest in a QIRA must be distributed or commence to be distributed no later
than age 70. A similar provision is contained-in the Administration Bill S. 1681
(H.R. 7157).

I suggest that the vested benefits and the retirement benefits be permitted to be
deferred to any age not later than age 70 by which time such benefits must be
distributed or commence to be distributed. There seems to be no reason why there
should not be uniformity among all types of plans, accounts and contracts on
this point.

TAX-FREE TRANSFEES-PORTAEILITY

At the present time, the full amount of a lump sum distributed by a qualified
pension or profit sharing plan under Sections 402(a) (1) and 403(a) (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code can be transferred tax-free to an annuity contract under
Section 72(h) of the Code, subject to certain conditions. No other type of tax-
free transfer is permitted.

Under Sections 801 through 805 in Title III of Bill S. 4 provision would be
made for tax-free transfers of vested benefits from 401 (a) and 404 (a) (2) plans
to a "Special Fund" to --established and operated by the Secretary of Labor.
Subseque-ntly, the Employee could, if he wishes and if it is feasible, arrange for
his vested benefit to be transferred tax-free from the "Special Fund" to another
401 (a) or 404(a) (2) plan or to a single premium annuity purchased from a life
insurance company. Title I of Bill H.R. 462 contains similar provisions.

Under proposed Sections 219(c), 72(p) (2), 402(a) (6), 402(a) (7) (A), 403(a)
(4) (C) and 408(a) (5) (A) as they would be amended by Sections 3(a), 8(c),
5(a) and 5(b) of the Administration Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) provision would be
made for several types of tax-free transfers, as follows:

(a) From one QIRA to another QIRA;
(b) From a 401 (a) plan to a QIRA, another 401(a) plan or a 404(a) (2) plan;
(c) From a 404(a) (2) plan to a QIRA, another 404(a) (2) plan or a 401(a)

plan. However, no provision would be included for the following types of tax-free
tranrsers:

(1) From a QIRA to a 401(a) plan, a 404(a) (2) plan, a 405(a) plan or a
403(b) annuity contract;

(2) From a 405(a) plan to a QIRA, a 401(a) plan, a 404(a) (2) plan or a
403 (b) annuity contract;

(8) From a 408(b) annuity contract to a QIRA, a 401(a) plan, a 404(a) (2)
plan or a 405(a) plan.

All of the tax-free transfers under (a), (b) and (c) above as provided for Bill
S. 1681 (H.R. 7157) would require transfer of only the full lump sum distribution
(Le. a part only of the lump sum could not be transferred).

Under Section 409(d) (2) as provided in Section 342 of the Bill S. 1179, tax-
free transfers would be permitted between one QIRA and another QIRA of the
full lump sum distribution or any part of it.

I suggest that 409(d) (2) be expanded to cover the full range of possible trans-
fers, into and out of QIRA's, at the same time retaining the present provision that
all or any part of the lump sum distribution may be transferred tax-free.

In addition, I suggest that a new section or sections be added to Bill S. 1179
that would amend the Internal Revenue Code so as to permit all of the types
of transfers listed in (a), (b), (c) and (1-), (2) and (3) above that all or
any part of the lump sum distribution may be transferred tax-free. Included
in this would be transfers into and out of Keogh plans from anddto any of the
various other plans, accounts and contracts.

If the Code is amended as suggested, it should be made clear that receipt of
a lump sum distribuiton from one plan by a taxpayer and the transfer of part
or all of it to -another plan will not constitute actual or constructive receipt of
the amount transferred even though the moneys involved may pass through-the
haild of the taxpayer.

It the Internal Revenue Code is amended as suggested, then I feel that it
would be unnecessary to provide for the establishment of a ,Special Fund!' as
contained in Bill S. 4. The wide range of tax-free transfers'that would be-avail-
able would be more useful to the Employee.
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DISTRIBUTION ON TERMINATION OF PLAN

Sections 402(a) (1) and 40(a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code provide that
any distribution made to anyone under a qualified plan, Istaxable to him in the
year of distribution. However, if this distribution is a total distribution and If
it is made in respect to an employee's death or termination of employment, an
ncome-avergaing otiion under Section 72(n) is available to the recipient of the
distribution.

A corollary of this provision for an optional method of taxation is that, if the
distribution does not result from a termination of employment but from a ter-
mination of a plan, the special income-averaging option it Section 72(n) is not
available. Moreover, the- "three-year-spread-for the taxation of an annuity that
is provided under Section 72(d) is also not available for a distribution result-
ing from a plan termination.

Quite frequently a termination of a plan occurs only a short time before or
after termination of employment. As a matter of fact, i termination of a plan
and a termination of employment frequently result from the-same cause and
are in essence parts of the same event. Moreover, the question of which action
(termination of plan or termination of employment) occurs first is little more
than a technicality and in many cases an accidental and unconsidered technical-
ity.

From a legal and social point of view, I suggest that, In many (if not in all)
cases, the same tax treatment should be granted to a total distribution on plan
termination as for a total distribution on employment -termination.

Thus I would suggest that Section 402(a) (1) and 403(a) (1) of the Code
should be amended to include plan termination and that the tax-free transfer
provision discussed above apply equally to distributions on termination of plans.

CENTRAL PENSION REGISTRY OFFICE

During the course of his working career an employee is likely to work for
several employers and to participate in several pension and/or profit sharing
plans. Thus when he (or she) reaches retirement, he could have to his credit
several pieces of pension benefits scattered among the various plans that he par-
ticipated in. At retirement, he will need to arrange for these several pieces to
commence to be paid. Unless he is a particularly careful man throughout his
career, he will experience difficulties in keeping track of the various pension
credits and at retirement in making arrangements for them to commence.

It is likely that, for at least some of the pieces of penSionbaIll have received
certificates informing him of the details. However, during the course of many
years various things could have happened in respect to his certificates, for
example:

(a) A certificate could have been lost or destroyed.
(b) An employer could have gone out of business but his plan have continued

under the custody of a trustee.
(c) The trustee of a plan could have been changed from one entity to another.
(d) An employer and his plan could have changed their names.
(e) An employer could have moved.
(f) An employer could have merged into another employer,
(g) The trustee of a plan could have changed its name and/or Its address.
Any of these and other events (e.g. time failure to receive a certificate in the

first place) could have occurred with the result that the retiring employee
might encounter considerable difficulty in locating the whereabouts of a par-
ticular pension credit and might not be able to arrange for it to commence to be
paid.

Therefore I suggest that provision be included in Bill S. 1179 for the estab-
lishment of a Central Pension Registry Office and that all administrators of all
plans be required to supplxto such Office details of all vested pension credits.
Such Office would then be required to maintain a permanent-record of such de-
tails and to assist a retiring worker to arrange for the commencement of his
pension benefits.

QIRA accounts which would be provided for in Sections 341 through 345 of Bill
S. 1179 would need to be qualified and recorded. I suggest that the Central Pen-
sion Registry Office could be used to maintain a registry of QIRA accounts.

FUNDING

The Internal Revenue Code in Section 404(a) (1) (0) at present limits tax de-
ductions in any one year in respect to contributions for past service benefits
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under a pension plan to not more than one-tenth of the origlnit ou ttandlng
liability. The theory for this limitation apparently in that an employer shoulil
not be permitted to pick and choose from a tax point of view when he would;
discharge his past service liability. It would seem that from a social point of'
view, this limitation Is very short-sighted. It would seem to ho very' desirable
socially to have as many pension plans as possible as close to beig fuly funded
as possible.

Therefore I recommend that the Internal Revenue Code be amended to permit
an employer to take tax deduction in respect to any amount contributed up to
the full amount of the outstanding past service liability or experience deficiency.

Otherwise I have no comments or suggestions to make in connection with fmnd-
Ing except to say that I am pleased to see provision in Section 401 (J) (4) as pro-
vided under Section 828 of Bill S. 1179 that level premium funding under life
insurance company individual contracth would be acceptable.

PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

Although this type of insurance involves problems and uncertainties, I feel
that it is important that an insurance program should be undertaken. No doubt
as the years pass, it will be necessary to make amendments In it to arrive at a
smoothly working program.

The provisions contained in Sections 401 through 407 as provided by Section 845
of Bill S. 1179 seem to be well designed, except for one aspect. Section 405(a)'
states that the insurance benefit will be paid "upon the termination of a member
plan." There seems to be no definition in the Bill as'to what constitutes a termi-
nation of a plan. This point becomes particularly important when an Employer

partially terminates a plan.
In this connection, Section 402(a) of Bill S. 4 uses the expression "complete or

substantial termination .... as determined by the Secretary." Admittedly this is
not a clear-cut definition but at least It recognizes that there can be partial
terminations and It provides for an authority to make decisions as to whether
there are Insured partial terminationS.

There is probably just as much need for Insurance under partial plan termina-
tions as under complete plan terminations. This Is largely intelligent guessing
because no statistics seem to be available in respect to partial terminations.

I suggest that Section 405(a) of Bill S. 1179 be amended to Include a wording
like that In Section 402(a) of Bill S. 4, with the rieult'that the Insurance program
would be expanded to undertake coverage of partial plan terminations.

It is realized that Section 401 (e) as providedIn Section 828 of Bill 8. 1170 uses
the expression "termination or substantial termination (as determined by the
Secretary or his delegate)." However, this Section 401(e) seems to be related
to the vesting schedule to be uSed in case of a plan termination rather than being
related to the insurance risk to be covered under Section 405 (a).

INCOME TAX TREATMENT OF LUMP SUM DISTRIBUTIONS TO EMPLOYEES

Under "Locking-In Feature," I have suggested that the vested benefit should
be non-commutable so that an Employee would not be able to "cash-in" the dis-
tribution he becomes entitled to and would have to receive his vested interest in
the form of a retirement Income.

If such suggestion is not adopted, then I suggest that the Subcommittee give
careful consideration to the methods used for taxing distributions to Employees'
from the various types of tax-deferred plans, accounts and contracts. In par-
ticular I suggest that the taxing provisions contained in Sections 72(e), 72(n),
72(m), 402(a) (1), 402(a) (2), 408(a) (1), 404(a) (2) and 1870(b) be reviewed
with a view to obtaining the following objectives:

(a) Consistency of treatment among the various kinds of taxpayers.
(b) Consistency of treatment among the various types of retirement plans,

accounts and contracts listed under "Uniformity" above.
(c) Simplification of the tax treatments and procedures to reduce expenses fo#

all concerned.
All of this review, I suggest, should be done with a view to obtaining the

maximum social benefits consistent with protection 'of the tax revenue. The
present provisions for taxing various distributions are highly complex and con-
tain many inconsistencies.

Under section 409(d) of the Code as it would be provided by -Section 842 of
Bill S. 1179, a distribution to an Employee under a QIRA plan would be treated
for tax purposes as a distribution to an Owner-Employee under a Keogh Plan

96-288---37
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Provision for a similar tax treatment is Included in Section 408(d) as provided
in Section 8(b) of Bill S. 1681. I suggest that a distribution under a QIRA plan
associated with a regular 401(a) plan should be treated like a distribution to an
ordinary Employee out of a regular corporate qualified plan.

A vested benefit that becomes vested In n Employee in a normal qualified plan
is not available to him while he remains in the plan. Even though the benefit under
a QIRA would be immediately and fully vested in the Employee, I suggest that it
should be treated like the benefit that vests in him relative to the Employer's
contributions. That Is to DJay, it should be unavailable to him until he leaves the
plan. I suggest that it then be treated taxwise like the vested benefit arising from
the Employer's contributions.

Throwing the vested benefit arising from the Employee's contributions and the
vested benefit arising from the Employer's contributions together into one dis-
tribution would greatly simplify the administration of pension plans, would re-
duce the cost of administration and would encourage Employers and Employees
to make full use of QIRA's. Any procedure that will encourage Employees to set
aside savings for retirement Is certainly socially desirable.

INCOME TAX TREATMENT OF DEATH BENEFITS

Like the distributions to Employees, the income tax treatments applied to the
benefits paid on the deaths of Employees under the various types of tax-deferred
plans, accounts and contracts are complicated and inconsistent.

Under Section 101(b) (1), (2) and (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, death
benefits arising out of the various plans, accounts and contrActs listed under
'Uniformity" above are subject to income tax. However, death benefits arising

from certain annuities given Income tax relief under Section 403(b) arg treated
differently to the majority of such annuities. Similar death benefits under Keoghplans in respect to self-employed persons are treated differently to those in
respect to ordinary Employees.

Section 409 as provided in Section 842 of Bill S. 1179 seems to contain no provi-
sion in respect to the taxing of a death benefit arising out of a QIRA plan. On the
other hand, Section 101(b) (2) (B) of the Code would be amended by Section 3
(e) (4) of Bill S. 1631 to provide that a death benefit under a QIRA plan would be
treated like a death benefit relative to a self-employed person under-a- Keogh
plan. Thus the tax treatment under a QIRA plan would be different to that given
to the death benefit under a normal qualified plan.

Although Section 1379 of the Code relative to certain qualified plans in respect
to "electing small business corporation" contains some special requirements that
results in these plans being treated somewhat like Keogh plans, the death bene-
fits under these plans are treated like those from regular qualified plans.

I suggest that these various inconsistencies are unnecessary and that all death
benefits from all types of tax deferred plans, accounts and contracts should be
given the same income tax treatments.

ESTATE TAX TREATMENT OF DEATH BENEFITS

Like the income tax treatments applied to various death benefits, the estate
tax treatments applcd to the death benefits paid under the various types of
tax-deferred plans are complicated and inconsistent.

Under Section 2039(c) of the Code, death benefits arising out of the various
plans, accounts and contracts listed under "Uniformity" are generally exempt
from estate tax to the extent they result from Employer contributions. How-
ever, death benefits arising from certain annuities given income tax relief under
Section 403(b) are not exempt and so are treated differently from the majority -
of such annuities. Similar death benefits under Keogh plans in respect to self-
employed persons are treated differently.

Neither Bill S. 1179 nor Bill S. 1631 seems to contain any provision amending
Section 2039(c) of the Code. Presumably the intention is that the death benefits
arising out of QIRA plans would not be exempt from estate tax, which would
mean treating these death benefits differently to those arising from normal quali.
fled plans.

I suggest that these inconsistencies are unnecessary and that all death bene-
fits from all types of tax deferred plans, accounts and contracts should be giveW
the same estate tax treatments.
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TAX CREDITS FOR. QIRA PLANS

I am pleasedtosee that provision has been included in Bills S. 1179 and

S. 1631 whereby Employees would be able to make contributions to "Qualified

Individual Retirement Accounts" (QIRA) and to secure tax credits in respect

to them. I have long advocated that the Internal Revenue Code be amended to en-

c6Urage individual Employees to set aside savings for retirement,
In October and November, 1972, I presented a paper at two conferences dis-

cussing the first version (Bill H.R. 12272) of the Administration Bill S. 1631

And submitted 11 proposals for dicusslon. A-copy of that paper is included as

Appendix "A" to this statement. Of the 11 proposals, I believe 2 '(Nos. 3 and 5)

have been adequately included in the new Bill. A third proposal (No. 10) has

been partially Included, I still recommend the inclusion of the balance of No. 10

and of the remaining-Droposals.
I am very pleased to see the provision in Section 42 for a tax credit in lieu

of a deduction from adjusted gross income as would be provided by Section 219

as provided by Section 3(a) of Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157). Since this tax credit

method-woitd not interfere with the standard deduction procedure now in-

cluded in Section 141 of the Code, it is much to be preferred for Employees in

the lower income brackets.
However, I feel that the limits provided in Section 42(b) (1) are too small

and that the offsetting procedure with respect to Employer contributions de-

fined in Section 42(b) (2) is too severe and too complicated.
Regarding the size of the tax credit, I suggest that there be two limits as

follows :

(a) If the Employer of the Employee Is contributing on his behalf to a qual-

ified 401(a) or 404(a) (2) plan or to a 403(b) annuity contract, the Employee

can contribute to a QIRA plan any amount up to the lesser of $3,000 or 20%

of earned income, which would be translated into a tax credit at a rate of 25%.

(b) If the Employer of the Employee is not contrIbuting on his behalf to a

qualified 401(a) or 404(a) (2) plan or to a 403(b) annuity contract, the Em-

ployee can contribute to a QIRA plan any amount up to the lesser of $4,000 or

20% of earned income, which would be translated into a tax credit at a rate

of25%. - .
This would mean a tax credit of not more than $750 if there are Employer

contributions or not more than $1,000 if there are no such contributions. This

method would be much simpler to administer than the method described In

Section 42(b) (2) because the actual amount of Employer contributions would

not-need-to be calculated. Even the use of the 7% rate for Employer contribu-

tions Is not as simple as the two-level method suggested.

Moreover, the limits of $750 and $1,000 are more reasonable than the $375 limit

In Section 42 (b) (1) when one takes Into account the fact that contributions for a

QIRA plan are not likely to commence before an Employee attains age 45 or 50

with contributions running for only 15 or 20 years.
. Annual Vontribut ions of $4,000 per y ea. (producing a tax credit of $1,000 per

year). for 20 years (age .5 t4 f05) vith 6% compound interest would produce an

annual retirement pension at 65 of about $16,000 per year for life. This can be

considered an extreme example since It is based on high interest'rate for a long

period and on a life annuity without any refund period. To be able to contribute

$4,000 per year an Employee would have to earn $20,000 or more every year

for 20 years, and be able to set-aside savings of $4,000 every year. Also he would

have to be employed for all of the 20 years by an Employer with no pension plan.

An annual pension no greater than 80% of earned income is not exorbitant, It

can therefore be assumed that, even with contributions as large as $4,000 per year,

the contributions will provide only reasonable retirement pensions when com-

pared with earned Incomes.
Moreover, contributions limits of $3,000 and $4,000 are quite reasonable when

compared with the limit of $7,500 proposed for Keogh Plans by the Administration

in Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157).

0arry-bver period
Under Section 7(g) (4) of the Administration Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157), Section

404(a) (6) of the Internal Revenue Code would be amended to permit contribu-

tions made by an Employer to a 401(a) plan or a 404(a) (2) plan (including a

Keogh plan) to be made any time up to the filing date of the Employer's Income
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Tax Reform (i.e. April 15 for a cash basis taxpayer) and have such contribu.
tions count for the taxable year covered by the Income Tax Return.

I believe that this is an excellent provision, especially for Keogh plans, and
therefore suggest that such provision should be included in Bill S. 1179.

Regarding QIRA plans, please set the discussion under "Excess Contribulins
under QIRA Plans'Aelow.

Many individuals, even though they may be basically employees, have income
other than wages. They may be receiving interest or dividends on investments or
other income not Includible in "earned Income" and It may be a variable amount.
In the case of a self-employed person or a person partially self-employed, he can-,
not know until a tax-able year is over what his actual "earned Income" amounts
to. Moreover, even is a taxpayer knows before the taxable year ends exactly
what his earned Income amounts to, he may know what his expenses amount to.
For all these reasons a taxpayer may not know before the end of a taxable year
what amount he will -be able to contribute to a QIRA plan.

EXCESS CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER KNOGII PLANS

Sections 401(e) (1), (2) and (8) of the Internal Revenue Code spell out in
much detail the limits permitted for contributions on behalf of an Owner-
Employee, the procedures to be followed If excess contributions are made,
unintentionally or wilfully, and the penalties imposed on the Owner-Employee for
having made excess contributions.

The concept used as a basis for Section 401(e) seems to be that it is wrong
for excess contributions to be made, that they must be got rid of as quickly
as possible and, if they are not got rid of, the Owner-Employee must be severely
penalized.

Requiring the excess contributions to be refunded is an expensive procedure
for the insurance company and other respositories of Keogh plan funds, which
expense must be passed along to the taxpayer.

I suggest that excess contributions are not a serious matter and that, providing
a reasonable penalty is imposed on them, there is no real need to require them
to be got rid of. Therefore, as a penalty that would be sufficient to discourage
an Owner-Employee from making an excessive contribution, I suggest the
following:

(a) That no tax deduction for excess contributions be allowed at the time they
are made.

(b) That excess contributions be "locked-in" along with the legitimate contri-
butions and be withdrawable only with the benefits from the legitimate, contri-
butions.

(c) That the benefits arising from the excess contributions be taxed In the
same way as the benefits from legitimate contributions.

Procedurally this treatment of excess contributions would be much simpler and
the penalties imposed should be severe enough to result in almost no excess
contributions being made. Double taxation of the excess contributions together
with such contributions being unavailable to the Owner-Employee for years to
come are severe penalties.
. Thus, I suggest that Section 401(e) of the Code be completely rewritten to
carry out the procedures described in (a), (b) and (e) above. Further I suggest
that the penalty provided in 401(e) (2) (H) of requiring the Keogh plan insofar
as the Owner-Zmployee is concerned to be terminated and of not permitting
him to start another one for 6 years Is unnecessary.

As an, alternative, If the carry-over period discussed above Is provided In
Section 404(a) (6) of the Code, and if the excess contributions is made In the
carryover period, it should be feasible to treat the excess contributions as a pay-
ment on account of the succeeding taxable year (I.e. the taxable year in which
the excess is actually made). This would provide a very much simpler treatment
of the excess contributions.

EXCESS CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER QIRA PLANS

Section 342 of Bill S. 1179 would add SectionA409(b) (2) to the Internal Rlve-
nue Code, which would render Section 401(e) (2) and (8) of the Code applicable
to QIRA plans. As a result an excess contribution to a QIRA plan-would need to
be refunded and penalties would be imposed- on the Employee owning the QIRA
plan.

Requiring excess contributions under a QIRA plan to be treated like excess
contributions under a Keogh plan raises the objections discussed above.
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Section 8(a) of Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) would provide in Section 219(f) that

a contribution to a QIRA plan can be made any time up to the filing date of the
Employee's Income Tax Return for a particular taxable year and have it counted
for that year, Judging by years of experience in Canada with Registered Retire-
mont Savings Plans (much like QIRA plans), it is most likely that by far the
major portion of the contributions to QIRA plans will be made In the carry-over
period between the end of the taxable year and the filing dates of the Income TaxReturns

Instead of requiring an excess contribution to be refunded under 401(e) (2)
and (8), it would be very much simpler to permit the excess contribution to be
applied on account of the contribution for the next taxable year.

Therefore I suggest:
(1) That Section 400(b) (2) be deleted from Section 842 of Bill S. 1170.
(2) That a section like Section 219(f) now included in Section 8(a of Bill

S. 1091 (H.R. 7157) be added to Bill S. 1179.
(8) That, if Section 401(e) of the Code is rewritten as discussed In connection

with excess contributions under Keogh plans, it provide for excess contributions
under QIRA plans to be similarly treated.

PREMATURE DISTRIBUTION UNDER A QIlA PLAN

In the event of a premature distribution under a Keogh Plan, two penalties are
imposed on the Owner-Employee as follows:

(a) Under Section 72(n) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code, the full amount of
the distribution is taxable in the year of distribution under either of two methods
depending on the size of the distribution;

(b) Under Section 401(d) (5) (0) of the Code, the Owner-Employee Is barred
from participating in a Keogh Plan for the next 5 years.

It is suggested that, in event of a premature distribution under a QIRA plan,
only two penalties like those for a premature distribution under a Keogh Plan
should be imposed, namely:

(1) Include the full distribution in the gross income for the taxable year of
the distribution (except any part of it that is transferred to another qualified
plan) ;

. (2) Bar the Employee from securing tax credits In respect to contributions to
any type of qualified plan for the next 5 years.

It is suggested that these two penalties would be severe enough and that the
80% tax penalty proposed in Section 72(p) (2) as provided in Section 342 of
Bill S, 1179 is much too severe and unnecessary.

SALARIED-ONLY PLANS

Subsections (3) and (4), of Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
establish the criteria on which discrimination among eligible Employees is deter-
mined. The Internal Revenue Service applies these criteria very strictly when
deciding whether a plan can be qualified.

A situation that has been a source of repeated trouble over the years Is where
an Employer has both union and non-nion Employees, the latter generally being
salaried. Frequently a union will negotiate an agreement which does not include
a pension plan. If the Employer then attempts to establish a pension plan for
the non-union Employees, the I.R.S. requires the plan to be open to all Employees,
union and non-union. Since the union does not wish to have a pension plan and
the Employer does not wish to provide a benefit that is not provided for-in the
union agreement, the criteria in 401(a) (8) and (4) usually prevents the Em-
ployer from establishing a plan for its non-union Employees, which, of course,
is harmful from a social point of view.

Section 7(b) of the Administration Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) would amend
401(a) (8) (A) of the Code to provide that, when the percentages are being
applied, the union Employees who do not wish to be covered by a pension plan
imay be omitted.

I suggest that an amendment along the same lines be included in Bill S. 1179.

SMALL EMPLOYERS

Appended to this statement are two memorandums labelled "Part O" and
"Proposed Sections 401 and 404 of the Internal Revenue Code." (Appendices
I'Bl and "C").

Part "0" discusses at some length the need for something to be done to assist
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small Employers to establish pension plans for their Employees. It makes some

suggestions for a tax incentive to encourage them to do so,
The other memorandum is intended to demonstrate how Sections 401 and 404

of the Code might be worded to carry out all the suggestions in Part "0".

I would urge that consideration be given to amending Sections 401 and 404 of

the Code to initiate some program along the lines proposed in Part "0".

TAX DEFERRED 403 (B) ANNUITY CONTRACTS

Section 408(b) of the Internal Revenue Code permits i particular kind of

employer to purchase an annuity contract for an employee and to make con.

tributions to it without such contributions being treated as income received by

the employee.
The employer must be in either of these two classes.
(1) An organization that comes within the meaning of Section 501(c) (3) of

the Code, which means an organization operated exclusively for religious,

charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary or educational purposes

or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals;
(2) A public educational institution within the meaning of Section 151 (e) (4)

of the Code, which means any public primary, secondary or college level educa-

tional institution.
Although there are many employers within the range of these two classes and

although they have many employees, proportionate to the total body of employees

in the country, these employees are not a large group.
Section 403(b) states that the annuity contract must be purchased by the

employer. Even so, almost all of the moneys used for contributions for these

contracts are really employees' moneys. This situation has developed because

the Internal Revenue Service has permitted an employee and his employer to

agree to a reduction in pay with the reduction being used as a contribution

to the annuity contract. By this means the employee obtains what is in effect

a deduction from gross income for tax purposes, because his gross income is

reduced.
In effect, 403(b) annuity contracts have been and are vehicles somewhat like

QIRA plans for only a select group of Employees. Assuming QIRA plans with

reasonable limits become available, I am in favor of removing Section 408(b)

from the Code. There seems to be no reason why a select group of Employees

should be treated differently than Employees generally. They should be subject

to the same limits, restrictions and tax treatments as Employees generally.

If a 501 (c) (3) Employer wishes to make contributions for retirement pensions

for its Employees there is no reason why it cannot establish a qualified plan under

Sections 401(a) or 404(a) (2) of the Code. It is true that a 501(c) (3) organiza-

tion is not a taxpayer but that is no reason for not establishing a qualified plan.

Moreover, using a qualified plan would require an Employer to-not exercise any

discrimination among its Employees which it can do under Section 403(b). -

Even if Section 403(b) is not removed from the Code, I suggest that an Em-

ployee of one of the Employers described above should not be permitted to ar-

range for the purchase of a 403(b) annuity contract by agreeing with his Em-

ployer to reduce his earned income. He should be required to use the QIRA

method.
LIMITS ON PENSIONS AND/OR CONTRIBUTIONS

At the present time, the Internal revenue Code provides in Section 401 (e) (1)

(B) that contributions to a Keogh Plan In respect to an owner-employee may not

exceed the lesser of $2,1500 or 10 percent of earned income.
Similarly, at the present time, Section 1379(b) of the Code provides that con-

tributions to a pension plan established by an "electing small business corpora-

tion" In respect to a shareholder-employee may not exceed the lesser of $2,500 or

10 percent of his compensation from such corporation.
At the present time, Section 403(b) (2) of the Code provides that contributions

made by an employer for a tax deferred annuity contract for an employee may

not exceed an "exclusion allowance" calculated in accordance with a compli-

cated formula applied to the employee's compensation.
Aside from these existing limitations, the Code does not contain any limitations

on either the contributions that an employer or an employee may make or on the

pensions that may be provided for an employee.
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Bill S. 1631 (H.R. 7157) in Section 4(a) (2) would raise the limits for an owner-
employee to $7,5 0 and 1:5%, respectively. Similarly, In Section 4(b) It would
raise the limits for a shareholder-employee to the same limits. Bill S. 1631 as
submitted does not contain any provision for changing the limitations in Section
403(b) (2).

Section 7(h) of Bill S. 1631 would insert a new Section 409 which would limit
the deduction that an employer may obtain under a money-purchase type of pen-
sion plan to not more than 20% of the compensation paid to an employee by the
employer.

Bill S. 1179 does not contain any provision for changing any of the limits pres-
ently included in the Code.

At the beginning of this statement (Page 1), i outlined a basic pension philos.
ophy, in which I stated that I felt that every worker and/or his employer should
be encouraged to accrue reasonable savings for his retirement. However, because
the encouragement that is provided for a particular taxpayer through the tax
deduction granted to the worker and/or his employer is in effect provided by the
body of taxpayers In general, it is only reasonable that the encouragement should
not be granted beyond some reasonable point. Having in mind that the tax relief Is
provided* by taxpayers who do not secure such relief as well as by those who
do, a limit on the relief would be particularly reasonable and equitable.

Therefore I submit that, as a-part of the pension philosophy referred to above,
the amount of the contributions that may be used for tax deduction should be
limited, regardless of which party makes such contributions. The problem Is to
determine what is the reasonable point beyond which tax deduction should not
be allowed.

One approach would be to set a maximum amount of pension in the law and then
limit the contributions for which tax deduction is available to whatever amount
would accrue savings sufficient to procure a pension not larger than the pre-.-
scribed amount. In theory this would seem to be a fairly simple solution but to
attempt to put it into practice would be highly complicated and therefore ex-
pensive to the taxpayer and/or his employer. To mention only a few of the com-
plications:

(a) There are pension plans based on defined benefit formulae under which
contributions are determined by calculation as those necessary to accrue savings
sufficient to procure a pension determined by a specific formula;

(b) There are pension plans based on contributions determined by a specified
formula under which the pension payable is that procured by the accumulated
savings: the size of the pension depends on the interest and appreciation added
to the contributions and the rates used to convert the savings into pension pay-
ments;

(c) There are profit sharing plans similar to the pension plans described In

(d) In addition to qualified pension and profit sharing plans for regular In.
corporate business, there are Keogh (H.R. 10) plans and tax-deferred 403(b)
annuities;

(e) If the law is suitably amended, there would be tax deductions for employee
contribution to regular qualified plans as well as for employer contributions;

(f) Also, if the law Is suitably amended, there would be tax deductions for
contributions to Qualified Individual Retirement Accounts (QIRA).

To attempt to establish one overall limit applicable to any and all the combi-
nations of the different plans and the variations possible under (a) through (f)
would be immensely complicated.

Therefore, the only practical solution, I suggest, is to set separate limits for
the different plans and situations described under (a) and (f) above. This would
not provide a perfectly Integrated solution but it should provide a practicable
and workable solution.

Insofar as all of the retirement plans, accounts and contracts defined under
"Uniformity" on Pages 2 and 8 are concerned, I suggest that there should be
separate deduction limits for each of:

(a) the part of the plan supported by the employer's contributions, and (b)
the part of the plan supported by the employee's contributions.

For the part supported by the employer's contributions, I suggest that the de-
w duction available should be any amount required by the formula In the plan but

not exceeding whatever would be needed to procure a pension equal to the least
of the following:
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(a) An annual pension of $50,000;
(b) A pension equal to 60 percent .of the average annual remuneration In the

last 6 years preceding retirement;
(c) A pension equal to 2 percent of the average remuneraton in the last 5

years preceding retirement multiplied by the total number of years of service
with the employer up to 80 years.

Z suggest that the employer should have the privilege of taking deductions for
anyamount he hoosei to contribute so long as there exists an outstanding Ba-
blity,

I should mention that a profit sharing plan Is included in the list under "tnt-
formity" (Page 2). In essence, a profit sharing plan is Just another type of a
pension plan. A profit sharing plan and a pension plan are provided for under
the same sections of the Internal Revenue Oode. The purpose of both Olans ts
the same-,to encourage the accumulation of funds for the purpose of providing
retirement incomes for participants. I view a profit sharing plan as A pension
plan with a different method of determining the employer's contributions to it,

for the part supported bt/ the employee's entribrution, I suggest that 'the
deduction available should be any amount that the employee contributes up to
$3,000 per year, without any offset in respect to his employer's contributions. Part
of these employee contributions could be mandatory, If the plan Is so designed
with the balance being voluntary. Or the plan could have no mandatory employee
,contributions, in which ease all of the deduction limit could be used for voluntary
contributions.

The limits described above are suggested for the following reasons:
(1) It is reasonable to put a limit on the benefits that may be provided, because

the contributions are deductible from income so that no tax Is payable currently
and, even though tax is payable on the benefits derived from such contributions,
such tax is almost always at a lower rate than the tax 'on the contributions would
have been. The tax that is not paid on the contributions Is in essence paid by
the general body of taxpayers. It Is only fair and, reasonable that there should
-be a reasonable ceiling put on the contributions and deductions permitted.,

(2) The limit on employee deductions should be high enough to encourage
employee savings andat the same time should not be!unreasonably -highbecause
of the tax relief provided at the expense of the genral body Of taxpayers, -

(8) The limit on employee deductions should be as simple and understandable
as possible. For this reason, the limit should als6 operate independently front the
employer contributions,,

A, discussed, on Page 82, I haie suggested that feetion 408(b) should be re-
*zmoyqdfrom the Code If reasonable limits are provided'for QIRA plans. However,
If Section 403(b) is not removed, I suggest that a contribution limitation along
the lines proposed above should be substituted for the limitation on the "erolusion
allowance" prescribed in Section 403(b) (2).

SvPPLEMEzNTAnY STATEMENT WX NORMAN H. T~AvEn
Commenting, on: (a) Statemept submitted on May 81, 1078, by Professor Daniel

Halperin to the First Panel Discussion onPrivate Pensoq Plan Reform,;
(b) Statement submitted ,on June 4j 978, by, Professor Merton Bernstein to

the Second Panel Discpssion on Private Pension PI# Reform.. , I . _
Appended to the statement that I submitted forinclusion in the records-of -the

Hearings held 6n May 21, 22 and 2- by, the Spbcommltteq, on Private Pension
Plans is Appendix "A"', "Personal Retirement Savings plans" which ts a paper
I presented at a meeting held in October, 1972, by the America Law Institute
and the American Bar Association.

Included in Appendix "A" are a series of 8 tables that analyze statistics rela-
tive to the'private pension plan system In Canada, particularly with resp.pct to
Employee cptributions. I refer to Tables Nos. ,4 through 11 on. Pages, N through

A87 omin statement. .,
Atthe "Second Panel Discussion" that the Subcommittee held on $une 4, 193,

Professor Merton C. Bernstein presented a paper discussing many aspects of the
private pension plan system. On Page 8 of hjs paper under the heading "Expand-
Ing Coverage-The Administrative and iAentsen Propooais--ad Real Refoina',
Professor Bernstein Included a copy of Ta e No. 6 of my paper in Appendix "4"
and made somq, comments based on the StaU$titcs in W. i feel that his p.ofments
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ad analysis are incomplete and therefore: that the inferences he -draws tire
misleading.

Before commenting on his comments, I would like to describe briefly an aspect
of the Canadian private pension plan system. In Canada, Employees have bien
able to secure tax deductions for contributions to employer pension plans for
many years. Also, for 10 years individuals with earned incom have been able to
secure tax deduction for contributions to personal retirement savings plans.
Tables Nos. 4 and 5 In Appendix "A" give statistics respecting these two types of,
contributions.

Because employees have been able to secure deductions for contributions to
employer plans, it is the "normal way of life" in Canada for suchplans to require
employees to contribute. About 80% of all plans are set up oxk this basis,

Under Bills 8, 1179 and S., 1601; there would be provision for employees to
secure tax deduction or credit for contributions to employer pension plans an&
for individuals with earned income to secure tax deduction or credit for con,
tributions to individual savings plans. In other words the concept is basicill, '

the same as now exists in Canada. in each case an overall limit covers or would
cover the combined contributions. Therefore to visualize the probable result in
the United States, I feel that one should look at the combined results of the two
types of contributions in Canada. In other words, I feel that Professor Bernstein
should have lboked at both Table No. 4 and Table No. 5.

To facilitate this, I have prepared a new Table No. 12 which combines the
figures for 1969 from Table No. 4 and Table No. 5. I believe that the figures in
Table No. 12 give a better picture of the circumstances in Canada.

Professor Bernstein states that fewer than 1% of the taxpayers in the income
bracket under $5,000 made contributions to personal savings plans (R.S.P.'s)
which is true. However, from Table No. 4 it will be seen that 12.8% of these
same taxpayers made contributions to employer pension plans. Table No. 12
demonstrates that 11.8% of these taxpayers made tax deductible contributions to
retirement plans of one type or another.

Professor Bernstein states that Canadians in income brackets under $15,000
contributed a total of $86 millions to R.S.P.'s in 1969 and that those in brackets
over $15,000 contributed a total of $97.2 millions, which also is true. However,
Table 12 demonstrates that Canadians in brackets under $15,000 contributed a
total of $626 millions to retirement plans and that those in brackets over $15,000
contributed a total of only $196 millions to such plans. This is quite a different
picture from that portrayed by Professor Bernstein. Instead over 50% of the
contributions being made by taxpayers in income brackets over $15,000 as stated
by Professor Bernstein actually over 75% of the contributions were made by tax-
payers in income brackets under $15,000.

It is a fact, of course, that Canadian taxpayers in higher brackets contribute
more in dollars that those in lower brackets. Table No. 12 shows that the average
number of dollars range from $112.58 per year to $1,665.17. However, Table No.
12 also demonstrates that proportionate to taxable income the rates of con-
tributions are remarkably uniform, ranging between 4 and 5% of taxable income.

Overall, Table No. 12 shows that about 27% of all Canadian taxpayers made
contributions to retirement plans In 1969. From Table No. 12 we can calculate that
26% of taxpayers in income brackets under $15,000 did so, Thus, although the
proportion of taxpayers making contributions in the lower brackets is almost
the same as the proportion for all taxpayers, it is nevertheless true that a greater
proportion of taxpayers in the higher brackets do make contributions.

Even so, with more than 75% of the total contributions being made by tax-
payers with taxable income under $15,000, I feel that It cannot be stated that the
concept in its operation is mostly for the well-to-do.

At the "First Panel Discussion" on May 81, 1978, Professor Daniel Halperin
presented a paper which discussed mostly the need for benefit limits. This is a
concept with which I agree and advocated in my submission.

However, in his paper he makes reference to the Canadian experience with per-
sonal savings plans (R.S.P.'s). Although he does not refer to my Table No. 5,
two of the figures he used seem to be derived from such Ta'ible. He states that
over 35% of taxpayers in income brackets over $25,000 made contributions to
R.S.P.'s, which is true. He also states that only about 1.2% of taxpayers in income
brackets under $10,000 made contributions to R.S.P.'s. which ts also true.
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Professor Halperin, like Professor Bernstein, overlooks the statistics in Table
No. 4 and thus draws what is, I feel, an incorrect picture of what is likely to.
develop from Bill S. 1179 or Bill S. 1681.

From Tble No. 12 we can calculate that in 1969 about 24% of all Canadiau
taxpayers in income brackets under $10,000 made contributions to retirement
plans rather than only 1.2% as stated by Professor Halperin. Moreover, 54% of
the total of all contributions made by all taxpayers were made by taxpayers in in-.
come brackets under $10,000.

My personal feeling is that, If a Bill like S. 1179 or S. 1681 becomes law with
reasonable deduction limits, the long-term result will be that many plans will
require employee contributions, In Canada, it is the normal custom for employees
to be required to make contributions to pension plans as a condition of employ-
ment. For example, I have contributed W% of salary to my employer's pension
plan since 1928 when I started to work even though my startingsalary was Only
$60.00 per month. I believe that in time such will become the custom In the
United States, particularly among small employers, the area where coverage Is
now desperately needed.
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TABLE NO. 12.-COMBINED STATISTICS FOR REGISTERED RETIREMENT PENSION PLANS AND REGISTERED RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLANS IN CANADA

(Annual employee contributions by Income brackets for taxation year 1969)

Avera-,

Total number Percentage Avera"e
of income tax Percentage of of all income annual

Percentage returns bearing returns bearing tax returns Total amount employee contribution

Total number of returns employee con- employee con- that bore of all employee pension Average asaacn

of income in income tributions to tributions In employee pension plan plan income in ae

Annual income tax returns bracket pension plans Income bracket contributions contributions contributions bracket in brac

Under $5,000 ---------------------- 5,054,052 56.9 568,818 24.3 11.3 $64, 000,000 $112.58 $,481 45

$5,000 to210,000 ---------------------- ,996,659 33.7 1 357.493 57.3 45.3 378,777,000 279.03 7,028 4.0

$5,00 to$15 - ------------------ 580,383 45. 13.4 59.6 183.396,000 53122 1180 4

$15,000to $15,000 -------------------- 180, 547 2.0 124,151 3.9 68.8 115,801,000 932.74 18,343 5.

$15,000 to $25,000 ------------------ 7,425 . 47,961 1.0 68.1 79,8630, 000 1,665.17 41,486 4.01

Totals and averages ------------- . 8882.066 100.0 2,444,308 100.0 27.5 821,837,000 336.22 5,232 (1)

Not available. 
Note: Based on Table 15 of "Taxation Statistics," Catalogue No. Rv. 444-970 and 1971, PuMlised

by the Department of National Revenue Ottawa, Canada, the latest fires available.
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OmrT UNZXO'lATIoNA ASSOCIATION, INO.,

Hon. Russn. B. LON, Washingtov, D.6., May 14, 1978.

Ohairthan, Oommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MI. CHAIRMAN: This statement is presented on behalf of the CreditUnion National Association, Inc., concerning S. 1631, a bill to strengthen andImprove the private retirement system.Our organization wishes to lend its support to the "Retirement Benefits TaxAct" and particularly those provisions which would permit a tax deduction to-an employee who sets aside a portion of his earned income into an individual

retirement savings account.
The Credit Union National Association, Inc., is an association composed ofboth Federal and state chartered credit unions. Nine out of ten U.S. credit unionsare represented in our membership, with approximately the same ratio ofFederal and state credit unions represented. Presently there are 23,084 creditunions in the United States with over 26,198,000 members. Of these 23,084 creditunions, 13,812 are Federal credit unions chartered and supervised by the NationalCredit Union Administration and operate under the provisions of the FederalCredit Union Act (12 USC 1751-1790). The remaining 10,387 state credit unionsare chartered by the several states and operate under the various state statutes.We are interested in this legislation because the majority of the credit unionsIn the United States are occupation oriented, i.e. they serve members who haveas their "common bond" a single employer. There is a strong likelihood that wehave credit union members for whom retirement savings plans are either un-available or inadequate. For these principal reasons and consistent with longestablished credit union philosophy of encouraging thrift and savings among ourmembers, we support this tax incentive for the employed to put aside more moneyfor retirement. Such additional "savings" would, in or opinion, significantlyenhance the ability of many employees to live their retirement years with dignityrather than merely existing or subsisting, which is too often the case.Our review of S. 1631 indicates that the current language does not authorizean individual to establish an individual retirement savings account in a creditunion. It Is therefore requested that you give consideration to amending S. 1631to have credit unions specifically included, and that Sections 581 of the InternalRevenue Code be amended to include credit unions as qualified depositories fortrust funds. In the event the bill is changed to include credit unions as beingqualified to receive funds in a retirement savings account, we would suggesta conforming amendment to the Federal Credit Union Act to obviate any ques-tion as to the atuhority of Federal credit unions to receive such funds.In the event you desire further Information with regard to our comments inthis statement, we will be happy to. comply to your consideration of these com-ments and recommended changes will be sincerely appreciated.

Respectfully,
WILFRED F. BROXTERMAN,

Dxecutive A8istant, Managing Director.

TESTIMONY OF MEYER BERNSTEIN, PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR, UNITED MINE WORIX-EBS OF AMERICA AND HARRY HuoE, ESQ., ARNOLD AND PORTER, WASHINGTON,D.C., SPECIAL COUNSEL TO UMWA PRESIDENT ARNOLD MILLER ON WELFARE
FUND MATTRS

In early 1969, the wife of a disabled coal miner in Quinwood, West Virginia,wrote to Harry Huge complaining about the fact that her husband, and hun-dreds like him, did not receive pension or medical benefits from the United MineWorkers of America Welfare and Retirement Fund of 1950 (the 'UMW WelfareFund"). The letter recited bitterly the many long years that her husband hadspent in the mines, and how he and other miners had been destroyed physically,and sometimes emotionally, by this most brutal of all industries. These men,all members of the UMWA, felt a sense of betrayal toward the Union and Fund
which they had helped create.

These miners knew only that they had worked long and hard in the coal in-dustry and now, when they most needed it, the "welfare and retirement benefits"



that the Fund had promised weren't there. All of these pensioners, who had been
,elected, had received denial letter after denial letter from what domed like a
Kafkaesque bureaucracy in far-off Washington, D.C, And these 'miners -asked
a very simple qusti6n-How can we have worked so long only to be faced With
.regulations which deny so many of us our retirement income?. From those beginnings developed the ease of Willie Ray Blankenshlp v. W, A.
(Tony) Boyle. It has been called in the words of one commentator "one of the
most massive cases in American legal history" and a "classic in the law of trusts".
When Mr. Huge first started to work on this base, he did not know any of the
things that he later found out, and then only after months of very intensive In-
vestigation. Mr, Huge had to sort through: Welfare Fund reports at the Labor
Department in Silver Spring; banking records of the Comptroller of the Curren-
cy; Union reports, also at the Department of Labor in Silver Spring; and the files
at the Security and Exchange Commission. Those reports revealed some very
dry facts, like the fact that the Union owned 740,000 shares of a bank; that the
Welfare Fund at the end of its fiscal year In 1968 had on deposit $67,000,000 in
accounts drawing no interest, and some $50,000,000 in time deposits; and there
was a bank which had on its Board of Directors-the Comptroller and General
Counsel of that same Welfare Fund. Nowhere did it state in any of-the records
at the Department of Labor or the public reports issued by this Welfare Fund
that that money was kept in the Union-owned bank as part of an overall scheme
to benefit the bank and the Union to the detriment of these beneficiaries. But, as
Mr. Huge was soon to learn, that was only the top of the iceberg.

Blankenship v. Boyle is now over. It finished just three weeks ago, when Judge
Gerhard A. Gesell signed an Order which, will permit up to 20,000 old and re-tired coal miners who had been denied to Yow receive their welfare and retire-
ment benefits. Before that most important Orler of this case was signed, there
were two separate trials, each lasting approximately a month, spread over a
8-year period; countless depositions; and more than 15,000 hours of legal time
spent by counsel over nearly a 4-year period. Trustees w6re removed and held
personally liable for damages; broad equitable decrees were enforced; and $11,.
500.000 was won for the Welfare Fund. And most importantly, some 20,000 bene-
ficiaries who had been wrongfully denied their benefits will now receive them.
The first checks to coal miners are supposed to go into the mal sometime this
week.

We recite these facts only to give some perspective to the enormous effort
and cost-and the human suffering behind the need for such effort-to reform
Just one of this country's private pension plans. But it is ours--and the coal
miners reformed it--or are reforming it. The Blankenhip case is merely the
most public example of the need for a pension reform bill like you are con-
sidering. It shouldnot be up to-in' the words of Judge Gesel-" .. Willie Ray
Blankenship and-1-small band of miners . . ." to' have to come forward once

.every 20 years In every industry and location in order to reform a pension fund.
What is needed, and what the UMWA, President Miller, Vice President Trbo-
vich, Secretary-Treasurer Patrick, and the other leaders of the United Mine
Workers of America urge upon you is that you write and pass the strongest
possible pension bill in terms of disclosure, vesting, funding, fiduciary responsi-
bilities and enforcement, We are concerned that the bills in both the United
States Senate (S. 4) and in the House of Representatives (H.. 2 and H.
402) do not go far enough, and must be strengthened.

Some of our areas of concern follow:

(1) "DUOIARY utsiSoNoTwLaS

The Word "trustee"' has, iW- the iaw and tradition of the English-speaking
peoples, a very spelal meaning, It means a person of extraordinary sensitivities,
managing, earing for, aid ' pkeserving the assetS, and, in manly ihstanceg', the
liVes ofother himan beings for the ben*t of those others Th stai~lard to-
which a trustee, is held. s the highest. The most fundamental duty of i t ustee
ljlof undtvdedIoyi ly to the benenfilaries, fnd, -as it was put' in' fhe tl°l#n sAip

w .,ou 'e'ah't b. juSt a lttle'bit loyal. Oice you &l-'e a trstee, you are a
trustee, ani ,oU'caint donsdef what, Is good fok th*Llnlon, what is good'for
a t.brs,what Is iood 16.tb-ank; tnyio'd4 , but the-trtat,.

4j J ''~ i~'.
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And, as Judge Gesell found:
"1... The congressional scheme (of 1802(c) of the Labor-Management Rela-

tions Act) was thus designed not to alter, but to reinforce 'the most fundamental
duty owed by the trustee': the duty of undivided loyalty to he beneficiaries.
2 Scott on Trusts 6 170 (8d ed. 1967). This is the duty to which... trustees...
must be held."

The duties-of a trustee are many and varied. But in exercising those duties
and those responsibilities, they are held to long-standing legal principles estab-
lishing what a trustee should do. The legal standard iso t as See. 111(b) 1(B) of
ILE. 2 or See. 510 of S. 4 state--"... a prudent man acting in a like capacity and
familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like
character and with like aims; . , ." Thus, we are very concerned about that
standard. There should not be the slightest hint that H.R. 2 or S. 4 in any way
Is attempting to write new fiduciary standards for trustees. Those standards are
clear and precise and already demand the highest performance. These bills and
the committee reports and the legislative history, should make clear that, as
Judge Gesell said about the Labor-Management Relations Act, that the pension
reform bills are "designed not to alter but to reinforce those duties of trustees."

(2)_ VE TKINO

Regulations of pension funds do not have to be complicated. And they should
never be permitted to take away the years of toil of men and women. Pension
fundregulations do not have to be designed as if their sole purpose was to set
up a series of hurdles to jump over, a series of loops to crawl through, and a
series of rigid requirements that are hypothetical and idealized, but have no prac-
tical application to living, breathing men and women who work, sometimes get
sick; have to move; have family problems; or otherwise get affected by the
events of everyday life.

But regulations of this tpe are typical of most pension plans. We are familiar
with other major pension plans whose requirements make the more outrageous
requirements of the UMWA Welfare Fund appear liberal. For example, there is
one pension plan which, because a man was sick and could not-work for the
three years before he retired, took away all of his retirement credits from Feb-
ruary 4, 1921 through March 17, 1969. The letter from this fund stated:

"We regret to inform you that all of the 8,208 days of employment credit you
accumulated from February 4, 1921 through March 17, 1989, has been forfeited
(sic) ."

Other funds' requirements are equally appalling. And since most of the people
who have been denied do not have access to adequate legal representation
they silently burden In their working years, then are denied the fruits of their
labor, and have their retirement years stripped of their dignity. They are victims
of a theft of their life expectancy and of their hard-earned dollars as much as
any victim of armed robbery in a street crime. And theft in this manner is more
invidious because it is more impersonal, widespread, institutionalized, and takes
place behind a veneer of respectability. But it is criminal none the less.

For these reasons, vesting should begin as soon as possible. If a man works
two years in an industry, contributes two years' earnings to a welfare futd, he
should expect to get, when he reaches retirement age, something back for the
amount of money that he put in. If a pension fund wants to require a man to
work twenty years before he gets a-full pension, that's fine. It is not written
anywhere that everybody's pension benefits should be the sam. But a worker
who works five years in an industry or ten years in an industry should know that
come retirement age, his work and contributions will not have been in vain.
In this regard we endorse and support the positions on funding and vesting of
Professor Merton I. Bernstein, Professor of Law at Ohio State University, as
set forth in his testimony before the United States Senate on Friday, Febru-
ary 16, 1978.

We realize this is difficult In some industry-widesettings such as coal mining,
steel, construction work, carpentry, and the like. The answer is the portability
of pension credits. And managing the problems of portability Is minor when
compared with managing the problems of complete loss of pension benefits.

We therefore endorse the mandatory portability program for vested penns
set forth in H.R. 462, and urge that the discrentionary provisions of Title It of
S. 4 also be made mandatory. However, we do want to point out that in Iec.

-6EST COPY AVAILABLE
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108(b)8 of H.. 402 and See. 808(a) (8) of 8. 4, the Secretary is limited to in.
. vesting surplus amounts only In interest-bearing accounts in banks or savings

and loan associations. First, such accounts are only insured up to $20,000 each.
But more importantly, there are many other investment opportunities that are
Sust as safe, and return more to the fund than savings accounts in banks or say.
ngs and loan associations. it would seem that the Secretary should not be forced

to put all of these funds into banks or savings and loan associations, For ex.
ample, Sec. 206(d) of .R. 462 permits monies of the Pension Benefit Insurance
Fund to be invested in obligations of the United States, which frequently pay
more than savings accounts and banks. But Sec. 206(d) is also too narrow in
limiting investment decisions.

(8) FURVINO

Funding should begin immediately on an expedited funding schedule of the
shortest possible time, with a maximum of thirty years. There Is no need to wait
three, or five, or eight years to have every pension fund In this country bein
funding. Funding should begin in the immediate next fiscal year. Actuarial firms
may have to work a bit overtime. But any welfare fund that does not have an
actuarial computation of what it costs to fully fund is probably violating Its
fiduciary reponsibilities now anyway.

W1e also would like to make these additional points regarding funding. First,
there should be a limit on the number of variances from the funding schedule
which the Secretary may grant. Indeed, the Secretary should be given discretion
to terminate a plan at any time that he decides that employee interests will be
imperiled.

There is also a built-in conflict of interest regarding the Secretary when he
acts. both as the manager of the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund and has the
right to give variances. Since by terminating the plan, the assets of the Pension
benefit Insurance Fund will be used, the Secretary would always be inclined to
give funds too much time and perhaps Imperil beyond repair the rights of bne.
ficlaries. We would therefore urge that the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund
should have an independent administrator whose sole loyalty is to the ben,.
ficlaries and to the establishment and operation of sound plans,

(4) DISOLOSURC

The present disclosure requirements relating to welfare and retirement funds
are a farce. The Securities and exchange Commission has been in existence for
some 40 years, If any corporation, or any individual, would have dared to file as
its annual report the disclosure forms required by the Welfare and Pension Plans
Disclosure Act of 1950, that corporation, its Board of Directors, its officers and.
anybody even remotely connected with that report would probably have been
indicted instantly. Very simply put, the report that funds have to file presently
is worthless, meaningless, inadequate, and almost not worth the paper that it is
written on. The SEC during the last 40 years, through a body of regulations
relating to disclosure, has developed reporting requirements for major and
minor corporations giving the investing public some idea of what's going on, both
from an individual point of view, as well as from a corporate point of view. Un.
less and until the disclosure provisions of these bills, which are a vast improve.
mont over the 1050 provisions, begin to resemble the disclosure provisions of
the Security and Exchange Commission, we will continue to have some of the
same insider trading, conflict of interests, mismanagement, and all the other
horrors that the Blankenahifp case conjures up.

There can be no question but that welfare and retirement funds should report
as extensively as any corporation or mutual fund. After all this Is really wage
earners' money we are dealing with. And as such it should be safeguarded, We as
union representatives are glad to enlist the government's support toward this
end.

If a corporation fails to file a proper report, the officers of that corporation
can be not only subject to civil responsibility but criminal responsibility as well.
Some of this country's major corporate officials have gone to jail for failure to
file a report. That same threat should hang over every welfare fund trustee and
manager who is dealing with the hard.earned dollars of America's working men
and women,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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John Dewey once wrote:
"No matter how ignorant any person is, there is one thing Ie knows better than

anybody else, and that is whore the shoes pinch his own lest, and that is because
it is the individual that knows his own troubles, even if he is not literate or
sophisticated in other respects, The idea of democracy as opposed to any con.
caption of aristocracy is that every individual must be consulto In such a way,
actively not passively, that he himself becomes *part of the process of authority,
of the process of social control; that his needs and wants have a cbane, to be
registered whore they count in determining social policy."

That Is the policy that we advocate in enforcement.
We believe that It is vitally important that there be a government to enforce

the provisions of the law, be it a part of the Department of Labor, Vopartneit
of justice, or a separate pension fund agency, but we believe it of even more il
portance that the man whose shoo is being pinched-whose pension lit; been
denied-have the right to go into Court. Thus, it must Ibe clear from this lbill that
the next time a Willie Uay Blankenship stands up, it will be easy for him to get
into Federal or State Court, That is why we believe IIR. 2 Soc. 100((-)8 id
8. 4 See. (102 should be changed to permit not only the Seeretary but a part, ipint
or heneficlanry to enjoin any act or practice which appears to vloilnte aly pro.
vision of this title, or to ask for tile removal of a trustee. We also do not under.
stand why there is any need for See. 106(f) (2) of 11.11, 2. There is no reason why
a trustee should not know thItif he plays fast and loose with working men's
money le can he personally liable for losses that occur, Indeed, that Is the law In
any event, and, again, these bills should not raise any questions that the stand.
yards for liability of a trustee are in any way being diminished.

(6) WIDOWS AND WOUe N wou S0NWWZA UIAax
As noted, It was the wife of a retired coal miner whose letter triggered tile

Blonkenship case. If she Is still alive when her husband dies, our !YMW Welfare
Fund now does not contain adequate provisions to care for her or her dependents.
President Miller has pledged that one of his top priorities is to make adequate
provisions for widows, However the UMW Welfare Fund is not unique, and,
providing for lump-sum widows benefits, it is indeed more generous thai most.

In addition, if the rules and regulations of welfare funds make it almost m.
possible for most working men to qualify for pensions, it is many times more
difficult for a woman. Her pattern of employment just does not fit the typical
requirements of a welfare fund. Thus, there should be special attention given
to working women, and the widows of working men.

We thank you for the opportunity to present these views.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. TnoMPSoN, OffAinAN OF Tin BoAmD, SOUTHLAND CoRP.

Mr, Ohairmnn and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is John P. Thomp.
son. I am Chairman of the Board of The Southland Corporation; I have been
Chief executive Offlcer for 12 years. Southland is better known as 7.Eleven
Stores: it also operates dairies under various names, Embassy, Velda Farms,
Wanzor's, Adohr, Spreckels, Harbisons, Oak Farms, Cabell's, and so forth. I ask
that my written statement and the attachments to it be admitted in evidence as
a part of this hearing.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee to express
Southland's position on S, 4 and the other bills in this area, These matters are
of great importance to employers, employees, and the public generally, and to
Southland and its employees in particular,

We believe that much of S. 4 is good and will accomplish the Subcommittee's
objectives, but certain aspects of the fiduciary provisions are of great concern to
us, Before discussing them, I want to describe Southland's plan.

Southland's business basically is e, T.Eleven storesiEhd dairies; these require
long hours and tough heavy work. After considering various types of employee
benefit plans, over 2 years ago The Southland Corporation adopted -a profit
sharing plan patterned closely after the highly regarded and successful Beatk,
Roebuck plan. Ruch a plan permits employees to share in the fruits of their long
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hours and hard work, which a fixed dollar pension does not. In addition, it
affords employees access to their funds during employment; it is a hedge against
Inflation; and it provides far greater financial security at retirement. Over the
years our plan has proved successful in accomplishing its Intended purposes,

Southlandi contributes 1.0% of its pretax profits to the plan; participation is
voltuitary; participants contribute 5% of their compensation but no partici-
pant may contribute more than $1,000 per year. Before a participant joins, tie
trust investment program is fully disclosed, Each year he receives a statement
of lls own account and an audited statement describing the trust's assets in de.
tail. Tswst are copies of the brochure and the 1072 report, EImployeo Vontribu.
tlons and fund earlings thereon are always fully vested; company contributions
and flud earnings thereon vest 80% after three years And 10% per year thre.
after. A pitrticilpnt may withdraw the vested portion of his account at any time,
It Ito withdraws completely, lie may rejoin after a waiting period.

Over ,0MK) Southland employees participate in profit sharing; this is over S5%
of the eligible (moiploye(,s. The prinelpal reason for ineligibility is time; employees
have not completed thte reqnl red one year's employment,

In 1072. the 8,0M) participants contributed $2,900,000 and the company con.
trilbutel $.i,105,882.70. In comparison, the company paid $8,600,000 in dividends
to its shareholders,

The plan has been fabulously successful. Many participants have retired at
05ll with a withdrawal plan designed to deplete their accounts in 10 to 20 years-
and disovered at the end of 10 years that they had more in their accounts than
when they retired. Some retired with more take-honie pay than when they
worked.

These are statements on the profit sharing accounts of eight employees for the
last five years.* You will note that the seven lower echelon employees all have
bigger balances than I. Six of the employees are approaching retirement age.
If they elect to withdraw their balances over 20 years, as most participants do,
their annual draws will compare favorably with their current salaries--five of the
six will have more income after retirement than currently.
* This has resulted from the plan's investment program. Company contributions,
employee contributions, and the trust's income have been invested primarily fit
Southland common stock, which is listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and
real estate (mostly 7-Eleven stores leased to Southland). The trust never has and
never will loan any money to Southland or any of Its officers. The Southland stock
provides an opportunity for the employees to share in the growth of the com.
pany, the real estate provides a steady source of income at a relatively high yield
and participation in the appreciation in land values--as well as good downside
protection in case of stock market declines. This chart shows the plan's invest-
nent performance in recent years.* Since December 81, 1972, the price of South-

land stock, like many other stocks, has declined sharply; but the real estate has
held up or even increased in value.

At December 81, 1912, the trust's balance sheet showed $87,890,866,22 in land
and buildings leased to Southland, $16,717,829,75 worth of Southland stock, and

-- $2,e20,806.14 in cash, and other securities, making total assets of $T,284,002.11;
there were no liabilities, The real estate consists of over 00 7.TEleven stores
scattered through 82 states ; these were purchased from and leased back to South-
land, Contemporaneous transactions with independent third persons demon-
strated the fairness of each sale-leaseback ; Southland gave profit sharing lower
prices on sales and paid higher rent than in the third party transactions. South-
and has 50 employees who do nothing except select sites for '.Eleven stores.
They recommend the cream of the crop for sale and leasebaek to profit sharing;
that is, those properties most likely to enhance in value and to pay percentage
rentals in excess of the minimum base rent.Legislation is pending in both Houses of Congress which would prohibit the
trust from buying stores from Southland or leasing stores to it. The leading bills
in the Senate and House are 5, 4 and Ht, 2, respectively.

Section 15(b) (2) of the Welfare and Pension Plans disclosure Act, as amended
D1y-SW-510 of S, 4,1 i of peat concern to us. These provisions begin on page T9,
line 8 of 5. 4. They are as follows : I , •

(2) Except as permitted hereunder, a fiduciary shall not-
(A) rent or sell property of the fund to any person known to be a party

In interest of the fund;

*This was made a part of the offiCial filex of the Subcominittee.
00-285--78-88
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(B) rent or purchase on behalf of the fund any property known to be
owned by a party in interest of the fund;

(M) loan money or other assets of the fund to any party In interest of
the fund ;

(0) furnish goods, services, or facilities of the fund to any party in
interest of the fund;

(H) permit the transfer of any assets or property of the fund to, or its
use by or for the benefit of, any party in interest of the fund;

The term "party in interest" includes an employer whose employees participate
in a profit sharing plan of which the fund is a part,

S. 4 would not merely prohibit sale.leasebacks in the future; it also would
require the trust either to terminate the leases to Southland (by mutual consent)
or divest itself of all stores presently leased to Southland. Since the stores owned
by profit sharing are among the best, the company would not be willing to term*.
nate the leases, Thus, profit sharing would have to divest itself of over 600 stores I
more than Southland sells and leases back in 8 years; and S. 4 would prohibit the
trust from selling these stores to the most logical buyer-Southland.

The hearings conducted by the Senate and House Labor Committees disclosed
abuses in the pension plan area, primarily delayed vesting and underftudingI
neither of these problems exists in profit sharing plans. There has been almost
no testimony dealing with uale-leasebacks. Instead, the testimony focused on
problems like Studebaker, where many workers failed to get the pensions they
anticipated because the plant was closed.
S. 4 would prohibit a profit sharingplan from buying real estate from the em.

ployer at a fair price and leasing it back at a fair rental, even though the real
estate would provide a stable income with less fluctuation in value than the ea.
ployer's and other stocks. Nevertheless, Sec. 15(c) (4) (A) of the WPPDA as
amended by Se. 510 of . 4, would permit a profit sharing plan to invest 10
of its assets in the employer's stock, thus putting the plan's assets even more at
the risk of the employer's business. This provision begins on page 81 at line 16.
Since profit sharing plans have always been used as incentive devices, this clearly
Is appropriate-if t is what an employer wants to do for its employees. On the
other hand employers should not be forced into this position by a combination
of Federal law and economics.

If enacted unchanged, 5. 4 would force profit sharing plans which have been
leasing property to the employers to dispose of this real estate, Southland, the
profit sharing trustees, and many of the participants are extremely concerned
about this I none of us want to tamper with success.

ff.. 2 approaches the problem in a superior way, similar to that taken in See,
080(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. See, 111(b) (2) provides, in part, that "a

fiduciary shall not-

(D) permit the transfer of any property of the fund to or its use by any
person Jmown to be a party in interes for less than adequate consideration,
or

"(E) permit the acquisition of any property from or services by any per.
son known to be a party in interest for more than adequate consideration."

See. 106(a) makes intentional violation of these provisions a criminal offense,
See. 106 (e) provides that civil actions may be brought by any participant or bene.
ficiary to recover benefits, etc., or by the Secretary of Labor to enjoi violations.
See, 106(g) gives Jurisdiction to the State and Federal courts. Sec, 104 and Se&
106 require complete disclosure of all fund transactions

Thus, these and other provisions of HR. 2 provide adequate protection to the
participants in and beneficiaries of profit sharing plans, without the absolute pro.

4ons we S. 4.
iti .4 were changed in this respect along the lines of HR. 2 and Se& M.

of the Internal Revenue Code, it would be a better bill; and we would support it
This could be done by amending the provisions beginning on page 71 line 8of S. 4
to read as follows (additions underlined):

(2) Except as permitted hereunder, a fiduciary shall not-
(A) rent or sell property of the fund to any person known to be a party in

interest of the fund for less than an adequate conelderatlon In money or
money," Wortl&;
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(B) rent or purchase on behalf of the fund any property known to be
owned by a party in interest of the fund for more than adequate oonedera-
tion in money or money's worth;

(F) loan money or other assets of the fund to any party In interest of the
fund without the receipt of adequate security and a reasonable rate of
interest;

(0) furnish goods, services, or facilities of the fund to any party in inter-
est of the fund for lees than on adequate consideration in money or money'sworth;

(H) permit the transfer of any assets or property of the fund to, or its
use by or for the benefit of, any party in interest of the fund for lees than
an adequate conuideration in mon c or mone.Ul worth.;

This memorandum discusses the legislation in greater technical detail,
We appreciate your giving us your consideration. This is a very vital matter

to our company and the 8,000 members of profit sharing, We would appreciate an
opportunity to work closely with your staff in helping to draft legislation which
would cure the abuses in this area without stoppit beneficial practices,

I would be happy to answer any questions,
Thank you. Timt SOUTHLAND CORPORATION

MEMORANDUM ON CERTAIN AsPEcTS Of TIE 1978 WELFARIC AND PENSION FUND
Laoi5LATION

Some of the bills currently pending before Congress would impose an absolute
bar against the use of profit.sharing plan funds to buy, sell, or lease property
to or from the employer, We have examined this proposal in light of the history
and function of profit.sharing plans and the Congressional purpose designed to
be accomplished by the proposal.

A. careful study of the proposal and its history establishes that, even granting
the need for extensive corrective legislation in the general area of retirement
funds, that need does not extend to a prohibition against certain transactions
between a profit-sharing plan and the employer, Rather, the contemplated pro.
bibition conflicts with the basic concept of profit-sharing plans and would thwart
rather than help accomplish the apparent Congressional purpose of providing
greater protection and benefits for the individual employee.

HISTORY

Congressional Interest in welfare and pension fund legislation Is not new,
Proposals have been introduced from time to time since 1965, when the Presi.
dent's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds released its report on the in.
equities and abuses within the private pension plan system. Extensive hearings
have been held from that time until the present on bills that were, in large
measure, the forerunners of the present legislation and which discussed many
of the same problems. Some of the provisions of the present bills were taken
verbatim from the earlier legislation. Other areas have been modified slightly to
conform to suggestions or to counter criticisms that were expressed in earlier
Congressional hearings.

The similarity among these bills is not surprising, as the same group of spon.
sors has been pushing this legislation for the last two Congresses. Dominant
figures in the House are Messrs. Carl Perkins, Chairman of the House Commit.
tee on Education and Labor, and John Dent, Chairman of the General Subcom.
mittee on Labor of the Committee of Education and Labor in the House. The
Senate leaders have been Senators Harrison Williams and Jacob Javits, the
Chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare.

The Senate Subcommittee on Labor sponsored a study on the subject of pension
plan abuses and released the preliminary results on April 5, 1971. The Senate
committee also held preliminary hearings on S. 2 (July 27 through July 80, 1971,
and in mid-October) which have served primarily to disclose specific inequities
and abuses within the pension plan field.

On March 19, 1968, the first day of hearings before the House Subcommittee
-on Labor on the then pending bills (H.R. 5741 and H.R. 6498), the Acting Chair.
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man spelled out the major objectives of the legislation. Mr. Daniels stated that
the major changes effected by the now bill:

", ..would be the addition of a tightly defined set of rule outlining fiduciary
standards and restricting certain activities on the part of plan trustees. It shall
be the primary task of our hearings to assess the need for such legislation and
to make sure that these measures, if adopted, will provide the best possible
answer to whatever problems we discover to exist.

"In addition, we anticipate some testimony relating to welfare and pension
plans such as vesting, funding portability, reinsurance . . ,"

As It developed: however the major arena of controversy In the pending legis.
lation (and this wit, true In connection with prior bills ns well) Involve provl.
sluims relating to areas other than the standard of fiduciary duty. The seemingly
endless procession of hearings and studies has concentrated on additional (114.
clostro and audits, vesting, portability, funding, and reinsurance (instrallco
against plan terminntion).

While there has been some testimony relating to the fiduciary standards re.
quired under the various bills, the analysis has been largely superficial; and
there has been little real controversy,

The current emphasis on fiduciary responsibility Is of recent origin and
appears to stem from the extensive hearings and other evidence relating to
other matters. Nonetheless, the subject is clearly or current interest and Is apt
to continue to be so.

A clear understanding of the proposals requires first an analysis of the differ.
once between pension plan sand profit.sharing plans,

DIFFVIMNCE5 BWErWEN PROFIT.SBARINO PLANS AND PENSION PLANS

The concept of a private pension plan is like that of social security' everyone
contributes, but only those who live to retirement age and satisfy the vesting
requirements of the plan actually collect, In large measure, the pensions of
those who "survive" are subsidized by those who do not, indeed the plan is
computed on an actuarial basis to reflect these contingencLes. It follows there.
fore that the fewer the people whose Interests "vest," the higher the penslon
payments for those people. This is another way of expressing the conflict between
early vesting and high payments upon retirement.

A profit.sharing plan operates under totally different assumptions; the basic.
concept calls for every member employee to share in the profits of the corpora.
tion. Obviously, therefore the fortunes of the profit.sharing plans are tied directly
to those of the corporation. And historically, Just as the plan was funded out
of corporate profits, accumulated funds of profit.sharing plans were reinvested in
the corporation.

Put another way, although the purpose of a profit.sharing plan may well be
in part to provide income to its participants when they reach retirement, its
method is to offer employees an opportunity to share in the ownership and. profits,
of the corporation.

These basic differences, although only briefly stated, furnish the background
required for an accurate evaluation of the key features of the various pending
bills.

1. Veating.-As noted, in a pension plan vesting is a significant issue; and the
larger the number who become vested, the smaller each retiree's share of the.
pension plan assets. This conflict ha4,led to widespread abuses in vesting provi.
sons. Often, a longtime employee wil be denied benefits because of some strict
vesting requirement which be has not met. The recent hearings before the Senate
Subcommittee on Labor were geared to disclosing these failures in employ",
expectations.

Yet, the restrictive vesting provisions which lay the foundation for this abuse
are inevitable, They are required first to bold down the actuarial cost of proved.
ing sufficient funds to meet the pension plan's obligation to pay adequate pen.
sione to the survivors, At the same time, since this fundamental fact of life
regarding pension plane is considered in making the actuarial computations In
the first instance, these same restrictive vesting provisions are required to as-
sure the accuracy and the soundness of those computations,

The very nature of a profit.sharing plan, on the other hand, has the effect of
eliminating any inducement to defer vesting In such a plan. Indeed, quite, the
,ontrary is true. Since the original funds for a profit.sharing plan come only-
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from corporate profits, once a contribution out of those profits has been made to.
the plan, that amount really belongs to those persons who are members of the
plan at the time of the contribution. Thus, these interests might well be con*
sidored vested at the outset. Since that way be somewhat of an oversimplicflctioi,
suffice it to say for purposes of this analysis that all the emphasis in the case of a
proit-ishnring plain is toward early vesting aid not loniigdeferred vestiog as In the

_- case of a pension plan.
This fundamental difference is evident in still another way, Under a pension

plan, it0 profits and forfeitures ar', in offeet, to be tsed to reduce the employer's,
,contributions (see, e.g., goo. 401 (a) ) of the Intrnal Hevenue Code), so that,
the plan Itself is not greatly affected by such matters. In a profit-sharing plan,
however, those same profits and forfeitures are not required to reduce the eni.
ploy'er's contribution; they really represent additions to the fund available for
-eventual distribution to the plan partlcllants, Consequently, In a deferred lrOft'
shgaring plan, the Intent unti expeettion of both-management and workers are
to increase )roflts through Investielit of the plan funds usually, at' least his-'
toricully, back into the corporation, Because of this difterence In approach, vest.1
lg is not generally a significant problem in proflt-shariny plans, Every employee'
who has worked for a reasonable period Is expected to collect upon death or
termination his share of the profit.sharing fund.

It Is not surprising therefore that there hnt been no showlntg in tile heatlngs
to date. of significant abuses of vesting provisions among profit.sharing plans,

2. )"und/ni.-Thero have been allegations and a great deal of tostiniony to the'
'effect that sonic funds are Inadequate to meet accrued (vested) pension benefits.
In the event the lan terminates, or the employer becomes hanknpt or insolvent
many employees-a have to forfeit their anticipated pension benefits. A case In
,point is the closing of the Studebaker facilities in 1062, Studebaket's pension
fund was insufficient to meet its obligations. Thousands of workers either re.
ceived no benefits whatsoever, or only drastically reduced pension payments,

In a profit.sharing plan, the participants have no right to any specified pay.
,ments upon retirement; they are entitled instead to their siare of the accumu.
lated Ienfits in the fund. Almost by definition, therefore, a profit.sharing plan
can be said to be fully funded at all times, Since the disclosure provisions in the
pending bills require specific detailing of these fund assets, the employee under a
profitsh a ring plan has the advantage of being able to ascertain the plan assets
and to base his expectations accordingly. There is, therefore, not the same need
for Congressional concern about funding and reinsurance inI connection with the
profit-sharing scletme. This is fully demonstrated by Senator Javits' statement in
the April 27-80, 1970, hearings before the Joint Economic Committee in intro.
duciug his proposed 1070 legislation (see also Congressional Record, May 14,
10)701 :

"Profit.sharing plans, which I have long sought to encourage as a valuable In.
,ducement to labor-management cooperation in the interest of stability and higher
productivity, present many significant differences from pension plan, even when
t rofit-sharing Involves payment of benefits on retirement. This was clearly
brought out in recent hearings on private pension plans held by the $oint Eco.
nomic Committee, These differences in operation necessitate differences in treat.
,ment, although in both cases the goal should be to Insure fulfllment of the legiti.

..mate expectations of the particIo ."The bill I am Introducing today seeks to reflect these important difference, It
fines proflt-sharing retirement plans separately from ordinary pension plans,
and reflects the fact, for example, that true profit-sharing retirement plans are
aPtomaecalpy fully funded because benefits are entirely dependent upon the em.pi0yer's profits."

The implication of the full funding feature inherent in proflt.sharng plans oal,
be even more dramatically demonstrated. Normally when a pension trust is ore.
ated, the trust obligates itself for pension benefits for all partial pants, including
older workers who are near retirement age. Assuming they meet all other riquim.
ments, many of these older employees become vested within a very short time
after-the creation of the trust. As a result, the pension plan begins life with a sub.
etantil! obligation which can not realistically be adequately funded fot many
years. During this riod, the fund Is exposed to the possibility of bet" unable
to meet its oblit ons due to poor plan performance or an unexpetedly high
demand for penson benefits. This obviously is aggravated in those Instance
whor the business goes bankrupt and Its pension plan suffers the same fate,
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The inevitable result, of course, is severe frustration of the expectations of plan
participants. Congress has therefore been impelled toward a stricter regulatory
scheme to protect against the abuses and risks Inherent in such an overextension
of obUgations.

A profit-sharing plan, however, does not share these problems. Under the typi-
cat profit-sharing plan, the participant is entitled only to his share of Me
profit-sharing fund. In the initial years the fund in all probability will be small,
and the employee will have only a small interest. As the fund grows, the value
of the employee's share grows with it. At no time does the fund incur liabilities
or obligatlon* beyond its actual resources, Accordingly, the impetus for regula-
tory legislation is substantially less compelling in the area of profit.sharingplans,

8. Portab lU~V.-Since profit-sharing benefits are by their very nature, tied
to a company's profits, they are not transferable to other companies.

Furthermore, assuming the vesting provisions of the presently pending legisla-
tion were enacted, there would be no need for portability provisions in the case
of proft-sharing plans. If an interest is vested, and the plan is funded (as all
deferred, profit.sharing plans of course are), then the employee has a vested right
upon termination of employment to receive his share of the fund; and the fund
is in existence, Corporate reorganization or move to new employment do not ef-
feet the participant in a profit-sharing plan; he sets his share directly from
the old plan. It is only the pension plan which creates the problem of porta-
bility.

4. fidtofarV Dut,.-It is in this area that the basic tenet of profit-sharing plans
becomes most important and that the current legislative proposals could cause the
most harm to the real Congressional purpose, Although of course certain fiduciary
standards are desirable, the proposals of Section 14(b) (2) of 8. 4 represent a
serious--and unnecessary-overkill which will inevitably damage legitimate and
properly administered profit-sharing plans. H,R. 2 takes a better approach, but
it needs some clarifying amendments.

It appears all too clear that the fundamental tie between a profit-sharing
plan and the profits of the corporate employer has not been considered in 8. 4.
Bluntly put, it serves no legitimate purpose-and indeed makes no economic
sense.-arbitrarily and flatly to require that this relationship be almost com-
pletely severed. Indeed the preservation of the one area (purchase of the em.
ployer's stock) where the relationship is allowed to continue adds still greater
support for the contention that the proposals of the bill goes much too far.

in effect, the report of the President's Committee in 1965 reached a similar
conclusion :

"Whatever the type of investments made by retirement funds, such Investments
should be made honestly, conscientiously, and prudently . . . On the basis of
present evidence, the Committee does not propose the substitution of a new
set of statutory standards for the recognized standards of fiducial responsibility,
although there appears to be a need for strengthening statutory provisions fir
assuring compliance with these standards." (IV of the Introduction)
., The Role of State Law,-Oranted the need for fiduciary standards, the re.

quired controls have been Imposed and enforced by the various states, and indeed
a large body of state law is now in existence, It expounds the' state trust fund
doctrine which is in effect a variation of the prudent man rule. Experience has
disclosed two basic problems with state trust fund doctrine:

a. The trust may exist only as an agreement between the employer and an
investment company or a bank or similar institution. It is not entirely clear'
therefore that an employee will be looked upon by the state c6urts as a beneficiary
of that trust,

b, Often the stronger provisions of a state's trust law can be avoided by in.
corporating exculpatory clauses into the trust agreement,

Additional standards are imposed by the Internal Revenue Code as a price of
continued availability of the tax benefits allowed to certain types of plans,.
(Generally speaking, these sanctions amount to still another prudent man test
that will be discuRsed later in this memorandum.) But there are limitations on
the ability of the Internal Rovenue Rervice to enforce these sanctions in a mean.
Intful way. In the first instance, the only Panction under the Code is for the
Internal Revenue Service to deny continued tax-exempt status to the plan. This
may be as harmful to the employees as it is to the Company. Secondly, the
Service has no authority to prosecute for recovery of misappropriated trust-fund
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assets. Thirdly, sanctions are not available against the fiduciaries who engage
in prohibited transactions unless they fail to report income derived from those
transactions, Thus, the present provisions under the Internal Revenue Code,
while laudable in concept, are inadequate to assure fiduciary responsibility,

Against this background it is apparent some areas of potential abuse continue
to exist, How best to fill the gap?

It would surely be counterproductive for new legislation to eliminate the large
body of already existing state law which regulates pension and profit.sharing
funds, This point was forcefully brought home by the testimony of Robert D,
Hasse, Commissioner of Insurance of the State of Wisconsin, in his statement to
the House General Subcommittee on Labor, printed at page 885 et seq. of the
hearings on MR. 5741 in 1908. Mr. Hasse's statement emphasized the fact that
local government is better adapted to regulate these plans,

. The N ew Propoal.-The additional safeguards admittedly needed are in
our judgment provided by those provisions of 8, 4 and HR 2 which:

a. Require every covered agreement to be in the form of a trust agreement.
b. Establish a federal prudent man test of fiduciary duty.
c, Prohibit exculpatory clauses which would relieve the trustee of any duty,

obligation, or responsibility under the proposed statute,
d, Provide adequate disclosure of all dealings of the trust and adequate op.

portunity for the discovery of any fiduciary breach of trust.
e. Provide suitable enforcement and recovery provisions in the event a breach

of trust occurs, including personal liability on the part of the breaching trustee.
With these protections, it is submitted, state law is completely adequate to

protect employee interests, Even if under a particular state law a participant's
rights were not adequately protected, he would now have access to the Federal
courts and the benefit of the "prudent man" test laid qut in the legislation,

In these circumstances, it would appear that little m1re is required to elimi.
nate the possibility of abuse and increase the protection desired for the individual
employee.

What then Is the function of the substantive additional provisions of S. 4
which prohibit certain transactions?

See, 15(b) (2) of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act ("WPPDA"),
as amended by See. 510 of S. 4, would prohibit certain transactions between a
profit.sharing plan and "a party in interest." The latter is defined in WPPDA
Sec. 8(18), as amended by Sec. 502(f) of S. 4, as follows:

"The term 'party in interest' means as to an employee benefit plan or fund, any
administrator, officer, fiduciary, trustee, custodian, counsel, or employee of any
employee benefit plan, or a person providing benefit plan services to any such
plan, or an employer any of whose employees are covered by such a plan or any
person controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, such employer
or officer or employee or agent of such employer or such person, or an employee
organization having members covered by such plan, or an officer or employee or
agent of such an employee organization, or a relative, partner, or joint venturer
of any of the above-described persons."

With this all-encompassing definition of "the other party," the profit-sha ring
plan shalll not" among other things (1) "rent or sell property of the fund" to
a party in interest ([,ec. 15(b) (2) (A)], (2) "rent or purchase on behalf of the
fund any property known to be property of" a party in interest [Sec. 15(b) (2)
(3)], ) "loan money or other assets of the fund" to a party in interest [Sec.
is(h) () (1)], (4) "furnish goods, services, or facilities of the fund" to a party
in interest [Sec. 15(b) (2) (0)], or (5) "permit the transfer of any assets or
property of the fund to, or its use by or for the benefit" of a party in interest
[See. 15(b) (2) (HI)],

To repeat what is both the obvious and the essential crux of the matter, these
are fiat and absolute provisions, ill with the inevitable purpose and effect of
isolating the profit.sharing plan from the employer-the exact opposite of the
original concept of profit.sharing plans.

Careful study of F, 4 and the legislative history of its various predecessors
and legislative activity in related areas discloses no warrant for this type of
provision, Although there has been considerable testimony regarding self.
dealing and its abuses, these have been thoroughly covered in other appropriate
contexts. Thut, in the Tax Reform Act of 1909, after extensive study and
hearings, Congress adopted a set of stringent rules for what the Internal
Revenue Code defines ns "private foundations," Altbough n detailed analysis of
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that subject is beyond the scope of this memorandum, it is relevant to noto
that even for that type of organization-the bapic nature of which is, as Indi-
cated by Its name, wholly foreign to that of a profit-sharing plan-there are few
flat prohibitions, Rather, there are exceptions which in large measure con.
tiltute the prudent man test of the current proposals.

Although See. 4041(d) (1) (C) prohibits "furnishing of goods, services, or
facilities" between a private foundation and a "disqualified person" (synonymous
for purposes of this memorandum with "a party in interest"), the same section
xeludes those situations where such furnishing by tile private foundation "Is
mde on a basis no more favorable than that on which such goods, services, or
facilities are maode Orhilablo to the general public." Although "lending of money"
Is a prohibited transaction, the disqualified person may do so at no interest if
the funds are used for tie foundation's exempt purposes.

Admittedly, there are certain flat prohibitions: but, to repeat, these are with
rcuird to troinsactions between a private foundation (an organianlon having no-
tpublic or general origin or support or historical obligation to any one but the
private founder) on the one hand and that founder and certain other lwrsons
who in effect boar certain relationships to that founder. l,'urthermore, the sweep.
Jim legislation stemmed from what Congress considered to be extensive evidence
of wilesprea41 abuse in precisely such situations,

Perhaps mnyt slgniflcnnt of all is the fact that in the same piece of legislation
the Tax Reform Act of 1060, Congress looked at non-private foundation-
public organizations similar, at least in generic terms, to protit-sharing plans-
and decided to impose certain limitations and restrictions, but carefully re-
frained from making any such sweeping changes.

Presumably, it may be argued that experience warrants equating pension
)lansto private foundations, at least for purposes of determining the nature and

extent of rules and regulations regarding investments and other areas of fiducl.
nry responsibility. But, even if that be true, the same does not extend to profit.
sharing plans.

Tile earlier discussion establishes the fundamental differences between the
two types of I)lnns; those differences are substantive and coneptual, They
clearly warrant different treatment in that very area which reflects, the one
most significant difference-the relationship with tile corporate employer.

The Internal Revenue Code makes significant distinctions between pensions
and profit-sharing plans, It permits a qualified profit-sharing plan-but not a
pension plan-to allow an employee to elect, under appropriate circumstances, to
participate in the trust forming a part of such plan, or accept his share In cash.
Also, a profit-sharing plan-but not a pension plan-may, under appropriate eir-
cumstances, permit participants, prior to any severance of employment or ter-
mination of the plan, to withdraw all or part of the funds accumulated on their
behalf which consist of employer contributions or increments in the fund. The
Internal Revenue Code also allows a profit-sharing plan to permit the bene-
ficiaries to make the investment decisions on their vested interest In the profit-
sharing fund, Under Rov, Rul. 6-178, Part 6(r), 1965-2 Cum, Bull, 125, a
beneficiary can elect to handle his own investment decisions for his share of the
profit-sharing fund,

All of this seems clearly to reflect Congressional understanding of tile fune-
tions of a profit-sharing plan to hedge against inflation, provide investment
profits, and give the employee a share of the business profits, Yet S. 4 would
eliminate many of these alternatives for all types of plan& thereby ignoring the
numerous and fundamental differences between a pension plan or a profit.
sharing plan, differences recognized under state law and under the Internal
Revenue Code, differences in origin, fact, purpose, and concept.

At the ane time, however, S, 4 would recognize these differences by drawing
one distinction between the two types of plan. It is a distinction which is ex.
plainable only in terms of the fundamental tie that exists only between a profit-
sharing plan and the employer and not between a pension plan and the employer.

WPPDA See, 15(c) (4) (A), as amended by See. 510 of S. 4, deals with the
use of plan funds to purchase "any security which has been issued by" the
employer. The proposal would allow pension funds to invest no more than 10 per-
cent of the fair market value of the assets of the fund in any such security,
However, that limitation would not apply to profit-sharing, stock bonus, thrift
and savings, or other similar plans. A proAt-sharing plan could invest 100 percent
of its assets in the employer's stock, so long as the fiduciary standards of the
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bill were met. Obviously the draftsmen, recognizing the distinction between profit-
sharing and pension funds, determined to give effect to the historical concept
of the profit-sharing plan while at the same time protecting the participants in
that plan,

The same recognition and determination must extend to other types of dealing
between a profit-sharing plan and-the employer. If not, 0, 4 would produce in.
congruous results, The effect of See. 15(c) (4) (A) is to allow a profit-sharing
fund to invest all of its assets in the stock of the parent company with no control
or even a voice-other than that of a minority stockholder-in the policy or
operations or any aspect of the employer's business. No matter how speculative
that Investment may be, no matter how limited or erratic the market for selling
the stock, there is no limit on the investment.

Yet, Sec, 15(b) (2) prohibits the plan from investing any amount in a business
transaction with the employer--regardless of the fairness and reasonableness of
the transaction, regardless of the fact that the profit-sharing plan may have
adequate security and other protection.

The anomaly is easily dramatized by pointing out that the effect of the bill
would be to bar a profit.sharing plan from buying a building and selling or leasing
it to the employer at fair and reasonable prices with the property itself as
security but the bill would allow that same profit.sharing plan to provide the
identical sum of money to the employer by buying its stbck. The employer could
use that money to purchase the identical piece of property,.

The point is worth repeating, The bill would say that a sale of propertylo the
employer at fair market value Is prohibited; that a lease in which the f!tqd is
secured by its outright ownership of the land is prohibited; that a loan, at the
prevailing interest rate and adequately secured, is prohibited. Yet, a fund could
purchase the employer's stock and thereby fund these same transactions, but with
no real security passing to the fund. It violates the very reason for the bill to
allow stock Investments but to disallow normal, businesslike, properly secured
transactions which involve no substantial risk to the plan,

The fiduciary safeguards provision (Section 404 of Title IV) of Senator Javits'
Pension and Employee Benefit Act of 1987 (S. 2688, Congressional Record, Febru.
ary 28, 1007) states:

"No person who is an officer or employee of an employer or organization of
employers or a labor organization, which is a party to any employees benefit
fund, shall receive or accept, directly or indirectly, whether through a corpora-
tion or other entity owned or controlled in any substantial degree by such person
or otherwise,-any payment, loan, pledge, hypothecation, assignment, or other
transfer out of the assets of such fund (other than benefits to which such person
is entitled as an employee),... Nothing herein contained shall prohibit the pur-
chase by a profit-sharing retirement plan or other profit-sharing plan, in the
ordinary course of business, of the securities or indebtedness of any corporation
or other business entity employing directly or through a subsidiary or parent
entity a substantial number of the beneficiaries of such fund."

This section would prevent any personal self.dealings between the fund and its
fiduciaries. It recognizes, however, the fundamental distinctions between the
pension and profit-sharing systems and allows loans and stock purchases between
the profit-sharing fund and the employer.

It does not appear that it would violate the traditional concepts of fiduciary
responsibility to allow profit-sharing plans to engage in arms' length transactions
with the employer corporation whose profits are the very lifi blood of the plan.
As long as the terms are reasonable and fair consideration is received, the basic
purpose of profit-shnaring plans recui's Congress to encourage-not prohibit--
such transactions To the concern that it might be dimcult to police the bona fidem
of transactions between "related parties," the answer is already contained in
current law and in other portions of S. 4-the requirement for extensive dis.
closure, the imposition of the prudent man test, the elimination of the availability
of exculpatory clauses for trustees, and the proposals for stringent penalties at
all levels.

It was presumably for similar reasons that the President's Committee's 1905
report considered the question of fiduciary standards and specifically rejected
the concept of stringent federal regulations.

.- "The Committee recognizes the need for additional measures for the protection
of the interests of the employees but doubts whether a major problem is the
lack of 'appropriate standards of prudence.' The chief problem, rather, is one of
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enforcing qxIsting standards of fiduciary obligations as trustees-in behalf of the
interests ofemployees and their beneficiaries, The general standards of conduct
for any trustee have been long established by law and custom, These include the
degree of prudence that must be exercised in investing the funds of others," (at
page 78)

In these circumstances, it would appear that Congress should be willing to add
appropriate standards of bona ides and arm-length dealing to what the bills now
propose as absolute prohibitions.
H.R 2 approaches the problem in a superior way, similar to that taken In

See. 508(b) of the Internal Revenue Code, See, 111(b) (2) provides, in part, that
"i fldoielary shall not-

"(D) pIermlt the transfer of any property of the fund to or Its use by any
person known to be a party in interest for less than adequate consideration,or "(o) iermit the acquisition of any property from or services by aly 1irson
known to be a party in interest for more than adequate consideration."

Hee. 100(a) makes Intentional violation of these provisions a criminal offense.
1c. 106(e) provides tMt civil actions may be brought by any participant or bone.

ficiary to recover benefits, etc., or by the Secretary of Labor to enjoin violations,
Sev. 100(g) gives jurisdiction to the State and Federal courts, Sec. 104 and See.
105 require complete disclosure of all fund transactions,

Thus, those and other provisions of HR. 2 provide adequate protection to the
participants in and beneficiaries of profit sharing plans, without the absolute
prohibitions In S, 4.

If S, 4 were changed in this respect along the lines of HR 2 and See. 608(b)
of the Internal Revenue Code, it would be a better bill; and we would support it,
This could be done by amending the provisions beginning on page 79, line 8 of
S, 4 to road ns follows (additions In Italic) :

(2) I'xcept as permitted hereunder a fiduciary shall not--
(A) rent or sell property of the fund to any person known to be a party

in interest of the fund for less than an adequate consideration in money or
money's worth;
(B) rent or purchase on behalf of the fund any property known to be

owned by a party in interest of the fund for more than adequate consildera-
tion in money or money's worth;

(F) loan money or other assets of the fund to any party in interest of the
fund without the receipt of adequate security and a reasonable rate of
interest;

(0) furnish goods services, or facilities of the fund to any party in in.
terest of the fund for less than an adequate consideration in money or
money's worth ;

(H) permit the transfer of any assets or property of the fund to, or Its use
by or for the benefit of, any party in interest of the fund for less than an
adequate consideration in money or money's worth;

OONOLUSION

Congressional interest in various types of retirement and profit.sharing plans
has provided a steady stream of legislative proposals, These purport to cover all
phases of the operations of such funds, vesting, funding, investment policy, etc.

The current proposals has followed the pattern of past suggestions, but with in.
creased emphasis on fiduciary standards, Commendable though this il, S. 4
appears to go too far in terms of the nature and extent of the proposed "prohi-
bited transactions" and In the failure to maintain, the distinction between dif-
ferent types of plans, The basic tenet of profit.sharing plans, as opposed to pen.
sion plans, is the tie, which exists only in the former, between the profits of the
employer and their contribution to the profit.sharing plan.

Because there appears to have been no evidence of any abuse in this area, the
failure to provide separate treatment for profit-sharing plans reflects what is
likely an unintended lack of appreciation of the differences between the various
types of plans. In any event, accomplishment of the Congressional desire to pro-
tect employees does not require, and Indeed will be thwarted by, absolute prohl.
bition of certain types of transactions by profit-sharing plans Just because the
other party to the transaction is the employer. On the contrary, the Con*
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gressional purpose requires encouragement of that relationship just so long
as approiate information is required to be disclosed to the enforcement au-
thorities; just so long as the prudent man test is made specifically applicable to
these transaction, and just so long as the penalties are sufficiently strict and are
energetically enforced. If S, 4 were amended along the lines of H,, 2 and See,
508(b) of the Internal Revenue Code as discussed above, it would mneet this need,

OROO SOCIETY OF CEITIPIED PUIILIO ACCOUNTANTS,
Portlanid, Oreg., May 7, 11178.

Hon, RoaSET W. PAoxwooo,
New Senate Offic Buildig,Washinpton, DA,

DtAn Si: On behalf of the Board of directorss and Members of the Oregon
Society of Certified Public Accountants, I am writing to urge you to actively
support the increase in the limitation on deductible contributions by self.ea
played persons to retirement plans, as proposed in Section 4 of Senate Bill 1681.

We believe the proposed legislation should be enacted for the following
reasons:

1, Congress should eliminate the distinction between retirement benefits
allowed to self.employed persons and to corporate employees,

2. There should be no distinction of benefits allowed between employees of
self.employed persons and employees of corporate organizations,

8. The increased limits proposed are certainly necessary considering the
inflation which has occurred since 1002 when the present Keogh provisions
were first enacted.

4, The increased ability of self.employed people and their employees to pro.
vide for their own retirement will lessen their dependence on increased gay.
ernment funding of old age programs. I

We will particular appreciate your efforts to make these views known to the
:Senate Finance Committee in its deliberations on Senate Bill 1681.

Yours very truly, Razas F. IslE.r,

STATEMENT OF UNIROYAL,, INc. SustmIrrzo N. I1. FrTolt,
AssIsTANT TrEAgSURER

Mush attention has been given by the Congress to the subject of pension
legislation. Initially, there was widepread doubt about the wisdom of adopting
wnieiy of the particular proposals. We have now reached a point, however, where
there Is broad agreement In industry and throughout the country that it is desir.
able to adopt certain of the )roposaIls for private pension plans.

In respect to tihe particular interests of UNIROYAL, Inc,, we do not have
major objection to legislation in the areas of vesting, funding, disclosure or
fiduciary standards. We do, however, strongly object to the proposed legislation
contained In 8-4 regarding:

(1) plan termination insurance, and
(2) portability.

PLAN UTEMINATION ISMURANoC

Several of the various bills now before the Congress, which relate to the regular.
tion of private pension plans, provide for "plan termination, insurance" or "rein.
surance". The purpose is to establish a new Government fund from which bone.
fits would be paid to employees who lose their vested pensions under private
plans which have been terminated, often because the employer goes out of busi.
ness, In these cases there may be insufficient assets in the trust fund to ds.
charge all liabilities for vested pension benefits, particularly if the plan has been
recently adopted or substantially Improved.

The fund would be established and maintained by a premium charged to
employers of 2/10 of 1% of unfunded vested lilabilltles,

Tilt PROInTSM

There cqn be no doubt that n problem exists. While the dimensions of the prob.
lem v'Ttiknown until recently, the "Atudy of Pension Plain ''erninations, 10i72"
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published by the Department of the Treasury and the Department of Labor
an an Interim Report furnishes some hard evidence. It shows that of the more
than 80 million employees covered by private pension plans, only 8,100 persons
lost vested benefits with a present value of approximately $10,000,000, On an
annual basis this Is less than $20,000,000 per year. Thus, in the aggregate, plan
terminations are not a major problem; to the affected individual, however, it is
a personal disaster.

ODJEOTIONS TO PROPOSED PLAN TERMINATION INSUKANOS

While the problem may be real, the proposed solution is one aspect of the pro.posed legislation which rightly lifs arouIed considerable opposition. There are'
several valid objections to the way the cost will be distributed,

1. It Is inequitable. The burden will fall on those companies which have
recently adopted or made substantial improvements In their plans, regard.
less of their ability to meet their obligations.

2. Tie dettirninaatlon Is based on it nulmbher of estinated figures whosoatcuracy cannot lie determined: e.g. will it private plan fund earn 0%, 5%
or 10% over the next 00 yours? This is all important to calculating the un-
funded vested liability figure.

8, The cost method bears no relation to the risk Involved, as normally the
case with insurance premiums, Even the soundest companies may pay
heavlly because they recently Improved benefits,

., Most itliortantly, the preminum will positively discourage the adoption
of new plans or inlrovement of existing plans. The 80.000,000 persons not
now covered will have much less prospect of ever obtaining coverage.

If, In spite of all disadvantages, an Insurance program is Imposed, a preferable
way of determining the premium Is to base the amount as a percentage of annual
pension cost. This method is more direct and in proportion to the benefit scaleasumed, At least, It will be based on assumptions which are the best estlimtae
for the current year only.

PROPosE9) SOCIAL EtC'tlITv OUARANTY IN LIEU OF PLAN TBMINATION
INSunANCE

There Is a way to meet the problem of the few who might lose benefits from
plan terminations without any of the objections set forth above, This is simplyto furnish n guaranty for certain vested pension benefits under the Social Security
system and as an integral part thereof.

An analogy cnn bi, drawn with certain financing plans followed by agencies of
the Oovernment in which they assist by loaning a portion of the funds required
and offering guarantles for another major portion (The lxport.mport Bank and
Overseas Private Investment Corporations tire examples of agencies following
this practice).

h'le safeguards which limit payments to no more thnn $500 monthly, to
benefits front plans i existence 8 years or wuore, nnd others proposed are es.
sential. It Is also St1ggestod that the following be added:

1. The guaranteed benefit, when Added to All other Social Security bene
fits, cannot exceed 80% of final pay over the prior 5 years.

2. The gnAranted benefit cannot xeed 1,.5% of average pay in 5 years
for e h year of service, which pay must be reasonable.

No d.lit theit, are other sit fegtnittd's wbhhh shotlid be included,
There ire numerots advantages to this proposal:

I. I'rivate pension plans would be encouraged, not discouraged; the versa.
tility and flexibility of prIvate plans are essential in order to meet the
whlo geogrnphile, Industry amid compensation differences which exist through.
out the nation,

2. No Inequity falls on anyone since even thome employers and employees
not now covered hve re(,ve'd lt valuleth right, to a guaranty which will
offer ai lllu'eiment to adopt modest Ieunsilon plans as a supplement to the
Soilnl Security benefits,

The existence of the guaranty will encourage employees, particularly to
seek private pension coverage as part of their compensation,

3. The $20,000,000 cost is insignificant in relation to the more than
$00,000,000,000 raised in Social Security taxes.

4. By reinforcing the private pension arm of the retirement income sys.
tem, there is less need for higher direct Social Semurlty benefits and taxes.

3EST COPY AVAILABLE
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PORTABILITY

While we strongly urge the committee to reject the proposals relating to Plan
Termination Insurance (or if some coverage is considered essential, to adopt a
Social Security guaranty as described above) we consider the Portability pro-
posal highly detrimental to the security of most active employees, retired em-
ployees covered under private pension plans.

First, it is unnecessary if the other proposals are adopted. More importantly,
it offers a positive inducement for many active employees to leave their present
employer and seek employment elsewhere, taking the value of their vested bene.
fits with them.

Nearly all newly established plans plus older plans which have recently made
substantial improvements in benefits will, for a time, have substantial unfunded
vested liabilities. These liabilities will be amortized over a reasonable period of
time--a maximum of 40 years under Opinion #8.

However, if a number of active employees start a "run" on the assets of a
trust fund, the security of the remaining, probably older, employees will in.
evitably suffer. Particularly, the retired group, who can take no protective action
by leaving themselves, will find their position endangered. This is the group
usually furnished the greatest security,

Without beivg unduly alarmist, it is conceivable that an accelerating number
of terminations could develop which would destroy an operating organization
and the pension benefits of a large proportion of its most loyal active employees
and particularly, its retired employees. We must strongly urge that the Porta-
bility provisions be discarded.

STAThMRNT OF R. W. LAxsoN, HOa1YWF.LL Is0.

Most of the more than 50,000 employees of Honeywell in the United States
are members of company pension plans. The balance are covered by multi-
employer trade union plans. Annual cost to Honeywell Is presently about $20
million. Accumulated funds in the hands of plan trustees to finance future pen.
sion payments now exceed $175 million.

Honeywell favors the adoption of reasonable federal minimum standards for
several aspects of pension plan operation. We believe the rapidly expanding
private pension system is too important to permit its accomplishments to be
marred by marginal provisions and practices by a few, but within reason em-
ployers must retain a fair degree of flexibility to meet individual needs. Also
being a multi-state manufacturer, we are cognizant of the need for one set of
standards nation-wide rather than defaulting to a group of conflicting regula-
tions by individual states. Our comments on specific aspects are as follows:

VOTING

The underlying purpose in the origination of company pension plans was to
encourage better employees to remain with a company through their working
lives and to provide, in conjunction with social security and personal savings,
an adequate income at normal retirement date. A vesting provision Is included
to protect older long service employees who may leave the employ of the company
for a variety of reasons prior to retirement date. Pension plans and their vesting
provisions were not intended to provide benefits for younger people who may
work for several different companies a few months or a few years on their way
to finding their longer term occupation.

We believe a vesting provision which takes into account both age and period
of service serves the purposes better than one based on period of service alone.
Therefore we prefer a standard along the lines of the "Rule of 50" (50% vest-
ing when age plus years of service equals 50 with additional* 10% vesting each
subsequent year of service until 100% is reached), as proposed in 8. 1681,

- As mater of information, the adoption of this proven in Honeywell plan.
will add well over $1 million to annual pension costs The vesting provision In
8. 4 (80% after 8 years' service increasing 10% per year to 100% after 15

- years), which we believe will increase costs approximately to the same extent
as the "Rule of 50", would be somewhat less desfrable in our opinion. No pro-
vision more liberal than these two should be considered.

The above comments refer primarily to non-co-ibutory plans. An Identical
vesting provision in a contributory plan would b~poportionately less costly to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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an employer since a terminating employee must ordinarily leave his own con-
tributions in the plan in order to retain vested benefits-and many terminating
employees elect not to do so.

FUNDING

The provision in S. 4 requiring all unfunded liabilities to be amortized over a
thirty year period represents a stringent "minimum" requirement and should
be recognized as such. Honeywell is now funding its plans on a 80-year basis
and therefore concurs with this requirement, However, in addition 5, 4 calls for
correcting any experience deficiencies which may develop within a five year
period. We believe flexibility should be retained by the company to fund such
deficiencies (or surpluses) on any reasonable basis consistent with the thirty
year over-all requirement.

There are other proposals (S. 1681 and H.R. 2) which tie funding requirements
to percentages of vested benefits. These could result in wide variations in fund.
Ing required from one year to the next and would be less well understood and
probably less conservative than gearing contributions to total unfunded liabilities.,

PORTABILITY AND TERMINATION PNURANOE

We believe strongly that if adequate vesting and funding provisions are in ef-
fect the vast majority of problems and inequities which have been illustrated in
various hearings will be eliminated, and that portability and insurance provi-
sions, if enacted, would ultimately retard growth and weaken the private pension
system.
As to portability, the transfer of a vested benefit applicable to a terminating

employee, first to a government fund and then perhaps to the fund of a new
employer (each with different investment practices and earnings assumptions)
would be an unnecessary and costly process that would lead to much confusion
and misunderstanding. There is no problem from a Honeywell standpoint in
maintaining records on employees terminating with vested benefits and beginning
monthly payments when the individual reaches age 65. S. 4 provides for porth-
bility on a voluntary basis only, but even so we believe the section should be
eliminated entirely,

Termination insurance seems to be a process whereby the stronger companies
would underwrite a portion of the pension costs of weaker ones, This could slow
down or limit improvements in plans where added costs can be economically ab-
sorbed, and conversely cami encourage unsound improvements by marginal com-
panies because of the insurance feature.

Honeywell, just a year ago, amended a plan covering 40% of its U.S. employees,.
increasing benefits from $5.00 per month for each year of service to $8.50. This
increase applied to all prior service so that Honeywell's unfunded liability imme-
diately Jumped by almost $40 million, which we will pay for over a 80 year
period. If at the same time we had had in effect the proposed vesting minimums,
our fund assets at that time would have been slightly less than 65% of vested
liability and under the terms of S. 4 we would have been subject to a .4% annual
insurance payment, amounting to about $125,000. The provision in S. 4, in differ-
entlating between the .2% and .4% rate, specifieal)y discriminates against an
existing plan which improves its benefits. A new plan qualifies for the .,2% rate
if annual contributions equal 4% of vested liability; an existing plan cannot.

In the context of an Insurance premium such a payment makes little sense to.
us and it would certainly affect to some extent the timing or amount of plan
improvements. In addition, on an over-all basis, we believe the joint Treasury.
Labor study released in February 1978 does not indicate a sufficient problem to
warrant such an innovation.

We would recommend, however, a requirement that a company acquiring an-
other going concern make equitable provision for carrying over pension liabili,
ties to employees of the acquired operation. In every Honeywell acquisition or
disposal, we have made certain (with one minor exception now being corrected'
the pension rights of employees transferred were properly protected.

JURISDIOTION

The Treasury Department Internal Revenue Service has long performed the.
function of reviewing new pension plans and revisions of plans to assure com.
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pliance with standards presently in existence and has audited annual company
contributions in relation to the minimums and maximums set by law.

It seemis logical that the knowledge and expertise presently existing in that
department should continue to be used to monitor compliance with new standards
on vesting and funding-and that such new standards be made part of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code. Reviews of actuarial assumptions and calculations should also
remain a part of theTreasury function. We can see no reason to set up all essen-
tially duplicate effort in the Labor Department and subject employers to two
different Jurisdictions wi l its attendant complications and confusion.

The Department of Labor, on the other hand, can monitor the adequacy of
cohlunicatiolls with employees on plan matters. We believe till covered employ-
ees should receive full information ol details of the plan as it affects lil( or her,
and periodically a non-technical, understandable sunfary of the status of the
total pension fund.

The )epartment of Labor should also monitor compliance with fiduciary
standards. It is recognized there is a minmum of problem in this regard with
plans administered by banik trustees and insurance companies and that most
concern is with certain multi-employer plans and those administered by in-
dividual trustees.

GENERAL

An important element which cannot be overemphasized is that the ultimate
soundness of the private pension system is dependent on continued profitability
of industry. Each company must generate sufficient earnings to be able to set
aside funds over a period of years to cover pension liabilities. These funds when
received by trustees are invested in a wide range of corporate securities, so that
employees at that point are looking to continued earnings of all industry to
underwrite the rapidly growing flow of pension payments.

Fnim', GO EN & BELLAMY, P. C.,
oSouthfleld, Mioh,, May 29, 1978.

ToMt VAIL,

Ohief Oounael, Senate Finance Committee,
Dirkeen Senate Off oe Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR, VAIL: Your telegram indicated that the Senate Finance Committee
would appreciate comments before June 1, 1978, relative to deferred compensa.
tion and pension/profit sharing plans. I hope that the Committee will not elect
to treat small business corporations, including professional corporations, differ-
ently from other corporations in the amounts that may be set aside for retire-
ment and the conditions and restrictions regulating the same.
# I say this because if anyone needs pension planning and deferred compensation
assistance, it is certainly small corporations. Persons employed by larger cor-
porations have considerably more security of tenure And hence an illness will not
preclude them from receiving benefits. Conversely, small corporations often
depend on one, or a few, people, whose absence from the corporation can create
serious financial hardship. The assistance of deferred compensation through
pension and profit sharing plans is one way to protect such persons. For some
reason some people may feel otherwise, and the small corporation has become
a whipping boy in this whole area. I think this trend is regretable and can only
lead to more hardship for small business with its ultimate contraction as a part
of the economic fabric of this country. This is certainly not what Justice Brandeis
had in mind.

I hope therefore, that in the deliberations of the Committee and in its ultimate
action, that whatever is done will be applied equally to large and small alike; to
the small merchant as-well as to the professional person, and equally to the ex-
ecutive of the larger corporations. The best traditions dictate that this is the
appropriate and fair approach.

31any thanks for the opportunity to write you on my thoughts and feelings in
this matter.

Verytruly yours,
Oil.Sll1 M. FRIMET.
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STATEMENT BY HOWARD YOUNG
1

This statement is submitted in response to the Subcommittee's invitation for
written comments in connection with its hearings of May 21-28, 1978,

Without discounting the importance of other matters included in various
proposed bills, this statement focuses on the issues of vesting (with some con-
ments on the related issue of portability) and plan termination insurance (with
some comments on the related issue of funding).

This statement is organized as follows:
The importance of requiring vesting and termination insurance, as opposed

to enootraging such provisions through tax rules,
The inadequacies of proposals based on benefits to be accrued in the future.
Comments specifically related to vesting and portability.
Comments specifically related to termination insurance and funding.
Concluding comments.

TIE IMPORTANT Or REQUIRING VESTINO AND TRMMNATION INSURANCE As OPPOSED
TO ENCOURAGINO sucH PROVISIONS THROUGH TAX RULES

There has been considerable controversy as to whether any new requirements
should be administered by the Department of the Treasury, Department of Labor,
or some other agency. While there are several considerations involved, a major
question is whether the new requirements would be conditions for "qualifica-
tion" under the tax law or whether they would be requirements imposed on all
plans (subject to specified exceptions) as is now done under the Welfare and
Pension Plans Disclosure Act. The Senate Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare has concluded that new requirements concerning vesting and termination
insurance are needed (I agree with that conclusion); in order to effectively
implement that conclusion, such requirements should be a condition of the plan's
legality rather than one for favorable- tax treatment.

ven though the incentive for favorable tax treatment might be an effective
one for most situations, there are cases in which it is reasonable to assume that
incentive would be insuffiient. The problem would be particularly acute with
respect to termination insurance. If an employer with an existing pension plan
(which presumably was covered by plan termination insurance) experienced a
year with no taxable income, payment of the insurance premium might be omitted
(just as plan contributions are now "skipped" in some such situations), since
no tax deduction is available that year. Since the non-payment of one, or several,
insurance premiums could result in loss of termination insurance protection,
employees would have no real assurance that their benefits are secure. The pro-
visions of insurance protection must not be a function of whether or not the
employer has sufficient tax incentive to pay the current premium; it must be
continuous coverage which is in effect as long as the plan functions. Undoubtedly
there is less chance of intermittent application of vesting requirements even if
only based on tax qualification. Nevertheless the conclusion that vesting should
be required is based on considerations of the employees' equitable interest in
plan benefits ; thus that interest should not be dependent on the employer's choice
whether or not to satisfy tax qualification rules, just as the fiduciary and dis-
closure rules concerning a pension plan are required-whether or not the em.
ployer chooses to satisfy tax qualification requirements-the vesting standard
enacted should be a mandatory plan provision.

It should be recognized that the matter of vesting and termination insurance
requirements is of a different nature than the more basic question of whether
or not to establish a pension plan. The latter is a voluntary act on the part of
the employer-or the result of mutual agreement between parties in collective
bargaining-and may be encouraged (even though not required) by tax Incen. ,

tives, To use this as an argument (as some have done) that all provisions should
have a similar degree of volutary choice ignores the widely accepted principle
that certain minimum standards of performance are applicable to agreement,
even though the agreements were entered into voluntarily. Por example: while
an employer may have a choice whether or not to install a particular machine If
he decides to use the machine it must meet certain safety standards. Similarly:
while the adoption of a group life insurance program may be voluntary, any
such program must satisfy certain requirements (e.g. provision of a conversion

"Mr. Young Is an Independent, self-employed actuary (details concerning his professions)
qualifications and activities are submitted in support of this statement) : this is a personal
statement by Mr. Young, and is not presented on behalf of any client or other party.
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option to terminating employees). Numerous other illustrations could be cited-
the Disclosure Act is, of course, the most relevant one-the point is tuat vesting
and termination insurance are minimum quality standards which should be re-
quired; in the absence of meeting such standards the plan should not be per.
fitted to operate.

THE INADEQUACIES OF PROPOSALS BASED ON BENEFITS TO BE ACCRUED IN THE FUTURE

There is a fundamental difference of approach, among the proposals under
consideration, with respect to benefits accrued prior to the effective date of
any new legislation. For example: under 811031 vesting requirements would not
apply to benefits accrued during plan years beginning before 1975 (subject to
certain exceptions) ; 84 and 8119 impose some vesting requirements with respect
to such benefits. Similarly, a point of contention is whether termination insut.
ance should apply to benefits already accrued.

While there is theoretical merit to proposals which would apply only to future
benefit accruals, it is obvious that such an arrangement would give little pro.
Section, if any, to those employees who have the greatest immediate need for
the reforms involved, If "Justice delayed is justice denied", then it should be
clear that pension reform which applies only to future benfits would-for a very
large number of employees-be no reform at all,

It is also important to recognize the effect of extending this "legislate for fu-
ture service only" concept to the question of basic benefit accruals, as some
have proposed. The Administration's proposal (as incorporated in 81681) illus-
trates this in the proposed tax deductibility of employee contributions. The
Fact Sheet accompanying the President's message of April 11, 1978 contained the
following example: Annual peneson beginning at age 6

Age when $1,500 contribution :i"In assumingg an average 4/e pan) I
40 ..------------------------------------------------------- $7,6W
45 ------------------------------------------------------------- 5,200
50.. .. . .. . .. . ...--------------------------------------------- 8.876
55 ------------------------------------------------------------ 1,950
00---------------------------------------------------- 90

I Pensions are straight.life pension for males payable in monthly Installments. A 5.pereent
Interest rate Is assumed,

At first glance, it would appear that significant results can be achieved even
if benefit accruals are based only on future service (that.is implicit in the con-
cept of determining benefits based on specified contributions to be saved in the
future). However, that conclusion changes if reasonable assumptions are made
concerning the employee's earnings level.

The example above assumes that interest will be earned annually at a 5;%
rate. A widely accepted "rule of thumb" is that interest will approximately
equal 8% plus the inflation rate; thus a consistent assumption would be a 2%
inflation rate. A consistent wage rate assumption would be the assumed Infla.
tion rate (2%) plus the productivity rate (assume 2 %), or 4%%.
Now consider several alternatives as to the employee's earnings at the start

of the savings program: (1) $7,50 annually, this is the lowest rate for which
$1,0 savings would he deductible; (2) $15,000 annually, the amount required
so that the $1,50 savings rate does not exceed 10% of earnings (a "high" savings
goal for most people); and (8) $80,000 annually, arbitrarily used as probably
more realistic if assumed savings for retirement are $1,500.

The table below shows the ratio of annual annuity (as estimated In the
President's Fact sheet) to the final pre-retirement salary, tieing these
assumptions,

If nital alay b i InImal .v Is If Ini1 iYi

Annual Final pension $I Fl Pension "nal PensionabA#e ontrdbutlos begins amsi salryl peW1nt sJ $01110 11001 V 11410 1rM

$ 1$57 5 II. . . .. .. H .. .... ... ..i ... .. ........ ...i ..... .
I S"e preeding labia for mumplons.

Assumes 42percent annual pay Inreas.
08-23--78----89
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Thus aside from any question as to whether the tax deductibility of employee
contributions is a desirable allocation of tax resources, it should be dear that
such a provision must not be relied upon to "solve" the problem of pension
security. Similarly, proposals which merely improve the status of benefits to be
earned in the future will not do the Job.

What is needed is: (1) adequate Social Security to provide every employee
with a satisfactory base pension (it seems odd that concern is expressed about
the level of OASDI because FICA taxes are equal to a total for employee and
employer of approximately 12% of pay, up to the maximum, but the.Administra-
tion proposes a tax deduction plan in which employees are presumed to save up
to 20% of pay subject to the maximum), and (2) legislative arrangements which
will assist the private pension system in effectively implementing the tools avail-
able to it, including the provision for, and periodic updating of, benefits for
"past service".

COMMENTs SPECIFXCALLY RELATED TO VESTING AND POUTADMITY

Since the three major bills before the Senate (8. 4, S. 1179, and S. 1031) each
provide-for significant vesting requirements, I assume there is adequate con-
sensus on the appropriateness of assuring employees -protection against loss of
benefits if they terminate employment prior to retirement. However, further
consideration needs to be given to the Issues of an appropriate vesting standard,
the effective date, the impact of employee contributions, portability, central
record keeping, and erosion of benefit values.

Three major alternative vesting standards are under consideration: graduated
vesting based on service as in 8. 4 and S. 1179, zero-to-fill vesting based on serv.
ice as in House Bill II.R. 2, and the Rule of 50 as in S. 1631. Depending on the
circumstances of an individual employee, any of the three approaches could
provide the best or the worst result. Thus no one rule can be characterized as
"best". However, the Rule of 50 is significantly different from the others in that
it would allow extended periods of service prior to age 40 to be forfeited, particu-
larly since S. 1031 allows all service before age 30 to be ignored. Since none of
the alternatives suggested is clearly superior to all the others, and since it is
recognized in most proposals that some variances may be desirable, the following
concept is suggested, require that vesting oecur as of the time when the employee's
accrued benefit equals some specified portion (e.g. 10%) of his then current pay
rate.' This proposal is based on the concept that vesting will not be required if
the loss of benefit is relatively small (e.g. less than 10% of pay) regardless of
the age or service of the employee; also that in plans where the basic benefit
Is low compared to pay, vesting would occur later and thus divert less money
from the amounts available for basic benefits.

Most of the legislative proposals provide for a "transition" or "adaptation"
period with respect to the implementation of the vesting requirements; pre-
sumably this is intended to soften the cost impact on the plan. Of course, this
also has the undesirable effect of not providing protection -to employees who
terminate prior to the effective date. It is important to recognize that the funding
provisions could permit this tempering of cost impact even with more rapid
Implementation of the vesting requirements. For example, new vesting require-
ments could apply to any employee who terminates after a specified date, but
the funding requirements could permit that any costs due solely to the new
vesting requirements be deferred for a specified period. At that latter date, the
accrued vesting cost would become a "past service" cost and would be amortized
over a fairly long time period. I am not suggesting specific legislation on this,
but merely pointing out that the impact of the vesting requirements does not
have to be deferred because of cost impact: of course, new vesting requirements
will have very little short term effect on actual benefit payments.

When a plan requires employee contributions, vesting is frequently "condt.
tonall; that Is, if a terminating employee-who otherwise satisfies the vesting
requirements-withdraws his contributions, he loses all benefits. Experience in.
dicates that In such situations the vast majority of employees withdraw their
contributions, even through they lose substantial "mployer financed benefits. Per,
mitting this situation to continue will undercut the effectiveness of any manda-.

Where a pan benefit Is defined as a fixwl amount per year; of service, or otherwise not
groetv Polated to nay. it should be pernmissible to use average pay rates to define when
the specified percentage is achieved. .
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tory vesting requirement. This would be further compounded under 81031 since
an avowed goal of the new tax deductibility is to encourage employee contribu-
tions for retirement. Vesting should not be dependent on the employee's choice
with respect to withdrawal of his own contributions.

Portability is a concept closely related to vesting, although it involves many
other features. The administration of a portability program would involve pro-
cedures and rules much more complicated than all the other items under con.
sideration. As a single illustration: procedures would be needed to effectively
equate the value of benefits under any plan with those under any other plan.
Subject to the comments below, I believe that adequate vesting, funding and
termination insurance provisions will provide those aspects of portability which
are most desirable; so that a separate portability program is unnecessary. (In
fact, it seems to me that portability.was originally suggested as an alternative
to vesting, funding and termination insurance requirements.) In addition, if in
the future it appears that a portability program would in fact be desirable, It
will be possible to apply it to benefits already vested so that no real loss should
occur as the result of deferring action on portability.

One desirable aspect of portability is the consolidation of record keeping which
would occur. This would reduce the probability that an individual would lose
benefits because of forgetting them or otherwise. This goal can easily be achieved
by requiring that information on vested benefits be included in the individual's
Social Security record. Then, when he applies for Social Security, he will be re-
minded of his benefit accruals; that reminder should include information on the
procedure for applying for those benefits. No funds would be transmitted; no
elaborate procedures are involved; only a notification statement from the plan
to the Social SecuAtV-Administration.

Another aspect of portability is the possibility of protection against erosion of
vested benefits due to increases in the cost and standard of living, Of course, this
is a problem which is also applicable to benefits under certain plans whether or
not the participant terminates before retirement. Many employers cannot be ex-
pected to bear the risk of protecting plan participants against increases in the
cost and standard of living, The only available alternative-the variable an-
nuity--may, or may not, do the job for any individual ; thus, it puts the risk on
the individual. Further work is needed on this problem. For many years, it has
been suggested that the government issue bonds the value of which would in-
crease to provide cost and standard of living protection. If such investments were
available, a pension plan could be expected to include this protection in its pro-
visions. In any event, the problem of benefit erosion should be met directly, rather
than through an intermediary mechanism with other difficulties such as a porta.
ability program.

COMMENTS SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO TERMINATION INSURANCE AND FUNDING

With the possible exception of the proposed legislation on fiduciary response.,
bility--concerning which there seems to be little controversy-the most important

evasion reform issue before the Congress is that of termination insurance. This
is so because other matters-such as vesting or funding--can be improved by
the employer, or the parties to the collective bargaining agreement covering the
pension plan. However, there is no generally available mechanism to meet the
problem of inadequate assets in the event of plan termination.

Extensive testimony has been presented to Congress specifying the types of
situations in which plan terminations have occurred and employees have lost
significant benefit accruals. There is no need to repeat or summarize that testi-
mony. Perhaps the need for termination insurance can best be characterized by
the following two quotations:

On December 8, 1071, President Nixon ti-reported to have stated: " ... even
one worker whose retirement security is destroyed by the termination of a plan
is one too ninny".

In its statement of February 15, 1978 to the Senate Subcommittee on Labor,
the American Life Insurance Association expressed various reservations about
the proposal for termination insurance, but also stated: "Complete protection
of these rights--which we concede is an admirable objective--can probably be
obtained oinly though some sort of plan termination protection program."

To one who has advocated such a program since the first proposal by Senator
Hartke In 19064, It has been very interesting to observe the basis for objection
expressed by those in opposition.
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In the early years, the primary argument was that such a program was not

feasible. For various reasons, including refinements that have been made in the

legislative proposals,' this type of opposition has diminished; there now appears

to be a reasonable consensus (although admittedly there are significant reser.

rations) that such a program can function effectively if enacted along the lines

proposed in S. 4.
Currently the primary opposition arguments seem to be that the magnitude

of benefit losses is insufficient to justify the establishment of a termination in-

surance program. While there may not be general support for the President's

reference to "one worker" as an adequate test of need for the program, the

Treasury-Labor Departments' February 1978 interim report of the "Study of

Pension Plan Terminations, 1972" shows that terminations reported during the

first seven months of 1972 involved a loss of benefits to 8,400 individuals; the

present value of benefits lost was $20 million, The average loss per Individual

was $2,400.
Is $20 million a significant amount? For comparison consider the current major

scandal Involving Equity Funding; coincidentally, the estimate of possible loss

by the reinsurers has been reported as $20 million.
Is a loss of $2,400 significant to an individual employee? That will, of course,

depend on each individual's status; any comparison with other financial data

is artificial and reflects the biases of te comparer. Nevertheless, a single illUS-

tration that the amount is not trivial, it is interesting to note that the average

payment to life insurance beneficiaries in the United States was $2,085 in 1971.4

The above data does not "prove" that there is sufficient need for legislation

establishing a termination insurance program, The problem is not statistical

rather it is a matter of reinforcing the confidence which employees have in the

pension system, and making sure the system works. I suggest that there has

been sufficient qualitative and quantitative evidence accumulated to support the

case for such a program. Further deferral of establishment of such a program

will result in loss of benefits by additional plan participants,
Funding is closely related to termination insurance, because they are both

intended to enhance tie security of benefit expectations, and because it is reason-

able to assume tiat improved funding requirements will assist the functioning

of the termination insurance program. There appears to be fairly widespread

consensus on the desirability of additional funding requirements. Therefore, my

comment on this subject is only to emphasize the interrelationship of two points

made above:
(1) Use of future service benefits only will generally be unsatisfactory,

because that will not provide adequate benefits. Therefore, additional un-
funded past service liabilities will continually be created under many plans.

(2) Any reasonable funding requirement will not prlde full assurance
that benefits will be secure in the event of plan termination,

Improved funding requirements are desirable; a termination insurance pro-
gram is essential.

CONoLUDING COMMENTS

In summary, the major points of this statement are:
Mandatory requirements for vesting, termination insurance and funding are

needed; a portability program 1o not needed. (This statement does not discuss
other issues such as fiduciary responsibility or disclosure.)

Venting and termination insurance provisions should apply whether or not the
plan meets the "qualification" rules for favorable tax treatment.

Vesting and termination insurance requirements should apply to benefits
accrued before and after the effective date of legislation.

Encouraging, through tax deductions, individual savings for retirement will
not si nifcanfly.hel most employees. We need adequate Social Security bene.
fits, and legislation to assist private pension plans to function effectively.

A minimum vesting standard based on the amount accrued benefit (in. rela.
tion to pay), rather than age or service, is suggested.

The vesting requirement should be implemented quickly; and desired "cushion-
ing" of the cost effect can be achieved in the funding requirements.

Vesting should not be subject to loss due to withdrawal of employee contri-
buttons,

* Senator Hartke pointed out that his proposals were intended to serve as basis for
study, rather than as a completely defined program.

' Life Isurtaoe Fact Book, 1972.
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Vesting benefits should be recorded on the individual's Social Security record.
The government should issue securities which will reflect increases in the

cost and standard of living, or develop other means to prevent erosion of benefit
values.

Tfrt-ination insurance is essential; a program along the lines proposed in S4
should be established now.

A separate memorandum Is being Submitted to your staff with some "technical
comments" on the Issues of vesting, funding and termination Insurance. If any
additional details are desired with respect to any portion of this statement, I
wIll be happy to discuss those with the Subcommittee or its staff.

HOWARD YOUNG, F.S.A., ACTUARY
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Self-employed, Independent actuary
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Fellow, Society of Actuaries
Fellow, Canadian Institute of Actuaries
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Phi Beta Kappa
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Member of Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans
(U.S. Department of Labor) 1904-1908.

Consultant to Advisory Council on Social Security Financing, Actuarial Sub.
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STATEMENT hY ROBERT J. BUCKLEY, PRESIDENT, ALLEOHFNY LUDLUM TNDUSTHIES,
INC., BEFORE TIlE EASTERN DIvISION MANAGEMENT CLUB, WYMAN GORDON COW-
PANY, WORCESTER, MASS,

THE CURIOUS CASE OF THE BUSTED BUCK (OR, WILL THE REAL SHYLOCK HOLMES
PLEASE STAND UP?)

MIany people have forgotten that a manufacturing corporation In the United
States has been assigned a given function by our society: the responsibility
for the production of the material abunlanccs by which that society improves its
condition.

Translated into plain English, this means our Job is to produce wealth. And
the single ea. trcmcnit of how much wealth we produce is, of course, 11oney.

And the tragedy of our time Is what has been done to the value of money.
Speaking plainly-you and I should be much angrier than we are that the

tecalth ire produce is measured in terms of a devalued and i'eaknCd dollar.
And because we seek economic equilibrium by requiring more of those cheapened
rleces of paper in exchange for the wealth we create-We are blamed for
Inflation I

And everybody is up in arms about inflation.
People are running around In Wall Street, State Street, and Montgomery

Street-the principal financial centers of our nation-and all around Washing-
ton pointing the finger at each other.

And the real Shylock Holmes, who ts responsible for the debasement of' the
dollar, Just won't stand up I

Maybe it's just that most of us don't understand the problem.
Like the story of the three young ladies applying for posts with the United

Nations. "What would you do If you were alone on a desert island and a platoon
of 40 strange Marines landed?" each was asked. "I would naturally call for the
British Navy," said the English girl. "I would call the CIA and the CIC," said
the American girl. "I see the opportunity-but don't understand the problem I'
said the French girl.

Listen to the government economists, the Federal apologists, and the financial
busybodies and you may find yourself nodding in Pavlovian response when they
say: "Devaluation really means that our exports will cost less-and give us
a greater opportunity to sell abroad."

Hardly anybody-least of all anybody In Government-admits that the curious
ease of the busted buck is as puzzling to them, as It Is to ve,

How many times before have we heard this sad story?
In May of 1961, just 12 years ago but almost a million light-years In economic

terms, Dr. Arthur Burns, then Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisersi
said at the annual meeting of the American Iron and Steel Institute:

"There io widespread hope both Inside and outside government that Inflation
will be halted. If, in spite of this widespread concern, Government officials, trade
union leaders, and businessmen should continue in the ways to which they have
become accustomed, they will do so only because they have not yet grasped the
truth that a dollar in which people have full confidence i as ital to our national
security as are planes and missiles. There is stilt time to learn and practioe
th&is truth."

And who was Chairman of the Federal Rteserve Board when, In 1072 and 1078
Dot one but two large devaluations of the dollar were taken? Dr. Arthur Burns If

Apparently, Dot even a professor learns. -

For under Dr. Burns, the Fed has undertaken monetary policy which hasl been
,disastrous to the value of the dollar-and has fed the Inflationary flames,

He is at one and the same time powerful In deciding the flow of funds into
the American banking system but imn potent as.a major factor in sustaining the
value of those funds-both at home and abroad.
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On April 20 of this year, Dr. Burns said: "The true and basic function of

reserve requirements (a strong arm of the Fled) is nlot to provide liquidity but

to permit the Federal Reserve to control the supply of money atnd credit 8o that

monetary policy can effectively promote our national economic objectives."

Only If we assume a complete misunderstanding or perversion of "national eco-

nomic objectives" can we agree that the Fed's activities in recent years have

"promoted" the welfare of the American dollar.
What have been our "national economic objectives?"
I submit that two principal objectives have been embodied in the following:

(and have had a devastating effect on our economic life and the value of the

American dollar)
(1) The policies contained In such programs as the Marshall Plan, which

developed into massive reconstruction of West Europe and East Asia, Including

Japan, and which produced a global security network based on American pledges

to fight, if necessary, to keep the peace.
These policies and actions brought about not only the tremendous now com-

etitive forces that we now see In the European Common Market and Japan-

ut forced us into Korea and Vietnam.
(2) The Enployment Act of 194(--in which Congress declared it to be the

responsibility of the Federal Government to "promote maximum employment,

production, and purchasing lJower,"
It has accomplished none of its objectives. A stimulative fiscal policy to take

up the slack in the economy and a restrictive fiscal policy to cool an overheating

economy were pre8umed as tie principal Federal weapons to implement the

Act. The fact is that such an economy Is always on, or close to, the threshold

of inflation-and money manipulation. The fact is that, since the enactment of

that statute, budget defloits have greatly outnumbered 8urpluses. And experi-

ence has proved that failure to attend properly to governmental priorities leads

to excessive fiscal stimulus and this, in turn, Is more apt to produce inflation

than jobsI
Gentlemen, we had It'. Or should I say: we've been had?

The Act presumed further that Government would act prudently both In fiscal

and monetary policies; that trade unions would keep their wage demands from

exceeding improvements in general productivity; that Congress would refrain

from passing laws that raised wages and prices; that business firms and unfonS

would Join in efforts to remove restrictive labor practices and featherbedding;

that the Government would sensibly reform the tax system-to stimulate effort,

productive investment, and greater efficiency; and that a careful balance of

trade and balance of payments policy would be pursued.
You know, and I know, that none-absolutely none-of these things happened I

In truth-the opposite occurred.
Under the heavy pressures of politics-and I use the word in Its broadest

sense, both on a domestic and world scopL--America kept escaping the hard

economic facts of life and sipping the heady brew of inflation. Perfectly human

way to act. Like the limerick that says:
There once was a Bishop of Treet
Who decided to be indiscreet,
But after one round
To his horror he found
You repeat and repeat and repeat I

And the record shows that this is emaotly what we in America did.

We are now in the seventh, period of serious price inflation since World War

one-and that's just 50 years.
The Inflation of 1919-20 ended with the most shocking depression in America's

history-the psychological effects of which are still widely felt here. Business

recovery and inflation in 196-87 was followed by a sharp recession. Following

the 1946-48 inflation, after price controls of World War II were ended and

prices jumped 45 per cent, an 11-month recession came. The 1950-1 Korean

War business recovery saw price Inflation of 16 per cent, until controls were

imposed In January, 1951. Yet recession began in August, 1958, when the war

ended. The 1955-47 inflation saw prices go up 7 per cent-and another l1-month

recession followed. The 196-69 inflation saw prices climb at an annual rate of

7 per cent-and a 12-month recession followed, the so-called "Nixon Recession"

when Dr. Burns and the Fed performed so nobly they almost stopped America

in its tracks.
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That recession was accompanied by the greatest deficits in the history of the
United States and the greatest increases in Federal budgets. Simultaneously,
our balance of payments and balance of trade went completely off the charts--
with a 2.5 billion deficit in 1071 and more than 6 billion in 1072.

Now-we are in Inflation #7, and I don't have to tell you what Is happening
to prices. Has anybody learned a lesson---fter 50 years--or are we heading for
another recession, starting sometime in 19747

And aren't we, the producers of wealth, just a little weary of being both the
victim of this boom-and-bust-and being accused as its progenitor? I am !

I am getting tired of the numbers-and, besides that, they worry me. Inflation
(which means the busted buck will get more busted) is now in a virulent state
in our country. Wholesale prices in March, 1978, climbed at a yearly rate of
almost 80 per cent ! This is the largest reported increase for a single month in
more than 20 years. Industrial commodity prices accompanied farm prices in
this climb-with industrial commodities at their highest level since the Korean
War.

And the busted buck comes back to haunt us as a factor in 1978 inflation-
since price increases seem to have been most pronounced among major Inter-
nationally traded commodities. That's because such imports cost more, as the
result of the second devaluation of the dollar !

Talk about the dog chasing its tail !
It looks like there will be a slackening of economic expansion in the months

ahead-with real growth (minus inflation) down to some 4 per cent in early
1074, compared with 8 per cent currently. If our legislative elders and executive
juniors in the Federal government succeed in holding down Federal spending-
the 1974 Federal budget could be reduced. 20-20 rear vision tells us that fiscal
policy should have become less expansive around the middle of last year-but in
a Presidential election year, would the people and the politicians have stood for
it? I doubt it.

Obviously the persistence of the phoney "full employment budget" deficits
clearly and undeniably have played a key role in the recent inflationary binge.
And the immediate outlook is grim. For the near term, the next three to five
years, we are unlikely to see an inflation rate of less than 3 per cent per year.
This means further erosion of the value of the dollar-and the need for Govern-
ment to continue economic controls of some kind.

The kick in the pocketbook will continue.
The curious case of the busted buck won't be solved-but Shylock Holmes will

be more clearly identified.
I say this because not only have the two prinolpal economico policIes of the

post World War II period failed the American people-but also because much
in our economic future is tied to the fact that the American oupremnoy in inter-
national finanwe is finished. Kaput 1! The monetary and trading system that
provided the basis for the postwar era has collapsed. We had been living in the
belief that we were so large and so powerfid that our economy was invulnerable.
Now in 1973 we know different ! We know now that no monetary apparatus,
however sophisticated, is able to counteract the effect of basic distortions in
the patterns of trade among the great nations of the world. I do no have to give
this audience details of those distortions-the result of expending our surplus
and extending our credits, under the Marshall Plan policy, until both were
exhausted.

Now we are in a new world of business--
New here; and new overseas.
The United States is now a different economy-with some 1$2 percent of its

working population engaged in so-called "service industries." But there is one
fact that has escaped many:

The real wealth producing sectors in the Amerloan reptibilo are now "anta-u-
facturing industry" and "agricultural industrj"--a niew phenonmenon on the
face of tht* earth.

Other nations sought to achieve "agricultural industry" via "collective
farns"-where people are herded onto farm property that belongs to the State.

In the United States-we truly #industrialized" the farm, to the point where
unheard of productivity has resulted and where products of the farm now take
their place in international trade as principal factors In our balance of payments.
This has grown to the point where a recent Issue of U.S. News and World Report
carried a Page One headline saying "Will America Farms Save America's Bal-
ance of Trade?"
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This changed economy, plus numerous changing social values, are making ours
a different society.

Just as the new Common Market in Europe, with nine members, is a different
society-outnumbering the United States in population, exceeding us in steel-
making capacity, in auto manufacture, and with a worldwide export of $130
billion a year!

And Just as Japan is new and different-the free world's third biggest economy,
with $24 billion a year in exports, the world's second largest steel industry, the
woJrld's third largest auto industry, and the world's largest shipbuilding industry.
Anl growing fast!

Preferential trade agreements which the EEC is making with developing
nations and with the nations of the European Free Trade Association will hate
a definite negative influence on the ability of the United States to compete, not
only in most European markets but in the Third World as well. Dollar devalua-
tion or no dollar devaluation I

It is going to be very interesting to see how America's negotiators in the world
trade talks starting in September will fare with their counter-proposal calling for
elimination of all tariffs on industrial products among industral nations. I hope
we will not prove unrealistic in the hard world or world trade, now among
equals; nor naive, as we have been in the past.

For we no longer deal from great strength-but from comparative weakness.
The mark, the yen, the franc (Swiss and French) are the strong, hard cur-

rencies in today's world.
And while output per man hour in the total private economy in the U.S. ad-

vanced at an annual rate of 4.7 percent in the first quarter of 1978--we still
are behind Japan, where it went up 11 per cent; and in the Common Market,
where it went up 8 per cent.

We are currently in a state of relative economic euphoria in the United States,
Business is a lot better; profits have improved; more people have Jobs.

But there is a Il0ent u'neasiness-to be found everywhere you go.
It rests on the Curious Case of the Busted Buck. The dollar is worth less-and

that's why all of us have to pay more. Fancy names, like inflation and recession,
may come and go. But the ordinary citizen, and the ordinary manager, knows
in his gut that you can't take more OUT of the dollar than you put INTO it !

When you pay a plumber $25 for five dollars' worth of work; when you pay
$0,000 for a $8,000 auto; when you pay $10 for a $4 steak-when, in Short, as
Bob Anderson of Rockwell recently told the Detroit Economic Club, we "let low
productivity force the imposition of a $10 price on a $7 product"-you haven't
solved the Curious Case of the Busted Buck.

No longer the sole dominating economic power in the world, America faces a
thne of global interdependence, shared economic leadership, and sweeping eco-
nomic change. It is now archaic, to a certain degree, to speak of "our domestic
economy"-for economic conditions here no longer will exist independent of, and
it isolation from, events around the world: in Europe, Japan, the Arab Nations,
China, and Russia.

Internally, we must quickly and solidly mend the busted buck. Externally, we
cnn show again the productivity, technological advance, and competitiveness that
formerly made us great.

As for the Real Shylock Holmes-have you looked in the mirror lately?

STATEMENT BY TUE MICIGAN ORcnvl UNion LEAoUE

The MCUL is a statewide association, affiliated with Credit Union National
Association, and representing approximately 1,000 credit unions, Over two mil
lion people in Michigan are credit union members, Many of these are employees
who would be affected by pension legislation,
- The goals of strengthening the operation of pension.plans and assuring pay-

ment of benefits would be beneficial to credit union members, and MCUL support
the legislation to accomplish that,

However, a matter of particular concern to credit unions are those portions of
a any legislation which would define eligible depositories for various purposes. For,

example, the "Portability" title of 84 provides for certain funds to be deposited,
in banks or savings and loan associations. We request that credit unions also be
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included as such eligible depositories; as you probably know, there is a program
of federal insurance for credit unions which is comparable to those for banks and
savings and loan associations.

Therefore, we request that any references to eligible depositories include lan-
guage necessary to permit credit unions to act as such depositories.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERIOA, SUBMITTED BY
JosEPII A. BEIRNE, PRESIDENT

The Communications Workers of America, which represents more than 550,000
people in collective bargaining, endorses the passage of meaningful legislation
hat will strengthen our nation's private pension plan system.

Since pension plans began in the United States almost a century ago, in the
1870's, millions of workers have been forced to forfeit for reasons beyond their
own control the money that was deducted from their payroll checks for the
avowed purpose of benefiting them during their later years. Even today, in the
1070's, because of inadequate federal standards, employees must play a variation
of the-gaine of Russian roulette to collect their deferred wages-and that is
exactly what a pension is-when the companies they work for are shut down,
sold, go bankrupt or the pension money is mismanaged as has happened in thou-
sands of instances.

When this occurs workers lose out on a dream that they have quietly nurtured,
the dream of living their "golden years" in comfort free from the pangs of
financial misery. Instead they are faced with a nightmare of despair which
can lead to severe depression and even suicide.

The need for effective pension legislation is especially pressing now as both
the total number of workers involved in pension plans and the assets of pension

programs are accelerating at an unprecedented rate, Currently, there are almost
,000 pension plans in operation in the United States and 84 million workers

participating in them. It is projected that by the beginning of the next decade
42 million American working people will be entrusting part of their earned in-
come to pension plans in the hope of security during their later years.

Since 1040, the assets of private pension plans have skyrocketed from $2.4
billion to more than $135 billion today and by 1980 assets should be in excess
of $200 billion. This last figure would be almost 100 times the assets of America's
pension plans in 1940, a phenomenal increase.

Thus, it is clear that the money in pension plans is there but the tragedy is
that the intended beneficiary, the American worker, is not receiving what he
paid for. In fact, recent statistics have shown only one out of every ten em-
ployees who enroll in a pension program receive pension benefits.

A government official accurately summed up the plight of prospective pension.
eers when he stated:

"If you remain in good health and stay with the same company until you are
65 years old, and if the company Is still in business, and if your department has
not been abolished, and if you haven't been laid off for too long a period, and
if there's enough money In the fund and if that money has been prudently man-
aged, you will get a pension."

Currently, one out of every 14 plans qualified by the Internal Revenue Service
terminates. In 1971, 8,800 plans folded affecting more than 125,000 workers.
During the first seven months of 1072 alone, 888 pension plans failed affecting
20,700 pension participants. The saddest part of this story is that the participants
hit the hardest by these closeouts are those between the ages of 40 and 60
and they have considerably less chance than younger workers of finding new
Jobs with pension coverage. I

Concerning our own union, almost all of the 550,000 people that the Communi.
cations Workers of America represent in collective bargaining work for the Bell
System. The Bell System Pension Plan has been in effect since 1918 but it-was
only five years ago, In 1068, more than a half century after the Plan's inception,
that Bell included any vesting rights to pension equity for terminating employees,

A terminating Bell employee is now entitled to his pension equity if he has
achieved 15 years of service on the job and is at least 40 years old at the time
of termination. The Bell System offers no partial-vesting schedule but takes an
"all or nothing" approach, anachronistic In concept and inequitable in approach.
Under the Bell System arrangement, a worker could diligently perform his job

JEST COPY AVAILABLE
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for 14 1/ years and wind up with absolutely nothing in terms of vesting although
if he had worked for six months more, he would suddenly be 100% vested.

There is one startling statistic concerning the operation of the Bell System
Pension Plan that we would like to call to your attention. This deals with the

inordinately poor earnings record of the Fund. In 1971, the Bell System earned
only 3.08 percent on its pension holdings on approximately $10 billion. There are

triple A bonds, of the highest security, that pay almost three times this. More-

over, in 1909, the Fund earned 2.9 percent on $8 billion. Thus, practically anyone
who puts his savings in a federally insured bank in the United States receives

a higher rate of interest on his savings than that secured on workers' pension

money by the administrators of the Bell System Pension Plan.
Ai to the various pension reform proposals before Congress, we support S. 4,

the Williams-Javits bill. This legislation could be strengthened by certain modi-
fications but it addresses itself to the existing problems of private pension plans

with a sense of clarity and purpose that outstrips its rivals,
We advocate coverage beginning immediately from the time of employment for

all workers as this would bestow on a worker potential benefits froffi the start
of his employment and would end the practice of cancelling the pension equity
of those who terminate their employment with a firm after a few years of service.

Concerning vesting, we favor a system of immediate partial vesting under
wiclh vesting credits would accrue to participants in pension plans commencing
with their first year of service after enactment at a rate of 10 percent a year, so
that after 10 years an employee would be 100 percent vested, Thus, under this
arrangement, a worker would be fully vested after a decade.

We believe that this approach and also the vesting formula spelled out in S. 4,
80% vesting after 8 years and then 10% vesting a year for seven additional
years, are both superior to the "rule of 50" advocated by the Administration.

The "rule of 50" is far more lenient on employers than S, 4. Under this proposal,
a worker would be 50% vested when the combination of his age and years of
service totalled 50, He would then earn 10 percent a year for live more years

to receive full vestlg,
The "rule of 50" is particularly detrimental to the hiring of older employees,

It would provide a direct threat to the elderly as it puts the full burden of pen.
sion support on the last employer so that the incentive would be greater than ever
before for companies to avoid hiring the elderly.

Another aspect of pension reform that is badly needed is retroactivity. This
involves recognizing work (lone by an employee prior to enactment of any
future pen-4ion legislation. S. 4 deals directly with this problem by allowing
workers who are at least 45 years of age to receive vesting credit for their serv-
ice with their present employer prior to enactment of the law.

Portability is another needed feature of any effective pension legislation. When
a worker transfers to a new employer he often loses his entire pension, Just as
an employee carries his social security credits with him from position to posi-
tion, he should also be permitted to take his vested pension credits from one
company to another when changing jobs.

S. 4 has taken a significant step forward by proposing a voluntary portabil-
ity fund that would be administered by the Secretary of Labor. The portability
provisions are especially timely as now more and more workers are changing
jobs and moving throughout the United States as transportation improvements
continue to "shrink" distances and we become a more mobile and transient
society.

Indeed. one of the chief drawbacks of the Administration's proposal is 'that
it provides no portability provisions for workers who change jobs or relocate
to another place in the United States.

To make pension programs more secure, 8. 4, authorizes the setting-tip of a
Pension Plan Termination Insurance Program similar In concept tp the way
In which the government protects the public's bank savings through the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation. The Insurance program contemplated by 8. 4
would protect participants against the loss of vested benefits arising from pen.
sion plan termination if the plan lih which a worker participates fell short of
money,

Perhans the chief falling of the Administration's proposal is the complete lack
of termination insurance for pension plans. This omission Ignores the horrors
such ns the Studebaker plant closing ten yenrs age when many workers got
nothing because their pension fund was mismanaged and uninsured. It also

BEST COPY AVAILALE
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ignores other tragic plant closings where a worker received no pension money
at all after laboring industriously for many years.

S. 4 recognizes the need to make sure that employers are responsible in fund.
Ing their portion of workers' pensions. The legislation recognizes tl' t the money
In a pension fund is not "company" money but is money set aside for the future
beuelilt of the employees for whom the fund was established.

In summary, we believe that the strongest features of the Williams-Javits
bill are its vesting, retroactivity, portability and insurance features whereas
we believe that the weakest portions of the Administration's proposal are tie
lack of portability and pension termination insurance.

Again, we stress that an Immediate partial vesting schedule taking place over
a tan-year period would be the best possible way to handle the vesting question,
rather than the "rule of 50" formula which would place an onerous burden on
older workers,

We are encouraged that so many AMembers of Congress realize that pensions
are not gifts to workers but rather are compensation largely deducted from pay.
checks which would have gone Into the employees' wallets through the years if
they had not belonged to" pension plan.

Enactment of legislation along the lines of S. 4 would provide new hope for
the American worker and would afford millions of employees with the oppor.
tunity to enjoy their retirement period free from the duress of financial hardship,

STATEMENT OF PAUL II. JACKSoN

MIy name is Paul .1 Jackson. I am a Member of the American Academy of
Actuaries, a Fellow of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries, and I am employed
as a Consulting Actuary with The Wyatt Company, Washington, D.C. This state.
ment is based on my own personal experience with private pension plans in the
United States and Canada, as a practicing consulting actuary. Since I have not
vanvassed my clients, or even the other actuaries within my company, this state.
ment should not be considered to represent their positions. For this reason, I
have restricted my comments to several practical matters of a technical nature,
A brief summary of these points, together with my conclusions, would run as
follows:

1. A single vesting provision should not be Incorporated In any law. Since full
10 year vesting, graded vesting after 8 years, and after 5 years, and vesting
by Rule of 50 have been proposed by different parties, each believing them to
lie reasonable, all of them should be included as alternative options for a par-
ticular plan. This would provide the greatest flexibility for private programs to
meet the specific needs of plan sponsors and covered employees.

2. Any vested benefits required by law should not be based on the normal or
early retirement provision of the particular pension plan but rather should be
a monthly benefit payable for life commencing at age 05, the normal retirement
age under the U.S. Social Security program. To do otherwise would be to un-
fairly penalize employers and employees in those industries where older workers
cannot be safely or profitably employed,
8. Minimum funding and vesting standards should not be applied at this

time to area-wide or industry-wide multi-employer pension plans, In many
cases these plans call for specified contributions and specified benefits based on a
particular level of funding that has been agreed upon as being reasonable by the
negotiating parties, Because the negotiated Income to the plan remains fixed, any
requirement to improve the degree of funding would have the Immediate result
of either lowering the current benefits or forcing the actuary to employ unrea-
sonable assumptions on a temporary basis.

4. The requirement of 5-year amortization of experience deficiency contain
in the Williams-Javits bill (S. 4) is unreasonable in that it would Impose sub-
Atantial short-term variations on a funding pattern that is adopted for the
long-term. Any final legislation should require only 80- or 40-year amortization
of unfunded liabilities, whatever their source.

5, Reinsurance of pension liabilities should not be included in any legislation,
All reinsurance mechanisms suggested thus far would Improperl exclude from
benefits the many Individuals who have already testified as to loss of benefits
while the government would collect large sums of money almost all of which
would have to be invested. If the government is to be involved In any pensioner
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welfare program, it should be set up on a basis where the taxes that are collected
are immediately disbursed as benefits to all aged persons who can demonstrate
that they have been unfairly treated in the past through the operation of private
pension plans, regardless of the date of plan termination. Preferably. the neces,

..---sary financing would come from general revenues and not from a tax imposed
only on newly established defined benefit pension plans.

- ?oncltslo.-The future will be sufficiently unstable and the possibility of
Inflation so real that the pension promises of employers, even unbacked by
assets in a formal fund, may prove more valuable to workers in assuring adequate
benefits than any of the other available alternatives. Private pension plans should
therefore be encouraged.

VF.STINO PROVISION

Tie sponsors of proposed pension legislation have not agreed upon a single
"best" vesting provision. The Williatnn-Javits bill calls for 80% vesting of the ac.
crued benefit after 8 years of service grading up to 100% after 15 years; the
Dent bill calls for 100% vesting at 10 years; the Administration proposal is to
have 50% vesting in the accrued benefit when age plus service total 50, grading up
up from 10% to 100% vesting M1 years later: the Bentsen bill would require
2(% vesting at 5 years grading up to 100% at 20. Any one of these provisions
might be shown to be reasonable for a given plan. Certainly the sponsors of these
varied legislative proposals have given careful thought to the design of their
requirement, Each lends to serve a different purpose. The Rule.of.50 is intended
to restrict vested benefits to the older workers who are least able to maki up any
loss in pension rights at termination; the graded vesting in the Williams.Javits
and Benti-n bills intended to minimize the differential between the employee
terminating Just before and Just after mpeting the vesting requirements and
possibly to prevent unfair discharge Just prior to vesting; the Dent proposal
Is a more practical requirement that would be met by many existing pattern
llans such as Auto, Aluminum, Rubber, Oil, etc.

At the present time pension programs are designed to ineet specific circum.
stances of a particular group of employees in a particular industry, and the
range in choice of vesting provision has, up to this point, been completely un-
limited, This suggests that, as one form of compromise, it might be best to put
all four of the above vesting requirements in a pension bill and permit the indi-
vidual plan to test out under any of them, This would serve to reduce the present
unrestricted choice down to a choice of four provisions for minimal vesting. The
vesting provision should not, however, apply to those multi.employer plans of
sufficient scope that full portability can be assumed to be operative already.
It should be kept in mind that the vesting provision-In any pension legislation
is intended to set forth a limit beyond which plans should not be permitted to go
from a standpoint of general public policy. Such a limit should not be confused
with the legislative approach in Social Security and the Clvil Service retire-
ment system where a reasonable set of benefits for a given plan would be In.
evolved. Actually, each of the four previously mentioned vesting provisions would
appear to be a reasonable provision for some plans so that setting all four of them
Out as alternatives in the final legislation might provide a more reasonable
approach to a socially Justifiable limit.

BENEFIT TO BE VESTED

Most of the proposed pension leagalation refers to the vesting of a benefit to
commence at normal retirement age, It would be my recommendation that the
legislated 'minimum should be defined as a pension payable for life commencing
at age 65. It could even be argued that the pension should not commence until
employment ceases in those cases where Social Security Is not paid at 65 because
of the earnings test. Very serious problems would result if some of the incidental
features in pension plans such as early retirement provisions, disability pensions,
-UH-Wefits and the like were to be vested. Uarly retirement, for example, is
a matter which varies widely by industry, depending on the particular JoM re-
quirements, Generally, however, the added cost involved in early retirement
under a pension plan can be Justified, from the stock holders standpoint, by, the
concomitant patrol savings. Then too, if vested benefits commence before 85,
t lre !s disc, mination in favor of the quitter and against the aoatinifng em, -
n 0}ee. If in a particular industry normal r trement takes plaoe at 66, for
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example, the employee terminating at 35 and entering a different Industry can
then start to receive his vested benefit at age 55 while continuing to work In that
different Industry, whereas the enloyees who continue in service must sever
their current employment relationship before they can get their early retirement
benefit.

Disability pensions are another troublesome area and appear to be practical
only where careful controls exist. Considerable abuse can result with a dis.
ability pension and so it has been customary to restrict it to sitilations where
the pension represents a partial replacement of lost wages. To extend disability
pensions to individuals who have left the labor market would present unmanage.
able problems with the absence of an "ability to work" test, So far as death
benefits are concerned, many pension programs provide no specific death benefits,
widows' pensions, or subsldized Joint and survivor options because the employee
group may be covered by a group life Insurance program with very generous
benefits. ln other cases, minimal group life Insuiranee benefits are provided along
with considerable death benefits under the pension plan. It is difletilt to see
why some death benefits should be vested and others should not, Based upon the
above reasoning, I have concluded that the benefit to be vested should not include
special early retirement features, disability or death benefit provisions and
should start at age 05-the normal retirement age under the Social Security
program. MULTIRMPLOYER PLANS

Where industry-wide plans have been bargained It has been culstomnry for the
level of both contributions and benefits to be negotiated. If legislated funding
requirements are Imposed upon such plans, the legislation will not, in and of
itself, add to the contribution Income-that must be bargained for at some
future date. In order to keep the program In balance, therefore, it would be
necessary to decrease pension benefits. For the vast majority of multi-employer
plans covering entire industries either in large areas or country wide, there Is
no compelling reason for requiring full funding since entire industries do not
collapse overnight, merge, or move elsewhere. Finding on a going-concern basis
on some level cost pattern such as normal cost plus Interest on unfunded past
service is therefore a perfectly adequate funding pattern for a multi-employer
plan. To go beyond such a level long-range cost would be to Inject a serious ele-
ment of distortion in the equity among various generations of workers. Current
workers would be forced to give up earnings which are used In the aggregate to
finance their own current service benefits, their own past service benefits and
the past service benefits of tle older workers as well. Upon the completion of the
funding, some future generation of workers would be in a position where the
same level of contributions would provide considerably greater benefits,

In many multi-employer situations, employment records are not available at
a central source and the estimates of the pension accruals under the fairly com-
plex provisions relating to'credited service can be most (ifilcult. Thus, the fund-
ing calculations for multi-employer plans tend to be far less exact than in the
case with single-employer plans. Accordingly, it would he my recommendation to
permit multi-employer plans to continue to operate within the framework of the
present rules and regulations relating to the funding of qualified pension plans.

5-YEAR AMORTIZATION O EXPERI NCE DEVZ QEtr IES

The Williams-Javits bill in the Section on funding would require the separate
development of "experience deficiencies" and any such deficiency would have
to be funded over a 5-year period. To begin'with, it should be noted that a short
fall in assets will have exactly the same effect on the benefit security of the
covered employees, whether it is due to an experience deficiency, a failure to
contribute, or any other reason. Accordingly, It can be stated as a matter of
principle that this 5-year amortization requirement is not desirable per se. In
fact, the requirement has been copied from the regulations Implementing the
Ontario Pension Benefits Act. This requirement was adopted by Ontario in 1966
because It was believed that such harsh treatment of experience deficiencies
would encourage actuaries to use more conservative assumptions, As it turns
out, this is simply not the case. As an actuatr' practicing in Canada and certifying
under Ontario regulations since 1966, I can state categOrically*(and back the'
statement up with mathematicat demonstrations Itf need be) that the 6.year
deficiency rule actually encourages the actuary to adopt the weakest possible as.
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sunptions, It is true that more conservative actuarial assumptions, would tend

to lower the deficiencies, but the deficiencies cannot be eliminated entirely and

the use of more conservative assumptions would simultaneously impose far

heavier normal cost requirements on sponsoring employers to a degree that far

overshadows their effectiveness in reducing deficiencies. As a further proof of

this point, the province of Ontario is currently quite concerned with the fact

that some actuaries are using unreasonable assumptions so that even though the

5-year amortization of experience deficiencies has been in their regulations from

the very beginning, they still have the problem. In other words, this mechanical

solution to a real-world problem simply has not worked.
There are many situations where the experience deficiencies that arise simply

could not have been anticipated in the actuarial assumptions, A sharp drol) in

the fair market value of the securities it the fund, al across-the-board salary

increase made necessary by inflation, or a surge of early retirements following

plan amendment are but a few illustrations. To demonstrate the complexity of

this matter, consider tle many situations where actuaries employ aggregate

rates of withdrawal from service that depend only on the ages of the employees

(a commonly used actuarial procedure). These aggregate tables imply a certain

"mix" by length of service at each age. If an employer should experience a down

turn In his business and simply go through several years of not hiring new

employees, eml)loyment terminations anitong tile remnaimmilig group may fall well

below that of the aggregate table even though that table Is a perfectly reason-

able long-range expectation for the future. Certainly It would not seem reason-

able to force an increase in pension cost on an employer at tile very time when

his future outlook is the bleakest. The alternative is to employ more complex

actuarial procedures utilizing select and ultimate service tables, at a considerable

increase in the cost of valuation.
Where the general market value of assets falls sharply, such as in business

recessions, pension programs should not be forced to amortize the drop in the

fair market value of the entire accumulated fund over a 5-year period as would

seem to be called for by S. 4. Five-year amortization means that the contribution
for the next year would be increased by perhaps 22% or 23% of tile drop in asset
value and for well-funded plans, the accumulated assets may be 10 to 20 times
the size of the current contribution. This requirement Is so extreme that it would
encourage the use of exotic formulas for asset values in order to avoid these
sharp changes in contribution requirements but such formulas would develop
more stable contributions only by the device of producing asset values that are

likely to be far in excess of the fair market value of the securities hold by the
fund after the market has dropped. In any case, since the requirement of 5-year
amortization of deficiency is not desirable in and of itself, since it does not
influence actuaries to use more conservative assumptions and since it does impose
unreasonable short-term variations on funding of a long-term pension obligation,
it should be deleted from any final legislation.

IUINSURANCE

Most provisions for pension reinsurance follow a general pattern that might be
described as follows: the event to be insured against is considered to be the
total prospective l9ss iW benefit resulting from the termination of a pension plan,
The excess of the Single sum value of all future benefits over the fair market
value of the assets on hand under the terminating plan thus determines the
amount of loss in the individual case. First off, the annual claim cost will then be
the aggregate total of these single sum values for the relative handful of pension

plans that terminate in a gtven year. This annual claim cost will vary widely
from one year to the next, depending on general business conditions, Accordingly,
no stable statistical basis for the development of fair "premiums" would be
possible. Second, the assets in the terminating plan will generally be applied to
continue the payment of benefits to people already retired and then to provide the
benefits for those eligible for retirement, so that the supplementary amount
needed that would be drawn from the proposed reinsurance fund would not be
required for the actual payment of benefits for many many years, This raises the
question of whether the overnment can Invest such funds on 4s profitable a
long-term bai li private Investment counl. Finally, because these proposed
SreinSeranc ptopams start oit prospectively by reconlzing only thos loses
resulting fro n p to rminatlons that ta ilace ' after theeffective te of tie
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law, the programs would do nothing for those older individuals who are in need
today because they are not receiving a private pension benefit due to-the prior
termination of a pension program.
.It seems clear on any logical assessment of the above facts that the proper role

for government in this matter is not one of collecting large amounts of money
which must be invested for many years but rather is one of meeting current needs
directly. All government programs must be measured by tile standard of social
adequacy, and since they rely on taxing power, they need not sedulously adhere
to the concept of individual equity that is so necessary in the design of privately
financed programs. If at the outset the government were to take on the obliga-
tion of paying people who are then over age 65 a benefit equal to that which
they lost under their private plans (with some overall dollar maximum such as
the maximum Social Security primary benefit available in the year of their re.
tiremeut), then the program would meet today's needs, would be socially ade.2 uate, and would avoid the investment problem. Furthermore, the cost pattern

)r such a program would be quite stable and predictable from year to year be.
cause it would consist of the cash payments to a known group of pensioners at
the start of each year, increased only by tire "losers" under a ready terminated
pension plans who attain age 05 in the given year. This pay-as.you-go cash out-
lay is demonstratably stable and predictable. In short, after talking about the
poor Studebaker workers for a decade, perhaps we should do something for them
other than merely upe them as a cause celebre to Justify some legislation that will
only help others.

Thus, oil actuarial grounds as well as the general principle of social adequacy,
I recommend the adoption of a federal pensioners welfare program that would
collect sufficient funds in taxes of one form or another to pay benefits today to
those older workers who are currently suffering a loss of private pension benefits
without regard to the particular date of plan termination. And, in Implementing
this program, the approach should he to review each individual case on its merits
and make things right.

FINANCINO MR0F.(ANIS rR RMONURANCE

The WillitimsJavits bill in its reinsurance provision would collect a tax (or
reinsurance premium) at a specified percentage rate of the unfunded vested
liabilities of a given plan, The value of such unfunded vested liabilities will
depend on the actuarial assumptions and this would seem to place the determine.
tion of the amount of the reinsurance premium in the hands of the party in-
sured I The less conservative the actuarial assumptions, the lower the relinsur.
dance premium tax. This would seem then to call for federal review and approval
of the actuarial assumptions used for each case and an assessment of whether or
not they are appropriate. Furthermore, this method of developing a tax is quite
complex and would be costly to administer. In reality it is a pseudo scientific
method for the assessing of premiums whose administrative costs might well
outstrip the revenue raised while at the same time it would add only a spurious
accuracy to the process of taxation.

If the fair market value of the assets in a fund should drop sharply, such as
after a general market decline, the reinsurance tax would rise considerably and
at just the wrong time of the business cycle, since the moneys taken from the
fund In tax would have otherwise purchased the maximum nuMber of shares in
the depressed securities then available. This again raises a question of asset
val;ation.

There are some clear alternatives that would be far more practical such s
collecting the necessary funds at an average dollar charge per employee covered
or as a percentage of contributions or as a percentage of the Invaestnit Income
of all qualified plans. The collection of the reinsnrane taX from the fund$ them-
selves, however, violates a principle so fundamental in patto, plaTllP as to
cause both management and labor to object. Managemept generally opposes
federal regulation of actuarial assumptions, perzmistble bonefifs and fvet
mepts, Unions view pension programs as arrangemOent uader which their work-
ing members defer an increase in current waps in oydera to bve that money

paced in a pension fund uwier circumstance where, aI of th uona in tho
fund will.go to those of their apti1p wQo, retire ,b*a themet ustobe Us1
461417 for tl, b.neot of, the covered enpoyce, A V p0rait ,e5plivij
fnds would set a precedent in a very fundamental way 1be s 0 t tiIlk
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the fund could no longer be considered inviolate since a portion of the fund
(modest enough at the start) can be siphoned off for other purposes such as for
the payment of benefits to individuals in totally unrelated groups. Like the tax
imposed by the various states on insurance premiums, this taxing of pension
funds must come to be viewed as a mechanism for raising revenue that is highly
atractive in the sense that the revenue call be increased well beyond the level
needed to support the insured benefits without any individual or corporate tax-
payer feeling the pinch directly.

For the above reasons, I have concluded that any pensioner welfare benefits
as recommended In the previous section should be supported out of general reve.
nues. It would also appear possible, because of the small aggregate benefits in.
volved, to fit them into some other seemingly unrelated program such as unem.

loyment compensation. In any case, all of the money placed in a pension fund
should be preserved for the benefit of the individuals who were in the group which
has foregone-the wage increases in order to develop the funds, There should be
no tax on qualified funds.

GENERAL COMMENTARY

The Willlams-Javits bill and some of the other proposals would make it im-
possible for an employer without a pension plan to pay, out of pocket, an ade.
quate pension to a single old employee who is retiring currently withojit first
establishing a plan that covers everyone from age 25 on, provides vested rights, Is
funded at some minimum level, and pays a reinsurance premium on the Initial
large unfunded vested liabilities. The cost of such a program at the outset Is
clearly so much higher than it has been in the past, that the end result call only
be lower benefits for the older people. The supporters of pension legislation base
all their logical arguments on the apparently reasonable assumption that the
pension benefits that exist at a given level today will not be reduced by reason
of their legislation. There is an implication that the regulations will improve
benefit security, all other things being equal. The principal of ceteris paribus,
however, is simply not applicable over the long run. The regulations will result
in future benefit improvements on a less fre uent basis and in smaller amounts.
Thus, what is involved is a lower level of %enefits that is financed on a safer
basis. If too sharp a change in funding requirements is imposed on private pen.
sion plans, the end resaIlt will be to encourage employers to freeze those plans
in the status quo and move in other employee benefit directions,

Where the promise of a pension is going to involve an employer in financing
problems, taxes, and in a possible government claim against his entire net assets
in case of plan termination, this surely must operate as a terrible deterrent to
the adoption of a pension plan, Rather than pension promises being made (which
in occasional unfortunate circumstances admittedly have been broken), we will
end up with a climate in which employers will be encouraged to make no promise
whatever. Profit sharing programs, money purchase pension plans and savings
and thrift plans do not involve all of these drawbacks so that employers contd
he expected to shift future service credits over to such arrangements to avoid the
taxes, funding complexities, etc. A study of the past will indicate, however, that
money purchase plans have not worked satisfactorily in the pension area because
we have not had a stable enough economic environment.

The major problem facing pension plans today is not the occasional loss of
benefit at plan termination but rather the annual catastrophic loss of pension
purchasing power through the ravages of uncontrolled inflation. Where em.
ployers have responded to the loss of benefits due to inflation, by providing greater
current pensions under their plans, they have at the same time added consider-
able past service liabilities which, under proposed legislation, would be sub.
ject to reinsurance premium thx and, at plan termination, to assessment against
the stockholder' interests. There are some well meaning critics of the private
pension system who have pointed to money purchase programs that are fully
vested in each individual as representing the Ideal solution here. If we could be
sure that the world in which we live would be so stable that-the price of gold
will be $35 kn ounce in the year 2000, as it was in the years 1985 and 1 90, then
their suggestions might have some merit. However# the supplementation of any
such arrangements by defined benefit pension plans that can be tailored to meet
the rthl needs ef those retiring each year would seem to be even more desirable in
the unstable futur than in the past.
* Whit, t true that soene private pension plns. have, nqt p a4 heneflt o
some ,ef the younsLV worers who considered themselves entUti0I theretO, there

96-235--73-----40
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have been no instances that I have read about where it has been clearly shown
that the actual assets in those pension funds have been paid to individuals who
were not deserving of or entitled to benefits. There will be no increase in market
value of the a9sts up to the level of full pension expectation for everyone sin-
ply because of the passage of comprehensive pension legislation. By insisting on
greater prospective benefit rights for younger workers to be paid decades in the
future under private pension plans, the legislators must accept the responsibility
for depriving the older workers today and tomorrow of badly needed retirement
income. It is for this reason that sharp changes in the operating rules and legal
requirements for these plans should not be made.
The private pension system Is by and large, a good one, as the 5 million senior

citizens now colleling benefits should confirm. There is an element of social
tdequaey inherent in these plans that should not be sacrificed on the selfish
principle that each worker must get back no less than the cents per hour cost
times the hours that lie worked, The possibility of forfeiture, or of contributing
to the well being of others, may, in fact, be the only rational argument for not
taxing employees on the current contribution and investment income, Too great
an emphasis on individual equity may reduce these programs to an inflexible
,o'll.lmon of individual hnnk accounts at the very time in our nation's history
that we appear to be in the greatest need of flexibility and compassion,

F4TATMENT ny A. eonTnE STE.VEN5ON, ASSISTANT S CORTARY, a. 8, K11so2 COM-
PANY, AND CUAIWMAN, EMPLOYEE, BENEFITS COMMITTEz, AMERICAN RETAIu
FIEIERATION

This statement on private pension legislation is submitted by the American
Retail Federation, which, through its 81 national and 50 state retail association
afliates, represents over one million retail establishments throughout the
country.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on pension reform legislation
because of the great importance of the proposals in the various bills introduced.
Our purpose is to present the retail industry's viewpoint on the issues involved
in order to assist this Committee and the Senate to arrive at a practical and
appropriate decision on these important subjects.

We would also like to express our gratitude for your thoughtful action last
year in assuming jurisdiction over all but the reporting and fiduciary responsi-
bility sections of proposed pension and profit sharing legislation and your com-
mittee's insistence upon a more objective discussion of the pension issues. Pen-
sion and profit-sharing legislation has been within the tax writing committees of
Congress for the past forty-two years and properly belongs there. Also, any
proposed pension and profit-sharing legislation without the expertise of the
Internal Revenue Service would be more costly to enforce and far loss effective
in obtaining compliance generally.

Retailing Is a labor intensive highly competitive industry which employs a o1g.
nificant percentage of the country's working population (yer ten and a half
million workers-about 12.5% of the total workrorce), At the same time, retail-
ing operates on a profit margin lower than that of other industries, For these
reasons, such pension reform legislation as may be enacted will have a more
significant impact on the retail industry than on more capital intensive
industries.

Many retailers would like to have the option to adopt pension plans at a reason.
able cost without a lot of red tape. Additional regulation, with its inherent ex-
pense would deter retailers from adopting such pension plans, Furthermore,
additional costs Imposed only on the companies which now have pension plans,
further widens the competitive disadvantage between those companies and com-
panles which have no pension plans.

1078 and the near future does not seem to be an appropriate time in which to
load additional cost on an American industry striving to provide full employment
and remain world-competitive. It must be kept in mind that increased pension
and profit-sharing cost In not the only cost facing employers. Increases in other
forms of social legislation demand their place in the order of priority For ex-
ample, increases in Social Security which were recently enacted along- with pro-
posed Increases In the minimum wage both impact very heavily on the labor In-
tensive retail industry. This is especially true with the further posdbilit.o f a
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proposed national health care system. Thus, it would seem that the least ex.
pensive form of pension and profit sharing legislation is all that should be con-
sidered at this time.

GROWTH OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

The growth of private voluntary pension plans has a good record. It has been
estimated that $150 billion in assets are held in trust in private pension plans,
for retirees-present and future. Approximately $10 billion a year is being con.
tributed to private pension plans, and about 50% of all employees are covered by
private pensions. Five million people are receiving pensions amounting to more
than $8 billion a year, and 50,000 new plans are being added each year. AboUt
70% of all plans have vesting provisions and the figure nears 85% or 00% among
emplloyer-a(llinistered plans. It is estimated that 05% of the employees covered
are expected to qualify for benefits under their present plan and another 10.0%
are young enough to qualify for a pension in subsequent employment. This, we
think, is a good record for a voluntary and diverse private pension system.

As tMe above would indicate, most of the current literature on private pensions
deals with the universal, the general, and the aggregate. The problem ts that
having (lone so, there is an unjustifiable tendency toward not seeing the trees for
the forest. Thus there is a danger of having legislation based on averages and
generalities rather than with the understanding of the effects of such legisla.
tion upon specific industries. It must be understood that pension plans are not
a huge private industry but rather a series of individual progranes tailored on
the basis of voluntary individual choice, Each company has special problems and
uo single set of benefits will fit the requirements of each and every group,

WHAT PENSIONS ARE AND ARE NOT

Most articles on pensions rely on some sort of analogy: thus, pensions are
a collective form of personal savings; pensions are deferred wages; pensions are
a type of transfer payment: or pensions are a means of maintaining a young and
active staff. Actually, pensions are pensions. A pension plan is a useful and
fairly flexible tool that provides management with alternatives that are not
available in bank accounts or annuity contracts, thrift plans, or other personnel
benefit devices, A pension plan is not a desirable tool to give a little bit to a lot of
people-like a flat pay raise-but it is an excellent means of providing adequate
retirement benefits to employees. A pension plan is a program, a plan, not a
promise; and prospective pension benefits are to be earned over the course of
employment.

It must be recognized that private pension plans are not another layer of social
insurance. Private pensions are not compulsory and there is no benefit if there
is no plan, The matter of tax treatment presently allowed does not amount to a
subsidy but more relates to a tax timing, Also, as to the argument that early
vesting will increase labor mobility, a recent Department of Labor study showed
that seniority was a more important factor in labor mobility than vesting require-
ments of a pension plan.

One of the surest ways to kill the spread of private pension plans to em-
ployees who do not now have such benefits, and to stop the voluntary improvement
of existing plans, i by legislation which is not practical and appropriate. Con.
trols that now exist are substantial, and such agencies as the Department of
Labor, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Internal Revenue
Service are already required to check on such plans.

in spite of the fact that various business spokesmen favor legislation pro-
posals which would not require changes in their own particular plans, the
future of private pension and profit sharing plans requires getting the actuarial
facts and evaluating the overall benefits, current and future, for whichever
legislative or regulatory action ia. being advocated. Each industry and indeed
,each company have special problems. The financial impact of these proposals
would not be the same for the different types of plans and different employers
Involved. Not all companies have the same profitability, The same coat cannot
fit everyone. As pension plans are currently constittuted, they provide flexibility
and alternatives.

Unlike the larger retailers, many retailers do not have pension plans. Develop-
ing a pension plan is an evolutionary process; most companies cannot afford to
;start off -with a Cadillac. This is especially true in the retail industry, Retaillng
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is a very competitive business and is one of the large gap areas as to pensions.--
If about half of the nation's workforce is not covered by pension plans, a sizable
percentage of that holf not covered is in retailing. Since so many smaller re-
tailers have no plan at all and. thus, no cost or additional regulation, with its
inherent expense and red tape, legislative standards would deter retailers from
adopting pension plans.

LEOISLATIV! STANIDASDS BRING CONSIDERED

Vesting
To be opposed !o vesting legislation is not currently popular, and one runs the

risk of public critillm by even raising a question as to the desirability of vest-
Ing requirements via legislation. The effect, however, of government compulsion
and standardization as to vesting would retard rather than encourage the de.
velopment of new plans, and would tenl to deprive both employer and employee'
of freedom of choice inl developing the kind of pension plans they want, It would
be erroneous to treat vesting as a right to deferred compensation.

Peblslon reformers must be nwdo to realize that by legislating early vesting,
you are trading off against larger pension benefits, disability and widow's be0w.
fits, and the granting of further Increases to already retired employees, or any
number of other things in the pension area. Out of the pension area, you are
trading off against other fringe benefits such as larger wage increases, shorter
hours, and longer vacation tine. Minimum vesting standards therefore, must not
be considered In a vacuum, but rather must be examined in context with tile
items mentioned above, as such federal standards would ultimately affect other
Interrelated and socially beneficial priorities.

It is interesting to note from the statistics previously cited as to the number
of plans with vesting provisions now in existence, and the projection of the
number of employees that will qualify for such benefits; that estimate Is very
high, without government Intervention,

Most companies and employees feel that the primary purpose of their pen.
slon plan is to protect long-term employees at or near retirement age and to
provide adequate pension benefits for them rather than vesting pension rights
to the credit of the younger, shorter term employees. In effect, legislating
minimum vesting requirements would be dictating to retailing and its employees,
that voluntary pension obligations must be spent to provide a smaller benefit for
a great number of employees and thus scatter its shot Instead of providing a
meaningful benefit for those employees who stay with the company for a sig-
nificant number of years.

Assuming legislation is needed in setting limits on pension plans, which the
American Retail Federation seriously questions, there should be a searchnlni'for
the limit of social patience far below that which has thus far been proposed.
The object of a vesting standard, If one is needed, should be to protect against
loss of accrued benefits for long service workers,

Legislative proposals have suggested various vesting requirements. HR-9
contemplates vesting upon 10 years of participation in the particular plan: the
Administration Bill calls for 5/0% vesting when age and service equal 50 points,
increasing 10% per year to full vesting with 60 points; and the Williams-Javitts
bill requires 80% vesting after eight years of plan participation, increasing 10%
per year to 100% vesting after I years. These approaches may have similar Im.
pact on costs of a "typical" pension plan, but few plans are "typical," rather,
one or the other of these vesting proposals would cost a particular plan more or
less tha.4 a different type of vesting schedule.

One retailer has commented that funding cost of the Vesting provisions In
H-2 could Increase their cost by as much as 1.0% of covered payroll. (Grubbs
Study Report to Senate Labor Subcommittee), Even at 0.5%/ of payroll, this em.
player's additional cost would be $1,200,000 requiring approximately 50 million
dollars additional sales to produce the Additional cost in pre-tax dollars,

Certainly any enacted vesting formula should be purely plan.-participation re-
lated and not Include any age factor. Any vesting schedule containing an age
factor (for example, the Administration Bill), would be extremely costly to the
retailing industry which historically hires older workers in large numbers. The
Inclusion of an age factor would create a pressure which might well lead to die.
eri'mination against the hiring of oldet employes. No singl vesting rule, how-
ever, has so much merit that it, should be imposed upon the stmuturewof all Vptans
regardless lof their current vesting provision, A singie,iftfliZible and, for o1e,
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inappropriate and costly standard would be detrimental to encouraging new_
plans and increasing benefits in existing plans.

We suggest a reasonable approach to the matter of vesting requirements would

be to permit the use of one of several vesting schedules. Some plans condition
eligibility for benefits on attainment of particular ages; others require certain
length of service; and others specify both, Some plans vest gradually while others

fully vest upon completion of certain requirements. Each plan should be able to-

adopt a reasonable vesting provision in a form that corresponds closely to the

type of provisions it already has for qualification for benefits. Thus, instead of

forcing one form of vesting on all plans, legislation might incorporate alterna-

tive standards, permitting a plan to qualify by meeting any one of them,
Another aspect to be considered in the matter of vesting is what benefits should

vest. We suggest that vested credit should be the accrued normal retirement pen.

sion benefit, and should not include disability and nonretirement benefits,
Committee action on vesting on present information would be premature. The

first stel must be to accurately determine the cost of a minimum vesting standard

and its varying impact on different industries and companies,

In the retail industry, en eligibility standard of less than 5 years service

would cause costly administrative problems and increased record.keeping costs

for a very high turnover group of employees. When credited service and vesting'

refer to hire date, rather than the date of pldn participation, the enrollment date

is not important from an employee's point of view. Fairness to career employees

also Justifies a widely included eligibility restriction that those hired after age

55 will not qualify,
Funding

before legislating away the flexibility which has, up to now, encouraged the

growth of private pension plans, the effect of legislation or regulation on the

formulation of new plans, and on the voluntary increases in benefits by em-

ployers, should be weighed. Even if the various proposed funding requirements

do not directly affect existing pension plans, fluctuations in market values of

pension fund assets could make adherence to a funding schedule costly. In fact,

plans might avoid equity investments with the likelihood of short.term tem.;

porary market declines even though long-term prospects were superior, if a plan

were required to rigidly adhere to a funding schedule. In addition, if there is a
substantial influx of new plan participants in any pension plan, it may be more

desirable to have a retirement program that is not fully funded. If the govern-

ment were to impose certain vesting and funding requirements, such requirenento

might well become very restrictive. We must be wary of mandatory actuarial

assumptions which might ivell accompany any funding requirements.
We feel a new funding standard is not necessary to pension plan participants,

There are already standards for funding private pension plans. The Internal

Revenue Service has a minimum funding provision which requires payment of
current service costs plus interest on unfunded prior service costs as of the date

of plan establishment or amendment. The Accounting Principals Board has estab-

lished a higher minimum if the plan's vested liability is not covered by the value

of assets, based on a 40 year amortization of prior service costs or an annual de-

crease iflinfunded vested liabilities of 6,%. There is no need for an additional

legislative funding standard, especially when the actual amount of contributions

involved will be very small under most proposals.
As to the funding standard found in 8-4 it should be noted that it is not reu

lated to the Isme of sufficiency of assets compared to vested liabilities: instead,

it is concerned with the entire funding process for ill liabilities for all benefits.

Because the standard is not clearly defined in the Bill, interpretation by the ad.

ministering authority would be necessary. While we assume it is not the inten-

tion of S-4 to regulate actuarial methods, such regulation might be considered

necessary by the administering authority, including actuarial assumptions such

as interest rate, turnover prior to retirement, and compensation increase scale

in accomplishing uniform application of the funding standard. Thus, undesirable

technical complexities and increased regulation are bound to follow an enact-

ment of this provision.~~PORTABILTY ,

A portability program does not add anything to an Omptdyee's benefit and'

would merely provide an expensive way of implementing such benefits. What
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difference does it make if an employee retires and has vested benefits from 2 or
8 different companies, so long as he gets them? What is gained by creating a
government agency to give an employee one check instead of his getting three?
Also, there are insolvable problems in transferring oredits whioh are not 100%
funded,

Apart from the complexity of administering a portability program the trans-
fer of fully funded vested benefits, even though actuarially reduced, can have
an undesirable impact on pension plans since each plan has its own actuarial as-
sumption, There is no uniformity in the various factors used to determine the
value of a vested benefit. As a result there may be differences either in the present
value of given benefits or in benefits on retirement from a given amount of assets
transferred. This could lead to the government establishing uniform inflexible
standards to all plans,

Another problem has to do with the fact that portability could result in short
term employees syphoning off assets to the detriment of long service employees
particularly where the pension plan were not fully funded, For example, when
a terminated employee takes with him 100% of his vested benefit the funding
of benefits and the remaining employees could be placed in jeopardy.

In any case, we believe that a mandatory portability program would jeopardize
the pension system as we know it today. We oppose establishment of a port-
ability program.

B3Z.5UeAvNOC

99,98% of 23 million covered employees' vested benefits were unreduced by
plan terminations, according to the 1072 government study, This indicates a
minute fraction of pension benefit defaults, yet it is proposed that termination
insurance be established which would treat voluntary private pension plans as
though they were a form of social insurance,

Adequate disclosure to employees of the portion of their benefits which are
vested and funded (or note if the amount reported is not both vested and
funded) would reduce, if not eliminate surprise as to decreased benefits in the
event of plan termination. As to the fraction of pension plan participants who
do not realize full vested benefits due to plan terminations, in the great majority
of such cases the pension "promises" of the company was kept: benefits accrued
and, were funded as agreed. The employees, however, were not aware that only
a portion of their prospective benefit was both earned out and funded.

We oppose reinsurance because it would result in an assessment against sound
and continuing plans to pay for the losses of poorly administered or terminated.
plans. Further, the subject to be "insured" does not exist. Actually, the word
insurance or re-insurance is a misnomer, describing what is actually a tax on
unfunded liabilities.

The expense of "re-insurance" would divert employer funds frbm providing
employee benefits, and it would also have the effect of deterring conscientious
employers from amending plans retroactively increasing benefits, thereby in-
creasing unfunded past service liabilities, We feel a re-insurance program would,
also encourage speculative investment and irresponsible benefit increases for
unsound plans which might collect against the "insurance," ie,, tax bank.

The operation of a system of reinsurance would necessitate greater regula-
tion, and therefore decreased flexibility, of pension plan administration and,
actuarial methods and assumptions.

As a matter of fact the existence of an insurance pool to guarantee pension
benefits could also lead to pressure and an increase in benefit levels beyond
the company's or collectively-bargained trust's capability to pay for them, On
the theory that the insurance pool would make up any deficiency, it might also
encourage administrators to engage in speculative investments since, If success.
ful, contributions to the plan could be reduced or minimized, In the event of
failure, the insurance pool would bail out the speculators.

Ultimately the Federal Government would be compelled to establish ground
rules on the types of investments made, assumptions used and evaluation of plan
assets, in order to protect the insurance pool. We believe that a Federal re-
insurance provision would lead to complete regulation and takeover of a private-
pension system,

Retailing is very strongly opposed to any sort of re-insurance as being of
questionable propriety and workability.
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DISCLOSURE AND REPORTING

There are two aspects to dischsure: Communication to employees and regis-

tration, disclosure and/or reporting to a governmental agency.
Meaningful communication to employees is important and is presently required

under the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act us recently amended. Most,

If not all, retail companies which now have pension plans keep plan participants

apprised of any changes in the plan and distribute, usually on an annual basis, a

statement setting forth the amount each participant will receive for credited

service to date. Such communication to the participant is designed to be as

easily understood as possible as to individual benefits. For this reason, ARF

believes that it is unnecessary to have such communications patterned by gov-

ernment guidelines. ARF is also circumspect as to the matter of certifying

employee benefits. To require the sending, on an annual basis, of minute invest.

ment details which, in the majority of companies, are available to the employee

on request, would both be costly to the employer and of little use to the em-

ployee-such requirements should therefore be avoided.
AR is opposed to Additional Proposed Registration, Disclosure and/or Re.

porting Requirements to the extent the same would be cumbersome and would

require the keeping of additional records both for the employer and for the in.

surer. Disclosure should be adequate and meaningful, but not unnecessarily do.

tailed and burdensome, (Currently, the principal users of information on re.

tirement plans found at the Department of Labor are those who sell investments,.

stocks and bonds to fund trustees.) In addition, many thousands of dollars would

be spent by a lot of employers for very little protection for pension plan partlci.

pants. Cases of irresponsible fiduciary management turned up so far, under cur-

rent disclosure laws, are few in number and deal more with welfare plans than

pension plans.
FDUOrARY RESPONSIBILITY

ARF believes that the imposition of stricter fiduciary responsibility require-

ments would probably not go beyond the strict standards now observed by most

trustees. Although we do feel that this matter is sufficiently regulated under the

Internal Revenue Code and the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act, we,

would have no strong objection to reasonable legislation in this regard,

LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PENSION PROFIT S RING PLANS

In our opening remarks, we said that minimum standards on pension or profit

sharing plans, if enacted, should be administered by the Treasury Department,

specifically by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Again, we would like to

emphasize this extremely crucial point, Except for the disclosure provisions

which are administered by the Labor Department under the Welfare and Pen-

sion Plan Disclosure Act, it is the IRS that has the economic expertise to en-

force the proposed standards on such a complicated Issue as private pension

and profit sharing plans. The IRS is attuned to the task of administering pension

standards as they already have the ability and expertise in the financial, eco.

nomic and actuarial occupations so necessary to the intelligent administration of

such a highly specialized field.
For this very reason, the Federation also believes that it should be theFinance

Committee in the Senate and the Ways & Means Committee in the House that

ultimately examine the need for such pension standards, It Is these Committees
which should, first, see If any legislation in this area is needed, and, second,
should have the oversight powers if such legislation should be enacted.

CoNcLIsION

To date, most proposed pension legislation is based on horror stories affecting

a very small percentage of covered workers. Thousands of private pension and

profit-sharing plans can be legislated out of business and millions of employees

deprived of benefits unless great care is given to the consequence of legislation

or regulation justified as needed to protect a very small minority of employees,

Pension plans are a part Of a total compensation package, including other non-

wage benefits, and should be capable of administration by the employer as may be

Suitable In that contest.
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If there is a demonstrated need for additional legislation, a set of priorities
should be established after sufficient study. While reasonable and meaningful
disclosure and fiduciary standards are less involved, proposals on vesting, fund.
ig portability and reinsurance are more complex and costly.

Destructive public policy can snuff out private pension plans. There is much
more that is strong and right with private pension than there is weakness. Solu-
tion through standardization appears to be founded on the premise that flexi-
bility is a source of weakness in a private pension system, As we have seen,
however, this very flexibility is in fact the source of the strength of the private
)ension system. The overwhelming majority of pension plans are well run, well

designed and well thought of by the covered worker. Forcing private pension
plans into such proposed vesting, funding and insurance patterns would he harm-
ful to most employees, as well as their employers. Also, uniformity would have
a stifling affect on the growth of private pension plans, In addition, if further
regulation Is to come, it should come on the same basis for all, without discrimi-
nation, A Congress that is avowedly interested in guaranteeing some benefits at
retirement, seems rather to he pushing present and future employer retirement
programs in the direction of plans that do not fix benefits, Thus, inappropriate
and impractical legislation would be self-defeating.

Finally, although the Federation believes there is no need for minimum pen-
sion standards legislation at this time, we would like to reemphasise that it
should he placed in the hands of IRlS and not the Labor Department. Further.
more, the oversight Jurisdiction over pension and profit sharing standards should
he under the purview of the Finance Committees and not the Labor Committees.

ITNIM STATES INDEPENDENT TELEPiroNE ASSOCIATION,
Wash ington, D.O,, Mlay 81, 1078.

11on, GAYLORD N ELSON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Private Pension Plans, Senate Finance Comnittece,

DiP'8cn Senate Offlce Building, 1VaglmIngton, D.C.
1)EAR SENATOR NELsoN: This letter is prompted by a concern that inadequate

consideration has been given to the effect of the provisions of S. 4 and similar
legislation requiring accelerated liquidation of so-called "experience deficiencies"
or actuarial deficits. These provisions in many cases would require unnecessarily
burdensome and unreasonably fluctuating special annual payments to pension
funds by employers.

The likely effect ofsuch special annual contribution requirements would be to
encourage unwarranted actuarial assumptions and to discourage improvements
in plan benefits and structure. We are told that, even in Ontario where suilar
provisions were enacted some years ago under much more favorable circum-
stances, these adverse effects are beginning to appear.

Thus, USITA, which is the national representative of the Independent (non-
Bell) telephone companies in the United States, urges that no pension reform bill
containing such accelerated liquidation provisions be reported without redrafting
to eliminate these adverse effects.

The Incus of the special payments l)roblem is in Section 210(b) (8) of 9. 4,
which requires liquidation of experience deficiencies by special annual payments
over a term not exceeding five years. An "experience deficiency" is defined in
Section 8(22) as "any actuarial deficit, determined at the time of a review of.
the plan."

We are apprehensive that the term "experience deficiency" might be construed
to embrace:

1) Fluctuations In market value of the fund assets.
(2) Increases In funding renilrements due to automatic increases In

lionslo,, benefit tied to Increases In wates of employees.
(8) Extrnordinary increases in funding requirements due to sudden hlifts

in employee retention, early retirement, mortality, seniority, ete.
First, the inclusion of raw or unnormnlized market fluctuations In the ex-

perience deficiency category is unsound, since market value glves only a short-
term estimate of the real value of the fund assets. Indeed, it is not clear frdm
the text that such a result is required, since only actuarial deficits are Inoluded.,
and any proper actuarial determination of principal appreciation would pre
sunmably reflect changes in market value more gradually. (See Senate Report No.
98-127 to accompany S, 4 at page 16, Apr. 18, 1078.)

dEST COPY AVAILABLE
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If an inclusory interpretation were established, however, downward market
fluctuations would result in heavy special payments In years when the employer
was least able to pay and, under current IRS regulations, would preclude pay-
ments in good times when the employer was best able to pay. The fear of heavy
special payments in poor years would inhibit employers from improving pension
benefits and structure in good years and would preclude as a practical matter
such improvements during market downturns. The impact of fluctuations would
be particularly burdensome on the well-funded plans with a heavy percentage of
common stock investments.

Second, the requirement of five-year liquidation of experience deficiencies re-
sulting from automatic increases in pensions due to general increases in the
wages of active employees is equally unsound. Such a result would discriminate
against plan provisions providing for automatic pension increases in favor of
nonautomatic increases in pensions, which would be considered plan amendments
and hence subject to a thirty-year funding schedule [Sec. 210(b) (2) (B)]. The
impact on plans measuring benefits by the five-high-years would be particularly
unfair and burdensome, since the employer would be required to fund tomorrow's
inflation with today's dollars. The impact would also be particularly unfair and
burdensome in industries such as the telephone industry, where triennial wage
negotiations are common. Severe upward fluctuations In pension payments would
result from the bargaining cycle.

Third, changes due to sudden shifts in employee population characteristics,
such as retention rate, early retirement, seniority, etc., could produce rather ex-
treme fluctuations in pension plan payments. These, again, would be unnecessar-
ily burdensome under a five-year liquidation schedule.

In sum, special annual payments required to liquidate deficiencies originating
in any one of these categories alone could be unfair, burdensome, and counter-
productive, due to their extraordinary amount and unpredictableness. In any
given year, however, the sum of the special annual payments attributable to the
three categories could fluctuate upward or downward in amount wildly and un-
predictably. Certainly the magnitude of the potential fluctuation, coupled with
ts unpredictability, would be unfair and would tend to constrain management's

latitude in setting the upper limits for pension benefits. The element of unpre.
dictabllity is particularly undesirable for public utilities, whose rates are regu-
lated by Federal and/or state regulatory bodies,

For the foregoing reasons, USITA strongly urges that any compulsory fund-
ing legislation not attempt to convert portions of long-terni advance funding into
short-term obligations. Specifically, any "experience deficiency" provision should
either exclude factors productive of extreme fluctuations in pension plan con-
tributions or provide for a longer liquidation period. As to the latter approach,
methods consistent with the recommendations in Opinion 8 of the Accounting
Principles Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants should
be permitted. Opinion 8 would permit such special adjustments to be-overed by
"the routine application" of an acceptable funding method or alternatively spread
over a suitable term such as the weighted average future active employees' life-
time.

It is requested that this letter be placed in the record.
Respectfully yours, THto.MAs HOWAnTHr.

Director of Government Relations.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION,
Berea, Otio, May 29, 1978.Mr, Tom VAIL,

Chief Counael, Senate Pittance Committee,
New Senate O]flce Btlding, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. VAIL: On behalf of the American Society for Personnel Administra-
tion, representing 11,000 professional employee and labor relations personnel,
we submit this letter and the attached paper, "Meeting The Challenge of Pro-
viding Adequate Retirement Income For The American People", as our-testi-
mony on proposed reforms of the private pefffon system. We respectfully re-
quest that this testimony be entered into the records of hearings held recently
by the Senate Finance Committee on this subject, Our testimony before other
congressional committee hearings on private pension reform is a matter of
record.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The single major point that we wish to make to the members of the Senate
Finance Committee is as follows:

The problem of securing an adequate retirement income for the American peo-
ple is not going to be solved by reforms of only the private pension system. Many
improvements are needed in this sector and we are confident they will be forth-
coming and are generally supportive of their enactment into legislation.

But the providing of, and securing of, adequate retirement income is made up
of: (1) private pension plans, (2) social security, (3) municipal and other gov-
ernmental retirement plans, (4) the resources of private individuals, and (5)
railroad retirement systems.

It is certainly legitimate to ask: Why are there not proposed reforms to deal
with the inequities and Inadequacies of the other sources of retirement income?
All of these sources of income work together to provide income to the American
people in retirement. And they should all be examined in depth, and reformed if
necessary to do a proper job in fulfilling their role.

The fact that scial security is a government sponsored pension plan, and that
other governmentally sponsored retirement plans are outside of tax considera-
tions, should not stand as a basis for exempting those systems from the same
restrictive demand and controls placed upon private pension plans. What is
equitable for participants in private pension plans should be equitable for par,
ticipants of social security and other government sponsored plans. There is no
logical basis for a double standard applied to private pension plans.

We request that legislation passed to reform the private pension system require
of Congress that it undertake to investigate the social security system and other
governnenitally sponsored retirement income systems, and to enact reforms of
those retirement systems as well.

Sincerely,
ERNEsT .T. B. GRIF Fs,

Chairman. Snbeonm ittee on Retirement Iaconic Systeme, National Com-n
nittee on Compensation and Benefit8.

MEETINO THE CIHALLENOE or PRovxnINo ADEQUATE RETIREMENT INCOME FOR THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

(A-Presentation by Ernest J. 1. Griffes on behalf of the American Society for
Personnel Administration Member)
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PREFACE

The purpose of this preface is to provide a concise summary of the content of
this paper.

The 10,000 members of the American Society for Personnel Administration
believe that the system for providing human dignity in retirement through ade-
quate retirement income must be viewed as a unified whole, with Social Secur-
ity, public retirement plans, private retirement plans, and the financial resources
of individuals each serving an important role in meeting the needs of our
retirees.

We believe that it is in the best interest of the people of America to maintain
the dual system of providing retirement income through Social Security as a
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base with private pension plans as an income supplement, and that every en-
couragement must be offered to individuals to provide a measure of their re-
tirement Income security from their own resources.

We believe that personnel administrators are in a crucial and unique position
in the private pension debate because they operate in the realm of practicality
at the base level, the people level, and in employee benefits the buck stops in
the personnel administrators office. Everything that is good or bad about a
private pension plan focuses on the point at which an employee is told about
the benefits he will receive.

We do not agree with the contention that it is the intent of most employers
to deprive employees of retirement income security or to structure pension plans
In such a manner as to benefit only a chosen few.

It appears to us that the logical vehicle for additional regulation is the present
process of qualification of a private pension plan with the Internal Revenue
Service. Another over-burdened government bureaucracy will only impede the
delivery of benefits.

We believe the basic structure of the private pension institution to be sound
and capable of delivering the benefits it promises, and-that what is needed is
significant legislation to encourage faster funding and broader coverage for
American workers.

We believe that there must be a minimum level of visiting required and that
this negates the need for a portability system that would appear to us to be im-
practical and even unworkable. But care must be taken to avoid tile minimum
becoming an accepted standard.

We believe that the answer to benefit security is in faster funding of bene-
fits through encouragement to contribute more resources, and that termination
Insurance would discourage growth of private pension plans, and possibly operate
to the disadvantage of plan participants during periods of economic depression.

We believe that a requirement to communicate plan benefits in simplistic lan-
guage is unrealistic without extensive guidelines on what simplistic language is
and protection for employers from liabilities arising out of the use of such lan-

lnage. But p)lan participants are entitled to be told the full and complete story
about their benefits and the handling of their pension funds.

We believe that the Social Security system and public retirement systems also
contain substantial weaknesses and deserve to be subjected to the same Intense
study and review that Is being applied to the private pension system.

The lo,000 members of the American Society for Personnel Administration
commit themselves to observe a code of ethical practices, two tenets of which are:

__ "I will respect the dignity of the individual as one of the essential elements of
success in any enterprise."

"I will demonstrate and promote a spirit of cooperative effort between own-
ers, managers, employees, and the general public, directly or indirectly con-
nected with the enterprise."

When the human machine wears out, the continuing reward for a lifetime of
work takes the form of a retirement Income providing dignity and Independence
In the "Golden Years". That is what the private pension Institution is all about-
dignity for human beings.

The raging controversy over private pension legislation is characterized by
elaborate and detailed technical studies, conducted by brilliant men, but arrlv-
Ing at opposite conclusions. Harsh accusations by intelligent men against other
Intelligent men have hardened positions and frozen attitudes.

And yet the goal of all parties on all sides is the same-to provide security and
dignity in retirement for human beings who have contributed a working lifetime
to society.

The time for promoting a spirit of cooperative effort is at hand.

OItlENTATION

Personnel administrators are by nature people orientated,
Our basic approach to any-subject Is to ask, "What impact will this action have

on the people-what is the meaning of this action in terms of human life
experience?"

We are not unmindful of economic Implications-for we understand that eco-
nome factors--especially the profit motive and the free enterprise concept-are
a part of the foundations of our society.
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It is the ecoilomic factors that make possible a standard of living for our
people unmatched In the history of mankind. But people make the free enter-
prise system work-and the rewards of the system should be shared with them
to the maximum possible extent.

Personnel officers occupy a unique position in the pension benefit controversy.
They are personally involved in the design and administration of pension plans
at the base level-the people level. They are most often responsible for communi-
cating the benefits of the plan and for the administration of the plan-including
all the face-to-face feedback when problems arise in benefit eligibility. The net
total of all the positives and negatives in a private pensionplan come to focus
at the point of telling an employee he will or will not receive a benefit and what
the benefit will be. In employee benefits, the buck stops in the personnel adminis-
trators office.

To these purposes-human dignity in retirement and a cooperative spirit in
solving the problems of providing the means to achieve that dignity-tihe nmei-
hers of the American Society for Personnel Administration rededicate thenislves
in offering the concensus of their opinion with respect to improving the systems
for providing retirement income in the United States.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Dual Pension System

We believe that it is in. the beat interest of the people of Atnerica to maintain
the dual systent of providing ictirrment ineoptie--that is s(Ktal security ns a re-
tirement income base, supplemented by the resources of private Industry in pro.
hiding additional benefits to the maximum extent possible through private-pei-
slon plans.

But the social security system must remain a base benefit and not be pe-r.
emitted to expand without limit to the point where econoni(* resources are less
available to provide private pension benefits.

We, therefore, believe that every effort should be made to restrain the spiral
of ever increasing social security costs that bear heaviest on the middle income
employee under the present system. Continually increasing the wage base is a
cruel deception on working men and women-a mirage that appears to offer
great future security but in fact is a welfare plan shifting the income of some
to support others,

We believe that the financing of the social security system would be more
appropriate to the nature of social security benefits if It were spread it some
manner across the resources of the nation as a whole rather than falling so
heavily on an arbitrarily selected segment of our workers. Furthermore, the
payment of benefits should recognize all other sources of retirement Ivoillet, so
that those who have the need for Income receive adequate income, and those who
have adequate retirement Income from other sources do not drain social security
resources for unneeded income.

The private pension system thus should be offered every enoouragpenent and
Inducement to fulfill its proper role as a democratic Institution established In the
tradition of free men negotiating their relationships and the contracts controlling
those relationships.

OOVERNM1ENTAL CONTROLS

It Is in the best tradition of Democratic Ideals that people e permitted maxi-
mum freedom from governmental restraint to work out the relationship between
employee and employer. Legislation that has as Its ultimate effect restraint of
action by either party can only be Justified on'the basis of protecting the Interest
of one party as against the other. This Justification of necessity assumes it is the
intent of one party to deprive the other of some privilege or right to which the
injured party is entitled.

We do not agree with the contention that it is the intent of most employers to
deprive employees of retirement income sccurity or to structure pension plans in
such a manner as to benefit onaly a chosen, few. The vast complexity of regulations
now existing under the Treasury Depa rtment and tlw Internal flevenoir Service
is adequate to prevent tis if thow regolatims and rulings are enforecl.

The present process of qualifying a pension plan is the logiegl vehiclefor any
additional regulations that are deemed necessary. Another governmental control
unit with an equally vast array of regulations, equally understaffe4 and unable
to-properly enforce its regulations, is an expensive duplication of effort and only
serves again to demonstrate the folly of the premise that all problems can be
solved by creating another governmental agency.
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TIE PRIVATE PENSION INSTITUTION 15 MATURE

Although the inception of the private pension concept dates into the 1800's
in the United States, the real birth of private pensions occurred in the early
1940's. Thus the private pension institution is relatively young. Considering the

long period of time necessary for pension plans to mature, only plans established

in the 1040's and early 50's have had an opportunity to alroach maturity. Yet

the greatest growth ever In private pension plans is just now taking place.

The maturing process of the private pension institution suggests that what is

needed now is some guidance and direction to smooth out the problem areas

and encouragement to mature toward fulfillment of the useful and important

role for which it Is designed. We believe the basic structure of the private pen-

in Inatiution to be sound and capable of delivering the benefits It promises.
Legislation that cuts deeply into the present system and changes its nature seems

unnecessary and would likely have the effect of discouraging the continued
growth of private pension plans. Tits would mean only that fewer people would

have the opportunity to participate in tits allocation of private resources. We

believe that such a result is contrary to the interests of the American society

and economy.
We do believe, however, that my legislation that is passed must be significant

enough to result in real Improvement, and must not he a simple whitewash to

satisfy the demand of the public for soae sort of action. To gloss over the very

real problems of benefit security with ineffective legislation will only serve to

weaken the private pension institution.

POSITIONS ON SPECIFIC PROPOsED LEGISLATION

e'csting and Portability
Thllere must be a minlinan level of vesting-for It's wrong in every sense that

tin employee who has provided his service for many years should be deprived of

:ally benefit upon termination resulting from circumstances beyond his control.

And yet the maxillum vesting of 100% immediately is unrealistic because tile

cost would force benefit levels at actual retirement to a much lower level, We

assume that there is a limit to the resources an employer can allocate for pen-
sion-wnetts and, therefore, choices must be made between which benefits are

to be provided. Since it is the basic objective of a pension plan to provide

-all adequate retirement Income, the goal must be maximizing the retirement

benefits and vesting benefits within a given resource allocation for these benefits,
We believe that as a requirement for qualification of a pension plan, ftll vesting

In the earned benefit should occur not later than age 55, with five years service,

.with partial vesting occurring prior to that age and commencing not later than

0age 40.
The specific approach to achieve this minimum need not be legislated, for

there tire any number of methods that could achieve tits goal and there is
no need to impose legislation that unnecessarily limits the imagination of the
people Involved in each case to meet the requirement in the best manner possible

,tider their own circumstances.
Certainly we have learned the lesson that imposing a minimum standard often

leads to that standard becoming the accepted level, Many plans now provide
more liberal vesting than timis mininum-and care should be taken not to allow
the standard to restrict the initiative of individual employers to do better than
the minimum.

Furthermore, we believe that there should be a guarantee under the social
security system that every contributor should always be 100% vested in 'his

Own contributions so that under no circumstances could a participant, or his
beneficiaries, receive less in benefits than the contributions he lid paid In with
interest.

l1e believe that a vesting m4nnmum should be set, but enacted as a Treasury
Department or Internal Revenue Service requirement for qualification, and
not legislated by an act of Ongress,

There are certain Industries with special turnover problems, such as the aero.

space and some defense industries, that should have a lower mintimum M'equir&
meat because of those unique industr, problems.

We 0l1eve that vetoing and porttbft~# dre related. If adequate vesting ocuVrs
with benefits being payable at retirement then portability is not necessary The
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proposals for portability of benefits contemplate a governmental clearing agency
as the mechanism for the holding of funds and payment of benefits.

It is our position that the mechanism of portability, if it could be organized
at all, would be an unnecessary and costly process. As personnel officers we
would almost surely bear responsibility for the administration of the process
and it appears to us to be unworkable. We believe that the maintenance of ade-
quate records to assure payment of deferred vesting benefits can be handled
within present established administrative procedures at a reasonable cost.

For these reasons we believe a system of portability of benefits is unworkable
and unnecesary, and would be an intrusion into the private pension institution
that would impede, rather than improve, the delivery of pension benefits to
recipients.

FUNDING AND TERMINATION INSURANCE

The problem of-lost benefits when a pension plan terminates has been perhaps
the principal source of severe criticism of the private pension institution. The
inadequacy of funds to provide benefits in such circumstances is a tragic oc-
currence and any solution to prevent such situations deserves the full support of
every facet of government, industry and society.

The fact that such unfortunate occurrences represent'only a very small per.
centage of the total plans in operation, and affect an even smaller percentage of
the total of all participants in private pension plans, does not minimize the
tragedy to those affected.

IVe believe that a requirement for funding of past 8eri e over a period of not
more than 40 years would contribute to securing benefits without creating a
burden on the contributing employers.

We also believe that the maximum restriction on contributions that permits
only a 10% of Past Service cost deduction per year should be liberalized, There
are employers who would contribute more, and the larger the contribution, the
more secure are the benefits of the participants. This action would contribute
significantly to a solution of the problem in plan terminations,

Plan termination insurance of unfunded Past Service liabilities or vested
benefit liabilities does not appear to us as the answer to securing benefits,

The cost would fall most heavily on young plans with large liabilities for past
service. This would act to discourage plan development. Alternativel'r the cost
would be factored into contributions and benefits would be lower. Or, plans
would be in past service liabilities to be insured and also depriving employees of
benefits for past service. If the termination insurance is applied to vested bene-
fits only, the effect would still be the same. Lower benefits would result in lower
liabilities for vested benefits.

Equally as important is the potential for some employers to use this as an
escape from the liability for pension benefits. In difficult times, the easy wiY'
out would be to terminate the plan and let the insurance fund pay the benefits,
An economic downturn could quickly bankrupt the insurance fund and the par-
ticipants would again be the losers--perhaps on a much greater scale than has
been experienced to date.

In summation, we believe the answer to scouring benefits in plan termination
is to encourage faster funding so that tfibre funds are available to provide those
benefits. -

The vehicle for accomplishing this would again logically be the present re-
quirements for qualification of a plan.

We also believe that the present limitation on deductible contributions to
HR-10 plans for the self employed should be increased. The entrepreneur Is the
foundation of our economic system. It is the striving for dignity that drives a
man to bear the risk of a business undertaking, He should be encouraged to prn-
vide for himself and his employees. There is no rationale for telling him that if
he worked for someone else Instead of for himself, he could be entitled to the
privileges of greater retirement income.

COMMUNICATION AND DISCLOtU

The very basis of understanding between people Is open and complete com-
munication, We become suspect of the source of information when we have
reason to believe that communication is designed to be misleading or deceptive.

The charges made against the communication of information about pension
benefits stems from two factors of the present system:
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1. The complex technical and legal aspects of the vision contract have lead
to wariness in communication of plan provisions. It is a difficult task to trans-
late legal jargon into simplistic language and yet retain the legal protections
that are a part of the contract. There have been many occurrences in which em-
ployers haVe been required to meet a liability arising from communication ma-
terial that was not accepted as an obligation under the terms of the plan. -

2. The magnitude of the investment employers make in pension benefits for
employees, encourages the tendency to present the plan in the most positive
terms possible so that a return in positive employee attitudes can be realized on
the investment. This leads to over simplification and an advertising sales ap-

roach. When, as is so often the case, the communication material is prepared
by persons not thoroughly cognizant of the technical and legal nature of plan
provisions, the result can easily become a document subject to criticism as 0-
complete and misleading.

We believe that people prefer to be told the full story and are entitled to be
provided full information. This alone would raise the level of performance in
securing pension benefits because it would discourage the kinds of actions that
result in losing benefits.

Full disclosure of all information regarding the plan and benefit security is a
logical and reasonable requirement for deductibility of contributions to a retire-
ment plan. The money belongs to the employees and they are entitled to be ad-
vised of what is being done with that money.

The proposed requirement to emphasize negative aspects of the plan and to
use simplistic language in communications is, however, totally unrealistic, and
could only be suggested by one who has never faced the task of preparing such
material or presenting it face to face to employees. It is comparable to legislating
a requirement that every legislator report to all his constituents the full and
complete explanation of his vote on every issue and the significance of lis vote,
emphasizing the negative impact it might have on the lives and incomes of his
constituents-in terms designed to be understood by an average constituent.

We therefore support requirements for fuller disclosure and more complete
information in cohimunication material but oppose requirements to emphasize
negative aspects and the generalized requirement to tms simple language, which
in itself is a completely subjective judgment,

We, in fact, believe that Congress should restrain the Department of Labor
from enacting this portion of the proposed regulation as published in the Federal
Register on February 1, 1972, (87 F.R. 2448), unless and until the Department
can also provide comprehensive guidelines as to what is not simple language
that all average larticipant will understand, and further provide a protective
me(.hanism for employers under circumstances in which simple language results
in unintended liabilities.

It is not beyond belief to envision an employer, particularly small employers,
terminating a pension plan, or being financially destroyed by a liability arising
from an attempt to use simple language in explaining a pension plan to employ-
ees. Such a result certally will not secure pension benefits for the employees
involved,

DEDUOTIILITrY OF INDIVIDUAL CONTRSUTIONS

We believe the enactment of legislation permitting tax deductions for Volun.
'tary or mandatory contributions to qualified pension plans is long overdue. The
logic of encouraging individuals to save for their retirement is so basic that there
appears to be every moral and social Justification for this approach. Man derives
the utmost in human dignity when he can provide for himself and does not have
to rely upon others for assistance.

Furthermore, we believe that the required contributions to the social security
system should be tax deductible to employees, just as they-are deductible to
the employers.

OOVERNMENTAL PENSION DEPARTMENT

Private pension plans are now subject to regulations and controls from eleven
federal departments and agencies, not to mention state and local regulation
where it exists.

Assuming that all of these departments and agenclescould transfer their pen.
sion plan control functions to one agency, we believe the operation of the private
pension institution might be Improved. Short of this, and it seems unlikely that
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ttls could be accomplished, we see no value in having yet another governmental
control unit with more bureaucratic mechanisms to hobble the delivery of re-
tirement benefits to participants.

FIDUCIARY STANDARDS AND INVESTMENT JIMITATIONS

IVe believe that any step necessary to assure the safety of etployee pension
funds and the integrity of persons responsible for those funds is deserving ofou"-upport.

Requirements to assure that such persons are qualified by training, experience
and personal character are logical and valid. 'Vhey should meet the same criteria
as others whoi are entrusted with public funds, such as officers of financial
institutions.

However, assuming that such qualified people are appointed to such positions,
we believe they should be permitted to exercise their expertise in the competitive
financial marketplace to do the best job they can for the participants of the plan.

We su)l)ort the principle of the "prudent man" rule In fiduciary situations and
believe it works to the benefit of the plan participants, Elaborate restrictions on
Investments, or a requirement that investments be made to accomplish social
objectives, are not in the best interest of all plan participants. We oppose the
attempt to place such restrictions or fiduciaries. We believe they alone are
responsible for those Judgments lit their circumstances and should be free to
act In their capacity.

Present law provides for the problems of fraud and outright mismanagement
of funds. And present qualification requirements prohibit the most common trans-
actions that could endanger the security of the funds. Requirements for dis.
closure of adequate information to detect violations seem to us to be appropriate
and we support such requirements.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The changing nature of our work force and of the American social structure
offer guidance in what the objectives of our retirement Income delivery system
should be.

A mobile work force suggests that vesting must be an Integral part of the
retirement system.

A younger and more affluent work force suggests that ways must be found to
encourage individuals to participate in providing their own retirement income.

A better educated work force suggests that the level of information provided
about their retirement income should be raised and that they will understand
and accept this increased information.

A greater percentage of women iln the work force suggests that Lprovislons
must e made to permit them to participate fully,

The shifting social attitude toward more opportunity for leisure and aesthetic
pursuits, suggests that we must prepare for earlier retirement.at higher Income
levels.
Tie expanding retired population and the new social awareness of the prob-

leUms of the aging suggests that prognrms of education and preparation for
retirement should he undertaken.

The Increasing proportion of our work force engaged In public and govern-
mental employment suggests that public retirement programs deserve the same
review now being given to private plans, to assure that public retirement sys-
tems also function as they should,

The new awareness in our young people of their individuality and their desire
to participate in the events that control their lives, suggest that they will demand
a higher level of participation In the decision making process and adminlstratlon
of retirement income systems, both public and private.

These new factors suggest additional concepts and approaches. If social secur-
ity is permitted to continually increase benefits, then the future role of prl;ate
pension plans may be tie provision ofa level of Income from age 65 to 05 equal
to the social security Income commencing at 65. This Would encourage earlier
retirement at an adeqptate income so that retired persons could enjoy tidr
retirement years, and the channels of promotion would be opened for oursyoutitful
work 'trce.

Such earlier retirement would provide a segment of our population that cotl
be retrained to dedicate some of their time at reasonable additional income, to
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attacking some of our social problems that need attention. Alternatively, their
training and experience, willingness and ability to give of their time, could be
turned to advantage in teaching or training activities-or assistance to small
faltering businesses.

Programs to prepare people for the emotional and psychological impact of
retirement are sadly lacking. Programs designed to ease the transition from a
lifetime of work to days of leisure deserve everyone's encouragement. This is a
crucial factor in enabling our people to enter retirement and live out their
retirement years with dignity.

SUMMATION AND CONCLUSION

As a basic principle, we believe that the entire system of delivering retirement
income to our people must be the consideration in this great pension debate. The
focus of criticism on private pension plans alone is not Justified, for they have
performed a great service in their relatively short lifetime, and certainly are
maturing into one of the finest of our democratic institutions.

The social security system, which Is also an integral part of our retirement
income system, should also be subject to this review and debate. The require-
ments placed upon it to perform in delivering the maximum benefit for dollars
contributed, should be no less than those placed upon the private pension system.

Likewise, the public and governmental retirement systems should also share
in this debate, for they also are an integral part of the retirement income system,
and have weaknesses and strengths that should be scrutinized carefully.

It is our consensus that every effort should be made to encourage the integrated
growth and development of all of these retirement income systems, with the basic
objectives always being to secure and maximize the benefits that make it possible
for our people to live out their retirement years with dignity.

The cooperative spirit of us all-of the legislators the actuaries and the con-
sultants, the employers and the union representatives, the participants and
fiduciaries-must be invigorated and energized to generate the imagination and
to achieve the team work necessary for meeting this great social -challenge of
our time.

STATEMENT OF CATERPILLAR TR ATOR Co., SUMITTED BY M. H. GucKc,
MANAOER, COMPENSATION DEPARTMENT

I INTRODUOTION

Caterpillar Tractor Co. is a manufacturer of earthmoving, construction ano
materials handling equipment and diesel and natural gas engines. The Company's
corporate headquarters are located at 100 N.X. Adams Street, Peoria, Illinois,
61602. Caterpillar employs approximately 45,000 employees in Illinois and pres-
ently is the largest private employer in the state. Nationally, Caterpillar employs
approximately 54,000 persons.

To assist you in your consideration of S. 4 and other legislation regarding
private pension plans, we would like to make you aware of the retirement pro-
gram provided by Caterpillar because we feel it is representative of the programs
provided by many larger employers. We also will make specific suggestions for
changes to S. 4 which we feel would it more acceptable to many segments of our
economy without diminishing the effectiveness of the bill,

II- OATERPILLAR'S PENSION PLANS AND EMPLOYEES' INVESTMENT PLAN

Pension Plane
We first established a pension plan in 1945. At its inception, that plan required

employee contributions, and pension benefits were based on employees' career
average of compensation. It provided vesting after completion of 20 years of
service. Through the years our pension program has been expanded and many
improvements made in both benefits and vesting, and employee contributions are
no longer required. Today Caterpillar has several pension plans covering various

, groups of its employees. The provisions of some of these plans have been devel.
. oped through collective bargaining. At the close of 1972, we had approximately

7,800 retirees and survivors of retirees receiving pension payments at the rate
,of approximately $19 million per year.

0O-.23---8----41
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Our UAW pension plan presently provides for vesting of benefits after 10

years of credited service, regardless of age. It provides for monthly pension
benefits computed at the rate of $9 and $10 per month for each year of credited
service. A typical Caterpillar UAW employee retiring today at age 62 and
with 30 years of credited service receives a pension for life under the UAW plan
of approximately 41% of his final take-home pay. If he chooses to have Ills
o(ial security benefit commence at age (2, Ills monthly benefit front both sources

is Illreased to approximately 72% of his finial take-home pay. If Ills spouse is
olso eligible for social Security benefits, the combined Company benefit and
Social Security would be more than 85% of his flal take-home pay. Under the
CAW pension plan, there is an early retirement feature prov4ding up to $500 per
mouth with 30 or more years of credited service.

In administering all of our pension plans, it has always beel our policy to
Inform employees of their benefits, rights and obligations under their pension-
plan. We provide each employee with an explanatory booklet describing his pen-
sin plani. This i done at the time of hire and also following any major change
in the plan. (See Exhibits I and II.) *
Tie purpose of these booklets is to give employees a summary of their pension

phln and to Iirease their unlderstandig of it. While pension documents are
necessarily complex, we attempt to make these booklets as understandable as
possible-(iuestions are welcomed and every effort Is made to answer them, In
addition, ech year we inforiu each employee of Ills accrued credited service. At
lotiret ent ench employee Is In llvidually counseled concerning his pension and
oilier retirement benefits, and lie is givent a certificate setting forth hIs monthly
pension, amount. Each employee who leaves the Company with a vested pension
also receives a certificate setting fomh Ills right to it pension benefit at a later
dale. Prior to age 05, we also send 81uch fornIer employee a notice to relnind
hi1 of Iml right to apply for Ills vested benefit.
)"Imploiees' Ivivestment Plan

ll addition to our various pension plans, Caterpillar niahiltalis an Employ-
ees' l ivestlnent Plait which provides eligible employees an opportulity to achieve
an ownership Interest in the Company through the purchase of Caterpillar com.
13n1 stock. larti ipating employees uhy contribute, oil a voluntary basis, up to
6% of their earnings, and the Colpany will contribute, front current or accumu-
lated profits $1 for each $2 contributed by elnp)oyees. These contributions are
tiumJed over to a bank, as trustee, to purchase shares of Caterpillar common
stock, Approximately 85% of all eligible employees have chosen to Iortielpate ill
the Emphloyees' Inlvestlmluet Plan. Participating employees, If they desire, mity di-
rect that one-half of their contributions be Itvested hi a government securities
fund holding U.S. Government obligations, -

The Eiiployees' Investment Plan provides for immediate vesting of shares
purchased by employees' contributions. Vesting of Coillany-purchased shares
occurs progressively over a period of time, except that a partici pitting employee
will be fully vested in, and entitled to receive, 100% of all Company-purchased
si'ares if he terminates employment because of:

1. Retirement at or after age 65; or --
2. Retirement at or after age 60 with 20 years of service; or
3. Total and permanent disability.

If he dies while employed by the Company, his beneficiary will be entitled to re-
ceive 100% of the shares in his account, including Company-purchased shares,
We have a very extensive program of informing employees about this plan.
Each employee eligible to participate is given a prospectus meeting NEO require
ments when he is first eligible to .loin. Each year a new prospectus is also given
to all members of the Plan. (See Exhibit II.) * Twice each year they are given
a detailed statement of their accounts. (See Exhibit IV.) * Participants are given
Proxy Statements and may vote shares held in their accounts. (See Exhibit V,)*
,i'nd lug

The Company's pension funding policy is to fund the costs of current service
benefits in the year earned and to amortize unfunded past service liabilities over
a 80-year period commencing with the date they are incurred. Unfunded past
service liabilities are incurred each time the pension benefit levels for active

•'Exhibits were made a part of the official files of the Subcommittee.
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employees are raised, and each time the pension benefits payable to retirees are
increased.

In funding our pension obligations, the Company is guided by the advice of a
firm of independent actuarial consultants. The contributions made by the Com-
pany under the plans have been paid to ten separate trust funds held by banks.
The trustees, or the investment counsel employed for any particular trust fund,
have sole investment discretion. As of the end of 1972, the total of our pension
fund assets amounted to approximately one-half billion dollars.

Our Employees' Investment Plan which provides benefits at retirement as well
as upon the occurrence of other events is a qualified profit sharing plan. There is
no unfunded liability under this Plan. The Company's funding obligation under
this plan is to make its matching contributions related to the contributions made
by participants in the plan. All Company contributions made on behalf of par-
ticipants are invested in stock of the Company.

As of the end of 1972, a total of approximately 2.0 million shares of stock of
the Company were held under this plan by the bank trustee.

III COMMENTS WITH REsPzCr TO CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF S. 4

Fiduciary Respon8lbilftl and Disolosuro
To the extent that the disclosure provisions of Title V of S. 4 would encourage

the dissemination of meaningful information about employees benefit plans we
support them, As a matter of fact, we already do many things which Titie V
would require all employers to do. We do them because we have an excellent em-
Il)oyee benefit program, which costs more than $100 million annually and we
believe it makes good business sense to inform our employees about their em-
ployee-benefit package. Similarly, to the extent that the fiduciary responsibility
provisions of Title V would encourage honesty and responsible behavior on the
part of plan administrators, we support them. We are concerned, however, that
some of the 6iselosure requirements and the fiduciary responsibility provisions go
further than is either necessary or desirable. For example, Section 506(d) would
require that a schedule be included in an annual report which would list (with
some exceptions) "all purchases, sales, redemptions, and exchanges of securi.
ties" from a fund. The sheer bulk of information that would be required to be
furnished would overwhelm and confuse employees rather than enlighten them.
This would be particularly true in our situation where ten separate trust funds
are involved. On the other hand, we support a requirement that "party in inter-
est" transactions must be singled out-and disclosed.

Much information required under the annual report already is being furnished
by employers, either voluntarily, as a result of collective bargaining agreements
or in response to other statutes. Where this is already being done, the furnish-
ing of essentially the same information, but in another required format, would
seem to be unnecessary duplication and might be confusing,

Insofar as a percentage limitation on investment in employer securities is
concerned, we are pleased to note that the "Fiduciary Standards" section of

Title V recognizes the special nature and purpose of plans like our Employees'
Investment Plan by exempting them from the limitation. As stated above, the

Employees' Investment Plan was designed to enable eligible employees to achieve

an ownership interest in-the Company through the purchase of its common stock.

While employees may elect to have half of their own contributions invested In a

-government securities fund rather than Caterpillar stock, only 3/10 of 1% of

employee contributions were held in that form at the end of 1072. A requirement

that the investments of this plan be diversified would run contrary to the ex-

pressed desires of the employees themselves.

Vestlng
In general, Title I of S. 4 requires that employees be vested in 80% of their

accrued pension after eight years of service, increasing at the rate of 10% each
year thereafter so that 100% vesting Is attained after 15 years of service. Since
vesting is but one of many different forms of benefits provided under pension
plans, we believe it would be preferable to leave it to employers, employees and
representatives of employees to establish their priorities as to what benefits

ought to be provided from time to time. We are pleased to note, however, thit
Section 202(e) does authorize a waiver of the bill's vesting requirements if it is
determined that a particular plan's vesting provisions provide a degree of vest-

ing "as equitable as tile vesting s(.hdules set forth in Section 202." Insofar as
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the majority of our bargained pension plans are concerned, the vesting require-
ments of S. 4 are not a problem. However, for other employers this may prove
costly and may cause a sacrifice of another benefit which the employees of that
employer would prefer to have.
S special Provisions for Professional Employees

Section 221 of Title II authorizes the development of regulations concerning
the pension rights or benefits of 'professional, scientific, and technical personnel
and others working in associated occupations employed under Federal procure-
ment, construction, or research contracts or grants." We understand that the
intended purpose of this section is to provide protection for those personnel who,
because of changes in federal procurement requirements, do not work with any
single employer for a sufficient period of time to become "vested" in a pension
plan, However, the language of this section is so general and vague that it could
be interpreted to require all government contractors to establish special pension
privileges for scientists, engineers and others working in associated occupations
employed under government contracts. To require special vesting under goi ern-
ment contracts is in basic conflict with 5. 4 and the other major pension bills
currently before Congress because it permits the application of an entirely differ-
ent standard to a select group of employees. This would be inequitable to oth,,r
employees and could be in conflict with present IRS requirements that pension
plans must not discriminate, particularly in favor of management employees.
Also, it overlooks the fact that many government contractors provide stable
employment-and the resultant accrual of "pension rights"-for people who per-
form work under government contracts.
Oertifloates

Section 108 of the bill requires that plan administrators must "furnish or make
available, whichever is the most practicable," certificates to participants who
terminate service with a "vested right to an immediate or deferred pension
benefit or other vested interest." As mentioned-earlier in this statement, Cater-
pillar already provides certificates to its employees when they retire or terminate
service with a vested pension. Caterpillar supports such a requirement, but we
feel that it is not necessary that a copy of each certificate be forwarded to the
agency charged with administering the provisions of this bill. Instead, each plan
administrator should be required to keep a copy of each certificate issued sb
that in the event an employee loses his certificate he may write the Plan admin-
istrator and receive a new certificate in a relatively short period of time. Such
a procedure would avoid the flow of unnecessary paper to Washington and the
imposition of an unnecessary burden upon the agency administering this bill. In
addition, we suggest that an exception to the certificate requirement be made in
the case of lump sum distributions under pension or profit sharing plans where
the employee is provided with a comprehensive statement of accounts and assets
distributed. (See Exhibit VI.) *
Plan Termination Insurance and Portability

Proposals concerning portability and plan termination insurance, such as those
contained in Title III and Title IV of S. 4, are highly controversial and need
much further study. We believe that the enactment of minimum vesting and
funding standards, together with the enactment of increased reporting and fidu-
ciary standards, will eliminate any need for these proposals. We, therefore,
strongly urge that they not be includeT in any bill which may be passed.
Preemption

Caterpillar endorses the preemption provisions of Section 609 (a) which denies
the overlapping regulation of private pension plans by state governments. Many
pension plans cover persons employed in several states. To permit state govern-
ments to develop eligibility, vesting, fiduciary responsibility, disclosure and fund-
ing requirements which differ from federal requirements would substantially in-
crease the costs of administering pension plans without providing any additional
protection to plan participants.
Administration of Now Regulatory Legislation

We strongly urge that the provisions of S. 4 dealing with fiduciary conduct,
eligibility, vesting and funding of pension and profit sharing plans should be
amendments to the Internal Revenue Code. These matters have traditionally
been handled through the nation's tax laws. If S. 4 were to be pasited in its pres-

*Exhibit was made a part of the otilcial files of the Subcommittee.
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ent form, it would be extremely difficult for plan administrators to conform with

the requirements of the Internal Revenue Service in administering the present

provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and the requirements of an agency

in the Department of Labor administering the provisions of S. 4. It would be

far more effective if these provisions were made part of the Internal Revenue

Code so they could be administered by the Internal Revenue Service in con-

junction with the existing Code provisions. The Service has had considerable

experience in regulating pension and profit sharing plans under the present tax

laws and regulations and would be best equipped to administer the provisions of

any new pension bill relating to fiduciary conduct, eligibility, vesting and fund-

ing. Also, instead of authorizing individual court actions by employees and their

beneficiaries, it may be more effective if any inquiries or complaints concerning

pension or profit sharing plans were referred to the Internal Revenue Service,

who would then have the authority to investigate them and to determine whether

or not the plan in question was being operated in accordance with the plan pro-

visions and any applicable tax laws.

IV. bUMMARY

We at Caterpillar feel that any legislation involving pension and profit

sharing plans and other employee benefit plans which increases employee under-

standing as to precisely what their benefits are-and what they are not-is

worthy of support. However, any legislation must also have as one of its objec-

tives the encouragement and growth of private employee benefit programs. We

support any effort to encourage responsible funding and administration of these

programs.

STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES SAVINts Aip LOAN LEAGUE
1

The United States Savings and Loan League appreciates this opportunity to

comment on S. 1031, the Retirement Benefits Tax Act. We support this legisla.

tion designed to strengthen the private retirement system by establishing stand-

ards for participation In employer-sponsored pension plans. We are concerned

with any legislation which would expand pension plan benefits since our mem-

bers employ large numbers of personnel who are covered by various benefit plans
and because savings and loan associations handle Keogh accounts and plans
established by the self-employed.

We do have some basic suggestions which we believe would be helpful in

developing and expanding the coverage of the private pension system.

SECTION 2-1MINIMUM STANDARDS RELTATING TO FUNDING, ELTOIDILITY AND VESTING

We understand Congressional concern regarding some existing private pension

p laI provisions which arbitrarily exclude certain employees from participation,
fail to provide any pre-retirement vesting rights, and/or inadequately fund their
liabilities. While the League endorses some minimum eligibility vesting, and-
funding requirements to correct these inequities, we also recognize certain In-
creased costs and other effects from adopting such standards.

Employer contributions to pension plans are but one aspect of any well-
designed benefits program. The employer necessarily must consider the overall
costs of is benefits package, as well as the impact on individual employees.
New eligibility and vesting standards impose new costs on employers for the
benefit of short-term employees and employees who may no longer be with the
organization. These costs must be weighed in relation to the benefits provided
for those who have worked faithfully for the employer for a longer period of
years, and those still in his employ. In order to control total pension plan costs,
an employer may be forced into a "trade-off" among these different categories
of employees, particularly when minimum funding requirements are proposed at
the same time.

I The United States Savings and Loan League has a membership of 4,800 savings and
loan associations, representing over 95 percent of the assets of the savings and loan bulneas.
League membership includes all types of associations-Federal and state charterei,-nsured
and uninsared, stock and mutual, The principal officeri are: Richard 0. Gilbert, President,
Canton Ohio; George 11. Preston Vice President West Palm Beach Fla. :Tom B. Sc tt, Jr,
Legislative Chairman, Jackson, Miss,; Mrnnn trun k Executiveh Vice Presidet, hiago,I 1,1nd Stehen 811pher, Legislative Director, Was ngton'D.C, League leadq' rters i

at East wacer ur., Chicao, III. (60601) : and the washngton Omce located at
1709 New York Ave., N.W., Washingtou, D.C, ; Telephone: 785-0150.
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Despite the likelihood of increased costs for employers, we feel that the pro-
Posed eligibility and vesting standards constitute a generally reasonable ap-
proach. The so called "Rule of 50" should ameliorate some unfortunate hard-
ships for older employees; postponing the effective date for existing plans to
benefits accrued for plan years beginning after January 1, 1975 should give em-
ployers a reasonable opportunity to meet the new requirements and costs.

At the same time, however, we feel that any such standard should be a mini-
mum rather than an inflexible rule. It is certainly conceivable that in some
instances the rights of employees under some plans could be served by another
approach, perhaps one similar to those suggested by other proposed legislation
on this topic. By the same token, we feel any minimum funding requirements
adopted should give the employer adequate time to cover unfunded liabilities
as well as year-to-year flexibility in so doing.

SECTION 3-DEDUCTIIO, FOR RETIIREMiNT SAVINGS

Under present law, self-employed individuals are encouraged to provide for
their retirement through our tax laws, but similar opportunities are not avail-
ablo to wage-earners.

The legislation pending before this Subcommittee would enable individuals
who wish to save independently for their retirement or to supplement employer-
financed pensions to deduct up to 20% of the first $7,500 of earned income
($1,500) reported on their Federal income tax return.

However, we feel that there is too great a difference between the proposed
$7,500 tax deductible ceiling for self-employed plans and the $1,500 for individual
retirement plans. We suggest that the individual limit be increased to $5,000
which, in turn, would provide greater benefits to individuals without discoumg-
Ing owner-employees Keogh plans.

In describing the funding media (Section 3), the bill implies-but does not
specifically mention-that an individual would be allowed to invest these amounts
In savings accounts with financial Institutions.

The League suggests that Section 3 of S. 1031 be amended to specifically
identify the types of funding media that will be permissible in individual retire-
ment savings plans.

The reason we stress the need for specific clarification is that savings and loan
associations, although they were made eligible to act as trustees when the
original Self-Employed Individual's Tax Retirement Act was passed in 1902,
had to wait another eight years for enabling legislation. It was not until July of
1970 when the Emergency Home Finance Act was passed that Federally chartered
savings and loan associations were given the power to act as trustees for Keogh
accounts. This change was important not only because a new clfoice was open
to Keogh participants; it also provided an important new source of funds for
our thrift institutions-the primary financiers of residential housing.

In 1972 more than 750 savings and loan associations were acting as trustees
for self-employed pensions. It is estimated that there were 10,000 Keogh accounts
in savings and loan associations, and this number is expected to grow dramati-
cally during the 1070's.

We have found that retirement savings is ideal money for home mortgages.
It is long-term money and the kind of "rainy day" savings money which helps
stabilize the home mortgage market. Because the principal home financing busi-
ness can accept this kind of money, the retirement savings of self-employed indi-
viduals is staying in the community and thus available for home financing.

This is why we recommend that Section 3(b) be amended to remove any con-
fusion in interpretation of the bill. We encourage the Committee to clarify sec-
tion 408(a) (4) by including the following language at the end of the paragraph:

"For the purposes of this Section, money shall be deemed to be held in a trust
or custodial capacity when the deposit account is opened in a bank in the name
of the saver himself or in trust for the saver with the appropriate contractual
safeguards as far as withdrawal is concerned." I

2 We would like to bring to the attention of the Subcommittee the possiblle need to amend
the basic statute governing the chartering and operations of Federal savings and loan
associations, namely the Homeowner's Loan Act of 1033, In order to empower these associa-
tions to handle the new accounts. But if the Subcommittee would like to accomplish this
change by amending see. 408(a) (4), we suggest the addition of the I ollowing language it
accomplish this purpose: "For the purpose of this section, Federal savings and loan associmt-
tions are authoriZed to offer accounts having contractual provisions restricting withdrawalsas contemplated In this section."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SECTION 4-CONTRIBUTIONS ON BEHALF OF SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS AND SHARE-

hIOLDER-EMPLOYEES OF ELECTING SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATION.

Tile League supports the provisions applicable to self-employed Individuals
and shareholder employees of small corporations. This section of the bill would
increase the limitations under the Keogh plan to the lesser of 15% of annual
earnings, or $7,500. This provision would be a major step toward equalizing the
tax treatment of self-employed persons and employees. For example, if a 55 year
old doctor has an income of $50,000 and contributes $5,000 per year for ten years,
he would at age 65 have a monthly income of only $576. With the maximum of
$7,500 per yeattr, he would have a monthly income of $864 per month. This $7,500
ceiling gives the self-employed a more adequate retirement pension income plan,
one which is comparable to present-day corporate plans.

CONCLUSION

The League urges this Subcommittee and Congress to approve private pension
legislation which would better enable individuals and the self-employed to plan
resourcefully for their retirement. We believe that this legislation is based on a
sound policy, namely, the Administration and Congress encouraging the growth
of Individual pension plans as supplements to Social Security. We feel that this
bill, with certain improvements, would both strengthen private pension plans
and provide increased incentive to establish pension plans for millions of
Americans.

IsEP. BRt) STATEMENT, NATIONAL RETIRED TEAchIERS ASSOCIATION AND THE
AMERICAN AsSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS

Tie National Retired Teachers Association and the American Association of
Retired Persons are affiliated, nonprofit organizations with executive offices lo.
cated ill Washington, D.C.

Included within our Associations' combined membership of over five million,
four hundred older persons are many whose private pension expectations have
been frustrated by the inadequacies, failings and abuses inherent in this coun.
try's existing system of employee pension benefit plans. In order to preclude simi-
hlir pension experiences for future generations of retirees in general, and for
future members of our organizations in particular, we have been actively seek.
Ing the entctment of comprehensive and effective, federal pension reform legs.
lotion.

This statement of our views with respect to: (1) the Justification for more
sirligetit federal regulation of employee pension benefit plans; (2) the appro-
priate vehicle for pension reform; and (3) the merits of S. 4, 5. 1170, and S. 1631
is submitted for inclusion in the record of the hearings of May 21-28.

I. INTRODUOTORY REMARKS

)espite the considerable progress made in recent years with respect to social
security and other components of retirement income, the dagmdation of nade.
latee ionm persists as a frequent incident to the procesd~laging, Title coun-
try's economic, industrial and medical progress have combined to permit an in-
creasing proportion of the iol)ulation to reach old age; however, these same
factors have also combined to reduce the older person to a dependent condition,
tending to deprive him of his traditional function, status and dignity.

lExcluded front the labor force, the older person finds himself also excluded
front participation in the standard of living made possible by the increased
((ononic productivity to which he contributed his labor during his working
years. Most older Americans are dependent for a high proportion of their total
income on a variety of public programs designed to transfer current purchasing
power from the younger, working population, to the older population through a
system of transfer payments. Unfortunately, the levels of such payments have
been and probably will continue to be, by themseWes, quite inadequate to main-
tain a satisfactory level of income for retired persons.

S eTo ameliorate the impact of age on individual income, new sources must be
utilized to supplement tile basic, but Inadequate retirement benefits provided by
tile public systems. The need for usch new sources Is increasing. With a net In.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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crease of 3.5 million persons, age 05 and over, between the 1960 and 1970 cen-
suses, one out of every ten persons in this country today is aii older American.'
.Moreover, the 1970 level of 20 million older persons is expected to increase to
25 million by 1985, and to 28 million by the year 2000.' To accomodate the pro-
Jected income needs of this increasingly substantial, yet least visible minority
population, attention should be focused on encouraging personal savings for re-
tirement and on utilizing more effectively the system of employee pension bene-
fit plans.

Unfortunately, the performance of this country's system of employee pension
benefit plans has been demonstrably inadequate. With intolerable frequency,
the existing system has failed to provide expected benefits to retirees.

Our Associations are convinced that if this system is ever to contribute effec-
tively to the amelioration of the problem of insufficient income among our older
citizens, it must become a reasonably reliable source of supplemental retirement
income. We further believe that such reasonable reliability can only be predicated
upon the enactment of comprehensive, Federal regulatory legislation that man-
dates minimum performance standards to which each employee pension benefit
plan must conform. Only legislation that contains minimum standards with re-
spect to vesting, futling, portability, termination insurance, disclosure and
fiduciary responsibilities will be sufficiently comprehensive to achieve an accept-
able degree of reliability and to assure thereby a performance by employee pen-
sion benefit plans commensurate with promise.

We are convinced that the abuses and inadequacies inherent in the present
system cannot be corrected through the pursuit of a piecemeal, haphazard legis-
lative approach. This, we believe, was the major deficiency of H.R. 12272' and
its companionS. 8012' which were introduced on behalf of the Administration
during the 92nd Congress. Enacted standards which result in the expansion of
employee coverage under employee pension benefit plans and the liberalization of
vesting requirements under such plans will maximize the probability of private
pension receipt by future retirees only if such standards are reinforced by an
adequate funding standard and a termination insurance program. As we said
last June, in our pension reform testimony before the Subcommittee on Labor
of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare:

"Any legislation enacted by the Congress that includes standards for cover-
age and vesting but fails to include requirements for funding and insurance will
be a legislative gesture designed more to assuage worker discontent than to pro.
vide retirement-benefits." '

II. THE JUSTIFICATION FOR PENSION REFORM LEGISLATION

A. Thc system'8 inadequate protection of the worker
The inadequate performance of the existing system of employee pension benefit

plans has been extensively documented in the Preliminary Report " and Statistical
Analysis' of private plans undertaken by the Subcommittee on Labor of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare pursuant to Senate resolutions
in both the 91st' and 92d' Congresses. The Preliminary Report disclosed that:
"Out of a sample covering a total of 6.9 million (pension plan] participants since
1050, (only] 253,118 or 4 percent have received any kind of normal, early or
deterred vested retirement benefit... ... .For every two employees who re-
ceived a benefit, one employee with more than 15 years of service forfeited, For

t H. Brotman, Facts and Figures on Older Americans: The Older Population Revisited,
II.E.W. (Social and Rehabilitation Service and Administration on Aging) Pub. No. 182,
p- '11(1971).

P h. Brotnan, The Older Population: Some Facts We Should Know, H.B.W. (S.R.S. and
AoA) Pub. No. 20005 p. 1, (1972).

'H.H. 12272, 92d cong., 1st sess. (1971).
S. 8012, 92d Cong. 1st seas. (1971).

GHearings on S. W698 before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, 92d Cong., 2d sess., pt. 1, at 158 (1972) (hereinafter referred
to as Hearings on S. 3598).

'Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 92d
Cong., 1st sess.. Preliminary Report of the Private Welfare and Pension Plan Study (Com.
mittee Print 1971) (hereinafter referred to as Preliminary Report).

'Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare 92d
Cong., 2d seas., Statistical Analysis of Major Characteristics of Private Pension Plans
(Copmittee Print 1972) (hereinafter referred to as Statistical Analysis).

s Res 880, 91st Cong. 2d seas. (1070).
a8. Res '85, 92d Cong., ist sess. (1971) ; S. Res. 285, 92d Cong., 2d sess. (1972).
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every one employee who received a benefit, one employee with more than 10 years
of service . . . nearly three employees with more than 5 years' service . . . [and]
16 employees with 5 years service or less forfeited." '0 It is apparent to us that the
present system has failed to provide a reasonable degree of pension security for
the present generation of retirees.

More ominous, however, are the findings contained in the Statistical Analysis.
About 13% of the plans studied therein did not provide for any vesting of bene-
fits." Eight percent of plans having vesting provisions expressed as a combina-
tion of age and service required at least age 50 and 20 years of service for a
vested right.1 Of the plans which contained only a service requirement for vest-
ing, over one-fourth required more than 15 years of service to qualify.18 More-
over, although a majority of the plans studied were found to be well funded,
a significant minority were found to be substantially underfunded." Findings
such as these lead us to believe that the past and current inadequacy in the
performance of the existing system of employee pension benefit plans is likely
to continue as increasing numbers of workers enter upon their retirement years,
unless remedial legislation Is enacted.

Although our Associations concur in the findings of the Senate Labor Subcom-
mittee, our concurrence is motivated, at least in part, by the empirical evidence
we have received over the years through correspondence from our members,
among whom are many whose private pension expectations have been frustrated
by the very inadequacies documented in the Statistical Analysis. No amount of
data can adequately measure or describe the individual hardships worked upon
the helpless victims of the present, insensitive, and often capricious, system. Re-
peatedly, members have described how the private pension, for which they
worked so long and on which they based so much of their expectation for that
added degree of income security necessary for a reasonably comfortable retire-
went life, was lost because of unreasonable vesting schedules, inadequate fund-
ing, corporate liquidations or reorganizations, breaches of fiduciary duties and
other inadequacies.

Excerpts from a random sampling of the correspondence of the NRTA-AARP
Legislative Division will illustrate the aspect of the need for reform of employee
pension benefit plans that confronts us directly. Mr. Vasco Da Silva of Braden.
ton, Florida, wrote as follows: "I was a member of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers Union Local 8, New York for 13 years and 8 months.
In order to be eligible for pension benefits I must have 20 years membership.
Taking my age into consideration I would be 72 years of age in order to get,
20 years membership. Since I retired in August 1972 at the age of 65, I do think
I am entitled to a percentage of my pension for the 13 years and 8 months in
the Union. This money was paid into the union pension fund to my account by
contributing contractors for whom I worked."

Mr. Albert J. Rich of San Mateo, California, in a letter dated December 26,
1972, stated: "For thirty years, I was a member of the AFL-CIO. In 1964 I
took a withdrawal card, which I have renewed up to date, and moved from New
York City to my present address. I was a liquor salesman in New York and a
member of the Liquor [S]alesmans' (sic.] union local. . . . In California I
continued selling liquor. I now became a member of the Liquor [Slalesman's
fsic.] [U]nion local ... affiliated with the Teamster's (I] [plhid the initiation
fee and received no seniority. I must now be employed for fifteen years before
I will be entitled to a pension."

Mrs. Ethel T. Jenkins of Lake Havasu City, Arizona, in a letter dated Janu-
ary 20th, 1971, stated in part: "Can't something be done to companies who

l-f ej--take forty years of man's service; merge after a pension plan had been
put into effect, and soon the very company who absorbed... Printing Corpora:
tion of America have [sic.] as of December 81, 1971 cut off his pension com-
pletely. The man is my brother, now 70, in poor health, and depended (sic]
upon his pension for his existence'

10 Preliminary Report, smpra note 6, at 5.
It Statistical Analysis, nnpra note 7, at 87.
1 Id.
18 Id.
I d. at 38,

S 15 See, e.g., Hearings on S. 4 before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate Committee
So q Labor n Public Welfare, 93d Cong., 1st seas. Prepared statement of Bernard B. Nash,

xf.iei9 ltreetor, NRTA-AARP (1973) (hereinafter referred to as Hearings on 8. 4).

- 96-285-73---42
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-In the light of the findings of the Senate Labor Subcommittee's Report and
Statistical Analysis and the corroborating, empirical evidence that has come
to our attention through our membership correspondence, we are Without doubt
that Federal regulation is needed. But other factors also motivate our adherence
to this position.

B. The extent o the Federal Government's interest
One of the factors that have contributed to the expansion of, and continuing

improvement in the system of employee pension benefit plans has been the ex-
tensive income tax subsidies offered by the Federal Government, through I.R.C.
§1 402, 403 and 501, to pension, stock bonus and profit sharing plans which meet
the requirements of I.R.C. 5 401. The Revenue Act of 1921,10 providing an exemp-
tion from current taxation of the income of a trust created by an employer as
part of a stock bonus or profit sharing plan for the exclusive benefits of em-
ployees, marked the advent of a continuous Federal policy of favorable income
tax treatment of qualified plans. Today, the Internal Revenu Code extends
preferential treatment to employer pension, stock bonus, profit sharing, and bond
purchase plans, provided such plans inure to the exclusive benefit of employees
and their beneficiaries." Subject to specific limitations, contributions to qualified
plans, which constitute the bulk of private plans today, are deductible by the
employer ' and excludable from the current income of the employee.1' Until dis-
tributed to plan beneficiaries, the accumulated earnings and appreciation of plan
assets are exempt from Federal income taxation,'" Moreover, even employees
with nonforfeitable, vested interests under such plans realize no income until
distribution is made'" and then at preferential rates." In 1908, while private
pension contributions by employers were aggregating 9.4 billion dollars. " anI
while payments from such plans were aggregating over 5 billion " the loss to the
Federal Treasury from this combination of tax concessions was about 4 billion."0

In the light of the statistically documented inadequacies in the performance
of employee pension benefit plans, a continuation of the present policy of perf-
erential Federal income tax treatment of qualified plans would only be justified If
effective regulatory legislation were enacted. It is absurd to perpetuate a sub-
stantial, annual revenue loss by continuing to treat preferentially plans which
perform inadequately and ineffectively, the primary ends which that preferential
treatment was designed to induce. Since the present performance of employee
pension benefit plans is unacceptable, the only reasonable alternative to the en-
actment of comprehensive Federal regulatory legislation would be the revocation
of existing tax concessions with the additional revenue generated thereby used
in some other manner to provide retirement benefits.

Since the Federal Government has a substantial economic interest In the system
of pension benefit plans, it has the right to mandate minimum standards of per-
formance with respect to vesting, funding, portability and plan termination in-
surance. Since the Federal Government's annual economic investment Is Incurred
for the benefit of the worker, and since the worker has not benefitted therefrom
as expected, the Federal Government must exercise that right.

0. The accumulated reserve assets of the employee pension bereflt plan system
To further justify the enactment of Federal legislation designed to regulate

more closely the performance of employee pension benefit plans, our Asooclations,
In their presentation before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare last June stated: "(Pirivate plans have accumu-
lated reserve assets of over 180 billion dollars, which amount is expected to in-
crease to 225 billion by 1980. . . . [The private pension system [has become
a significant source of financial power, the economic impact of which directly or
Indirectly affects the daily life of, each citizen." i

"Tile Revenie Act of 1921.42 Stat. 227 (1921).
TR.C. 1 401 (a) (2).

101 T R, V. I 4AAt
I P ,R.'. Of 402(a), 403(n),
20 1.R.C. 1501(n).
S' 1.1f( I* 72. 401(n). A03(a).
l.I .C. 1 72(a). (c). (d), (n).
"Employee-Benefit Plans In 1008," 33 Social Security Bnlletin 43 (Table 5 (April 1070)."ild.

3Staff of the Treasury Department anti the Joint Committee on Internal Revonue Taxa-
tion for nae b". the House Committee on Wayi antI Means. Estimated of Federal Tax Expiend.
Itipq 1 (Preliminarr Committee Print. Oct. 4. 1971) Table 1).26 Hearings on S. 3598. supra note 5, at 164.
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These accumulated reserve assets represent a substantial fund of underregu-
lated investment capital. Under present law, contributions, even those made to
trusts which qualify under I.H.C. 5 401(a), may be used by trustees within the
limitation of the trust agreement and local law. Indeed, Reg. 11.401-1(b) (5)
states: "No specific limitations are provided in section 401(a) with respect to
investments which may be made by the trustees of a [qualifying] trust.' More-
over, in the case of a qualified trust which provides benefits to employees, some
or all of whom are "owner-employees" with in the meaning of I.R.O. 5 401 (c) (8),
although the trustee is required by I.R.C. 5 401(d) (1) to be a bank, that para-
graph specifically provides that a person (including the employer) other than
a bank may be granted, under the trust instrument, the power to control the
investment of trust assets, either by directing investments or by disapproving
proposed investments.

Of course,- I.R.C. I 503 provides for the forfeiture of the tax-exempt status of
an otherwise qualified trust if an investment made by trustees constitutes a trans-
action prohibited by I.R.C. 1 503(b). Of greater interest, however, is I.R.C. 5 401
(f) (1) (0) (1) (ii) which limits the investment of the funds of custodial accounts,
which are treated as qualified trusts, to regulated investment company stock or
to annuity, endowment or life insurance contracts issued by insurance com-
panies.

Neither the Labor-Management Relations Act" nor the Welfare and Pension
Plan Disclosure Act * has added significantly to the Internal Revenue Code's
minimal regulation of the investments of, or performance by, employee pension
benefit plans. The Labor-Management Relations Act provides certain guidelines
designed to prevent the diversion of employee funds through collusion between
labor and management administrators. The Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure
Act, which was amended in 1902 to make theft, embezzlement, bribery and kick-
backs Federal crimes if they occur in connection with welfare and pension plans,
relies on disclosures of information to the Secretary of Labor and to plan par-
ticipants as the principal means of policing plan operation and administration.

I11. THE OPTIMUM OBJECTIVE OF PENSION REFORM LEGISLATION

Our Associations are convinced that (1) the past and projected inadequacies in
the performance of employee pension benefit plans, (2) the substantial annual
Federal tax concessions to such plans and (8) the increasingly significant im-
pact on the economy of the accumulated reserve assets of such plans Justify the
enactment of Federal legislation providing minimum standards with respect to
eligibility, vesting, funding, portability, plan termination insurance, disclosure
and fiduciary? duties. Only such comprehensive legislation would, appear to have
the potential to raise the performance of those existing plans, which are found to
be deficient, to minimally acceptable levels and to guarantee that plans estab-
lished subsequent to enactment will also perform acceptably. The enactment of
such standard* will define the degree of adequacy in pension benefit plan per-
formance that will Justify a continuation of the existing tax policy of preferential
treatment.

We recognize that reasonable men will differ in their judgments with respect to
the effectiveness of alternate formulations of the substantive elements of com-
prehensIve pension reform legislation, We also recognize that the resources avail-
able for the funding of pension benefit plans are limited and that these limited
resources must be utilized to fund not only the increased obligations which would
result, from more liberal vesting provisions, but also those which result from tie
granting of past service credit and higher benefit levels. Obviously, the choice of
statutory standards must be made with care and deliberation so as to respond to
the precise dimension of the need and so a4 to m1nimizepny, retardation in the
Improvement of existing plans and any disincentive to. the establishment of new
ones, This should be the optimum objective of pension reform legislation,

IV. THE LEGISLATIVE VEHICLES OF PENSION REFORM

Our Associations hope that comprehensive pension reform legislation will
emerge from.the legislative process of the 93rd Congress during its first session.

tLLabor-Management Relations Act, 61 Stat. 180 157 (1947), 29 U.B.C. 1 186 (194).
"Welfare and Pension Plan Dixelonure Act of 1658, 72 Stat. 99To 29 U.S.C. if 801-09
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To this end, we are devoting considerable time and effort. We have already
testified before the Senate Labor Subcommittee" on the Retirement Income
Security for Employees Act (S. 4)," before the House General Labor Sub-
committee 31 on the Employee Benefit Security Act (H.R. 2) 0 and the Employee
Retirement Benefit Security Act (H.R. 462), and before the House Committee
on Ways and Means on the general subject of pension reform.8 '

We realize, however, that even our most vigorous efforts in support of com-
prehensive pension reform legislation will not bring about enactment In the
absence of a substantial commitment by the considerable cooperation between
the various committees of the Senate and House having legislative jurisdiction
in this area.

The pension reform bills which are before the Labor committees in both the
Senate and House would attempt to effect comprehensive reform through a
separate statute administered and enforced by the Department of Labor. We
recognize, however, that pension reform could also be effected through Internal
Revenue Code amendments, administered and enforced by the Internal Revenue
Service. To our Associations, either approach is feasible but not equally desirable.,

Whether Subchapter D of the Internal Revenue Code or a separate labor
statute is the more appropriate vehicle for effecting pension reform is a question
which is subordinate to, and follows automatically from, a determination of
whether the Internal Revenue Service or the Labor Department is better suited,
on the basis of experience and function, to administer and enforce the minimum
standards which are the essence of pension reform legislation. Moreover, to the
extent possible, the administrative and enforcement functions contemplated in
such legislation should be confined to a single agency,

It has been alleged that the Internal Revenue Service, because of the experi-
ence of its Pension Trust Branch in evaluating employee pension benefit plans to
determine their qualification for preferential income tax treatment, is better
qualified to administer and enforce minimum pension reform standards, We dis-
agree. The primary function of the Internal Revenue Service is the protection
of the federal revenues. In determining whether or not an employee pension bene-
fit plan is nondiscriminatory and therefore qualified for preferential income tax
treatment, the Pension Trust Branch is primarily protecting the federal reve-
nues against unwarranted deductions, exclusions and exemptions. The primary
function of the Labor Department under the Welfare and Pension Plan Dis-
closure Act is the protection of the interest of participants in and beneficiaries of
employee welfare and pension benefit plans.*

The Internal Revenue Service, through Its Pension Trust Branch, has acquired
its experience in the pension plan area by acting in the interest of the federal
revenues: the Labor Department has acquired its experience in this area by acting
in the interest of plan participants and beneficiaries. Since the thrust of pension
reform legislation is to provide protection for plan participants and beneficiaries,
the Labor Department is better qualified on the basis of function to perform that
task.

Having determined that administration and enforcement responsibilities
properly belong in the Labor Department, it follows that the minimum standards
which are to be administered and enforced, should be contained in a labor statute.
Moreover, since disclosure is absolutely essential to effective administration and
enforcement, and since, even under the Administration's pension reform scheme,
disclosure would continue to be made to the Labor Department, this agency is in
the more advantageous position to assure effective implementation of whatever
standards are enacted, The division of functions and responsibilities between two
agencies, as is contemplated under the pension reform bills proposed by the
Administration," would necessitate agency duplication and would probably impedo
effective administration and enforcement-to the detriment of plan participants
and beneficiaries.

to Hearings on S. 4, supra note 18.
00 S. 4, 93d Cong. 1st seas. (1973).
51 Hearings on R. 2 and H.R. 462, before the General Subcommittee on Labor of the

House Committee on Mducation and Labor, 93d Cong., lot sees., testimony of Cyril F.
Brlckfleld Legislative Counsel, NRTA and AART" (1973).

s H.X . 93d Cong., lot seas. (1978).
as H.R. 462, 98d Cong,, 1st seas. (1973).

Hearings on Tax Reform Before the House Committee on Ways and Means, 93 o
1st seas. Prepared statement of Bernard Hl. Nash, Executive Director, NRTA aid AA
(1973).

a,29 U.S.C. 301 (1964).
S. 1831, 93d Cong., 1st seas. (1973) ; 8:1557, 93d Cong., lt sess. (1973).
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The approach to pension reform embodied In S. 4 is preferable. Administration
and enforcement responsibilities would be confined solely to that agency having
the greatest experience in protecting the interest of plan participants and bene-
ficiaries. Not only would the Labor Department initially certify that plans comply
with enacted minimum standards, but it would also assure subsequent adherence
to those standards.

Our organizations forsee no conflict between the Internal Revenue Service's
function of determining the qualification of employee pension benefit plans for
preferential Income tax treatment and the labor Department's function of asisur-
Ing conformity of such plans with enacted minimum standards. Under 8. 4, a plan
which failed certification could not continue to exist regardless of whether It was
found to be nondiscriminatory and therefore qualified for preferential tax
treatment.

Although minimum standards with respect to vesting, funding, portability and
plan termination Insurance could be added to I.R.C. 1 401 as conditions precedent
to qualification for tax purposes, our organizations believe that this would gen-
erate conflict and confusion since two separate agencies would be making Inde-
pendent determinations. The I.R.S. and the Labor Department could disagree as
to whether a particular plan meets the requirements of the enacted minimum
standards for purposes of tax qualification and certification. Even If the I.R.S.
were delegated sole responsibility to determine Initially whether a plan meets
such standards, the Labor Departnent, on the basis of subsequent disclosure,
might determine that it does not. To avoid possible conflict and confusion, there-
fore, we believe that administration and enforcement duties should be confined
solely to the Department of Labor, and the minimum standards should be con.
gained In a labor statute. If deemed desirable, qualification for tax purposes could
be made contingent upon Labor Department certification by amending I.R.C. § 401
to require such certification.

V. THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF THE ELIGIBILITY, VESTINO, FUNDINGo PORTAIfLITY,
AND PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE STANDARDS CONTAINED IN S. 1081, 5. 1179,
AND S. 4

A. Pilgibility

Between the one year/age thirty eligibility requirement of section 321 of
S. 1170, the three year/age thirty requirement of section 2(a) of S. 1631 and the
one year/age twenty-five requirement of section 201 of 5. 4, our organizations
prefer the latter. Ideally, we desire immediate eligibility to participate but we
recognize the administrative burden which would be caused by short-term em-
ployees. We think that the one year/age twenty-five requirement of S. 4 would
avoid the administrative problem of short-term employee and enable workers to
participate at the earliest feasible moment.

B. Vetting
The position of our Associations with respect to the "rule-of 50" vesting

standard proposed by section 2(a) (2) of S. 1631 is clear. Before the Subcom-
mittee on Labor of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare last June
we stated: "... [Olur Associations must oppose any ... standard which pro-
vides incentive for age discrimination in employment. While we recognize that
the "rule of 50" approach would protect the pension rights of those workers who
are approaching retirement, we feel that the protection provided by this ap-
proach, standing alone, would be counterbalanced by Its tendency to promote
discrimination in the hiring of older workers.' We feel that the enactment of
the "rule of 50" will promote unemployment among middle age workers.

With respect to the graded vesting approaches of section 822 of S. 1179, and
section 202 of S. 4, we prefer the latter. Although we support the initiation of
graded vesting after five years of plan participation as proposed In S. 1179, we
think twenty years for full vesting is too long. We, therefore, prefer the fifteen
year graded vesting schedule of S. 4 and believe that Its retrospective applica-
tion under section 202(a) thereof will provide the older worker adequate pro-
tection without the employment discrimination which would probably attend
the enactment of a "rule of IV" standard. Moreover, the study of the cost of
mandatory vesting provisions,* prepared for the Senate Subcommittee on Labor,

'V HeAring on S. 81598. *uprs note 5, at 176.
sg. Rept. No. 127, 93d Cong., lot sess. 79 (1978).
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indicates that a fifteen year graded vesting schedule, even with retrospective ap-
plication, would not be so costly as to render it undesirable.

C. Funding and. tepmintationi inaurawe
All three bills recognize the need for a fifiding standard to assure, at the end

of a twenty to thirty year period, full funding of all accrued liabilities of an em-
i)ioyee pension benefit plan. We, therefore, express no preference between then.
However, we believe that a minimum funding standard should be reinforced by a
requirement of plan termination insurance. If the Federal Government can insure
the obligations of banks, it can undertake to insure the obligations of pension
plans. The lack of any provision for plan termination insurance in S. 1031 is a
serious deficiency.
D. Portability

Of the three bills under consideration by the Private Pension Plan Subcon-
inittee, only S. 4 contains provisions to create a portability program. Our orga-
nizatlons believe that a portability program, even if only voluntary, should be
established to accommodate the reality of labor force mobility, to reduce the ad.
ministrative burden on and cost to, individual plans which would otherwise have
to keep track of a former employee as he moves from job to job within the econ-
outy. We view a portability program as a welcomed reinforcement to a minimum
vesting schedule.

VI. TAX INCENTIVE& TO -PROMOTE RETIREMENT SAVING

In the view of our Associations, comprehensive pension reform includes within
its s(ope a further element, legislative action with respect to which can be taken
only by the tax-writing Committees. In our Associations' prepared statement,*
submitted for the record of the 1072 hearings conducted by the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means on Tax Proposals Affecting I'rivate Pension Plans,
we adopted the following position.

"Since private retirement plans are an essential factor contributing to the
retirement security of older persons, it Is unreasonable to require a retiree to
subsist on Social Security or other public benefit payments merely because he
failed to receive coverage under a private plan, or If covered, failed to receive
any benefits. The private retirement system should permit both employees and
employers to provide for retirement security through a qualified plan. The right
to use qualified retirement plans, witfr their Incidental tax advantages, was ex-
tended to owner-employees in 1902 by the Self-Iqmployed Individuals Tax Re-
tirement Act; the extension of a similar right to (common law] employees is
overdue. Each employee should be permitted to establish his own private retire-
ment plan, irrespective of the wishes of his employer. . . . If properly controlled,
such plans would function as a means of providing an additional measure of
retirement security for the labor force and would readily accommodate the
reality of labor force mobility.

"(Since) [olur Associations believe that existing law relating to savings for
retirement purposes discriminates substantially against individuals who do not
participate in a qualified private retirement plan, or who participate in plans
providing only minimal benefits ..... we support the proposal of section 3 of
IL..R 12272 which would allow to individuals, a deduction In computing adjusted
gross income for amounts contributed to individual retirement plans which they
have established or to private retirement plans established by their employers." 4

As our statement of last year Indicates, we favor an extension of the privileged
use of tax-qualified retirement plans to employed persons. We believe that pres-
ent law constitutes a serious disincentive to saving for retirement and compli-
cates the retirement income problem confronting that substantial portion of the
labor force that has little or no opportunity to participate in employee pension
benefit plans. We also believe that self-reliance in securing adequate retirement
income should be promoted to the extent possible and recognize that the Internal
Revenue Code could serve as the vehicle for introducing incentives designed to
promote such self-reliance.

Our Associations' position is not, however, without qualification. First, we
do not wish to appear as advocates of an Irresponsible proliferation of tax in-

A, Hearings on Tax Pronosals Affeeting Private Penlon Plnns Before the House co'eanit-
tee on Way" and Means, 92d Cong., 2d sess., pt. 2, at 321-84 (1072).

0 Id. at' 338-34.
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centives to accomplish social or related objectives, since the cumulative impact

of such incentives may seriously erode the revenue-raising function of the tax

structure. Second, we do not desire the creation of a new tax shelter to benefit

prinarily higher income individuals, since such fitx shelters promote inequity

in the distribution of the tax burden, Third, since the use of such a savings

incentive requires the availability of sufficient disposable income, we find It diffi-

cult to ascertain the extent of the beneficial impact of a savings incentive on

lower and moderate income groups. 1 Finally, the annual revenue loss from this

savings incentive must be considered u and balanced against the projected cost

benefits to be derived in the future.
With these reservations in mind, our Associations have. nevertheless, deter-

mined to adhere to our position in favor of an extension of the use of tax.

qualified plans to employed persons. We believe that, on the balance, the ad-

vantages to be derived from such a tax incentive would outweigh the disad-

vantages, especially If Its avallability were limited to lower and moderate In-

come groups and its mechanics took the form of a credit rather than a deduction
in computing adjusted gross income.

In view of the position taken by our organizations with respect to section 8
of H.R. 12272 last year, we extend our qualified support to section 8 of S. 1631,
and to section 842 of S. 1179. However, as between the deduction from adjusted
gross income proposed by the former and the credit against income tax liability
proposed by the latter, we prefer the latter. We believe it to be more equitable.

VII. CONCLUSION

Our organizations favor the enactment of comprehensive pension reform legIs-

lation. We believe that the substantive standards with respect to eligibility,
vesting, funding, portability and plan termination insurance, proposed in S. 4,
while perhaps not as strong as we would like, are clearly preferable to their
counterparts, to the extent there arq any, under S. 1179 and S. 1631. Moreover,
we believe that S. 4's delegation of administrative and enforcement responsi-
bilities with respect to those standards to the Department of Labor is both de.
sirable and warranted on the basis of that Department's experience in acting
on behalf of the interests of employee welfare and pension benefit plan partcl.
pants and beneficiaries under the Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act.
We, therefore urge the Private Pension lan Subcommittee of the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance to support the substantive standards and the administration
and enforcement scheme of S. 4.

In recognition of the fact that fifty percent of the current labor force is not
covered under employee pension benefit plans and would not benefit from the
enactment of minimum standards with which such plans would be required to
conform, our Associations would hope that-the Private Pension Plan Subcom-
mittee would confine its legislative activity to a determination of the need for
tax incentives to encourage individual savings for retirement and, If warranted
by the dimensions of any such need, to a determihition of the most equitable
means of fulfillment through Internal Revenue Code amendments. We believe
that the availability of a credit against federal income tax liability is a more
equitable mechanism for encouraging individual savings for retirement. If tax
Incentives are to be enacted, we would support and prefer the approach of section
342 of S. 1179.

STATEMENT OF NELSON H. CRUItKSIANK, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOn
CITIzF-NS

The enactment of significant pension reforms during this session of Congress
is one of the top goals for the members of the National Council of Senior Citizens.
Our 3,000,000 members from throughout the United States are convinced that
there has been sufficient time for study and deliberation; action on this critical
issue is overdue.

Senior citizens from all over this country will converge on Washington, .Tune 6
for the National Council of Senior Citizens' three-day National Legislative

41 The Administration in support of H.R. 12272. 92d Cong., lt sems., 1 8 (1971) predicted
that Pome 70 percent of the tax benefits would go to persona with annual Incomes below$15l000

"Th Adminlitration's estimates for it6 proposal last year ranged from'$8 )a niIIbn In
the first year to $480 million in the fourth year.
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Conference. One of the highlights of this gathering will be a rally of more than
10,000 older Americans on the Capitol steps at noon on Thursday, June 7.

The reason for the Legislative Conference is stated in the opening paragraph
of "A Program For The 93rd Congress," our legislative platform:

"The delegates to the 1973 Legislative Conference of the National Council of
Senior Citizens have come to the seat of government to present to the Congress
and the nation our proposals for a better life for America's older people. This
Conference would not have been necessary but for the failure of the President of
the United States to live up to his pledges, enunciated at the 1971 White House
Conference on Aging."

Of special concern to the Conference delegates is to reaffirm the need for
pension regulation and to urge-Congressional action.

Needless to say, our members would not personally benefit from the passage of
pension legislation since, for purposes of such legislation, they have completed
their working years. But, they know well the effects of inadequate or nonexistent
vestings, inadequate funding, fund mismanagement, and pension plan termina-
tion. Our members are the retirees described in the numerous and frequently cited
"horror" stories about the personal effects of our present pension system. Senior
citizens have worked hird so that they could enjoy their retirement. reasonably
expecting a decent income from the pensions which they earned. However, not
all of them can enjoy fully their retirement years because of inadequate pension
regulations, This is one aspect of American life which older Americans do not
want passed on to their children and grandchildren. We are determined that our
children and their children not suffer similar hardships.

The concern of the National Council with protecting private pension plans
is not a hasty position. The last five national conventions of the National Council
of Senior Citizens have emphasized the need for a strong private pension system,
and our position was unanimously endorsed by the 8400 delegates of the 1971
White House Conference on Aging.

This concern Is again reflected in "A Program For The 93rd Congress," whicl
states: "We recommend Congressional action to improve the protection of private
pension plans, especially by setting standards in the areas of vesting (guarantee
of pension rights), portability (continuance of pension rights upon changing
employers), survivors benefit, and by providing a system of Federal reinsurance.
In addition, there should be complete disclosure to beneficiaries of eligibility re-
quirements and payment provisions and Federal regulations to assure fiduciary
responsibility, including adequate funding."

I don't think it is necessary for me to once again parade by you the tragic
individual stories of pension default in order to underline the magnitude of the
pension problem with which this committee must deal. I do wish to point out,
however, that if we are going to achieve what the White House Conference on
Aging recommended-a total cash income for older people in accordance with
the American standard of living-a basic element must be an adequate and fully
protected pension system.

The strong commitment of the National Council to the development of a mean-
ingful private pension system is attested to by the model pension plan pro-
vided to our staff. I dare say, not one provision of our plan would have to
be changed by the passage of any of the pensions bill currently before the
subcommittee.

I wish to briefly outline the provisions of our plan, so that you may better
understand the depth of our commitment to pension reform.

very staff member of the National Council of Senior Citizens immediately
ftpon employment, enters into a retirement program. This can be accomplished
only because the National Council, itself, is paying all the cost.

There is included in our plan, an arrangement for retirement at age 55, as well
as an adjusted amount made available for disability pensions for any staff
member who has completed five years of service.

We have available a joint and survival pension option-and as indicated
earlier, all staff members have a vested right in their pension from day one of
employment.

The Initiation of this pension plan by the National Council of Senior Citizens,
despite the fact that our resources are severely hiimted, serves to demonstrate
that "where there's a will, there's a way." But, unfortunately, the record demon-
strates that man.v emnlovers with far greater resourrs than w,. will never
initiate an adequate pension plan for their employees without the Federal com-
mitment to action.
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I think it is evident that the goals of the National Council are best satisfied
by S. 4, the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act, sponsored by
Senators Williams and Javits. We are aware that S. 4 is not a perfect piece of
legislation; it is really a compromise proposal. Nevertheless, we hold firmly to
the conviction that this proposal represents a significant step forward and cal,
in the course of time, be substantially strengthened.

Much of the inequity in the present pension system is that caused by employ-
ers who have not changed their concept of employee-pensions since the turn
of the century. When they began, their careers in factories and offices, a pension
was considered a gift, a bonus from an employer to reward an employee at
retirement for a lifetime of loyal service to the company. But since World War
II, pensions have been increasingly viewed by the worker as a form of deferred
wages and therefore an earned right.

The enactment of Social Security in 1935 was to provide older Americans a
middle layer of protection, between the basic level of public assistance and the
top level of that acquired by private means, such as savings-and pensions. This
three-layer concept has been commonly accepted in principle, but the precise
boundaries of the layers continues the subject debate.

Pensions are a crucial component of retirement income since Social Security
benefits alone are never adequate, and savings are usually all unrealistic ex-
pectation, Unless we greatly expand the Social Security program, pensions
regulations which provide an opportunity to set aside earnings today with some
assurance of their security are essential.

Our brief evaluations of the proposals currently before this Subcommittee-
. 1179 sponsored by Senator Bentsen; S. 1681 introduced for the Administration

by Senators Curtis, Hansen, Bennett, Dominick, and Fannin; and the reforms
embodied in S. 4-highlight five areas which are of the utmost concern to our
members and to working men and women. These areas are administration, vest-
Ing, portability, reinsurance. and tax programs.

Vleating.-We reject the President's vesttig proposal In 8. 1631 for a "Rule
of 50" because it would discourage the hiring of mature workers, especially
those aged 45 to 60.

The "Rule of IS0" calls for half vesting when the worker's age plus years of
service equal 50 an additional 10% each succeeding year until full vesting or
retirement is reached. This provision has the effect of shortening the vesting
period for older workers. Table A is the Administration's example of how these
periods of partial and full vesting would shorten.

TABLE A

Vests After And is After
50 percent participating 100percent partlcpatil

A worker who begins particpatingI at age at age for (years vested t age for (years)

30 .................................... 40 10 45 Is
40 .................................... 45 $ S 10
5o .................................. so 5 5

1 Participation must commence within 3 years of employment for all those over 30; those eligible to participate only
within 5 years of normal retirement may be excluded.

However, the faster a worker vests, the more expensive it is for the employer
to hire the person and provide the necessary pension coverage, As you can see
froin Table A, a 55 year old is immediately 50% vested and fully vested within
so years. whereas a 30 year old worker Is not 50% for 10 years and fully vested
after 15 years. The "Rule of 50" appears to be another way of spying to the
worker: Retire at 50.

Time Administration also proposes an optional three waiting period before new
employees must begin their participation in pension plans. In addition, plans
would not be required to provide pension coverage to nw employees 60 years
of age and older.

The vesting provisions of S. 4 require 80% vesting after 8 years and an addli-
tional 10% per year thereafter. On the other hand, S. 1179 specifies 25% vesting
after 5 years plus 50% per year thereafter.

It is important to notice that in either of these formulas, age is not a factor.
We can see no justification for age being a determinant of pension vesting. Cover.
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age should be an earned right and not a function of an Implied "need" factor

as in a welfare program. A positive and unique feature of the Williams-Javits

proposal is that it vests a total number of years of service rather than con-

tinuous service, thus eliminating the restrictive "break-in-service" requirement
,winch deprives many employees of pensions.

Admini8tra t ion.- We strongly support Department of Labor administration

of pension regulations under a new Office of Pension and Welfare Plan Admini-

stration. This is crucial, we believe, because this legislation concerns itself with
employee benefit plans. In contrast S. 1179 and S. 1031 are tax-oriented ap-

proaches to reform and specify administration by the Treasury Department.
Portabillty.-S. 4 goes further in this area, establishing a national voluntary

portability program for vested pensions. S. 1179 and S. 1031 suggest merely a
tax-free transfer of pension rights by the employee.
We find this area to be inadequate In all three proposals. Our recommenda-

tion is described in the "Program for the 93d Congress": "Additional legislation
Is needed to achieve pension protection for employees of small businesses as
well as individual workers and to set up a" timetable for pension portability to
become compulsory. These steps would constitute the development of a national
portable pension system open to any worker as a companion to the Social Se-
curity System."

Relnseurance.--A pension plan termination insurance is a must for any pen-
sion reform; without this insurance it is impossible to assure the worker of his
pension which he has earned. Only S. 4 and S, 1179 provide for this protection
which would be similar to that afforded banks by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation,

Admittedly, the number of workers affected by plan terminations is relatively
small. But that is all the more reason for the insurance protection because the
cost would be very cheap and the benefit would be great.

Taxpayer.--The tax changes in S. 1179 and S. 1681 to'induce voluntary savings
for workers not covered by pensions are an attempt to create another tax loop-
hole for the rich, S, 1681 proposal would allow individuals an income deduction
amounting to 20% of earned income up to $1500 per year for retirement savings.

Relatively few members of the National Council of Senior Citizens have ever
been in the position to save 10% or $1500 for retirement, or for anything else.
Even more to the point, how many workers in this era of rapidly rising prices can
take full advantage of this proposed loophole?

Quite plainly, this tax proposal is not for the large majority of peoplewith low
or middle incomes. This loophole is designed for the well-to.do.

The proposal has also been made to increase the deductible limit on previous
contributions by the self-employed from 10% of earned income up to $2500, to
15% and $7500. The Keogh retirement plans are already a boon for doctors and
lawyers; the three-fold increase in maximum deductible will be a gift.

Similar provisions, but reduced, amounts are embodied in the Bentsen bill.
S. 4 contains no provisions which affect the tax codes.

We would like to see the President try to close loopholes instead of creating
new ones and to direct his efforts toward a system to provide pension portability.

In summary, although each of these proposals has attractive provisions, it Is
5. 4 which we believe is the most suitable bill at-this time. After the enactment
of S. 4, we can turn attention to the attractive features of S. 1179, S. 1681 and
other pension proposals and build upon S. 4, as we have done so successfully
with the Social Security program.

I would like to point out that a worker's. stake in the private pension system
is great and will be much greater in the years ahead. But. at best, beneficiaries
of private pensions will continue to be concentrated largely among higher paid
wage and salaried workers, while those having the greatest need during retire-
ment will be least likely to receive private pensions.

In short, the Social Security System will continue to be America's basic method
of assuring the aged an adequate level of income. So. while the National Council
of Senior Citizens favors private penqlon reform, our membersbip recognizes thAt
the main reliance of wage and salaried workers for retirement Income must be
for now--and for the foreseeable future--on Social Security benefits.
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AMERICAN ACTUARIES, INC.,
Grand Rapids, Mioh., May 80, 1978.

Ile: Hearings on pension proposals S. 1179; S. 1631, and S. 4.
Mr. Tom VAil,
Chief Consel, Committee on Finance,
Dirksen Senate 01ee Building, Washington, D.C.

MR. VAIL, please enter the following position statements in the record of hear-
ings on the above proposals. My positions are a result of observations over 6
years of experience in the administration of several hundred pension plans at
American Actuaries, Inc.; of an additional 6 years of experience as an agent
of Northwestern mutual Life Insurance Company working with benefits for
employees of small corporations, and a previous 10 years experience as a stock-
holder-employee of a small closely held corporation with approximately 35
employees.

PROPOSALS ON REPORTING

I am against complicated forms to be completed annually regarding corporate
pension plans. The small corporation already has so many forms to complete that
often a business decision is based almost entirely on the complexity of report-
ing. Many small corporations would forego a pension plan rather than deal with
complicated annual reports.

Underfunding is usually not a problem in the small corporation plan. These
people view their plans from the angle of deferred taxation; perhaps, 75% of
them contribute as much as permissible for a maximum deduction. Well pre-
pared actuarial statements could reveal underfunding; and, current forms al.
ready inquire into the possibility of any prohibited transactions.

PROPOSALS ON EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION

We have not experienced any problem concerning non-communication of a
plan to employees. We usually are requested to prepare for each participant a
booklet explaining the Plan in layman's language. Attached is a typical example.

Yet, sometimes there is'a communicant problem. Is it the fault of the employer,
or the fault of the employee who fails to effectively read the booklet? All too
often, the employee wishes to believe a lot of money is being set aside for him
which lie can take any time he decides to quit. He feels cheated when the amount
is less. I believe (from interviewing many such employees) that the quitting em-
ployee desires to find some area in which he can find dissatisfaction to express
to the remaining employees. For this reason, most employers are eager to have
plans effectively communicated to their employees.

I would be in favor of the requirement that such information be disseminated
to participants. Information (like the enclosed booklet*) is a selling tool of the
corporation to get and retain good employees. I would not be in favor of any re-
quirement that the information be written in a negative sense. All the employer
should be required to do is outline the conditions under which an employee is
entitled to a benefit and to keep him regularly informed of his current status.

INVESTMENT ACTIVITY

I would be against any legislation which purports to protect the participant,
but which really thwarts legitimate investment choices.

Plans which we administer have a wide range of investment media and results.
"Bad" investment is seldom loss of principle; more often, it simply means a lower
earnings result. Some investment results are extremely good. Usually, the reason
for exceptionally good investment is a special situation, special investment knowl-
edge, or skill of the trustee. No legislation should be enacted which would re-
place these opportunities with the too often mediocre results of banks, pooled
funds, insurance company funds, or mutual fuiids.

Each company should be permitted to compete for employees with their pen-
sion fund results in the same way they compete in the market place with their
product.

*This was mille a part of the official files of tho Subcommittee.
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PROPOSAL TO INSURE PENSION PROMISES

Does this mean that each plan would insure (or be taxed) to fund another
company's plan which cannot be completed because the company cannot or will
not do so? If so, I am against such proposal. The reason is one of competition.
Why should an unsuccessful company be subsidized by the successful one?

WHAT ASSURANCE TO PARTICIPANTS

1. I would be In favor of legislation which would require bonding of the
trustee.

2. I would be In favor of some sort of Insurance to protect pension funds from
loss from criminal or fraudulent acts.

3. I would be in favor of a minimum requirement of funding of fixed benefit
plans. This requirement should be based upon the facts concerning the relative
amounts of: Fund valuation, present value of vested benefits, total past service
liability, and current normal cost.

Such test, however, should not prohibit an increase In unfunded past service
liability. As a company grows, it may well be best for it to increase the unfunded
portion, to the benefit of the corporation's working capital position. This may be
more important to the employees than a requirement for funding of their plan in
excess of reasonable levels.

One possible ruling might require a minimum deposit of the lowest of the fol.
lowing two figures: (a) Normal cost plus the assumed interest on any unfunded
past service liability, or (b) The higher of the following: (1) Excess of the
Presentt Value of Vested Benefits over the fund value, or (2) Excess of 50% of
Unfunded Non-Vested Past Service Liability over the fund value.

The result would be to require deposits toward full funding of vested benefits
and toward a target of at least 50% funding of non-vested past service liability.
This would be adequate protection for participants, yet allow flexibility of fund.
ing levels in fixed benefit pension plans according to the needs of the corporation.

4. I would be in favor of requirements for some minimum vesting schedules.
I would not be in favor of a requirement for full vesting before say ages 50 or
5, when early retirement might be permitted.

The reason is to discourage the employee from deciding to leave one company
for another Just to be able to take advantage of full (or nearly full) vesting. I
have Seen many times this objective In employees who try to determine the
amount they could receive if they quit. The new company might provide full
pension rights also.

One purpose of a pension plan Is to hold go6d employes. If the employee has
nothing to give up if he quits, he is more apt to do so. It is costly for the company
to get and train another experienced employee. They should not be required to
have a plan which (in effect) subsidizes their competition's employee recruitment.

Vesting requirements probably should be on a sliding scale up to 100% vesting
with at least 15 years of service at age 55. Again, if a company desires to offer
a greater percentage of vested benefit, they should be able to do so, but they
should not be required to do so.

Respectfully, TED. HI. RETrAN.

INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE,
Washington, D.C., May 81, 1978.

Re: Initial hearings on private pension plan reform.
Senator GAYLORD NELSON,
Subcommittee n Private Pension Plans, Committee on Finance, Dirkscen Senate

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR NELSON: The Investment Company Institute appreciates this

opportunity to express its views concerning the issues being considered at the
Subcommittee's initial hearings on private and profit sharing plans.

The Investment Company Institute Is the national association of the American
mutual fund inudstry. Its membership includes 882 open-end investment com-
panies (popularly called "mutual funds"), their Investment advisers and principal
underwriters. Our mutual fund members account for almost 90% of industry
assets and have approximately eight and one-half million shareholders.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Our comments are primarily directed to Section 3 of S. 1631 and Sections 341
through 345 of S. 1179, but we wish to express our views concerning other areas
of pension plan reform as well.

A. SEcTIon 3 op S. 1631 AND SEcTIO.vs 341 THROUGH 345 OF S. 1179

Section-8 of S. 1631 and Sections 341-345 of S. 1179 would create a new system
whereby Individuals would be granted income tax deductions or credits for per-
sonal savings for retirement. We strongly support these sections in principle. At
present millions of Americans are not covered by private retirement plans and
millions of others have inadequate coverage. These sections represent a significant
step in the right direction to correct these inequities. We think that the social
desirability of adequate retirement income strongly suggests the goal of providing
ample rather than meager benefits for our senior citizens.

Our principal concern is that the legislation be designed to insure that admini-
stration of individual retirement plans be made as simple and as economical as
possible. It has heretofore been recognized that if retirement plans are to have
wide acceptance, those who administer the plans must not be confronted with
complex and unduly costly administrative burdens. It was this consideration that
led to the enactment of Section 401(f) of the Internal Revenue Code to-permlt a
simple bank custodianship arrangement, rather than to require a more complex
trust, for Smathers-Keogh plans funded by mutual fund shares.

The need for economy of operation applies even more to the type of individual
retirement plans contemplated by S. 1631 and S. 1179. This stems from the fact
that the administration of these plans will generally involve many small payments
by a participant which, unless the Congress directs otherwise, might involve such
cost ly paperwork as to severely limit the use of the plans.

Based on this concern, we respectfully submit the following comments.

- 1. CREATION OF QUALIFIED RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS

S. 1631 provides that the assets of a qualified individual retirement account
shull be held in trust by, or in the custody of, a bank or "other person who dem-
onstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the manner in
which such otht -person will hold or have custody of such assets will be con-
sistent with the requirements of this section". S. 1179 similarly provides that
such assets should be held in trust by, or in the custody of, a bank, a credit
union, "or any other person who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary
or his delegate that the manner in which he will hold or have custody of such
assets will be consistent with the requirements- of this paragraph,"

We believe that if the bills require the establishment of a trust, custodial
account or similar arrangement, the servicing costs will effectively bar many
potential participants from establishing individual retirement plans. We antici-
iate that the average individual retirement plan account would be far smaller
than the average Keogh account because of the stricter limits on contributions.
Bank charges for administering Smathers-Keogh custodian accounts tend to run
between $5.00 and $10.00 per account annually. If similar bank custodian ar-
rangements with similar costs were required for the individual retirement plans
contemplated by S. 1631 and S. 1179, it seems probable that the costs of adminis-
tration would make it economically feasible to set up the smaller individual re-
tirement plans.

More specifically, we suggest it be made clear that, under the provisions of
S. 1631 and S. 1179 quoted above, the Secretary or his delegate should permit an
Individual to create a qualifid individual retirement account with a mutual
fund or other funding vehicle simply by having the account registered on a form
to be provided by the Treasury Department, as, for example, "(Name of Partici-
pant) Individual Retirement Account under Section 408' of the Internal Reve-
nue Code." In addition, it should be made clear that such a registration does not
result in the creation of a trust relationship. Adoption of this proposal would
effect important cost reductions and would be in keeping with a policy of simpli-
fication. The reporting requirements discussed below would provide fn effective
monitoring system to reduce or eliminate the potential fq, abuse.

2. RMPORTING REQUIREMENTS

We submit that the Act should be designed so as to make reporting as simple
as possible for participants, their employers and funding vehicles, consistent

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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with effective compliance. We expect that most participants will be' average
wage earners and will have difficulty-in complying with complex and detailed
reporting requirements. In addition, we expect that contributions to qualified
individual retirement accounts, at least in the early years of participation, will

be relatively small. If extensive reporting by funding vehicles is -required, many

funding vehicles may find that they are unable to service such accounts on an

economical basis. Further, we think that many employers may be reluctant to

assist in the operation of individual retirement accounts if they-are required to

file reports for plans in which they are not participants.
We suggest that the Secretary be authorized to require the funding or servic-

ing agent to furnish to the participant and the Internal Revenue Service an

annual statement containing appropriate information as to the account. The

participant could be required to file a copy of this statement with is individual

federal income tax return. This type of system, which we understand is presently

used in Canada, would provide the Internal Revenue Service with necessary

information to monitor the claimed deduction or credit and a check against pre-

mature withdrawals.

3. REDUCTION FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO EMPLOYER
F

-INANC
E

D PLANS

5. 1631 and S. 1179 both limit an individual's contributions to his individual

retirement account to 20% of the first $7,500 of earned income. S. 1631 would

give the participant an income tax deduction equal to the amount of his con-

tributions: S. 1179 would give him an income tax credit equal to the lesser of

i$375 or 25% of his contributions. In addition, both bills would reduce these

tax benefits to reflect employer contributions on the participant's behalf to

an employer-financed plan. S. 1631 and S. 1179 provide that an individual would

*e permitted to assume that employer contributions are equal to 7% of his

earned income, or alternatively he could show, in accordance with Treasury

Department regulations, that a lesser amount had been contributed by his

employer.
These proposed reduction provisions could create severe administrative prob-

lems for the individual, his employer and the funding vehicle. Since the bills

are designed to assist the average wage earner, administration of the program

should be made as simple as possible. Moreover, in the case of many employer-

financed plans the amount of employer contributions cannot be ascertained until

well after the end of a particular year. which miglt force an employee to accept

the 7% assumption to his detriment. While S. 1631 might mitigate thiLproblem

In some situations (by allowing an employee to-make a contribution for a par-

ticular year up to the time of filing his return) it would not resolve all prob-

lems and might actually lead to increased administrative difficulties. In many

cases an employer would not be able to produce figures until after the date on

which the employee must file his return; in other cases -the time required for

an employer to produce figures could preclude the employee from filing an early
return.

The proposed reduction provisions might also lead to other inequitable results.

As the President's message notes, many employer-financed plans presently do not

provide for adequate vesting of employee benefits. While other sections of the

bills seek to ameliorate this problem, they would not require substantial vest-

ing in the early years of participation. Thus, the proposed reduction provisions
would bar many individuals from establishing their own individual retirement
accounts without assuring that they have other adequate vested pension cover-

age. The provisions would also work to the detriment of a participant In an

employer-financed plan who receives salary increases during the course of his
employment. While such an individual might be permitted. to make contributions
to his individual retirement plan in the early years of his empkc. nent, the bills
as proposed would prohibit him from making further contributions to his in---
dividual plan after the amount of his employer's annual contributions to the
employer's plan had reached a certain level.

For the above reasons we believe that this Subcommittee might consider two

alternatives to the proposed reduction provisions. First, consideration might be

given to replacing the provision with a two-tier pfiovision, similar to that Pro-
vided for under the Canadian law. Contributions by individuals who do not par-
ticipate in employer-financed plans could be governed by one ceiling, while con-
tributions by employees who do participate in such plans could be governed by
a lower ceiling. Alternatively, consideration could be given to -providing that the
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reduction provision apply only to an individual having earned income in excess
4 0 hat is, tin employee whose earned Income does not exceed $15,000

should be entitled to make contributions without regard to the fact that he is
also a participant in an employer-financed retirement plan. We believe that
either of these alternatives would lessen severe administrative problems and
reduce the likelihood of inequitable results.

4. REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED UNDER THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS

We also wish to call this Subcommittee's attention to the need for economies
in other areas if retirement savings plans are to be economically feasible. Certain
regulations under the federal securities laws require paperwork whch seems too
costly to be justified in the area of individual retirement plans.

Yor example, existing rules require that each nibtual fund shareholder receive
a separate written confirmation whenever he purchases or redeems fund shares,
Other rules require that each mutual fund shareholder directly receive a separate
copy of the fund's annual, semi-annual and other stockholder reports and proxy
statements.

We believe it appropriate for the United States Securities and Exchange Com-
mission to make appropriate changes in certain rules. For example, we believe
that the confirmation rules could be amended to provide that qualified individual
retirement accounts must receive confirmations in the form of quarterly state-
ments showing all transactions in an account during that quarter. Such a revision
would effect major cost reductions and would be in keeping with the basic pur-
pose of the confirmation rules, since the stockholder would receive full' inforina.

"""tion concerning each transaction within a reasonable time after: At had-occurred.
We also believe that the rules should be amended to permit participants in indi,
vidual retirement accounts to designate their employers as agents to receive and
distribute confirmations, stockholder reports and proxy statements. Employees
are well-accustomed to having their employers perform various financial obliga-
tions and services on their behalf (e.g., withholding federal, and state income
taxes, F.I.C.A., the purchase of life and health insurance, payroll deduction pur-
chases of United States Government Bonds). We believe that it would be appro-
priate for employees to be permitted to designate their employers as agents for
purposes of confirmations, stockholder reports and proxy statements.

We have been holding discussions with members of the SEC staff concerning
rule changes designed to further the economic feasibility of retirement savings
plans.

5. OTHER MATTERS

As stated above, we strongly support Section 3 of S. 1631 and Sections 341
through 345 of S. 1179 in principle, and our major concern is with the need for
making the administration of the individual, retirement account system as simple
and as economical as possible, both for participants and their employers, as well
as for funding vehicles and governmental agencies. However, we also believe that
this Subcommittee should consider whether the proposed $1,500 limitation -on
annual contributions Is generous enough to provide adequate retirement benefits
for participants even when other retirement income such as social sectirity is
considered. In this connection we call attention to the provisions of the Canadian
law concerning registered retirement, savings'plans which permit greater annual
contributions (the lesser of $4,000 or 20% of earned income for individuals who
do not participate in employer-financed plans, and' the lesser of $2,500 or 20%
of earned income for such participants).. We are informed that the Canadian
retirement savings system has not resulted in greatly reduced tax revenues.

We also believe that consideration should be.given to amending 8.4631 and
S. 1179 to permit an individual to make additional non-deductible contributions
to his individual retirement account. ParflcipantW'ii employer-financed plans
and Keogh plans are permitted to make such additional contributions. We Sug-
gest that an individual who establishes his own individual retirement account
be afforded comparable treatment.
I Further, we note that S. 1631 and 9.'i'i76 provide that premature withdrawals

from individual retirement accounts would be subject toga peatlty tax of 30%
.of the amount withdrawn. It is likely. that participants general)* will be in lover

income brackets than most Keogh plan participants, and in cpses of emergency
they will. be under greater pressure to require premature distributions. Under
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present law premature withdrawals from Keogh plans are only subject to a 10%
penalty tax. We see no reason for imposing a greater penalty tax on individuals
establishing qualified individual retirement accounts.

B. AMENDMENT OF SECTION 408(b)

We believe that it would be appropriate to add a provision to S. 1081 and
S- 1179 which would amend Section 403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Sec-
tion 403(b) presently permits public schools and charitable organizations to
enter into deferred compensation arrangements with one or more of their em-
ployees and to fund these arrangements through the purchase by the organiza-
tion of "annuity contracts" for the covered employees.

We propose the amendment of Section 403(b) to permit public schools and
charitable organizations, under certain conditions, to fund these retirement
arrangements through investments in shares of regulated investment companies
as well as through purchase of annuity contracts. The employer would be au-
thorized to make contributions to a custodial account which would invest the
amounts in mutual fund shares to fund the retirement benefits. In all other types
of private retirement plans, the use of mutual fund shares to fund retirement
benefits is already authorized under the tax law. There appears to be no valid
reason for limiting the permitted types of investment under Section 403,(b) to
annuities.

A suggestion of the statutory provision necessary to carry out our proposal,
conformed to the text proposed by Section 7(e) of S, 1681, is:

Add at the end of Section 408(b) of the Internal Revenue Code the following
new paragraph:

"(7) Custodial accounts.-For purposes of this title, amounts paid to a
custodial account which satisfies the requirements of Section 401(f) by an em-
ployer described in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1) of this subsection to
provide a retirement annuity for an employee shall be treated as amounts con.
tributed by such employer for an annuity contract for such employee. For pur-
poses of this title (other than Section 402(a) (2)). a custodial account which)
satisfies such requirements shall be treated as an organization described in Sec-
tion 401 (a) with respect to amounts received by it (and income from investment
thereof) which are excluded under this subsection from the gross income of the
employees on whosa behalf such amounts are paid."

C. PRoPOsED LEGISLATION RELATING TO FIDUCIARY REsPONSrBILITIES

The May 2. 1973 press release announcing this Subcommittee's initial hearings
stated that the hearings would include the issue of "fiduciary responslbilities of
plan administrators and trustees." A number of bills have been introduced in
both houses of Congress which deal with these matters, including the Adminis-
tration's proposed Employee Benefits Protection Act (St 1557), and S. 4, which
has been reported to the Senate by the Senate Labor and Public Welfare C4nm-
mittee. The Institute endorses the declared policies of these bills and the pur-
poses which-they seek to achieve. However, we believe a number of bills. pnr-
ticularly S. 1557, contain certain technical ambiguities which, if not clarified.
could seriously imnede the use of mutual fund shares as an investment medium
for employee benefit plans.

Mutual fuqd shares are a desirable medium for the funding of employee bene-
fit plans. They offer professional management of the shareholder's investment by
people who are trained and expert in the investment field. They offer diversiflca-'
tion, and therefore a minimizing of investment risk by spreading tbp share-
holder'S investment over many carefully selected securities, They are narticulstly
adapted to smaller private employee bhenet plans in that they furnish, at modest
cost, a complete, professionally managed investment program.

As of the end of 1972, the Investment of employee pension and proflt-shar(tig
plans in mutual fund shares was nearly $1. billion. The mutual fund indutfry
is, therefore, interested in S. 1557 and S. 4 and supports legislation designed ,to
provide effective and meaningful safeguards for employee benefit WA'ns,

Before referring to particular technical ambiguities in S. 1557, it might be
helpful to outline the structure of a typical mutual fund complex, There .re
three distinct functions involved. First, there is the mfltual fund itself, which
issues its shares to the public and uses the proceeds to acquire its own port-
follo of securities. Second, there is the investment adviser, which not only Pro-
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vides Investment advisory services to the mutual fund but also performs many

important administrative services for the fund. Third, there is usually a prin-

cipal underwriter, which arranges for the distribution to the public of the fund's

own shares. Often the investment adviser and the principal underwriter are the

same entity or are under common control.
Mutual fund organizations are strictly regulated under the federal securities

laws--namely, the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,

the Investment Company Act of 1940 and the Investment Advisers Act of 1140,

In addition, virtually every state in the Union regulates the sale of mutual fund

shares.
As a matter of existing federal securities law, the investment adviser to a

mutual fund has a fiduciary obligation to the fund. This obligation is enforce-

able by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, the mutual fund

itself and individual shareholders of the fund. Moreover, the SEC has substan-

tial authority under the Investment Company Act of 1940 to regulate the opera-

tions of mutual funds, including authority, among other things, to promulgate

rules with respect to the custody of fund assets and to prescribe requirements

for fidelity bonding of fund officers and employees. In addition, the 1940 Act

forbids transactions between a fund and its affiliated persons except with SEC

approval. The SEC has adopted numerous rules concerning these matters (see,

for example, extensive rules under Section 17 of the 1940 Act).
As some of the members of this Subcommittee are aware, there were amend-

ments to the Investment Company Act of 1940 which were enacted into law In

1970 after a detailed SEC study of the mutual fund industry and extensive hear-

Ings by Congress. These amendments were primarily directed to an increase in
control over various fees paid by mutual funds. However, there was no question

raised in the SEC study or the hearings about the honesty and integrity of those

handling fund assets or the adequacy of SEC authority. In fact, it-was agreed

that the 1940 Act had been quite effective in controlling potential conflicts of

interest and in preserving the integrity of mutual funds.
The problems we have with S. 1557 are centered in Section 11 which places

fiduciary duties on those who have power to deal with plan assets. We have no

quarrel with this objective-mutual funds are already subject to stringent limi-

tations in this regard under the Investment Company Act, The difficulty arises

because definitions in Section 3 of "fiduciary" and "party in interest" are so

broadly drafted as to possibly sweep up a mutual fund, its investment adviser

and principal underwriter, and impose on them duties and restrictions which are

inappropriate. If the bill is so interpreted, it would confuse the investment

medium selected by those who have no discretion over benefit plan assets with

the persons who have such discretion.
Mutual fund shares are securities, and like stocks and bonds, are a potential

investment medium for employee benefit plans. We think that the term

"fiduciary", for purposes of the bill, should cover those who decide what secu-

rities, whether they be stocks, bonds or mutual funds, are to be selected as benefit

plan investments. But once a selection of one or more mutual funds as an invest-

ment medium has been made, we see no reason why the scope of the term

"fiduciary", as used In the bill, should be extended to the mutual fund or those

who manage it. We are reinforced in this belief by the fact that full details as

to the operations of the mutual fund appear in its prospectus, including a state-

ment of its investment policies. Failure to stay within the stated restrictions in

the prospectus would create liabilities under the federal -securities laws.

Section 3(h) (w) (page 7 of S. 1557) defines the term "fiduciary" as: "any per-

son who exercises any power of control, management, or disposition with respect

to any moneys or other property of an employee benefit fund, or has authority or

responsibility to do so."
It is unclear from this language whether, If assets of an employee benefit fund

are invested in shares of a mutual fund registered under the Investment Com-

pany Act of 1940, such mutual fund or its investment adviser would thereby be-

come a "fiduciary" within the meaning of Section 3(h) (N), on the theory that

the mutual fund or its investment adviser exercises ai.nvestment discretion

with respect to moneys or property which originally came from the employee

benefit fund,
Section 8(g) (m) contained on pages -4 of S. 1557, defines the' term "party in

interest1 as: "any administrator, officer, trustee, custodian, counsel, or employee
of any employee benefit plan, or a person providing benefit plan services to any

906-235--73----48
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such plan, or an employer any of whose employees are covered by such a plan or
any person controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, such em-
ployer or officer or employee or agent of such employer or such person, or an
employee organization having members covered by such plan, or an officer or
employee or agent of such an employee organization, or a relative, partner or
Joint venturer of any of the above-described persons."

The term **benefit plan services" Is not defined in S. 1557. As the bill is pres-
ently drafted, it might be argued that the services performed by the mutual fund,
its investment adviser or principal underwriter constitute "benefit plan services",
and that therefore the fund, its adviser or underwriter might be a "party in
Interest".
If a mutual fund registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, its

investment adviser or principal underwriter were considered to be a "fiduciary"
or a "party in interest" for purposes of Section 11, this could produce a number
of inappropriate, and we believe unintended, results by reason of the specific pro-
hibitions applicable to a fiduciary under Section 11(b) (2) of the bill.
By way of illustration, it is possible that the following bizarre and unintended

results could follow front the present drafting of S. 1557 (the clauses referred to
are clauses of Section 11(b) (2) contained on pages 29-30 of the bill) :

1. Clause (A) forbid,% a fiduciary to sell property of an employee benefit fund
to any party in Interest. Suppose a bank trustee for an employee benefit fund
buys shares of a mutual fund and then wishes to redeem part: of the shares-
i.e., sell them back to the fund at as,et value. Such a transaction .mlgllt be for-
bidden by Clause (A) because the bank trustee (a fiduciary.) would be selling
pension plan property to the mutual fund (a party itn interest).

2. Clause (0) prohibits a fiduciary from furnishing goods or services to any
party in Interest. It is unclear from the definition of !party in Interest" whether
all officers, employees, or agents of an employer whose employee benefit plan is
funded with mutual fund shares are parties In Interest. If they are parties in
interest, this clause might prohibit a mutual fund from selllng~its shares and
furnishing services directly to thousands of employees of a large employer, be.
cause the mutual fund is a fiduciary and the employees are parties in interest.

Or, a large bank might manage the assets of an employee benefit fund and thus
he a fiduciary. If the employee benefit plan includes mutual fund shares in its
assets, this section might prevent the bank frQmn providing normal banking serv-
ices, e.g., as depositary, custodian or transfer agent, for the mutual fund, since
the bank is a fiduciary and the mutual fund might be a party in interest.

3. Clause (H) provides that a fiduciary may not permit the transfer of any
property of the employee benefit fund to any party in interest. This section might
prevent the fiduciary of an employee benefit fund from purchasing additional
shares in a mutual fund, since this might involve the transfer of property of the
employee benefit fund to a mutual fund which is a party in interest.

In view of the existing pattern of federal regulation of mutual funds, their
investment advisers and principal underwriters, including the fiduciary duty
owed to a fund by Its investment adviser, and in light of the undesirable results
which could follow if a mutual fund, Its investment adviser or principal under-
writer were caught up in the definition of a "fiduciary" or a "party in interest"
for purposes of Section 11, we suggest that mutual funds, thelr investment ad-
visers and principal underwriters be excluded from the definitions of "fiduciary"
and "party in interest". At the same time t should be made clear that such ex-
clusions are not intended in any way to diminish existing fiduciary obligations
under other statutes or under the common law. This could be accomplished by
adding the following language at the end of Section 8(g) (m) (on page4-of the
bill).

"If any moneys or other property of an employee benefit fund are invested in
shares of an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act
of 1040, such investment shall not cause such investment company or such invest-
ment company's investment adviser or principal underwriter to be deemed to be a
'fiduciary' or a 'party in Interest' as those terms are defined in this Aet; except
insofar as such investment company or its investment adviser or principal under-
writer acts In connection with an employee benefit fund established or main-
tained pursuant to an employee benefit plan covering employees of the ihvest-
mebt eompltny,' the investment,1l1aviser, or Its principal underwriter. Nothing
contained heietn shall limit the duties imposed on suich investment company, in.
vestment adviser, Or principal underwriter by. any other provision of lttw."
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We note that the bipartisan pension reform bill introduced in the Senate
last year, S. 3598, contained definitions of "fiduciary" and "party in interest"
virtually identical to those contained in S. 1557. The Institute stated itL.posi-
tion before the Subcommittee on Labor of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare that the bill should properly be amended to exempt mutual
funds, their investment advisers and principal underwriters from these definl-
tlons.. Thereafter the bill was amended to contain the exemnptive language set
forth above, and was reported out by both the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare (see S. 3598, Senate Report No. 92-1150, 92d Congress, 2d
Session, September 15, 1072), and by the Senate Finance Committee (see Report
to Accompany S. 3598, Senate Report No. 92-1224, 92d Congress, 2d Session,
September 25, 1972).

In addition, the bipartisan pension reform bill which has been reported to the
Senate this year by the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee contains
the exemptive language quoted above. (See Section 502(f) (13)# pages 15P-59
(if 5. 4, Senate Report No. 93-127, 93d Congress, 1st Session, January 4, 1073).

We respectfully request that S. 1557 be amended to contain exemptive lan-
guage similar to that in S. 4.

I). USE OF INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT PLANS FOR PORTABILITY OF VESTED CREDITS

Title III of S. 4, which has been reported to the Senate by the Senate Labor
and Public Welfare Committee, would establish a voluntary program fto; porta-
bility of vested credit benefits. Under this program an employee who is sepa-
rated from an employee benefit plan prior to retirement may request that his
plan pay to the Secretary monies representing the value of his vested riglits
in such plan, If the employee later joins a new plan he may request that the
Secretary transfer his credits to that new plan. If no such transfer is requested,
the Secretary must use the monies to purchase a single premium life annuity
when the participant reaches age 65 or, in the event of the participants death,
pay out the monies to his designated beneficiary.

We believe that the proposed voluntary portability program could be made
more effective by utilizing the individual retirement plans provided for in
S. 1631 and S. 1179. More specifically, we suggest that S. 4 be amended to pro-
vide that an individual who has had monies p&id to the Secretary be permitted
to direct that the Secretary pay such monies to an individual retirement account
established pursuant to S. 1031 or S. 1179. Such a provision would permit an
individual who has been separated from an employer-financed plan to have
his monies remain invested prior to the date of his retirement. Further, we
suggest that theTitle III of S. 4 be amended to provide that when anin4dividual
having credits with the Secretary reaches age 65, he be permitted,to request
that the Secreary pay him his credits or use his credits to purchase either a
life annuity or mutual fund shares under a systematic withdrawal plan.

We appreciate this opportunity to-submit our views concerning the proposed
pension legislation being considered by this Subcommittee.

Respectfully yours,
ROBERT L. AUOENLIc,

Prcesidert.

"A -REviEw OF UNITED STATES PRIVATE PENSION PLANS" A RESEARHo REPORT

PREPARED FOR THE, UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

(By Frank Rodlo, Jr.)

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee on Private
Pension Plans:

Who receive private pension plans? The majority are 20 million "senior citizens"
over age 65. Private pension plans have combined assets of some $167 billion and
assets are growing at a rate of $10 billion a year, about half of this natt6d'S full-
time non-fartA labor force of some 85 million are covered by prlvately-run pension

' plans. Surprises are in store for many. There is a difference between being covered
' and actually collecting benefits.

Employees cannot collect pension benefits until they are vested. Benefits become
vested when a worker is. given an irrevocable right to collect a pension even if he
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leaves the firm before retirement. A Irreasury Department study revealed most
USA employees are requiredto be on the Job 15 consecutive years and reach age
45 before their benefits become vested. Half of all men between 60 and 64 have
worked less than 15.4 years for any one employer. This situation would not meet
"average" vesting requirements.

For the covered who collect private pension plan benefits alone won't guarantee
a comfortable living standard. The Labor Department has revealed a retired
couple in Boston living on a low budget needs $3,645 a year. The economic
"cancer" of inflation hits hardest at "senior citizens" and those on "fixed income,
namely pensioners. Most employees do not contribute directly to private pension
plans.

The Life Insurance Institute figures 75% of all private plans are wholly
financed by employers and only 1% of private pension plans are supported exclu-
sively by workers contribution. The United States private pension plan system
Is largely unregulated. All pension plans are required to fill an annual report with
the Labor Department and must include information about each plan's incomes,
investments, payouts and administrative costs. Somewhat more rigorous regula-
tion is imposed on private pension plans seeking "tax-exempt" status from In-
ternal Revenue Service.

Most companies want their pension plans IRS "qualified." Such funds a com-
pany spends in this effort are tax exempt. About one-third of private pension
assets ($40.5 billion) are managed by insurance companies. Some 80% of assets
not covered by insurance companies ($88.4 billion) are in hands of bank trust
departments. A handful of banks control majority of pension plan assets held
by bank trust departments. Four largest control $47.5 billion, Ten largest manage
$75.5 billion.

The national early retirement plan threatens private pension plans as well
as the Social Security Trust Funds. IBM requires.30 of its very top officers to
retire at 60. United States military personnel can retire after 20 years of service
at 50% pay and after 30 years of service they can collect three-fourths of their
preretirement check. At Bank of America employees with three years seniority
participate in a Family Estate plan.

Employees get a share of the bank's profits determined by wage and seniority
level. Private pension plans are not in a rosy condition. The United Mineworkers
Union pension plan is a case in point. During the 1950's the United States Senate's
famed McClellan Select Committee investigated improper abuse of several labor
unions and management pension plans. Such incidents achieved considerable
notoriety. Several small and large union pension funds were spent by union offi-
cials on their own personal use. Congress has several pieces of remedial legisla-
tion which I support enactment Into law.

I support S. 4 cointroduced by Senators Harrison Arlington Williams and Jacob
Koppel Javits and cosponsored by 51 other Senators. I also support S. 1179 intro-
duced by Texas Senator Lloyd Millard Bentsen because vesting regulations of
private pension plans should be in the worker's cabinet portfolios, -namely the
Labor Department. I also support H.R. 2 and 462 introduced by Pennsylvania
Representative John Dent. These pieces of legislation could be combined with
President Richard Nixon's April 11, 1973 Private Pension Plan Special Message
to Congress in one single bill.

Congress should also enact into law the following pieces of legislation dealing
in certain respects with pensions. They are S. 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717 and 1718
introduced on May 7, 1973, by-Senator George Stanley McGovern dealing with
returning Vietnam veterans, "forgotten men" of the tragic Indochina War. and
S. 1695 introduced on May 8, 1973 by Senator Edward Moore Kennedy dealing
with loss of civilian Jobs by closing military installations.

The President of the United States defined the need for urgency of reform
private pension plans when he observed on April 11, 1978: ".. . If the working
men and women are to have a genuine incentive to set aside some of their earn-
ings today for a more secure retirement tQmorrow, they need solid assurances
that such savings will not be erased late in their career by the loss of a Job, wiped
out by insufficient financing of promised benefits nor penalized by tax laws." The
American worker deserves no less.
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FonD M(Yron Co.,
June 1, 1978.

Non. GAYLOon NELSON,
Chairman, Finance Subcommittee on Pension$, U.S. Senate, Dirksen Offce Build-

ing, Washington, D.C.

PENSION FUNDING AND REINSURANCE UNDER S. 1179 AND S. 1631

DEAR MR. CIIAIRSIAN: Ford Motor Company wishes to express its opposition

to the "reinsurance" provisions of S. 1179 and its endorsement of the minimum

funding requirements for corporate plans in S. 1631.
Although we take pride In the accomplishments of private plans, including

the success of the Company's Retirement Plans, we do not close our-eyes to the

shortcomings of the private pension system. The Subcommittee's hearings have

produced further evidence that parties to the private system are reaching agree-

ment upon the need for measures on fiduciary standards, disclosures to em-

ployes, vesting and funding. Newly legislated requirements should be admin-

istered under the existing regulatory framework with vesting, funding, and

other financial requirements under the Treasury Department.
There Is, however, one issue on which neither need nor feasibility has been

established; that is "reinsurance" of vested benefits against plan termination.

Reinsurance would tax sound and continuing plans to pay for mismanaged or

terminated plans. Reinsurance is controversial, Only a few unions support it,

while the Administration and most employers, including Ford Motor Company,

are opposed. Our detailed statement on reinsurance and funding is enclosed,

Reinsurance is not needed according to the Government's own studies. 0nly

oe In 5,000 workers lost any vested benefits because of plain termination In

1972. In other words 99.98% were unaffected, Reinsurance will not work with-

out changes that will result In massive standardization and regulation of private

plans and their investments. Reinsurance also will remove a prime incentive

for pension funding and distort the collective bargaining process between man.
agement and labor.

We do not suggest that the loss of vested benefits be ignored because the
problem is small. We ask, however, for consideration of an alternative solution,
improved minimum funding standards to assure that assets are available to
meet pension obligations. Improved funding will meet the problem directly
without seriously damaging the voluntary system. If plans with lagging fund-
ing improve their funding of vested 4labilities, the losses from plan termination
will decline or be eliminated. Legislative reform should help each employer keep
Its own pension promises, not pass the problem on to others.

Very truly yours, MARe M. TWINNEX, Jr.,

Fellow, American Academy of Actuaries,
Pension Manager.

Enclosures.

STATEMENT OF MARC M. TWINNEY, jR., PENSION MANAGER, FORD MOTOR CO.

This statement is submitted in my capacity as Manager of the Pension De-
partment in the Treasurer's Office of Ford Motor Company. My professional
qualifications include membership in the Society of Actuaries, the American
Academy of Actuaries, and the Institute of Actuaries in Great Britain. My exz,
perience in employee benefits extends over a period of 16 years, the first 11 years

LIn private practice as a consulting actuary. At Ford Motor Company I am re-
sponsible for funding and cost aspects of retirement plans, including the prepara-
tion of financial information used in reports to employees, to stockholders, and
to governmental authorities. My office is the primary contact with the inde-
pendent actuary retained to perform- the actuarial determinations required to
administer financial aspects of the pension plans.

The opportunity to submit comments on proposals for pension legislation,
specifically S. 1179 and S. 1681, is appreciated, The Company also would like to
commend the Senate Finance Committee for its thoughtful action last year in
insisting upon deliberate and objective discussions of pension Issues. .
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OPPOSITION TO PENSION REINSURANCE

S. 1170, as S. 4, would establish a Federal program to which all private plans
would be required to contribute for the purpose of "insuring" the benefits of em-
ployees In the event of plan termination, "Reinsurance" is, of course, a mis-
nomer. It is really a system to exact from sound and continuing plans money
to pay for the losses of mismanaged or terminated plans. Legislative reform if
soundly based would assure that an employer keeps its own pension promises,
and would not encourage it to pass its burdens on to other employers.

A reinsurance program is not essential. An Interim Report on Plan Termina-
tions in 1972 prepared Jointly by the Treasury and Labor Departments demon-
strates that plan-terminations cause the loss of relatively few vested benefits.
In 1972 one in 5,000 employees covered by private plans lost any vested benefit
(2/100 of 1%). In other words 99.08% were unaffected. This is not Wet'fect but
what price are private plans to pay for perfect results? -- -

Ford Motor Company has participated in a study group that has tried to work
out a system to "reinsure" vested benefits but has been unsuccessful. The casualty
and the life insurance Wdustries have been no more successful in developing a
workable approach without standarization of-benefits andover-regulation, A plan
cannot boy true reinsurance in todayfs-insurance market.

A reinsurance system would require burdensome government control and regu-
lation over private plans, particularly as to investments and actuarial determi-
nations if adverse selection and outright manipulation is to be avoided. Reinsur-
ance would also tempt some employers to adopt benefits they could- not afford
and would distort the collective bargaining process by making unfunded or under-
funded obligations popular in negotiated settlements;
I Program curtailments and toughened requirements stemming from abuses of
FHA mortgage insurance and private investor's securityy insurance are instruc-
tive in considering pension reinsurance, Reinsurance would tempt fund managers
into unwise speculation in Investment of pension funds. Investment- controls as
to proportion ahd types of investment could, of course. be used to stop the specu-
lative investment, but such controls would substantially reduce a fund's rate of
return. A very small variation In the 16ng term rate of returnecan greatly affect
benefits. For example a decrease of 1% in long term rate of return would de-
crease benefits per dollar of contribution by 25%. If in the long run benefits will
be decreased 25% because of reinsurance, employees will have paid a dear-price
for reinsurance.

Advocates of reinsurance admit that other constraints would be necessary to
prevent an underfunded~plan from "dumping" vested liabilities onto the program.
Although this practice could be partly deterred by requiring a pledge of the em-
ployer's assets: the cure itself would be objectionable because it would hurt the
employer's credit rating for borrowing, at a time when it may need financial help
to stay In. business. In some Industries construction for example. where an
employer has'corporate life only for the duration of its project, the pledge might
he unenforceable. On the other band. a good risk, like Ford Motor Company,
pays its own costs in connection with plants closed to stay efficient, and its
pledge would pay the vested rights 'even If the plan terminated in its entirety.

Reinsurance would neutralize a primary incentive for adequately funding
pension obligation. We find this alarming because the fundamental sh0tin to.
the problem of benefit losses from plan termination is more funding, not less.,
The reason so few employees in the 1972 study were hurt by plan, terminAtions
was not that so few plans terminated but that the funding was adequate for so:
many of the plans that terminated. If Congress niJm60es with one hand an onbli-
gation to vest, we respectfully submit that it should not with the other hand'il-
pose a reinsurance. scheme that would encourage employers not to fufld the.
VeSted benefits.

ENDORSEMENT O1P' MINIMUM I'UNDTNO StANDiAADS.--

Ford Moto CompanY has made studies of the leINslativ proposals for pension
reform. WO fhvor man.,of the'features of 4. 1631, tncludfin its specific require,'
mefit for funding, while recogni*ihig that some *moddiieitAmay be needed to:
improve the -Biil. -" . -' .

Gov~rnmebtal regultion of private pension plans should be at the Federal
level. New provisions on veAtIna and funding cnn be added as roqilrements to
tax qualifications of plans under the Internal Revenue Code and administered
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by the experienced personnel in the Internal Revenue Service of the Treasury

Department. An entirely new agency obviously need not be created to regulate

plans under new legislation. Any additional disclosure requirements can be made

to the Department of Labor and be effected by way of amendment of the present

Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.
The Treasury's Internal Revenue Service has administered the key provisions

of the laws relating to private pension plans with efficiency and fairness for

more than 30 years. Under this system, Congress determines what provisions a

private retirement plan should contain in the public interest, the Internal Rev-

enue Code requires that those provisions be incorporated in plans to assure tax

deductibility for corporate contributions and tax exemption for the investment

income of the trusts, and the Internal Revenue Service provides advance clear-

ances for plans and plan amendments that meet the statutory requirements.

We urge that this system be used for the proposed reform provisions relating

to funding, vesting, and any other financial requirements that may be provided by

law for private pension plans. Retention of the present system would place re-

liance on the existing expertise of personnel in-the IRS's district offices and in

Washington. This would preserve the outstanding virtue of the present system,

the complete impartiality of the Internal Revenue Service as between competing

private interests.
As Secretary Shultz pointed out in his testimony before the Subcommittee

last Tuesday; it would be a serious mistake, and a costly one, to attempt to

transfer Jurisdiction at this stage to another department of government lacking

the expertise, personnel, and experience of the Treasury in this-area.

The vast majority of cases of participants losing an expected benefit can be

cured by improved vesting in private pension plans. Despite steady imiprove-

ment in voluntarily adopted vesting provisions, there is now a recognized need

for Congress to enact mandatory minimum vesting standards. It is extremely

important, however, that Congress be mindful of the cost burden of any new

standards it may impose. The standard for pension vesting should specify per-

formance requirements, not dictate the design of a plan or the details of its

administration. The relative merits of one or another set of standards or rules

for vesting are still debatable, whereas there is no longer any doubt that bene-

fits should be required to vest reasonably early.
Ford Motor Company for many years has been providing such vesting, 100%

after ten years of service-(see Attachment I). This is prompt vesting under any

reasonable standard. although it would not explicitly qualify under any of the

principal Senate bills now under consideration with the exception of S. 75,

Although we do not suggest all private plans be required to vest pensions after
ten years of service, we do believe that any minimum standards enacted shofl~d
allow the Company plans' vesting to continue unchanged.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON MINIMUM FUNDING STANDARDS

Reasonable and orderly funding is also ess.ential to the pension undertaking.
If an employer sets up a pension plan, he should organize its funding so that
the legitimnatejyension expectations of his employees are fulfilled under ordinary
circumstances. If Congress requires early vesting, it should also consider how
the employer is to fund the vested rights Congress has mandated.

Contrary to the general impression, employes normally do lot have individual
penslfiiaccounits in a corporate plan and pension contributions are not allo-
cated among, individual employes or pensioners. (Only profit-sharing and thrift
Ilans, which, have other objectives than retirement security, and a relatively
few pension plans of the "money purchase" type allocate to individual accounts.)
Normally, all pension contributions are made on behalf of all efinloyeos a

group. All assets stand behind all benefit claims. (See Attachment II, Ftlnding
Information on Ford Motor Company's Plans,)

Another unwarranted impression seemingly held by some critics is that a
smmil unfilded.pension liability Is good and, by the same token, a large un-
funded liability Is bad. Indeed, the mere existence of a large unfunded liabiiltv
i.4. often taken as proof that, funding praetlces are somehow unsound -or else
th't investyments have been poorly managed. But In actualitV, the largest source
of unfunded liabilities are new or improved benefits that-extend ta Past service
to provIde more adequate benefits f4, those already, or nearly retired. Thuo.
an uhifunded obligation may simply be an indication that time oi'an sponsors are
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improving benefits or facing up to the challenge of maintaining benefit levels
In times of inflation.

A sound funding requirement should not be the product of concern over ratios
of vested to funded benefits; it should be related to providing protection for
vested rights at a reasonabble rate in view of the employer's resources. This
should aim for the greatest employee security while recognizing the complexity
of the technical problems involved. Above all, the system should avoid rigidities
that could cause costs to fall inequitably upon different businesses. For these
reasons, we favor the funding requirement in Section 2(a) of S. 1681 over other
proposals. S. 1631 requires annual funding of normal cost plus interest on past
service costs for all benefits, plus 5% of the unfunded liability for vested bene-
fits. These requirements are clear and determinable. If adopted, they would sub-
stantially improve the present limited funding requirement which has existed
as an administrative matter since 1939.

A plan, of course, should be able to base its compliance with any funding re-
(luirement on reasonable actuarial methods and assumptions approved by its
qualified actuary. This practice has been followed in the past and has worked
well. There is also a need in administering funding requirements to establish
standards for qualification of the actuaries to assure employes and the public of
the reliability and source of actuarial determinations.

It is surprising to us that S. 4 and S. 1179 would require that actuarial "de-,
ficiencies" be identified and funded, since an actuarial "deficiency" Is no more
than a variance at any given date between the plan's actual experience and
the actuary's earlier projections. In particular, we regard S. 4's proposal that an
employer be required to liquidate such "deficiencies" in five years as punitive and
unproductive.

Also use of the term "deficiencies" may unduly alarm employees because it
falsely suggests a real shortage- when there is simply a variance from forecast.
The largest source of these variances are fluctuations in security prices that are
almost invariably of a temporary nature. The terns "actuarial gains and losses"
are more accurate. Such variances are expectable and may continue until'the
last pensioner is deceased.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS ON FUNDING STANDARD

1. Minimum funding standards should be properly related to the obligation
for vested benefits. Section 2(a) of S. 1631 contains a proposed minimum fund-
Ing provision for vested benefits which appears sound and should in our view be
included in any new pension legislation.
2. The vesting standard should provide that any vested right required by law

would first become payable at age 65 without reduction for age. We regard the
retirement age definition in paragraph (15) of S. 1179 as preferable to the defi-
nition in paragraph (11) of See. 2(a) (2) of S. 1631. (Congress may wish, how-
ever, to consider authorizing the Secretary of Treasury to fix an age higher
than 65 as a transition arrangement for the relief of some industry-wide plans
where cost effects may be unusual.)
3. Plans which define the benefits by a unit per year of service should be

allowed to have the plan provisions govern in determining vested rights. Thus,
paragraph 12(d) in See. 2(a)- (2) of S. 1031 should be revised so that it would
clearly apply only to plans which do not provide defined benefit units per year
of service.

4. Consideration should be given to increasing allowable tax deductions for
pension contributions so that more rapid deduction of contributions will be per-
mitted when the vested benefits are not fully funded.

5. The proposal that would require separate identification and rapid liquida-
tion of so-called actuarial "deficiencies" presently appearing in S. 4 and S. 1119
should not be included in any legislation.

6. A plan should remain free to base compliance with funding requirements
on reasonable actuarial assumptions and methods. The law should affirmtitively
provide this right to employers.
7, The Treasury Department should be granted authority to determine who

may certify actuarial statements. Any legislation establishing fundin" require-
nients should include a provision along the lines of section 28 of 8. 1179 (page
12, lines 7-12) which would grant this authority to the Secretary of Treasury.
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ATTACHMENT I

OUTLINE OF VESTING PROVISIONS IN BENEFIT COVERAGE o FORD MOTOR CO.'s
EMPLOYEES

NONCONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (ALL PERSONNEL)

The life income benefit payable at age 05 is vested after ten years of credited
service. Because service credit is granted for up to 0.9 of-one -year of lay-off
or sick leave, as few as 9.1 years of work would be required to vest. Reduced bene-
fits are payable as early as age 60.

CONTRIBUTORY PENSIONS (SALARIED PERSONNEL)

The contributory retirement benefit payable at age 05 vests after seven years
of employment, during five of which the employee must have contributed. Reduced
benefits are payable as early as age 60.

CONTRIBUTORY SAVINGS & STOCK INVESTMENT (SALARIED PERSONNEL)

The Company's contributions for each year vest progressively during'the third
year following the year of contribution and are 100% vested at the end of that
year. At that time employees may elect distribution immediately, defer distribu-
tion (limited to their contributions) to a later date, or defer distribution to re-
tirement, disability or death.

SOCIAL SECURITY OLD AGE BENEFITS (ALL PERSONNEL)

Social Security benefits require that a male employee age 62 in 1973 must have
22 quarters (5 years) of coverage. Younger employees (born 1929 or later)
must have 40 quarters of coverage (ten years) without regard to age to maintain
eligibility. _

ATTACHMENT Ii

FUNDING INFORMATION ON FORD MOTOR CO.'s RETIREMENT PLANS

CONTRIBUTIONS AND ASSETS

There are two principal retirement plans for employees of Ford U.S. with
separate trust funds. The Ford-UAW Retirement Plan covers hourly employees
represented by the UAW, and the General Retirement Plan covers substantially
all other employees of the Company and certain consolidated and unconsolidated
domestic subsidiaries. In addition to these two principal plans, certain other
subsidiaries of the Company have separate plans covering their employees.

The financial operations of the Ford U.S. trusts for the year 1972 were as fol-
lows (in millions) :
Funds at January 1, 1972-with securities valued at cost ----------- $1,845. 0
Additions:

Payments into trusts ----------------------------------------- (203.2)
Interest and dividends received ------------------------------ (07. 7)
Net gain realized on sales of securities ----------------------- (21.8)

Net additions --------------------------------------------- 352. 7
Less: Retirement payments and expenses ---------------------- (140. 3)

Funds at December 31, 1972-with securities valued at cost --------- 2, 058. 0

Payments into the trusts included contributions by the Company and by sal-
aried personnel. Company contributions included current service costs and $i01
million attributable to prior service costs. Prior service costs are being funded
by the Company over periods of not more than 30 years.

No portion of the Company contributions to the trust fund, or of the assets
thereof, is paid or set aside for the account or benefit of any individual employee.

World-wide consolidated pension costs in 1972 were $312.1 million, up $72.9
million or 80.5% from $239.2 million in 1971. The substantial Increase in penin
Costs in 1972 resulted from certain amendments to the two principal plans tbat
took effect late in 1971, as well as adjustments based upon aetu.lexperience. The
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actuarially computed value of vested benefits under the various plans exceeded
the market value of fund assets by approximately $190 million at December 1l
1972.

FORD-APAW AND GENERAL RETiREMENT PLAN ACTUARIAL METHODS AND

ASSUMPTIONS

ACTUARIAL COST METHOD

Entry Age Normal Cost (projected benefit method) with frozen supplemental
liability for past service costs.

ACTUARIAL INTEREST RATE

Six percent per annum, compounded annually.

WRITE-UP METHOD

Assets valued at adjusted cost and at a minimum are equal to cost. Book value
is adjusted in an amount equal to the difference between the 6% actuarial rate
and actual cash income and realized net gains, but after write-up cannot exceed
90% of market value. If required asset write-up/(down) exceeds limits imposed,
past service cobts are adjusted.

NORMAL RETIREMENT AGEAge 65.
AVERAGE BENEFIT UNIT

$7.50 life income per month per year of service.

SURvIvORSHIP OPTION

Elected by 70% of those retiring, 80% of employees married with male pin-
ployees having wives three years younger and female employees having husbands
three years older than themselves.

ILLUSTRATIVE FORD-UAW ACTUARIAL RATES

Non- 
Early retirement

retired Termination of employment Disability Less 30 or Mutually
lives retire- than 30 more sais-

Age mortality' ist year 2d year 3d year Ultimate ment years years factory

20 ...... 0.0006 0.2340 0. 1580 0.1300 0.1097 0.0007 .................................
25 ...... 0007 .1880 .1220 .0990 .0831 .0008 ...........................
30 ...... .0011 .1500 .0940 .0730 .0622 .0010 .................................
35 ...... 0016 .1220 .0720 .0545 .0466 .0013 .................................
40 ...... 0025 .0990 .0560 .0405 .0362 .0017 ................................
45 ...... 0037 .0800 .0440 .0300 .0281 .0025 .................................
50 ...... 0057 0 0 0 .0211 .0042 ........... 0.0500 ..........
55 ...... 0089 0 0 0 .0168 .0076 0.0325 .1500 0.0025
56 ..... 0098 0 0 0 .0164 .008 .0390 ,.1700 .003
58 ..... 0117 0 0 0 .0166 .0112 .0520 3.2100 .0048
60 ...... 0141 0 0 0 .0174 .0150 .1700 1.2700 .0120
62 ...... 0174 0 0 0 .0189 .0205 .3750 ,3000 .0500
64 ...... 0213 0 0 0 .0216 .0280 .2250 S.2000 .0120

Mortality table after service retirement: 1963 George 8. Buck Mortality Table rated back I year. A special mortality
table is used for disability retirements.

I Rate applicable to the age at which the employee first becomes eligible for an unreduced supplemental allowance Isincreased by 100 percent. ,

THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA, INC.,
Washington, D.C., June 4, 1978.

STATEMENT BY THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMkRICA

The Associated General Contractors of America is a national trade association
representing more-than 9,500 general construction firms with 128 chapters in
all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia. Our membership per-

.BEST COPY AVAILABLE -
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forms the greater part of all heavy, building, highway and utilities construction

in the United States, or some $80 billion annually. 'We also represent ,approxi-

mately 35,000 associate members who are engaged in supplying material and

services for our construction firms. The construction industry~employs approxi-

mately 5 million workers, 3.5 to 4 million cf which are employed by or through

members of our Association, and accounts Aor approximately 15% of the Gross

National Product.
We wish to thank the members of the Committee for this opportunity to com-

ment on pending legislation relating to private welfare and pension plans.

Employers have, up to now, voluntarily provided retirement Income and have

been willing to assume the financial burden Involved. We do not believe any

action should be taken that would impede the growth of private pension plans.

The current rules and regulations contained in the Internal Revenue Code and

the Federal Welfare and Pension Plan Disclosure Act help to assure legally

binding pension arrangements, permanency, exclusive benefit of employees, de-

terminable benefits and Irrevocable commitment of employer contributions.

The Federal Disclosure Act of 1958 was based on self-enforcement by public

disclosure of a plan's operation. The Secretary of Labor was given enforcement

authority by the 1962 amendnitits which required bonding of administrators

and criminal provisions against embezzlement bribery and the like. The required

annual report (D-2 Form) is now a most comprehensive and detailed 15-page

document. In addition to these laws, provisions covering pension funds are con-

tained In state laws and regulations. Therefore, we do have considerable Gov-

ernment regulation In the private pension plan area at this time.

The AGO supports basic goals and objectives which are designed to strengthen

and to protect the interests of participants and beneficiaries of welfare and pen-

slon plans. We subscribe to the concept of requiring an annual independent

audit, assuring fiduciary responsibility, providing adequate disclosure, and

granting additional Investigatory and enforcement powers to the Federal govern.

itment to determine malfeasance In the operation of pension anld welfare funds,

since they are in the best Interests of all concerned.
We would like to comment generally on some of these provisions.

FIDICIARY RESPONSIBILITY

AGO supports the concept of imposing fiduciary responsibilities upon the

trustees of welfare and pension plans In order to safeguard the rights of the

participants of such programs. We support the "prudent man" accountability rule

as the standard for Investment of employee benefits; however, we suggest that

a fiduciary be held personally liable only when he has been willfully or grossly

negligent In discharging his duties. It Is Important that we do not' limit the

effectiveness of flexibility of the "prudent man" rule.

DISCLOSURE

Any reporting or disclosure requirements should be confined to data which are

pertinent to the plan. We support constructive and effective steps -to assure

honest administration by providing for an annual independent audit of the fund,

by requiring an "adequate summary" of the latest annual report be furnished to

a participant or beneficiary upon written request, by granting the Secretary of

Labor the power to make investigations when he has reasonable cause to believe

a violation exists, and by barring persons convicted of certain crimes from serv-

ing as a fiduciary on employee benefit funds.
S. 4 establishes minimum standards for vesting and funding of private pension

plans and proposes an insurance program guaranteeing plan termination pro-

tection. While vesting and funding programs are desirable, we question whether

they should be required by law.
VESTING --

As we understand it, there are two basic reasons for mandatory vesting. One

is that employees should retain accrued benefits after changing employment and

the other is that it would increase the mobility of labor. Such a vesting require-

ment would restrict flexibility in the development of pension funds due to the

Increase in cost. Money for vesting would be diverted from other types of Im-

provements in benefits which can best be determined by the individual company

and labor organization through the collective bargaining process. A requirement

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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of early vesting would cause a substantial increase in costs of the program and
could eliminate other modiffiations of more value to the retiree. As far as the
mobility of labor in the construction industry is concerned, wages, hours and
seasonality determine the mobility of labor. When an employee reaches the normal
retirement age, he is entitled to a proportionate pension benefit based on service
to date of termination if he meets age and length-of-service conditions. This right-
is not dependent upon his continued employment. We find that vesting periods
are becoming shorter.

FUNDING, PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE AND PORTABILITY

In his message to the Congress on December 8, 1971, President Nixon stated
that there was insufficient information to determine what Federal policy should
be' on questions of funding, the nature of the employer's liability, and termina-
tion insurance. A major study has been undertaken at the President's direc-
tion by the Departments of Labor and Treasury to determine the extent of
benefit losses under pension plans that are terminated. These are highly tech-
nical areas as indicated by an interim report, and we look forward to reviewing
the final statistics coming from this study. Unions and employers operating
on the basis of free bargaining and independent judgment have arrived at
decisions leading to the adoption of a wide variety of plan provisions and fund-
ing policies adapted to their special requirement. We are not opposed to reason-
able funding requirements per se, but we believe that there should be flexibility
within such programs.
-AVe are opposed to compulsory insurance and the imposition of rigid standards
which would impair the flexibility of pension plans. Employee benefit plans in
the construction industry are established on a multi-employer basis. So as far
as we are concerned, money spent for such protection would be unwarranted,
since the entire industry in an area would have to go out of business before the
employee benefit programs could be terminated. We believe that this is
inconceivable.

Portability would increase administrative costs since investment yields in
current plans would be less, due to necessary changes in investment practices.
As stated earlier, as far as the mobility of labor in the construction industry is
concerned, wages, hours and seasonality determine the mobility of labor. Sound
vesting satisfies the needs related to portability.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF PENSION GROWTH

AGC supports programs that would encourage pension growth among em:
ployees of small firms which have no pension or profit sharing plans. Therefore,
we would support proposals to provide income tax deferral for employees who
defer income for their retirement, and those which would increase the present
tax deferral available to the self-employment who have pension plans.

ECONOMIC STABILIZATION

Economic stbilination is the key to maintaining the purchasing power of
private pension retirement benefits. Control of inflation through the efforts of
the Congress and the Administration will help all retirees living on fixed incomes
as well as those who are looking forward to retirement. This is a priority issue
relative to successful pension programs.

SUMMARY

We appreciate having this opportunity to present our views to the Committee.
We will support efforts that will continue the growth and expansion of private
pension plans with a minimum of governmental restrictions, so that employers
and emnloyeeR many be able to develop pension plans that are best suited to their
own retirement security. Public policy should be designed to reward and rein-
force these qualities.
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UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA,Pittsburgh, Pa.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate,
Russell Office Building, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR LONG: At the Senate Finance Sub-Committee Hearing on

May 21st on private pension plan protection legislation you asked me to submit
to you a memorandum on whether, in my opinion, the negotiation of private
pension plans might not be advanced by amending existing laws to provide that
either party to a pension negotiation could fulfill its obligation to bargain col-
lectively by negotiating a sum of money which woud be turned over to the Union
to spend as the Union saw fit.

I find many things wrong with such an approach, which as you pointed out,
is an 180 degree reversal of the direction of present laws and practices. My two
basic objections to this suggestion are that, first, the suggestion does not address
itself to the fundamental, current private pension plan protection problem which
is how to increase pension plan security for workers who lose their pension rights
wlen their Company ceases operations or when they change jobs. The reason we
seek legislation is that experience teaches that these grave problems of pension
plan protection cannot be solved through collective bargaining-no matter how
collective bargaining is tinkered with. My second objection is that the suggestion
at this time cannot possibly further the goal of improved labor-management
relations. It is entirely possible that at some future time, in circumstances dif-
ferent from those existing today, some aspects of your proposal-which I inter-
pret in part as a greater voice for Unions in the administration of pension funds-
might very well be a practical goal. But at the present time this proposal does
not add anything to pension plan protection or pension plan bargaining.

Since pensions are an economic benefit they necessarily involve costs. But after
that has been said, not much has been said. While most employers would like
to minimize labor costs and most Unions would like to maximize them, the im-
portant, serious disputes over pensions have always involved principled questions
of what provisions should be included in the pension plans, rather than what
these proposed provisions cost. In other words, it is how the available moneys
should be spent-not the existence of the costs-which usually creates conflicts
between Unions and managements during negotiations. This has been true since
the origi'na dispute-s between the Unionti and industry as to whether Unions even
had any right to negotiate with respect to pensions.

In order to express my views as briefly as possible, my objections are sum-
marized in four categories, as follows:

1. Negotiating a flat sum of money and turning it over to the Unions to spend
as they please is contrary to sound public policy. Present policy is based on the
assumption that there does- not yet exist those essential traditions of sound and
prudent management of vast sums of money which will be required before Unions
can manage pension funds by themselves.

I am proud of the fact that my Union, the United Steelworkers of America,
has been completely free of scandal in the handling of pension funds, notwith-
standing that the Steelworkers have negotiated more pension agreements cover-
I ing more workers than has any Union in the United States. The reason for this
lies in our determination that as a matter of inflexible policy we have never
permitted any of our Union representatives to have any say over how pension
funds were to be invested. Our pension plans all provide for the exclusive financ-
ing of benefits by the employer. Where we have an agreement on the joint han-
dling of funds, these agreements always provide for the pension fund to be
handled by either a commercial trust company or by an insurance company-
never by the Union.

We would consTder it a catastrophe if the law was changed to provide that
-companies could meet their obligations for pensions for their employees by

simply turning over sums of money to Unions eaclryear for the Unions uni-
laterally to invest and pay out as pensions.
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2. The actual administration of huge sums of money and the monthly or other
periodic payment of large numbers of claims either as pensions or other benefits

would completely change the function of Unions. If Unions were forced to accept
this responsibility they would be required to establish extensive new btreaucra-
cles to handle their new managerial, investment, and fiduciary responsibilities.
This would involve the duplication of functions now being performed by em-

ployers, insurance companies, banks, consultants and management service or-

ganizations. I am unaware of any major Union In industry that either seeks or

approves of such functions for itself.
Furthermore, the concept of the Union-rather than the employer-being re-

sponsible for providing pension benefits to employees is contrary to the major
premise on which most pension plans in the major industries of this nation have

been established. The two essential premises of industrial pension plans ire, first,

that pensions are deferred compensation for services rendered. Second, that An

employer has a fundamental obligation to provide for his worn out and disabled
workers, and the cost of doing so is a legitimate cost of doing business. It is ob-

vious to outr Union that these premises make the provision of pensions a basic

obligation of the employer, not the Union. The Union's role is to act as repre-

sentative of the worker in his relations with his employer. The Union does not

represent the worker when it substitutes itself for the employer in an area

where the employer has a basic responsibility.
3. It is utopian to believe that employers who oppose Unions, as a matter of

principle, on such pension issues as vesting, funding, surviving spouses' benefits,

cost-of-living adjustments, the inclusion of specific types of benefits or benefit

formulas in their pension plans, will suddenly withdraw their objections to these

matters if they can resolve any dispute by simply turning over dollar contribu-

tions to the Union. If the total cost of a pension package is in dispute it Is hard
to see how such a dispute is resolved by turning a sum of money over to the

Union. If objection is made to any specific proposal on the grounds the employer
doesn't want to grant it, it is hard to see how the payment of money to the Union

to spend as the Union sees fit will solve the problem.
Possibly worst of all, if pension benefits are treated as if they were synony-

mous with the payment of cash sums, the concept of pensions as social insurance

would be destroyed. At one time it was thought by some (who now know better)

that if only wages could be raised to a high enough level, no social insurance pro-

grams would be necessary. If it makes sense to turn money over to the Unions in

lieu of pension plan agreements, it is but a short extension of tis logic to turn

the money over to each individual worker directly so that he might provide

pensions for himself. The essential fallacy of this approach is that no individual

can save for the possibility of his eventual retirement, while raising and edu-

cating his* family and saving against every other possible insecurity of modern

industrial life, If Social Insurance did not exist in its many varied private and

public forms workers would have to simultaneously attempt to provide for their

daily cost of providing for familie. and for the possibility of sickness, accidents,
unemployment, health care bills, and premature death. Imagine a worker trying

toraise a family, buy a home, an automobile, appliances and all the other essen-

tials of tie AmeilCan standard of living, and- at the same time trying to provide

for his eveiitaial retirement, All--experience teaches us it cannot be done.

4. Money 15 not necessarily the common denominator of different pension plans

in an industry, or a location, or in some other traditional grouping of pension
plans, Any effort to introduce such a common denominator where it does not

presefitly ekist would cause trouble, not reduce it. In the steel industry, for ex-

a mple, the common denoinator of all pension plans is their identity of benefits.

Despite identical pension benefits, no two steel companies have identical costs.
If an Identical sum of money was contributed by every steel company tothe Union

for the Unin to provide pension benefits, the Union would 'have but two choices:

the eftabIishient of an industriywlde pension fund or the provision of different

benefit6ht' each Company. At this time, either of these alternatives, far from

generating solutions, would create insoluble problems for both the Industry and

the Union.
Some rank and file workers are confused over pension cost determination. If

pension costs are described as, say, 85 cents per hour they begin to think of the
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35 cents as a part of their wages. But the fact is that If 35 cents is contributed for
the support of a pension plan, the distribution of costs for the plan's benefits
must be based on such considerations as:

the cost of pension service earned prior to the establishment of the plan;
the cost of pension rights which will vest prior to normal retirement;
the cost of early retirement due to establishment;
the cost of surviving spouses' benefit in the event of death of the employee

or retiree;
the cost of early retirement due to partial permanent shutdown of plants

and departments;
the cost of current service performed by employees.

It is no more possible to think of the cost of pensions as the same as ordinary
wages than it is possible to think of medical-care or any other social insurance
as the same as ordinary wages. The common denominator of social insurance
is its function of insuring workers against the insecurities of industrial society.
Each form of social insurance has its own form of financing and its own form of
benefits. For example, in a pension plan what is of critical importance to the par-
ticipants is the relationship of retirement income to income received while ac-
tively employed. While uniformity of the proportion of earnings'to be paid as
pension benefits can be viewed as a common denominator, uniformity of costs
cannot be viewed as a common denominator since pension costs are related to age,-
sex and service as well as earnings.

Perhaps the conflicts exhibited at hearings before Congressional Committees
make us all wish at times it was possible to solve the problem of pension security
by simply saying, "Here's a regular annual sum of money. Spend it any way you
like." Unfortunately, pension security does not come so simply. Pension security
can come only through arrangements in which government, industry and Unions
all have a role to play. Fortunately, the hearings before Congressional Com-
mittees have succeeded in clearly defining the problem areas and the necessary
solutions. The protection of private pension plans have generated opposition
from some who adamantly resist change because they believe in standing pat on
all their present privileges which has richly rewarded them while also irrepar-
ably harming workers whose old age has been blighted by lost pension rights.
On the other hand, as demonstrated by the unanimous action of the Senate Labor
Committee, a great consensus exists in the nation today that men and women who
by thelY labor earned the right to a pension on their retirement should not be de-
nied that right because of the termination of any employer's business. As the
Congressional hearings have brought out, this is not so much a matter of who is
in charge of the pension fund as it is a matter of premature plans terminations
which are beyond anyone's control.

Sincerely yours,
BERNARD GREENBERG,

Insurance, Pension, and Unemployment Benefits Department.
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